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This is the sixth compilation of Community research formats to be produced 
by the Commission. 
The following guidelines were used in compilation of the index which is in 
two volumes for convenience : 
1) the first page relevant to each project is always on the right hand side 
of the document when opened ; 
2) All pages have a number, even if blank. -. 
3) within each class <chapter) the formats are assembled in the following 











4) Updated formats will be inserted in the relevant replacement position. 
When additional pages have to be inserted they will be numbered with 
the procee~ing page number plus an oblique and an extra number (for 
example page 53/1 will be inserted following page 53). 
5) Formats for new projects will normally be inserted following the Last 
format of the relevant country within that class (chapter). 
6) If a project is entered under more than one class <chapter), the full 
format is given only once in the most important position. 
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Development of a model for analysis of a BWR under LOCA 
conditions. 
2. Particular objectives 
NORCOOL is a model for analysis of a BWR during LOCA 
conditions and for ·the evaluation of the performance of the 
ECC system. 
NORCOOL is based on a detailed mechanistic modeling of 
the individual phenomena during a LOCA for a BWR. The two-
phase flow model is based on a fully independent description 
of the phases, which allows counter current flow and thermo-
dynamic non-equilibrium. The heat transfer accounts as well 
for the wall heat transfer as for the interfacial heat transfer 
and contains conduction, convection and radiation heat transfer. 
The heat conduction model is based either on the one-dimensional 
Fourier equation with two-dimensional conduction at quenching 
fronts represented through correlations, or on the two-
dimensional Fourier equation assuming rotational symmetry. 
•.. h. -
NOHCOOL consists of tl.-JO pnYjecL:..> NORCOOL-I and NORCOOL-II. 
NORCOOL-T :is a further development of RHC and thus contains 
only one fuel elernenc, and the rest of the primary system is 
scaled accordingly. In NORCOOL-II, however, an arbitrary 
number of parallel fuel elements in the core and the whole 
primary system inside the vc~ssel may be represented as a net-
work of coupled heat..ed or unlleatt!d OHt:!-dlmensional flow 
channels. 
3. Experimental facil:i.ties and programme 
4. P_!oject status 
1. Progress to date 
NORCOOL-I is in the completion phase. 
NORCOOL-II is under development. 
2. Essential results 
5. Next steps 
6. Relation with other .P.!.2j_ect~ 
The NORIIAV project includes: 
a) The core heat-up programme RHC, Ris¢. 
.. ··. 
b) A one-dimensional blow down computer program NORA for 
reactor systems under development at IFA, Norway. 
c) The Danish transient subchp.nnel computer program TINA, the 
combined transient subchannel and 3-dimensional nodal 
neutronics program ANTI and the one-dimensional·blow down 
code RISQUE under development at Ris¢. 
d) Updating of COBRA 3-C and RELAP 4 by STF, Finland and Studs-
vik Energiteknik, Sweden. 
e) A 64-rod (electrically heated) core heat-up experiment by 
Studsvik Energiteknik, Sweden. 
7. Reference documents 
J.G.M. Andersen, P.S. Andersen, P. Astrup, N. Bech, J. Eriksson, 
R. Holt, H.V. Larsen, J. Miettinen, A. Olsen, NORCOOL, A Model 
for analysis of a BWR under LOCA Conditions, NORHAV-D-47, 
August 1977. 
- s ._ 
Jens G. 1Munthe Andersen, The Modelling of the BWR in NORCOOL-II, 
NORHAV-D-37, February 1977. 
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Date de demarrage Etat actuel Sc1ea.tifiques 
01/01/71 en cours 
Date d'achevement Deruiere mise a jour 
01/79 
l. OBJECTI:F GENERAL 
2. 
3. 
Utiliser les codes de Jere generation (essentiellement la famille RELAP 4) 
pour faire des calculs d'interpretation ou previsionnels d'experiences 
fran~aises et etrangeres. Ce travail devrait permettre de determiner les 
possibilites de ces codes, leur limitation et les meilleures options a 
utiliser lorsque seront faits les calculs pour l'evaluatior. de suret~ des 
reacteurs de puissance. 
OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS . . 
I) Etude des options des codes RELAP 4 mod 5 et mod 6. 
2) Qualification des codes sur experiences OMEGA et problemes standard 
CSNI. 
3) Precalculs de !'experience EURATOM LOBI. 
4) Calculs preliminaires PHEBUS. 
5) Calculs de sensibilite pour les reacteurs de puissance. 
ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
I) ~y~~£~~~~!-!-£~-i~~! 
- Les calculs preliminaires PHEBUS sont termines (voir fiche PHEBUS) ; 
ils ont permis de mesurer la sensibilite des differents parametres 
essentiels a la conduite des essais ; ces etudes servent de base 
a l'etablissement de la grille des essais. 
- Des etudes de renoyage relatives a PHEBUS ont ete realisees avec les 
codes CERES et RELAP FLOOD. ./. 
-3 .. 
-:-------------·--- _, __ , '-~· -~-----------------~ 
2. 
- Le probleme s t· andard CSNI n ° 5 (depressurisation sans chauffage de 
LOFT avec injection de securite) a ete calcule au moyen du code 
RELAP 4 mod 5 en tant que calcul previsionnel de l'experience. Le 
probleme standard n° 7 qui est une experience de renoyage ERSEC est en 
cours de calcul au moyen du code RELAP 4 mod 6. Le probleme standard 
n° 8 (experience de depressurisation et de renoyage SEMISCALE preparant 
un essai LOFT) est en cours de preparation au moyen du code RELAP 4 
mod 5. 
- L'interpretation des essais OMEGA est en cours. On a surtout fait 
porter l'effort sur un essai sans chauffage et avec chauffage. 
- LOBI : les premiers calculs previsionnels LOBI definis dans la grille 
d'essais proposes par la France et adoptes par le Groupe d'ISPRA ont 
ete effectues au moyen du code RELAP 4 mod 5. 
Ces calculs correspondent a la partie "grosses breches" du programme 
et leur interpre~ation est en cours par confrontation des calculs des 
differents particiipants. 
- Le 1er calcul concernant la phase de depressurisation de l'ADR d'un 
reacteur de puissance a ete realise. Il s'agit d'un calcul "physique", 
certains modeles d'evaluation de la version du mod 5 utilisee, ayant 
presente des erreurs. Une mise a jour du code vient d'etre effectuee. 
2) g~~!!~!~-~~~~!!~l~ 
- Les calculs preliminaires PHEBUS ont montre !'importance relative des 
parametres puissance lineique maximale, taille de breche, localisation 
de la breche, pression interne initiale des crayons. Dans l'etat actuel 
des modeles ce dernier parametre semble n'avoir que peu d'influence. , 
Les calculs ont montre la necessite de bien prendre en compte les fuites 
thermiques dans toute la boucle. Enfin un certain nombre de parametres~ 
propres a la boucle, se sont reveles comme tres importants : citons ' 
principalement la perte de charge de la vanne VA EP 14 qui permet de 
by-passer le circuit de charge au debut du transitoire et la perte de ' 
charge des creusets en debit direct et inverse. 
- Les calculs de renoyage avec RELAP 4-FLOOD ont permis de determiner 
les conditions de fonctionnement de ce code et ont montre la necessite 
de bien controler les conditions initiales du renoyage dans PHEBUS du 
fait de la petitesse du volume coeur (3 dm3) par rapport au volume du 
plenum inferieur (56 dm3) etant donne qu'une dilatation de l'eau conte~ 
, nue dans ce dernier volume pourrait accelerer le remplissage du coeur.· 
- Les premiers calculs OMEGA ont ete effectues avec la version RELAP 4 
mod 3. 11 s'est avere que pour bien rendre compte des essais sans 
chauffage il etait necessaire : 
1°/ d'utiliser le debit ala breche de MOODY avec un facteur c0 = 0.6 
2°/ d'utiliser le modele de separation de phases dans le plenum oppose 
a la breche. 
Les calculs ont ete ensuite repris avec la version amelioree RELAP 4 
mod 5. 
Il faut avec cette. version : , 
1°/ utiliser le modele homogene equilibre ala breche. 
2°/ utiliser le modele de glissement entre phases dans la section 
d'essais et dans les plenums. 
./. 
Les resultats de cette version semblent plus proches de l 1 experience 
que ceux de la version mod 3 particulieremene en ce qui concerne les 
grandeur's a variation lente (P, Tfl, M). 
L'interpretation des essais avec chauffage a montre des deficiences 
quant au calcul des transferts de chaleur, les causes pouvant etre 
soit au niveau des correlat~ons elles-memes, soit au niveau des conditions 
locales du fluide intervenant dans.les correlations. . 
- L1 etude des phases de depressurisation et de debut de remplissage au 
cours de 1 1 ADR d I un ~eacteur de 900 MW ·a ete' realisee. I1 s I agi t d I un 
premier calcul avec les modeles dits "physiques" du code .. Le reacteur 
a ete modelise p&r 49 volumes et 65 jonctions. Le coeur est represent€ 
paT un canal chaud, .un canal moyen et une zone de "by-pass". Le combus-
tible est decoupe en ~ zones dans le canal moyen et en 9 zones dans le 
canal chaud. 
Le cacul a ete poursuivi jusqu 1 a 28 s. de temps reel d'accident. 
L'injection de~ accumulateurs a fonctionne a 12,5 g. Le temps total de 
calcul est de 3 h.- sur IBM, la plus grande partie de ce temps correspon-
dant a la phase de remplissage. 
La calcul du probleme standard n° 5 a montre la necessite de modeliser 
la zone annulaire par deux volumes en parallele, l'un relie ala branche 
rompue et l'autre ala branche intacte, afin de permettre ala vapeur de 
s'echapper durant la phase d'injection de l'eau de secours. Les propor-
.tions entre ces 2 volumes sont 1/3 et ·2/3. 
4 - PROCHAINES ETAPES 
- Un calcul d'accident reacteur avec les modeles d'evaluation est en cours. 
Il pourra servir de base a une etude de sensibilite ulterieure. Des 
etudes de scenarios particuliers d 1 accidents pourront etre realises. 
- OMEGA : poursuite d 1 interpretation des experiences en grappes et 
experiences avec une meilleure instrumentation • 
. Utilisation du code RELAP 4 mod 6 des que les traces de courbes lies 
·.a ce code seront operationnels. 
- LOBI : Adaptation de certains coefficients physiques (telle que perte 
charge) apres les premiers essais physiques preliminaires realises sur 
la boucle. 
- Poursuite des calculs des 2 problemes standards en cours N° 7 et 8. 
5 RELATIONS AVEC D' AUTRES ETUDES 
Experiences 'OMEGA, ERSEC, CANON, MOBY DICK, EDGAR, PHEBUS, code FLIRA 2 
et code POSEIDON. 
7 - DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
- "OMEGA : depressurlsation adiabatique. Analyse par le code RELAP 4". 
M. MEZZA, Note Technique SETSSR 77-193. 
- "Boucle Blowdown· (LOBI) - ISPRA. Calcul de reference ·realise au DSN a 
l'aide du code RELAP 4 mod 3" 




-Publication PHEBUS (voir fiche PHEBUS 147-1 - 01). 
Premier calcul de 1 1 accident de reference d'un reacteur de 900 MW 
avec le code RELAP 4 Hod 5. 
R. POCHARD, H. TARTU (Note Technique SEAREL 78/02) 
-Utilisation du code RELAP 4-FLOOD pour l'etude de la phase renovage 
dans PHEBUS. 
N. TELLIER et H. TARTU (Note Technique SEAREL 78/01). 
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TITRE : 
DEVELOPPEMENT DE MODELES ET CODES DE CALCUL 
DE ze GENERATION POUR L'ETUDE DE L'ACCIDENT 
DE PERTE DE CALOPORTEUR DANS LES REACTEURS 
A EAU PRESSURISEE : 
Programme general coordonne. 
TITLE (Anglais) 
i 
DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED MODELS AND ADVANCED 
CODES FOR THE STUDY OF THE LOCA IN PWR : 
Coordinated general program. 




1 • OBJECT!! GENER.JU. 
Etat actuel 
en cours 








CEA - EDF 
Res-ponsable 
Sc:l.entl.fl.ques 
Elaboration de codes avances amenes a remplacer les codes de tere genera-
tion pour le calcul des accidents de perte de caloporteur dans les reacteurs 
a eau pressurisee. ~ 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
2.1 - Ecriture de modeles physiques 
Ces modeles doivent decrire l'ensemble des phenomenes physiques interve-
nant au cours des diverses phases de l'accident (les plus importants 
sont soulignes) : 
Les modeles mis au point pour CLYSTERE. sont en partie utilises 
- Ecoulement diphasique I D 
- Singularites geometriques 
- Breche 1 D 
- Piquage pressuriseur 
- Injection de secours .. 
- Ecoulement et transfert de chaleur en deEressurisation 
- Ecoulement et transfert de chaleur en amant du front de trem:ee 
~ Ecoulement et transfert de chaleur en aval du front de tremEe 
- Conduction 2 D - Modele de front de tremEe 
. I. 
---· ·-- ---- ---·- . ···- ... --- .. 
-·~- ... -··---------- ..... --- --·~--- --·--~·---·-···--------- ... - .... ---~ ... --.. -- --· - .... -,--··. 
- Volume 0 D 
- Downcomer 
- Volume 3 D 
- Piquage sur volume 
- Thermomecanique des crayons 
- Singularites complexes 
Cross flow 
- Breche 3 D 
- Neutronique 
- Ecoulement air eau vapeur 
- Separation sur les structures 
- Modele de flooding 
- Modele de pompe 
2.2. Validation des modeles physiques 
Chaque modele doit etre valide sur des exper~ences fran~aises 
(voir liste au paragraphe 3) ou etrangeres. 
2.3. Elaboration d'un systeme i.nformatique (POSEIDON) 
Cette elaboration comprend les taches suivantes : 
-mise au point d'un langage et d'un systeme de gestion de 
memoire (ESOPE, OTOMAT) 
- ecriture des fonctions de l'eau 
- ecriture de banque de donnees, de bibliotheques 
- ecriture de moniteurs 
- assemblage du systeme. 
Ce systeme doit conduire a un code de type modulaire. 
2.4. Methodes numeriques 
2 
Ces etudes ont pour but d'optimiser le temps de calcul tout en 
ass~rant le maximum de souplesse possible. Ces etudes comprennent 
les taches suivantes 
- Developpement de methode numerique d'assemblage de modules 
• methode par fonction de transfert 
. methode SOR 
-Mise au point d'algorithme permettant d'avoir : 
• des pas en temps variables selon l'abscisse 
• des pas en espace variables selon le temps 
Organisation des methodes numeriques utilisees dans la reso-






2.5. Ecriture des modules 
Ces modules doivent etre ecrits' dans le cadre du systeme POSEIDON. 
Ils doivent etre ensuite assembles au fur et l mesure des besoins 
depouillement d'experiences, problemes standard, calcul reacteur. 




- Volume OD 
- tuyau non chauffant 
- tuyau avec piquage type piquage pressuriseur 
- tuyau chauffant en depressurisation 
- tuyau chauffant en renoyage 
- tuyau avec piquage injection de secours 
- pompe 
- plenum superieur 
- plenum inferieur 
- downcomer 
- generateurs de vapeur 
- crayon combustible 
- canal en depressurisation 
- canal en renoyage 
- neutronique 
- coeur en depressurisation 
- coeur en renoyage 





Confinement - ecoulement entre casemates 
- enceinte 
2.6. Realisation d'assemblages 
Les assemblages seront realises pour interpreter lea experiences 
donnees ci-dessous et dans l'ordre suivant : 
OMEGA et CISE 







LOFT - SEMISCAJ.E 
LOBI 
L' ass'emblage reacteur est 1' etape' finale de realisation du code 
avance. 
3 - INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME 
Ces experiences servent de base a la validation des modeles physiques. 
MOBY DICK 






Ecoulement diphasique (voir fiche 145-1-03) 
Ecoulement critique (basse pression) 
Ecoulement diphasique (voir fiche 145-1-03) 
Ecoulement critique (haute pression) 
Ecoulement diphasique en 
depressurisation adiabatique 
Ecoulement diphasique critique 
a grande echelle 
Ecoulement et transfert de 
chaleur en depressurisation 
Ecoulement et transfert de 
chaleur en renoyage 
modeie de front de trempe 
(voir fiche 145-1-06) 
(participation au pro-
gramme international) 
(voir fiche 145-1-02) 
(voir fiche 145-1-06) 




Injection de secours 
Pompe en diphasique 
(voir fiche 145-1-05) 
(EVA programme FRA-CEA) 







4 - ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
Thermomecanique de la gaine 
du combustible 
Thermomecanique du combustible 
Downcomer en monophasique 
Ecoulement diphasique air-eau 
vapeur entre les casemates 
(voir fiche 145-2-03) 
147-1-01 (voir fiches 147_1_02 ) 
( programme E.D.F. ) 
(voir fiche 145-1-09) 
Condensation dans les enceintes (voir fiche 145-J-08) 
Interaction comportement mecanique 
ecoulement 
4.1. Avancement ace jour 
4.1.1. Elaboration du systeme informatique 
~§.Q~!L:_Q!Q~! 
De nombreux programmes sont actuellement ecrits en langage ESOPE qui 






Fonctions de l'eau 
Le jeu de fonctions qui avait ete realise a ete progressivement ame-
liore au cours des utilisations. Un decoupage des tables aete realise. 
~~~s~~~-=-£i£!i£E~~s~~~ 
Une premiere version des banques et bibliotheques est actuellement 
operationnelle. Elle permet le traitement de composants ne comportant 
que deux connections (entree-sortie). 
Moniteurs 
Une premiere version des moniteurs est actuellement operationnelle. 
Cette version est effectuee avec l'iterateur ITSOR base sur la methode 
numerique de couplage SOR (voir paragraphe suivant). 
Ces moniteurs permettent le traitement de composants ne comportant 
que deux connections (entree-sortie). 
~i~i:~l~E~~~~ 
Un assemblage a 3 composants (tuyauteries) a ete teste avec les ver-
sions des banques, bibliothequeset moniteurs decrits aUKparagraphes 
precedents. 
4.1.2. Methodes numeriques 
~~E~££~!-~~~Eis~~!_£:~~!~~£!!8~ 
Des tests ont ete effectues sur la methode par fonction de transfert 
sur des assemblages de tuyauteries decrits par les codes SERINGUE 
puis HEXECO. 
La methode SOR a ete introduite dans le systeme POSEIDON. 
Qe~i!i~~~i£~-2~!-~~E~£2~!-~~~EiS~~! 
Le temps de calcul du module ecoulement a ete ameliore en particulier 
par l'introduction de derivees analytiques en remplacement des deri-
vees numeriques. Des temps de calcul comparables entre le module a 
6 equations et le module SERINGUE ont ete obtenus. 
Un travail de comparaison de methodes numeriques a ete demarre. Ce 
travail consiste en l'execution d'un premier probleme test fran~ais 
(calcul CANON). Il comprend egalement la participation au probleme 
standard numerique de l'OCDE/CSNI. 




Le module d'ecoulement HEXECO 001 a ete introduit dans POSEIDON. 
L'interpretation des essais MOBY DICK eau-air a ete reprise. Une 
forme amelioree d~s termes de transfert de quantite de mouvement en 
a ete deduite. 
Des identifications avec d'autres modeles d'€coulement ont it€ 
realisees pour elargir la gamme de validite du modele d'ecoulement • 
. /. 
r·--------------- ------------·-·'-.. -----------------~ 
~£~~1~-~igg~!~Ei~~~ 
Ce module a ete ecrit sous forme d'equations de saut a partir de la 
formulation ,a 6 equations HEXECO. 
~£~~1~-!~~~~-S~~~!f~~!-~~-~§EE~~~~Ei~~~i£g 
6 
Le traitement de parois chauffantes a ete ajoute au module ecoulement. 
Le module tuyau chauffant .en depressurisation ainsi constitue 
(HEXECO 004) a ete teste et est actuellement utilise pour des premiers 
depouillements partiels (limites au tube chauffant) des essais OMEGA. 
Ce module comprend les ameliorations numeriques indiquees au paragraphe 
4.2. 
~od~1~-!~~~~-£~~~EE~g~-~~-E~g£~~B~ 
- Code FLIRA 
Differents modeles ont ete incorpores au code FLIRA 
modele de glissement algebrique. 
modele B de coefficient d' echanges au niveau du front de trempe. .---,. 
Des tests de methodes numeriques ont ete egalement effectues. 
Des comparaisons de calculs .FLIRA et de calculs effectues avec le code 
PSCHIT ont ete faits pour verifier le traitement du front de trempe. 
-Modele d'ecoulement en amont du front de trempe. 
Le calcul de l'ecoulement a ete realise avec le modele drift flux. 
Les resultats de ce calcul ont ete compares avec les resultats expe-
rimentaux. 
-Modele d'ecoulement en aval du front de trempe et modeles de 
transfert de chaleur. 
La mise au point d'un jeu de modeles ayant re~u une premiere valida-
tion sur les essais ERSEC est en cours. 
- Modele de front de trempe. 
La correlation de coefficient d'echange au niveau du front de trempe 
(modele B) mise au point avec l'aide du code PSCHIT a ete etendue 
aux pressions allant jusqu'a 5 bars. 
Des tests de sensibilite lorsque l'on transpose les calculs au 
combustible ont ete poursuivis. Des tests numeriques de sensibilite 
au maillage ant ete egalement effectues. 
~£2~1~-E~~E~ 
Les ajustements du modele en ecoulement monophasique dans les 4 qua-
drants ont donne des resultats en assez bon accord avec les resultats 
experimentaux, sauf dans le 2eme quadrant. 
Des calculs en ecoulement diphasique ont ete faits sur les essais 
EVA et EPOPEE. Des difficultes de prevision des phenomenes de degrada-
tion des caracteristiques sont rencontrees dans l'interpretation des 
essais EVA. Le calcul des essais EPOPEE indiquent des blocages soniques 
(limitation du debit). Ces derniers resultats doivent etre verifies 
par de nouvelles analyses. 
. I . 
() 
~~~~!~-!~z~~-~~~s_eig~~s~-i~~s!i~~~~-~~£~~!~ 
Un premier model~ d'oscillations a ete ecrit et permet de retrouver 
qualitativement les resultats experimentaux~ Ce modele est en cours 
d'amelioratJon. 
~~~~!~_£!~l~~-S~~£~~!i~l~ 
L'ecriture de ce module a ete demarree. 
4. 1.4- Assemblages 
7 
Les elements necessaires pour !'assemblage OMEGA ont ete mis au point 
et ecrits en langage ESOPE. L'assemblage lui-meme est en cours de 
realisation. 
4.2 - Resultats essentiels 
- Le modele de desequilibre mecanique a ete ameliore et donne ~ne 
prevision assez bonne des essais ~IDBY DICK eau-air. 
- Le modele B de coefficient d'echange au niveau du front de trempe 
a ete valide sur !'ensemble des essais ERSEC tube. 
- Les interpretations des essais EVA et EPOPEE avec le module pompe 
ont permis de retrouver qualitativement certains phenomenes et ont 
contribue a une certaine comprehension physique. 
5 - PROCHAINES ETAPES 
5.1 -Elaboration du systeme informatique 
Banques - Bibliotheque - Moniteurs 
Amelioration et extension aux composants a nombre d'entrees-sorties 
superieur a 2. 
Systeme 
Tests d'assemblage sur des circuits complexes. 
5.2 - Methodes numeriques 
Methodes numeriques d'assemblage 
Etude de synthese sur les methodes SOR et fonction de transfert. 
Poursuite des tests. 
Optimisation des methodes numeriques module 
Suite du travail de comparaison (probleme standard OCDE/CSNI et 




5.3 - Ecriture des modules - Developpement et validation des modeles 
physiques 
Module ecoulement 
- Reprise des depouillements MOBY DICK eau-vapeur avec les correla-
tions ameliorees de desequilibre mecanique. 
- Calculs d'ecoulements dans des gammes differentes de parametres. 
Traitement des apparitions de niveau. 
Module singularites 
-Etude de sensibilite aux modeles et verification sur l'experience. 
Module tuyau chauffant en depressurisation 
-Validation sur les essais OMEGA tubes. 
Module tuyau chauffant en renoyage 
- Ameliorations du code complet et notamment traitement du debut de 
renoyage. 
- Suite de la mise au point d'un jeu de modeles d'ecoulement et de 
coefficients d'echange en amont et en aval du front de trempe. 
Validation sur les essais ERSEC. 
Module pompe 
- Poursuite des interpretations de l'experience EPOPEE. 
- Examen de l'introduction du modele d'ecoulement a 6 equations dans 
le module pompe. 
Module tuyau avec piquage injection de secours 
Poursuite de l'amelioration du modele d'oscillations. 
Modules volume OD 
Demarrage de la modelisation. 
Module crayon combustible 
Poursuite de l'ecriture de ce module. 
M0dules composants 
L'ecriture d'un certain nombre de modules composants devrait etre 
d~marree en prenant comme base le module d'ecoulement HEXECO. 
5.4 -Assemblages 
Les assemblages MARVIKEN, AQUITAINE, PKL ••••. devraient etre effectues 




- AS• · 
6 RELATIONS AVEC D' AUTRES ETUDES 
- Voir paragraphe 3. 
7 - DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
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Research Information Meeting- Washington 1977. 
9 
P. CLEMENT, R. DERUAZ, J.P. L'HERITEAU, P. RAYMOND, P. REGNIER, M. REOCB.EUX 
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~. ?~oicct status 
?~ogress to date: operational ~ 
- Esse:1tial results: complete ECCS analysis of· the Dodewaard 
rc nccor (Dh'R). 
5. ~t.::·:t S t:0.D::> 
Calcul~tion of Marviken I and XI results 
Small break analyses. in :t?WR.· .: 
6. R~lation with other proiects 
Not applicable. 
7. Rc:cre~cc documents 
Internal KEYA repo~ts. 
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Development· of a. cornputer programm.e for. th$ C~-~cul'ation 'of,·..... ' 
transie~t temperatur~s .i'n. ·.~.~fuel ·rdd. dur·.inq·~ :a ·post~iated .l~ss-ot 
• 1\. . ·' ' I '•, •·'' '· . ' 
coolant ao~~dent. ··~ ; . ' .. ; 
2 ~ Particular objectives·· 
I . 
,. 
.. \ ' ' 
. ·' 
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DINO calculates .·the tra.nsient 'temperatures· ih a fuel e'lement· :. · 
. . . ' . . . 
·rod durin<J a postulated· loss..;.of-coola.nt ·ac;:ciden·t~ .'l'he geometric(> ·· · 
." ! - • ' : ·,· ·, 
model is cylindrical'. The conside·red, rod is ·concentric sur-\ 
. . . I ' ro~nded with an equivalent I coolant. channel and·~ ·'shroud of fuel 
. . . 
and canning' consisting of ·.and equivalen.t to the .surroundinq 
. . 
rods and ~ossible ·fuel eleq~ent b~~ •. The· equivalent', geometry ,is 
. . ' 
I.<.. 
. . . 
calculated from the assumption of the same hydrauli9 diameter. 
DI~O is a finite ClifferenC$ progra~, .. two-d~ensional in the 
·.fuel sy'stem· -and one-d~ensional. in the. ·~oolant chanriei. The, pr~gram · 
. . ' .· . . "' . 
., 
contains· a s~eady state )o~:tion .. t~ calculate ·tl'ie initial temperature~. 
· The inteq_ration ·technique :use.d i·s· Peaaeman· a~c:l :Radhford' s. method; ,. . 
I ' • . I , /, ' ' •.• ,•. • • ·' ,• ', • ( 
the ADI-method. Gas-gap, betwe~m .fuel· an.d cannin_q,· different.-· · ... 
' ' ' 'I .o , , ' ' ·, ' ' '' ·, ', ,,, t ' 
I materials,. radiation eto·.·: may be taken ~·nto account'· using. a cal .... ,· · 1 culat~d equiv~~ent. hea1t :col\~uo~ivity-·,·~empera.~~:r:~.··aepen4ence: of · 
I • • • ' I ~ • ' • • .. ' I • 
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3. Experimental facilities and programme 
4. Project status 
cc~?leted. 
5. No:<t steps 
6. Relation with other projects 
The DINO program is part of an integrated procedure for 
calculation of fuel temperature transients during loss-of-coolant 
accidents. Besides the DINO program, the prqcedure consists Qf 
RHC and a blow down program which calculates the hydx:aulic 
conditions during the accident. 
7. Reference documents 
~- Abel-Larsen and M. Lolk Larsen 
Heating in a reactor fuel element rod under trans.ient conditions. 
Part I. 
Heat cQnduction program~ RIS0~M-1391 (1971) 
H. Abel-Larsen and M, Lolk·Larsen 
Heating in. a reactor· fuel· elem~nt rod under tr·ansient 
conditions. Part II •. 
Ris¢-M-1533 (1972) 
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1.· General aim I .. 
. . 
Development· of a 3 .. dirnensdonal P (BH~R core blow-down computer 
,. 
program. 
2. Particular obje6tives 
Calculation of the' spatia~ and te~pora1 distribu~ion of.· 
coolant mass, -flow, ·/-enthalpy and pressure as well as fuel rod 
temperature in a P(B)WR core .. during the blo~-down phase of. a· . ~· 
loss-of•c<;>olant 'ace ident. The model whi'ch, is based on .the sub- 1 : ~ 
. \ ; 
channel approach incJ.udes sJ.ip and thermal,non .. equiliprium 
,· between steap1 and water. 
. .. 
.... ' ' 
3. experimental facifities and progra.rn.me . 
4. Project status 
' 1 
·The program is operational. ·It haa 
LOFT Semisca1e blowdovtn ·experiments. 
b~en 'test'ed against the 
. i 
' I 5. Next steps 
. \/. ' 
' .. , 
... 
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6. Relation with other projects 
In addition to the present blow-down program the NORHAV 
project includes: 
a) A one-dimensional reactor system blow-down model under 
development at IFA, Norway. 
b) The core heat-up programmes NORCOOL-I and NORCOOL-II at 
Ris¢. 
. I ' 
c) A 64-rod. (electrically heated) core heat•up experiment 
carried out by AE, Sweden. 
d) A three-dimensional computer program for the analysis 
ot PWR core transients (TINA + nodal theory neutronics). 
7. Reference documents 
8. Degree of availability 







































LWR 1.1 & 1.2 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
EinfluB der DWR-Umw~lzsc~leifen au£ den Blowdown FRG C .E.C 
(LOBI Projekt) SPONSOR: 
FRGMRT 
C.E.C. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
Influence of the PWR loops on the b 1 owdown C.E.C. J.R.C.-Ispra (LOBI project) PROJECT LEADER: 
W. L. Riebold 
INITIATED: .. COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
Dec. 1 , 1973 Nov. 3o, 1981 Eder, Fortescue, 
Fritz, Kolar, Lar-
STATUS: Completion of LAST UPDATING: sen, Mork-MOrken-
shake-down tests May 1979 stein, Ohlmer, 
. Piplies, Stadtke 
1• General Aim 
Experimental investigation of the thermohydraulic behaviour of a 
primary cooling system (PCS) of pressurized water reactors (PWR) 
during the blowdown of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). The ex-
perimental results will be used to check and improve existing blow-
down computer codes applied for the safety analysis of LWRs. 
,g. Particular Objectives 
Experimental investigation of the LOBI pump characteristics under 
two-phase flow conditions • 
• Design and construction of a large scale 2-loop blowdown test faci-
lity for performing loss-of-coolant experiments (LOCE) by simula-
ting pipe ruptures of different sizes at various locations within 
the PCS of PWRs. 
Experimental investigation of the influence of the thermohydraulic 
behaviour of the individual components of the PCS of PWRs on the 
course of a LOCA (blowdown) by measuring the significant thermohy-
draulic quantities, in particular those influencing the core coo-
ling. 
1· Experimental Facilities and Programme 
The objectives of the investigation require a test facility with a 
~.507 thermohydraulic behaviour during blowdown which is as close as 
- lt...-
possible a reactor-typical one, Fig. 1. 
The LOBI test facility is an approximately 1/7oo scale model of a 
4-loop 13oo MWe PWR primary cooling system (Pes). It consists of 
a 5 ~~if electrically heated test section (reactor model) with two 
primary cooling loops, one with three times the capacity (water 
volume and mass flow) of the other, representing the four primary 
loops of a PWR cooling system.Both loops are active loops each 
containing a pump and a steam generator. Tube ruptures of various 
sizes (double ended to small leak) will be simulated at three 
different locations (hot leg, cold leg, loop seal) within the 
single or broken loop. Heat is removed from the primary loops by 
the active secondary .cooling circuit by means of two condensers 
(representing the turbines) and a cooler. From the emergency core 
cooling system (ECCS) for the time being only the intermediate 
pressure or accumulator system is represented providing ECC .water 
for both, separate and combined cold and hot leg injection into 
both loops; the high pressure injection system (HPIS) is planned 
to be added in the near future. 
The scaling factor of 712 has been applied to 
- power input: 5 ~~ to 64 heater rod bundle 
- coolant mass flow: 21 kg/s and 7 kg/s for the intact and broken 
loop respectively 
- coolant volume:··o,83 m3 within both primary loops, pressurizer 
included. 
For the test facility design the 
- power to volume ratio 
- pressure drop and temperature distribution along flow paths 
- ratio of component volumes to each other 
hav~ been preserved. 
The height, and relative heights of components are scaled 1 : 1, 
thus preserving gravitational heads. The heat transfer surfaces 
(rod bundle and steam generators) are full length. 
The nominal' operation conditions are 155 bar and 323° C pressure 
and temperature respectively and a core mass flow rate of 28 kg/s. 
, 
- 11-
control facilities allow simulation of 
- pump hydraulic behaviour by speed control 
- fuel decay and stored heat by power control to the heater rod 
bundle 
f 
- containment back pressure. 
An instrumentation system is being installed which provides for 
the measurement of all relevant thermohydraulic quantities under 
transient conditions at the boundaries (inlet and outlet) of each 
individual loop ~omponent and within the reactor model. 
The signals from about 4oo measuring channels are recorded by a 
specially tailored data acquisition system using PCM techniques 
and analog magnetic tape. 
Test facility design calculations are performed by the "progranune 
and analysis" group of the LOBI project staff with RELAP4-MOD2 
and -HODS code, by the J.R.C. "design office" using BERSAFE and 
STRUDL-II codes, and by the GRS-Garching (FRG) with BRUCH-D, 
DAPSY and ZOCO-VI codes. 
According to the LOBI R&D-contract between the Federal Minister 
for Research and Technology of the Federal Republic of Germany 
(FRGMRT) and the Commission of the European Communities (C.E.c.), 
two different experimental programmes, A and B, are to be execu-
ted with the LOBI test facility after having completed the 2~= 
!!~~~£Y-!~!~ aiming at the determination of the various thermo-
hydraulic and mechanical characteristics of the facility. 
!~~!-2£~~~~ consists of 6o tests to determine the influence 
of seven relevant parameters on the blowdown: rupture location 
and size, downcomer Jap width, pump operation conditions, heating 
power input, steam generator secondary pressure, pressurizer con-
nection, ECC water injection. 
These 6o tests have been subdivided into two groups, A1 and A2, 
of 3o tests each: 
!~!-E!£Sr--~~-~l (tests 1 - 3o) will be defined by the FRGMRT 
exclusively, and th~ results are at the exclusive disposal of the 
FRGMRT. The first test A1-o1 will be used for a blind post-test 


































!~~!~Et£g~~~~-~g (tests 31 - 6o) will again be defined by t~e 
FRGMRT, however, taking into account suggestions from the member 
countries of the European Communities, and the results will be 
~ freely available to all member countries of the E.c. 
!~~!_£~£!~~-~ (tests 61 - 9o) will bedefined by experts from 
the member countries of the E.c.,and the results will be freely 
available to all memper countries of the E.c •• This programme is 
mainly aimed to perform component studies after having applied 
appropriate component modifications. 
~· Project Status 
4.1 Progress to Date 
-Completion of mounting'and thermal insulation work, execution· 
of commissioning and shake-down tests 
-Performance of first blowdown test SD-o1 (shake-down test 1) 
- Repair and modification of test facility during an interrupt 
period of the shake-down test programme 
- Preparation of Specifications for LOBI PREX 
- Execution and completion of LOBI pump tests in two-phase flow 
conditions 
- Start of contract work for LOBI discharge nozzle calibration 
tests in two-phase flow conditions 
Completion of three-dimensional analysis of dynamic loadings 
on the LOBI test facility structures; application of supple-
mentary shock absorbers 
- Preparation LOBI test results documentation procedures 
- Performance of pre-test prediction calculations 
- Revision of test matrix A 
-Discussion of results of survey calculations for test matrix B 
- Preparation of computer codes for the results evaluation and 
presentation 
- Design studies on LOBI test facility extensions (HPIS; secon-
... 
dary loop modification, auxiliary feed water system) 
- Acceptance and calibration tests o£ the various measurement 
chains 
- Completion o£ measurement instrumentation system o£ LOBI test 
facility 
- Preparation and testing o£ mini-computer programs £or data 
acquisition, processing and representation, and £or process 
control. 
4.2 Essential Results 
-
After some commissioning tests, the first blowdown test SD-o1 
has been performed successfully on December 13,. 1978, in the 
framework o£ the shake-down test programme. The initial condi-
tions of this double-ended 2oo % hot leg break test without ECC 
water injection have been So bar and 26o° C pressure and tempe-
rature, respectively, with 1,6 MW heating power and nominal core 
mass £low rate o£ 28 kg/s. The aim o£ this test was a first check 
o£ the mechanical and thermohydraulic behaviour o£ the facility 
under reduced absolu~and subcooling pressure conditions. 
During the preparation phase o£ the subsequent test SD-o2, fai-
lures o£ the commiss2oning heater rod bundle occurred, and the 
blowdown could not be initiated due to a blockage o£ the quick-
opening £lap valves used to simulate the rupture. 
The heater rod bundle failure was due to tube ruptures close to 
the upper end o£ the bundle which have been identified as hot 
ruptures typical £or Nickel under high temperature and minimum 
mechanical stress condition. Remedial measures have been taken 
by venting the upper region (upper plenum between _hot leg nozzles 
and upper power connecting plate) o£ the heater rod bundle and 
by avoiding stagnant £low conditions in this region allowing a 
small bypass £low £rom the upper downcomer region.· 
The failure o£ the quick-opening £lap valves operation was 
caused by too small fabrication tolerances and could therefore 
easily be overcome. 
'"'• ·-
Unexpected electrolytical corrosion of the metallic (VACON) parts 
of the distance pieces between the heater rod bundle and the core 
barrel tube (in the unheated region) was the reason for preventing 
the rod bundle from thermal expansion and caused so mechanical 
stresses. The distance pieces have been replaced by those made 
totally from ceramics. / 
The shake-down tests left, SD-o2, -o3, -o4, will be performed 
- with the first experimental heater rod bundle (cos-shaped heat 
flux, fully instrum~nted) which has been mounted to replace the 
damaged commissioning bundle 
- as cold leg rupture test, because the interrupt of the s~ake­
down test programme has been used also to displace already now 
the rupture device from the hot leg position to the cold leg 
position as foreseen for the first official test o£ programme 
A1. 
The shake-down test programme has been continued with test SD-o2 
performed successfully on May 13, 1979, from 125 bar and 3oo° C 
pressure and temperature, respectively, and 6o % = 3,1 MW hea-
. 
ting power and nominal core mass flow rate of 28 kg/s as initial 
conditions. 
The remaining test SD-o3 and -o4 will then be executed with nomi-
nal initial conditions with respect to pressure (155 bar), tempe-
rature (323° C), heating power (5,3 MW) and core mass flow rate 
(28 kg/s), aiming so at a consistency and reproducibility check 
of the measured results. 
On proposal of the USNRC, Washington, the FRGMRT-Bonn agreed on 
using the first official LOBI test A1-o1 for blind post-test pre-
diction calculations in the framework of an international exer-
cise (LOBI PREX). The particular interest in this calculation 
exercise is given by th~ fact that never before any such blow-
down code could be adapted to the special transient characteristics 
o£ the integral system test facility("virginity" aspect). In total, 
there will be 14 participants from the European Communi tj, ( 4 mem~ 
ber countries) and the USA. The LOBI test· facility specifications 
and all further documentation required to prepare the respective 
code calculations are contained in ~1~ and have been sub-
mitted to the participants. 
The LOBI pump tests at Westinghouse Canada Ltd. (WCL), Hamilton/ 
Canada, aimed at investigating the two-phase £low pump characte-
ristics have been completed. The evaluation o£ the test results 
is presently under way; first results are shown in Fig. 2. 
Theoretical considerations have shown that the transient pump 
behaviour can be sufficiently described by the steady-state 
pump characteristics. Therefore, and due to very expensive tests, 
no ·transient LOBI pump tests have been performed at WCL-Hamilton. 
Additional steady-state tests in single-phas·e flow conditions 
have confirmed the results £rom previous tesaat WCL-Hamilton 
and at the pump manufacturer ASTRO-Graz, Austria. 
An R&D contract has been concluded with wet-Hamilton £or per-
forming LOBI discharge nozzle calibration tests in two-phase 
flow conditions. The tests will be started in August 1979. 
Feasibility studies have been initiated £or the design o£ the 
high pressure injection system (HPIS) to be added to the LOBI 
facility, and £or modifications o£ the LOBI secondary loop in 
order to allow more reactor-typical operation £or all types o£ 
break simulation, especially under small leak LOCA conditions. 
For the purpose o£ the LOBI test documentation by "Quick Look 
Reports" (QLR) and "Experimental Data Reports" (EDR), a QLR 
prototype has been prepared; its practical applicability will 
be checked during the shake-down tests. 
Results £rom test calculations with the recently implemented 
RELAP4/MOD6 code show good agreement with those contained on 
the NEA tape. 
The interactive version o£ the retrieval program is completed 
and allows the graphical display o£ all quantities o£ the 
data base. 
The ASTEM program package has been completed and allows the cal• 
. 
culation and display o£ about 3o di££erent. physical properties 
o£ water/vapor.£or given input data like pressure/temperature, 





The "vlorking Group on LOBI Programme A" has defined the final 
test matrix A consist~ng of 6o tests distinguished in base line 
tests and variation tests. The whole test matrix has been sub-
divided in two par~ A1 and A2, of 3o tests each. 
This WG has established two heating power time curves to be 
used for controlling the heating power input to the rod bundle 
during blowdown: an upper limit curve for the pre-DNB·range and 
a lower limit curve for the post-DNB range. 
The 11\vorking Group on LOBI Programme B" has discussed and com-
pared the results from survey calculations of different members. 
An interesting result was that for a pipe rupture on the pump 
• suction side the core temperature was much higher in case of 
p~~P rotor blocked than in case of continued pump operation at 
constant speed. 
Further calculations for large breaks and all three rupture lo-
cations are aimed to 1determine the influence of downcomer gap 
width on core temperature and mass flow and on break mass flow. 
The French and German Experts of this WG have presented the re-
cently developed special versions of their RELAP4 codes for calcula-
ting small leak LOCAs and shown first results. The "WG LOBI B" 
will have strongly to rely on the availability of these code ver-
sions, or at least on the contribution of these members, for the 
future survey calculations for small leak LOCAs. 
The stay of a LOBI staff member at EG&G Idaho Inc., USA, led to 
the participation in development work of RELAP4/MOD7, f 2J, 
t3J. 
Based on results from DAPSY code (GRS-l1unich) and STRUDL II code 
(Design Office of J.R.C.-Ispra) calculations concerning dynamic 
loads on the LOBI test facility structure during blowdown, seve-
ral supplementary shock absorbers have to be installed in various 
locations to further support the respective components of the 
test facility. These calculation results had been· qualitatively 
confirmed by some acceleration measurements'performed during the 
first blowdown test SD-o1. 
During the last commissioning test, pressure drop measurements 
within the primary loops of the LOBI facility, and steam gene-
rator calibrations for steady-state mass flow measurements have 
been performed in single-phase flow conditions and at different 
mass flow rates: the measured A p-values have been smaller than 
those from the design calculations f 4 J. 
Failures of the measurement instrumentation system which occurred 
during the commissioning and the shake-down tests have been ana-
lyzed and removed. 
During the interrupt period of the shake-down test programme, 
the measurement instrumentation at the various locations of the 
test facility has been finally complete~ and is shown in Fig. 3 
and 4. After mounting of the first experimental heater rod bundle, 
control measurements of the heater rod thermocouple isolation 
resistance has been performed and shown that 183 out o£ 188 TCs 
are still operationail. 
The·signal transfer which operated well until test SD-o1 with 
reduced instrumentation, has shown some interference problems 
during test SD-o2 with complete instrumentation. 
The mini-computer program £or an interactive data evaluation has 
been tested and allows 
- the one- und multi-dimensional graphical display o£ measured 
results 
the overlay of several curves 
-the digital filtering and the production,of histograms. 
Data processing and formatting programs allow 
-the conversion o£ data from PCM format·into engineering units 
and their evaluation and representation 
- the input o£ the m~asured results into the data bank. 
Process control programs (heating power, pump speed) have been 
developed and tested. 
A schamtical representation o£ the LOBI data acquisition and 
process control system (DAPCS) is shown in Fig. s. 
-'to-
.2.· Next Steps 
- Completion of test facility shake-down tests (SD-o3, -o4) ending 
up with a consistency and reproducibility check of the test re-
sults 
- Starting the official LOBI experimental programme with test 
A1-o1, the LOBI PREX test 
- Performing pre-test prediction calculations, test results evalua-
tion and documentation 
Performing LOBI PREX calculations and results comparisons by pro-
ducing overlay plots; PREX 2nd Workshop meeting at Ispra 
- Evaluation of LOBI pump test results and preparation of tWo-
phase flow pump characteristics 
- Starting the LOBI discharge nozzle calibration tests. 
~· Relation to Other Projects 
- Semiscale MOD3 project of USNRC at INEL, Idaho Falls, USA 
- LOFT project of USNRC at INEL, Idaho Falls, USA 
- PKL project of KVTU cit Erlangen, FRG 
- ROSA II project of JAERI at Tbkai-Mura, Japan. 
1· Reference Documents 
- Quarterly Reports of 1978 and 1979, GRS-FRG 
- J.R.C.-Ispra Establishment, Programme Progress Reports Reactor 
Safety, January - June 1978, July - December 1978, January-
June 1979 
- .['1 .l w. Riebold, w. Kolar, r-r. Larsen, E. Ohlmer, L. Piplies, 
H. StMtke: 
Specifications -.LOBI-Pre-Prediction Exercise-
Influence of PWR Primary ~oops on Blowdown (LOBI) 
Technical Note Nr. I.o6.o1.79.25, February 1979 
- ~2ji S.R. Fisher,· H. Chow, G. VanArsdall (EG&G Idaho Inc.), 
H. Stadtke (J.R.C.-Ispra): 
Development of a Non-Equilibrium ECC Mixing Model 
for Use in RELAP4/MOD7 
Second Multi-Phase Flow and Heat Transfer Symposium 
Workshop, University of Miami, Miami Beach, 
April 16-18, 1979 
- ~3_7 S.R. Fisher, H. Chow, G. VanArsdall (EG&G Idaho Inc.). 
H. Stadtke (J.R.C.-Ispra): 
Implementation of a Non-Equilibrium Model in 
RELAP4/MOD7 
ANS Topical Meeting: Computional Methods in 
Nuclear Engineering, April 23-25, 1979 
- ~4~ E. Ohlmer, w. Schulze: 
Druckverlustmessungen an der LOBI-Anlage 
Technical Note Nr. I.o6.o1.79.o4, January 1979 
~· Degree of Availability 
- Quarterly Reports: from GRS-Koln, Glockengasse 2, 5 Ioln 1 
- Programme Progress Reports: restricted distribution list 
- Conference Papers: from authors 
-Technical Notes: restricted distribution list. 
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To examine the behaviour of a pump under single and two-phase 
cond~tions to provide experimental support for pump models to be 
used in LOCA calculations. 
Particular Objectives 
To determine head and torque characteristics in all modes of 
pump operation (forwa!~ and reverse flow and impeller direction) 
fo~ a full range of void fractions. 
Experimental Facilities and Programme .• 
An experimental pump of specific speed approximately 1000 (U.S. 
units) is being tested using Freon 12 as ·a·working fluid. The 
rated· conditions are ~low of s,ts-1 at a head of 20m. Impeller 
' .. 
.diameter is 180 mm. inlet arid exit voidage, pressure and temperature, 
mass flow, and pump power and'sp~ed will be measured. Pressures 
will range_ up t6 10 bar (equivalent to~ 60 bar in water). 
Project Status 
·s~ngle-phase characteristi~s bave been measured. ~o-phase testing 
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i:lerlchtsz.,ltraum/Penod Klassiflkation/Ciasslhc.atlon Kennzelchen/ProJeflt Number 
1. 1. 78 
-
31.12.78 1.1.1 RS 016 B 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Untersuchung der Vorgange bei der Druckent- Fffi 
las tung wasser gel<iihl t er Reaktoren. Modell- Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
versuche mit einem 11,2 m hohen Stahlbehalter BMFT 
mit Einbauten. Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
BATTELLE-INSTITUT E.V. 
Investigation into the Phenomena Involved in Frankfurt am Main 
the Depressurization of Water-Cooled Reactors. 
Vessel 11.2 in Experiments Using a Steel m 
Hei.g:ht with Internals. 
Arbeitsbeginnllnitiated Arbeltsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
Julv 15, 1972 Anril JO~_ 1979 Dr. T.F. Kanzleiter 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittel/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
1. General Aim 
The experimental blowdown program is aimed at integral large-
scale experimental simulations of loss-of-coolant accidents 
in water-cooled reactors of PWR and BWR type. All experimen-
tal results are to be compared with the results of model 
calculations to show the applicability of the computer codes 
used and, if possible, to improve them. 






In the main experiments the loads on reactor vessel internals 
under BWR and PWR conditions and the phenomena in the dis-
charge nozzle during the initial phase of blowdown are to be 
investigated. Preliminary experiments without internals 
are to be performed to show the influence of the internals 
on the discharge process. 
Research Program 
Preliminary LOCA experiments with a pressure vessel without 
internals under PWR and BWR conditions. 
P\ffi experiments part I with "flexible" internals of PWR 
type. 
B\/R experiments with internals of BWR type. 





RS 016 B 
Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The experimental facilities consist essentially of 
a pressure vessel (5.2 m3 , 140 bar, .JOO °C) with 
electric heater (6oo· kW max.) 
an 
PWR internal~ with flexible and inflexible components 
BWR internals 
a loop with piping, puNps and heat exchangers to realize 
the same differences in enthalpy as inside an original 
vessel 
measuring instruments (approx. 110 channels for pressure, 
differential pressure, temperature, density, mass flow, 
force, strain, acceleration, displacement and water level 
a data collection and processing system with 120 channels 
and a threshold frequency of 5 kHz. 
For comparison with the experimental data, several computer 
codes are used by Battelle (see research proj~ct RS )12) 
and by external tinstitutions. Some of these computer codes 
are also being used for licensing procedures. 
5. Progress to Date 
,r-.... 
.:j 
Ad ).1 Four preliminary BWR and PWR experiments without internals 
(Nos. SWR 1R, SWR 2R, DWR 1R, DWR 2R) were carried out in· 
1974 and 1976. Experiment SWR 2R has been chosen as an 
OECD standard problem (No. 6) for an· international comparison':) 
with theoretical results. 
Ad ).2 Seven PWR experiments with flexible internals (Nos. DWR 1 to 
5, DWR 2L and DWR 5A) were carried out in 1975• Thermal-
hydraulic and structural-dynamic evaluation of these.ex-
periments is still in progress. 
Ad J.J Eleven BWR experiments with internals were planned and pre-
pared in 1976 through, 1978. Attempts were made to improve 
the differential presaure transducers that had previously 
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Ad 3.3 Tl1o further development of differential pressure trans-
ducers for direct installation inside the pressure vessel 
., 
did not lead to acceptable dynamic characteristics of the 
transducer. Alternative types of differential pressure 
transducers, also suitable for direct installation inside 
tho vessel are not available. TherefoTe, the speci£iod 
di£ferential pressure measuring system had to be replaced 
by a combinatiorl of externally installed differential 
pressure transducers with pressure lines leading to the 
measuring points inside the pressure vessel (low system 
eigenfrequency but good accuracy) and absolute pressure 
transducers (low accuracy of pressure differentials but 
good- dynamic response). As a result of this replacement, 
the pressure vessel internals have to be remodelled and 
the experimental program has to be revised. At present 
in the experimental BWR program major emphasis is placed 
on the investigation .of the phenomena in the case of steam 
line breaks, such as 
- liquid level behavior 
t 
void distribution in the rising two phase mixture 
thermodynamic nonequilibrium and flashing effects 
. - mn~s and enthalpy flow at the site of ~upture 
- forces acting on the in~~rnal•• 
Additional objectives in the case of feed water line breaks . 
are 
pressure wave and pressure pulsation effects~ 
The experimental program comprises experiments involving 
different initial conditions (subcooling, steam quality) 
and different break areas and break locations (simulating 
JlWll food wnter line breaks, DWH steam line breaks and PWH 
stenm gonorntor steam line breaks). 
Tho experimental parameters have to be specified in detail 
on the basis of preliminary calculations c:arried._out by 









Completion of the evaluation of PWR experiments, Part I 
Measurement of the maximum initial ~ubcooling and steam 
quality in the pressure vessel attainable by means of an 
improved ext~rnal loop 
Final specification of the experimental program 
Preparation and performance of the BWR experiments 
Ad ).4 Preparation of additional PWR experiments 
8. Relation to Other Projects 
RS 132: Pre- and Post-Test Analysis of the BWR-series Ex-
periments of Research Project RS 016 B 
9. References 
( 1-4) Quarterly Reports in the Series "GRS-Fortschritts-
bericht. Bericht tiber die vom Bundesministerium 
0 
fur Forschung und Technologie geforderten Forschungs-
vorhaben auf dem Gebiet der Reaktorsicherheit" (in 
German) 
January to March 1978 
April to June 1978 
July to September 1978 
October to December 1978 
(5) BF-RS16B-4o-4-J, "Revidiertes SWR-V~rsuchsprogramm"O 
April 1978 
(6) B. Holzer, T. Kanzleiter, F. Steinhoff, "Specifi-
cation of OECD Standard Problem No. 6. Determina-
tion of \vater Level and Phase Separation Effects 
During the Initial Blowdown Phase". GRS, Garching, 
February 1977 
(7) CSNI-Report No. JO 
\V'. \•linkler, 11 Compari son Report on OECD-CSNI Standard 
Problem No. 611 • GRS, Garching, August 1978 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
Reports are available through GRS-FB. 
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VrJih,,lJun/f'rrJJIH.l Ttllo Land/(;ou:"try 
H•q1;leitende Theoretische Arbeiten zu den SWR- FHC 
Vt~rMuchPn des Forschungsvorhabens RS 00168 F ordPrndo lnslltuttoh/Spono;or 
IH·:FT 
~-
Autt r .JrJn<Jhrnor /Contractor 
BATTELLE-INSTITUT E .. V. 
Pre and Post Test Analysis of the BWR-Series Frankfurt am Main 
Experiments of Research .Project RS 00168 
Abt. Thermi sc.ne Ver-
' fahrenstechnik 
Arbctl'ibCgtnn/lntltaled Arbettsonde/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leadet 
1.11.77 )1.10.79 M. MUller 
Stand dor Arbetton/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewtlligte Mittel/Fundi 
Continuing --- December 1978 
1. GenPrnl Aim 
r The realization of the experiments .RS 00168 8WR-series has to be 
supported by theoretical analyais (test predictiona and post-test 
analysis). Especially experimental problems 9 arising during exe• 
cutlon, are beeing analysed in detail to influence the· planning 
of further experiments. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Analysis of the results or· the RS0016B BWR-series experiments to 
evaluate experimental data for the verification of the computer 
c·ode RELAP4-MOD5 • 
). RPHPnrch Program 
~ ).1 Test prediction: checking of instrumentation requirements and of 
. ~ 
the measurement ranges· by calculating the transient temp~rature-• 
pressure-, and massflow lapse. 
).2 Quick-Look: Immediately after an experiment a post-test calcul~­
tion is done using the initial and boundary conditions measured, 
to check wether th~ experimental aim is fullfillcd and which mo-
difications are requ1red for the following experiments. 
).) Dotnilcd analysis: Disagreement of experiment and calculation 
are conRidcred in detail by variation of pa~ametera :and models. 
' 
Mainly the following aspect• are examined~ 
- Drcak flow model 
- Phase separation-model 
-Flashing effects•and Liquid Level 
- Nodalisation 
The results will be published.in a tinal report. 
-2--
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4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
To evaluate the experimental data the US-NRC Code RELAP%-MOD5 
was implemented. 
5. Progress to Date 
Parameter and sensibility studies were performed to fix the ex-
periment matrix and to ~stablish the measurement ranges depen-
ding an initial- a~d boundary conditions. 
6. Results 
Initial subcooling in the downcomer and void in the core region (} 
causes a sharper pressure gradient at the beginning of blow-down~ 
compared with only saturation conditions and void zero. 
A ~eve plate in the steam dome (resistance like steam dryers) 
does not affect much the integral blow-down. 
The system loop to establish initial temperature distribution 
has little influence on transient blow-down behaviour. 
If heat transfer from the walls to the fluid is considered, pres-
sure lapse is about 10 ~higher than without, with respect to 
the energy added. The mixture level stagnates below the break lo-
cation, when break diameters of about 28-)5 mm are chosen. Thef? 
unvertainty is caused by the inability of RELAP4-MOD5 to calcu-
late mixture level behaviour of stacked volumes in connection 
with phase separation. Using the co-countercurrent flow option 
of MOD5 does not solve the stacking problem. 
7. Next Steps 
The results calculated with RELAP4-MOD5 will be compared with 
LAMB calculations ~rom KWU 
Modifications of RELAP4-MOD5 are planned to improve the ability 
of liquid level calculations. 
8. Relation to other Project• 
RS 0016B SWR 
-3-
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Planned: RELAP4-MOD5 Mi8ture level calculation 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
Available through GRS-FB 
. ' 
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Benchtszeitraum/Per1od Klassifikation/Ciassi' ::"! '· Kennzeichen/Prot'et Number 
1. 1 . - 31.12.1978 1. 1 . 1 RS 263/2 
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Vorhaben/ProJect Title Land/Country 
Analytische Tatigkeiten der GRS im Rahmen des F'R~ 
Reaktorsicherheitsforschungsprogramms des BMFT Fordernde Institution/Sponsor BHFT 
Krafte auf Kerneinbauten Au ftragnehmer /Contractor 
Gesellschaft fiir 
Analytical activities of the GRS in the frame Reaktorsicherheit 
of the m1FT research program on reactor safety (GRS) mbH 
Forces on Core Internals 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.2.1977 31.12.1979 DI T. Grillenberger 















Parallel and complemantary analytical work within the exper..:.,') 
imental research programs promoted by the B~~, and further 
development of computer codes in the field of reactor safety. 
Particular Objectives 
Analytical investigations to·accompany the research project 
RS 16B "Forces on Core Internals". 
Research Program 
i 
Post-test calculation of the BWR reference test. 
Evaluation of the experimental results of the PWR quick 
program. 
Pre-test calculation of the BWR spe'cific test with internals.) 
Post-test calculations and evaluations of the BWR tests with' 
internals. 
Pre-investigations concerning the PWR specific tests with 
internals. 
Post-test calculations and evaluations of the P\iR tests. 
Test facilities, computer codes 
DAPSY, simulation of multidimensional pressure wave ~ro9a­
gation. DRUFAN, a lumped parameter model for the simulation 
of blowdown. 
Progress to Date 
The evaluation of the pressure wave phenomena in the PWR 
quick program has been finished. The blowdown phase of the 
- 2 -
0 
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6. 
8. 
test DWRS has been calculated with DRUFAN. The results .show 
a good agreement with the experimental data for pressure 
and temperature as well as for the pattern of the mass flow 
rate. Only the amplitude of the mass flo,., differs signifi-
cantly. A check of the total mass shows that the measured 
values are too large. Since the results in the very begin-
ning of the blowdown agree well, it can be assumed that the 
mass flow is overestimated by the drag body in the case of 
high void fraction and large Mach number. Therefore_a cor-
rective function depending on these parameters has been de-
veloped, which improves the interpretation of the measured 
data. 
Results 
The evaluation df the DWR5 test in the pressure wave phase 
and in the blowdown phase is documented in two reports /1, 
2/, dealing with the·post-test calculations with DAPSY and 
DRUFAN. It is shown that the test targets are reached suf-
ficiently and the results are very useful for the code ver-
ification. 
Relation to other· Projects 
0 
The RS 16 DWR5 calculations have been done in close connec-
tion with the DRUFAN development, so that the results of 
this work can also be seen as a verification of DRUFAN. 
9. References 
/1/ M. Hrubisko: Nachrechnung und Auswertung der Kurzzeit-
phase des Battelle-Blowdown-Versuchs DWR5 (RS 16/B) 
mit dem Programm DAPSY. GRS-A-245, Dezember 1978 
/2/ M.J. Burwell, M. Hrubisko: Nachrechnung und Auswertung 
der Langzeitphase des Battelle-Blowdown-Versuchs DWR5 
(RS 16/B) mit dem Programm DRUFAN. GRS-A-246, Dezember 
1978 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
GRS-A- ••• reports are available through the Gesellschaft 
fUr Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH, Forschungsbetreuung, 




--Berichtsze'' a;;m/Period Klassifikatio111" f{ennzeichen/Project Number 
J . 1 7 8-3 1. 1 2 • 7 8 1. I • l 06.01.01/01A (PNS 4115 
---~;_--
Vorhaben/Project T1tle Land/Country 
Auslegung, Vorausberechnung und Auswertung der Fffi 
HDR-Blowdown-Expcrimente zur dynamischen Be- Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
las tung und Beanspruchung von Reaktordruckbe- BMFT 
h.~H tereinbauten. Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Design, precomputation and evaluation of the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Projekt 
HDR-blowdown experiments on dynamic loadings Nukleare Sicherheit 
and deformations of reactor-pressure-vessel IRE 
internals. 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated ArbeitMnde/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1978 1982 Dr.Krieg/Dr.Schumann 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berlchtldaklm/Last Updating Bewilllgte Mittel/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
Remark: The previous project PNS 4221/PNS 4223 has been restructured. 
Since Jan. 1st, 1978, it is continued by the projects PNS 4115, PNS 
4116, PNS 4125, and PNS 4126. 
1. General Aim 
Development and verification of computer codes for analysis of the 
dynamic response of reactor vessel internals. 
2. Particulai Objectives 
Design, precomputation and evaluation of the HDR-blowdown-experiments 
on dynamical loadings and deformations of reactor pressure-vessel 
internals. 
3. Research Program 
Conception of the experimental program, design of the test fa~ility, 
computational simulation prior to and after the tests. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
I 
Experiments carried through at the former HDR-reactor: 
Computer codes as developed in PNS 4125 and the codes HDRNA and 
TURBIT-3 for analysis of the temperature distribution; hydraulic 
mechanism for snap-back tests. 
5.+6. Progress to Date and Results 
- The experiments on the teaperature distribution have been performed 
and analyzed. The main results are: 1) The temperature distribution 
-2-
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is spatially stable; 2) the temperature can be reproduced within 
± 3 K; 3) after switching off the heating circuit the temperature 
distribution changes quickly so that the blowdown must be triggered 
within 30 s, at least,thereafter. 
- By means of the code TURB,IT-3 the turbulent decay of temperature 
differences in the radial direction in the downcomer has been de-
scribed accounting for buoyancy forces. It was found that any 
disturbances of the temperature distribution are damped out very 
fast. · 
- Using the 3D-code FLUX2 (compressible fluid) the maximum accelera-
tions, deformations and pressure differences as to be expected in 
the blowdown-experirnents have been precomputed. The maximum values 
for the reference case are: pressure difference 13 bar, deformation 
1 mm, acceleration 1200 m/s 2 • 
- T.he snapback-experiments have been further prepared. The hydraulic 
deflection device has been reconstructed. It can be used at two 
positions. The instrumentation ·has been ordered'. 
I 
- By means of the 2-1/2 dimensional code STRUYA the consequences of 
small asymmetries in the core barrel foundation and disturbances 
produced by water sucking-off devices in the downcomer have been 
investigated. It has been found that these disturbances have small 
effects on the blowdown pressure field. 
7. Next Steps 
The snapback-tests and a preliminary blowdown-test are due for 1979. 
The snapback-tests will be documented so that precomputations can be 
prepared by different institutions and compared. 
8. Relation with other Prbjects 
The project is closely related to PNS 4116, 4125, 4126. Further, it 
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9. References 
GROTZBACH, G.: Numerische Untersuchung der Quervermischung bei auf-· 
triebsbeeinfluBter turbulenter Konvektion in einem vertikalen Kana!. 
KFK 2648 (1978) 
SCHUMANN, U.; MOSINGEk, K.J SCHNAUDER, H.: Ergebnisse des Temperatur-
schichtversuches als Yorversuch zu den Experimenten mit RDB-Einbauten. 
2. Statusbericht des Projektes HDR-Sicherheitsprogramm des Kernfor-
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Vo!h.lbo•n/ProJOCI Title Land/Countrv 
Hl'fltcclmische Erfassung und Auswertung des dynamischen F.RG 
Verhaltens der Versuchseinbauten im Reaktordruckbehal- Fordornde lnslttutton/Sponsor 
ter (ROB) des HDR im Rahmen der HDR-Blowdown-Versuche BMFT 
Aultragnohmer/Contractor 
Experimenta 1 Data Acquisition and Processing of the 
Kernforschungszentrum 
Karlsruhe GmbH 
Dynamic Behavior of the Pressure Vessel Test Internals Projekt Nukleare Sicherhei 
in the HDR-Blowdown-Experiments •• IRE 
t 
Arbtntsbogmn/ln•ttated Arbeitsende/Comple(ed Leiter des Vorhabena/Project Leader 
Jan.l,l975 1979 K.D. Appelt 
Stand der Arbetten/Statua Berlchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewllllgte Mittel/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
\ 
1. General Aim 
The presently available methode and ·computer codes allow to design the LWRs 
such that an accident caused by pipe rupture in the primary circuit can be 
safely managed. However, th~ extent of exploits~ of ~ structural load carry-
'ing capability is not yet known. To be able to make a detailed determination 
of existing safety reserves, it ia necessary to:replace the conservative 
computer models by realistic models and computer codal which, however,_ have 
to be verified by relevant experimenta. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Recording the dynamic deformation• and stresses of the pressure 
vessel internals is the particular objective of the anticipated investigationa. 
To get realistic results, the phenomenon of fluid-structure interaction has 
to be taken into account. i.e. the feedback of s.tructural ~flexibility upon -
the pressure field imposed. Consequently, both the variables of state in the 
fluid and the dynamic response of the loaded structure must be recorded 
simultaneously by measurement technology. It is the objective of this task 
to measure the structure reaponae of reactor pressure vessel internal• 
(deflections, accelerations, strains) occurring during a blowdown and to 
evaluate the experiment&\ data. 
Experience gathered from other aimilar projects has shown that the 
instrumentation used must satisfy very stringent quality requirements if 
intolerable failures and fallification• of experimental reaultl are to be 
avoided. 
3. Research Program 
The experimental proaru include• the development, .. teadna ·and provhion of 
the iftstrumentation for the pllllned large•1cal• expedmentl •• well •• the 
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measurements and evaluation, It is divided as following: 
3, I Laboratory basic tests of prototype tranaducera (recording of characteristi.c 
data), 
3.2 Thermohydraulic and mechanical tests of the prototype transducers in the 
autoclave system. 
3.3 Tests on the dynamic behavior of the prototype transducers (with different 
transducer supports). 
3.4 Dynamic calibration of the prototype measurement chains (recording of the 
transfer function). 
3.5 Qualification and ordering of instrumentation for the HDR. 
3.6 
3.7 
Recording the characteristic data for the transducers by laboratory basic 
tests and dynamic calibration of the original measurement chains prior to 
their installation in the reactor preasure vessel of the HDR. 
Installation of the instrumentation in the reactor preaaure vessel of HDR 
including performance tests and acceptance. 
3.8 Conduct of tests and acquiaition of meaauring data. 
3.9 Evaluation of measured data. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codea 
True-scale experiments not connected with problems of modeling belong to the 
most significant studies indicated above. Therefore, the (decommissioned) 
HDR reactor, modified into an almost true-scale PWR, has been used as the 
suitable experimental facility. Details can be found in the Annual Report 
r 
( ' ·~' 
1976 of the PNS 4221 task. (" 
To develop and study the instrumentation a "facility for the dynamj.c study 
of transducers under blowdown conditions in the reactor pressure vessel" was 
erected which consists of an electrodynamic shak~r, an autoclav system, and 
an auxiliary device allowing dynamic investigations of the transducers in 
air and water at ambient temperature. Besides, small auxiliary devices have 
been used for various special investigations. 
5. Work Completed 
~ 
Qualification tests of nine accelerometer prototypes, two displacement trans-
ducer prototypeslff~e pressure transducer prototypes were perfomed in the 
autoclave-shaker teat facility. Development of facilities for high-temper-
ature dynamic calibration of accelerometers and pressure transducers was 
completed and the facilities have started operation. The Pfimary reports on 
the qualification testa of one accelerometer prototype and one displacement 
-3-
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transducer prototype were completed. 
6, Essential Results 
Transducer defects fount& in previoua qualification tests have been widely 
eliminated. Two accelerometer .odela and two displacement transducer model• 
qualified as suitable fo~ the perfor.ance of the RDB-E-blowdown testa. So 
far, neither the abtolute pre11ure transducer prototype• nor the differential 
preuure transducer protot,•• IIIYalifi••. at tuitable • 
• 
7. Plans for the Near Future 
Ordering of acceleromatert, diaplacement trantducers and strain gauges for 
the RDB-E-blowdown te1t1; provitien of corresponding calibration facilitiet. 
Conclusion of 'qualification te1t1 of preuure transducer prototype• and poa-
sibly ordering of abtohate anti tlifferential preuure tran•ducera foro the 
RDB-E~blowdown tests. 
8., Relation with Other Projectt 
The data on structural retponte of the reaetor pressure veasel teet internal• 
under blowdown conditient, which are.measured and recorded~in the experiment•, 
serve at t~e input for the cotle tlevelopments made under the PNS 4223 task to 
treat 'the dynamic load of reactor internals, taking into corttideration the 
backfeeding of ttructure and fluid. 
9.· Literature 
PNS-Halbjahresbericht 1978/I, KFK 2700, Sapt. l978 
10. Degree of Availability 
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Berichtsze11raum:Penod Klassifikation/CI<, I, Kennzeichen/Projept Number -
1. 1. 178 - 31.12.78 1. I .1 06.01.02/0IA (PNS 4125) 
.. 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Countrv 
Weiterentwicklung und Verifi.zjerung fluid-strukturdyna- FRG 
mischer Codes zur Beanspruchung von RDB-Einbauten beim Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
Blowdo,vn. BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit 
Development and Verification' of Codes in Coupled Fluid- Kernforschungszentrum 
Structural Dynamics for Stress Analysis of Reactor Ves- Karlsruhe 
sel Internals Under Blowdown Loading. IRE 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1974 1982 Dr. Krieg/Dr. Schlechtendahl 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewllligte Mittel/Funds 
Continuing Dec. 78 
Remark: The previous project PNS 4221/PNS 4223 has been restructured. Since Jan. lst, 
1978, it is continued by the projects PNS 4115, PNS 4125 and PNS 4126. 
I. General Aim 
Development and verification of computer codes for analysis of the dynamicresponse 
of reactor vessel internals. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Simulation 9f the fluid- and structural dynamics inside the pressure vessel under 
a postulated failure of the primary coolant circuit close to the inlet nozzle. Ex-
perimental investigation by using the facility of the former HDR-reactor. 
3. Research Program 
Development of analytical methods and computer codes for fluid-structural dynamics. 
4. Computer Codes 









(2D fluid dynamics) 
(2D non equilibrium two phase flow) 
(shell dynamics for the core barrel) 
(2D fluid dynamics coupled with CYLDY2) 
(3D fluid dynamics coupled with CYLDY2, incompressible Fluid) 
(3D fluid dynamics coupled with CYLDY2, compressible Fluid) 
(Boundary • integral equation code for 3D fluid-. structure coupling) 
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Codes in development: 
CYLDY3 
FLUST 
(improved shell dynamics for the core barrel) 
(coupling wi~h DRIX-2D and FLUX) 
5.+6. Progress to Date and Results 
After a number of model enhancements the two phase code DRIX-20 was used to investi-
gate the local mass flow distribution in the blowdown nozzle. In a cooperative 
effort with the university of Karlsruhe the influence of model dimensionality in 
fluid dynamics codes has been studied and its importance has been assessed. Pre-
dictive calculations with the code FLUST for HDR blowdown experiments have been 
completed. Work has begun on implementing FLUX in FLUST. 
With the code CYLDY3 which was recently developed for shell dynamics of the core 
barrel, eigenvalues (eigenfrequencies and mode shapes) of high accuracy has been 
obtained. Comparison with other results showed that, using finite elements, an 
adequate description of the shell bending close to the boundaries as well as a 
sufficient representation of high order mode shapes would be either extremely cost• 
ly in terms of the number of elements or even impracticable. 
With the STRUYA code the influence of numerical integration parameters was studied. 
Furthermore, the equipment built into the HDR downcomer. for flow and temperature 
control purposes was found to have a negligible influence on blowdown. The model 
basis of the FLUX code was successfully checked against one-dimensional test cases 
for which analytical solutions can be obtained. Comparisons between FLUX-calcula-
tions and the RSJ6/2-experiments were satisfying, although a certain sensitivity 
against damping parameters was found. Work has begun on modeling of two fluid 
phases in FLUX. For a DWR case a strong influence upon the maximum stresses in the 
core barrel was found. Due to the differences in computer effort and stability be-
havior for the codes STRUYA and FLUX the conclusion was made, that for the analysis 
of the pressure vessel internals primarily the code FLUX will be used. 
With the code SING-S for coupled fluid structural dynamics in any three-dimensional 
geometry parameter calculations has been carried through for the oscillations of the 
spherical containment of a boiling water reactor with pressure suppression system. 
For different collapsing steam bubbles in the water pool of the pressure suppres-
sion system the maximum shell elongations have been calculated. Furtpermore, the in-
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The drift flux theory will reach a stage of completion with documentation. Work on 
integral balance equations for fluid dynamics will continue. 
/ 
On the basis of the high .ccuracy CYLDY) results for the eigenvalues of the core 
barrel dynamics also the ._f•raati.ns and stresses versus time will be calculated. 
Coupling of FLUX and FLUST will ~. achieved. Efforts will be shifted from code de-
velopment to HDR experiment• (Oi.eJ.Ol/OIA). 
The stresses, resulting fr .. •~e .. cillations of the spherical boiling water reac-
tor containment will be deterain ... Maxi.ua bending stresses are expected at the 
' interconnection between the spkerical containment and the bottom cone of the con-
densation chamber. 
8. Relations with other Projects 
The project is closely related to PNS 4115, 4116 and 4126. Further, it is coordina-
ted with all other projects, of the KDR blowdown program. 
9. References 
U. Schumann: Dynamic of a nuclear-reactor shell-structure in an incompressible fluid. 
To appear in: U. MUller, K.G. Roesner, B. Schmidt (ed.): RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THEO-
RETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL FLUID MECHANICS-COMPRESSIBLE AND INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOWS. 
Springer Verlag (1978) 
U. Schumann: Effektive Berechnung 4reidiaensionaler Fluid-Struktur-Wechselwirkung 
beim KUhlmittelverluststorfall eines Druckwasserreaktors - FLUX. 
KFK 2645, in Vorbereitung (1978) 
H. Mosinger: Assessment of a drift-flux approximation for a strongly transient two-
phase flow. Specialist's Meeting oa Transient Two-phase Flow, Paris (1978) 
R. Krieg: Coupled Problems in Tran•ient llMid and Structural Dynamics in Nuclear 
Engineering. Part I: Safety Problaas ~y Plow Sinaularity Methods. 
Appl. Math. Modelling 2 (1978), 81-89 
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B. Goller, G. Hailfinger, R. Krieg: Vibrations of the Pressure Suppression System 
of a Boiling Water Reactor. Int. Conf. Vibration in Nucl. Plant, May 78, Keswick,UK 
B. Goller, G. Hailfinger, R. Krieg: Schwingungen im DruckunterdrUckungssystem von 
Siedewasserreaktoren mit flexiblem, wasserbeaufschlagten Kugel-Containment. 
Reaktortagung 1978, Hannover 
G. Enderle, F. Katz, H. Mosinger, E.G. Schlechtendahl, K. Stolting: 
Belastung eines DWR-Kernmantels nach dem Bruch der HauptkUhlmittelleitung-. 
Reaktortagung, Hannover, 4.-7. Apr. 1978, Deutsches Atomforum e.V., Kerntechni-
sche Ges. im Dt. Atomforum e.V. Leopoldshafen 1978: ZAED, S. 222-25 
G. Enderle, F. Katz, H. Mosinger, E.G. Schlechtendahl, K. Stolting: 
Pressure field and core barrel loadings during PWR-blowdown. 
Internat. Meeting on Nuclear Power Reactor Safety, Brussels, Belgium, Oct. 16-19, 1978 
F. Kedziur, N. Moussiopoulos, U. Schumann, K. Stolting: 
PWR-depressurization and its hydraulic analogy. Nucl. Engineering and Design, · 
47(1978, s. 25-34 
f 
R. Krieg,,G. Hailfinger: SING I - Ein Computercode zur Berechnung transienter 
dreidimensionaler, inkompressibler Potentialstromungen nach einem Singularititen-







R. Krieg: Coupled fluid structural dynamics in blowdown suppression systems: numeri-:,~) 
cal schemes and applications. Lecture Notes for Advanced Course on Structural 
Dynamics, Ispra, Oct. 12, 1978 
A. Ludwig, u. Schumann: Eigenschwingungen eines Druckwasser-Reaktor-Kernmantels 
in Vakuum und Wasser. Reaktortagung, Hannover, 4.-7. April 1978, Deutsches Atom-
forum e.V., Kerntechnische Ges. im Dt. Atomforum e.V. Leopoldshafen 1978: ZAED 
s. ] 30-33 
E.G. Schlechtendahl: Status of code development in the Federal Republic of Germany 
concerning fluid-structural dynamic coupling during reactor transients. 
6. Information Meeting on Water Reactor Safety Research, Gaithersburg, Md •• 
Nov. 6-9, 1978 
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·~ Berlchtszeltraum/Perlod l<lasslflkatlon/Ciasslflcatlon Kennzelchen/Pr.olect Number 1. 7. 78 - 31.12.7·.) 1.1 1 06.0t.02/02A (PNS 4126) 
-
-
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Laborversuche zur Abstlitzung v6n fluid-struk- m:; 
turdynamischen Rechenprogrammen zur Beschrei- Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
bung der Anfangsphase bei KUhlmittelverlust- BMFT 
storfallen. Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Projekt Nukleare Sicher Laboratory Experiments for validation and en- heit, Kernforschungs-hancement of fluid/structure dynamics codes zentrum Karlsruhe 
to initial phases of LOCA. IRE 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbtl+taende/Completed leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1978 1982 Dr. Krieg 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status J Berichtldatum/Last Updating Bewllllgte MiHei/Funds 
Continuing Deoellber 1978 
1 . General Aim 
Development and verification of computer codes for analysis of the 
dynamic response of reactor vessel internals. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Design, performance and interpretation of laboratory experiments for 
validation of models and computer codes developed under PNS 4125. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Nozzle experiments for investigation of two-phase flow models 
3.2 Labo~atory experiments of blowdown type supplementary to the HDR-
blowdown tests 
3.3 Experiments of oscillation type for investigation of fluid-struc-
tural coupling 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Ad 3.1 IRB-water-steam-circuit 
Nozzle test section 
Computer code DUESE 
Computer codes from PNS 4125 
Ad 3.2 Container with setup for fast pressure release 
Computercodes from PNS 4125 
Ad 3.3 Thin-walled circular cylinder, empty as well as filled. with 
water 
Computer codes froa PNS 4125 (SING-S, FLUX) 
-2-
1.7.78- 31.12.78 06.01.02/02A (PNS 4126) 
5.+6. Progress to Date and Results ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Ad 3.1 The first series of 100 two-phase flow tests with the conver-
ging nozzle have been performed. Analysis of the 34 signals 
per tests have begun. First results have been obtained. They 
show good signal quality and indicate fairly good predictabi-
lity by J~e drift flux model. 
Ad 3.2 Investigations o~ the constructive details of the pressure 
vessel internals have been intensified. It turned out~ that 
.simulation of these internals during experiments of blowdown 
type depends strongly on the theoretical models which will be '·-) 
used. 
Ad 3.3 For experiments with periodic excitation the required equip-
ment is available or has been ordered. Calculations parallel 
to these experiments (fluid-structural-coupling) are in pre-
paration. 
7. Next Steps 
Ad 3.1 Interpretation of the first series of two-phase flow tests in 
collaboration with LIT will be finished. A second series of 
tests is planned with some modifications of the test setup and 
Ad 3.2 
the trancducers. 
Before carrying through the experiments of blowdown type, more 
knowledge is required about the theoretical models which are 
going to be verified. 
Ad 3.3 The experiments with periodic excitation will be carried 
through for type a and prepared for .additional types. Also the 
calculations will go on in the same time scale. , 
8. Relations to other Projects 
The project is closely related to PNS 4115 and PNS 4125. It is coordi-




1.7.78- 31.12.78 06.01.02/02A (PNS 4126) 
9. References 
L-1_7 F. Kedziur 
Investigation of Strongly Accelerated Two-Phase Flow~· 
ICHMT-Conf. on Momentum, Heat & Mass Transfer in Two•Pbase 
Ene-rgy and ·Chemical Systems, Dubrovnik, Jugoslavia, 
2.-9. 'Sept. 78 
L-2_7 F •. Kedziur, H. M6singer 
Vergleich zwischen ein~ und zweid!mensionaler Berechnung 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
ITALY 
Critical and unbounded flow characteristics 








1) General aim 
2) Particular objectives 
3) Experimental facility 
4) Project status 
5) Next steps 
• 
6) Reports 












Measure of blowdown parameters and 
jet flow characteristics. 
Measure of jet pressure distribution 
and two-phase flow parameters·in the 
discharge channels (pressure, 
temperature, flowrate). 
Small laboratory lcops with 
visualized test sections. 
Data and parameters in the first 
test section have already been 
a'nalyzed. 
A second test section and loop are 
in progress. 
Centi, Cumo, F.arello, Lumini, 
"Preliminary remarks on jet 
impingement and jet flow 
configurations", Cagliari 10-14 
Sept. i979, XVIII International 
IAHR Congress. 
G. Farello, CNEN, CSN, Casaccia, 




1.1.1, 1.1. 2 
--
.. , 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Programma P.I.Pe.R. - Esperienze di blow-down da ITALY 
un recipiente in pressione dotato di struttnre --· . .. 
interne. SPONSOR: 
CNEN and CNR 
'fi1'LE (~NGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
BlO\v-down experiments by PIPER apparatus with inter University of Pis a 






't Piero VIGNI 
INITIAT~D: (second phasor COMPLF.TED:(second phase) SCIENTISTS: 
1975 . 19.10 Umberto ROSA 
_ .. 
] Francesco D'AURIA STATUS~ LAST UPDATING: 
in progress ,,, May lt79 
1. General aim 
To investigate some basic blow dOl'ln problems for analyzing the causes 
possible disagreements between_ the experiment~! results and the RELAP 
calGulations, with particular reference to the scaling effects. 
of\ 
I 
2. Particular· objectives 
To reptoduce experimentally, by a small-scale model, the presstire And 
mass transients following a L.O.C.A. in a B.W.R. and to evaluate the me-
chanical effect~ of the thermohydraulic transients on the internals and 
on supporting structures of the test vessel. 
3. Experimental facilities 
P.I.P.E.R. apparatus is a pressure vessel, 3m height, equipped with an 
electrical heating device, rupture disk assembly and instrumentation for 
.Pressure, temperature ~nd liquid level measurement~. The dynamic loads 
on the ve.sS'el supporting structures on the interJ;lals. and on external ta! 
gets can be also measured. . . . • . . i 
The main design features of the vessel are: 
- pressure:' HJO. kg.p/ cn~_l 
temperature: 310. °C 
- volume: 90 1 
- blow-down·nozzles; two equal, at different heighi, with a diameter of 
SO nun and a length of 400 JIUTl. 
·~ 4. Project status 1 
The program of blow-d.wn experiments with internal structures was compl~ 
ted. Some tests at initial pressure of 79. ate, with_ low vapor mass frac-
tion and a break position unier the initi~l water level ~ere performed; 
some geometrical parameters were varied (particularly the number and hy-
draulic diameter of jet pu•ps) for evaluating their effects on the pres-
sure history. 
The dynamic loads on &rid ... els and on supporting vessel structures we-






TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Blow-down experiments by PIPER apparatus 
with internal structures . 




·Blow-down experiments are in progress to investigate the pressure and 
temperature histories at different stations in outflow nozzle, for full-
-opening breaks of different areas, up or under the initial water-level. 
6. Relation to other projects and codes 
' SOPRE 1 research on the behaviour of pressure suppression containment 
syste~ after LOCA ~ Projec~ Leader: M. Mazzini. 
Analysis of thermal and hydraulic transients following a LOCA • Project 
Leader: N. Cerullo. 
1. Ref~rence documents 
1- P. VIGNI et al. 
"Esperienze preliminari sull'efflusso rapido 'di misc~le acqua-vapore 
inizialmente allo stato saturo (P.I.Pe.R.)" 
Istituto di Impianti Nucleari, RL 149(73). 
2· N. CERULLO et al. 
"Blow-down activity performed at Scalbatraio Center of Pisa-Universi-
.ty - Comparison between experimental .results and RELAP-3 Calcul ationstt 
Meeting on Computer Programs for the analysis of certain problems in 
thermal reactors safety- NEA CPL (Ispra, 1974). 
3- P. VIGNI et al. 
·••TheoreticaL and experimental investigation on the model-laws for the 
vessel depressurization of a nuclear BWR without internals" 
XVIII Congresso IAHR, Cagliari 1979. 
4- P. VIGNI et al. 
• investigation ~n the depressurization "Experimental and theoretical 
• o£ a vessel with internals" 
ENS/ ANS .. T~pical ~teeting o~ .Nucl,ear Power Rea~~r Safety, B~ussels 1978. 
5- P • VI GN· I ' • ' 
- "Esperienze di efflusso rapido da un recipiente in pressione con stru!_ 
ture interne'! . .,_.. .... · ~ 
Istituto di I~pianti Nucleari di Pisa, RL 317(78). 
8. Degree of availability 
The references ,l-4 are free~ the reference 5 may lie available with the 
authorization of the C~E~. 
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1.1. 1 '1.1. 2 '1.1. 4 '1. 2 '7 .;2 
TITLE {OHIGINAL L/\-NGl-JA_G_E-.)-:------------COUN'rRY: ---.-1 
.J\nalisi dei transitori termici ed idrauli.ci a segu_l ITALY . 
to di I.OCA nei reattori ad acqua leggera e nei.si-
stcmi di contenimento aisociati. 
'l'I'fLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
SPONSOFt:-
CNEN an~ CNR 
ORGANISATION: 
A · f 1 1 d 1 d 1 · . fo 11 0 _ U n i v e r s i t y o f P i sa nalys1s o- t 1erm:1 an 1Y rau 1c transients 
w i n g a L OC A i n L • \'1. r c a c to r s and i n as s o c i ate d con ... 
- PROJECT LEADER: 
. tainment system~. N. CEHIJLLO 
~--------------------------------r------------------.... --------f----------------------INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1974 1980 F. ORIOLO 
in progress 
r--~-----------il-------------i G. t.1E I 
LAST·UPDATING: G. CECCARELLI 
May 1979 G. RITETTI 
S'l'ATUS~ 
1. General aim 
The program has the purpose of irivestigating thermal and hydrattlic tran 
sients following LOCAs on light water reactcrs. To achieve a keener un-
derstanding of some aspects of the blow-down . phenomena and to impro-
\'e some features of bpth blow-do\\'n and containment codes checking their· 
' ' 
calculation Kith experimental data obtained at the safety facilit;cs of! 
the Scalhatraio Center, University of Pisa. 1 
i 
2. Parti~ular objectives l Qualification of a "Best-Estimate" computer code in the analysis and 
sign of experimental tests; the experimental results will be applied 




IB~I 370/160 comp\lter belonging to the CNUCE-CNR, Pisa. The experimental 
small sc·a.te. fa.ci!ities PIPER and SOPRE of the Scalbatraio Center, Uni-
versity of Pisa. .,. 
4. Project status 
Extensive work has been carried on and continues regarding the WREM co-
des and the bl~w-:d·O\~n·, · hea·t-up and containment codes. · 
These codes have. been~ used to analyze: 
-- LOCA Standard Problems proposed by NEA/CSNI; 
- OECD-CNSI Containment Standard Problem 1: some results obtained will 
be presented'~t the OECD-CSNI workshop; 
' 
- results of experimental programs performed by the "Istituto di- Jmpia!! r 
ti Nucleari" at the Scalbatraio Center, University of Pisa. 
5. Next steps 
- Application of the RELAP4-Mod. 5 and ~~d. 6 computer prdgrams to the 
experimental test on blow-down transients to implement the numerical 
models. 
- Usc of these codes in the analysis of the power plant LOCA transients.' 
- Usc of the CONTEMPT-LT 026 computer program and its application to 
45.897 MARK III containment analysis. 
zztn·- A .,.,..s._·=w--
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): CLASSIFICATION: 
Analysis of thermal and Hydraulic tran-
sients following a J ...OCA in L.vl. reactors 1.1.1,1.1.2,1.1.4,1.2,7.2 
and in asso~iated containfuent systems. 
l 
6. Relation to other ~rojects 
- Blow-down tc;-;ts by PIPER Apparatus- Project Leader P. VIGNI. i 
i 
- SOPRE J.- Research on the behaviour of pressure suppression containment 
system after LOCA- Project Leader M. MAZZINI. 
7. Referen<_;e docum~ · 
' 1- N. CERULLO et alii 
"Blow-dO\m activity performed at the Scalbatraio Center 
University: comparison between experimental results and 
lations" 
of the Pisa ... 
RELAP 3 calcvi 
Heeting on Computer program for the analysis of certain problems in 




2- N. CERULLO et alii ~ 
"Results of Calculation of NEA- Standard Problem 4 using RELAP 4- 002 i 
Computer program" 
Presented at the second NEA-CSNI workshop, held in Paris ·on 6-7-8-9 
December 1976, on LOCA Standard Problems. 
3~ N.· CERULLO ct ali~. ~ 
. ~Experimental Investigation on the Behaviour ~f Pressur~ Suppre~sion 
Conta:.nment Systems by the SOPRE 1 Facility" · !. 
Paper'presentcd at the SMIRT 4 Conference, S. Francisco, California 
(USA), .15-19 August l977. 




"Research on the behaviour of 'pressure suppression c;ontainment systems 
carricJ out at the University of Pisa: comparison .between experimental; 
results and CONTEMPT .. LT calculations" · ' · 
Istituto di Irn~ianti Nucleari, Universit~ di Pisa, ·RP 290(77). 
5- G. BITE'M.'I . et. alii I · . ·· 
"OECD-CSNI. Contai·nment Stahdard 'Problem n ° 1: ..,Calculation Results by 
' . . .. 
RELAP4-Mod. 5 and CONTEMPT LT-026 Computer Codes" . 
·~~~~:1~~::~~~-:~~!it'.;));cn-C~NI w~rks~op, held in Pran~~;art.,,on September 
.. 
6- P. VIGNI, P. ORIOLO,. U •. ROSA ,. :. :r: · .. '.· .. 
"Experimental and Theoretical Inv'estigation on ·the Depressurization of 
' . . 
a Vessel wit~~ Int~rnals" . •.. · ·. · · 4 ' 
ENS/ANS Topical Meeting on Nuclear Power Reactor Safety,•Brussels (Bel 
gium), October 16-19, 1978. . .· · .. · ·.:: · ·:·:,.:-.: .. .' :··i·: ·. 
. 8. Degree of availability 
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v----.... ------------.,*·· ... ·-----~~---------~,,j"'"';-, --, CLASSIFICATION~· I, I, I./'JJI. 2 • N0lhc!l: t-1ntltJ t!:ncrsy Roua.rc:h Found~Jtion (l~W) 
.------·--·-------------·-· --·-·----~~------------; 
TITLE: COUNTRY: THE NETHERLANDS 
Mechanisch gcdrag van het reactorbinnenwerk tijdens 
grote ongeluks~ituaties 
. TITLE {ENGLISH lANGUAGE): 
Mechanical behaviour of reactor internals during 
major accident situations. 
INITIATED : I 977 LAST UPDA'fiNG :May 1977 









H. van Rij 
L.G.J. Janssen 
To increase the knowledge of the mechanical behaviour of. the reactor internals 
during normal operating conditions and in particular· during major accident. 
occurrence. 
Parti~~lar objective~ 
- The evalua'tion of a "safe" shut-down of· the reactor during postulated design 
accidents such as Loss Of Coolant Accidents. 
- The defot"mation fn-the re.actor internals immediately following a LOCA. 
Experimental facilities and program: -
Project s ta.tus 
Several calculations were performed usin~ special elements of the NASTRAN-computer 
code to demonstrate that the program is capable to handle contact problems. 
The results of these calculations show that the NASTRAN-computercode can handle 
inpact-phenomen~ between the construction parts involved (i.e. fuel elements,. 
grid-plates etc.) satisfactorily. ,. ' 
Next steps 
During the fall of '78 calculations will be performed on an 
fuel element and connecting structural parts to demonstrate 
system can be handled by the NASTRAN-program as well. 
Depending on the results of these ~alculation, a simulation 
reactor-internal-system will be analyzed. 
However this calculation will only be executed provided that 
of the time dependent pre~sure history during major accident 
situations are available. · · 
Relations to other projects 
" arrangement of one 
that a more complex 
of a complete 
reliable values 
(i.e. LOCA) 
Related studies at ECN: Reactordynamica and thermo-hydraulic study• 
Reference documents: not yet available.' 
Degree of availability:· N/A. 
nudget: Computer cost 1978 + 1~79- -·US $ 20.000 • 
' Personnel: 1978 + 1979 a 0,6 manyea~ .. '··' 














Title 1 Blowdown Analysis 










Organisation Berkeley Nuclear 




To improve capability of calculating critical steam water flow-rates in 
reactor size pipes. 
P • b' •• art1cular 0 Ject1ves 
(i) To develop a .two-fluid modelof non-equilibrium steam-water flow. 
(ii) To test this model against measurements of flow-rate, pressure drop 
and density variations in pipes carrying critical steam-water flows. 
3. Experimental Facilities 
4. 
A pressure vessel with a capacity of 500 kg is being installed to discharge 
subcooled or saturated liquid at up to 35 bar through pipes of diameter 
35-100 mm. Initially measurements will be made of mass velocity, subcooling 
and axial pressure and density gradients. Later experiments will provide 
data on bubble numbers in the discharge pipes. 
References 
Ardron, K.H. and Furness, R.A. - Studies of the Critical Flow Models Used ' 
in Reactor Blowdown Analysis, Nucl. Eng. Res., 39, 257. 
-
Ardron, K.H., Duffey, R.B. and Hall, P.C., 1977, -Studies of Physical 
Models Used in Transient Two-Phase· Flow Analysis. Presented at I. Mech. 
Engrs. Conf. on Heat and Fluid Flow in LWR Safety, Manchester. 
Ardron, K.H., 1977 ~A One-Dimensional Two Fluid Theory for the Critical 
Flow of Saturated or Subcooled Water in a Pipe. CEGB Report RD/B/N3967. 
Ardron, K.H. and Ackerman, M.C. 1978 - Studies of the Critical Flow of 
Subcooled Water in a Pipe. Paper presented at Second CSNI Specialist 
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• I, • I' .. •t; I,' 
¥ •' 
.' ,_· . 
. 
.. 
. ' . ~ 
\' 
1.0 ~cn~r~l Aim 
'l'ho gcn~ral objective of the Blo'wdown Heat 'Transfer Test Program 1G· to 
·ob'tain experimental data to dctcrmi~e· the key hea~ transfer· par~unetcX' 
during the. early .staqes pf a P~R Loss. of. ~oolant,1Ac:=c.ident; ·up· to ~n.d · - .. following operations from nucleata bo:Lling ,.(DNB) • . T~is ~xperirnental 
daea will be utilized in the· dovelopmet\t ot·t~.arisient:·~NB coJ:;a:•lations . 
' '. 
' . t . .... ,1;." ' \ r. ,·,·.·. '· (. ~ ;.: •' \,; . .' •.. ~.· ·~',·· ,t •. ;•. , . ~ ·' ~ •. for use ·1n ECCS performance analysps. · ....... ;·;,,., ······.: · 4: •. • ..... • .. · '····· • ·1 ...•••. · •. 
2.0 Particular Objectives ,;; : .: •• · •. ·.··:.:. :.·.·J;.:>:.i;~~;Y~:;: .. Y·:::.··ri':·::'.: :., .. ·····.··. .-
• ' '• .• r ' • • ,· ' •' ,. • •' • ~'! ; ' '. • ,!\ 
. . . .· ' .. ' . ' · .. ,. "·~ 
~· V=. 
... Phaae··x· · · a) Controlled Parameter·Tcsts ; ' 
' . 
T!-.c objective of. these tests is ·to obtain· data from which· t:ransiont · 
0:'-:D heat trana;fcr correlations can be' d~voloped. Thiso'objectivo is to I. 
he acco;r.pliGhOd thrOUt]h a series Of. single par.all\etet" · tests Which impOSO . , ... • ' 
,1 ° • •, I • • • • 
0 
t, • 
0 ~ / 
controlled thermal/hydraulic transients on the test ·b\lftdle, The proposed· ... · 
• ranc;e ~f initial and. vamped conditions· .,r~: ~~eota'd· t~ .. Provicle the .. da:ta. . · · 
·base· nocessC1-ry to conclute 'the·.oacure~ce .. of;.oNa:o::ovet" :a ;a:ange of· condi··. ·, · 
. ' I • ' i \ . I . ' \ ' • I ~ 
tions applicable to plant LOCA··t~ans~ent.s'•: · .:.··. ·~:· 1 .'; · • ··· · · · < :: .•. .'. · · ... '· 
'I ~; .-, I~ ·:. . I ' 
·, ~ ' 
. b) 
. ' 






' '• . . ; ,t.' 
_The objective of th~se t·ests .is to obtain data in this fadility which : --·--"1) 
demonstrates that· DNB .. does· not ·occur durtng tl)e' early core flow reversal':. j 
pe:--iod which is c~iculated up~n a l'arge .. double ended,.c,old leg. break .~~ :,:~>::>, .. :. 
a PWR. Tho DNB heat transfer cottrel.ation.developed -~~.:the P~SB ·x/· . ./>·;· .. : 
testing \ltill be subsequently verified. ·1~::: ~ho PHASB · :n:...-teat&.· .... :, ·:·: ·::; ·/.· .: .'·. ··~ .; '·.', :. 
3 • · Expo r ~~~·~a 1 Fa ~ill tx . ; · •' :ic ;: : :: ;~:. ;: · (i'·,~ \i;i~.. .••. :. • ·:.:, .· )~·~ .. : · ·• ' .• •• :\, ~':':·:;·;; ;;, ';,,";.:, :: : :• .•. ~· 





~.·· ·.,,··,<.:·. ,:./ .. ·.,:~:· .•.. ,·,:.,.:~ .. I·:. ' . ' ,(' : •, .. o~~ .. 
• • : .... ( ," ;;~/ .. :, ... ~· ·~· ;' I' :• ,; • • -' ,• ' • ' 
''1'!-.e test facility consists ot 1 .: . · .. :: :·.;: :.(·<.·.,-' ~ :/. ,. , : ... · ·' .. · . . . ; :> · ·· · ·': 
• • • :. ··: ·, '' '1 '. • ' ~ •• ·: J ' ,, :' •• : '. ·~ • ' 
I I ' , o . • .. '_.' ~ I i 
A r'.rimar.t laop ~n·. ~hich 'wat'or,' i?. eir~.u·l~ted to.·;pre~~:at·: ~h~: t.e~~·.·~.: "'·~·;.·.: .' 
. Vucnol And othat- ~on\~n~nta: tl.o opotoating"· ~empei-~:&tU:tf)a:~, .. _.: · '·. 
. ' . . ; ' ·:'· :.. '.' ,·· ~:.: ·. . .-::. ) ;·, ':~· :::, .. ~ .. , '··'·\ ' . . : : ·, \ .: ' .. ~ . :, : ..: .. ' . : . . · .. 
b). ·An il\:)Cl~iAry · sys·t·m :i.n'' Which:~wa.te~· ''S,~ :blOWdOWn. (iom·;:th·~· flash. '.·· 
--~: •.• ·_,!, :.:·;.~,~ > *'"·>· ;;:;t'::} -4t4~~~\{ ~~ . . :}~::J.:,_i:-:-. ; .. ' ; ' : .:.' ' ~- "~~ 
A) 




ch.1.rnber through the tost bunrlle.under conditions which simulate 
a PWR LOCA. 
c) A 12 foot long test bundlejcorisisting of.25 heater rods. in·a·~ .. 
,.. .. ~ 
.. 
,• 
s x s arru.y. The bundle axial power· shape is ·skewed to the bottom 
with a non ... uniform radial power ·profile. The heater rod !nstr~an- · · 
tation includes 12 clad thermocouples and 8 element thermocoupl~s • 
. 
' . 








Initial Heat Flux ' . · :. · 10 Kw/ft 10 KW/ft . 
Initial Mass Flux 
Initial Bundle Inlet Tc~peratu~e· & 
Initial System Pres.sura 1 · · 
,Depressurization Rate . a 
Flow Decay Rate z 
Project Status 
' '; ' ' 
,'• 
'·,' 
' 6 . 6 2 
. · • .2 .• xl0 . ~ 3 .• x lO · lbm/hr ft 
560°F - 600°F 
1750- 2250 PSIA·· 
0 .... 350 PSI/SEC 
.o ~ 2.5 x 106. lbm/h~ ft2/see •. 
Six tests have been conducted and a prelimina~y report: iss~ed t~ EPRI. 
An evaluation report will..not .. be issued unt'il December~ 1976. 
·. 
s. Ncar Term Pl~n5 
/ 











June l, 1976 to August Jl·, 1976 'to' further investic;rate initial conditions' 
parameter vamps, and flow ditection •. · , _ '• 
6. Relation To Other Program~ 
·;' 
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'l'his proqram is indiroctly related • to.~ other developn\ent progra."'ns 
Co.q.' FLE~h"T, two•phaso .Pwnp. tests'r eto.) · ail'(led, at· itnproving'. LOCA 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
1.1.2. 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
BELGIUM 
Critical Heat Flux i·n stagnant Water with a near-by cooled 
wall. SPONSOR: 
r ~· ~ CEN/SCK 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
. . CEN/SCK 
PROJECT LEADER: 
Mr. HEBEL, w. 
INITTA"TEn:---- . - . -... •' r • -- -eOMPLETE-1)-r-'-- - ·- .. - & -. SCIENTISTS: 
1975 Mr. DECRETON, M • .. 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
Continuing May 1979 
1. General Aim 
Investigating the mechanisms responsible for the Critical Heat Flux (burnout) limit in · 
a particular geometrical configuration where a stagnant water layer is confined by 
opposite heated and cooled walls. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Providing design criteria for irradiation test devices containing an LWR fuel rod in a 
water filled pressure tube th.at is cooled from outside. 
3. Experimental Facilities 
A CHF test installation is available where electrically heated rods can be loaded into 
pressure tubes of different dimensions and of different materials. The rod .diameters 
\ are usually those of PWR and BWR fuel pins and the spacing of the stagnant water gaps 
J may vary between about 2 and 15 mm. The pressure on the water gap can be set from 
1 to 240 bar. The test section is connected to a cooling water loop with variable and 
controlled entrance temperature. Various instrumentation equipment is provided for 
measuring wall temperatures and temperature gradients in the gap. for pressure and 
power control. Onset of CHF is detected by controlling the heating rod dilation by 
means of a linear motion tr.ansducer • 
. , 
4. Projeqt Status 
Numerous testing runs have been performed for evaluating systematically the.role of the 
different characteristic parameters as water pressure. rod diameter. gap spacing. cooling 
wall temperature. etc •• A theoretical approach has been developed for describing the 
observed phenomena and for predicting CHF occurrence. 
5. Next Steps 
Continuation of the experimental and theoretical work for a detailed quantification 
of the relevant. heat transfer mechanisms as vapour production at the hot wall, heat and 
mass transfer through the gap and vapour condensation related to the cold wall • 
5;897 . I. 
-s4.-
6. Relation with other Projects 
A complementary research progrem (called DNB) is being performed at CEN for extending 
the investigations towards the hydrodynamics of CHF in a forced flow of water. 
7. Reference Documents 
(1) 
(2) 
w. HEBEL, P. DIRVEN "Critical.Heat Flux through a stagnant Water Annulus" 
. KERNTECHNIK 17 (1975), 12, P.'S46-549 
W. HEBEL, M. DECRETDN "Mechanisms of Critical Heat Flux in a stagnant Water 
Annulus", 2nd MULTI-PHASE FLOW AND HEAT TRANSFER 
SYMPOSIUrL.J'IiamLBaacb _ _lUSAL...Aprll-1 919 •-- _ . 
Critical Heat Flux in stegnant Weter with a naer-by cooled well. 
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phase'Flows · 
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Stand der Arbeilen/Status 
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1. General Aim 
Arbeitsende/Completed 




Karlsruhe . · · 
PNS/LIT 
Leiter des Vorhabens/Projeet Leader 
R L.offeJ · 
Bewilllgte Mittel/Funds 
OM 827.000,-· 
A radio n u c l.i de technique is presently developed which allows to 
determirie the mass flow of non-steady-state two-phase flows. This 
is done by measurements of the 
vel~city of the gas and )iquid phase usihg a radiotracer technique, 
den~itY of the two-phase m~xture using a gamma-~bsorption method. 
I 
It is intended to mea~ure simultaneously although separately the 
' I 
velocities of the two phase by ~eans of two different radiotracers. 
Moreover, the method will be combined with ~n absor~tion density 
measurement. The method is to attain a .high time ~esolution (better 
, I 
than 100 msec) and shall be al~o applicable at p~es~ur~s between 
1 and 160 bar and tem·pera.tures f·rom 20 to 350 °_c-. Besides_, efforts 
m us ,t . be m a de to keep the me a s u r i n g s e c t i on s a s s h o r t a s p o s s i b l e 
,.(, so that the method ·can a1so be .used. for short 'tubes .(e.g· •. the 
. rupture pip~s·of the Groawelzheim Superheat React~r ~DR)~.!. 
' ' I, f 2. Particular Objectives . f 
:. ' 
i 
. I.. ' • 
Based on the trans i t t i me me tho d a _me as uri n ~ · tech n '; que i s be i n g 
developed which· is suitable f~r studying steady--state and non-steady• i. 
s t a t e two - ph a s e f l ow s · a 1 so i n ~ u be s of ·1 a r 9 e r d i men s i on • H a v i n g . . (. · 
passed an -initia_l se.ction, ·the radioactive trace.r injected into : 
the' flow is reco'rded as· an activity dist~ibution· plot at two measu-
·ring points placed in a· .staggered arr~ngelment a·long the_ tube_. The 
ve1 oc1 ty 1 s 'deter.m~ ned · f'tom the -~i·s,tance.':-be~w~e~ .. t~e ·tw.o melas uri ng · ! 
,• 
. . .. 
. ' 
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points and the transit time bf the radiotracer. Periodic injection 
allows also a quasi-continuous measurement of the non-steady·s.ta.te 
flows. The sho-:-t-:lived radionuclides Ar-41 (gas phase) and:'Mn-56· 
(liquid ph~se) are used to mark the two gas/liquid phases. 
The gamma-absor~tion density measuring technique is coupled with 
the measurement technique for determination-of radiotra~er veloci-
ties such that the density and velocity are measured with the same 
accuracy and time resolution. Since both direct and scattered radia-
tions are emitted from the Ar•41 .and Mn-56 radiotracers injected into 
the flow, the scatter~~ rad\ation must be el~minated in the energy 
range of the gamma-ab~orpti~n density measure·ment selec.ted·to. a·llow 
proper measurement of densitites. 
3. Research Prog~am 
'\ 
'The experimen'tal program consits of: 
- test of the radionuclide method unde~ b~owdownlike conditions 
on the "Joint Test Rig for Test. and Calibration of Different· 
Methods of Two-Phase Mass Flow Measur~me~t" (RS. 145/PNS ~215) 
preparation of th~ HDR-~xperiements (RS 123). 
I ' 
4.· Experimental Facilitie>s 
Installation of a radidtracer two~phase velocity measur~ment.d~vice· 
at the "Joint Test Rig" (RS 145) wal terminated in March 1977~ In 
October a Gamma densitometer was additionally installed. 
5. Progress to Date 
At the "Joint Test Rig (PNS ~2.15) :for testing and calibrating diffe-. · 
rent two-phase mass flow measuting techniques" ·roughl.V. 250 tests 
were performed within'the ran~e of p ~ ~ ~ 1~0 bar with' a .·o ~ 1 
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6. Results 
Velocities of 0.1 - 50 m/s for both phases and slip ratios of 
1.0 - 7.0 were measured. A typical result has been represented as 
an example in the two diagrams. 
Until completion and installation in. the test rig of the y-absorption 
density measuring system the two-pha~~·mass flow was calculated 
from the steam and water velocities measured by the radiotracer 
method as well as from the pressure, temperature, and superficial 
velocities. The values so determined showed good agreement with the 
: balance mass flows evaluated by the· IRB Institute. It was demonstra• 
ted in these two-phase velocity measurements that. the gaseous and 
liquid tracers mix well with the steam and liquid phase, respecti-
vely, and stay in this phase as ~ gas and liquid, respectively. 
Moreover, further knowledge was derived of the length of starting 
and measuring sections. Good results hav.e been likewise obtained 
with the multiple beam y-absorption·density measuring system, which. 
started operation in the'fourth quart•r. so that it is possibl~ riow 
to determine the mass flow directly from the velocities of the two 
phases and from the density of the two-phase mixture. 
7. Next Steps 
In 1978 the method ~ill undergo final testing under conditions re-
sembling blowdown· at the "Joint Test Rig for Test and Calibration 
C of Di~fe·rent Two-Phase~ Mass Flow ~easuring Techniques" (PNS 4215/ 
RS 145). Further applications of·the radionuclide method ar~.pl~nned 
for the HDR blowdown experiments from 1978 until 1980. 
'• 
. 8. Relation wi.th Other Projects .. 
RS 33 Joint Reactor Safety Experiments tn the Power Station of 




GKSS, Ueesthacht. 1971 - 1977 
' ' 
Experimental Investigatio~.of the Influence of PWR-Loops 
on &lowdown 
Safety !nvest1gat1ons perform~d at the decommissioned HDR 
plant 
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(PNS 4215")[ 
Joint Test Rig for Tests and Calibration of Different 
Methods of' Two-Phase, Mass Flow Measurement 
GfK-1RB, Karlsruhe. 1974··· 1978 
' 9. Reference 'Documents 
Report KFK 1859 (1973) (German) 
Report KFK·· 2050 {1974) {German) 
Report KFK 2130 (1975) {German)· 
Report KFK 2195 (1975) {German) 
Report KFK 2375 (1976) ·(German) 
. Report KFK 2435 ( 19 7 6 ) · ( G e rm a n ) 
Report KFK 2500 ( 19 7 7 ) .{ G e rm a n ) 
V D I -Be r i c h t e N r. 2 54 { 19 7 6 ) ( German ) 
Reports in the se·ries GRS·F,ORSCHUNGSB~RICHTE 
KFK-Nachrichten, 9 {1977)· No. 2, 38-42 I 
Report EUR ~961e '(1977) 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
Unrestricted distribution~ 
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fig. 2: Velocity~ of 'gas and 1'1quid phase ·(experiment 12) 
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() 1 • General Aim ~-----~~~~~~ 
Experimental investigation of the thermohydraulic behaviour 
of a primary cooling system (PCS) o£ pressurized water reac• 
tors (PWR) during a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) (blowdown) 
causedby a rupture o£ the main cooling pipe. 
2. Par.ticular Ojectives 
Design and construction of a large scale 2-loop blowdown test 
facility. 
• Experimental investigation of the LOBI pump characteristics 
under two-phase flow conditions. 
() Performance of loss-of-coolant experiments (LOCE) by simula-
ting pipe ruptureo£ different sizes at various l~cations 
within the PCS o£ PWRs. 
Experimental investigation o£ the influence o£ the thermohy-
draulic behaviour o£ the individual components of the PCS of 
PWRs on the course o£ a LOCA (blowdovn) by measuring the sig-
nificant thermohydraulic quantities, in particular those in-
fluencing the core cooling. 
Application of the experimental results to check and improve 
blowdown computer codes and associated theories used· £or the 
safety analysis o£ LWRs •· 
3. Research Programme 
h-
The LOBI R&D-contract between the BMFT-Bonn and the Commission 






two experimental programmes, A and B, which have to be star-
ted after completion of the preliminary tests. 
Execution of p r e 1 i m i n a r y 
the mechanical and thermohydraulic 
t e s t s to determin 
characteristics of the 
LOBI test facility, to check the measurement instrumentation, 
data acquisition and process control system, and to check the 
measured results on physical consistency and reproducibility. 
3.2 E x p e r i m e n t a 1 P r o g r a m m e A consists of 
6o tests in total aiming at the investigation of the influenc?J 
of seven important parameters on the blowdown. These 6o tests · .... " 
are subdivided into two parts, A 1 and A 2, of 3o tests each. 
3.2.1 Ex peri men t a·l Programme A 1 (tests 1 -
3o) is to be de£ined by the BMFT-Bonn exclusively, and the 
test results too,w.ill be exclusively available to the BMFT-
Bonn. The £irst test of programme A 1 ("virgin" blowdown test) 
has been chosen for a "blind" Standard Problem. 
3.2.2 E x p e r i m e n t a 1 P r o g r a m m e A 2 (tests 31 -
6o) again is to be defined by the BMFT-Bonn taking into account 
suggestions from the Member Countries o£ the E.C.; the test 
results will be freely available to all Member Countries ·of 
the E.C. t') 
, I p ( ) 3.3 E x p e r ~ m e n t a 1 r o g r a m m e B test 61 - 9o 
'is to be defined jointly by all Member Countries of the·E.c. 
and comprises for the time being 3o tests; the test results 1. 
will be freely available to all Member Countries of the E.c •• 
These tests are aiming at the investigation o£ the in£luence 
of the geometrical shape and the elevation o£ individual com-
ponents on the blowdown. 
I 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
I 
' ' 
The objectives of the investigation require a test facility the 
thermohydraulic behaviour o£ which during blowdown is as close 
as possible a reactor-typical one. 
The LOBI test £acility .is an approxi~ately.1/7oo sca~model 
-3-
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of a 4-loop 13oo MWe PWR primary cooling system (PCS) .• It con-
sists of a 5 MW.ele~trically heate~ test section.(reactor mo-
.del) with two primary cooling loops, one with three times the 
,capacity (water volume and mass £low) of the other, represen-
ting the four primary loops of a PWR cool ina !1y'ltNn. n'>th l.()opt 
are active loops· ·each containing a pump and a steam generator, 
and designed for 1 6o bar and 325° C operat.ion pressure and 
_temperature respectively. Tube ruptures of various sizes 
(double ended to small leak) will be simulated at three diffe• 
rent locations (hot leg, c.old leg, loop seal) within the single 
or broken loop. Heat is removed from the primary loops by the 
active.secondary c~oling circuit (54 bar and 27o0 0 operating 
pressure and temperatu~respectively) by means of two conden-
sers (representing the turbines) and a cOoler. From the emer- 1 
gency core cooling system (ECCS) for the time being only the 
intermediate pressure (up to 6o bar) or accumulator system is 
represented providing ECC w~ter for both, separate and com-
bined. cold and hot leg injection into both loops; .the high 
pressure·injection system (HPIS) is planned to be added in 
t~e near future. ~ig. 1 shows a schematic rep~esentation o£ 
the test facility. 
The scaling £actor o£ 712. has been applied to 
- power input: 5 MW to 64 heater rod bundle 
·-coolant mass £1ov: 21 kg/sand·? ~g/s £or the intact and 
broken loop respectively . 
- coolant volume: o,83 m3 within the' p'rimary loop system. 
For the test facility design, the ratio o£ (1) power to vo-
lume, (2) pressure drop and.temperat~e destribution along the 
flow paths and o£ (3) the components volume to each other has .. 
been preserved. 
The height, and .relative heights o£ components are scaled 
1 : 1, thus preserving gravitational heads. The heat transfer 
surfaces {core rod bundle, steam generators) are full ·lengths·~ 
• 
An instrumentation system has been installed which provides 
for the measurement o£ all relevant thermohydraulic quantities 











let a~d outlet) o£ each individual loop component (Fig. 2) 
and within the reactor model {Fig. 3 and 4). 
The signals £rom about 4oo channels are recorded by a spe-
cially tailored data acquisition system using PCM techniques 
and analog magnetic tape, Fig. 5• 
A process control system allows simulation o£ 
- pump hydraulic behaviour by speed control 
fuel decay and stored heat by power control to the heater 
rod bundle during blowdown, Fig. 5• 
Test facility design calculations have been and will be per-
formed by the LOBI project sta££ with the RELAP4-MOD2 and 
-MODS and w~th the SERSAFE and STRUDL-II codes, and by the 
GRS-Munich {FRG) with the BRUCH-D, DAPSY and ZOCO-VI codes. 
Pre-prediction and results evaluation calculations will be 
performed by the LOBI project sta££ with RELAP4-MOD5, -MOD6 
'-:) '• ..... 
and -MOD7 codes and by the GRS-Munich (FRG) with the same codes 
and with the DRUFAN and TRAC codes. 
Special R&D contracts have been concluded by the Commission 
o£ the E.C. covering 
the "LOBI pump characteristics investigation in two-phase 
Plow conditions" 
- the calibration o£ the LOBI discharge nozzles under two- () 
phase £low conditions; those convergent-divergent nozzles 
with various throat diameters will be inserted into the out-
let branches o£ the LOBI rupture device £or simulating va-
rious rupture sizes; they will be used £or break mass £low 
measurements. 
Progress to Date 
During the report period the operation tests o£ individual 
elements and components have been completed, commissioning 
tests o£ the loop system have been executed and the prelimi-
nary or shake down (SO) tests have been started in the £rame-
work o£ which the £irst blowdown test (SD-o1) has been per-
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Theoretical work has been concerned with 
the development of several small comp~t~r programmes for 
test data handling and results evaluation and representa-
•• tion purposes 
the preparation of an input data set and the performance 
of blowdown computer code calcUlations for the LOBI test · 
facility 
-- the analysis of thermohydra~lic and mechanic test £acility 
T 
.characteristics 
--·design calculations for modifications and extensions oB the 
, test facility 
-- the preparation o£ test programmes, results evaluation and 
documentation procedures 
- 1hetests for the LOBI pump investigations in two-phase flOWi 
conditions have been executed in the laboratories o£ 
Westing~ouse Canada· Ltd. (WCL), Hamilton/Canada, in the 
framework of an R&D-sub-contract £rom t~e Commission o£ 
the E.C•; the tests are nearly completed, the results eva- · 
luation is under way 
- For the LOBI discharge nozzles calibration tests to be 
performed in the laborato~ies o£ WCL-Hamilton/Canada, the 
respective experimental and work programme has.been pre-
( pared and an R&D-contrac.t £rom the· Commission o£ the E.C. 
has been concluded. 
- Completion o£ electrical wiring and connecting wbrk. 
-
Completion o£ operation testsvith the various elements. 
and components o£ the mec~anical and electrical system o£ 
the test facility. 
' Performance o£ commissioning tests w~th the test facility 
- Application o£ 1herma1 insul~tion to the test facility· 




the framework of .combined commissioning and preliminary 
or shake down (SD) tests 
completion o£ th~ p~eparation and o£ various eonnections 

















Reduced instrumentation of the test facility for the com-
missioning and preliminary tests 
Measurement of several test facility characteristics 
Specification of an improved and extended measurement in-
strumentation system 
Mounting and commissioning of several calibration and test 
facilities for the various measuring transducers; perfor-
mance o£ transducer calibrations 
- Development, testing and extension o£ mini-computer pro-
grammes £or measured data acquisition, handling and re- CJ 
presentationtand £or process control purposes 
Hardware extension o£ the LOBI data acquisition and pro-
cess control system (DAPCS) £or adaptation on supplementa-
ry requirements. 
Results 
The results obtained £rom the LOBI project activities are re-
ported separately £or the five different activity fields o£ 
the project. 
Programm and Analysis 
A computer program package developed £or generating a LOBI :~ 
data base allows the storage o£ experimental and calculated 
results. 
The retrieval program developed allows the performance o£ 
basic mathematical operations (e.g. calculations o£ com-
puted parameters etc.) with the data stored in the data 
base, the two- and three-dimensional representation and 
the listing and punching o£ those data. See e.g. Fig. 6. 
A "pump evaluation program package" has been developed £or 
the results evaluation o£ the.LOBI pump tests at WCL. The 
package consists o£ three parts: the "data processing pro-
cedure" £or converting measured data into thermohydraulic 
and pump spec~£ic quantities, the "interpolation/extrapo-
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"evaluation procedure" for final determination of the 
pump two-phase flow characteristics. 
- A basis input data set has been prepared ~3.7 for.~he 
, survey calculations £or the LOBI fac~lity in the £ra~ework'. 
of the "ad-hoc Specialists WG on LOBI Programme B" activi-i. 
_ties. Survey calculations with REALP4/MOD5 have been per-
formed by the LOBI staff for the tests nr. 4, 5 and 6 of 
the preliminary test matrix for programme B proposed by 
' ' 
·french experts. The results ~17 have been discussed to-
gether with those from survey calculations of experts £rom· 
various Member Countries. Physically contradictory calcu- . 
lation results ~ave been obtained with respect to the core 
I . 
-mass flow behaviour in case of a hot leg rupture which re-
-q~ire still an explanation before bei~g attributed to spe-
cific tes~ facility features. A further interesting ~esult 
was that in case of a rupture on the pump suction side 
(loop seal) the core temperatures were considerably higher 
for the case of the broken loop pump blocked than for con-
. tinued operation of·this pump at constant $peed. 
Special RELAP4 code versions fo~ the calculation of small 
leak accidents have been developed and presented by both 
the french (Frama~ome) and the german (GRS-I~ln) experts 
during the last meeting of the "ad-hoc Speciali'sts Working 
Group on.LOBI Programme B". 
. - A special study was concerned with the ini tializa.tion pro• 
blem for 'the steam generator in RELAP4/MOD5 C '2J and has 
shown, that 
- the i_nput data for the primary side temperatures are al-
most independent from the secondary si~e temperature and 
from the number o£ control volumes on the primary side 
-- the heat transfer coefficients on the secondary side are 
not .constant but depend on the choice o£ the secondary. 
side temperature. 
-
Theoretical considerations have be~ d~ali'ng with special 
.characteristics o£ the test £acility and witW the experi-
·mental programme: 
' ' ' .. 8-
., 




-- the difference between the temperature measured within the 
heater rods wall and the outer surface in steady-state con-
ditions ranges between 10 and 14° C; according to results 
£rom Semiscale heat transfer tests these values may be ex-
ceeded by up to 150 %during the initial blowdown phase. 
the heat losses of the LOBI primary loop system have been 
estimated to1 about 3oo kW and 2o kW for the non-insulated 
and· insulated loop system respectively. 
-- due to the emphasis shift in the LOBI project objectives 
from large to small rupture size experiments new operation 
requirements have to be met by the LOBI secondary cooling () 
circuit for which the dynamic behaviour of this circuit 
is important and has therefore to be determined. For this 
purpose a computer program DYNES ~6.( has been developed 
modeling the circuit by 5 volumes, and the axial tempera-
ture profile of each volume. ·An experimental programme 
has been elaborated to establish the thermohydraulic cha-
racteristics of the secondary cooling circuit. ~7~ 
as a further consequence of the increased interest in 
small leak tests, the emergency core cooling system (ECCS} 
simulation in the LOBI facility has to be extended by ad-
ding the high pressure injection system (HPIS); there-
quired design calculations and components specifications () 
work is at present under way. 
BRUCH-D and ZOCO-VI code calculations (performed by the 
GR8-Munich (FRG) have shown, that the LOBI containment 
pressure history during blowdown can be adequately simu-
lated by an appropriate control 0f vent valves to be in-
stalled at the outlet of the LOBI containment discharge 
pipes; a detailed discussion of the results obtained for 
double-ended 2oo % and for single-ended 10 % breaks has 
revealed the need for further code calculations for at 
least one intermediate break size (25 % or So %) to back 
up the design and control specifications of the required 
vent valves. The simulation of the containment pressure 
during the LOBI blowdown experiments has been considered 
-9-
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necessary for all break sizes Prom 2oo % down to 10 %, 
although the break mass flow is critical two-phase flow 
during nearly the whole experiment duration; only for 
•• 
break sizes le$S than 10 % the containment pressure· simu-
lation has not been considered necessary because of criti~ 
cal break mass flow occurring during the main part of the 
:refill phase. 
I• 
--the results from DAPSY code calculations by the_GRS-Munich/ 
FRG yielding the hydraulic forces occurring within the 
LOBI loop system during the initial·blowdown phase, have 
been used as input data for STRUDL-II code calculations 
-
by the LOBI project staff to perform a three-di~mnsional 
analysis of the dynamic loads on the loop structures. The 
results obtained at 47 nodes of the broken loop have shown 
that at several locations within this loop considerable 
forces (up to 5oooo N) and/or displacements have to be ex-
pected during the first 125 ms of blowdown from a double-
ended 2oo % cold leg break. Based on these results and on 
a few acceleration measur'emerits performed at .the pump and 
the steam generator of the broken loop during the first · 
blowdown test SD-o1, it has beeq decided to _install addi-
tional "shock arrestors" on the pump and steam generator of 
both loops. ~8_7 
N.B. It has to be observed that in the broken loop of the 
Scmiscale MOD 3 test facility of the USNRC in the INEL 
(Idaho National Engineering Laboratory) at Idaho Falls 
\ 
only 5 small "shoc)c arrestors" have bee.n mounted being 
designed against earth quake vibrations. 
I 
in the framework of comparison analysis of the two simi~ 
lar projects Semiscale and LOBI, an analysis of the Semi-
scale test s-o2-4 has shown, that the results evaluation· 
efforts have. by far not yet reached the desirable extent; 
therefore many problems and contradictory experimental re•·. 
sults are left open and unexplained as e.g. the measured 
flow behaviour within the intact loop hot leg:-drag disk 
and turbine flow meter show opposite flow direction du-




























and interpretation results are reported in ~9~. 
A comparison analysis of the Semiscale MOD 3 facility de-
sign with that of the Semiscale MOD 1 and the LOBI facili-
ty has been performed and is reported in ~1o_7. 
. -- the revision of the test matrix of the experimental pro-
gramme A, and its subdivision into part A 1 and A 2, has 
been dealt with in several meetings of the "Working Group 
LOBI-GRS"; several new and additional parameters and the 
emphasis shift towards small break tests have given rise 
to detailed discussions of basic simulation problems and () 
test facility features in the light of previous and new 
project objectives. A new test matrix of 73 tests has 
been proposed as a basis for final discussions and consi-
derations; due to the large number of test parameters, and 
in view of achieving a reasonable transparency of the ex-
perimental programme, it has revealed necessary to define 
a reference test as basis ·for the parameter variation and 
to arrange several test groups. 
-- an experimental programme for the commissioning and the 
preliminary tests had been prepared including the~dynamic 
calibration of the heater rod thermocouples, the measure-
ment of the primary loops heat losses, the determination 
of the primary loops natural convection characteristics 
and of the ~econdary circuit characteristics, the measure-
ment of the pressure drop distribution within the primary 
loops and of the pumps coast-down behaviour, the mass flov 
calibration of the steam generators, and several blowdown 
tests representing shake down te~ts for determining the 
test facility mechanical and thermohydraulic behaviour, 
for the measurement instrumentation system, for the data 
acquisition and process control system and for the tests 
evaluation and documentation procedures. 
This programme had finally been modified by postponing 
some of these tasks and combining commissioning and pre-
liminary tests; in viev of the first LOBI Standard Problem 
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and physical cohsistency of measured results. 
- according to a proposal from the USNRC, the first o.f'.ficial 
·LoBI test o.f programme A 1, which may be considered.the 
"virgin" LOBI .blowdown test with respect to blowdo'\Vll code 
'pre-prediction calculations for LOBI experiments, has been 
chosen for a blind Standard Problem exercise open to one 
USNRC contractor, BMFT contractors ·and the Member Coun-
tries of European Community. 
--proposals have been prepared for (1) the documentation 
procedures of the LOBI tests by "Quick Look Reports"· (OLR) 
and "Experimental Data Reports" (EDR) and .for (2) the eva-. 
luation procedures .for (a) validating_ the individual tes~s 
and (b) the respective results ·representation in the be-
fore mentioned report~. 
-- according to a proposal put forward by the USNRC the op-
portunity should be considered to extend the objective ol 
the LOBI project from blowdown tests to integral LOCA 
tests covering the blowdown-refill'-reflood period, which 
would first of all require to add also the low pressure 
injection system ~PIS) to the LOBI ECCS simulation. 
- For the experimental investigation of the LOBI pump un-
' / .. 
der two-phase flow conditions the geometrical configuration · 
and the measure~ent instrumentation system of the test fa• 
, ci 1 i ty in the laboratory of WCL-Hamil ton/canada have been. 
adapted to the special requirements from the tes~objec-. 
tive. 
The experimental programme has been .subdivided into two 
parts of 2o % and So % of the total number of tests. The 
test matrix of the second part has been defined on the 
basis of the i~edia~ely evaluated results from the tests 
of the first part which yielded the influence of the vo-
lumetric vapo,ur quality (J(v on the pump pressure head and 
torque, and the preliminary complete pump characteristics 
at 7o bar pressure and 4o % volumetric vapour quality. 
The tests ol the second part .ol the programme have been 
completed, too; they yielded the data req.uirec1 to establish 




four further complete pump characteristics at ·2o, 70 and 
75 bar pressure, and 95, 8o and 2o % volumetric vapour 
quality, respectively. A preliminary evaluation by means 
of the "pump evaluation program package" has shown the 
physical consistency of the measured results; the final 
evaluation is under way. An example is given in Fig. 7. 
Pump tests under transient conditions have been cancelled 
since theoretical considerations have shown that the tran-
sient pump behaviour may be satisfactorily described by 
the aid of the steady state pump characteristics. 
Four different rupture sizes have finally been agreed 
upon for being considered in the LOBI experimental pro-
grammes A and B; they will be simulated by specially de-
signed convergent-divergent discharge nozzles of four dif-
ferent throat diameters. 
These nozzles being intended at the same time to be used 
for break mass flow measurements have to be calibrated 
under two-phase flow conditions. 
A special computer program for calculating the critical 
nozzle flow has been extended to cover subcritical flow 
conditions and to include possible shocks within the di-
vergent nozzle part. 
I 
A computer program for results evaluation from the LOBI 
discharge nozzle calibration calculates the flow through 
the nozzle for critical and subcritical flow conditions 
from the measured data, assuming homogeneous equilibrium 
two-phase flow. 
A special study contract to perform these LOBI discharge 
nozzle tests has been concluded with WCL-Hamilton/Canada. 
6.2 Mechanical Components & Systems. 
After completion of the operation tests of valves and 
pumps of the secondary and tertiary system, the ~hole 
test facility has successfully passed the pressure tests 
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- ·The hot commissioning tests started Sl.bs_equently have been 
performed including the various components in a.stepwise 
procedure • 
., 
During the interrupt period caused by a failure and the 
required repair within the secondary cooling circuit, the 
reactor model has been dismounted fo~ a £irst inspection 
- Application of thermal insulation to the whole test fa-
cility 
- After restart of the loop operation, the remaining com-
missioning tests have been combined ~ith the preliminary 
or shake down tests to recover part of the time lost due' 
to strong time delay in thermal insul~tion work. 
- The first LOBI blowdown test SD-o1 (shake down test no. 
- -
o1) has been sucbessfully performed on December 13, 1978 
in the framework of the preliminary tests programme. 
The initial data have been: pR ~ So bar, TR a 26o° C fluid 
pressure and temperature at th~· reactor model. outlet 
P0 = ·1,9 MW heating power input leading at a co~e tempera• 
ture increase of T = 14 ° C at the nominal core mass 
flow of ~ = 28 kg/s. 
No failure or disturbance within the mechanical and elee-. 
trical system of .the test facili~y'has occurred! 
6.3 .Electrical Components & Systems 
- Completion of all .electrical wiring and connection work 
~ithin loop regulation and control system and within the 
electrical power supply system 
- Installation and testing of an electrical loop safeguard 
system to automatically protec,t the ·various components in 
case of failures. 
-
Commissioning of the loop regulation and control system 
and of the. 5,5.MW rectifier system together with the me-
chanical loop components and system~. 
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6.4 Measurement Techniques and Signal Analysis 
-
Completion of installation and connecting works of the 
various differential pressure transmission lines, of the 
various transducer cooling lines and of all signal trans-
mission lines. 
j 
Testing and calibration of wall and fluid temperature 
transducers, testing of differential pressure transducers 
and turbine flow meters. 
- The measuring range of the dragbody probes has been fi-




Interferences in some amplifier units of the temperature 
measuring chains could be attributed to an erroneous ground 
wiring and could be removed. 
Special filters have been installed to eliminate dis-
turbances in the heater rod temperature signals caused 
by the 5o Hz carrier frequency of the heater rod bundle 
isolation control. 
Special measurements with the LOBI ~-densitometers on a 
Plexiglass mock-up simulating typical two-phase flow pat-
terns have shown that using a calibrated densitometer, the 
error in determining the density with relatively simple 
evaluation procedures remains within acceptable limits. 
Test measurements with the first (-densitometer delivered 
have revealed serious errors. In close cooperation with the 
manufacturer the design specifications for the remaining 
6 (-densitometers to be ordered have been modified. Re-
peated test measurements with the modified devices have 
shown quite satisfactory results with respect to longterm 
drift and random drift; the cooling water temperature has 
to be measured to account for the influence of temperature 
fluctuations. 
- Comprehensive checks and discussions have resulted in the 









velocity and mass flow measurements in the LOBI experi-
ments; the activation and transport of tracers are en-
, ' 
sured; a price o££e'r from the K£IC-Karlsruhe is still pen-
ding and has therefore prevented £rom placing already the 
respective order. 
- Several high precision calibration facilities with com-
puter controlled operation and data output for calibrating 
temperature, absolute and differential pressure transdu-· 
cers have become available. / 
- An air-water loop for test and calibration measurements 
' 
under two-phase flow conditions has been constructed. 
- Pressure drop distribution measurements and steam g~nera­
tor calibration for steady-state single-phase mass flow 
measurement have been performed in the framework oE pre-
_liminary tests with the LOBI facility. 
The results reported in ,C11 .J show 
-- the measured pressure drops are smaller than the calcula• . 
ted ones 
--~there is a Re-number dependen:edue to ve~y smooth tubes 
( which requires 
-- the necessity to repeat those measurements at different 
temperatures. 
- A special automatic DNB control device has b~come avai-
lable allbwing the on-line display o£ up to So heater rod 
temperatures. 
- The commissioning ~£ the measurement instrumentation in-
stalled in a reduced extent £or ·the first blowdown test 
SD-o1 has shown 
-- unobjectionable signal transmission, no impairing inter-
ferences between control and switching signals (heating 
power, pump speed) and measurement signals 
. J 
-- the failure of some heat rod thermocouples, resistance 
thermometers, turbine £low meters (bearings blocked) and · 
of one dragbody .(strain gage failure) 










6.5 Data Acquisitibn and Process Control System 
z. 
The mini-computer program package for both the data acqui-
sition, handling, evaluation and display system and the 
process control system has been further extended to meet 
special requirements from the experiments allowing 
the graphical display of all measuring channels and o£ 
the respective calibration curves, and the taking o£ hard-
copies 
the compensation of offset and amplifier drift in conver-
ting raw data into those in engineering uni~ 
the graphical display of selected measuring channels for 
a direct a~d continuous test control 
multiple control by status signals of preparation and 
start of the blowdovn test against unintentional release 
the start and record of calibrating the amplifier chains 
the optimization of the selection velocity for the eva-
luation of PCM data 
the statistical evaluation.of densitometer signals and 
'' 






'' calculation of "computed parameters" :.\ 
--the formating of measured data on digital tapes and the f; 
documentation of the data acquisition 
A program for interactive data evaluation allows the one-
to three-dimensional graphical data representation, the () 
overlay of several curves, digital filtering, the genera-
tion of histograms 
Hardware has been extended to improve the heating power 
control and the pump speed control as well as the process 
control 
Installation of a real time clock and a second magnetic 
tape unit 
commissioning of the data acquisition and process control 
system during the first blowdovn test SD-o1. 
Next Steps 
-
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.. 
- Final' definition o£ test matrix £or programme A 
- Performance o£ pre-test and some post•test prediction cal• 
· culations ., 
. ' 
- Completion and evaluation of LOBI shake down tests 
- Start and performance of. experimental programme A,1 
- A 1 tests validation and documentation 
- Installation of "shock arrestors", containment pressure 
control system and. HPIS 
Improvement of measurement instrumen~ation system 
- Evaluation of LOBI pump test results' 
Performance of LOBI discharge nozzle calibration tests 
' ;' 
and evaluation of resuLts. 
Relations with Other Projects 
RS 0016 B • Vessel blowdovn • 
RS 0036 B • Refilling experiments • 
RS So A • Containment blovdown • 
RS 64 • Heat flux investigations in multi-rod bundles • 
RS 81 • Mixing between adjacent flow channels • 
RS 93 A • Water-vapor flow from tube leaks • 
RS 111 : Pump behaviour in two-phase flow conditions 
' 
RS 0123A/B: HDR-blowdown experiments 
RS 163 










: Thermohydraulic core behaviour in-the early· 
blowdown phase 
: Fuel rotl behaviour under blowdown conditions 
: Phase separation 
: Participation in the LOFZ-Project o£ USNRC 
: Reflooding hydrodynamics 
: Water-vapor-air flov through containment vent 
apertures 
flow Measurement Techniques 
: Signal correlation techniques 
: Joint two-phase flow test loop 
: Radiot·racer technique's 
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10. Degree of Availability 
- Quart_erly Reports1 from GRS-KBln, Glockengasse 2, 5 KB.ln 1 
- Conference Papers and External (EUR) Reports: ~-£rom AuthC?rs 
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Ek!tl;htllllllttiUm/JilttiOG Klll!llllflk.altOniCIIIIIIfiOIIIOn KltMflt81Ciht"'f'rottOt Numttr 
1 • 1. 78·- 31. 12. 78 1 • , • 2 RS 1 1 , 
Vorhaben/Pro,ect Tille Land/Country 
Untersuchungen Uber das Verhalten von Haupt• FRG 
ktihlmittelpumpen bei Xtihlmittelverlustat8r- Fordernde lnstilut•on/Sponsor 
f:illen (Phase A) BMFT 
Aullr il(lnuhmor /Contmc:tor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Investigation of the Behaviour of Main Reaktortechnik 
Coolant Pumps under MCA Conditions (Phase A) 
R 513, Erlangen 
Arbe•tsbegmn/ln•lialed Arbe•tsende/Completed leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1 • 9. 74 31. 12. 80 W •. Kastner 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Btwllllgte Mlttei/Funde 
Continuing 31. 12. 78 
1. General Aim 
During blowdown the flowrate through the core and therefore 
the temperatures of tne fuel rods decisive depends on the 
behaviour of the main coolant pumps. This behavi~ur of the 
pumps under two-phase flow conditio~s has to be studied, in 
experimental and· theoretical 
. . 
order to obtain a better 
knowledge and to develop 
I 
a physical model that can be used 
in safety analysis. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Using the experimental results of the pump tests under 
simulated MCA conditions, a physical model of the pump 
behaviour will be developed in order to replace the 
until now applied assumptions in bl9wdown calculations. 
3. Res~arch Program and 4. Experimental Facilities 
Two model pumps will be built to scales of .1 : 4 and 1 1 5 
of the main coolant pumps of 'GKN. The single phase 
characteristic of these pumps will be measured by the 
manufacturer. 
A test loop at C-E will be modified in order to measure 
two-phase pump characteristics for parameter variations 
of interest: pressure, flowrate and void. The test matrix 
... 
for these two model pumps contains about 325steady-state 
points in the two•phase region. Also 9 transient tests 
will be carried o~t, to investigate whether steady•state 
results are applicable to transient LOCA calculations. 
-2- . 
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5./6. 
I 
Progress to Date/Results 
g:~_f!:ffi.1E_!1Qg~J: 
After the completion of the experiments, which were 
conducted in the frame of Phase II of the EPRI program, 
a supplementary calibration of the built-in instrumentation 
was undertaken. Subsequent to the examination of all 
measured·data, the final evaluation and analysis of the 
results have started. It can already be established with 
high reliability that the quality of the measured d~ta 
is very good. The final report is under preparation. 
~~-~29~!-E~Er 
The motor drive system of AEG was shipped to AST.Rtl in Graz/ 
Austria. Together with the gearbox and the mechanical 
brake the motor was tested. The whole drive system has 
then been shipped to C-E in Windsor/USA. 
The model pumps of ASTRtl were manufactured. All components 
of the instrumentation were prepared. Cold water tests 








both model pumps were performed under single-phase conditions. 
The pumps were assembled to perform function tests. Due 
i. 
.. 
to the delay of delivering the model pumps, the hot 
water tests were shiffed and will be performed at C-E 
during the shakedown tests. 
Planning, design and analysis work in anticipation of 
equipment installations was done .at C-E. Also C-E has 
started procurement of the required instruments and 
other test loop equipment. C-E personnel witnessed operation 
of the test pump auxiliaries at Westinghouse Canada Limited 
in Hamilton/Ontario, where the LOBI-pump of EURATOM/Ispra 
using the same auxiliaries has been tested. C-E personnel 
also witnessed test pump motor tests at ASTRtl and 
participated in training on the test pump motor and 
controller at AEG in Berlin. 
Based on the experience of C-E with the C-E/EPRI pump 
performance program a test matrix was proposed by KWU 
• • 
and discussed with ASTRtl and C-E. These and additional 
discussions with EURATOM/Ispra, Westinghouse Canada Limited 
and CREARE required some improvements. _3_ 
' 
r . 0 ·: 
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7. Next Steps 
For the motor drive system AEG has to provide some spare 
. parts. ASTRtl will perform a function test for both 
' ., 
model pumps. The model pumps will be delivered in 
February 1979. The experiments with the LOBI-pump of 
,. EURATOM are finished at the end of January 1979. After 
disassembling the test equipment the auxiliaries will' be 
shipped from Westinghouse Canada to C-E. Installation 
of·all the components will start in February 1979. The 
pump tests will start in the .middle of 1979. At KWU a 
reworking of the test matrix will be performed. 
a. Relation with Other Projects· 
9. Rcferertces 







8aPichtazeitFauJifila~'!f 1.1. - 1. .78 ''~fl~li!Jtla"ICiaHifi4111tie" IC'JrSialf~gliJnlill&t NUfflRaf 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Stationare DNB-Messungen in Frigen mit kom- FRG 
plexer Abstandshaltergeometrie Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
GKSS - Geesthacht 
Steady state DNB Measurements in Freon with 
complex Spacer Geometry 
lnstitut fUr Anlaaentechnik 
Ao/~i~~e~i~rJf~itiated A:f11t~~n~e:1o9lf~ted Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader Fulfs 
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1. General aim 
In addition to the research program RS 164 this program will 
be the basis for an experimental study of the model laws 
between water and freon as regards DNB-measurements. 
2. Particular objectives 
The program is divided in the following four parts: 
I. cold flow pressure drop measurements, 
II. mixing experiments with power, measurements of 
subchannel exit temperature, 
III. critical heat flux measurements. 
IV. power and/or massflow-transients (as addition similar 
to research program RS 64 Part II). 
In addition and supplement to the research program RS 164 
these experiments could be used for recalculating the results 
from research program RS 64 Part I and II PWR to water con-
, 
ditions. 
3. Research program 
In order to check the conditions of the test section and the 
accuracy of methods for pressure drop prediction cold flow 
pressure-drop measurements will be carried out. 
To get information about mixing effectiveness subchannel exit 
temperature measu~ements will be made at different levels of 
bundle power and inlet enthalphy. 
Critical heat flux tests will be carried out over a large 
range of inlet conditions e.g. massflow rate, inlet tempera-
.. 2 -
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ture, system pressure, mostly valid for PWRs. For some 
aspects CHF-points at a pressure of 70 bar will be investi-
gated. 
To get information about the DNB-time delay at transient con-
titi~ns a new part - similar to Part II of research program 
RS 64 - was added. These tests enclose power and/or massflow-
transients over a. large range of inlet and starting condi-
tions. 
The influence of different grid configuration will be in-
quired with two test sections of different spacer type (test 
section 1 - with mixing vanes, test section 2 - without mixing 
vanes). 
4. Experimental facilities 
SeeRS 176 annual report A 76 and /1/. 
5. Progress to Date 
The modification of the electrical power supply was finished. 
After installation of test section 1 (spacers with mixing 
vanes) and calibration tests the_cold flow pressure drop 
measurements and most of the steady state DNB-measurements 
' (part I and III of the program) had been carried out. The mix-
ing tests will follow after installation of a heating and 
isolation system of the shroud. The massflow-transients with 
constant power have just started. 
Parallel to the tests a computer code had been developed to 
compare steady state DNB-data in water (research program RS 
164) and freon (research program RS 176). At this moment the 
code works with the Stevens-method. 
6. Results 
---··----
The above mentioned tests look sufficiently. / 
The code is proved with few water/freon data of the litera-
ture. 
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The test program will be finished with test section 1. 
After installation of test section 2 and the necessary cali-
bration tests the test program (part I to IV) will be re-
peated. Water and freon measurements will be compared by the 
method of Stevens and the similarity factors will be calculat-
ed. 
Relation with other Projects 
See RS 176 annual report A 76. 
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1. General aim 
The aim of this research program is to conduct burnout experiM 
menta at steady state conditions and at massflow,, and/or power 
transients for PWR and BWR using freon as model fluid. " 1 
··..- .•.. 
.. 
2. Particular objectives 
The experimental p:r;ogram is divided into the following two 
I 
parts, each part will be carried out for PWR and BWR: 
Part I 
Part II 
- Burnout experiments at steady state conditions to 
obtain reference values for transient experiments, 
- Burnout experiments (Burnout•time•delay) at mass-
flow and power tra~sients. 
3. Research program 
See RS 64 annual report A 77 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
See RS 64 arinual report A 76, A 75 
. 5. Pr29!~SS to D~te 
After the failure in the power supply system (seeRS 64,- A 77) 
the research program RS 64 was stopped at the. beginning of 1978 
in favour ,of research program RS 176. 
6. Results 
The results of the mixing experiments at the PWR•test section 
are reported /1/. 
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7. Next steps 
The research program RS 64 is closed. 
a. Relation to other projects 
RS 176 and RS 164. 
9. References 
/1/ H. Fulfs. K. Hofmann. A. Katsaounis, M. Kreubig, 
C. von Minden, R. Orlowski: 
Technischer Fachbericht NotkUhlprogramm - Forschungs-
vorhaben RS 64 - Durchmischungsversuehe am DWR•49-Stab-
bUndel (Phase I) 
GKSS.78/I/6 
10. Degree of availability 
All reports are available with the allowance of GRS depart-
ment ~Forschungsbetreuung". 
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thermohydraulischen Verhalten des Reaktors Cores in der Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
ersten Slowdown-Phase B~1FT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Institut fUr Verfahrenstech 
Theoretical and Experimental Investigations on Thermo- der Universitat Hannover 
and Fluiddynamic Behaviour of the Reactor Core in the 
First blowdown Period Ca llinstr. 36 
. _3DOO Hannov~r 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitlated Arbeltsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
March 1975 February 1979 Prof. Dr -Ina· F Mavinaer 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berlchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewllllgte Mittel/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
1. General aim 
The general aim of these investigations is to predict the thermo- and hydro-
dynamic behaviour of the two-phase flow in the reactor core in the first 
bloweown period during a LOCA. 
2. Particular objectives 
The main objectives are the experimental investigations of the influence 
of loop components on the toermonyaraulic conditions and the cooling perfo-
mance dn the reactor-core during LOCA-conditions. 
Furthermore the influence of mixing-processes between adjacent-subchannels 
and the signif cance of entrainment behaviour with regard to the dryout 
delay time has to be investigated. 
3. Research program 
The experiments are performed with the modelfluid R 12 instead of water. 
In the follo\'•ing tabular the main objects of the research program are 
1 isted in detail : 
~!1------~~~~r~im~~~=i~~~§~ig~~iQ~§ 
Experimental studies of the entrainment mass flow rate in the annul~r flow 
regime during LOCA-conditions and the relation to dryout-delay time and 
post dryout heat transfer. 
Evaluation of a theoretical model to describe the transient entrainment mass 
flow. 
~!~------~i~i~9:i~~~~~i9~~iQ~ 
Experimental and th~oretical studies of the mixing behaviau~ between adja-
cent subchannels in the rod bundle of a nuclear reactor core. 
-2-
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Experimental studies concerning the influence of loop components, for 
example pump and volume of the steam generator on the thermohydraulic 
behaviour of the coolant flow in the reactor core. 
4. Experimental facilities, computer codes 
to 3~1 In 1978 a theoretical model was developed and a systematically analytical 
interpretation of the entrainment-tests at an inside cooled tube for 
steady state and transients conditions was done. The agreement between 
.theoretical prediction and experimental results shows good agreement. 
The maximum deviation is in the range of! 20 %. 
The measurements of the liquid fraction entrained in a 4-rod bundle 
at transient blowdown condition was performed. For these investigations 
the applicablitity of STORZ-lenses was tested. 
A computer code was developed to calculate the entrainment mass flow rate 
in annular flow for transient and steady state conditions. 
to 3.2 For the mixing messuremtents in heated fluid a two channel test-section 
consisting of two adjacent central-subchannel was used. The profile of 
the mixing test-section in shown in fig. 1. The walls are heated in-
directly by 6 heater rods. Fig. 1 shows that the profile is spaced by 
1 mm diameter stainless steal pins. By this assembly it was possible 
to simulate the boiling phenomena occuring in the gap-reon. nuclear 
reactor. 
In order to recalculate the experimental results the MIT-COBRA-IIIC 
* . code was enlarged by a new mixinQ modell. 
to 3.3 T.he blowdown experiments were performed with a test rig (Fig. 5 } con-
taining a direct electrically heated four rod bundle with PWR-geometry, 
an intact loop representing three intact loop an standard-PWR and the 
break configuration representing the broke~ loop. 
5. Progress to date 
to 3.1 The comperison of the insi'Gie-cobled tube tests· results with the theoretical 
preditiom shows satisfactory agreement •. The optical measurements of the 
phase distribution in a 4-rod bundle show good quantitative results es-
pecially for the post-dryout phase, when a spr~yf~ow:occurs in the sub-
channel. 
to 3.2 The mixing investigations led to better physical understanding of the two 
-3-
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·phase mechanism. By the evaluated new mixing model a better assesment of 
the results was achieved than by models taken from the literature. 
to 3.3 The experimental work concernd with the influence of loop components on 
the tehrmohydraulic bahaviour of the coolant in the reactor core has 
been finished during this report period. 
The results obta ine~ from .the R 12-tests show good quantitive agreement 
with Semiscale tests. 
6. Results 
···,, to 3.1 Fig. 2 and fig. 3 show two typical examples for the low pattern in a 
__ .) 
4-rod bundle occuring under transient blowdown conditions. Fig. lshows 
an annular flow- just before dryout -with a very thin liquid film 
flowinQ on the rod surface and only very little entrainment in in the 
center of the chann~l. 
Fig. 3 is characteristic for the post-dryout period of the LOCA : 
a spray flow with filaments of liquid on the dry tube wall and some 
droplets carried away by the vapour phase. These pictures give a first 
qualitative idea about mechanism occuring under blowdown conditions. The 
rods are diretcly electrically heated. 
The theoretical model evaluated to recalculate the transient entrainment 
data taken at the inside cooled tube; bases on the conservation law for mass 
subdivided in these for the liqiud film and the droplet loaden gas core -, 
the energy balance for the total flow rate and the momentum balanve valid 
for the droplet loaden gas core limitted by the liquid film surface. 
In addition to this system of differential equations two constitutive 
equations are needed describing the interfacial, shwar stress and the 
total pressure drop of the two-phase flow occuring to Levy's theoretical 
model /2/. 
This system of equations can be used to calculate the entrainment mass 
flow rate in a transient annular flow, if the time depending gradients 
of· total mass flux, system pressure and vapour velocity are known from 
measurements or from a blowdown code like RELAP. 
A c.om-pa:rison- between caculated and measurd entrainment mass flow rates 
is shown in fig. 4. The maximum deviation between ~est-resul~s and 
theoretical prediction is in the range of about 20 %. 
- 4-
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to 3.2 The freon 12 test loop shown in fig. 5 was built for steady and transient 
mixing investigations. The loop consists essentially of the test-section· 
with adjacent central channels and six separately heated rods, the lower 
and upper~lenumin scale of a standard PWR, cold and hot leg break bur-
sting discs and a new two-phase mass flow measurinq technique, which was 
developed during the last report period. 
The instruments - similar to these use in the LOFT-Tests - used for the 
mass flow measuring tedini-que and their arrangement are shown in figures 
6 to 8. 
The undisturbed subcha~nel-flow enters coaxial impedancevoid meter. 
Only by the exact knowledge of the phase distribution, it is possible to 
analyse the two-phase momentum on the drag screen. 
For the determintaion of the aberage velocity the two phase flow was 
homogenized by a mesh arrangement, which was placed in front of the 
turbine flow meter. 
The preliminary experimental mixing investigations with air water two 
phase flows have shown that produced by velocity differences between the 
adjacent subchannels a plane shear flow exists at the smallest cross-
section between the rod. By this shear flow periodical vortices are 
generated, which have an important influence on mass and energy exchange. 
With help of theoretivcal equations for visco11S fluids the extension of the 
vortices and the velocity profile between the rods could be caculated. A 
mixing model for mass - and energy exchange based on viscous vortices showtt .' 
in equation 6 was derivated and implied to the COBRA-III-C code. See fig. 9. 
Fig. 10 shows the calculated velocity distribution of the plane shear flow 
between two spces. The shear flow has been calcualted takin into account 
only the influence the channels does not only depend on the transverse 
velocity but also on the different densities in the channels. Recalculation 
of experimental results by aid of the new model showed better. agreement than 
by the models existing in the literature. 
to 3.3 The Blowdown-Testprogram was diveded in investigations of hot leg and 
cold breaks. Following races 
Hot leg break 
of test parameters were used : 
- heat flux density : ;f4oo:st.~ =0,3 ••. 0,7 
-break area: 1\, • 0,7 F ••• 2,0 F 
- simulated loop behaviour : . 
steam generator :t 3~ • 0 j §to., j oD 
-5-
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cold leg break - heat flux density : = 0,3 ••• 0,7 
- break area : 0,7 F ••• 1,4 F 
- simulated loop beh,·r L Jr: 
pump resistance [. :.·~OS·> 
Jp 1 JGaRE 
In Fig. 12, 13 the measured dryout delay times for the leg breaks and 
different loop resistances are clotted versus the heat flux ratio stat. 
One can see that the loop resistance has little effect on the dryout delay 
time for a heat-flux density 1,4 > 0.5. With decreasing heat flux density 
QJ M 
'fo < 0, 5. there is a strong dep,endence from break area and 1 oop res i-
-.u: 
stance. This effect is supported by theflashin_g in the 11 CO'ld part 11 of the 
intact loop. With a large resistance of the simulated steam generator 
fluid from the lower ~lenum and cold leg enters the core which results 
in a better cooling of the fuel rods. At higher heat flux densities the 
Dryout occurs before flashing is started. But there is a remarkable in-
creasing of the part dryout heat transfer, when there is strong, because 
' 
of the high mass flux acceleration of the vapour-liquid mixture in the 
rod bundle at high loop resis~ance. 
From Fig. 14, 15 one can see that there is a strong dependence of the dry-
out delay time from loop resistance for treaks simulated in the cold leg. 
That is why a rapid flashing in the upper plenum and hot leg starts at 
the beginning of the blowdown. For high loop resistance most of the 
discharge two phase mixtuee will be transfered from the upper plenum 
into the rod bundle while at low loop resistance the dischargement 
through the intact loop to the break area becomes greater. 
The smallest Dryout dealy time occurs in the middle of the rod bundle. 
This has two reasons : 
1. The two-phase mixture which enters the upper core / 
will be evaporated by reaching the lower part of the core. 
2. The steam quality in the middle part of the core will be 
I 
higher than in the lower rod bundle at beginning of the blowdown. 
7. Next steps 
to 3.1 The entrainment and phase distribution measurements in the four-rod bundle 
will be finished in the next two month. 
-6-
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to 3.2 Detailed mixing-test will be carried out with boiling mixtures at the 
two-c.hannel test-section. The test-results obtained from these experiments 
will be recalculated with the new deveijoped mixing-model, 
The experimental work for the investigation of the loop-components 
influence was brought to an end. In 1979 a recalculation with one of 
the wellknwon computer-codes - for example Frelap - is planned to be done. 
8. Relations with other projects 
RS 37, 37-1, 37-2 
lnvestigations fo the events within the reactor core under lOCA and 
emergency tooling conditions at KWU GroBwelzheim (~ 
RS 48 
Theoretical and experimental investigations in model laws for instationary 
heat transfer conditions in water cooled reactors under emerqency coolinq 
conditions. 
RS 64 
Investigations of steady and transient critical heat flux of mult:il'<Jd bundles 
for PWR's and BWR's with Freon. 
I 
9. Literature 
/1/ BMFT-RS 163 - 03 
Jahresbericht 1977 zum Forsthungs~orhaben RS 163 
Universitat Hannover - Institut fUr Verfahrenstechnik 
/2/ levy, S. 
Prediction of Two-Phase Flow with liquid Entrainment 
Int. Journal of Heat & Mass Transfer 9 (1966) 171 
10. Degree of acailbility 
The annular reports, BMFT-FB and the IRS·F~rschungsberichte ar •. available 
by GRS, the other ones are free. 
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Fig. 1 : Profile of the two channel mixing test-section 
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Fig. 5 : Refrigerant test loop fo~ two channel steady state 
and transient two phase mixing measurements 
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Two-phase.mass flow maesuring technique with a 
coacial impedance void meter, drag screen, mesh 
arrange~nt and turbine flowmeter 


































Fig. 8 : Mass flow, measuring technique for steady 
state and transient two phase flow 
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Fig. 13 : Dryout delay-times for different steamgenerator 
flow restistanceJ hot leg break 
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-· Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
PRG 
Entwicklung von MeBverfahren zur Bestimmung Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
transienter Massenstrome (Wasser/Damp£) durch BMFT 
Signalkorrelation 1 Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Development of methods for measuring transient Technische Universitat 
two-nhase flows (steam/water) by signal Berlin 1 Institut ftir 
correlation Kerntechnik 
'. 
"fb~~s~~?'s"'itiated Ar~~~"f'~~~'Wifd 'fl'b~ ~1f~am'gr~~if~ag!{ e r 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewitllgte Mittel/Funds 
Completed Dec. 31 , 1978 
1. General Aim 
The purpose of this project ~s the measurement of the cross section 
average mass flow of a ~team-water mixture flowing in a pipe as a 
function of time during blow-down experiments. The investigations 
are part of ex~eriments in the field of loss-of-coolant accidents 
in nuclear reactor power plants. 
2. Particular Objectives 
To detect the cross section average mass flow of a steam-water 
mixture it is necessary to measure either the average density of 
the fluid or its average velocity in the pipe. 
The measurement of the cross section average flu~d density is based 
on the attenuation of gamma or x-ray beams. 
The determination of the fluid velocity is based on measuring the 
transit time of variations in fluid temperature between two points 
along the direction of flow. The transient time is determined by 
using cross correlation techniques, while the temper~ture fiuctua-
tions are detected by thermocouples. 
3. ·Research Program 
The investigation program consists of measurements on the KFK 
Test Loop (RS-145) ~ which enables investigation of the correlation 
procedure over a large range of two-phase flow regiones· to determine 
the range of applicability~ and also measurements o~ the IKT Blow-
Down facility, where the d:ensity measurement procedure from RS-135 
may be employed. 
-2-
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4. Computer Codes 
Program VELTRA evaluates th.e temperature signals by Time Series 
Analysis. The cross -correlation is calculated, its peak is 
located and finally the velocity characteristics are graphically 
displayed. 
Program DENTRA determines the variation of fluid density with 
time. 
Finally MATRA calculates the total flow mass by integration of 
results obtained from VELTRA and DENTRA. 
The IKT rig was described in point 5.4 in the fourth quarterly 
report of 1976. 
5. Progress to Date 
In the period of time with which this report is concerned, 
extensive measurements were made on the Blow-Down Facility at the 
IKT (Institute for Nuclear Engineering, Berlin) and at KFK-Karls-
ruWe. The aim of these measurements was to test the previously 
developed measure~ent and analysis procedures. ~ost measurements 
at the IKT were made close to the systems limiting pressure of 
SO bar. The time series analysis (the VELTRA program) was modified 
in its mathematical conception which led to some improvement in 
the analysis results. 
6. Results 
The series of experiments on the Blow-Down rig at the IKT at high 
pressures (SO bar) and higher fluid velocities in the test stretch 
showed clearly continuous temperature signal patterns. The improve-
ment in the signals was made possible by better heat transfer bet-
ween fluid flow and thermocouples- The transfer behaviour was 
similarly improved, and the thermocouple spectrum shifted to a 
higher frequency range. 
This frequency shift made the sel~ction of a better temporal 
resolution for analysis purpose possible l 0.2S s (SO bar) and 
1.2s s (12 bar~. Three clearly distinguishable stages were to be. 
seen in the variation of mass flow with time- (Diag. 1) 
At the beginning of the flow is a short one phase stage (high 
I 
density water). Later commences a two phase flow condition, 
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the end of the run'-. the boiler is em:ptied ?f water. and a pure 
steam flow begins, accompanied by a sharp pressure drop fn the 
boiler and consequently a sharp increase in the specific volume. 
As well as being able to compare the thermal probes with the 
condenser (ReimanniMUller) probes t it was also for the first time 
possible to test the procedure at high flow rates. The signal from 
both kinds of probes were recorded on magnetic tape and evaluated 
using the program system VELTRA. The analysis results in similar 
coherence functions between the two detector signals. The sharp 
drop. in the functions observed in both cases is found at ca. 40 Hz 
(Diag. 2). The frequency limit of the condenser probes is con-
siderably higher, but in both cases the fall-off frequency is the 
sa~e - the frequency content is thus clearly determined by the 
flow conditions. One may thus conclude t,ha:t the. signal's .. fr.equency 
' ' . . 
limit is determined by the coherent frequency content of the flow, 
rather than by the probes themselves. 
The excisting evaluati~n .system wasreworkedand in part newly 
formulated. The changes concern the mathematical aspects: of the 
VELTRA program system. This program performs a time series analysis 
of the nrobe signals, which yields a cross correlation function and 
further a velocity value. The digitalized probe signals are trans-
formed into the frequency realm by use of the ,Fast- Fourier -Transform, 
yielding complex spectral density function~ X andY. The modifica• 
~ tion in the program is that these functions are normalised thus: 
f = XIIXI; ? = YIIYI and ~hen weighted ~ith an idealised coherence 
function ., ... (Diag .. 3) 
The normalised~ weighted spectral density functions then have the 
form; 
.,. 
nx = (X I I X I ) • y-
n y = . (Y I I Y I) .. t• 
~he determination of tHe CCF proceeds via the inverse FFT of the 
cross spectral density function~ which in turn is obtained from the 
multiplication of the spectral density functions nx and ny. 
The function's peak can be emphasised by exponentialising the 
CCF. By this modified procedure~ the peak can be reliaolr located 
by appropriate software. The normalisation and weighting do not re-
sult in information loss as the location of the maximum value of 
·4-
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the CCF is determined by the phase chara~teristics of the ctoss 
spectral density function Gxx. 
Further advantages are obtained through the digital filtering, 
wherebye the optimal cut off frequency is determined after the 
A-D convertion by the we~ghting function~ Elimination of inter-
ference and equalisation of differing signal level amplitudes are· 
obtained through the normalisation. 
Initial comparisons of v,elocity value obtained from present and 
previous. methods are shown in diags. 4 a-b. The example taken 
is that of a pump shut of own experiment. 
7. Next Steps 
The measurements at the Blow-Down rig will be continued. Further 
measurements at the KfA-rig are planned. 
8. Relations to Other Projects 
• 
1) Measurements at the "Joint test1:ng rig" of the KfK, 
J?roject RS 145 
2) Using of the measurement-method at the Blow-Down rig 
at EURATOM-Ispra, Project RS 109 
9. Refe;rences 
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Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.1. - 31.12.1978 1.1. 2 '"I ., RS 263/4 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Analytische Tatigkeiten der GRS im Rahmen des FRG 
Reaktorsicherheitsforschungsprogramms des BMFT Fordernde Institution/Sponsor BMFT 
Hochdruck-WarmeUbergang Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Gesellschaft,fUr 
Analytical Activities of the GRS in the Frame Reaktorsicherheit 
of the BMFT Program on Reactor Safety (GRS) mbH 
High Pressure Heat Transfer 
Arbeltsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.1.1977 31.12.1979 DI I. Vojtek 
Stand der Arbelten/Status Berlchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewllllgte MiHeiiFunds 
continuing 31.12.1978 









Parallel and supplemantary analytical investigation to ex-
perimental research projects sponsored by the BMFT as well 
as further development of computer codes concerning reactor 
safety. 
Particular Objectives 
Post experimental analysis of 25-rod-bundle heat·transfer 
tests, which were performed at the KWU test facility in 
GroBwelzheim (RS 37C) • Investigation of the correlations for 
the calculation·of film-boiling·heat transfer coefficients 
(HTC) and the critical heat flux (CHF) •· 
Research Programm 
Recalculation of DNB and post-DNB experiments performed, and 
comparison of calculated and measured results. 
Comparison of heat transfer coefficients. 
Assessment of HTC and CHF correlations used. 
Comparison of results obtained with other similar experiments. 
Test Facilities, Computer Codes 
Test Facilities: KWU 25-rod-bundle heat transfer test 
facility. 
Computer Codes: BRUDI-VA. 
5. Progress to Date 
The post-experimental calculation• of DNB and poat-ONB ex-




1.1. - 31.12.1978 RS 263/4 
finished in April 1978. The important results, test facility, 
test program, and computer code are described in /~/.· 
6. Results 
For the calculation of post-CHF heat transfer coefficients 
the following correlations have been used: 
Dougall-Rohsenow correlation, 




The correlatio?, which led to the best agreement between 
measured and calculated wall temperatures for the entire 
range of test parameters, was the Condie-Bengston IV corre-
lation. 
The following correlations for the calculation of CHF have 
been employed in computer code BRUDI-VA: 
Westinghouse-W3 correlatio~, 






Hench-Levy transient correlation, 
Israel-Casterline-Matzner correlation, 
Smolin corr~lation. 
The results obtained have shown that non of these correla-
tions predicted DNB time for transients without flow rever-
sal accurately. 
7. Next Steps 
Comparison of the results of RS 37C with other sim~lar ex-
perimental investigations, such as the ORNL heat transfer 
tests, ROSA program at JAERI etc. 
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9. References 
/1/ Auswertung der 25-StabbUndel Versuch (RS 37C) mit dem 
, . I 
, Rechenprogramm BRUDI-VA. GRS-A-208 1 September 1978 1 
., 
. 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
GRS-A- ••• reports are available through. the Gesellschaft 
fUr Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH, Porschungsbetreuung,. 
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.1 1 - 31.12.1978 1. 1. 2 RS 263 5 
Vorhabon/PrOJ&Ct Tttle land/Country 
Analytische T~tigkeiten der GRS im Rahmen. des FRG 
Reaktorsicherheitsforschungsprogramms des BMFT F ordernde Institution/Sponsor 
llochdruckthermohydraulik m1FT Auftrognehmer /Contractor 
Gesellschaft fUr 
Analytical Activities of the GRS in the Frame Reaktorsicherheit 
.of the BMFT Research Program on Reactor Safety {GRS) mbH 
., 
High Pressure Thermohydraulics · 
A rbe• Is bog 1 nn /Imitated 
1.1.T977 f1b:l~s~n.dl'~gQP'eted 15'i!'~ ~. vwr'h~T:rojec\, Leader 
Stand der Arbetten/Statua Berlchtadatum/Laat Updating Bewllllgte MltteiiFunda 
continuing 31.12.1978 
,1. General Aim 
.J 
Parallel and supplementary analytical investigation to exper-
imental research projeets sponsored by the BMFT as well as 
further development of computer codes· concerning reactor 
safety. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Analytical investigations of the influence of PWR primary 
loops on blowdown parallel to tests, e.g. description of the 
influence of 
.- break size, 
three different break positions, 
stored heat.in structure, 
pumps, 
injection. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Meetings of working group LOBI-GRS.· 
3.2 Proposal of test matrix for LOBI program A. 
3.3 Coordination between concerned parties BMFT, GFS, GRS, KWU. 
3.4 Calculations w.r.t. influence of downcomer gap-width on 
blowdown. 
3,5 Calculation of electrical heating power. 
3.6 Calculation of flow-loss-coefficients. 
3.7 Analytical investigation of the i~fluence of heat atore4'1n 
structure on blowdown. 
3.8 Adaption of computer proqrams to test facility. 
- '2 -
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3.7 Code BRUCH-006. 
I 






Progress to Date 
6 meetings of working group LOBI-GRS. 
(preparation, execution and minutes /1/) 
Establishment of matrix proposal for test program A. 
Establishment of work plan. 
Blowdown calculations for LOBI facility with 7, 12 and 
50 mm downcomer gap-width, and for reference reactor 
BIBLIS-B. Comparison of calculated results. 
Ad 3.5 Calculation of heating power for break sizes 2x1A, 
2x0.5A and 0.02A /2/. 
Ad 3.6 Calculation of flow-loss-coefficients according to VDI-Atlas. 
Ad 3.7 Blowdown calculations with and without consideration of 
stored heat in structure. 
Ad 3~8 Compilation of input data. 
6. Results 
.""''\ Ad 3 • 1 
\.j 
Discussion of 
experimental applicabilities of test facility, 
test parameters, 
necessary improvements of test facility for small leak 
tests, high and low pressure injection tests. 
Definition bf 
matrix for pre-tests, 
reference test for test program A. 
Ad 3.2 GRS-proposal for test matrix A as basis for discussions in 
working group. 
Ad 3.3 Comprehensive presentation of necessary theoretical work 
and distribution of it between BMFT, GFS, GRS and KWU. 
Ad 3.4 Corresponding to the LOBI scaling factor of 1:712 w.r.t. 
volume a reactor typical blowdown can be achieved with a 7 mm 
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Ad 3.5 
Ad 3.6 
• --- -,1 3 • 7 
Ad 3.8 
' 7. 
compared to a reactor blowdown. With a 12 mm downcomer the 
reactor pressure loss of 1.1 bar in downcorner is .represented. 
Due to expected adjustment problems a 12 rnrn downcomer is 
agreed upon instead of a 7 mrn downcomer. 
t 
Calculations with break sizes 2A, 1A and 0.02A show that 
simulation of fuel rods with direct heated rods is possibla· 
by controlling heating power. Good agreement with the 
behavior of fuel rods can be achieved by controlling power 
according to a DNB dependent power versus time curve •. 
Pressure distribution in the LOBI facility based on 
theoretical flow-loss-coefficients • 
Stored heat in the structure of LOBI facility is of minor 
influence on blowdown. 
Up dated code input data. 
Next steps 
Meeting of working-group LOBI-GRS. 
Completion of test matrix. 
Calculation of heat~ing power with code BRUCH-006. 
Analysis-of pre-tests with code BRUCH-006 w.r.t. flow-loss-
coefficients. 
Comparison of calculated flow-loss-coefficients and 
coefficients resulting from measured. pressure losses.· 
Adaption of codes BRUCH-006, DRUFAN and RELAP4/Mod6 to 
test facility characteristics. 
Specification of standard problem LOBI. 
Analysis of small leaks with code RELAP4-Mod6. 
Pre-test and post-test·blowdown calculatidns. 
8. Relation with other ,P.ro_iects 
Semiscale, LOFT, RS 37, LOBI (R~ 109). 
9. References 
/1/. Ergebnisprotokolle 1. (bis 6.) Sitzung de~ AG LOBI-GRS. 
/2/ w. Pointner, F.J. Ringer: Blowdown-E~periment RS 109 
(LOBI), Berecnnung der elektrischen·Heizleietung. 
GRS-A-205, September 1978 
·- t • .'1 
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10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
GRS-A- ••• reports are available through the Gesellschaft 
'fUr Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH, Forschungsbetreuung, 
Glockengasse 12, D-5000 K8ln 1. 
Ergebnisprotokolle: Restricted distribution. 
• I 
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Gemeinsamer Versuchsstand zum Testen und FRG 




Joint Test Rig for Tests and Calibration of Different Karlsruhe mbH (KfK) 
Methods of Two-Phase Mass Flow Measurement Projekt Nukleare 
Sicherheit (IRB) 
Arbeitsbeginnllnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.10.1974 31.12.1978 J. Reimann 
Stand der Arbelten/Status Berlchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewllligte MiHei/Funds 
Continuing Dec. 1978 
('"""" 1 . General Aim 
'· . 
\....-' Test of two-phase mass flow measuring devices for LOCE. 
2. Particqlar Objectives 
Different measuring methods that are develooed in other insti-
tuts are to be tested and calibrated in steady-state steam-water and 
air-water. flow. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Test of methods sponsored by the BMFT (Federal Ministry of 
Research and Technology). 
. 
7 
3.2 Tests of methods developed for the LOFT- and Semiscale-Experiments: 
sponsored by the USNRC. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
For these tests, loops for steady-state steam-water flow and air-
water flow have been built. 
5. Progress to Date 
The follo\<:ing experiments have been performed: 
- Test of the LOFT OTT (modular and plenum OTT) combined with a 3 beam 
gamma densitometer in steam-water flow at low qualities. 
- Comparison of the Semiscale Scanning Densitometer and the KfK-IRB 
5 beam gamma densitometer including both air-water and steam-water 
flow. 
-Test of the True Mass Flow Meter (TMFM).(KfK-PNS 4236) in 'steam-
water flow at pressures up to 10 MPa. 
...2-
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- Investigations at highly accelerated (nozzle) two-ohase flow (KfK-
!?NS 4126) •. 
- Optimization of flow homogenizers (Battelle Frankfurt) for horizontal 
two-phase flow. 
6. Essential Results 
- The tests of the LOFT instrumentation performed in the 4th quarter 
of 1977 have been analysed, the final report will be comrleted in 
the near future. Some of the results differed significantly.from the 
correct flow values, dependin~ on the phase distribution in the pipe 
cross section. The radio-tracer technique combined with the LOFT ~ 
densitometer showed a much better accuracy, independent of flow ·-
regime. 
- The results obtained with the two reference densitometers in general 
agreed very well, in 80 % o£ all experiments the deviations were 
below 3 %. . 
- The TMFM tests, performed at mass flow rates up to 3.5 kg/s and 
qualities up to 55 % had a mean measuring error of 3.4% of the 
maximum measuring range w1th a standard deviation of 2.2%. 
- To produce a highly accelerated flow, a nozzle geometry was used. 
Experiments in air-water flow (p ~ 1 MPa) and steam-water flow 
(p ~13 MPa) were made and data evaluation is underway. 
- Experience on the qualitative influence of various flow homogenizers 
was gained by using a lucite test-section. To quantitatively measure 
the phase distribution downstream of the homogenizers in the subse-
quent experiments, the 5 beam gamma densitometer was ·successfully 
used. 
7. Next Steps 
- Layout of a test facility for transient experiments. / 
- Optimization of flow homogenizers; test of a drag body in homogenized flow. 
- Documentation of the tests of the EG&G mass flow rate instrumentation. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
RS109, 135,136,146,147, PNS 4236, LOFT(INEL), Semiscale(INEL), PBF(INEL). 
9. Referencef! 
Reports in the series GRS-Forschungsberichte, Report KfK 2500, 1977. 
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Vorhaben/Project Title . Land/Country 
Dichtemessung in Zweipnasenstromung FRG Fordernde Institution/Sponsor (Wasser/Damp£) mittels Ultraschallsonden. 
nMFT I 
Density-measurement in a two-phase-flow Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
(water/steam) by means of ultrasonic Technische Universi-
detectors. tat Berlin, Institut fUr Kerntechnik 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
Oct. 1 • 1976 Sen. 30. 1978 Prof.Dr.-Ino. U. Wesse· 
Stand der Arbelten/Status Berlchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittel/Funds 
Comoleted Dec. 31 t 1978 
1 . General Aim 
(""• ~~ Development of a measuring method to detect density and density 
( ' 
y 
variations in fluid flows. Development of design-features of a 
fluid-level monitoring system by use of ultrasonic transducer 
probes. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The density and I or fluid level variations within stationary and 
transient temperature-, flow velocity- and density-conditions are 
to be measured. Simplification of the electronical and analysis 
requirements are investigated. 
3. Research Program 
The research program is devided into four (4) interconnected 
activities: 
3.1 Design and testing of alternative probe configurations. 
3.2 .Design and optimization of transducers and electronic 
circuitry. 
3.3 Density measurements (stationary/transient) 
3.4 ,Fluid-level measurements (stationary/transient) 
4. Experimental Facilities 1 -Computer: Codes 
The detector system will be tested and operated in different 
experimental facilities at the Institut fU~ Kerntechnik. 
-2-
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S. Progress to Date 
5.1 ~!2~~J2~~!g~ 
The conditions on getting continous or RF-Pulse receiver 
signals with least}~ensitivity to extraneous disturbences 
and optimum interpretation features in dependency on the 
surrounding medium were investigated experimentally for 
testing probes of different helical geometry. 
By means of theoretical models the ultrasonic propagation 
characteristics of helical rods were estimated concerning 
the dispersion-/frequency behaviour. 
Computer programs to evaluate the characteristic matrix and 
the dynamical disP.lacements(along the helix axis) were 
t 
developed. 
The possibility of mechanically extracting the probe signals 
from the testing environment via straight coupling-rods were 
examii1ed. With segmented (notched) rods of straight geometry 
experimental investigations were performed. 
5.2 !!!~§~~S~!§:L~!~S!!Q~!S§.~~§!SU 
By means of a theoretical transfer-model the mechanical and 
electrical parameters to achieve acoustical-electrically 
matched transceiver systems were investigated. 
A computer program was developed and ~heoretical and 
experimental results compared. 
5.3 D~u~!!I-~~!§Y!~~~u!~ 
5 .. 4 
The attenuation characteristiafor specific operating 
frequencies with regard to the densi.ty information was 
investigated concerning linearity and possible disturbences. 
The influence of instationary and constant (different) 
temperature was examined experimentally. 
Fluid-level Measurements 
------------------------
Fluid-level curves (RMS-amplitude vs. submersed surface) 
within stationary 1and instationary surrounding were recorded 
for design frequencies of probes of different active lengths 





A final report was completed, 
6. Results 
~.1 Er2Q~-ll~~!su 
The experimental investigations showed that on specific 
conditions as well optimal disturbence-insensitive als 
reliably interpfetable receiver signals (RMS-values) can be 
achieved. These conditions are essentially system-dependent 
(material/geometry/operating coniitions). 
In single-phase as well as two-phase flows (air/water) 
reproducable results could be achieved experimentally. 
'" The Gpantification of the underlying conditions and therewith 
quantitative criteria for designing probes which are matched 
to specific 
estl.rnated. 
- the total 
measurement problems! could nevertheless onl~be 
In this context· ("g.eometry-mode" concept): 
stress/displacement conditions with regard to 
ultrasonic propagation is to be stable against extraneous 
'disturbences 1 (flow/temperature/two-phase condition). 
(rod diameters ~ 4 mm generally exhibited now reproducable 
results). 
- 'constructive' interferences of the simultaneous existing 
I propagation modes concerning the proragation along the 
helix axis. 
- energy concentration within those modes, which are radia-
tive to the environment (lateral displacement of the rod 
cross -sections) 
-operation outside the fundamental rod-resonances (SWR). 
By means of theoretical models of the dispersion characteris• 
tics, predictions concerning the rspctve. frequency-wave 
length behaviour can be assessed. The evaluation of the 
characteristic matrix permits estimations of the dominant 
components of displacement along the helix-axis~ which are 
important with regard to the radiation properties •. 
Based on the experimental verified geometry- and operating 
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anticipated criterion of essentially radiative mode 
coupling. 
The extraction of probe signals from the environment under 
test via straight toupling rods (i.n. because of temperature-
limitation of piezoceramics) seems to be principally feasible 
within the noted restrictions. The experimental investigation 
showed, that with adequate geometrical design (notches/ 
segmentation) a mechanical filter effect can be achieved. 
Preliminary tests of notched straight rods yielded linear 
RMS-value vs. fluid-level curves, provided that adequate 
segmentation and 9perating conditions be used. In that case, 
distinct segment indication by signal-dips occurred. 
6.2 T!~~~g~£~!=-~~g-E!~S~!Q~!s:g~~!g~ 
Subje~t to the purnose of the tests, two different concepts 
were required. First> to experimentally check the probe be-
haviour. broadband transfer characteristics matching the 
desired frequency region has to be providedt on the other 
I 
hand operational conditions concerning density-/fluid level 
monitoring required relatively narrowband characteristic with 
(limited) mechanical/electrical tuning possibility. 
With regard to easy interchangeability and 'standardizing' 
of transducer systems the experiments yielded mechanically 
coupled transducers with front and rear coupling parts, the 
rear coupling being shaped as conical labyrinth. The capsula· 
ted system enables enclosure of electronic circuitry (filter/ 
preamplifier) . 
Starting with probe-specific excitation conditions (frequency 
e.g.) the mechanical-electrical design requirements of the 
transducer systems are given. To include and optimize the 
respective mechanical-electrical parameters, an equivalent 
network was used. Theoretical comparison yielded satisfying 
results. Based on probe-specific frequency optiont the design 
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6,3 ~~~~!~r=-~~~-~!~i~:!~Y~!-E!QQ!~g 
The experimental ·results ·concerning density-/fluid level 
measurements yielded the following conclusions (cf. 6.1) 
!; In principle ·an optimal excitation .frequencyt dependent 
on specific geometrical and operational conditions could 
be established for helical probes with regard to insensiti· 
~ 
vi ty against extraneous disturhences as well as linear 
relationship betweensignala}tenuation and submersed length/ 
density in/of surrounding medium. 
The noted linearity of the signal implies, that the 
mechanism of propagation of sonic vibration does not 
represent simple SWR~ but complex travelling pulsation 
characteristics. Determination of the signal R~S-value 
following mechanical and/or electrical filtering thus 
permits a substantial reduction in analytic/electronic 
r·equirements and yields a more reliable interpretation 
compared with previous tracking methods /1, 2/. 
~To enable probe design matched to arbitrary measurement 
problems and operational conditions (cf. 1.) quantification 
of the so called 'geometry mode' conditi~ns is substantial. 
Because of the complex propagation and deformation 
mechanisms (comprising simultaneously 6 coupled and dis-
nersive propagation modes) predictions concerning this 
could only be estimated. 
3. The ex~erimental and theoretical investigations confirmed, 
- that in using arbitrary design and system combinations 
(probe-transducer) essentially non systematic and inci-
dental results are effectuated. 
e~1----~Q~s!~~!~~~ 
Because of the complex ~ode coupling of essentially dispersive 
' propagation modes~ the transfer and adiation characteristics of 
helical ultrasonic probes can only be estimated. 
Quantitative predictions with regard to disturbence -insensitivity 
and least intermodulation effects {signal d~stortion) concerning 
density/fluid level information as well as parameters of influence 
-6-
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(flow condition temperature) can be assessed only for specific 
operational· and design parameters. 
Despite the confirmation of the existence of an 'optimal measuring 
\ 
characteristic• of helix•probes~ the investigation of simpler geo-
metries (e~2· notched straight rods) with regard to pr~ctical 
implementation seems to be more appropriate. 
7 .. · Next Steps 
The work has been finished. 
8. Relation to other Projects 
9. References 
10 Degree of Availability of the Reports 
( 
Klasslflkatlon/Ctasslflcatlon Kennzelchen/Project Number 
1 1 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Vergleich erprobter und in Entwicklung befindF-~~~R~G~----~~----------­




Comparison of Proved and Currently Developed Frankfurt am Main 
or Planned Massflow Measuring Methods for 
Two-Phase Flows Abt. Thermische Ver-
Arbeitsbeglnn/lnitiated Leiter des Vorhabens/Projedl Leader 
1a. 11. 




I'· 1. General Aim 
(: 
• 0 
The aim of this work is to provide a comprehensive survey of 
existing measuring methods and measuring systems for direct and 
indirect mass-flow measurements in thermohydraulic experiments 
in light-water reamtor safety research. The mass-flow measuring 
methods·for two-phase flow that have already been developed or 
are ·being planned are to be compared systematically, using spe-
cific criteria such as pressure and temperature ranges, detection 
of transients, phase distribution, etc. 
The comparative description of the developed m~asuring methods 
is to be related to specific applications (experimental facility, 
conditions, results) and will help users of compu~er codes and 
experimenters in their evaluation of experimental data. 
The compilation of the planned measuring methods is to provide 
desision aids in the further development and application 
of these methods in future research projects. 
2. :·Particular Objectives 
3; Research Program 
The status report is to be drawn up in two phases: 
- The first phase consists in the compilation of a manual (Cata-
logue) for tried two-phase mass-flow measuring methods for which 
first experiences and results have already been gathered. 
-The second phase concerns new· planned measuring methods that 




The following main steps are scheduled: 
3.1 Collection of data on the tried measuring methods, the conditions 
for their application, and experimental results. 
J.2 Collection of data on the planned measuring methods. 
J.J Establishment of criteria for the cataloging of the methods. 
J.4 Review and evaluation of the data and study of the literature 
on the methods and their foundations. 
3.5 Description of the experimental facilities ~here relevant tried 
measuring methods are already being used. 
J.6 Description of selec~ed experiments, their objectives, experimen-
tal conditions, and results. 
3•7 Comparison of the measuring methods on the basis of appliCation-
oriented criteria (in the case of the developed measuring 
methods w~th due regard to J.5) in a uniform and systematized 
survey. 
3.8 Discussion of the results and final considerations. 
4. Experimental facilities, Computer Codes 
5• Progress to Date 
- Collection of a major part of the required information and 
literature. 
- Elaboration of criteria lists for the systematic comparison of 
the measuring systems according to the general and application-
oriented performance~ 
- Classifying of the nearly 40 individual measuring systems and 
establishing 15 different groups. 
- Description of the general performance of 10 individual measu• 
ring systems (in several versions) and short deseri~tion of 
their ~easuring principle, evaluation and calibration require~ 
menta. 
6. Results 
7. Next Steps 






starting with 3.1. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 16 B, RS 33 A, RS 37 A, RS 37 C, RS ~8, RS 50, RS 81, RS 93 9 
RS 109, RS 12), RS 135, RS 1)6, RS 1~5, RS 1~6, RS 1~7,~RS 161, 
RS 163, RS 179, RS 188, RS 195 plus other European and US-Ameri-
can projects. 
9. References 
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Continuing 31.12.1978 ... 
1. General Aim 
The analysis of the LOFT series will improve .the knowledge 
about certain regimes.of the LOCA, which are not understood 
completely. In close cooperation with American research 
groups it is hoped to gain more experience in actual expori• 
mental. procedures. 
t 
2. Particular Objectives 
2~1 Verification of computer codes by pre- and post-test calcu-
lations of the LOFT and Semiscale series. Performing modifi-
ca-tions of the codes were necessary. 
2.2 Comparison of the results of the LOFT and.Semiscale series 
tests with the German RS projects and analysis of this com• 
pari son. 
3~ Research Program 
4. 
The work of the GRS includes two. main points: 
Pre- and post-test calculations of the LOFT experiments, 
Participation in the performanc~ and the analysis of the 
LOFT project. 
Exeerimental Facilities, Codes 
The codes BRUCH-D-06, RELAP4-GRS, and DRUFAN were ap~lied to 
simulate the complete decompression ~rocess including the 
ECC injection process un~il the beginning of the flood phase. 
For the· calculation of the refill .and flood phase the codes 
RELAP4/MOD6 /1/, and ,REFLqS /2/ wi'll be; used. 
- 2 -
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5. Progress to Date 
Post-test analysis of the LOFT experiment L1-4 with 
BRUCH-D-06 was completed /3/. Modifications concerning the 
simulation of the accumu~ator injection and flow resistance 
in the broken loop were carried out. 
RELAP4/GRS was used to analyse the L1-4 /4/ and L1-5 /5/ ex-
periments. During the post-test calculations of L1-4 it was 
found that the model for heat t~ansfer under free convection 
(secondary side of the heat exchanger) had to be modified. 
For the calculation of L1-5 the core simulator in the code 
(RELAP4/GRS) was replaced by appropriate heat slabs which 
simulated the nuclear heated. core. 
After the implementation of P~LAP4/MOD6 on the GRS computer 
(AMDAHL 470/VS) , test calculations were done using input 
I 
data model simulating the LOFT counterpart test S06-4. An 
input data model of the first nuclear test L2-2 for RELAP4/ 
M.OD6 was generated. The LOFT facility was simulated by the 
system code ALMOD /6/ in order to analyse some of the opera-
tional experiments for the nuclear test series. Steady state 
calculations for 100 % power were done. Transient calcula-
tions for a selection of the operational experiments are 
underway. 
Using the basic version of DRUFAN, the L1-4 test was simu-
0 
lated /7/. It was the first time that DRUFAN code has been () 
applied to an integral test with a complex system, such as 
the LOFT facility. Particular effects or components, like 
heat addition from steam generator and structural materials, 
pumps, pressurizer and ECC injections, were simulated by 
time-dependent input functions. The results of this post-
test calculation as presented at the Workshop on CSNI LOCA 
standard problems /8/, have shown good results, especially 
after the start of the ECC injection. This is due to the in-
clusion of thermodynamik nonequilibrium effects in DRUFAN. 
In order to study the fluiddynamic processes in the brocken 
loop in more detail, numerous variations in the flow area 
had to be considered. This was achieved by increasing the 
number of nodes and junctions, simulating the different 
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was also imp~rtant for testing and verifying new models 
(heat slab model, heater rod model, heat transfer model), 
' developed and implemented in DRUFAN. 
., 
This extended version of DRUFAN was also used to simulate 
the LOFT counterpart test 606-3. The results of this analy-





A comparison between results from the LOFT and Semiscale 
LOCA tests and their application to PWR/LOCA performance 
was done with EG & G and was presented at the Reaktortagung 
1978, Hannover, FRG /9/. Also pre- and post-test analyses 
/ 
of the L1-4, using RELAP4/GRS, were presented at the Reak-
tortagung 1978 /10/. 
The results of the oost~test calculations of the L1-4; com-
. ~ 
puted with BRUCH-D-06 /11/, RELAP4/GRS /12/ 1 and DRUFAN /8/,. i 
were presented at the Workshop on CSNI LOCA Standard Prob-
lems 1978, Garching. 
Next Steps 
Detailed analysis of the nuclear tests (L2-series), using 
RELAP4/GRS, DRUFAN and REFLOS. Application of fuel rod behav-
iour models. Computation of selected experiments from the 
Semiscale tests. 
References 
/1/ S.R. Fischer; e·t. al.: RELAP4/MOD6 - A Computer Pro-
gram for Transient Thermal Hydraulic Analysis of Nu-
f 
clear Reactors and related Systems. CDAP TR003, 
January 1978 
/2/ E.J. Kersting: Rechenprogramm REFLOS'- Programm zur 
Berechnung des WiederauffUll- und Flutvorgangs. 
GRS-A-163, September 1978 
I 
/3/ G. Lerchl, K.J. Liesch& Ergebnisse zum LOFT-Versuch 
L1-4 (Vbraus- und Nachrechnung mit BRUCH-D-06). 
GRS-A-122, MHrz 1978 
/4/ R. Ullricha RELAP4/GRS - Analysen zum nichtnuklearen 
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LOFT-Versuch L1-4 {Voraus- und Nachrechnungen). 
GRS-A-212, .. September 1978 
/5/ M. Firnhaber: Nachrechnungen zum nichtnuklearen LOFT-
Versuch L1-5. GRS-A-252, Dezember 1978 
/6/ W. Frisch, A. Hold,' R. l1eiBner, K.D. Schmidt: ALMOD-2 
- Nichtlineares Anlagenmodell zur Simulation von Stor-
f~llen in Druckwasserreaktoren, Hodellbeschreibung. 
GRS-A-158, August 1978 
/7/ W. Buhl, K.J. Liesch: Ergebnisse zum LOFT-Versuch L1-4 
/8/ 
/ {Nachrechnung mit DRUFAN). GRS-A-243, Dezember 1978 
W. Buhl, K.J. Liesch: Results of the Post-test Calcu-
lation of the L1~4 Test Standard Problem Calculated () 
with the Code DRUFAN. Presented at the Workshop on 
CSNI LOCA Standard Problems, Garching, FRG, April 1978 
/9/ L.P. Leach, D.J. Olson, E.F. Hicken: Application of 
Results from the LOFT and Semiscale LOCA Tests to 
Reactor Safety Questions. Reaktortagung, Hannover, 
1978 
/10/ R. Ullrich: Analyse isothermer LOFT-Blowdownexperimen-
te mit Notklihleinspeisung. Tagungsbericht des DATF 
zur Reaktortagung 1978, s. 185-188 
/11/ G. Lerchl, K.J. Liesch: Results of the Pre-test and 
Post test Calculations of the L1-4 Test Standard Prob-
,.,., 
; lem Calculated with the Code BRUCH-D-06. Presented at () 
the Workshop on CSNI LOCA Standard Problems, Garching, 
FRG, April 1978 
/12/ R. Ullrich: RELAP4/GRS Calculations for LOFT L1-4. 
Presented at the Workshop on CSNI LOCA Standard Prob• 
lems, Garching, FRG, April 1978 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
GRS-A- ••• reports are available through the Gesellschaft 
fUr Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH, Forschungsbetreuung, 
Glockengasse 2, D-5000 KBln 1. 
·' 
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Experimental and theoretical investigations in the thermo- and hydro-
. 
dynamic behaviour of a two phase pool with' regard to nuclear safety 
studies. 
Particular Objectives 
Experimental analysis and physical description of the fluidhydraulic 
conditions determining the phase distribution in a t\'lo' .. phase pool, 
the phase separation at the horizontal surface and the droplet carry•OYer 
and entrainment in the vapour space. 
Research programm 
Steady state vapour injection into a 1 iquid pool via different inje.ctor 
geometries, to analyse the vapour distribution in the mixture, the 
separation at the hprizontal su1·face:·and the mechanism of droplet 
,generation and carry over .lead1nn to entrainment in the vapour flow. 
'Quantitative te~ts t.n rletermine th~ void fraction and its vertical 
distribution within the mixture, depending on the superficial vArour 
velocity, on the initail height of the mixture (meanring ) in absence 
of bubbling), on the system pressure and on different vesseldiameters. 
Furthermore quantitav experiments, to gain data upon th~ diameter 
,pectra of entrained droplets, information about the ph·ase velocities 
and the mass of liquid entrained in the vapour flow are neederl. 
These values depend on the hydrodynamic conditions occuring in the 
phase:popl and at its surface including the superficial velocity of the 
.vapour, the thermodynamic state and the location under investigation 
-2-
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4. 
i. e. the distance to the mixture surface. 
In a second step the phase separation behaviour during pressure transients 
is regarded, to investigate the above mentioned subjects for flash 
evaporation at :moving surface. 
Experimental facilities, Computer codes 
All experiments involved in this project are carried out by the use of 
the refrigerant R 12 (CF2 Cl 2 ) as a modelling fluid instead of water 
substance. To assure reactor relevant hydraulic conditions the fields 
of assumed main influencing parameters on this subject were scaled based 
on equal density ratios for water and freon. 
The different types of test sections for the steady state as Nell as for 
the blowdown experiments were constructed as cylindrical glass vessels, 
allowing an optical and cinematographic investigation of the phase inter-
action and fluid behaviour. 
For the vapour injection tests different internals could be built in to 
allow modified vapour distributions. To stud~ the influence of locally high 
velocity differences on the phase separation and resulting droplet carry 
over, up to seven individually controllable nozzles were used. 
A nearly homogenous vapour distribution which is more similar to evaporating 
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For the blowdown tepts the liquid pool was heated up to saturation- 0' 
. temperature by use of electrical heaters. 
Each vessel ~1as instrumented with a number of thermocgvples;, pressure 
gauges, flowmeters or a we~~qht tranducer (to measure the mass discharge 
during transients). The line void fra~tion in the mixt~re waspicked up at 
different heights by a traversabler-..rau attenuation arragement, while 
the volumetric liq~id fraction in the vapour space, the number, dia-
meters and velocities of drop 1 ets were taken photograhyca 11 y. 
For a mathemat.iciJ treatment of the experimental data some computer codes 
were deve1oped especially to investigate the transient fluid behaviour. 
Basing on a comparison of heat conduction and heat convection in the 
boundary layer around a growinq bubble the onset of flashing in a de-
pressurized pool could be calculated applying an implicit method. 
To get some information about the va·pour escape from the moving surface of 
-3-
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a flashing pool, the evapuation r~te and the increase of the mixture sur-
face were computed from a measured p~essure decrease. 
The used model consists of a theory for critical out-flow a theory for the 
vapour distribution in the saturated mixture and a theory discrib1ng the 
motion of the evaporation· front within the superheated 1 iquid. 
I ' 
5. Progress to date 
6. 
Wit~in the steady state investigations, two semoiempirical models discribing 
on the one hand the void fraction in the two phase mixture and on the other 
hand the stable (meaning the continously upwards moving) entrainment could 
be verified. by use of own R 12 and 1 iterature given H2 0 data. 
For the transient investigations, a flashin~ criterion and the time 
dependent onset of flashing could be calculated. Theoretical results are 
in fair agreement with available experimental data. 
The separated rate of vapour from the moving surface of a flashing pool 
was computed by comparing experimental and· theoretical results for the 
time depending mixture leve1. S\ttell. 
Results 
.. 
Optical investigations of former flashing tests have shown, that a liquid 
·I 
pool starts to evaporate in a nearly homogeneous manner throughout the 
whole vessel cross section if a depressurization is initiated. After a 
certain delay time the evaporation originated at the surface moves 
downwards within the liquid while a two phase mixture level rises up-
wards like a piston. To investigate the interaction of both phase and 
resulting hydraulic phenomena a. comparable situation was simulated for 
lf steady sta.te conditions, injecting vapour ,into a. 1 iquid pool vi•a a porons 
sinter plate. 
From· the physical understanding the phase separation 
and the liquid carry over as well as the entrainm~nt behaviour in the vapour 
space are mainly dependant on· the void fraction in the mixture and on the · 
phase velocities. 
Fig. 1 illustrates the r.elationship between thesuperficial vapour velocity 
'and the resulting mixture averaged void fraction, which can be expressed 
by a power law function. 
A change in the system pressure resul t.s in a parallel shifting of the 
above relationship. 
Applying the theory of similarity to discribe a bubbling process, several 
dimensionless groups which appear to·be significant have. been ~egarded. As 
proposed by Wilson /1/ the volumetric void fracti.on was approximated by 
-4~ 
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a power law relation and expr.-es:s.:ell as a function of three. groups, 
the Froude number, the bubble to vesse] dfameter and a density rat~o 
[ v ~ . ]0,085 _ . [ uo •2 ] o.309. g(f/-p") • (1...] o,1s Etheor.-0,573 ~ d '- • g. ( , ) vessel P P g p-p· ( 1) 
In evaluating the coefficient c1 and the exponents, own freon data and 
1 iterature given H2 0 data of Behringer /2/ and Wilson /1/ were used. 
The values thus determined were c1 = 0,572, a = 0,309, b = 0,055 and 
c = 0,150. Equation (1) represents the data in Fig. 2 with an accuracy 
of ± 20 .%. 
To· investigate the entrained liquid fraction ultra short duration photos 
with a magnification factor of 6 : 1 were taken at different distances 
to the mixture interface. From counting and measuring the recorded droplets 
size and frequency spectra could be found out. These histograms always 
gave t\'IO favorised diameters, one in the range of 25 - 35 microns and 
the other at about 100 to 200 microns. Sporadicly drops up to a diameter 











close distances to the mixture surface. As already reported in RS 179 1.: 
I 
(1977) the small droplets are generated from the disintegration of :' 
:' 
bursting bubbles, while the large ones resulted from the liquid jet mechaniC). ; ..~ 
It is remarkable that the bubble generated dro~lets became predominant 
with increasing vapour flowrates. 
This is obviously, if one imagines an entranced turbulence of the mixture 
surface, so that the· jet mechanism,resulting form bubble craters in the 
surface - is no longer able to be established. 
With regard to the limited region wherein refalling drops could be 
detected, it appeared.to be convenient to go foreward in investigating the 
behaviour of the small droplets being continously entrained in the vapour 
stream. 
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.. 
and a relation for the drag coefficient 
C0 • ( 0,63 • 4,8/{Re' )2 (Z) 
the maximum diameter of a drop able to be entrained in a ffiow of a given 
velocity could be calculated iteratively from equation (4) 
introducing a drop velocity to be zero. 
The total droolet .spectrtnn obtained at an obse'rvation altirtude could 
now be diveded into to, parts, applying the maximum diameter criterion. From 
the range ofdiat;leter:s smaller than the flooding limit an reprE'sentative 
mean diameter was calculated. For that value the terminal slip ratio of a 
continausly accellerated drop in the vapour stream was computed. 
From the known slip ratio and volumetric liquid 'fraction the entrainment 
defined as 




. -· IY1vapour 
1-i 
=-· A (5) 
Fig. 3 gives this so define.d stable entrainment as a function nf a 
modified Froude number. where the mixture nveraged void fract.1on was taken ' 
into account. 
n2 
Fr = uo l·g·Hw (6) 
= superficial vapour velocity 
= vertical distance of the optical axis to the mixture surface 
= gravitational acceleration 
\J1th increasing system pressure the upstreaminn vapour is able to carry 
over an increased liquid fraction~ 
To approxir.;~te the entrainment rate with respect to different system 
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The constante C2 and the exponents were correlated to 
c2 = 2,98. 109, n = 0,515, m = -0,631, 0 =·1,642, p = 0,504 
and q = 0,328 
(7} 
Equation (7) repre~ents the experimental data with an accuracy of 10 %. 
' 
Transient investigations 
Trying to make use of the steady state results on phase separation and 
liquid carry over, blowdown tests of an initually saturated liquid pool 
have been performed. As already reported in RS 179 (977) the vapour 
generation always started at the mixture surface after a certain delay 
time, so that the liquid became strongly superheated in the first period. 
For the calculation of the separating vapour rate from the flashing 
mixture an energy balance is used. For this procedure it is necessary to 
know the maximum superheating of the liquid and the time when flashing· 
occurs. 
Basing on thedifferent'ia1 equation of thet~mperature field around a 
spherical bubble 
~ = _!_ ·{r2 ~) 8t p'·c ar (8) 
and the equation of bubble growth due to heat conduction 
(9) 
the temperature distribution in the boundary layer was computed.with 
respect to a motion of the bubble wall. 
With the help of the Galilei transformation 
r = x • Ro + A • t (10)" 
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~-A.~ = a·.l. .L (r 2 ~) Bt' ax r~ ax ax ( 11) . 
consisting of the convective term A.~ and the conduction term 
Q• 1 . .!.(,28~) 71 01c ax 
Fig. 4.1 shows tne time depending ·temperature profiles within th~ 
boundary layer, whereby the ordinate always .represents the bubble 
wall. Fig. 4.2 shows these profiles in comparison to the growth rate· 
of the bubble, indicated by the vertical lines. 
Besinde the measured ~ressure (index 3}, the according saturation 
temperature {5), the bubble radius {1} the growth rate {2) and the 
temperature gradient at the bubble wall {4) the integrated area between 
the temperature profile in the boundary layer'and the line of zero degree 
centigrade is inicated {dotted line) in fig. 4.3. The minimum indicates 
the onset of flashing. 
The point is described by the first moment when the heat conduction 
velocity becomes less than the bubble growth velocity. This confi-
guration can bee seen in fig. 4.1· by the first crossing of a later 
profile with an earlier one. 
The values thus determined for the beginning of flashing are in fair 
agreement with the, measurd pressure decrease curves, which shows at this , 
time a beginning reincreas~. 
Knowing the time delay until flashing occurs, the miximum superheating of 
the liquid can be calcualted from the pressure decrease and the initial 
values. The following evaporation rate can be determined from an energy 
balance, if the liquid volume is known, which is cooled down to saturation 
and from which the destored superheating is used to evaporate a certain 
part of 1 iquid. 
Optical investigations have shown, that the evaporation always started 
at the mixture interface and~ that the flashing front moved downwards 
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was calculated interatively by comparing the generated volume with 
·out streaming volume as long as the calculated system pressure becomes. 
equivalent to the measurd one. 
Fig. 5 shows an. example for a suchwise computed escape rate of vapour 
from the flashing mixture. 
Fig. 6 gives a comparison of the total evaporation rate to the remaining 
vapour in the mixture. The good agreement of the calculated value and 
the measured value for the remaining vapour fraction" seems to prove the 
validity of the computational procedure. 
A more detailed and complete description of the results can be found 
in the final report of RS 179 to be available in spring of 1979. 
7. Next steps 
No further investigations are planned. 
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Fig. & : Pure vapour escape from a rising pool during 
depressurization (zo= 320mm, ~-break= 20 mm, 
Po:: 7..t.S bar cbs, PK:: 0.2 bar abs) 
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Methodes de mesure en double phase 
TITLE (Anglais) 
Development of two phase flow instrumentation 




l • OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Etat actuel 
en cours 











Raspo as able 
Sc1.entif1.ques 
Mesures des parametres de l'~coulement double phase au cours de l'accident 
de depressurisation. · 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Developpement de debitmetres pour ecoulement diphasique (venturi et mouli-
nets). 
Developpement de methodes de mesure de. taux de vide par neutronographie. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIHENTALES ET PROGRAMME 
DEDIF : Circuit eau-argon d'etalonnage en regime permanent. 
CANON : Test en regime transitoire. 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
~y~~£~!~~!_!_£~_i2~! 
Appareils de mesure par neutronographie etalonnes. 
Moulinet et venturi etalonnes en regime permanent. 
Developpement technologique en cours des paliers de moulinet. 
Utilisation d'un moulinet (~•20mm) avec roulement a billes effectuee avec 
succes. 
MOulinet ~ 80mm et ~ 70mm A roulement A billes, qui seront utilises respec-
tivement sur OMEGA ·(grappe) et PHEBUS, en cours .d'essais. ./. 
•. 
·. 2. 
Moulinet et venturi etalonnes en regime transitoire sur DEDIF. 
5 - PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Venturi a l'etude sur CANON. 
6 - RELATION AVEC D' AUTRES ETUDES 
Experience OMEGA : Determination des debits aux extremites des sections 
u'essais de la boucre OMEGA. 
Experience PHEBUS : Mesure des debits en'branche chaude et en branche froide 
de la boucle d'essai PHEBUS. 
7 - DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
-."Mesure du titre et du debit massique d'un melange diphasique a l'aide d'un 
mou.linet et d'un venturi" 
R. FRANCK Note TT 534 
- "Void Fraction Measurements by Neutron·Attenuation and Neutron Scattering 
Method" 
JC. ROUSSEAU, J, CZERNY, B. RIEGEL 
Communication au Transient Two Phase Flow Meeting 
TORONTO (3-4 aout 1976) 
-"Etude generale de .l'instrumentation destinee ala boucle PHEBUS" 
Note technique DSN/SES tt 0 12/77 
- "Determination of mass flow rate and· quality using a venturi and a turbine 
meter" 
R. FRANCK. et J. MAZARS 
European two phase flow- june 77, GRENOBLE 
"Determination of mass flow rate and quality using a turbine meter and a 
venturi" 
R. FRANCK, J. MAZARS et R. RICQUE 
Conference 9n heat transfer and heat flow in water reactor safety 
MANCHESTER, Sept. 77 
- "Experience CANON 
eau-vapeur11 
Depressurisation d'une capacite en double 'phase :. 
B. RIEGEL Note TT 547, Avril 77 
- "Co~tribution a l'etude de la decompression d'une capacite. 
B. RIEGEL 
These de Docteur Ingenieur de l'Universite de GRENOBLE, Juin 78 




MODELISATION DE POMPES PRI~AIRES P .l'l. R. EN 
DOUBLE PHASE . 
TI!LE (Anglais) 
Modeling of P.W.R. primary pumps 
(two phase flow) -
. 
. 
Date de deaarrag~ Etac aetuel 
-
. En Cours . .1976 
. 
(:1 Date d'aeheveme~t . Deruiere mise i jour 
12/1980 t 01/1979 
. 










Etude du comportement des pompes primaires .. pendant 1·• accident de 
. 
perte de caloporteur dans les r~acteurs l eau pressuris6~. 
D~veloppement d'un module de pompe en double phase dans le cadre 
du syst~me POSEIDON. 
(; 2. OBJEcriFS PAIUICULIERS 
. 
. 
... . .. 
2.1 -Contribution au d~veloppement du mod~1e de l'EDF- sous-
programrne de C~YSTERE -par l'interpr~tation des essais EVA 1 
2.2 - D~veloppement d'·un mo.d~le simplifi6. 
'• 






4. ETAT D'AVANCEMENT 
Objectif 2.1 - Apras l'€tablissement d'un.jeti de donnEes g€om€-
triqu~s caract€risant un trajet fluide "moyen" 
dans la pompe de ~ype 93A des essais EVA, le code 
. 
a ete-recale ~n simple phase sur les caracteristi-
ques experimentales - hauteur manometrique et cou-
ple hydraulique -
Dans le premier .quadrant le recalage pour la.pornpe 
9~A n'~st pa~ tr•s satisfaisant. De plus, le reca-
lage du z·eme quadrant (debi~ i~verse, rota.tion· di-
recte)" se heurte ·encore ~ des 'difficul tes fonda-
. 
mentales. 
Des. comparaisons calcul-experience ont ete fai tes, 
I 
en ecoulement diphasique : . . ) 
'·· 
- calculs av debit volumique nominal ~t pour des 
taux de vide variant' de 0 ~ 100\ avec la derniere 




Il appara~t nettement, aussi bien. pour la hauteur 
. 
que pour le couple, que le code ne rend pas ~ornpte 
de : 
~ l'effet de compressibilite dans les faibles taux 
de vide, 
- la degradation impol'tante dans les forts taux de 
vide. 
t 
Des etudes de l'EPRI ainsi que de recentes etudes 
de sensibilite realisees par Westinghou~e p6ur 
l'etablissement de son modele ont mis en evidence 
!'importance fondamentale de la separation des 
phases et du glissement dans la pompe pour !'ex-
plication de la degradation des caract~~istiques. · 
Le ·code de· l'EDF utilise, rappelons-~e~ un modele 
d'ecbul~ment homogene sans gli~sement.· 
Objectif z.z.- Compte-tenu des difficultes decrites ci-dessus, la 
decision a ete prise d'en~ager une etude sur une 
rnodelisatron simplifiee. 
- Ad!T-
5. PROOWNES EI'APES 
-· t....:_ 
-. . ., - . 
1 - Formulation· du mod·~·le sirnplifie 
Ce modele sera ponctuel ou rnultiponctuel. Par contre l'int6-
-·-·:ret -s~r~Cfocalis6 sur les aspects essentfels ~6paration des 
phases, glis~ement 
-- . -- ~ - _, . ---
Debut de cette tache : janvier 1979.· 
2 - Qualific·ation de ce ·rnodere· stir ·de·s e·s·sais EVA, · EPOPEE ... 
-. 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUfRES' ETUDES 
• 
Cette 6tude rent.r~ dans 1~ cadre g6n6ral de l'~tud~ n° 145-1-0.2 
"d6veloppernen t de ·rnodiHes et· codes de calcul d~ .Zem~ g6nera.tion. 
---pour -l'etudc!-. d~ -1 '~acidept de perte d~ calopo~t~ur d~Ii~. les reac-
teurs ·l eau pressuris6e : programme g6n.6ra~ coordonne"; 







DEVELOPPEMENT DU CODE OMNIBUS POUR L'ETUDE DES FRANCE 
PETITES BRECHES DANS LE CIRCUIT PRH!AIRE D' UN 
REACtEUR A EAU PRESSURISEE ET LES ATWS Organisme Diracceu= 
TITLE (Aaglais) 
OMNIBUS code development for small breaks and 
ATWS studies 




1. OBJECTI'F GEXEl.l~ 
Etat actuel 
En Cours 








Developpement d'un code pour calculer l'ecoulement monodimension-
nel vertical d'un fluide diphasique avec apparition de niveau li~ 
bre. 
2. OBJECfiFS PARTICULIERS ·~ 
\... 2. 1 .. Mise au point d 'un module pour petites breches dans le ca.-
dre du systeme POSEIDON. . 
2.2- Utilisation du.code, en liaison avec le code SIRENE, pour 
!'analyse des ATWS. 
3. INSTALLATI<J.JS EXPERIMENTALES ET PRO<JRAM.1ES 
Neant. 
- ,_00-
4. ETAT D' AVANCWB\IT 
Un module de calcul pour un canal vertical avec conditions aux 
limi tes .imposees a ete realise. ~~ comprend : . 
- un mod!le d'ecoulement A quatre:equat~ons, avec desequilibre 
thermodynamique d~-~a phase liquide et ecart de vitesse entre 
les phases liquide et vapeur, 
- une methode de resolution numerique implicite-explicite, 
-deux correlations a ajuster sur des experiences : l'une pour 
l'ecart de vite~se, !'autre pour l'entrainement des gouttelet-
tes d'eau en aval de la surface libre. 
• 
Une serie de calculs en regime permanent, sans entrainement de 
gouttelettes, a permis de faire une premi~re verification du mo-
dale (~eference 7.1). 
Le regime tran~i toire. ser·a teste prochainement sur 1 'installation ~ 
experimentale TAPIOCA. 
5. PROCliAINES ETAPES 
~ Adaptation du module au syst~me POSEIDON •. 
-Etude de certains ATWS, en liaison avec 1~ code.SIRENE. 
-·· 6. RELATIONS AVEC D' AU'I'RES ETUDES 
• L'o~jectif 2.1 rentre dans le cadre· genera~ de !'etude 11° 145-
1-02 .: "developpement cie modales et codes de calcul de. 2eme ~ge­
neration pour !'etude de !'accident de perte de caloporteur dan_~) 
les reacteurs a eau pressurisee : programme general coordonne" • 
. L'objectif 2.2 rentr.e dans le cadre de !'etude n° 146-1-01 : 
"developpement de moyens de calc'ul necessai res a 1 'etude des 





7 . IJOCU\tENfS DE REFERENCE 
7.1 -"Etudes de depressurisation par pet~tes breches -Code de 
ca.lcul OMNIBUS'' 
I. SZABO, D. MENESSIER, D. ABRAMSON, ~. FAJEAU 
Rapport DRE/ST~/LET 7~/00S - Presentation au serninaire 
franco-sovietique (~riscou : du 28.01 au 07.02.1978) .. · 
7.2 ... "MINIBUS - Module de calcul d'un ecoulernent eau vapeur dans 
un canal vertical avec appaTition eventuelle d'une surface 
libre" 
I. S~ABO, M. MALAMAS 
Rapport comrnun CEA - DRE/STRE/LET 78/126 









Thermohydraulique du LOCA. 
Etude des debits critiques en double phase : 
Programmes MOBY-DICK et SUPER MOBY-DICK. 
TITLE (Anglais) 
LOCA thermohydraulics. · 
Critical two phase flow studies : MOBY-DICK and 
SUPER MOBY-DICK projects. 
: 
Data de demarrage Etat actuel 
01/01/72 en cours 
Date d'acheV'ement Deruiere mise a jour 
31/12/80 01/79 











Developper et qualifier des modeles. d'ecoulement en double phase a partir 
d'experiences analytiques ou lea desequilibres entre phases sont importants. 
2 - OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Etudier la cinetique de vaporisation en ecoulement d9uble phase a fort 
gradient de pression. Realiser des debits critiques dans des conditions et 
des geometries variables. 
3 - INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME 
MOBY-DICK : Boucle dans laquelle est realisee un melange double phase par 
auto-vaporisation. Plusieurs geometries de section d'essai sont prevues : 





I) Tube de section de 20 mm ID, termine par un divergent de 7 degres. 
2) Tube de section de 14 mm lD, termine par un divergent de 7 degres. 
3) Tube de section de 14 mm ID, termine par un divergent de 7 degres ; 
essai en eau-az'ote. 
Ces essais sont realises a basse pression et a faible titre (P <7 bars, 
X <2 %). 
La boucle a ete modifiee afin d'atteindre des titres plus eleves. 
SUPER MOBY-DICK : Meme type d 1 experience mais a des niveaux de pre.ssion 
pouvant aller jusqu'a 100 bars. 
4 - ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
~~~£~~~~~-!_£!_i~! 
MOBY-DICK : La campagne d'essais eau-air a ete terminee en janvier 78. 
Rapport final en cours d'edition. 
SUPER MOBY-DICK : 
Un retard dans la livraison de la pompe ne permettra lea prem~ers ~ 
essais qu'en mars 79. 
5 - PROCHAINES ETAPES 
SUPER MOBY-DICK : Les essais eau-vapeur pour 50 <P <100 bars sur un 
canal de 20 mm avec divergent se derouleront jusqu'en decembre 79. 
Ensuite des essais sur un canal de 20mm avec elargissement brusque 
sont prevus. 
6 - RELATION AVEC D' AUTRES ETUDES 
MARVIKEN C.F.T. : Experience suedoise de debit critique pour 
de breches importantes (200 a 500 mm). (voir fiche 145-I-10) 
R E B E C A Etude de debits critiques d'un melange a 3 
eau, air, vapeur. (voir fiche 145-1-Q9) 
7 - DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
des section. 
composants : 
"Contribution a l'etude de debits critiques en ecoulement diphasique 
eau-vapeur" 
M. REOCREUX- These de l'Universite de GRENOBLE, 1974 
"Etudes experimentales de debits critiques en ecoulement diphaeique 
eau-vapeur" . 







Thermohydraulique du LOCA. 
Etude de la phase depressurisation d'un reacteur 












P.W.R. Slowdown studies : OMEGA Project • 
de dem.arrage £tat actuel 
0 I /01/72 en cours 




I • OSJECTI'F GENERAL 
Etude des transferts de chaleur durant la phase de depressurisation d'un 
reacteur a eau pressurisee afin d'etablir des correlations d'echanges de 
chaleur et de flux critiques. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Developper des modeles physiques pour !'interpretation des experiences : 
etude des correlations de RELAP 4, ainsi que des modeles d'ecoulement, 
validation de modeles physiques pour lei codes 2eme generation. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME 
-Boucle OMEGA : Pression 170 bars, debit max. 20 kg/s, puissance 4,5 ~v. 
- Depressurisation d'une section d'essais tubulaire puis d'une grappe 36 
· barreaux : 
I) Section tubulaire de 12 mm de diametre et~m65 de long avec un flux 
axial uniforme ; taille de breche : 50 et JS mma : breche amant, aval, 
et aux deux extremites. 
2) Assemblage de 36 barreaux combustible type 17 x 17 de 3m65 de long avec 
un flux cosinus ; taille de breche : 4 cm2 (~mont, et aux deux ex~re­
mites). 
-CANON : Depressurisation d'une section tubulaire de 100 mm de 






- D E D I F. 
Meme experience pour une pression initiate de 150 bars. 
Developpement d'instrumentation.'pour. ecoulement diphasique. 
4 - ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
I) ~~~~~~~~~!-~-~~-l~~! 
Campagne d'essais de depressurisation OMEGA sur section tubulaire terminee 
Depressurisation sur CANON 30 bars teilliinee: 
Campagne preliminaire d'essais 36 barreaux de 3,65 m de longueur, flux 
cosinus, terminee. 
Campagne super Canon 155 bars terminee. 
Deuxieme campagne d'essai de depressurisation sur section tubulaire avec 
mesures ameliorees et changement de volume des capacites. 
2) g~~~!!~!~-~~~~~!i~1~ 
Mise au point de mesure de taux de vide par neutronographie. Test du code 
BERTHA sur les depressurisations CANON. Etalonnage des debitmatres pour 
ecoulement diphasique pour des pressions superieures A 40 bars et etablis-
sement de la procedure de depouillement des indications de ces d~bitmetres 
lors de la depressurisation. 
Determination des coefficients d'echange a partir du calcul inverse de 
conduction. 
5 - PROCHAINES ETAPES 
2emecampagne d'essais 36 barreaux (2eme semestre 79) 
Depouillement des essais avec le modele a 6 equations 
6 - DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
- '~ Depressurisation d 'une capaci te en double phase - installation CANON " 
B. RIEGEL, A. MARECHAL, JC ROUSSEAU -Note DTCE-STT 490, . ~ 
- " Void Fraction Measurements during Slowdown by Neutron Absorption or 
Scattering " 
JC ROUSSEAU, J. GERNY, B. RIEGEL- Meeting OCDE, TORONTO, august 3-4 1976. 
- " Code BERTHA - Application aux experiences CANON " 
JC ROUSSEAU, G. BOUDSOCQ, A. MARECHAL, B. RIEGEL, M. SCHALL -
Note DTC-STT 491. 
-"Depressurisation d'un sous-ensemble du circuit OMEGA comprenant une sec:tion_ 
d'essais chauffante tubulaire " " 
R. ,RICQUE et al - Note DTCE-STT 146 (Sept, 77), 
-"OMEGA : Depressurisations adiabatiques. Analyse par le code' RELAP 4" 
M. MEZZA- Note SETSSR 77/193. . 
- Depouillement de la 1pr~miere campagne d'essais de "decompression tube" 
sur la boucle OMEGA. . ' 
par M. BONNETON - Note DTCE-STT no 580 (aout 78) 
- Depressurisati~n d'un sous-ensemble du circuit OMEGA comprenant une grappe 
chauffante a 36 barreaux . 
Description du dispositif experimental 
• ./ . 
_, 
. . . 
· . 
• Presentation des resultats experimentaux . 
par R. FRANK, R., RICQUE, R. BOURGINE, G. COULON'! J ,' LAMBERT 
rapport DTCE-STT n° 152 (Sept. 78) 
. 
-Contribution· a l'etude de la decompression d'une capacite, 
3. 
B:. RIEGEL - TheRe de Docteur tng. de 1 'Universite de Grenoble - Juin 1978 
- Super-CANON Experiments 






10 1. 1. 2 
t 
Pays ·~ 'Titre 
SUEDE 
HARVIKEN CFT 
(Etude de debits critiques) Or-anis~e directeur PA~S NOIUHQUES 
TISA ~N.R.C. + EPRI) 
F~~ E (CEA+ EDF) 
. .;n,J,.;r un..;r \ • ...., ...... -., 
Titre ( a.ogla.is) Organis~e executeur 
, 
MARVIKEN - SUEDE 
MARVIKEN CRITICAL FLO~ TESTS 
Res~onsabl~ fran~ais 
. J • PELCE (CEA/DSN) 
J. AZAM (EDF/SEPTEN) 
ryate de ,Etat actuel Scientif'iques franc;ais 
demz.rrage · 1/01/77 en cours M. REOCREUX (CEAfDSN) 
G. HOUDAYER (EDF/SEPTE~h 
Date prevue Der:dere !Use 
d r e.cheve::e!lt 1/07/79 8. jour 1/78 
' 
l - Objec:if general : 
1) Etude des debits critiques dans le cas des rlacteurs A ~au ordinaire. 
'- Objectifs particuliers :. 
2) La pa~ticularite des essais MARVIKEN reside dans l'etude des ruptures de 
grosses sections, ce qui n'est jamais le cas dans les installations experi-
mentales. Les sections de fuite 4tudi4es seront : 200, 300 et 500 mm de 
diametre. 
3 - Installations experimentales et programme 
On utilise pour l'experience, le reacteur disaffects de MARVIKEN (Suede). La 
cuve du r&acteur est remplie sous p~ession. La brache est· situle au bas de la 
cuve. Lea parametres etudils sont : 
·. 
. .. / 
-~ . .) 
- 2.. .Ao-
- pression a la b~eche {30,40 et so ba~s) 
- diametre de la breche (20,30 et SO em) 
- sous-satu~ation de l'eau (5,15 et 30°C) 
' 
- rapport L/D (L longJeu~ de la section d'essai, D diametre de la br~che 
(0, 1, 2,5 et 3) 
Lc programme a ete defini lors d'une reunion d'experts qui 1d'est tenue,l 
NARVIKEN en avril 1976. La duree des essais .est de 18 mois •. 
L'accord concernant les essais a ate signa par : 
Les Pays Nordiques (Suede, Danemark, Norvege, Finlande) 
Les USA (NRC + EPRI) 
La F~anc'e (CEA + EDF) 
Les Pays Bas (KEMA) 
La pa~ticipation fran~aise est de '20% du COUt·tOtal repartis egalem~nt entre 
CEA et EDF. 
4- Etac de l'etude : 
' \ ' 
La phase de modification de l'installation et de mise au point es~ terminee et.la 
periode des essais propremen~ dibt. 'a .debute (duree prevue : jusqu'au 1/7/79) 
'. 6- Relation avec d'aut~es etudes : 
:!ssais de debits critiques realises en FRANC'Z MOBY DICK, SUPER MOBY DIC:~. 
(:"'>., Hethodes ana.lytiques d'interpretationt' 
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CLASSTFJCATION: 
1 "1. 2 
- ·--
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTHY: 
Influenza di ostrnzioni e di piegamento di barre ITALY 
in un fascio a flusso termico disuniforme di tipo SPONSOH: 
B\'IR C.N.,E.N. 
-
TI'fLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
/ 
lnfluence on DNB of Subchannel Obstructions and Rod C.N.E.N. 
-






1) General aim 
2) Particular objectives 
3) Experimental facility 
.4) Project status 
·5) Next steps 
6) Degree of availability 
45.897 
G. PALAZZI 
-· -· COMPLETED: SCIENTTSTS: 
LAST UPDATING: 
Jl)lyl979" 
Experimental study for determination of 
effect of fuel bundle distortions in 
faulty conditions. 
The influence of single subcr1annel 
obstructions and rod bowings in a 4 rods 
(freon cooled) bundle will be tested. 
The experiment has been carried out on 
Casaccia CF2 loop (power 260 kW; mass 
flow-rate 10 t/h) 
After 106 runs \vithout obstructions, a 
complete series of burn-out tests have 
been performed with different kinds of 
blockages.The blocked area varies from 
40~ t~ Bo%. Besides rod bowing of the 
bundle ha.s been tested. More than 200 
.runs are avaible. 









--TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): STUDIO DE:iJL' EFFLUSSO COUNTRY: 
c;·1JI.riCO BIFASE IN CONNESSIOHE CON IL LOC.A NEI I~£Y 
RENrTOHI AD ACQUA LEGGERA 
PJ.. LERMo~ SPONSOR: ~VERSITA' 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : S!CUDrES ON TW0.:...PHASE CRI- ORGANISATION: 
TICAL FLOW IN CONNECTION WITH LOCA IN LIGHT WATER tlh"''VERSITA' PALERMO 
REACTORS PROJF.CT LEADER! 
ELIO OLIVERI 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1976 4 F. CASTIGLU 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: G. VELLA 
IN PROGRESS July 1979 
X 
ISTITUTO·DI APPLIOAZIONI E I~ANTI NUCLEABI 
DESCRIPTION : 
The p~ogram has been set up with the aim of developing ~ from basic 
principles avoiding the use of correlations that are restricted to _,::. 
particular test uonditions - a theoretical model for the prediction of 
steam / water critical pressure and critical flow rate in terms of 
upstream stagnatj.on properties. 
A theoretical model, Which allows to evaluate both critical flow 
rate and critical conditions in dacts with friction and adiabatic 
walls, has been proposed (Ref. 3). This model was based on the ass~ 
ption of a purely annular motion, w1 thout accounting for the entrain-
ment phenomenon • ~her studies will be therefore run in order to 
extend the theoretical model to the above-mentioned phenomenon. 
REFEREUCE DOCUMENTS : 
1- F. CASTIGLIA - E •. OLIVERI ... G. VELLA 
Sulla determinazione della.portata nell 1efflusso critico bifase. 
AOCADEMIA DI SCIENZE LETTERE E ART! DI PALERMQ... eerie IV-
Volo XXXV- 1975-76- parte I • · 
2- Fo CASTIGLIA - Eo OLIVERI - G. VELLA 
Un programma in BASIC per il calcolo delle proprieta' ter.modina-
miche dell'acqua. ACOADEMIA DI SOIENZE LETTERE E ~I DI PALERMO 
-··· Febbra.io 1979o '-.~-
3- F. CASTIGLIA - E. OLIVERI - G. VELLA 
Sull' efflueso oritico di misoele bifasi monocomponenti. 
ENERGIA NUOLEARE - Vole 26 - n. 4 - Aprile 1979. 
{ Isti t':lto Applicazioni ed ·Impianti Nucleari, Uni versitA, 
45 •897 Parco d'Orleans, I-90128 Palermo) 

I 
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TITLE (OHIGINII.L LANGU/\GF.) : COUN'fH.Y: 
Italy " 
E.speri('nze di scambio termico in condizioni stazionarie 
- --di post-crisi in gcom etria BWR 4x4 ~:iPONSOH.: 
NUCLITAL 
·-
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : 1 ORGANISATION: 
NUCLITAL/ CISF.: 
Steady-state post-dryout experiments in 4x4 BWR 
··--- -
geometry PHOJF.CT LEADER: 
G.P. Gaspari (NUC) 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
January 197 8 A. Azzalin (CISE) 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: E. Giam m ari {NUC) C. Medich (CISE) 
In progress June 1979 
General Aim 
Verification of the applicability of the available post-dryout correlations to complex 
geometries. 
Particular Objectives 
In addition to the general aim at the previous point. these experiments are in order 
to overhaul the experimental techniques and procedures to be used in future pro-
grams in very complex test sections (8x8). 
Experirf!€ntal Facilities and Programme 
The experiments have been carried out on the CISE IETI-4 loop. 
The following conditions have been investigated: 
- pressure: 50-70 bar 2 
- specific mass flowrate: 250-1000 kg/m s 
- inlet quality: + 5 ~ 60o/o 
- wall temperature: up to 700 °C. 
Project Status 
The experiments have been completed in May 1978. Preliminary analysis of data 
has been performed. 
Next Steps 
The analysis completion has been delayed up to 1980 spring (see below). 
Relation with Other Projects 
When the post-dryout data planned in tubular geometry will be available (end of 
1979) present data will be reviewed, in order to determine the relation between 
simple and complex situations. 
5.897 
· -1.Alo-
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): CLASSIFICATION : 
Steady-state post-dryout experiments in 4x4 
BWn geometry .' · 1. 1. 2 
Reference Documents 
A. Azzalin, C. Medich, 0. Vescovi, "Trasmissione del calore in condizione di 
parete asciutta nel fascio BWR 4x4 con distribuzione assiale di flusso disuni-
forme", CISE NT-7 8..-064. . . 
Degree of Availability 
Proprie.tary. 
G.P. Gaspari, Nuclital, V. G. D'Annunzio 113, 1 .. 16121 Genova. 
'' '• 
' . ~~ 
,. 
I • 
. " . 












TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Esperienze di scambio termico in condizioni di post-crisi ltHly 
-in geometria tubolare. SPONSOR: 
NUCLITAL 
--
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
NU CL IT AL / CISE 
Post-dryout experiments in tubular geometry -PROJECT LEADER: 
I G. P. Gaspari (NUC) 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTSi 
January 1979 E. Giammari (NUC) 
STATUS: LAS'l' UPDATING: R. Granzini (CISE) R. Martini (CISE) 
In progress June 1979 G. Barzon~ (CISE) 
General Aim 
Verification and developm.ent of post-dryout heat transfer correlations applicable 
to transient analysis. 
Particular Objectives 
Obtaining experimental data mainly in steady-state conditions (but also transient 
experiments are planned) using a particular tubular test section axially subdivided 
in two parts indipendently heated. This in order to obtain conditions(~ •. T. X) not 
obtainable in usual steady-state experiments, and representative of the behaviour 
during LOCA transients. 
Experimental Facilities ant:l Programme 
The eJVperiments will be carried out on the CISE IETI-lloop. 
The following test conditions will be investigated: 
- pressure: 30-70 bar 2 
- specific mass flowrate: 125-1000 kg/m s 
- outlet quality: up to superheated steam 
- wall tE;!mperature: up to 800 oc. 
Project Status 
The test section, which is particularly instrumented/ls completed and tests are 
under commissioning, 
Next Steps 
The experiments are planned in the 1979 second half. The analysis completion is 
scheduled in December 1979 • 
. • .... 
·,_ . 
~5 .. 897 
- «L.A<f-. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGU.lXGE): 
Post-dryout experiments in tubular geometry 
Relation with Other Projects 
CLASSIFICATION : 
1. 1. 2 
The data will be compared with those obtained in 4x4 geometry, in order to 
determine the relation between simple and complex situations. 
Reference Documents 
G. Barzoni, R. Martini, "Procedure sperimentali e di elaborazione dati prove 
ultracrisi NUCLITAL", Promemoria DTN/79/SAT/007. 
Degree of Availability 
' ; ~ .. 
When available the data will be probably published. · 
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·COuNTRY: . ·•1 TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): 
· Ana1isi dci transitori tcrmici cd i<.fraulici a s c g ui_ I'Ll\ L Y · 
to di I.OCA nei rcattori ad acqua lcggcra e nei si-
. SPONSOft: · stemi di contcnimcnto associnti. 
CNEN an~l CNR. 
'l'ITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGAHISATION: 
Analysis of therm:.l and hydraulic transients follo- University of Pi sa 
\dng LOCA in L.w .. reactors and in associated --a con PROJECT u:;ADF;R; -
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- -INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1974 ' 1980 F. ORIOLO 
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G. MEl S'l'ATUS: LAST UPDATING: G. CECCARELLI in progress May 1~79 




















TITLE (ORIGIN ft. L L/\NGtrft.GE) : COUNTRY: 
i)rogramma P. I. Pc. R. Espericnze di blow-dm-1n da ITALY -
un rccipiente in pressione dotato'di struttnre . . 
interne. SPONSOR: 
CNEN and CNl~ 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : ORGAN,ISATION: 
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BIO\,•-down experiments by PIPER apparatus with inter Uni vcrsi ty of Pi sa 
nal structures. PROJF.CT LF.ADER: \ 
' 
Picro VIGNI 
INITIAT~D:(second,phase) COMPLETED:(second phase) SCIENTISTS: 
1975 . 1980 Umber to ROSA 
'-, 
LAST UPDATING: ., Fr<~nc~sco D'AURIA STATUS: 
in progress May 1979' 
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TITLE: _, COUNTRY: THE NETHERLANDS 
CHARME: Een computerprogranuna ter bestudering 
van uitstroming 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
CHARME: A computer program to study blowqown 
INITIATED : Apri 1 1976 LAST UPDATING : July I 979 
STATUS : progressing COMPLETED : 1980 






Putten, A.P.W.M. van der 
noga~rd, J.P.A. van den 
Koning, H. 
Development of a computer code to study the blowdown-process. 
Particular objectives 
CHARME solves a set of pa~tial differential equations describing the conservation 
of mass, energy and momentum in a tube as a finction of axial coordinate and time, 
using the method of characteristics. Notably the pressure, temperature, velocity 
and void fraction are calculated as function of time and of axial coordinate 1n-
cluding the transition to supersonic velocities. The model also includes pressure 
losses due to friction. A special subroutine has been developed to calculate the 
fluid parameters in the jet arising after the system opening. This jet model 1s 
necessary for the cases in which the blowdown process proceeds with subcritical 
velocities. 
Experimental facilities and program: Not forese~n 
Project status 
A first model has been developed for the jet; ·CHARME calculations have been veri-
fied on basis of experimental results, performed by others, with encouraging 
agreement. . \ 
The code has been updated, especially tbe subroutine in which the fluid propertieE 
are calculated. 
Next steps 
Improvement of the jet, subroutine. A sensitivety study will qe performed with re-
gard to slip and non-equilibrium effects between two phases. 
Relation with other projects 
Usable to check gross models in other thermo-hydraulic blow~own computer codes. 
Reference documents 
J.P.A. v.d. Bogaard, H •. Koning, A.P.t-l.M. v.d. Putten: CHARME, A time and space 
dependent model to predict the discharge rate of single and two-phase fluids 
through pipes. 
NEA-CSNI: Specialist's meeting on transient two-phase flow, Toronto, 3rd-4th 
August, 1976. 









TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Reflood experiments ' 
INITIATED : I 971 
STATUS ; started 
General aim 
LAST UPDATING :Hay 197..8 
COMPLETED : 1980 




S.B. van der Molen 
SCIENTISTS: 
S.B. van der Molen 
H~ Hoogland 
F.W.B.M. Galjee 
Study of the reflood and rewetting phenomena in bundles. 
Particular objectives 
a) Investigation of, the heat transfer from high temperature fuel pins in 
bundles by radiation to waterdroplets and vapour convection before rewetting. 
b) Study of.the influence of a temperature profile over a bundle cross-section 
on the velocity of the quench front and the cross flow between adjacent 
channels. : 
c) Study of the influence of instabilities in parallel bundles on the velocity 
of the rewetting-front. 
Experimental facilities and program 
a) Testloops for low and high pressure experimen~s 
b) High speed film camera 
Project status 
Experiments to study the rewetting phenomena by high speed cinematography have 
been started in order to study the two phase flow downstream of the quench front. 
First calculations have been made to obtain an order of ma2nitude of the con-
vective and radiative heat.transfer to the dispersed two phase flow. 
Next steps 
Development of measuring techniques to determine void fraction and droplet 
concentration in the two phase flow, downstream of the quench front. 
Relation to other proje~ts: no 
L-__ 
Reference documents: ECN-78-064, The entrained droplet and vapour velocity and 
the heat transfer in the dispersed flow region in case of 
bottom flooding. 
Degree of availabilitt: Through E.c.N. library channel 
Budget: Hfl. Jso~ooo,--/yr 




~etlH~rlnnds Enargy Research Foundation (ECN) 
TITLE: 
' 
l·lcch.:misch gcdrag van het reac torb.innenwerk tijdens 
grotc ongclukssituaties ' . 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
N!.!ch.lnical behaviour of reactor internals during 
m.1jor accident situations. 
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\ J I 1.1.2, 1.1.3, 1.1.1,, 1.1.2 
' 
. 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE'): ,. COUNTRY~ 
UK 






TITLE. (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): . ORGANISATION: 
' 
. 
· SRD/UKAEA . 
PROJECT LF.:ADER: 
RIH McMILLAN 
HHTIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS iENOINEER 
DECU1BER 1978 
' AA DEBENHAM 
'"'.TATIJS: ·LAST UPDATING: . I 
. I'IAY 19?9 I . 
BACKGROUND 
Currently the US NRC specifies that LOCA analyses must be carried cut using 'evaluation models' with supposedly pessimistic 
data and a::;:;umptions (Ref 1). · However there is considerable national and iritemational activity in the development of . 
'br!~:t c~.timl'lte' analytical methods. Introduction ot suet) methods recluires the estimation of uncertainty mflJ'I',ins so that 
nd"''''''to con!ienatism can be demonstrated in the application or the results. Additionally with the increa::in~t, tendency 
tr ..... ,r•h rr"'f'J<mcy/c""n"'l'umce forms or llofotv .i~ntificotion, allowMaea tor oalculetional and data uncertnintioa IJIUDt bo 
·1uw.ti ri 11'1 for nacidont soquencoo other than the design. basis accident. · · 
A J.rrov.rr.sr.me or work is proponed to estimate uncertain~:v margins to bt e.pplled to LCCA an.alyses b8se4 on the followins•• 
(a) . differences between i~tegrU experimental data. an4 predictiOlls, 
(b) llell!litivity studies usins RELAP or_ other oalovlationallltthOcla, 
(c) consideration or residual uncertainties. 
OP.rl:CTIVES 
~ovicw all available experimental data an LOCA integral experiments and comparisons.witn prediotigns. Identify 
modolling imptoveii'Jents which have .lead to signif1:o8nt impi'Ovematlt& in predictive capability, and modelling aspects, 
wt. i eh tequi re ·turther improvanent,. 
;•. :;,t u1, , JcfJ.AP 4 11od 6 modol o.r the LOFt nuolaar blowdowta feoilitr. C8J'ry out ·aensitivitJ otudiea to try to identify 
fioure~s of incertalnty .in predictions. · ' 
3. Make initial review of unoertaint)' mars1ns ·appli~b1~ to' Oomm~ro.ial PWR LOC.l aDalYsia• 
.···• '•. · I • , c ,· 
l.rHJlyticlll codes 
RELAP TRAC FRAP 
nm:RIOATI011AL COLLABORATION 
uzrmc Water Reactor Satety ~earol\ · . 
ISPRA 
llt:t·~:Jif:IICE OOCIJMl::Nf · 
1 •. 10 Cf'R 50 
.• ·' -. 
- :. ' ., ~ f ' ·,'' ~ ·. . . \~' . 

























I '· I CLASSIFICAT}ON: ., 1.1.2, 1.2 I 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
. 
UK 
WATER COOLED REACTOR DEPRESSURIZAfiON STUDUSa• 
ci:::NI STAIIDARD POOBLEM CALCULATIONS FOR EX:CS. SPONSOR: 




' GM JORDAN . ' 






Continuing HAY 1919 
'• 
1. GE:;F.RAL AIM 
To ir.~~rove the understanding of the sequence ·Of events following a loss ot coolant accident on a wa~ cooled reactor, 
and to study th•! effectiver)ess of emergenOJ core cooling systems. 
' . 
2. PJi'i'ICIILAR Or.TECTIV~ 
To ;.r:rfCJMD co:r.put~r c.alcullltions of ag~ teat prcsblems and to disouss OOIIIpUtel' COde shortcomings at special meetingu 
orvt!J .•. :•><J under the auspices or the CSNI. 
:S. PI~•.Jf..CT STA'IDS 
~·~~ t!tato ~llX problem CalCUlations have been 081'l'iec!: Otlte !J.'vo 11101'8 are otU'rentl1 being examined. 
4. t'tiTUJa:: WORK 
-
csru meetings identity outstanding probl~ areas in the :uiA~ field and t17 .to aeleot suitable experimental· work for ' 
compr.rbons. Pre-predicti~ o( a LOFf nuclear test ha8 been sugeste« as a fUture problem. · · 
'I ...... 
.· ·.·· 
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'l'l'l'LE 'datcr Coolod Reactor Looo of Coolrtnt Accident CLASS I.t•• I CJ\'1'1 ON 
:~ !.1111 i r•:; 
1.1.2 ' 
COUN'l'HY SPONSOR ORGANISATION PROJECT LEADER 
UKA~;A ~RD A. R. · r:D'.IAHDS 
-· 
IN I '1'11\TED COMPLETED SCIENTISTS 
.. 
STJ\TUS LA.ST UPDATING 
.. 
Continuinr; Nny . 1978 V 
, ... 
1. · G~ncrnl Aim 
To study the physicnl limitations in thermal-hydraulic phe~tomena associated wt'th 
thr! lonn ·of coolnnt accident in a. water reactor. 
2. Particulnr Objective 
To study the btmis for hNtt trnnsfor and fluid flow correlations uoed in computer 
codcn ... ,hich purport to· cnlculn~o the ~equenco of events following a loss·,of' ci2."cuit 
integrity of a water cooled reactor. . . . .. 
~. .r;::p,.rimc>ntnl fnc:ilitieo ond Pror;rllin~r~t~ . 
Tho otutl~ .maken use of informationgenoi'ated by facilitios all ovor the world.· 
4 •. · Procrnmmc Status .. 
·{ .. 
A eontinuinr; commitment, to·enable SRD to·judge, the. validity, ot computer code 
calculations presented for LOCA studies. 
,. 
i'' ' 
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(.; l;:wc 1 fica t ion 
1.1·.2 
'!' i Ll c 1 COUN'L'HY 
unrT:;.::J r:r:;coc1" 
DEPRES~URISATION DISCHkRGE 'RATE G POH~OR U!'J.~A 
OHCJi N I'l..A'I'lON 
AWI1E I<~GuLm;ss 
Title 2 Project Leader 
A R EDWARDS 
lni.tli.ltcd 1968 Gomplctcd Scicntioto: 
Stalur. : L:\Gt updating 1976 
. ' 
I . Descrintion: ......... -.-..-..... . '·-
1. Gen0'ral Aim 
To enable flows, temperatures pnd forces to'be predicted following 
accidental deprcssur~sation of a water reactor thro~gh a large break. 
2. Particular Objectives 
To est:1blish a .... 'Ui table way of calcula tina the flow in a pipe disoharsing 
to atmocphcre from a broken end. 
3. Exnerir..r~nt-11 Facilities 
4 •. 
Pipes of different lcnc;ths and diameters are pres:.;urised to P'I'I'R/D~VR con-
ditions, then allov1ed to discharge through a rapidly broken burstincr disc. 
P.resGures, flow and voidages are measured. 
?rojf'ct Status \ 
Procrc:;s to date: Hc~surements of tr;m~ii>nt pre:-;sure, temperature and , 
voidacc have been I:Jade in three const~nt diameter pipe systems, each 4m lona 
and of 32, 73 and 20(• m:n dianeter. In all cases the pipes \·:ere in'i tially 
completely linuid filled, acr.crally with 35 bar ovc=pre;.suro. Initial tem-
per" turcs corresy.0ndint?: to 35, 70, 105 and 14\l bar saturation r•ressure ,.mre 
used for t· .... o. sr..allcr ::>ipcs and 35 bar for the larger.t pipe. Results obtained 
may·be compared \-lith predictions from depressurisation codes. In addition, n. 
licitcd pror,ra~mc of work to examine the blowdown of a vessel, through a pipe 
into ·a contai~T.ent vosccl, ha~ also been carried out to provide data for 
chcckin,-;: the v:Jlidity of, various critical flow discharge models. These! tests 
stDrtcd from ~0 bar saturation pressure in the reservoir. 
,,~ork has ccntinued to measure tr:tnsiGnt pressure, temperature and density 
c:,:mr·N> in steam/water aixturos durins the b1owdo\-tn of an 8 inch diameter 
pipo, 12ft lont,. ~1ese tests incorporate a multi-beam X-ray.syGtem to u~ke 
a detailed exa:nir.a'tion o£ the changing void distribution at ono particular 
crocs section during tho blowdown. Tho roport on the first test has now 
been published. A paper describins the multi beam X-ray system has been 
published in tho BNES journal. ' 
.. 
.. 
A repc~t t€ct has been car~icd out and a proliminar,y examination or the 
results indicates very GOOd a&ree:r.ent :With the previous test results. 
The X-ray system has now boon moved to the discharr,e end of the pipe and 
tho final alicnment chocks bnve b~ennearly completed. It is hoped to 
carry out i~o further tests betoro the experimental work was terminated 
nt the .end of March 1975.. f , 
Data reduction o£ a ~epreaentative sample 
reports should be available .in 1977•. 
" I ,. 1 ' 
• t 
Reference pocumonts ·.~ 
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'· ' . !· 1.1. 2 
, . 
(ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): . COUNTRY: TITLE 
'· ,J 
UNITF.D KINGDOM 
PoRt dryout heat transfer. at 11ow quality and low· 
pr<'I'H~ure (HTH '1. 2. 1) SPONSOH: 
' \ 
·rr·rLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE'): OHGAN.ISATION: 
' 





,. .~ Fell (Winfrith) 
~ 8 Sayers (Rarwell') 
IiJI'riATEO :. COMPLF.TEO: SCIENTISTS: 
' 







. March 1979 -
' . 
f1uring the past two years,; an experimental· rig and special' test sections have been 
huil t at Harwell to measuie post-dryout hea't transfer to stea.-;._vater 1nixtures at. 
low quality and low pressure. (l) . · ' · 
Objectives/Programme . ·' 
i. 
1. .nurinp, th€! yeilr 1978/79, :1t is proposed tc:» .use .the ria. to obtain post-dryout' 
data over the following range: of conditio~: . . . , .·, . 
'1: / 







Tf:>mpe r11 tu re: 






2. With these data, an attempt will be made to·produce a new.c:orrelation for 
post-dryout heat transfer in tubes at low qualities. This correlation should·be· 
compatible with existing eorrela.U.ons which describe the. heat transfer· at high 
' I ,' , quRlttieA. 
3. Experiments will .also be performed to examine rewetting phenomena d~ring 
transient cooling tests· and .an ~ttempt w;l.ll be· made to obtain tr•nsition boiling 
d:ttA. ., 
Fncil tties 
4.. An existing rig is in .utle at tfarweU·; · additio.iu~l test eeetions will be added · 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
I UNI'fED KINGDOM 
I 
Tlwort!t leal moctd ling of two-phase flow in complex SPONSOH: g~omctries {HTH 2.1.1) 
,' 
I 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): .. ORGANISATION: 
UKAEA (H~rwell) 
' PROJF.CT LEADER: 
J Fell (Winfrith) 
. J R Sayers (Jinrwcll) 
TNITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
I 
March 1978 I 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
' 
In progreas March 1979 
Background 
A mathematical model of annular two-phase flow,has been developed in which the 
· procesRes of entrainment .of liquid droplets from the liquid fUm into the turbulent 
p,na flow of the core and the·it" subsequent redeposition at the· central features. 




Steady state flow in a round tube 
2. Transient flow'in a round .tube2 
I 
3. Steady state flow in a rod'bundle3•4 
Objectives 
1. To inveHtigate the relevance of previous work on steady state dryout in rod 
hundl"s to the' PWR core geometries. 
2. To verify the extension ol the analysis and nume·rtcal methods for transient 
flow to cover pressure transients in a round tub~. 
3. To extend the work on flow, power'and pressure transients in .a round tube 
to PWR core geometries •. 
4. To extend work from PWR core geometries to other complex cases such as the 
PWR 1 o\lo r plenum. , 
Programme 
.Objectives 1' and 2 should be completed in '1979 and items 3 and 4 by mid J981. 
'' 
, I 
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IlTH 2.1.1 c:ontd ., .. :.d' ( ;· 
,.\ .. 
-., __ ; . 
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~ •' ' 
l'.<tC 111 t lt!R 
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"\ Wha'th~y P·.~, · Hu.tehtn,aon P and Hewi~t G F .. (19.74)~ 
.Tames P W and Whall~y P B. (19·78)'•< AEU:-R8980 
AER~*R7.520 
•. 




4. ·:Whalley· ~ B 
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P\~R BI~OCKAGE r~xrmu: z.mNT : J\n. 
: 
invostiaation·into tho e:f:foots 
. 
on heat trans:for o:r a roe-ion o'f 
swollen ::fuel 'oladdina .. oausina a 
partial :flow blocknc;o in the 
coro of a 'Presnurised Wator neactor (PWn) 
Initiated Octobor 1975 
. 





















COUNTRY UK '• 
SPONSOR ·UK- NII 
. 
ORGANISA'l'ION ,•"-., 
,. Univ. o'f Manchester 
, 
.. 
Pr2jcc"; Lea(lO:':" . 
. 









Scientists ... 1 
. . 
J •. T. Turner 
. • 




























J. , 2 • !l£n ~t·n .1 ."d mn ::lllc1 Pn ''.!~i.m.!}. '?..l4 Oh,i.!:'..Q t i VC tl 
Tllo ol>,icctivo :i.s to zn·nvido OX)?~u.4imcnto.l dnta ... to bo usd"ul. 
j.n aasNJsj nt; tho inf':Lu<:mc~o of a :l-oG"ion o:f nwollen :ruol-rod 
clncl<Jinb' 011 o.' lOSS or OOOla.n:t O.CCidoJ•d; ill Q pl:"OSSU1"'ised '"f1 tor 
• roll.Ctor.".. ?carticuJ.a.r. ut-tcn1~:i.O)l Will' ·bo t;ivon to . the tompr.rn t-
lU'C cll:..ncros '-'lLtch m,i r~ht · oqc,_.r at the bourida.rios o1· t_he swt)llon 
rcc.ion. ·no tailed il.ow rilld hont trims:ror data wi. thin. th.ct rod 




An atr!'low rie hns hco.n d·eVol.opor.J to permJ. t th~ ·moasuronwwt ·ot' · · 
heat trn11s!'o:< oncl .fJ.ow bch.o.viou:t.• wi th~.n the f'ulill. rod bundlo. 
I . • • . 
Tho bundlo consists o-r o.n'J.8xl8 rectangUlar array ·o-r· J.2.? mm 
•· . 
dicun.oter rods on a i 7 nvu p,i tch artd. a· central. 7X7 array o!' 
·swollen rods·. · l{ith.in · tbis s~toll cri Z'cld-dt\, · f;bere is ·a 5x5 array 
. . 
·''-'hi eh can ·bo hoo.tcd e.lect1•ical.1y· under conditions of' const:nnt 
hoat·:rlux. 
Tho~mocouples pln,cod on. the boat ad rods pol"lni t tl1e mec,surcmo~lt 
· of.' aur:f'o.co temporaturos. Instx·bmcntation has also· bo·on dovol-
. ; ; l 
opcd to enabl.e :flow vel.ooi ty. a11d erta.tio prof;suro distributions . .r ·~· 
• • 
wi thi.n thA rod ~undl~ t~· bo· ~sto.blishod! Data logging and 
dici tal computer ineth.ods. o.:ro beina employed so tha·t cl1anaes 
' ' 
. . . 
in thn extont of' tho blockage, tl:lo iu!'l\lanco· of' R<synold~ · .humbor 
nnd the liont transfer rate~ ca.n bQ · r,eaclil.y ·studied·. 
The appLu~u.tus is how v~:totunllY con'lplete~ and muoh o~ tba oDmpu.ter· 
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Examination of experimental data. Long-tcu'm dovelopmont of 
I 
a prediction technique yiolddng heat transfe1• bohaviour 
' . 
undor accident conditions. 
Rclntion w~th dthor projects· 
Linlccd to range of' research projects on Reactor Sat'oty 
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H~o.t transt'<u• durina blowdown .1 .• 1.2 
.. 
Tr•m~i tion tn :f:i.lm boilinc inducod by a. 
pressure roduoti'on 
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l~x 1,01·;L 111 ont.t\1 mo.tLliuromonts o-r boo.t tro.nsfo1• f1•om o. wire to 
,.,.a1.o1· durinG' .a rApid doprotHJU:t•isat:l.on •. •' ' . 
2. P;n·ti enl or ob.i acti vca 
The :rluid used is ovate-r. Staa-e 1 of the . 
0 • ,' : . 
proc-rom i's to depressurise :r:rom 20 bar and 180 0 to atmosphere •. · . 
stnc-o 2 is to doprcssuriso frpm· 150 .·bar .~rid :JZ..o0o/ 
3. ,Bxncrimcntn1 fneili~ics and procrnmme 
, 
Stnrre· 1. A prossu1•e .vessel ot approx. 1 ·litre capo.city is fitted· 
with a platinum w:Lre 0.1. mnt 'ciianleter; 20 nud lon~, whi.ob. is· heated. 
at apprnximatoly. oon~tant uni:f'orm lleat 1"1'\lx. A doublo burstina 
I 
disc o.rro.ncomont is used to achieve'depressurisation :rrom o. ~i~od · 
• prossuro within the vossel. An intermediate water :filled c'hantboi" 
t 
• • j ' • ' ' • ;~ 
lies botwoon the l)reasure vessel and·tho atmosphere and is sopar• 
.. 
. ~crease in prossuro in the 
;. 
intol"lnedio.te. cha.mbor causes tho··'discs. to burst. in sequonce,, ·the, 
' ' 
outer one :r±rst·. ·Transient. ni_oasurements· of· power to the wire • .. 
. . ' . . .. 
Wi·re tempOrature and pressure. are measured· Wtth a high ;speed • 
. ~ 
clicito.l systom, 
Stnt;tc 2, No apparatus has ·yet been. bUilt. ,·, 
·. 
4. Projoc~ status . ' 
I· 
1, · Pl.•ocrrcss t~ dnte.· The 'burs:ti~g_ c:li~·~ t'eolmique ·has bee~ do~-
olopod. Depressurisation ·times ~:f''.f an~' have b~en .achieved ·Using 
ambiont tomperatul"o water at 20. bar. :. 
., 
' ,4., 
2. ERsontinl resultS., llone .... •'• ' . ~·· ' 
\ 
\ /. . ( ' ) 'lo, 
,. 
. I 
. s. Next ,;tens .. ,·:, . 
. ' 
. ' 
• l · ••• 
, ' . .· ',. ... . . 
Ooutinuati·on with Stago f. :··:Selection o~ geome.try, and. 
• t • • 
initial condi 1iions required .-for.' Stage· 2~ ·. ~· 
' •\. ! " •• 
.. . • • '.· , ·.,, '·i 
., 
' . 
I I • a., 
... 
\ . . . . . ~ 
: •"·'• :' 
I . , . · .. 
I . 
I '. • 
,·. I .. ·. 
• • 
"• 
, . I 
.......... -. 
---------------~------------.. ,-..• -
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,, ··. 
G. H••l•lf.it)n ,.,.~ l:h ni:hor• nroJrH:t:'. . . 
Thormol boW"da.ry c~hditiona liko thooo 
• 
ot' ,, P\\H•(uol olcmont lllOY bo t'inlulnt:od. 
. . 
Ref. Simalation of tho thermal ~~mico·ot a heatod ~rtac~ (sodium contr~ct) 
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a. n~crce 0~ nvnilnbtllty .. ' . 
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. . t:· On o.pplication to 1tho Nl:I whon ·(LVnil\l.blo. · 
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Eq,uip1~ta_nt + ovo:rhoads 
~ozoo.rch o·Ludnnt oalary (.H. ·v • ~ ·Tota.ls '!'or Ersoz), 
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·'·· ;, ' 
,, . . 
· · Research aturJoJit · ·, ." •.. ,-}!. V, 'E11soz 
I ·'' . 
. . . . . PJ·o~. · 1-I.\B~:. Jrn11;, Dr. A. 'Watoon 
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1 I,' 
l. (~r-l!.!,U'nl ni m 
. 
'l'ho dovolopmont or o.n oxpor:l.molltnl .. technique to control thG i)0\.,.01"' 
of' an o:toch•icnl.ly heated sur!'aco ao that it simulates tho 
hl"hnviour or a reactor fuol element. · 
;- , 
.. . . . . 
' '· 
Simula.tin~. th~ correc·t .bounda.+Y' ,co~ditions ·on ·a l'loat.or · s~r:faco 
:to1· cxpcriaucmto.l heat transfer s'tudico dur:Ln&' dopA""ossurisa tion 
and :ro ... wottina-•. 
Expol."i mental. rnc:l.:l.i t~.o:.~ n.nd Pl'OB"rnmm\l, 
.. 
A dil:i tal compwtor. oporatir1g in real ti'mo is used to simula.to. · · 
I 
tllo dynamic bohavi.our of a ·ro,actor fuol ttl.omo~t by tlumorico.l 
. 
soluti.nn . of' a. ono dimensional time dopendont lleu.t. conductioJl . 
. oquution. Tho c~rnJ,utad' surf'acc' hoat f'lu.x. is :rod to a control 
system that ro(~lates ·q,e po\oter. of' beater (cui·l"on.tly 'a thin 
•• platicrnum wiro). The· s\.ar:C'aco toniporature ·of' the houto,." is thon 
I 
:Cod· bacl(. to tho dic:i. t'al comP,iltor as ·a. boundary condition ~or 
I 
the solution of tho ·~o~cluc,tion equation·~ ·Using this ·toclu~i"quo, 
. 
'tuol olnmo!Lts ,.,i th a. wide ·variety·. of' physical properties, 
. ' 
tcn•poraturo pro'f"ilos,; ~~.at aon;ration eto may bo simulated ,to 
p.roVidG more 140nlist.~~ ~Oundarr ClOtlditions ;l.n eXperimental heat 
trnna:i:'or studios. 
4. Prnjc(·t, ~tatun . ' . ' 
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A· contrc,:4.· ~yst.em iuis ·.be~n .dov~loped to~a~C)uratoly regula to the 
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•• 
' I 
PO'"or in o. thin plnti1:n'.un strip or wil"o· :.md to cive sto.blo 
operation in conveotivo, nucleate i transition and !"il.m boiling •. 
neal time corilputer simulations ot roo.ctor tuol 'elements havo 
:i.mplcmcntod on a Honeywoll nnPS16 Mint comput.er with 8K o'£ • 
• 
momocy•. 
(ii) Esso~tinl results Nono 
.. , . 
s. Next staps 
To :fully toot the systtcm a.cninst art experiment vi th· well kno-wn 
heat trans~or properties. ' I 
6. JlP.J n.tioJl \d. th oi.he':r projcc{:s' 
It is intendod to uso ·the oxporimon.tal tochniquo in tho '£pl·low-
ing areas: • 
o.) 
b) 
Trnnsi tioil to rilm boilint.: ·induoad by' a prossuro reduction. 
' . 
Rewott.in&' or a hot· surta.oe vith· a :liquid coolant.· 
7. Jl.cfcronco riocumonts 
None 
8. DcercA Of tl.VailD.bility 
I ' 
. '' 












Class if i.e aU on ..__..... ____ _ 1.1.2 
r------------------------------------------------,-~-------------------------
Title 1 Blowdown of a steam drum U.K. 
C.E.G.B. 
Title 2 Orgnni.satio~ C.~.R.L. 
Initiated 197b CompletC!d ~jcct Lcadr.rs 
Status Continuing Last updating. Dr ~r~~ Farmer Dr U.J. Woodford 
Ann 197R 
1. General A1m · 
'!'o exam1ne the b~haviour of tile fluid in a steam drum 
separator during LOCA conditions using Freon 12 as a modelling 
fluid. 
2.. Particular Objectives· 
'!'o determine. the period during wtiich liquid continues to 
flow down the downcom~rs. To determine the flashing behaviour 
in -the drum. To compare data with existing models and formulate 
new ones. 
3. Exper1mental Facilities and Programme 
... 
A drum slice l.b m dia. by 1.6 m long will be blown down from 
either top or bottom 9r Both. Voidage, temperature and pressure 
measurements will be made in· .the ·vessel and pipework. Mass flow will 
be measured tn the blowdown l!nes. The modelling 'fluid is·Freon 12 
at pressur~s ~p:to 15 bar. lnitiai studies will examine a drum 
cleared of internals. Separation equipment will be installed for 
later work. 
4. Project Status 









TjtJe 1 Four-Quadrant, Two-phase flow in pumpE Country U.K. 
~onsor CEGB 
Ma~chwopd Eng. Labs. 
Orsan1r.at1o'! · 




Mr~ E.M. Curtis 
. To obtain the knowledge of pump flows required for the prediction of 
post LOCA conditions in water reactors.· · • 
Particular Objectives 
To determine the performance characteristics of a typical reactor 
circulating pump in t~p-phase, four-quadrant operation as a function of 
voidage, flow regime, pressure rat'io etc. 
Experimental Facit"ities and Programme ..• 
Measurements will be made using 
125 mm inlet) in an air-water loop. 
scale model pumps ·(50 mm inlet and 
Transparent pipes and pumps will 
, ' .. ; >;,/ :>:~~~.{t:.~ :, :-:.::c::~ permit flow visualisation. 1 • 
Project status 
. 
Siagle phase exva~imenta.in progress~ 
- ~ , 
... ..., .. ,, 
~ ... .,_ I ~' •· ' 
'•• ,I • ,. ' 
~·· '\' "• .. :~~. • ~~ 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGYAGE): I 
LOCA UNCERtAINTY JURQIRS (GSD'..2) 
' 
I 






































































I. I. ... 31. 12. 1978 Klanlflka:on/Otanlfloatlon 1 • 1 • K~~na~ynon/Proteot N~mDtr • .04 PNS 4234) 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Best~~ung der Nachze~fallswarme der Spaltprodukte FRG 
von U im Zeitbereich 10 - 1000 sec Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
235 Kernforschungszentrum Decay Heat Measurement of U Fission Products Karlsruhe 




Stand dar Arbelten/Status 
Continuing 
I. General Aim 
LOCA Analysis 
2. Particular Objectives 
he1 INR 
Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project 
1979 K. Baumung 
Berlchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewllllgte Mittel/Funds 
December 1978 
235 Providing decay heat data of U for short cooling times up to 1000 seconds. 
3. Research Program 
Irradiation of pellet-like fuel samples and measurement of their adiabatic 
temperature rise and y-energy output due to fission product decay. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Leader 
A pneumatic transfer system providing a good cooling of the fuel samples 
during irradiation is connected to a computer-controlled adiabatic calorimeter. 
The energy loss due to y-escape is recorded by a MOxon-Rae-type y-energy-flux 
detector. Monte-Carlo-codes for the calculation of the burnup profiles, the 
y-escape characteristics and heat source distributions of the fuel samples 
are provided for the transfer of the experimental results to the test-pin 
conditions of the blowdown-experiments. 
5. Progress to Date 
The experimental facility was installed at the FR2 reactor and test runs were 
performed. A contamination monitor was installed in order to reduce the release 




1.1.- 31.12.1978 06.01.04 (PNS 42'34) 
6. Results 
The proper operation of the transport system was demonstrated and all security 
requirements of the reactor operator are met. The operating permission was 
granted. The regulation perfo~nce of the calorimeter-jacket was found to be 
+ 2 • 10-3 K, the sensitivity of the calorimeter is 10-4 W, its response time 
constant about 2 seconds. 
7. Next Steps 
The next step will be the irradiation experiments, and in parallel, the 









LAtJGUAGf.): TITLE (ORIGINAL '' 
' 
. Anal is i d c i. t r 3 n s 1 tori termici cd idr3ulici a scgui 
to <.li l.OCA nei rcattori ad acqua lcggcra e nci si-
. I 
stcmi di contcnimcnto associcati. 
. 
Tl'fLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : 
I 
Analysis of thcrm:1l and hyd rau'l ic transients follo-
\dng 3 LOCA in L.W. reactors and in associated con 




STATUS: • LAST UPDATING: ' 
in progress May 1!>7!):· 
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FLECHT. Low flooding rate test 
program ( Full length 






INITIATED . (date) COMPLETED. 
Hay 1974 · 
STATUS 
'LAST UPDATING 



















l. GENERAL J'l.IM 
The general objective of the FLECh~ ~est pro~~~ i~ to obtain exp~rimental 
data £or use in evaluating the,heat transfer capabilities of a PWR 
Emergency core cooling system during a postuia~ed loss•of-coolant accident. 
2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of the tests to be conducted in the modified FLECHT test • 
configuration are· to supplement the pa~ametric effects studied in the.· 
original FLECHT progrum, ·and to provide heat transfer cQefficient and 
entrainment data at flooding rates of .l in/seQ and below. The forced 
flooding.tests will be conducted with rod bundles h~ving a cosine and·a 
. skewed a:x:ial, power profile. . . . . ·~ 
3. EXPERIHENTAL FACILITY : f 
The FLECHT-SET test facility will be modified to· conduct forced flooding. 
tests ·as shown in Figure l. 
The modified facility· consists of: 
a) The original FLECHT tast sectiqn hous~ng with baffle installed in 







The lO x lO rod bundle an~ related existing instrumentation including 
the &~C liquid level·transmitter. 
The existing pressurized water supply accumulator· and injeQtion line 
with three rotametera injection rat.~s from .0,. 5 _to l:~ in/sea. 
A close coupl~d carryove:zr ta~k conrt~cted ~o the test &faction upper 
plenum. 
capacity· of· A co~~ercially available steam.separator with a 
2 soo lbs/hr, and a liquid collection t·ank to collect· l.;Lqui4·entra.;ned 
in the ~xhaust steam.· 
. ' . ... . ' 




- t.l-1-. I 
....... -
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d) A close coupled carryover tank connected to the test section 
upper plenum. 
e) A commercially available steam separator with a .capacity 
of 2500 lbs/hr, and a liquid colle6tion tan~ to collect 
liquid entrained in the exhaust steam. 
f)' Exhaust pipinq with'a system pressure control valve and 
·an orifice plata flow mater·to mesure steam flow rate. 
4. PROJECT STATUS 
I • 
a) ?roq.ress to-date : · 
' 
Modlfications to the test facility have been completed, 
and shakedown testing has been started wi'th· the cosine 
axial power profile rod bundle. 
· b) Results : None 
s. NEXT STEPS 
Complete tasting with a ro<l.having a cosine axial power 
profile in April, 1975, 
Complete testing with a rod bundle having a skewed axial 
power profile in November 1975. 




This program is related to all other.Emergency Core Oooling , 
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~lowdown, Refill and Reflood 
FLECHT-SET· 
· 7. . REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 
a) WCAP-7665 - PWR FLECHT Finai 
b) WCAP-7931 - PWR FLECHT Final 
8. DEGREE OF AVAILABILITY 
' 
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LIQ. LEVEL 
CARRYOVER TANK 
~ 1.LL INSTRm.lENTATION IS 
NOT SHOt·lN 
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I F.LECHT SET Full Length· Emercency Cooling Heat Transfer Systems Effect 
Tests. 
~SPONSOR 
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&PROJECT LEADER . . I~.Title 2 :--------------------------------- SCIENTISTS a ~ Initiated (date) Completed 
7/30/74 
Status· : Last updating l 
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FLECHT FLECHT-SET 
. . / . 
; . 
I 
· · . (Full Lenc;Jth Emergency· Cooling Heat 'l'rans er ... 
' ' . ' 
. System Ef.fepts. ~ests) . 
. .. 
l. GENERAL AIM 
. I 
Following a primary system loss-of-coolant accident, tl)e 
syst~m would rapidly depressurize •. The·l9~s of coolant 
.. 
m.ay partially or wholly .uncover the reactor core.: . The ., .. · 
Emerge_ncy Core Cooling System ··is provid,ed to: rapidly reflood 
the reactor vessel under .such conditions, •and ensures that 
any damage to the core does not lead to any·unacceptable 
consequences either in the ~lant or off~sit~. 
The original.FLECU'l' series of tests.wore designed as separate 
effects type tests to. investigate ,the ~e_flo0d heat transfer. 
history of hot fuel rods ·in the core during the! refl'ood · 
phase of a· .LOCA. The reports of thi's series of tests •re 
given in References l-4. 
. . 
2. 
I·'r,Ecn·r~SET ·is· a continuation of the r,LECHT ·bottom· flooding 
\ 
tost P.X9cpt that the effects of the ~ystem volumes 1 
rr,n1nt:.1JH~cs, elcv;\tions and .. other heat inpu·ts are modeled 
to ol't~in th" r:~·t-;tom f.acdb~ck on· the· floOding rate· and ~ . · 
. . 
hc~t tt~ansfcr·. The prOCJram \~ill consist of two phases. · , 
Each phase is interide41 to simui:ate a .4 .loop PWR,with various.· 
degrees of sophistication: . Deta.il's on each ar' i~olud~d. 
in su~sequofit section~~ 
~ \ ' .... 
· .. 
. . 
· .. '-l 
. ' 
... , 
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3. EX.PERIHENTAL, FACILITIES AND PROGRAM 
' 
Experimental facil,i ty is illustrated by figure· l and is 
described in references 5 and 6. 
The pr.ogram is divided in 2 ·steps : 
PHASE A consisting of scop~ng, tests (1 loop no steam 
generator) 
- PHASE B including a more cornp~ete systems effect· 
simulation (2 loop steam generator simulntion). 
·'" 
4. PROJECT STATUS 
4.1. Programs to-date 
Phase.A consisted of a set of early scoping tests employing 
a simplified 1 loop system simulation without a steam generator. 
(long lead item). The simplification ll loop representing 
4 loops) is considered necessary ±n order to measure flood 
rate and particularly the test section effluent two phase flow 
rate. Without the steam generator producing single phase flow 
.at its exit, this is not measurable with standard orifice 
measuring techniques. Hence a simple system devised which 
separates, .c~llects, and measures test section liquid effluent, 
then heats the remaining'steam to ·s~turation or above, 'thereby· 
allowing a meaningful single phase orifice flow measurement. 
The liquid carryover is ~eparated and collected at a measured 
rate (at the steam generator location) prior to passing through 
the largest flow resistance of the loop. A high quality mix-
ture (x > .95) then' enters a 24 ft •. length of heated pipe where 
any remaining liquid is vaporized prior to passing through 
the loop orifice. Sin~o the flow through the calibrated orifice 
is Ginglo plulse, the flow rate can be determined by measuring 
tho pressure d'rop and upstream temperature and p.te$sure• A 
total effluent flow rate and quality.·can be cal-culated 
'. 
'· 
fro~ the collection rate of liquid and the flow rate through 
the orifice. 
The test in this configuration are complete and a data/a~alysis 
report .has bee~ issued (reference 5) . The general result 
found from these tests was that the variable flow into t~e 
test assembly, caused by the system response during reflQoding, 
I 
yielded higher heat transfer than t~~t which would be ca~culated 
using the FLECHT heat transfer correlation and the calculated 
flooding rate. 
Phase B is in~ended to be a ~ore complete systems effect 
simulation of a PWR 4 l~op plant and 1 broken loop and 3 
unbroken loops, including steam generator heat addition and 
elevation effects. Since the steam generators superheat the 
test section effluent, rneaninglful.orifice flow measurements 
can be made downstream of the steam generators using the loop 
orifice. The FLECHT-SET phase B loop drawing is given in 
Figure 1. Th·e system is described in detail in reference 6. 
A total of 35 phase B tests have been completed includin~ 
facility shakedown tests and repeat tests. ~f these tests, 
.. 20 will be reported in a data report and will be separately 
analyzed in a data evaluation report. 
4.2. Essential Results 
. ' 
The same general trends observed in Phase A were also ob~ 
served in Phase B ; the variable bundle flooding rate re-
sulted in higher heat transfer than that calculated by ~he . 
FLECHT correlation. 
Several questions have peen raised .on the scaling logic used 
. to design the FLECHT-SET f~cili tY,• , The AEC critically 
reviewed the facility and has issued a task force report,o~ 
, 
, .. •' 
... 
' . 
··, ........ ··· 
,..., 
\, 
... ~ .1 
! 
··.; 
- L8A ..... 
' ' 
the facility.. In general,· they either agreed with the design 
or suggested modifications whi'ch would mak~ the scaling logic 
more exact. The' AEC was particularly concerned about the 
·observed large oscitlations which occurred at the beginning 
of reflood. The Phase A data indicated that.the large oscil• 
lations were caused by the rapid heat release from the test 
section housin·g. Since the rate of heat release could not 
be controlled from the housing, (althpugh the time integral 
of the heat release could' be controlled), the majority of 
the Phase B tests we~e conducted with the housing heated to 
the fluid saturation temperature 
. 
such that the housing heat 
release was minimized. ... 
.. 
s. NEXT STEPS 
With the issuance of the new ECCS cr±teria, the AEC has re-
f 
evaluated its reflooding heat transfer requirements and has 
requested that the systems effects tests stop and that the 
. 
FLECHT-SET facility be converted into a forced flooding heat · 
transfer facility such that specific reflood heat transfer 
questions identified in the new criteria could be examined. 
The FL~CHT-SET testing has stopped and the facility is being 
converted to a forced flooding mode· of ~peration and tests 
in this configuration are scheduled to begin in December 1974. 
6. 
. I 
.RELATION WITH OTHER PROJECTS. 
This program was in the line o: other ECCS programs on the 
post blowdown phenomena like FLECHT, STEAM WATE~·MIXING ••• 
,1 
·., l 
- t.d t. -
, .. ·· 
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l. GENERAL AIM 
During a LOCA, the effects of venting steam with cold water. 
accumulator and safety pump injection are not quantifi~d •.. ~ ,. 
In order to calculate the steam flows vented through :the ·; · 
cold ·.leg, the effective. resistances must be 'determined 
experimentally. ·· 
.. 
. 2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
The AEC interim criteria states in pa~t : 
'I, 
I~ 
ln. "No steam flow shall be permitted. in intact loops durinq. 
the time period that ·~accumulators are 'injecting". 
2. "All effects of cold injection water,- in either a hot or 
cold leg, in steam flow (and A P) should be included in ·. 
the calculation". 
The intent of the steam/water mixing program is to relax 
· these overly conservative design criteria by obtaininq 
pressure drop data during cold water injection for. use in 
blowdown and reflood codes. 
3. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND PROGRAM 
''i. 
Tests were conducted at approximate conditions expected to . , 
exist during and after blowdown. Taole 1· presents a list 
of the important parameters, and their ranges. ,~ 
The test sections represent scaled segments (length to 
diameter rc:1tio is c.onstant) of the piping between the reac.tor 
coolant pump ~nd .. tho reactor vassal. 'l'he full· PWR pr_ima:r:y, 
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'\ 
surge tanks at either end allow a constant pressure drop to 
be set across the l'oop, representing a fixed downcorner head •. 
. The steam flow resulting from this fixed driving force was 
measured. A typical test setup is pictured in Figure 1. 
'The effect of scale was studied to extend the test results 
t.o a full scale PWR. Tests have been run at l/14 and l/3 . 
scale. .Tests were also run with and w'ithout the full length 
· cold leg extension pictured ·in Figure l for the l/3 scale 
test section. 
Instrumentation includ.ed density me.asurement·by a low energy 
X~ray attenuation technique, a~ well as temperatures, 
pressures and pr~ssure drop~. 
. . . 
\ 
This work was performed by Westinghouse at the Canadian 
' ~7estinghouse Laboratories in Hamilton, Ontario,. Canada. 
This program has been submitted to EPRI (Electrical Power 
• Research Institute) for' cooperative funding. 
4. PROJECT STATUS 
. . 
... 
·Progress to-date and essential results. 
A series·of tests have been completed at 1/14 scale with 
injection angles of 90°, 60° and 45° in both the accumulator 
and SIS phase of reflood. Test section pressure drops in 
the accumulator range can be pred~~.ted reasonably well witn 
a simple model based on one-dimensional momentum consid-
erations. For 90°, the eff~ct of ~ccumulator injection is 
to decrease test loop steam ventin~ capability by 5 to 30\ 
from the no-injectioh case. For 45° injection, the steam 
venting capability is increased due to the pumping action 
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The 1/14 scale simulated blowdown tests have been performed 
and the pressure drop data was found .. to agree reasonably> well 
with the one-dimensional momentum prediction. · Density 
measurements indicated 'that the two-phase flow was nearly 
homogeneous during, the higher pressure' blowdown tests. 
Density measurements have also been obtained for both the 
high ECC flow (accumulator) and ,low ECC fl0\'1 .(pumped injection) 
portion of the·· reflood transient. 'The pressure oscillations 
. which were observed on·' the pres sur~ transducers was found 
.I 
to be caused qy oscillating flow. ·The oscillating flow 
behavio~r was observed on. both the density and thermocouple . 
readings. The l/14 scale report shall be issued shortly. 
The 1/3 scale tests and data analysis is complete and the 
report is presently being published. The l/3 scale tests 
showed similar behavior but more scatter as compared with 
the l/14 scale data. The same ~odel which was used to 
represent the steady c.old leg. pressure drop data for the 
1/14 scale tests will also re~resent the l/3 scale data if 
the upper bound limit is increased to 1 psia. Scale effects 
were ~bserved in the l/3 scale tests,. however; they can be 
'included in the 1 psia uppar boun·d on the data.~~ 
s. NEXT STl'::P S . I 
.;, I. 
EPIU has indicated that they would require additional testing·, 
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6. RELATION t'l!TH OTHER PROJECTS. 
This progr~ is related to all other ECCS programs that aim 
to a better understanding·of the· post blowdown transient· 
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Cold Leg Steam'Quality 
Water Injection Velocity 
Accumulator Water Temp. 
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. ·: .. 
Range 
·45 to 20 psia 
' . 
SO to 400 · ft/sec : : · 
60% - 300 psia to: · ·. 
550°F - 20' psia I 
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STEAM-WATER MIXING TEST CONFIGURATION 
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31. 1 2 • 78 
General Aim 
Experi,mental investigation on the feed back of the 
primary loops of a PWR on the refill and reflood of the 
core. 
Particular Objectives 
Measuring of the thermohydraulic quantities which 
.influence the cooling of the core, in particular heat 
•transfer coefficients, flooding rates, quenching times 
and pressure diff~rentials. 
Research Program 
The test facility is designed to cover the following 
parametric variations: 
- Max. initial clad temperature: 500 to 800 9c 
- System pressure: 1 - 6 bars 
- Max. decay heat flux: 4 to 8 W/cm2 
- Time function of decay heat: const, ANS standard 
- Reflood rates: 6 - 60 em/sec 
- Split of reflood rates top/bottom: 0/5, 1/4, 2/3, 3/2 
4/1, 5/0 
- Time function of injection rates: const, accumulator 
characteristic 
- Break size: 0,25 tl 2 F (double ended guillotine) 
- Break location• hot leg, cold leg, 
- Simulated pump resistance: locked rotor, free rotor 
• Residual water in lower plenum: 0 to lower grid plate 








In order to investigate the refill and reflood phase in a 
PWR including the feedback of the complete primary system, 
a test facility was built. Beside a 340 rod-testbundle it 
includes three 'scaled down primary loops with active 
steam generators. 
Due to a test bundle with 340 electrically heated rods of 
3,9 m heated length the scaling factor between experiment 
and the reference power plant Biblis B is 1 : 134. All 
heights are simulated full size, the loop system is 
designed to have the same pressure drop as in the reactor. 
The instrumentation will provide information on heat 
transfer and water level rise in the bundle temperatures 
and heat transfer in the steam generator and flow 
conditions in the loops and at the break. The data 
acquisation system is capable of handling up to 300 channels 
at 1 Hz scanning rate. 
Progress to Date 
The position of the heating filament at two locations 
(0° and 90°) in 50 heater rods was measured by X-ray 
and recorded, and 25 were chosen for instrumenting with 
thermocouples. 
The position of the spacer grid, the temperature measuring 
levels and the radial distribution of the instrumented 
heater rods, as well as the position of the control rod 
guide tube, were established in consultation with the GRS • 
• 
With the completion of the second test bundle, the 
following work was car~ied out: 
- 160 heater rods were tested for leaks and , if necessary, 
rebrazed and redressed. Subsequently the cerami~ caps 
were brazed on and welded 
- The thermocouples were brazed in the gooves of the 
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and subsequently the thermocouples measured 
throughout and recorded. 
For the remainder of the delivered heater rods, 
the Helium leak test was carried out, and, if 
necessary, rebrazing was resorted too. Afterwards 
the end caps were brazed on, and the internal 
resistance measured and recorded. 
The spacer grids for the inner heated zone and the 
upper contact plate with the silver plate were 
completed. 
To permit the installation of the Film Probes and the 
Density Measurement Probes, the lead-ins to the 
conduit, core container and rod bundle container 
were constructed. 
The individual current leads for the heater rods 
were constructed. They enable the recognition of the 
I 
failure of a single rod. 
The control rod guide tubes (unheated rods of 13 .·7 mm 
dia.) were completed. Six rods were prepared for the 
installation of the Steam-Probe, which will enable a 
wall temperature measurement at any given time on 
all 7 measurement levels. 
Two rods with Core Liquid Level Detectors and 5 rods 
with core impedance probes we~e supplied by the NRC. 
Contract partner in the USA. 
Details of further collaboration were discussed in a 
meeting with representatives from the USA. Although not 
anticipated by KWU, it appeared that the signals of 
the Liquid Level Sensors can be processed digi~lly 
< . 
on-line, rather than being first stored in an inter-
mediate operation on analog tape, as in the LOFT Project. 
The data processing equipment necessary for it does not 
exist and as yet was not provided for in the preparations 











Except for some failed thermocouples, the required 
25 heater rods are instrumented. The 340 rods required 
for the bundle are completely installed. The spacer grids 
for the inner zone and the upper contact plate, 
including the siiver plate, are completed. The NRC 
(Dr. Hsu) notified KWU that, for PKL II, only 5 
(instead of 10) rods. with Core Impedance Probes and 
only 4 (instead of 10) Film Probes have been completed 
by Oak Ridge. This makes necessary a new distribution 
of the 5 rods in the bundle. ,. ...... \ 
Next Steps 
The bundle assembly is being continued. 
Relation with Other Projects 
RS 0036 C, RS .287 
References 
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Experimental investigation of the refill and reflood phase 
during a LOCA, using a sufficiently large model of the entire 
PWR primary loop. 
Particular Objectives 
Special aims of this program are 
- to perform approx. 15 more test runs in the PKL test 
facility using the currently installed 340 rod bundle 
- selection and upgrading of additional instrumentation, 
especially for the second bundle 
- to replace the current bundle by the new one 
- to perform approx. 30 more test runs with the· new bundle. 
Parallel and subsequent to the test runs,~the results will 
be evaluated and presented in test reports. 
Research Program 
Performance of further refill and reflood tests. 
Additional instrumentation provided for the second test bundle 
Modifications and additions for the PKL test facilit¥ 
Installation of the new bundle 
Start-up 
Performance of tests · 
Evalua~ion and1 documentation of test results. 
Test Facility 
The PKL test facility simulates as closely as possib~e the 
primary loops including active steam generators of a 
-2-
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1300 MW plant, scale 1 : 134 (referring to number of 
heater rods). The conceptual design of the test facility 
has the following specific features: 
- exact simulation of the core geometry and heating of 
the bundle 
- exact simulation of all reactor elevations, locations of 
feed nozzles leading into the primary loops and pressure 
loss sequences 
- sufficiently good simulation of the circuit volumes and 
the thermal capacities of the primary- and the secondary 
sides. 
The test results are to verify the computer codes used for 
emergency core cooling analysis. In this connection special 
attention should be paid to the results obtained not only 
from the German FLUT and WAK programs, but also from RELAP4 
MOD6 and TRAC which are developed in the USA as well as the 
REFLOS program which was developed by GRS from the US code 
FLOOD4. 
5. Progress to Date 
The work completed during the reporting period is basically 
divided into two tasks: the preparation and completion of 
test series IB and the preparation of test series II. ,.,. 
.. 
Test series IB: 
The plans for test series IB are to perform about 15 -/20 
more tests with the first test bundle, following series IB 
{RS 36 B). On that occasion the following parame~ers are to 
be studied more thoroughly in tests with a rupture located 
I in the cold leg: 
- tests for the proper model simulation of hot leg injection 
in primary coolant loops by varying the internals in the 
upper plenum 
- systematic variation of the distribution of flood water 
between hot-leg and cold-leg injection locations 
-effects of a reduced containment backpressure of 1:2 bar 
(4.2 bar regularly, so far) 
- reduction of rupture cross-section to 1/2 F (2 F regularly, 
so far). -3-
. -· -----------·-- . .,._... _______ ___, 
> ' 
' ' I ' 
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Should the bund~e instrumenta~~on still provide sufficient 
test data, then further tests with ruptures located in the 
hot leg are planned. 
So far, the first-mentioned tests have been performed with 
varying internals and varying injection of the flood water 
in 7 test runs (5 of which with varying test conditions) 
(K14 series). The yariation of internals was made for the 
following rea~ons: 
- On account of the model simulation of the rea€tor in 
primary coolant loops (heights 1 : 1, but reduction of 
cross-sections at a scale factor of 1 : 134) the flood 
water injection is to be effected in such a way that 
both in the downcomer and in the upper plenum the 
processes to be expected for the reactor develop properly 
from a phenomenological point of view. Their influence on 
the refill and reflood process was examined by means of 
varying the internals and changing the water supply. 
- As, apart from the TRAC computer program, only one-
dimensional programs are available for verifying the 
tests, an attempt should be made (and better than in the 
IA test series) to achieve radially symmetric cooling 
conditions in the test bundle. 
-By means of more instrumentation in the~pper plenum 
and especially above the rod holding plate, the tests 
should furnish measuring data concerning events at the 
rod holding plate for the 20/30 test project, which is 
yet to be planned, as the rod holding plate is the 
. 
interface between the 2 D (core segment) and 3D test 
projects (upper plenum). 
For exclusive cold-leg injection a test was carried out 
in order to study the influence of one or two downcomer 
pipes on the test sequence. The results of this K5.4A test 
(with one downcomer pipe) are nearly identical with those of 
the K5.3A test (with two downgemer·pipes). 
Preparations for test series II: 
Parallel to the work done on the second test bundle '(RS 36 B), 
•' 
-4-
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'the activities concerning the expanded measurements for 
PKL II and the test preparations have been combined here. 
USNRC (US Nuclear Regulatory Commission) lend out measuring 
instruments for texpanding and improving the test data within 
the scope of the PKL II test section. These are the following 
measuring systems: 
- impedance probes in the bundle and in the upper plenum to 
determine the density and velocity of the medium (through 
transit time measurements) 
- measurements of film thickness on the flow channel walls 
(test bundle) 
- so-called liquid level detectors in the bundle and the 
upper plenum for measurements of water level and/or 
water distribution 
- turbine probes in the upper plenum (velocity of fluid) 
- two-phase mass flow measuring units (instrumented spool 
pieces) in the primary loops (4 measuring points) 
- technical assistance with the construction of a superheated-
steam probe 
- optical viewing system using video tape recording for the 
upper plenum. 
The detectors for the test bundle itself are attached in or 
on unheated rods (simulation of the control rol guide tubes) 
and have been supplied in part. To proof-real detectors in 
the test bundle (max. 900 °C rod temperature) a 9-rod test 
set-up is used. So far initial tests have been performed 
with so-called superheated-steam probes, which ar~ meant to 
determine the sdperheating of the steam, if any, and with 
· a high-frequency probe developed at Karlsruhe Nuclear 
Research Centre (KFK) for determining the portions of 
water and steam in the flow. 
6. Results 
For the tests of the first section of the IB series, KWU 
have compiled ~e measurement results, and GRS-M and XWU 
have finished the analyses. On the basis of these 
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decided upon for the future tests. 
~ Next Steps 
8. 
- completion of the remaining tests of series IB 
- disassembling of the first bundle, rearrangement of the 
test set-up for test series II and assembly of the second 
test bundle 
- installation of the additional test instruments 
- expansion of the data recording unit to about 500 measuring 
channels and an additional 23 channels with prompt interro-
gation (max. 3.2 Kc/s per channel). 
Relation with Other Proje'cts 
RS 0036 C 
9. References 
10. De2ree of Availability 
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31. 12. 78 
General Aim 
In order to improve the reflood models, the hydraulics 
during reflood will be studied in detail. 
Particular Objectives 
A detailed knowledge of the hydraulics in a channel during 
the reflood phase and the resulting flow pattern will improve 
the calculation of heat transfer in the unwetted area. With 
the help of this experiment, criteria will be worked out for 
the transition from vapour to fog flow and from fog flow 
to film boiling in order to get more information on the 
extent of the different heat transfer regions. 
The coupling of the rewetting model, based on4heat conduction 
in the wall, with the hydraulics of the channel is a 
prerequisite for a general applicability of theoretical 
calculations. 
3. Research Program 
Rewetting experi~ents will be carried out for tubes with 
different hydraulic diameters varying the parameters: 
initial wall temperature, inlet subcooling, feed velocity 
and system pressure. Also the ratio of stored heat to the 
water content within the channel will be varied. 
A comparison will be made between Zircaloy and stainless 
steel clad in the annular test section for the progression 
of the rewetting front. 
-2-
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To improve the rewetting model information is needed on 
the rewetting temperature and on the effects near the 
rewetting front. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
For these experiments the test-rig used for the program RS 62 
' 
was modified in order to obtain more detailed information 
on the hydraulics during the reflood period. For these ex-
periments constant inlet conditions will be stressed. 
For special tests an annular test section with a quartz-
glass tube for the outer wall will be used. 
5. Progress to Date 
Under the topic "Formation of new rewetting fronts", 
additional tests have been performed on the annular test 
section, using a 0.45 rnrn stiff wire welded on to the test 
tube. Also, the rewetting process was verified by the / 
Finite-Element-Program, considering test related data. 
In order to evaluate the influence of the energy storage 
i 
capacity of the test tube insulation on the reflood phase, 
heat-up tests were performed. Beginning with a tube wall 
temperature between 200 and 400 °c and atmospaeric pressure 
heating rate between 3 and 5 W/cm2 was applied and the furthet:) 
temperature increase of the tube wall was measured as a 
funktion of time. The measurement results were evaluated 
and incorporated in the computer program HYDROFLUT. 
In addition, evaluations were made of the steam temperature 
and the phase shift in the second test series, where the 
latter was determined from the momentum measurement at the 
test tube outlet. 
t 
Experimental calculations were performed with the computer 
program developed in project RS 184, dealing with the de-
termination of flooding. These tests were to show whether 
or not the program would also yield satisfactory results 
under extreme conditions. -3-
i 
I 
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For that purpose parameter studies were pcrfor.mcd with the 
computer program HYDROFLUT. The results of a bundle test 
from series RS 36 were ve~ified by means of a program 
.. 
developed for single tube tests. 
6. Results 
7. 
Tests performed.with the welded wire showed that in this 
special case with established n~cleate boiling a new re-
wetting front occurs in the defective area. This was also 
confirmed by verification calculation, in which good agree-
ment was obtained with the experimental values. The test 
calculations performed with the computer program HYDROFLUT 
showed good agreement with the experiments even with increased 
heat flux. It appears that the program for extreme experi-
mental parameters yielded the turn-around temperatures ahd 
the quenching times to within 12 %. 
The parameter study revealed good agreement between calculation 
and measurement over a wide range. Bundle tests can be verfied 
by the computer model provided the modified boundary conditions , 
have been taken in~o account. 
Next Steps 
Project completed. • 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 36, RS 62 
9. References 
' ' 
10. Degree of Availabilit~ 
•'· 
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31. , 2. 78 
General Aim 
Preparation of a feasibility study for the "3D-experiment". 
This experiment will serve to study the 3-dimensional flow 
. effects in the upper plenum of a PWR during the refill and 
reflood phase after a LOCA. Moreover computer programs 
describing these effects will be verified with the 
experimental results. 
Particular Objectives 
This study is expected to render results upon which a 
decision will be made on whether or not the "3D-experiment'' 
will be performed. 
Research Program ' 
Specification of the planned test, estimate of usefulness 
by the architect engineer. 
Systems-related technical design of the test stand 
(test stand concept). 
Procedural preparation of the test stand concept. 
Preparation of specifications for the measurements and 
data acquisition, conceptual design of the data acquisition 
system. 
Evaluation of expenditures, dates and personnel re-
quirements for the tests. 
Experimental Facilities 
Experimental Facilities are not required for the test. 
-2-
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5. Progress to Date 
During a session held by the "SK Notklihlung" the make-up of. 
the final report was discussed. The discussion resulted in 
extensive changes being made in the report. Especially 
with respect to the 3D-experiment, an overall revision 
was made as to the reason why this experiment will be 
' performed and what the predicted benefit will be. 
In regard to design data, the required steam supply for 
the test stand as a function of the fracture size 
was significantly extended. The problem of coupling the 2D-
and 3D experiment was thoroughly discussed, taking into 
account the possibility of the two experiments not being 
performed parallel to each other; ideas developed by GRS 
were incorporated. Preliminary copies of the revised 
report were distributed to the SK-members, the BMFT, 
USNRC and JAERI. 
6. Results 
A technical solution of.the 3D-experiment was prepared by 
which the thermopydraulic behaviour of a PWR upper plenum 
can be examined during the refill- and reflood-phase aft-
er a LOCA. Both hot and cold two ended ruptures can be 
examined, whereby each time 1 functioning and 1 .uptured 
loop can be simulated. The design pressure for the test 
stand is 10 bar, the necessary steam flow is 340 kg/s max. 
The test stand will probably be erected at GKM (Mannheim). 
7. Ne'Xt steps 
Project is completed. 
8. Relation with Other Project 
I 
9. References 
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The study of an experimental investigation of the influence 
of multi-dimensional effects on flooding (3D-Experiment), 
conducted as a research task, is concluded. Because of the 
importance of basic individual points of the study and with 
regard to the desire and recommendations for changes, the 
discussions that have taken place within the Federal Republic 
of Germany and in the framework of trilateral cooperation 
have led to an expansion of the 3D-Experiment. 
Particular Objectives 
The objective of the planned work is therefore, through. in-
tensive work on individual, although essential construction 
and procedural details, to clarify still-exi,ting problems, 
to test the tebhnical feasibility of the recommended changes 
and program expansions, and to determine the accompanlng 
increased costs. 
3. Re·search Program 
3.1 Design of the 3D test facility with downcomer (simulation of 
a 180° sector). 
3.2 Investigation .of the possibility to fabricate the 3D test 
facility from carbon steel. 
3.3 Planning of the water/steam mixer. 
3.4 Conceptual planning for important parallel research. 
(P~anninq .. for the execution .of the experiment is not' a com-
ponent of the supplementary contract. It is expected that 
a follow-on contract will be placed). 
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3.5 Investigation of the wall effects in the test facility 
(required by the simulation of a half of the upper plenum) 
on the experimental results. 
3.6 Investigation of aspects of the downcomer simulation. 
3.7 Investigation of the possibility of alternative emergency 
cooling systems. 
3.8 Investigation and clarification of the modifications of 
the upper core support plate and upper tie plate. 
3.9 
3.10 
Investigation of the adequacy of simulation of reactor 
. conditions in the test facility in regard to the perforated 
baffle in the upper plenum. 
Development of the flow diagram of the 3D test faci~~ty 
with a downcomer and simulation of a 360° sector. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Experimental facilities and computer programs are not 
necessary for this study of the 3D Program. 
5. Progress to Date 
To 3.1 Development of the flow diagram and design of the test 
To 3. 2 
• facility under the conditions of the end phase of the blow-
down, refill and flooding phase for cold and hot leg breaks. 
Development of the regulating and control concepts for the 
test facility. Determination of the maximum st,am require-
ments and the maximum exhaust steam flow rate in the test 
facility on the basis of agree-upon best estimate 
assumptions for the reactor accident. 
Establishment of the controlling dimensions of the test vessel. 
Design of the test vessel with built-in components and 
important auxilary components. 
Break-down of the test facility into systems and subassemblies. 
Appogiatura for the three-dimensional distribution of the 
test instrumentation. 
Estimate of the maximum number of channels and signals fre~ 
quencies to enable the design of the data logger. 
t 
Consideration of the material specifications for the test 
facility. 














material for the minimizati.on of corrosion with the use of 
ferri tic material. 
Material specification for the individual components in the 
light of a specification of ferritic material for the test 
facility. 
Development proposals for the specification of the core 
simulator. 
Consideration of accompaning important structural investi-
gations. 
Estimation of the steam cross-flow in the upper plenum of 
a reactor during the refill and flooding phases, with 
cold and hot leg breaks. 
Development of a proposal for the structural specification 
of the baffle in the upper plenum and the simulation 
of the baffle steam flow. 
Consideration of the advantages of integrating the downcomer. 
Constructive proposals were developed for alternative 
emergency cooling systems and other reactor geometries. 
rlow diagram and ther.mohydraulic design of the test 





The flow diagram and the technical design data of the 3D 
tQst facility were_proposed. On technical and financial grounds 
the high steam demand during a test run is provided by 
Ruths-variable pressurizer. The exhaust steam flow through 
the hot and cold leg breaks as well as across the perforated 
baffle in the uppe+_plenum is condensed in the containment 
or in a water tank. The steam or water mass injected into 
the core simulator in the refill and flooding phases is 
discharged under control as water out of the lower plenum. 
The required extent and three-dimensional distribution.of 
the advanced instrumentation was established and a re-
commendation sent to the USNRC. 
' 
The use of ferritic materials is a major considerati~n in 
the light of the proposed conservation of resources. 
Problems could arise in regard to the adhesion of the 
-4-
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To 3.3 




To 3. 7 
+ 3.8 
To 3. 10 
magnetite layer as the result of the stresses caused by 
thermal shocks. 
The use of ferritic materials is further endangered by the 
use of water with a high electrical conductivity, as re-
quired by the use of the conductivity probes. 
Different development scenarios were put forth for the 
injection of steam and water in the core simulator. 
Investigations of the following problems should be 
carried out: 
steam and water injection in the core simulator, 
controllable flow fluctuations in the steam and water supply 
lines to the core simulator, 
('"""' 
regulation and control, 
water spraying into the containment (con~ensation of steam) 
The steam flow across the perforated baffle in the upper 
plenum reaches the highest value in the refill phase (hot leg 
break: 200 kg/sec). Also, in the flooding phase in most 
cases, the baffle-steam flow cannot be neglected. 
The steam flow across the perforated baffle is regulated by 
steam inlet valves and exhaust steam valves. 
The integration of the downcomer enables the investigation of 
water-steam counter current flow in the downcomer with the ori-
l 
ginal geometry during the end-phase of the blowdown and refill 
phases. In addition, a test facility with a downcomer conveys (--~-
the advantage that across the intact loops a flow path in 
parallel to that to the upper tie plate exists between 
the upper plenum and the core, so that in the test facility 
the pressure difference between the upper plenum and the 
core simulator acts automatically the same as in the reactor. 
The existence of the downcomer permits the investigation of 
a possible hydrau~ic fluctuation in the region of the core-
downcomer during the flooding phase. 
Alternative emergency cooling systems including vent valves 
(BBR) and other reactor geometries (the upper plenUm of the 
C-E design) can be investigated. 
The flow diagram for the 360° concept with and withoub 
simulation of the end phase of the blowdPWn is being 
submitted. 
-s-
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7. Next Steps 
The program is concluded. 
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continuing 31.12.1978 
' 
, . General Aim 
Parallel and complementary investigations to the experimen-
tal research program sponsored by BMFT as well as the de-
velopment of computer codes for the analysis of·the refill 
and reflood phases of LOCA. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1 Application of reflood codes within the frame of analytical 
work for the refill and reflood experiments 2D/30 ,· CCTF and 
PKL •. 
2.2 Development and improvement of reflood codes. 
' 2.3 Implementation of foreign codes. 




Analytical assistance to 2D/3D. 
·Analytical assistance to CCTF. 
Analytical assistance toRS 287 (PKL). 
3.4 Check out of further codes. 
3.5 Development of numerical methods of high efficiency. 
3.6 Development and _improvement of single models. 
3.7 Development of the FLUT-pilot~rogram. 
3.8 Implementation of foreign codes. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The refill and reflood experiments within the frame of 
RS 287 (PKL) are performed by KWU, Erlangen. The transfor-
mation of the data stored on.magnetic tapes into.engineering 










of the results will be carried out more and more by appro-
priate codes. At the present the code REFLOS /1/ which is 
utilized by GRS in the licensing practice, is used for the 
calculations. The computer code TRAC /2/, which was taken 
over from LASL in version 16.3, will be used for the calcu-
lation of particular problems of the refill and reflood 
processes. 
Progress to Date 
the Continuation of preparatory work and contribution to 
actual planning phase of the SCTF and UPTF: Comments on "' I I 
the program itself /3, 4, 5, 6, 21/, calculations and esti...l.._) 
mations of different parameters during the LOC phases end-· 
of-blowdown, refill and reflood related to a 1300 Mlie PWR 
/7, 8, 9, 10/, proposals, suggestions and calculations for 
the design of the SCTF /11, 12, 13, 14, 15/, and for the 
design of the UPTF /16, 17, 18, 19, 20/, proposals for the 
instrumentations /22/ and the test matrices /23, 24/. 
Performance of a deepening training in the handling of the 
advanced code TRAC-P1 (16.3) and in combination with modi-
fications of the grafics output file improvement of plotting 
routines in order to get a more detailed in1ormation from 
the calculated results. 
Analysis of some results of TRAC calculations of the PWR 
reference reactor and the SCTF. Performance of first TRAC 
runs for a 180 and a 360 section of the upper plenum. 
Participation dn different working groups and national and 
international experts meetings. 
No activities in this period. 
Development and test of different routines of a code system 
for the automatical evaluation of PKL experimental data, 
e.g. interpretation of mass flows, removal of stored energy 
from steam generator internals and the heater rods, presen-
tation of the spatial quench front propagation in defined 
levels. Performance of a post test calculation of the PKL 
test K1.3 by using the TRAC-P1 (16.3) code up to 227 s 
problem time. Performance of a comparative evaluation of 
the tests K1.1, K1.5, K1.7, K5,4a /25/. Performanee of the 
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. \d 3. 7 
Ad 3.8 
·analysis of the subseries K14 /26, 27/. Preparation of the 
·analysis of the test K1.3, K2, KSa, K5.1b with respect to 
the influence of'the power profile and of the tests K1.3, 
K1.4, KSa, K5.3a re,ferring to the loopresistance i~fl.uence. 
Participation in different working groups and experts 
meetings. 
First analysis of the RELAP4-Mod 6 heat transfer models, 
I 
especially with respect to an application to the refill 
and reflood problems. 
Continuation of the work on the development of efficient 
high-order method for the solution of fluid dynamics equa-
tions /28, 29/, especially with respect to the procedure it-
self and to the coding. Alternative preparation of a 
Argonne version for the time integration procedure-by/Gear. 
I 
Performance of comparative calculations with '.the codes 
ASWRP2-IMEX and TRAC-P1. (16.3) by using the OF-models 
/30, 31 I. 
; 
Analysis of single models of the TRAC-P1 (16.3) code. Cal-
culation of some 30 sample problems in order to check these 
models by the simulation of the reflood process in pipe -
U-tube- and vessel-geometries using subcooled and saturated 
fluid /32, 33, .34, · 35, 36/. Based on the detailed knowledge 
of the dif~erent TRAC models, proposals of models have been 
made to be built into the FLUT code • 
Development of the basis.of a two fluid model for the simu-
lation and quantification of the processes occuring during 
the refill and reflood phases of a LOCA. The main points of 
the development have been the possible and meaningful ap-
pointments o.f initial and boundary values and the transition 
f 
conditions. from the single phase to the two phase. fluid 
with special respect to the coarse computational mesh meth-
od /37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43/. 
Performance of a series of well-known adaptions for the 
conversion of the CDC code TRAC-P1 (16.3) (standard FORTRAN 
single precision floating point) to IBM (standard FORTRAN-
H-Extended with double precision floating point) •. Implemen-
tation and check on the Amdahl 470/V6 computer o~ GRS /44/. 









The results obtained from several runs with the code TRAC-
P1 (16.3) are of limited evidence: 
The simulation of the reactor typical end-of-blowdown 
and refill phases brought problems referring to an ap-
plication to SCTF. 
The usage of different nodalisations with the simulation 
of the PKL test K1.3 result in different values of the 
histories of cladding temperatures and quench times. 
From the comprehensive comparative evaluation of the PKL 
test following results can be derived: 
The influence of different loop resistances on the 
t 
quench behaviour of the highly heated up rods is minor 
in the case of a combined injection and is important in 
the case of only cold leg injection. 
A simulated radial power profile influences the quench 
behaviour in both cases - combined and cold leg injec-
tion - by a So % increase of the quenching time. In the 
cold leg injection case it causes an automatically shut-
off by reaching the pre-given temperature limits 900 oc 
and 930 °C. 
The influence of different constructions within the 
0 
upper plenum of PKL on the quench behaviour is decisive 
with respect to the precooling effect during the refill () 
phase and minor during the reflood phase •. 
A comparison between the TRAC-P1 (16.3) OF-model and the 
two fluid model by simulating a vertical pipe results in a 
nearly identical axial void distribution and relativ ve-
locities, which correspond in the.case of using the OF-
model with the empirical correlations. The two fluid model 
calculates slightly smaller values. 
The most important results of the check of TRAC included 
models are: 
The reflood processes can be simulated by TRAC. 
The two fluid model has some advantages in the low pres-
sure regio~ of a LOCA. 
First test runs with the actual version of the FLUT code 
have brought satisfactory results. 
- 5 -
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The to IBM converted program TRAC-P1 (16.3) received from 
LASL in ~arch 1978 is implemented on the Amdahl 470/V6 and 
released since 27.6.1978. 
•• 
Next Steps 
Continuation of the analytical assistance to th~ planning 
and construction of UPTF and SCTF. Analysis of results ob-
tained by the simulation of SCTF and the reference reactor 
with TRAC. 
Begin with the analytical assi~tance to CCTF. 
Simulation of a PKL test with TRAC-P1A. Continuation of 
comparative evaluations. 
Optimalization of the ASWR procedure. 
.· ' 
Ad 3.6 Further checks of TRAC models and preparation for take over 
into FLUT. 
Ad 3.7 Implementation of prepared models in FLUT. 
Ad 3.8 Take over and implementation of the version TRAC-P1A. 
8. Relation to other Projects 
2D/3D experiments. 
9. References 
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und des zugehorigen Ploprogrammes sowie der benotigten Unter-
programme aus dem "environmental subroutine package", Interne 
Mitteilung 2.2.1979 
Degree of Availability of the Reports 
The notes and internal reports are not available. The re-
sults are presented in GRS-A- ••• reports. These reports 
are available through the Gesellschaft fUr Reaktorsicher-
heit (GRS) mbH, Forschungsbetreuung, Glockengasse 2, 














NORHAV - RHC a core heat-up computer program 
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DENMARK 







:nitiated date: November 1:971 Completed date: 1976 J.G.M. Andersen 
H. Abel-Larsen 
Preben Hansen Status: completed 
1. General aim 
! Development of a multirod core heat-up computer. program, 
I 
I 
including spray cooling. 
2. Particular objectives 
RHC calculates the temperature transient of the fuel an~ 
coolant in a multirod cluster. geometry evaluating the influence of 
the emergency core cooling. The program is based.on a separate 
description of the water and steam phase in the primary system and 
a detailed description of the radiation heat transfer between the 
fuel rods and the shroud including''nfultiple reflection. The latter 
involves a determination of the absorption of thermal radiation in 
the two-phase'mixture in the fuel element. Furthermore, decay heat,( 
metal-water reactions, heat transfer due to convection and conduc-
tion, creation and propagation of water films on the shroud and the 
individual fuel rods. The program also takes into account the in-
fluenc.e of the primary system. 
3. Experimental facilities and proqr~mme 
- f ' i 






4. Project status 
1. Progress to date 
A version of the program·with spray cool'ing is available 
for production use. 
2. Essential results 
5. Next steps 
,,. 
Development of a flooding version of RHC, called NORCOOL-I.· 
6. Relation with other projects 
In addition to the present core heat-up program the NORHAV 
project includes: 
a) A one-dimensional blow.down computer program for· reactor 
systems under develo~ment at IFA, No+way. 
b) The Danish transient subchannel computer program TINA and. 
the one dimensional blo'\>t down opde RISOUE under. 
development·at Ris~. 
c) Updating of COBRA 3-C and RELAP 3 by STF, Finland and AE, 
Sweden. 
d) A 64-rod (electrically heated) core· ~eat-up experiment by 
AE, Sweden • 
. 1. Reference documents 
J~ns G. Munthe Andersen: 
REMI/HEAT COO~~ A Model.for Evaluation of Core Heat-up and 
I;mergency Core Spray Cooling System Performance fo'r Light-Water-
Cooled Nuclear Power Reactors. 
Ris~ Report No. 296, September 1973. 







TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
DENMARK 
SPONSORi RiS¢· Nationa Lab-
oratory 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: Rjs¢ National Lab-
Inverted annular film boiling. during the reflooding oratory 
phase. PROJF.CT LEADER: 
INITIATED: September 1977 COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
!Per Ottosen 
STATUS: Progressing. LAST UPDATING: 
45.897 
. '· 
1. General Aim 
Heat transfer on vertical surfaces in tubes under inverted annular 
film boiling. Measurements of axial void fraction distribution. 
2 .. Particular objectives 
An experimental and theoretical work concerning inverted 
film boiling in glass tubes u~ing.N2 as flow medium and steel 
tubes using water as flow medium has been started. 
Later on a theoretical work based on the experimental re-
sults will be started. 
3. Exparimental facilities 
A visual observable test section·made of glass tubes has been 
constructed. 
The mean void fraction can be measured by y-ray absorption 
by an error of ± 1,5% void fraction. 
•\1.4 .. 
4. Status 
4.1. Progress to date 
The first visual experiment using N2 as a two-phase flow 
in a heated glass tpbe has been tried. 
The instruments.for the measurements are still. being 
developed. 
5. Next steps 
Construction of a test loop, in which it is possible to 






Tbermohydraulique du LOCA. FRANCE J 
Organisme Directeur 
Etude des interactions mecaniques et thermo-
dynamiques dans ~'injection de secours d'un 
reacteur PWR : Programmes EPIS I et II. CEA/DgCS - EDF/SEPTEN 
TITLE (Anglais) 
LOCA thermohydraulics. 
Steam-water mixing studies for PWR : EPIS I and 
II projects. 




I • OBJEC'XIF GENERAL 
Etat actuel 
en cours 






Etude des phenomines se produisant lors de l'injection d'eau de secours par 
accumulateurs et pompes •au cours d'un accident de depressurisation d'un 
reacteur pressurise. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Developper des modeles physiques pour interpreter les experiences • 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME 
EPIS I : Etude de !'interaction mecanique par injection d'eau dans un debit 
d'air (echelle 1/11). 
EPIS II : Etude des interactions mecaniques et thermodynamiques par injection 
d'eau dans un debit de vapeur (echelle 1/25). 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUOE 
1) ~Y!~£~~~!-!-f~-i2~~ 
Essais EPIS I termines. Essa~s complementaires EPIS l' termines. 
Essais eau-air sur geometrie EPIS II termines. 
Installation EPIS It operationnelle, campagnes'd'essais I et 2 terminees • 
. /. 
-ll-8-
2) Resultats essentiels 
--------------------
- EPIS l 
- EPIS II 
Evolution des pertes de charge au niveau de !'injection en 
fonction des parametres principaux : 
• angle de piquage de l'injection, rapport des vitesse de 
l'eau et de l'air, niveau de pression de la cuve • 
• Test de differents modeles physiques (en cours) qui per-
mettraient de retrouver soit le 6P total, soit la ligne pie-
zometrique • 
• La force axiale sur la tuyauterie peut etre negligee dans 
la modelisation sur geometrie EPIS II • 
• La connaissance de la ligne piezometrique permet de cal-
euler le taux de vide a l'aval de !'injection • 
Observation de phenomenes oscillatoires dans des domaines 
precis de temperatures et de titres • 
~ Mesure des lignes piezometriques moyennes pour les regimes 
stationnaires et oscillatoires • 
• Premiere modelisation en stationnaire (dans la marge d'er-
reur des mesures) • 
• Premi~res bases d'un modele d'oscillations • 
5~ PROCBAINES ETAPES 
EPIS i Continuer la modelisation, en particulier : 
• Etude de em (du modele HEXECO) et de ses incertitudes • 
• Modelisation du noeud d'injection en visant !'extrapola-
tion au cas du reacteur • --
EPIS II Campagnes d'essais avec instrumentation amont et aval pl~s fine 
(capteurs piezometriques, microthermocouples, mesure de taux de 
vide) • 
Developpement de modUes en stationnaire et en regime oscillatoir 0 
I 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
- "Programme d'etudes des interactions mecaniques et thermodynamiques entre 
l'ecoulement principal de vapeur et l'eau des injections de secours d'un 
reacteur PWR" • 
tere partie : Experience EPIS I, rapport SEEN RT 76-014 
- "Programme d'etudes des interactions mecaniques et thermodynamiques entre 
l'ecoulement principal de vapeur et l'eau des injections de secours d'un 
reacteur PWR" 








- EPIS II 
Compte rendu de la ca~pagne d'essais n°1 
Rapport SEEN RT 77-117' 
- "Etude pdliminaire a l'injection de secours" 
3eme partie: EPIS I PRIME II 
par CHAULIAC, LAMOUREUX - Rapport SEEN RT 78-153 A 
- EPIS II 
Compte rendu de la campagne d'esaais n°2 






Thermohydraulique du LOCA : 
Etude experimentale du refroidissement de secours 
des reacteurs a eau - Programme ERSEC. 
TITLE (Anglais) 
LOCA Thermohydraulics : · 
Experimental investigation of water reactors 
safety injection : ERSEC project. 
Date de demarrage Etat ac:tuel 
01/01/72 en cours 
Date d'ac:hevement Derniire mise i jour 
31/12/80 o1i19 










Respo as able 
Sc:1entl.£J.ques 
' 
Etude du transfert de chaleur lors de la phase de refroidissement de secours 
de 1•accident de perte de rfifrigerant. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Developpement de modeles physiques pour !'interpretation des experiences. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME 
La boucle ERSEC comprend une section d'essai qui peut etre : 
soit un tube (0int • 12 mm, 1 • 3,25 m), soit un boitier carre contenant 
une grappe de 36 barreaux, entouree des elements permettant de fournir les 
conditions de l'essai. Ala sortie de la section d'essai, le melange eau-
vapeur est separe : 
- l'eau est recuperee dans.un r~servoir ou son volume est mesure; 
- la vapeur est envoyee sur des vannes de regulation permettant de garder 
la pression constante, puis dans un condenseur. 
Les principaux parametres sont : 
·- la pression · . 1 a 6 bars . 
- le flux de chaleur . 3 a 7 W/cm2 . 
- le debit surfacique d'injection . 2 a !8 g/cm2 sec • . 




·. • 2. 
Le programme comprend : 
.. 
Des _experiences de renoyage l debit constant en tube, 
Des experiences de zenoyage l charge constante en tube' 
Des experiences de renoyage l debit constant en grappe 36 barreaux 
17 X 17 • 
4 - ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
1) ~!!~£=!=~~-!-£=_i2~! 
- Une premiere campagne d'essais de renoyage l debit constant sur une 
.grappe 36 barreaux PWR 17x17 a eu lieu en 1975 mais a ete interrompue 
par suite d1 une perte d'isolement electrique des elements chauffants. 
Essais de renoyage A.debit constant sur une section d'essais tubulaire 
tres instrumentee et: avec isolation thermique par enceinte l vide : 
termines. 
- Essais de renoyage l debit constant sur tubes de differentes longueurs 
chauffants. 
- Mlse au point de la mesure de taux de vide dans l'ecoulement amont du 
~ront de trempe par diffusion d'un faisceau de neutrons. 
- Interpretation en cours des experiences : progression du ~ront de trempe 
avec le code de conduction bidimens{onnelle associe avec un modele de 
coefficient d'echange suivant : 
l la loi classique de Forster Zuber en ebullition nucleee bornee 
par la relation de flux critique de Zuber, on ajoute un terme en 
k d Tp 
dz 
qui traduit l'effet d'inertie thermique de la couche limite. 
Etude de l'ecoulement amont. / 
- En cours : essais en grappes 
de boitier. 
36 barreaux avec minimisation. des effete 
2) ~~!~!~!~!-!!!!~~!!!! 
La valeur de k a ite correlee pour l'ensemble des essais en geometrie 
tubulaire. 
Developpement de modeles physiques representant le rayonnement en aval 
du front de tre~pe. 
Une correlation des coefficients d'echange au niveau du front· de trempe 
a ete developpee permettant de retrouver le profil axial des temperatures 
pour une large gamme des vitesses de progression du front de trempe. 
Une methode de mesure de taux de.vide dans les ecoulements basse pression, 
basse vitesse a ete mise au point. 
5 - PROCH.AINES ETAPES 
~ Essais en grappe (influence des oscillations de debit) 
Ces essais sont effectues l debit force avec des oscillations d'amplitude 









·. • 3,' 
-Experiences fondamentales en vue d'etudier l'ecoulement amont (mesures 
de la.ligne·piezometrique et du profil axial du taux de viqe) pour 
l'ajustement du modele theorique "cod~s avances". 
-Interpretation des echanges thermiques en zone assechee a l'aide du 
code FLIRA. 
7 - DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
- i'Heat Transfer during the Reflooding ·Phase of a Tubular Test Section". 
D. ANDREONI, M. COURTAUD, R. DERUAZ 
. European Two Phase Flow Meeting - Harwell 1974 
- "Echanges thermiques 1ors du renoyage d'un coeur de reacteur a eau". 
D. ANDREONI 
These de Docteur Ingenieur- 28/11/75 . 
- "Refroidissement de secours des reacteurs a eau legere - Essais de 
renoyage d'une grappe 5 x 5, geometrie 15 x 15". 
R •. DERUAZ, P. CLEMENT, M. LAMBERT, P. PIC Note DTCE-STT 509. 
- ''Etude bibliographique des principaux modeles de renoyage utilises 
dans l'etude du refroidissement de secours des reacteurs a eau 
Choix d'un modele". 
P. CLEMENT Note DTCE-STT 507. 
"FLIRA : Reflooding calculation model following an accidental primary 
fluid loss". 
JP. L'HERITEAU and D. MENESSIER 
European two Phase Flow Meeting Haifa (June 1975) 
I 
- "MOdelisation thermohydraulique des ecoulements et des echanges de 
chaleur au cours du renoyage d'un coeur de reacteur a 
eau pressurisee". 
P. RAYMOND These de 3eme cycle (Nov. 77) 
- "Modeling of quench front progression and heat transfer by radiation 
durfng reftooding of a tubular test section". 
P • GLEMENT, R. DERUAZ 
European two phase flow'meeting- Erlangen (Juin 76) 
"Modeling of ·heat transfer by radiation during the reflooding phase 
of LWR". 
R. DERUAZ, B. PETITPAIN 
Specialist's Meeting on the behaviour·of water reactor 
fuel elements·under accident conditions. 
SPATING (Norway) (Sept. 76) 
"Interpretation des essais ERSEC sur le refroidissement de secours 




These de 3eme cycle (Nov. 77) 
of ~eflooding studies in France (1977) 
4th maetina of the CSNI•ECCS ad hoc group 








-"Development of reflood code FLIRA and PSCHIT. 
Physical modeling and interpretation of ERSEC experiments". 
P. CLE~ffiNT, R. DERUAZ, JP L'HERITEAU, P. RAYMOND, P. REGNIER, M.REOCREL~ 
Fifth: annual water reactor safety 'research information meeting 
(WASHINGTON Nov. 1977) 
- "Essais preliminaires de mesure 'de taux de vide par diffusion.'ou 
transmission de neutrons" 
B.. FREITAS et AL . . 
Compte rendu d'essais TT/SETRE-78/22 - B/RFr. 
- ."Heat Transfer'Modeling of the quench front during reflooding phase 
: of a LOCA'! 
P • CLEMENT, P. REGNIER . 
European Two Pha~e Flow~oup ~~eting Paper ES (STOCKHOLM, Juin 1978) 
CLASSifiCATION: 
.1.2 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Studio teorico-sperimentale della termoidraulica connessa all a Italy 
refrigerazione di emcrgenza per allagamento dal basso, 
SPONSOR: 
Politecnico di Torino 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: <~ Politecnico di Torino 
Theoretical and experimental study of reflooding thermohydrauli I 
PROJECT LEADER: 
M, De Salve 
............. 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
January 1976 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
In progress June 1979 
(*) Istituto di Fisica Tecnica ed Impianti Nucleari. · 
1. General aim and particular objectives. 
This experimental and theoretical study is to improve the knowledge of the heat and 
mass transfer mechanism during reflooding. 
2. Particular objectives, 
) 
To find, for different linear thermal capacities and lenghts in tubular and annular 
test section, the iufluence of initial thermal ~nergy and of the lin~ar then~l power 
on the chronological occurrence of heat transfer regimes and heat flux versus flow 
rate and inlet ~ubcooling. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme, 
An experimental facility with an inner heated annular test section and tubular test 
section has been built. The inner circular tube wall temperatures are measured by 
several thermocouples and it is possible to see the climbing liquid level by two 
glass windows. Investigations are restricted to atmospheric pressure, small and high 
flooding ~ates, high initial wall temperatures (T ~ 800°C) and high and small inlet 
subcooling. Some tests have been performed. Bottom flooding tests have been perfo£ 
med ~n a tubular test section with variable inlet subcooling, heated power, flow rate. 
4, Progress to date, 
Many tests in both rod annular and tubular test sections have been performed (I,D.8mm 
and O.D. 10 mm) in the following ranges: initial wall temperature from 600 to 800vC; 
flow rate from 5 to 180 g/cm2~; inlet subcooling from 80 to lOuC, 
• 
The experimental results ·show the dependertcy of the quenching temperature and rewetting 
front velocity from the flow rate, initial wall temperature, inlet water subcooling 
and the linear thermal power. Liquid carry-over is collected, 
5. Next steps. 
Theoretical models have been analysed and an attempt to evaluate the heat transfer 
coefficients in all regions during rewetting is going on. 
A theoretical approach to couple the conduction to hydrodynamically controlled model 




TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Theoretical and experimental study of reflooding 
thermohydraulic 
rate will be performed. 
6. Reference documents and degree of availability. 
All the results will be available, 
M, De Salve 
CLASSIFICATroN : 
1.2 
Aspetti termoidraulici nel ribagnamento di un elemento riscaldante ad elevata tempe . 1 ~- • t 
ratura, ' 
PT IN 99, settembre 1977, Politecnico di Torino, 
M, De Salve 
Esperienze di allagamento di un elemento risca1dante ad elevata temperatura. 
PT IN 101, novembre 1977, Po1itecni~o di Torino. 
M, De Sa1ve-
Modelli matematici per lo_studio del ribagnamento di elementi riscaldati ad elevate 
temperature. Parte I (Modelli monodimensionali). 
PT IN 102, febbraio 1978~ Polttecnico di Torino, 
G, Del Tin, M. De Salve, B. Panella 
Heat transfer during rewetting by bottom flooding. 
ENS/ANS International Topi.cal Meeting on nuclear reactor safety, Brussels, ~:Oci:c'iber, 
16·::·-· 19,1978. 
G. Del Tin, M. De Salve, B. Panella 
Geometry and h~at capacity effects on heat transfer during rewetting by bottom 
flooding, 
2nd multi-phase flow and heat transfer symposium·workshop, Miami-Beach, Florida, 
U.S.A., April,l6-18,t979, 
G, Del Tin, M. De Salve~ B. Panella 
Heat transfer during rewetting by ~ottom flooding in tubes of different thickness. 
European two-Phase Flow ~roup Meeting, Ispra, June,S-8, 1979, 
(Politecnico,_Isti~uto di Fisica Tecnica ed Impianti Nucleari, 
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PROJECT TITI.E: CSNI INDF.X NO: 
'· 
Reflood Behaviour of PWR. Fuel 1.2 \ 
I 
1 .. 





Atomic Energy United Kingdom 
Establishment, ~· Winfrith 
I 
' 
Df.TE INITIATED: 1978 PROJECT LEADER: 
' 
DATE. COMPLETED: Continuing K G Pearson 
DFSCRIPTION 
1. General Aim 
To improve understanding of the heat transfer and hydraulic processes durinp, 
P~~ reflood 'following LOCA in order to improve the effectiveness of Emergency 
Core Cooling.' 
2. Particular Objectives 
To provide experimental data needed to improve models of reflood phenomena, 
especially rewetting of the fuel •. Particular aspects of concern are:-
(a) Influence of clad properties and local ,two phase heat transfer. on 
rewetting. 
'(b) Effects of cluster distortion, for.exam~le cl~d balloonin~, on heat 
transfer and on quenching •. 
3. Experimental Facilities , 
I. 
(i) ·REFLEX Pig.. A single tube reflood test rig with highly insulated test 
·s~ctions representing both undistorted and baliooned fuel. 
(ii) CREATE (Cluster Rig Electrochemi~al Analogue Tests). This is used to 
obiain detailed distribution of heat transfet coefficients in ballooned 
clusters. 
(iii) Emergency Core Cooling Test Facility: A test rig capable of mounting 
lnr~~ full leQgth electrically hc~ted bundles (eg 8 x 8) for emergency 
cooting experiments at pressures up to 70 bar. 
4. Project S~ 
REFLE)I' ·is being used for single tube bottom flooding tests. ElectrochE'mical 
\ analogue results have been obtained for a 67 pin ballooned 'cluster. 
5. Next Steps 
' I 
Single tube nnd 3-D test'sectioni simulating can bnllooning are being 
designed for REFLEX. Indi'rectly heated ballooned fuel pin simulators are 
h~ing developed (or l~rge ~cale clu~ter testa. 
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~ • PMtlct~~LQ.bjoel!YQ§: 
To produce a theoretical modol,br correlation, defining the refill 
process onabllng tho limiting conditions to be predicted. 
,· 
3.. r.xporimont.:~l F'acilitios and Programma: 
.. I Work to be carried out in· three phases. Phase 1 Is developed annulus with 
tangential wator injection. .Phase 2 is dovolopad annulus with nonnnl 
wntor fnjoct!on. Phase 3 isl/10 scale model o£ P.W.R, downcomor. 
1111 test sections transparent, fluids steam and· water 1 .pressures just abo\•e • 
atmospheric. Moasuremetlts. to be taken. include steam and wiiter flowratos,' 
.pressures, temperature distributions, Cine photography to capturo liquid 
brfdqino effects, 
:· '· '·: 
'' 
. ' ·.• . ' . 
4.' .· ProJP.ct_Status: 
. I 
·\· 
· PhaGe 1 dota befng collected. 
s •. I • N oxt S l.Qrui : . ' 
" . 
Production oC theoretical modol 
I I 
6. Bolntfon wt~)l Qther ProJgct: ·. I 
Similar in some rea pacta to the Wallis work at Creare: 
•,' f' t' I 
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' Cl11GSiCioot1on 1.2 cone.· 
· fu:!.fr!Jon with Other Profocts 
working in conJunction with projects at National Engineering Laboratory 
und Manchester Univ~rslty through N,I.I. . . . . . . . .· .. · · :. : .. 
'· . . , . . •' .· . :. • . ·,\, ·.} .. 
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I• ', I 
noforcnce Documents: 
'' 'I ' '; 
Reports pending 
Degree of Availability: 
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Dy application to NII 
Around £10, 000 par annum 
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Personnel: . · .. 
Professor H C Simpson - Acadomie Staff, Port-timo on project. 
Dr D H Hooney . -:.Academia Staff, Part-time .on project 
Mr 'l' M S Callander - .Academic Stalf, Part-time on project 
Mr R O'Mahonay ~Research Fellow, Full•Ume on proJect 
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Thermohydraulic Safety Studies 
Tit lc 1 Heater Rod Cluster Rig 
Effects of luel Pin Ballooning on 
Title 2 Reflood Heat Transfer 
Initiated 1.6.78 
Status Continuing Last updating 





__ _,_ _________________ ...._ ___________ _ 
The aim of this project is to study some of the effects of fuel 
pin ballooning on emergency cooling heat transfer. Measurements will 
be made of heat transfer aroundballoonedpins in an otherwise undiBtorted 
pin array. Electrically heated rods <~ 1 metre heated length) will be 
used as fuel pin simulators. These rods will be supported vertically 
in a cylindrical silica sleeve (to provide a flow visualization facility) 
at near atmospheric pressure. Pin ballooning will be simulated by 
attaching metal sleeves to the heater rods. Initially, the sleeves 
will be attached at the same axial level to look at the effects of a 
coplanar blockage over a fraction (~ 30%) of the area of the rod cluster. 
Direct measurements will be made of superheat in the steam and steam-
water flows used to cool the rods. Rod temperatures will be measured 
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Theoretical Investigations of Fuel Behavior under Karlsruhe GmbH (KfK) 
Acd dent Conditions Projckt Nukleare ~icherheit 
' (PNS) 
IRE INR IKE Stutt'!art 
Arbo•tsbog•nn/lnttlaled ArbOJtsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Protect Leader 
I. I. 73 31.12.80 pr. R. Meyder, Prof. H. Ung er 
gwaldt Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Benchtsdatumflast Updating / Bewilligte Mittel/Funds Dr • H. Bor 
' I Continuing Decanber 1978 
·J. General Aim 
he aim of this project is the development of a code system (SSYST) and associated 
codes in order to model and caiculate the behaviour of Zircaloy clad fuel rods in 
different phases of a LOCA. Especially the effect of ballooning and its consequen-
' 
ces are studied and described with particular emphasis. Also, the theoretical in-
vestigation of the influenee of ballooning on the effectiveness of emergency core 
cooling is a major aim of the planned activities. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Development of the modular code system SSYST and its complementation by associated 
codes. SSYST allows to simulate the interaction between heat conduction in a fuel 
rod, heat transfer in the gap, swelling and ballooning of the clad, pressure in 
coolant and fuel rod as well as the thermo- and fluiddynamic conditions in the 
coolant channel and the primary system of a LWR. Additional theoretical investi-
~ations are concerned with cooling condition• in deformed areaa of fuel element• 
and the interaction• between roda. 
3. Program 
The development covers three topica 
Development and verification of a computer code fbr single rod analysia of a 
LOCA 
Investigation of interacting fuel rods, behaviour of bundles 
Investigation of geometrical· configuration• for longterm coolability. 
4. Computer codes 
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5. Progress to date 
Code development. 
-~-
06.0 I • 04 (PNS 423 I) 
To save computer cost~ the IBM-version of the SSYST code was analysed with respect 
to consumed computing time and improved where it seemed to be effective. All im-
portant modules have been adapted to this accelerated version, so that it is in 
use now for routine LOCA analysis. Also in the context of system improvement a first 
version of the module VARIO (VARiablen-Initialisierung zur Objektzeit) has been com-
- - -
pleted. It will bring an essential support for users in specifying an SSYST-input. 
For an improved simulation of the primary system RELAP4/MOD6 was transferred from 
EG & G to Karlsruhe. The compilation of the received source deck with our FORTRAN-H-
EXTENDED compiler showed up a number of errors which have been corrected. For plot-':) 
ting RELAP results a link was made to REGENT. The 8 test sample problems supplied 
by EG & G have been verified. The implementation work was completed and the RELAP4/ 
MOD6 code system is now available for further checkout activities and first appli-
cations. For a better determination of the initial conditions of a rod COMETHE IIIJ, 
from Belgonucleaire was implemented and coupled to SSYST. To model the active link 
between heat transfer in the fuel rod and the thermodynamics in the subchannel the 
module ZETHYD for the blowdown phase has been attached to SSYST in Karlsruhe. The 
equivalent module for the refill and reflood phase, ZETHYF, has been developed con-
tinuously. 
T? represent the effect of azimuthallyvarying strains shown up by in- and out-of-
pile experiments the module AZI was set up. It models the effect of excentricity 
between pellet and cladding within 180° of a rod slice and consequently calculates 
local strains and temperatur~s. The excentricity between fuel and cladding can be 
varied during a transient. Azimuthal variations of coolant heat transfer and radia-
tion heat transfer to the environment are also included. Also for a better deter-
mination of final strains the NORA model, for Zircaloy creep at high temperatures, 
was extended to describe the effect of oxygen on str~in rates. For burst strains 
the data base ZYBDA was set up and filled with more than 300 well defined experi-
ments. These data have been analysed in a first step. 
Application of SSYST. 
In the field of probabilistic approach to fuel rod behaviour under LOCA conditions 
input-generation and data-transfer logics throughout the SSYST modules PROFAN have 
been highly automized. A set of 70 SSYST runs has been performed and first proba-
bility density functions for maximum clad strain and peak cladding temperature of 
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\ 
K~U~~\ and COSIMA was performed with great effort. 
Cooling of deformed bundles. 
Jf The investigation of the coolability of strongly deformed zones considered. radial 
heat transfer in the bundle and the potential of cooling by an axial steam flow 
through the residual channels. 
6. Essential results 
The reformulation of the data transfer in the kernel of SSYST and in the module 
ZET-ID resulted in a reduction of computing time of about 60 per cent for typical 
LOCA runs. 
The formulation of the heat transfer and energy equation in the module ZETHYF baa 
been improved especially by a more detailed modeling of the droplets .in the dis- · 
persed flow regime. 
The verification of the NORA model (deduced from ID experiments} with tube data 
showed the necessity of modeling also' the radial s.tress component. Inclusion of . 
oxygen influence however showed only a small influence for loadings typical for · 
a 2-F-LOCA, but for long lasting transients ita hardening effect becomes important. 
The analysis of the burst data showed a quite good agreement of rupture reap. burst 
strains between 1 D creep and tensile testa and burst experiments. 
ln application of SSYST on experiments it was found that the quality of the recal-
culation is strongly dependent on the quality of the boundary conditions. So for 
the recalculation of REBEKA experiment 8 % strain were calculated but the experi-
ment shows 6-30 %. With the recalculation of LOC-11 experiment (PBF, Idaho} the 
calculation ahowed rod burst but?in the experiment about 2 % were measured only. 
l'arallel calculations to these problems with JtRAP-T indicated similar results aa 
SSYST. So we can conclude that the boundary conditions were not precise enough. 
This shows up an important problem in verifying those codes. Apparently the pre• 
cision of data or the reconstruction of the situation in the experiment has greater 
variations in temperature· for example, than is necessary to rise the creep rate for 
Zry from b~ing almost zero to large values, This sensitivity showed up also in cal-
culations for COS~ experiment and in the runs made for the response surface of 
clad final at~ain after a LOCA. In these calculations for typical.reactor fuel rods 
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the deformation takes place in the refill phase and the clad freezes rapidly in the 
flooding phase. This is due to the increased inner gap and the increased outer heat 
transfer coefficient. In evaluating this result it should be kept in mind that the 
code does not take into account a super heated vapour which might be there in rea-, 
listie situation. 
7. Plans for the near future 
The release of SSYST-2 and the development of a burst criterion for Zry cladding 
will be the most important tasks for the next future. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
~· This project is part of the major project PNS 06,01 of the Kernforschungszentrum c:J 
Karlsruhe. It is supported by the other parts of the major project as well in the 
development of models as in their verification. 
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I. General Aim 
fhe aim of experiments is to provide information about the failure limits of fuel 
rods under incident conditions.; The improved knowledge of· the fuel element behavior 
in the blowdown phase of a loss-of-coolant accident as a result of the experiments ' 
is to be used in setting up theoretical modele (SSYST), 
2. Particular Objectives 
Initially. the experiment• will be carried out under blowdown conditions typical 
of PWR's. later on under those typical of BWR'a. The fuel rod behavior will be 
determined by measurement under the transi'ent load including the heat removal from 
and the internal pressure of the fuel rod. 
3. Research Program 
The experimental prograrr. so far includes the simulation of hot .and cold leg 
•reaks with sizes of .IF and 2F. In each case experiments will be carried out at 
different rod powers and intern.l pressures, 
I 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
A loop facility is being built for the experiments in which the initial steady 
state conditions can be set with respect to rod power, coolant condition and 
coolant flow. Blowdown transients can be initiated from thia initial (quasi) 
steady stat~ phase. 
5. Progress to Date 
COSIMA experimental operation was continued during the period of reporting with 
57 blowdown tests performed. All the envisaged types of fuel rod simulator. i.e. 
the simulators capable of ballooning containing Al2o3 and Th02 ring pellets. 
respecti•tely. and the instrumented simulat.or for measurement of the heat tra~sfer 
coefficients, have now undergone complete testing and have meanwhile been inserted 
-2-
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in the main tests. In the main tests mostly a 2F cold leg rupture was simulated 
and the claddings were exposed to internal gas pressures of up to 124 bar. 
Another central subject of activities consisted in the advancement of the special 
methods for non-contact measuring of the cladding tube temperature and for measure-
ment of the transient two-phase mass flow. 
Theoretical work was continued to recalculate the COSIMA tests by means of the 
RELAP4-002 (17) computer code. 
6. Results 
' 
'~. From the COSIMA main tests several types of testing for simulation of PWR primary r 
\....... loop ruptures on the cold and hot sides, accompanied or not by cladding tube defo~ 
ation, as well as tests with the WUS (measurement of heat transfer coefficients) 
simulator have been made available for evaluation. 
In direct comparison measurements the WUS simulator instrumented by thermocouples 
was used to check the accuracy of non-contact measurement of the cladding tube 
temperature by means of pyrometers. The accuracies of measurement of the pyrometers 
and of the thermocouples embedded in the cladding tube proved to be comparable. 
Work on the optimization of the true-mass flowmeter (TMFM) resulted in a further 
improvement of the accuracy and availability during measurement of transient two-
phase mass flows. Independent of the steam quality and of the mass flow, the 
inaccuracy of measurement lies within ! 3 %, related to the nominal flow rate. 
After some modifications of RELAP4-002 (17) satisfactory agreement was obtained 
between the measurement and the computation L-1_7. The following changes will be 
given as examples: 
The DNB criteria for pressures above 70 bar had to be corrected to higher 
heat fluxes • 
In case of stagnant flow a "free convection and radiation" mode of heat 
transfer was introduced for a high volume fraction of steam. 
The interpolation towardsisuperheated steam of the heat transfer coefficients 
at high volume fraction of steam was made to depend on the steam quality; the 
application of the film boiling correlations was restricted to steam qualities 
of more than o.ts. 
The material data for water vapor were taken from MAPLIB. 
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1. General Aim 
The general aim of the ~roject is the development of experimental in-
formation about the ballooning of zircaloy claddings during the refill 
and flooding phases of a hypothetical loss-of-coolant accident which 
is to verify and further developing the SSYST code system. 
2. Particular Objectives 
\ 
The deformation behavior of zircaloy claddings is studied under various 
transient boundary conditions in single rod and bundle experiments. 
For this purpose, full length fuel rod simulators with axial power 
profiles and arranged in bundles under approximately representative 
thermohydraulic flooding conditions are being used. The project serves 
the particular objectives outlined below: 
Assessment of the ballooning mechanism. 
- Assessment of the influence of emergency core cooling on the 
ballooning. 
- Studies of the thermal and mechanical interactions between adjacent 
rods during ballooning in a rod bundle. 
- Generation of information about possible ~ailure propagation. 
- Studies of the extent and distribution of cooling channel blockages. 
3. Research Program 
The experimental program is carried out in a number of consecutive 
series of experiments starting from single rod experiments in a steam 
atmosphere and finishing with bundle flooding experiments of bundle 
assemblies including 7x7 rods (49 rod bundle). 
-2-
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All experiments are accompanied by basic experiments on separate/ 
effects and by theoretical studies. 
The experiments are carried out as parameter exper.iments. The experi-
mental parameters are based on the assumed power generation and the 
thermohydraulic boundary cmnditions accompanying a loss-of-coolant 
accident: 
- rod power 
- axial power profile 
- internal rod pressure 
- systems pressure 
- cladding temperature at onset of 
flooding 
- flooding rate (cold) 
- flooding water temperature 
4. Test Facilities 
10 - 25 W/cm 
step and cosine shaped, 
respectively 
20 - 100 bar 
1 - 4.5 bar 
700 - 900°C 
1 - 30 cm/s 
25°C - saturation. 
Test rigs are available for single rod experiments using shortened fuel 
rod simulators in air and steam atmospheres, respectively, and there is 
also a test loop for bundle experiments involving flooding of full 
length fuel rod simulators with axial power profiles. 
In the single rod experiments on shortened fuel rod simulators it is 
possible to simulate temperature transients of the type calculated in 
the refilling and flooding phases of a loss-of-coolant accident for 
rods of various power ratings by combining the external heat transfer 
conditions with the rod power of the fuel rod simulator. - In the test 
loop for full length bundle experiments under flooding conditions a 
representative cladding temperature curve is generated largely 
automatically as a consequence of the good simulation quality of the 
fuel rod simulator and of representative emergency cooling conditions. 
The deformation of the zircaloy cladding tubes is recorded by X-ray 
filming and evaluated. Some 130 measuring data (temperature, pressure, 
level, power, etc.) are recorded 10 times per second each with a 
cycle frequency of 10 kHz by means of a fast data acquisition system 
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5. Progress to Date 
In the period under review most of the effort was concentrated upon 
the implementation of the following activities. 
- Completion of bundle tests 2 and 3 with flooding in a 5x5 rod 
.configuration with full length fuel rod simulators of an axial 
power profile to study the influence of cooling on deformation 
-·Evaluation of bundle t~st 2 and comparison with the results 
of bundle test 1 
- Theoretical studies on the influence of cooling on temperature 
differences on the cladding circumference 
- Investigations on the influence of surface mounted clad thermo-
couples on the accuracy of the temperature rr.easurement and the 
rewetting behaviour of the cladding tubes 
- Design work to extend the REBEKA test loop and data acquisition 
system for 7x7-rod bundles. 
6. Results 
Two full-length bundle tests with flooding (test 1 and 2) were 
evaluated to study the influence of cooling on deformation. The 
flooding from bottom was initiated at a different timing following 
a steam flow from top to bottom during the heat-up phase. In test 1 
with relatively early flooding at 760°C maximum cladding temperature, 
most deformation occured during the reflooding phase under pronounced 
two-phase cooling. In test 2 with relatively late flooding at 86o°C 
maximum cladding temperature, all deforl"!ation was generated durin<:' 
the heat-up phase under moderate cooling of steam flow from top to 
bottom. 
In both tests an axial shift of the maximum strains was observed and 
is evidence that an axial cladding temperature profil exists. In test 
2 this is a consequence of a superheating of the sin~le-phase steare 
cooling during deforF4tion in the heat-up phase. The axial defor~4tion 
profile of test 1 in which the deformation occured under blO-phase 
flow during the reflood-phase su~gests that there is no therreodynamic 
equilibrium between steam and water during the reflooding phase and 
a substantial superheating of the steam which results in a axial 
cladding te~perature difference between the grid spacers. Such axial 
temperature profiles proreote a localization of maximure strains on 
the hot area and prevent axially extended ballooning. 
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In test 1 the distribution of the wall weakening of the zircaloy 
cladding tubes is in no way uniform and suggests a pronounced tempera-
tur~ nonuniformity on the ~ladding circumference with the consequence 
of relatively small strains and a sreall coolant channel blockage 
ratio of only 25%. In contrast to test 1 the bundle cross section of 
test 2 exhibits a relatively uniform circumferential wall weakening 
of the cladding tubes as a consequence of fairly uniform temperature 
distributions on the cladding circumference which resulted in a 
coolant channel blockage ratio of 60%. 
This suggests that the increasing cooling efficiency during the re-
flooding phase enhances existing azireuthal temperature differences 
and contributes to a limitation of the circumferential strains and the 
resultins coolant channel blockage in a rod bundle. This experimental 
evidence has been proved by a theoretical analysis. 
The surface mounted thermocouples used to measure the cladding tempera-
ture are not able to determine the true temperature owing to the 
fin cooling effect and the attachment on the surface. Corr.parisons 
between fin ~nd ew~edded thermocouples of guard fuel rod simulators 
with Inconel claddings have shown that the temperature recorded during 
reflooding by a fin thermocouple is lower by up to 40°C. 
Comparing the quench times indicated by surface :rr.ounted and. embedded 
thermocouples of guard fuel rod simulators gives no evidence that 
the rewetting behaviour of the Inconel cladding is influenced by fin 
thermocouples. 
7. Next Steps 
- Further single rod tests 
- Detailled evaluation of bundle tests 1, 2 and 3 
- Performance of bundle test 4 comprising a. passive cold control rod 
guide tube in the centre 
- Extension of the REBEKA-test loop and the coreputer controlled data 
acquisition system for 7x7-bundle configurations 
- Theoretical work 
8. Relations with Other Pro;ects 
KfK: PNS 4231, 4235, 4236, 4237, 4239 
KWU: RS 107, RS 36 
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General Aim 
The object of_the program is to investigate under what 
conditions mechanical and thermal interaction between 
two neighbouring test fuel rods may occur, .and, how 
the deformation behaviour may be affected. 
Particular Objectives 
The specific objective is indicated by the following 
special questions: 
- Are the basic results of single rod tests with respect 
to burst pressure, ·burst temperature and burst strain 
modified by multi~od test results concerning the 
possible influence of neighbouring rods? 
- Does the contact of neighbouring rods have an in-
1fluence on the time to burst, burst location, burst 
temperature and burst strain? Is there a propagation 
effect? 
· - What influence do the coolant 'conditions (normal 
, 
convection/forced air) have on the deformation be-
haviour of the test fuel rods in the multirod geometry? 
-What can· be_said concerning distribution of cladding 
deformation in multirod geometry? 
These questions ar~ supposed to be answered by tests 
with systematic variation of the parameters affecting 
the deformation behaviour of the fuel rods. These are 
essentially the .rod internal pressure (effectively the 
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rod internal pressure and coolant pressure) and the 
test temperature. 
These parameters can be adjusted separately for the 
two interior test rods, so that the following cases 
can be investigated: 
- One pressurized test rod in combination with a 
neighbouring rod which suffers no deformation and 
which is subjected to a temperature level equal, 
higher or lower to that one of the test rod. 
, 
- Two pressurized rods which are subjected to the ~ 
,_,; 
same or different in~ernal pressure and/or temperature 
I, 
level. 
The experiments will be run in air with normal convective 
cooling (for comparison with single rod tests) as well 
as with forced air cooling (influence of cooling). 
The correlations for the analytic description of 
deformation and bursting, obtained from the single rod 
tests, will be compared with the results of the 
multirod te~ts and modified if necessary. 
Research Program 
Experimental Procedure 
The mul tired test assembly comprises· 12 rods in a 3 x 4 
matrix, in which the two central rods can be pressurized 
internally. Each rod contains an internal tungsten heater. 
The pressurization is performed separately for the two 
central rods. Temperature measurement is carried out by 
the means of thermocouples, which are distributed 
axially and radially in the bundle and spot-welded to 
the cladding surface. 
/ 
'I 
The multirod assembly is constructed in that way, to allow 
the installed heaters to be reused·for several more 
experiments. The test assembly is heated to a starting 
I 0 temperature of 350 C and held at this temperature for 
-3-
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about 30 minutes. In this time per~od both interior rods 
capable of deformation are 
of temperature equilibrium 
at a rate of 10 - 20 % K/s 
pressurized. After achievmen~ 
the test assembly is heated 
,, 
a) until burst of the test rod (transient test) 
b) to a predetermined maximum temperature and held at 
this temperature level until one or both pressurized 
test rods have burst (creep test) 
During the experiment the following parameters are 
measured and recorded: 
- .cladding temperature of the test 'rod 
- temperature of the surrounding rods 
- test rod internal pressure 
The experiments are carried out witp the following 
parameter ranges: 
a) transient tests: 
heating rate: 
internal pressures 





at max. temp: 
. Test evaluation 
10 • 20 °K/s 
50 - 80 bar 
10 - 20 °K/s 
SO -· 80 bar 
700 .. 900 °c' 
< 90 s 
.,... 
a) determination of the e)~tent of deformation 
b) determination of the cladding deformation at one or 
more cross-sections of the multirod .assembly 
c) examination and, if necessary, modification of the 
empirical correlations developed in the scope of. 
R~ 177 program on the description of deformation and 
burst behaviour 












The test arrangement consists of the following: 
a) An indirectly heated test assembly with 3 x 4 rods. 
The two interior rods can be pressurized with Hellum. 
b) Power supply for heating the test assembly 
c) Facility for Helium pressure production 
d) Control device, measurement equipments and pressure 
and temperature recording systems. 
Progress to Date 
Calculation of the air flow rate necessary to achieve 
the a-numbers (about 30 W/cm2 • K) characteristic for 
the refill phase. 
Completion of a multiple rod test with two different 
pressurized test rods (SO and 65 bars). The test rods 
contained Al 2o3-pellets as a loading and insulation 
material, whereas Al2o3-tubes have been used in previous 
rods. Assembly of an experimental arrangement for 
performanre of two rod-internal pressure tests in a 
3 x 4 multi rod geometry with forced air cooling: 
- testing of a new sample holder for the adjustment 
of a defined constant gas inventory 
- fabrication of .. the_ air shroud 
- fabrication and testing of the supplementary heatable 
gas reservoir 
- set up and testing of the air compressor 
- fabrication of spacer grids and cladding samples 
- assembly of the 3 x 4 multirod array. 
Performance of heating experiments in 3 x 4 multirod 
geometry with forced air cooling, for achievement of 
the required a-numbers. 
Improveme~t of the burst facilities by installation of 
supplementary water cooling for the sample holder and 
the electrical connections. 
-s-
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Fabrication of extended test rods and internal heaters 
' to enable extension of heated length in the multirod 
tests. Fabricatiqn of a correspondingly extended air 
... 
shroud. 
Completion of the first scoping test with forced air-
cooling and with two test rods capable of deformation. 
The following test conditions were established& 
- transient test 
cold air shroud 
- heating rate of about 10 °K/s 
- internal pressures P 1 = 65 bar 
P 2 = 50 bar 
- a-number& about 30 W/cm2 • K 
'Results 
\ 
The most important results of the heat transfer 
, 
calculation for a heated test section of about 500 mm length· 
and with the normal rod-to-rod distance of 14.3 mm are 
listed in the following table. The hydraulic conditions 
used ·for the calculation are given too. 
type of flow laminar turbular 
' 
' 
air ve loci t.y, o,s . , 2 3 s 10 ,20. 30 so 
m/1 
' 
P.oynolda 193 NW!II:>er 386 772 1158 1930 3860 '77l0 11 sao 19300. 
NUBielt 4,21 4',65 5,34 S,89 6,75 14,4 26,S3 36,82 54,8!1 Nwnber 
I 
a-N~mber 
W/m K 9. 1 10, 1 11,6 12,7 14,6 31,3 57,4 79,7 1 111,7 
I 
laminar• Nu0 • 
--1 3,66 3 + 1,61 1 1141 • Pr • di/1 
t.urbular• NU0 • 
t/8 jlte-1000) • Pr [· . •¥•'"] 1 .'+ 12,7 y;-;',/Pr213 .. , 
1.18 
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The calculation indicated that, for an a-number of 
about 30 W/cm2 • K an air velocity of at least 10 m/s 
is necessary. 
Accordingly, turbulent flow is indicated with a 
calculated Reynold Nomber of about 3860. 
, 
With the new test rod holder the total gas inventory of 
the fuel rod can be maintained at about 40 cm3 • The 
additional volume existing outside the test rods and 
pressurizing capillary tubes can be heated up to 350 °c. 
The pressurizing capillary tubes are separately connecte~ 
; ; 
to the two pressurized test rods. With the spacer 
grids used, the test rods can be installed without 
to the cladding surface. 
damage 
It has not yet been possible to evaluate the completed 
scoping test. The following preliminary findings can 
,_.,., 
be started: In spite of a low a-number (about 30 W/m2 • K), 
I 
a displacement of the maximum temperatures in the direction 
of the upper spacer grid was observed during the 
experiment. One burst location is situated directly below, 
the other directly above the upper spacer grid. 
The magnitude of the burst deformation has not yet been 
determined: however, it has been observed by visual 
inspection that no contact of the neighbouring rods 
has taken place. 
From this finding, one can conclude that the magnitude of 
deformation is smaller than 30 %. / 
Burst of the test rods accured at different times, 
according to their.internal pressure. 
i The experimental results from the multirod test did 
not show the anticipated hot spots on the cladding outer 
surface of the pressurized rods, as a result of the 
Al 2o3 pellet loading, expected to lead to a nonuniform 
temperature distribution on the cladding circumference. 
-7-
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This finding may be explained by the small diarnetral 
gap of the Al2o3 pellets and/or the' low heating rate 
followed by the holding period at maximum temperature. 
Next Steps 
Performance of scoping tests with forced air cooling 
, 
of the multirod test ~ssembly with two test rods capable 
of ballooning. 
The following test conditions will be established: 
- transient 'test 
- cold air shroud 
heating rate of about 10 K/s 
-internal pressure (P 1/P 2) a (50/65)1 (65/65) bar 
- a-number: 30 W/crn2 • K 
Relation with Other Projects 
---
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31. 12. 78 
General Aim 
Further experimental parameter investigations of clad 
swelling under approximated LOCA conditions in single rod 
geometry. 
Particular Objectives 
Investigation of the specific- and overall influence of 
test parameters on shape of ballooning and sca~tering 
of test data 4 obtained up to now: 
- Cladding tube geometry (wall thickness variation) 
- axial and azimuthal temperature variations 
- cladding tube properties (mechanical properties, 
structure and microstructure) 
- superposition of influencing factors 
Further investigations covering an extended refill phase 
are planned on the effects of1 
- low heating rates 
- prolonged holding times 
- steam atmosphere 
- pre-oxidation 
The test results obtained are to verify over an extended 
parameter range the present empirical correlations of the 
deformation and burst behaviour analysis, and to improve 
knowledge of the natural scattering of results. 
-2-






Consistent with the key points, the program will be 
carried out in the following test groups. That this 
program does not overlap with the scope of tests planned 
under PNS (project nuclear safety) was confirmed with 
GfK. 
Investigations of the reasons causing scattering of 
the deformation data 
- influence of cladding-geometry 
- influence of thermal eccentricity 
- influence of cladding properties 
Investigations on the "2nd peak" (refill phase) over an 
extended parameter range 
- with various heating rates during transient burst tests 
- with various holding times during creep-burst tests 
- with various, preceeding thermal conditioning of the 
t 
cladding corresponding to the blowdown phase of a LOCA 
by means of transient- and creep-burst tests. 
Investigations of steam influence 
Construction, assembly and test of an equipment for 
internal pressure tests (transient- and creep-burst 
tests) with directly heated cladding samples in 
steam atmosphere. 
Performance of transient- and .creep-burst tests to 
evaluate relationships during swelling and bursting of 
cladding tubes in steam. 
Evaluation of the influenc~ of cladding tube pre-oxidation 
on the deformation- and burst behaviour of cladding tubes. 
Determination,of correlations existing between burst 
temperature, burst strain, internal pressure, heating 
rate and holding time by means of transient- and creep-








• .. t {· 
: . 
Investigations of combined effects 
Transient- and creep-burst tests are planned to be per-
formed on indirectly heated samples in steam with super-
imposed individual effects, such as steam atmosphere,• 
cladding tube geometry, thermal eccentricity and 
cladding tube properties in order to verify the combined 
influence o£ these individual.effects on the deformation 
and burst behaviour. of cladding tubes. 
Analytical Work 
The models for the deformation and burst behaviour of the 
directly heated single rod will be checked by means of 
the test results and will be adjusted to the actual 
test conditions in order to achieve a more realistic 
description of the deformation and burst behaviour. 
Experimental Facilities 
Tests in air will be performed in the same test 
equipment as was used for RS 107, though modified to 
meet the specific test requirements. The device 
consists of burst equipment, heating transformer, 
programmable temperature control: 
·electrical requirements: 
pressure range: 
length of test specimens: 
500 A/60 V 
100 - 150 bar 
SO em 
Tests in steam will be performed in a test device 
consisting.of steam generator transformer, 
programmable temperature control and burst equipment. 
steam generation:· 5 kg· /h max • 
0 . 




5 bar max. 
40 em 
-4-
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Progress to Date 
Experiments on the influence of the azimuthal tempera-
ture distribution 
Two methods for the setting of azimuthal temperature 
differences on the cladding tube samples subjected 
to direct heating were tested: 
a) Attachment of a series-connected additional heating 
rod parallel to the sample at a distance 
of 14.3 mm. By reducing the wall thickness of_the 
additional heater, higher temperatures could be 
set on the additional heater while the amperage of 
the current remained the same. Three additional 
heating conductors with different reductions of the 
wall thickness were used (0.05, 0.15 and 0.25 rom). 
b) The sample was heated on the one side with the 
additional heating rod and cooled with air on 
the opposite side. 
Creep~burst tests with defined azimuthal temperature 
differences and a photographic recording of the 
deformation and burst process were performed. The 
following were selected as,test parameters: 
Maximum temperature 
0 Internal pressure at 350 C 
Azimuthal temperature difference 
800 °c 
50 and 65 bar 
40 °c to 100 °C. 
• 
The measuring and evaluation method for the determina-
tion of the time aependant strain was tested. 
It was possible to improve the burst equipment by 
heating ~he additional heater separately (additional 
transformer) with its own temperature control. 
-s-
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Pre-oxidation of Zircaloy-4 cladding tube samples 
• For the preparation of pre-oxidized Zircaloy cladding tube 
samples the cladding tubes were oxidized in a tube furnace 
in an argon/oxygen atmosphere of approx. 70 to 80 vol% 
argon and 30 to 20 vol% oxygen at a temperature of 400 -
420 °C. Oxide layers of approx. 5 ~m and 30 ~m thickness 
are to be achieved. The preliminary determination of 
the thickness of the. oxide layers will be met by th~ 
gravimetric method. 
Establishment of an a'-structure in the Zircaloy cladding 
.tubes 
On Zircaloy tubes forming part of normal deliveries from 
manufacturers A and c, an a'-structure was built up by fast 
I 
cooling from the a-phase range (approx. 1020- 1050 °C). 
The cooling rate in the (a+S) phase range was 
approx. 60 - 80 °C/s. 
Production of samples with a and recrystallized structures 
Metallographic examinations of the heat-treated Zircaloy 
· tubes were performed to characterize the structures 
produced. 
Investigation of the effect of differences in the 
wall thickness on the azimuthal temperature profile 
A comp,utational estimate and verification tests were per-
formed to determine the effect of the az~muthal differences 
i 
in wall thickness of the cladding tubes (eccentricity) on 
the azimuthal temperature profile in the case of 
directly heated samples. 
-6-
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Transient burst tests with directly heated samples with 
low heating rates 
Transient burst tests were performed on Zircaloy-4 
cladding tubes made by manufacturers A and C under 
the following test conditions: 
Direct heating, heating rate 5 K/s, internal 
• 
pressure ~ 8~ bar at 350 Qc, free internal volume approx. 
10 cm3 (approx. 8 cm3 sample, 2 cm3 fittings), 
manufacturer "A" with raw material from suppliers 
No. 1 and No. 2; manufacturer "C" with raw material 
from supplier No. 1, loading as usual (ceramic 
pellets and rod), atmosphere inside/outside: air. 
Steam burst equipment 
A temperature correction for internal pressure tests 
in a steam atmosphere at different steam flow rates 
was determined with· the aid of cladding tube tempera-
ture measurements. The temperature was measured 
with spot-welded Pt-Pt-10-Rh thermocouples. For 
improved heab insulation the sample was filled with 
Al 2o3 poweer. The tests were carried out with direct 
heating. The steam data are summarized below: 
Test No. 
Steam temperature 0 c 
Steam pressure in bar 
the autoclave 
1 2 
Test in 150 
air with-










Steam flow rate 1/h 7.5 10.5 13.5 19.0 
Transient burst tests with internally heated samples 
The equipment for the performance of tests with in-
directly heated single rods was enlarged by a cylindrical 
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and metallized inside) and with an automatic 
unlocking device for the axial restraint equipmen~ 
(solenoid valve and compressed-air cylinder). 
The tests were started for the extended systematic 
investigation of the effect of the heating rate and 
internal pressure on the ballooning and burst. 
behaviour of internally heated single rod samples 
with eccentric.Al2o3 pellets, a thermal reflector 
and with axial restraint. 1'ests wi.th t.he "following 
test conditions and paramaters were p~rf~rmed: 
Heat-up rate of the internal 
heater 
2, 10 and 28 °C/s 
Internal pressure at 350 °c 
cladding tube temperature 
Free volume' (cold) 
Atmosphere inside/outside 
Cladding tube dimensions: 
outside diameter 







Tests on the effect of the azimuthal temperature 
distribution 
Differences in temperature across the cladding tube 
0 ' 0 
circumference of approx. 40 C (at 800 C) could/be 
achieved by the additional heater series connected 
and situated parallel to the sample. 6T is limited 
. · az 
by the thermal conductivity and the removal of heat 
by convectien·and radiation. An increase in the 
temperature of the additional heater does,· therefore, 
not lead to.a.further increase in the ~Taz but to an 
increase in the temperature of the overall sample 
circumference. 
-a-
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It was by simultaneous heating of the one side and 
cooling of the opposite side that azimuthal differences 
in temperature exceeding 200 °C could be achieved. 
0 At a temperature difference of 40 - 50 C the sample 
carne into contact with the additional heater arranged 
parallel to it during the ballooning process. This led 
to a short circuit at the point of contact between the 
heater and the sample and possibly distortion to-mis-
leading test result. For this reason the additional heater 
is heated in further tests by means of a second trans-
former independently of the sample. At the same time 
this measure allows a better control of the temperature 
of the additional heater and a better reproducibility 
in setting defined azimuthal temperature differences 
on the sample. 
It was possible to evaluate the available photographs 
with a measuring accuracy of ± 10 ~rn. 
The burst strain decreases as the temperature difference 
0 increases. With 6T > 50 C the Ea < 40 %. az ., 
Pre-oxidation of Zircaloy cladding tube samples 
After an oxidation period of 900 h, oxide layer thick-
nesses of approx. 3 ~rn were achieved. 
After an oxidation period of approx. 1950 h, oxide 
layers of approx. 6 ~rn thickness were achieved. 
After an oxidation period of approx. 6000 h, oxide 
layers of approx. 21 ~m thickness were achieved. 
Production of samples with an a and recrystallized 
structures 
Investigatio~ of the effect of differences in the wall 
thickness on the azimuthal temperature profile. 
-9-
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The foll. values 6Tmax were estimated as upper limit for 
azimuthal temperature differences caused by eccentricity: 
6s in m 10 30 so 70 90 110 
6Tmax in K 14 19 
6T in K 2 6 e: 10 13 17 21 
This list also contains values for the temperature 
differenc~ 6T required to compensate the stress e: 
effect on the strain rate (€/ - il ) 
s=max - s=min • 
As 6Tmax and 6Te: are approximately of the same order 
of magnitude it should be verified whether such 
temperature differences actually occur. 
For this purpose samples were heated up to 800 °c and 
the temperature was measured at the points of maximum 
and minimum wall thickness and at two points of 
1nec:li urn wall thickness displaced by 90 °C, respect! vely. 
Sample ~s 7{ -T,{ S=max s=min 6Tmeasured 6T calculated 
No. llm K K K 
73438 60-70 2-6 8-9 approx. 18 
73438/2 67 4-7 8-11 approx. 18 
72290 6 s-7 13-15 
The temperature difference measured with !e2eated heat-
up of a sample showed deviations up to 4 K max. 
An unequivocal relation of temperature and wall 
thickness could not be ascertained. 
In contrast, on the sample with low eccentricity, 
greater differences in ~emperature were meaRured than 
on the parallel sample with a relatively large 
eccentricity (67 llm). This leads· to the conclusion that 
the temperature difference caused by a variation in wall 
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Recrystallizatton of Zircaloy-4 cladding tube samples 
The microsections of the recrystallized cladding tube 
samples show complete recrystallization without grain 
growth. The grain size is about Nos. 11 to 11 1/2 to 
. . , ASTM E 11 2 • 
Transient burst tests with directly heated samples 
The average burst temperature and average burst strain 
for the samples of the different tube manufacturers with 
raw material from different suppliers are listed 






















During the testing of the equipment the individual 
components were functioning properly. The thermo-couples 
spot-welded.to the sample remained attached in their 
position during the period of steam flow. During a period 
of operation of. 15 minutes, the steam pressure in the 
steam generator decreased from approx. 4.5 bar to 2.5 bar, 
the straight-through valve being fully open, and the 
saturated steam temperature dropped in accordance with 
the pressure. The superheater remained constant at the 
set temperature of 400 °c. The steam was condensed 
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The average temperature gradient in the cladding tube 
wall in the temperature range of interest of 800 °c 
is 14 °c without steam and 17 °c with s·i:.earn (flow 
rate of approx. 5 kg/h). These measurements have 
shown that temperature measurement in steam does not 
require any correction. The slight difference in tern-
, 
perature is caused by the increased power output neces-
sary in the steam atmosphere. It is within the measuring 
accuracy of the temperature measurement. 
The axial temperature profile is affected by the steam. 
A maximum temperature is formed which is displaced 
towards the steam outlet. 
Transient burst tests with internally heated samples 
The effect of the heating rate on the burst strain 
varies: Between 2 and 10 °C/s there is no significant 
effect. The burst strain determined is in the tempera-
ture range of 700 - 900 °c between 20 and 50 %. At 
28 °C/s the burst strain is less and is between 
I 10 and 30 %. The plot of the burst strain versus 
burst temperature shows a flat maximum for all three 
heating rates. At 2 and 10 °C/s this maximum is situated 
between 770 and 830 °c, at 28 °C/s between 830 and 
860 °C. 
The heating rate, at identical internal pressure, 
shows a clear influence on the burst temperature. Lower 
heating rates lead to lower burst temperatures than 
higher heating rates. Between 2 and 28 °C/s a difference 
in the burst temperature of approx. 100 °c arose in the 
pressure range of 50 to 90 bar. 
t The samples which burst in the temperature range of the 
a-phase exhibit the well known effect of bowing of the 
sample independently of the heating rate and in spite 
of axial restraint. Samples, however, which burst in 
the (a+e> phase range do not display any bowing. 
-12-
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The occurrence of several small bulges across the 
heated length of the sample is characteristic for 
these tests. This was observed .for all heating rates. 
The results are in good agreement with the results 
·of the ORNL tests. 
Next Steps 
Performance of directly heated creep-burst tests in air 
with an azimuthal temperature difference of up to 
approx. 150 °c. Recording of the deformation and burst 
process by photographic methods. 
Performance of creep-burst tests with direct heating 
.in air to determine the influence of the cladding 
tube geometry • 
Oxidation of the samples will be continued until an 
oxide layer thickness of 30 ~m. 
Performance of transient burst tests in steam. 
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Investigation of the plasti~ behavior of Zircaloy-4 (Zry-4) during diffe-
rent reactor incidepts, especially LOCA-typical temperature- and stress-
transients and in a LOCA-typical environment. 
Particular Objectives 
Determination of a mechanical equation of state, containing all the para-
meters which influence the plastic strain. 
Research Program 
Tensile testing and creep testing of Zry-4 at high temperatures. 
Influence of texture on plastic properties. 
Influence of grain structure and phase composition on plastic properties. 
Influence of Zro2-coating on plastic properties. 
Burst tests with Z~y-4 cladding. 
Isothermal tests. 
Transient tests. 
Combined experiments (integral tests). 
Examination on irradiated material. 
Destructive postexamination of in-pile ballooned rods. 
Experimental Facilities 
Tensile testing .will be performed in an INSTRON closed-loop machine. 
For burst tests in vacuum tubes will be pressurized in a radiant furnace. 
For integral experiments (steam environment) cladding with internal 
heaters will be used. 
-2-
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5. Progress to Date 
Ad 3."1 a) Tensile experiments on Zircaloy-4 with temperature and load ramps re-
spectively. 
b) Calculation of the life time for structures subjected to superimposed 
I temperature-load ramps. 
c) Tensile creep of Zircaloy-4 in an oxidizing atmosphere. 
Ad 3.1.3a) Investigation of the influence of Zro2-layers on cavitation in Zircaloy. 
b) The elastic behavior of pressurized Zr02/Zry-4 composite cladding 
(oxide layer on the outer surface). 
Ad 3. 2 a) ·At temp; to quantify the geometry of blown cladding tubes. 
b) The determination of the time to rupture of Zry-cladding subjected to 
non steady loading conditions (failure criterion). 
c) Isothermal and non-isothermal burst experiments in the "TUBA"-equipment. 
Ad 3.4 Destructive postexamination of in-pile ballooned rods. 
6. Results 
Ad 3.1 a) In the 1st SAR(semiainualReport) 1978 [t] results are reported about cal-
culations of the life time of structures plastically deformed by apply-
ing temperature or load ramps respectively. The calculations were based 
on the assumption that the life fraction rule (LFR) is obeyed. To check 
the validity of the assumption for the case of Zircaloy-4, appropriate 
tensile experiments have been performed. These investigations have shown 
that principally it is possible to predict on the basis of the LFR - at 
least for the upper a-Phase range of Zircaloy-4 - the failure temperature 
as well as the failure stress as functions of the loading conditions. 
b) Assuming the validity of the LFR the life time was calculated for struc~ 
tures subjected to superimposed linear (in time) temperature and load 
ramps. As an essential result it follows therefrom that according to 
the ratio stress rate/temperature rate between two cases can be distin-
guished. For small stress rates the life time is determined solely by 
the temperature ramp whereas for high stress rates both the ramps in-
fluence the life time. In praxis this bears consequences for Zircaloy 
cladding subjected to LOCA-typical loading conditions. 
c) After reconstruction of creep apparatus tensile creep experiments in air 
atmosphere were initiated on Zircaloy-4. The intention is to examine the 
influence of a steady oxidizing atmosphere on creep. These experiments 
complete a seri.esof similar prececing exaui..nation in vacuum, the aim of which 
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Ad 3.1.3 a) It was the aim oi this investigation to explain the influ~nce of Zro2-
coatings upon the ductility of Zircaloy in the upper a-phase region 
(see 1st. SAR 1977, [2]). It is shown that the effect is due to a 
radial compression of the metallic substrate when the cylindrical Zr02/ 
Zry-4 composite is loaded by tension. This stress component which 
suppresses the growth of cavities in grain boundaries is caused by 
Ad 3.2 
the different contractile properties of both the components of the com-
posite .• The model describes quantitaitvely the influence of cracks in 
the oxide layer upon the decisive radial stress component. 
· b) In correlation to the Point a) above the question arose whether the in-
crease of ductility observed on Zircaloy cladding with oxide layers is 
due to the same effect as responsible for the increase of ductility of 
tensile specimens. For this purpose calculations were performed show-
ing that a compressive radial stress component in the Zircaloy can be 
generated when a tubular Zr02/Zry-4 composite is internally pressurized. 
Presently investigations are on the way to determinethe influence of 
elastic constants, cladding geometry and oxide thickness upon the stress 
components in the composite. 
a) Using an integral mean mean value €t for the axial distribution of the 
tangential strain together with the maximum value for the tangential 
strain Et,max a value Wz is defined in the way, that 
0 (I) 
Two boundary values exist for WZ: 
WZ ~ 0 for an axially uniform tangential strain distribution and WZ ~ I 
for very localized balloons. Wz-values have been computed for Zry-4 
cladding tubes blown in the FR-2 loop. These are compared to the actual 
deformation conditions. This indicates the possibility of using this 
procedure to predict the resulting "failure type" of blown cladding. 
b) Using the life fraction rule in the infinitesimal form, relations have 
been derived for the burst temperature and bust stress of material de-
forming under monotoneous temperature or stress ramp respectively. From 
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F o B ,c 
or for a stress transient creep test at constant temperature T 
1 




the symbols represent: ~B' ~B the rupture temperature and the rupture 
stress resp. for the corresponding transient tests; T , o the starting 
0 0 
temperature and the starting stress resp.; T the time to rupture at 
0 
T and o in the ISO-test; c =dT/dt, b =da /dt the heating- and stress-
a o · 
ing rate resp. (in the eq. (2) and eq. (3) resp. both are considered as 
constants); n the stress exponent; P a parameter derived from ISO-stress 
rupture test (Larson-Miller Parameter). The corresponding rupture times 
are 
'V 
T F,c = 
lt -T B o 
c 
'V 
and 'T,b = 
'V 
o -o B o 
b 
The comparison of experimental values with those obtained from the eq. 
(2) and eq. (3) resp. leads to the conclusion, that the model ass.umptions_ 
are in the present case essentially obeyed. Thus not the strain deter-
m1nes time to fracture but the stress and temperature. 
c) First burst tests have been performed in the "TUBA"-equipment. These 
• 
tubes can be blown in a gradient free temperature field. Some of the 
results are allready included in [1] (see section 2). 
The test specimen A 2.1, A 2.3 and B 1.2; which had not been pre-irra-
diated, from in-pile-experiments in the FR-2 loop were subject to a 
destructive postex?mination. The aims of this examination are the esti-
mation of the cladding temperature on the basis of the structural 
appearance, the measurements of the circumferential strain, the change 
in wall-thickness and the change in area of the cladding cross sections 
on exposed parts of the rod. 
In additon to this, mikrohardness measurements over the cross section 
had been made, to determine the oxygen uptake of the Zry-c~adding 
material during the transient. 
-5-
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7. Next Steps 
Ad 3.1 Tensile experiments for superimposed ramp loading conditions. 
Ad 3.1.3 Examination of the cavitation behavior of Zircaloy and the fracture mor-
phology of oxide layers for internally·pressurized Zro2/Zry-4 composite 
cladding. 
Ad 3.2 Examination of dependencies of WZ upon test conditions. Burst test to 
verify failure criteria. Restart of burst experiments in the "TUBA'* equip .... 
ment. Evaluation of burst experiments performed in the "FABIOLA" equipnent. 
Comparison of deformation data with those for model calculations. 
Ad 3.3 Evaluation of mecha~ical recovery experiments performed on tensile speei-
mens irradiated in the FR-2. 
Ad 3.4 Postexaminations of in-pile ballooned cladding. 
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[1] M. Bo~ek et al. in 1st. PNS-Sem.-Annual Report 1978 (German with 
English abstracts), KfK-2700, Nov. 1978 
[2) M. Bo~ek et al. in 1st PNS-Sem.-Annual Report 1977 (German with 
English abstracts), KfK-2500, Dec. 1977, P. 270 
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1. General Aim 
Cladding Material Behaviour under Accident Conditions 
, ~. Particular Objectives 
Investigation of the High Temperature Steam Oxidation of Zircaloy Cladding Tubes. 
3. Research Program 
Study of Zircaloy 4/Steam Oxidation Kinetics and of Oxidation Related Change in . 
Mcclauni ca 1 Properties. 
4. Experimental Facilities I 
Experimental set-ups for isothermal and temperature-transi'ent oxidation reac-
tions. Facilities for isothermal and temperature- and pressure-transient stress• 
rupture testing. 
S. Progress to Date 
Final isothermal and temperature-transient testing. Further: post-test evaluation 
and documentation. Isothermal/isobaric creep-rupture testing of capsules in ar-
-~- gon and steam (unoxidized and preoxidized condition), Temperature-transient/iso-
baric and temperature-/preasure•transient testing in steam according to LOCA-
transients. 
6. Results 
The calculation and comparispn of the heat p~oduction caused by the oxidation 
reaction Zr + 2u2o~zro2 + 2H2 at short isothermal exposures (900-1200°C) and 
by decay heat showed that during a LOCA oxidation produces only at the very 
first beginning a significant part of the total amount of heat. Its proportion 
is quickly diminishing. Howeve~ LOCA typical transients (because of their re-
duced time-at-temperature), preformed oxide scales, and the fact that only 75% 
I 
of the oxygen is reacting to Zro2 (the other part i~ dissolved in the metallic 
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Zircaloy 4 cladding tubes of Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) were tested in 
steam at I000°C during I - 90 min to compare the applied test methods with ours 
and to explain minor divergencies in the proportion of Zr02 /~-layers as function 
of exposure time. Also for this material~ an intermediate decrease of the proportion 
of the Zr0 2/~-Zr(O) layer thicknesses was found, followed by an drastic increase 
when the breakaway of the Zro2 scale occurred. Other reasons for small divergencies 
were evaluated, for instance temperature and time measurements, metallographic eva-
luation of layer thicknesses, consequences of one-sided (ORNL) and double-sided 
oxidation. 
cJ 
Other ·experiments were directed towards the reproduction of the so-called anomalous 
oxidation effect caused by the hysteresis of the monoclinic to tetragonal Zro2 -
phase transformation and its feed-back on oxidation kinetics. During temperature 
transients this effect was reproduced qualitatively and-in case that a reduced 
gain of oxygen was observed-explained by the predominant existence of the mono-
clinic oxide phase. 
Isothermal/isobaric capsule testing was continued and the creep-rupture functions 
were measured for 600, 650, 700, 750 and 850°C in argon and steam. In addition 
preoxidized capsules were tested in steam. The total number of creep-rupture ex-
~eriments performed during the last years under isothermal/isobaric conditions 
pow sums up to about 420. These tests showed below 800°C a moderate prolongation 
of time-to-rupture if the ~ests were performed in steam (or after preoxidation in 
steam) instead of argon. Also slightly reduced maximum circumferential strain 
could be measured. 
At 800°C, 32-71 bar five creep curves were measured showing the transition to 
tertiary creep at t ~ 10 % and maximum circumferential elongations after rupture 
of£R= 70-100 %. The specimens were evaluated by metallography and scanning elec-
tron-microscopy in the ruptured and nonruptured condition. It could be confirmed 
that there is a pressure dependence of the superficial oxide crack pattern:at equal 
strain high internal pressure caused the formation of a high crack density of small 
width, at lower pressure a low density of broad cracks could be observed. 
The stress-rupture function of Zircaloy 4 at 1000°C in air showed - that compared 
to the behaviour in argon - no strength increasing effect was exerted by the 
quickly growing, but frequently cracking oxide scale (consisting of Zr0 2 and ZrN). 
Also ductility was reduced slightly. 
Temperature-transient/isobaric tests were performed for testing - at a given inter-
nal pressure - the influence of various heat rates and of the btowdown-peak on time 
and temperature at rupture. During these tests no remarkable influence of the 
heating rate (5 and 10°/s) and of the blowdown-peak on temperature-at-rupture 
-3-
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0 950 C could be detected. 
7. N1:_~l Step~ 
•• 
Metnllographic evaluation of temperature-transient oxid·ation of preoxidized tube 
s(•ctions. Isothermal/isobaric creep.-rupture tests at 750 - 900°C, 50 - 120 bar. 
Creep tests at 800 and 1000°C in air and comparisonwith those in steam. Tempera-
tur-transient/isobaric creep-rupture tests (ramp testa) a~ higher ~eating ·rates 
( I 0 - 30 ° I 8 ) • 
8. Relation to other Programs 
Other programs with~n KfK-PNS, KWU, NRC. 
\, References 
I) Semi-Annual-Rep.KfK-PNS 1/78 and 2/78. 
2) S. Leistikow, G. Schanz u. H. v. Berg 
" Kinetik und Morphologie der isothermen Dampf-oxidation von Zircaloy 4 bei 
700 - 1300°C 
KfK 2587 (1978) 
3) S. Leistikow u. R. Kraft 
Kriech-Berst-Untersuchungen zum KUhlmittelverlust-5t6rfallverhalten von Zir-
caloy 4-HUllrohren in Argon und Wasserdampf 
Proc. Reaktortagung Hannover April 1978, s. 549-552 \1 
10. Degree of Availibility of the Reports 







Berlchtszeitraum/Perlod l<lassifikation/Ciassificatlon Kennze•chen/Project Number 
1.1. - 31.12.1978 I. 3 06.01.08 (PNS 4237) 
Vorhaben/Project Tille Land/Country 
Untersuchungen zum Brennstabverhalten in der FRG 
2. Aufheizphase eines KUhlmittelverluststor- F ordernde Institution/Sponsor 
falles - In-pile-Versuche mit Einzelstc!:i.ben BMFT 
im DK-Loop des FR2 Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Investigations on Fuel Rod Behavior in the 2nd 
KfK - Projekt 
Nukleare Sicherheit Heatup Phase of a LOCA 
In-pile Experiments with Single Rods in the Abt. Ingenieurtechnik 
OK Looo nr t-h~ FR2 R~A"!t-nr 
Arbe•tsbeg•nn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1972 1QB1 B. Rc!:i.onle/E.Karb 
Stand der Arbelten/Status Berlchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewllligte Mittel/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
1 • General Aim 
Investigation of the behavior of LWR fuel rods during a loss-of-
coolant accident (LOCA). Provision of experimental data for the 
verification of computer codes. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Experimental investigation of the influence of a nuclear environ-
ment on the mechanisms of fuel failure. Performance of transient 
in-pile tests with single rods in the DK loop of the FR2 reactor, 
simulating the cladding temperature history of the second heatup 
/ phase of a LOCA • 
~~· 3. Research Program 
A total of approx. 45inuclear tests are planned with unirradiated 
as well as with previously irradiated fuel rods. Irradiation in 
the FR2 reactor, steps of burnup: 0/ 2,500/ 5,000/ 10,000 I 
20,000/ 35,000 MWd/tu• Range of internal pressures: 25 to 120 bar. 
25 Reference tests with electrically heated fuel rod simulators 
(BSS) • 
Both nuclear and reference tests are performed with the test rods 
in the in-pile section of the FR2 DK loop. 
-2-
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4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
4.1.1 Test Loop, 
The DK loop is operated with superheated steam of 60 bar, at 
0 300 - 350 C in the test section, and with a mass flow of 
120 kg/h. The in-pile test section is located within a pres-
sure tube in a vertical test hole of the FR2 core. The test 
transient is initiated by interrupting the coolant flow and 
depressurizing the coolant channel. When the desired cladding 
temperature is reached, the specimen power is reduced by 
reactor scram or interruption of the power supply respectively. 
A special waste-gas system is available for the fission pro-
ducts escaping from the burst nuclear rod; it decontamina-
tes the waste gases from volatile halogens and retards noble 
gases; solid and liquid isotopes are retained by filters. 
4.1.2 Preirradiation and test rod assembling 
The test rods are irradiated in the FR2 up to the desired 
target burnup in in~trumented 6-rod bundles similar to FR2 
fuel elements. Instrumentation provides data for determina-
tion of burnup and for safety monitoring. 
Assembling of the irradiated test samples, in particular the 
spot welding of thermocouples onto the cladding is done re-
motely in the hot cell within the FR2 containment, using a 
device designed especially for this purpose. 
4.1.3 Post-Test Examination PTE 
Upon completion of the test the specimen is subject to exami-
nation in the neutron radiography facility (NERA) of the FR2. 
t 
After decoupling from the sample support rod, the tes.t rod is 
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4.2 gQIDEY~~~-f~Qg~~~ 
Comparative calculations of the thermal conditions during pre-
irradiation in the FR2 reactor: Codes CARO (KWU) and COMETHE. 
For pre-test calculations: Special versions of the codes RELAP, 
WALHYD (IKE) and STAT! (KfK), which model the particular con-
ditions of the test section for the nuclearly as well as for the 
electrically heated rods. 
Post-test calculations: SSYST. 
1 ) 5. Progress to Date 
(\ 
\ .. J 
5.1 The experimental program was continued according to schedule 
with a total of 11 nuclear tests: 
With 5 rods each of series G 1 and G 2/3, all irradiated to 
35,000 MWd/tu' the tests with high burnup fuel were completed. 
One nuclear test with an unirradiated rod, B 1.7, was performed. 
5.2 A total of 5 tests with electrically heated simulators were 
completed with various objectives. 
5.3 The first in-pile burst test with an electrically heated simu-
lator, BSS 12, was made successfully. 
5.4 The in-pile section of the test loop, which had been in the · 
reactor core since 1969 had to be replaced when reaching its 
maximum tolerable irradiation dose. After a successfull trial 
with simulator BSS 14 the regular operation was resumed. 
6. Results 
6.1 Burst pressures and burst temperatures found during the test 
series G 1 and G 2/3 (burnup 35,000 MWd/tu) did not show an in-
fluence of the nuclear parameters. Like the failure data of the 
B tests (unirradiated rods) and of the F tests (20,000 MWd/tu) 
the G data lie well within the scattering band of the burst 
pressure and temperatures obtained out-of-pile by various 
-4-
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investigators. 
As experienced with the F rods, neutrografies of the G rods 
show that the fuel pellets, already cracked during previous 
steady-state irradiation, disintegrated during the transient 
or during subsequent handling at those rod sections where major 
clad lifting or ballooning occured. 
6.2 Measured with 4 TC's at the same axial location, 5 em below the 
upper edge of the fuel stack, and 90 ° apart the maximum circum-
ferential temperature variation was found to be approx. 40 K 
(steady-state as welY as transient). 
6.3 The in-pile burst test with BSS 12 confirmed the selected de-
sign of the electrically heated simulator. The burst data 
0 (54,2 bar, 842 C) as well as size and shape of the balloon are 
similar to those of the nuclear tests. 
6.4 Several BSS tests were used to calibrate an improved TC attache-
ment method. Spot welding the 1 mm OD thermocouples to the 
cladding at the cylindrical part of the platinum jacket resulted 
in a reduction of the measuring error from previous 75 ± 35 K to 
+ 
now 10 - 10 K. 
6.5 An analysis concerning the proper.plenum size for short length 
test rods was completed. It shows that best simulation is ob-
tained with a test rotl plenum having approximately the same 
volume as a full length standard fuel rod (internal report 9.8). 
6.6 Post-test examination of the test samples continued. Out of 
26 rods transferred to the hot cells 13 are examined fully, non-
destructive testing of 9 rods was completed. 
6.7 Six internal reports were distributed (besides contribu~ions to 
semi-annual and annual reports) documenting test data and PTE 
results ( 9. 7, 9. 9) • 
An invited paper was presented at the 6th Water Reactor Safety 
-s-
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Research Information Meeting of the USNRC (9.6). 
7. Plans for the Near Future (1979) 
7. 1 
7.2 
FR2 irradiation of rods for series C (target burnup 2,500 MWd/t0 ) 
and series E (10,000 MWd/t0 ). 
Performance of test series C and of approx. 4 Reference Tests 
with electrically heated simulators. 
D 7.3 Hot Cell post-test examination and evaluation of the results 
will be continued. 
g 
8. Relation with other Projects 
KfK: PNS 06.01.04 (4231), 06.01.05 (4233), 06.01.06 (4235) 
06.01.07 (4236), 06.01.09 (4238), 06.01.10 (4239) 
USNRC: PBF-Program, MRBT-Program 
9. References 
/1/ PNS semi-annual report KfK 2600, 1977/2 April 78 pp. 87-98 I 373-382 
/2/ PNS semi-annual report KfK 2700, 1978/1 
/3/ IT annual report KfK 2595, 1977, pp. 15-17 
/4/ E. Karb: Ergebnisse von In-pile-Experimenten im FR2 zum Brennstabver-
halten bei Kilhlmittelverluststorfillen. 
In KfK 2570, pp. 195-217, Dez. 197/ 
/5/ E. Karb: Results of the FR2 Nuclear Tests on the Behavior of Zircaloy 
Clad Fuel Rods. 6th WRSR lnf. Mtg., Nov. 1978, Gaithersburg, Md, USA 
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TITRE Pays , 
Experiences de depressurisation et de renoyage FRANCE 
d'une grappe combustible PWR : Programme PHEBUS IOrganisme Directeur 
CEA/DSN 
TITLE (Anglais) Organisme executaur 
Experiments on depressurization and reflooding CEA/DSN/SRSlSES 
of a PWR fuel assembly : PHEBUS project • 
Respo nsab le 
Scienciilques 
1. OBJECT!? GENERAL 
Le programme PHEBUS se propose d'etudier : 
f 
1) le comportement d'une grappe de crayons dans les conditions 
d'un accident de perte de rafrigerant primaire incluant l'intervention 
des systemes de refroidissement de secours. 
2) le comportement thermodynamique de la boucle et l'efficacita 
j 
des systemes de secours dans les conditions particulieres a PHEBUS. I 
. 
Associe aux programmes hors pile OMEGA et ERSEC, il doit permettre 
de preciser le domaine dans lequel un combustible demeure correctement 
refroidi pendant et apres accident • 
.. 
II - OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
A- Realisation d'une installation d'experimentation permettant de 
I 
- reproduire les conditions d'environnement d'un reacteur PWR pour 
une grappe experimentale d'une taille de 25 crayons. 
- simuler les differentes conditions de depressurisation etudiees 
dans l'analyse de sOrete d'un reacteur PWR. 
~ simuler les differents types d'injection de securite qu'il est 
prevu d'utiliser a l'occasion .d'un tel accident. 
B- Programme experimental, comprenant 
a} Etude du compdrtement physico-chimique et mecanique des crayons 
combustibles et de 1 'assemblage pendant l'accident. 
b) Etude du comportement des crayons combustibles lorsque les 
limites fixees par les criteres de protection du coeur sont atteintes. 
•. c) Etude de 1 'injection de secours. Il s'agit de s'assurer que dans 
les conditions propres a la boucle PHEBUS, les modeles de calcul d~cri- () 
vant le remplissage peuvent rendre compte des phenomenes observes. 
La plus grande partie du porgramme concernera des grappes de 25 
crayons, mais les premiers essais seront effectues sur des dispositifs 
ne comportant qu'un seul crayon. L'installation a ete etudiee pour 
. tester des combustibles vierges et irradies. 
C - Interpretation des resultats 
Validation des programmes de calcul decrivant la depressurisation 
et le renoyage en vue de leur application au calcul des accidents des 
reacteurs de puissance. 
0 
0 
Ill - INSTALLATION EXPERI~1ENTALE 
L'installation compbrte 
- un reacteur source d' une puissance thermi que de 60 f·1W, capab 1 e 
de produire les flux neutroniques et de reajuster leur evolution 
pour que l'energie degagee dans l'assemblage d'essai soit represen-
tative de celle qui existerait dans un reacteur de puissance meme 
pendant la sequence experimentale (chute des barres et action du 
refroidissement de secours). 
- le coeur nourricier compose de 36 assemblages A crayons d'U02 
faiblement enrichi, controle au moyen de 6 barres de controle-secu-
rite a crayons de hafnium. 
- le circuit d'eau demineralisee qui refroidit le coeur a partir 
d'une reserve de 500 m3 servant de volant thermique et permettant de 
conduire un essai a pleine puissance pendant 20 a 30 minutes. 
- une boucle d'essai avec : 
- une cellule en pile dans 1 'axe vertical du coeur, contenant la 
perche d'essai qui abrite la grappe de crayons combustibles a tester, 
de 0,80 m de longueur active. 
- un ensemble de circuits hors pile contenus dans un caisson de 
450m3 pouvant tenir 1,5 bars de surpression et rassemblant les 
fonctions de : 
• maintien des conditions nominales de fonctionnement d'un PWR. 
• declenchement de la depressurisation {breche de dimension et 
de position variables). 
• mise en oeuvre de 1' injection de secours, dont o_n peut fa ire 
varier certains parametres • 
• mesure des parametres, et prelevement d'echantillons. 
- un ensemble de recueil et traitement des informations, compor-
tant · : 
3 enregistreurs magnetiques assurant au total 36 voies. 
1 multiplexeur-convertisseur analogique digital de 96 voies. 
de 12 bits. 
2 calculateurs MITRA 15-35 pour l'acquisition et le pre-traite-
ment. 
IV- PROGRAMME D'ESSAIS 
Pour reduire le programme a des dimensions acceptables et 
tenir compte de 1 'importance respective des diverses variables, on a 
classe les param~tres en pluiieurs categories : 
- la categorie I se compose des param~tres que 1 'on fera 
varier independamment : la taille de la br~che, sa localisation, la 
puissance lineique maximale des crayons combustibles et leur pression 
interne. 
·- - la categorie II se compose des param~tres qui seront 
etudies en faisant varier un seul parametre de la categorie I, a 
savoir : la pression d'injection, le debit d'injection, la temperature 
de l'eau d'injection. 
- enfin, des essais realises dans des conditions bien precises 
pour etudier des phenom~n~s particuliers et notamment les phenomenes 
aux limites concern~nt l'integrite des element~ combustibles seront 
appeles essais de la categorie III : l'influence des points d'injection, 
le comportement des crayons combustibles dans les conditions limites 
permises par les crit~res et dans la mesure du possible, l'etat des -
crayons en fin de depressurisation. 
On prevoit 7 A 8 essais par an a partir du debut de 1979. 
V - ETAT 0' AVANCH1ENT 
Le reacteur a diverge le 9 aout 1978. 
Les essais neutroniques menes par le SEN se sont termines 
le l/12/78. 
Suite aux resultats des premiers essais d'ensemble, il a 
ete necessaire de realiser des modifications importantes sur les 
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Apres cette modification, l.es essais a froid a 270 bars ont eu lieu 
le 6/12/78. Ils se poursuivront a chaud jusqu'a la fin f~vrier 1979. 
Les essais en puissance sont lies a une autorisation du 
SCSIN. Ils devraient avoir lieu jusqu'a 10 MW ~ partir de mars 1979 
avec verification du fonctionnement general sur perche prototype 
monocrayon. 
La mantee en puissance jusqu'a la puissance nominale avec 
perche prototype 25 crayons se situerait alors debut juin 1979. 
La campagne d'essais du programme commencerait au debut du 
3e trimestre 1979. 
·- Les calculs pre1iminaires permettant de preciser le programme 
des essais sont en cours au moyen des codes RELAP, CERES, FRAPT, FLIRA. 
Le d~tai1 des programmes est en cours d'A1aboration et d'~tude 
par la commission ad hoc. Les cinq premiers essais sont pr~sentement 
d~finis. 
-VI - RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
. 
Ce programme est entrepris en etroite connexion avec les 
f 
programmes ERSEC et OMEGA realises au Service des Transferts Thermiques 
de GRENOBLE. 
Cette etude est 1iee a l'etude 147-1-01. 
VII - DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
DSN/SETS 91-73 du 21.3.73 Programme Phebus. 
P1aquette Phebus IPSN-DSN 1977 {en cours de refonte) 







INTERPRETATION DES ESSAIS ET CALCULS RELATIFS 
AU PROGRAMME PHEBUS 
TITLE (Anglais) 
TESTS INTERPRETATION AND CALCULATION RELATED 
TO PHEBUS PROJECT ' 
Date de demarrage 
J. 07.78 
Date d'achevement 
3 J. 12.85 
I; OBJEC!U' GENERAL 
Etat actuel 
en cours 
Derniere mise a jour 
I • 1979 







CEA-DSN / SEAREL 
R.esponsable 
Scunt1.fiqi.les 
- Calculs previsionnels et interpretation des essais au fur et a mesure 
de leur realisation • 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
2. I. - MISE AU POINT DES MOYENS DE CALCUL 
-----------------Il s'agit de rendre operationnels, au fur et a mesure de leur dis-
ponibilite, les codes qui peuvent permettre !'interpretation des 
essais PHEBUS • 
Les calculs seront .realises d'abord avec les codes de premiere 
generation de type RELAP, FRAP, puis avec les codes de deuxieme 
generation lorsque ceux-ci seront disponibles et suffisamment 
valides par ailleurs • 
2.2. - CALCULS PREVISIONNELS 
Ces calculs pourront etre faits : 
- soit pour definir ies parametres de l'essai ; 
. 
- soit, les parametres de l'essai etant figes, pour aider a sa 
realisation (tout assai devra etre precede de ce calcul previ-
sionnel final) • 
- 4c8-
2.3. - INTERPRETATION DES ESSAIS 
Cette interpretation doit comprendre : 
- une comparaison des calculs previsionnels et des resultats 
experimentaux, 
- la realisation de nouveaux calculs pour ajuster les modeles sur 
les resulats experimentaux, 
- une analyse des resultats de comparaison calcul~experience • 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME 
• Reacteur PHEBUS - voir fiche 147-1-04 
4. ETAT D'AVANCEMENT 
Cette etude fait suite a l'etude intitulee: 
- Programme PHEBUS: moyens de calcul et calcuh preliminaires 
(fiche 147-1-01) 
Dans l'etude precedente de nombreux calculs preliminaires ont ete effectues 
oour la phase de depressurisation avec le code RELAP 4 mod 3 • Des 
calculs de renoyage ont ete faits egalement avec RELAP FLOOD • L'ensemble 
de ces calculs constitue une base importante dans le travail de mise en 
place des outils d'interpretation des essais PHEBUS • / 
5. PROCHAINJ:_S ETAPES 
; 
5.1. MISE AU POINT DES MOYENS DE CALCUL 
Cette mise au point sera faite dans un premier temps a partir de la 
version RELAP 4 mod 5 pour les phase de depressurisation et de rem-
plissage. Dans un deuxieme temps on mettra au point le calcul de_la 
phase de renoyage avec la version RELAP 4 mod 6. C'est cette version 
qui sera enfin utilisee pour le calcul de l'ensemble des phases de 
l'essai • 
Cette mise au point comprendra !'utilisation de tous les resultats 
d'essais effectues hors pile : essais de perte de charge, de debit 
breche, de renoyage ERSEC 
Les differentes etapes de cette mise au point sont les suivantes: 
I. Mise a jour du jeu de donnees 
2. Mise au point de l'initialisation du calcul 
3. Calcul breche 
4. Mise au point! du calcul depressurisation 
5. Mise au point du calcul de remplissage 





7. Calcul de la pression du reservoir de decharge (~ l'aide du code 
PAREO) 
8. Calcul combustible " 
9. Calcul d'une caracteristique type LOCA • 
5.2. CALCULS PREVISIONNELS 
Ces calculs seront faits en fonction des besoins lies au deroulement 
du programme exp~rimental • Les essais actuellement prevus,et pour 
lesquels des calculs previsionnels sont programmes, sont: 
• essais hydrauliques et prototypes 1 crayon ) 
• essais hydrauliques et prototypes 25 crayons~ ler semestre l979 
• premiers essais I crayon du programme PHEBUS : 2eme semestre 1979 
5.3. INTERPRETATION 
Des interpretations simplifiees sont faites pour les essais prototype 
du fait des problemes d'instrumentation • Les interpretations appro-
fondies commenceront avec les premiers essais I crayon du programme 
PHEBUS (2eme semestre 1979) • 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D' AUTRES ETUDES 
• Programme experimental PHEBUS (voir fiche 147-1-04) 
T 




TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 




TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
CALABRIA UNIVERSITY 
. Rewetting of fuel rods during E.c.c.s . 
PROJECT LEADER: 
. V. MARINELLI 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS:· 
January 1977 December 1980 •' 
G. OLIVET! 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: A. SABATO 
In progress I June 1979 
1.- General aim 
Study of cooling of fuel rods during the E.c.c.s. 
2.- Particular objectives 
Optimization of engineering correlations and models to predict the thermal 
behaviour of rods during E~C.C.S.J development of a computer code for rewet 
· ting calculations under the reflooding mode ~f E.C.C.S. 
3.- Experimental facilities and programme 
Experimental apparatus for bottom flooding in rod-annular geometry at low 
pressure, starting from different levels of temperature, and, successively, 
experiments of spray cooling. 
4.- Project status 
A survey of literature on the subject has been done. and a preliminary co~ 
puter code has been developed, in order to see the present capability of pr~ 
dictions against available literature data of flooding. 
·-
Additionally a study ha~ been done on the interaction of the vapour phase and 
the liquid phase in countercurrent flnws during sprays. and has been checked 
against experimental data on a 9 rods bundlE!·. giving encouraging agreement. 
• t ~ I 
This study has been verified also with experimental data obtained in round pi 
pes and ducts of different shapes. 
5.- Next steps 
The Experimental setup is in construction and the models are in progress. 
6.- Relation to other projects and Codes-None. 
45.89? 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): CLASSIFICATION: 
Rewetting of fuel rods during E.C.C.S. 1.3 
7.- Reference documents 
A. Sabato 
Tesi di Laurec; Modelli di ribagnamento per le barrette di combustibile 
di LWR nel caso di incidents 
Jan. 1978, Fol~tecnico di Torino. 
V. Marinelli - G. Oliveti - A. Sabato 
Counter current flow of air and water in a 9-rod bundle 
Atto del Dipartimento 23, Opt. of Mechanical Engineerjng, Universita della 
Calabria, June 1978. 
V. Marinelli - G. Oliveti - A. Sabato 
Calculations of countcurrent flow of liquid and gas fn the flooding r~ 
gime 
Atto del Dipartimento 28, Maggio 1979, presented also:European two phase 
flow group meeting at ISPRA, June 5-8 1979. 
8.- Degree of availability 
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INITIATED: · COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
June 1975 1982 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
In progress July 1979 
( 0 ) JRC Ispra-ESSOR Division 
CNEN Italy - Thermal Reactor Department 
General Aim 
In-pile investigation of LWR fuel behaviour (rods and bundles) in simulated LOCA 
conditions using an experimental loop, named SARA, being built for the ESSOR 
reactor. The primary objectives of the program are: 
- Rod, especially clad, deformations during wide range of r~OCAs. 
- Interactions ca.used by deformations: 
- Between rods 
- Between deformations ·and coolant 
- With possible rod failure propagation. 
- Bundle coolability and thermal response during reflooding 
- S/C blocking due to ballooning 
- S/C blocking due to brittle fragmentation. 
Particular Objectives 
- Detailed design, fabrication and installation of the loop. 
- Specification of the LOCA simulation test program. 
- Execution of the test program in its SUPER-SARA version (SUPER-SARA test 
program) as a proposed program of the E. E. C. (see point 5 • ) • 
Experimental Facilities and Program 
I 
Besides the operation in steady conditions for both the boiling and the pressuri7.ed 
mode, the SARA loop can attain a wide variety of abnormal conditions by s1,.1itnble 
transient control actions on loop system pressure and flow distribution. The thermo-
hydraulic performance of the loop in the nuclear mode will be guaranteed by 
carrying out prior tests in p.n electrically heated parallel twin teHt section, using 
the same basic loop. The loop is designed to cover a wide LOCA parameter l'Ztnge 
•• 
·5.897 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 




and io drive PWR rod bundle assemblies of up to 36 rods (17x17 type) of 2m lenght 
{2. 3 MN heat rejection}. This length i.s considered quite sufficient for the correct 
simulation of refiooding heat transfer and coolability for the badly deformed 
bundle at the end of the simulated LOCA. 
Proiect Status 
- Detailed design completed, fabrication underway. 
-Test matrix covering "large", "medium", and "small" break LOCAJ; being 
elaborated. 
- Theoretical scoping and precalculation of tests underway but much new modelling 
of processes to be done. · 
Next Steps 
End '79, decision by the Council of Ministers of the European Communities on the 







TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Italy 
Falling film shrouds rewetting SPONSOR: 
CNEN 





INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
March 1978 
G. Ferrari 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
In progress June 1979 
1) General Aim 
Measure of the rewetting velocity and of the sputtering characteristics. 
2) Particular Objectives 
Types of flow (rivulet etc.) and droplet characteristics measurements in dependence 
of flowrate, subcooling, initial wall temperature, etc. 
3) Experimental Facility 
"Ad hoc" test section with visualization devices. 
4) Project Status 
A first set of measurements has been completed. 
5) Next Steps 
• 
A second test section has been designed and proposed for the construction. 
6) Contact Person 
G. Farello, CNEN, CSN Casaccia, CP 2400, 1-00100 Rom a. 
4-5.89? . 
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RIBAGNAt·tENTO DI SUPERFICI AD ALTA TEMPERATURA COU PART!- ITALY 
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TITLE (gNGLISH LANGUAGE): STUDIES ON THE REWETTING ORGANISATION: 
OF HIGH TEMPERATURr. SURFACES, WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE PNI VERSI TA' di P ALERMOl 




INITIATED: ,. COMPLETED~ SCIENTISTS: 
1978 F. CASTIGLIA 
s. TAIBI 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: G. VELLA 
IN PROGRESS JUNE 1979 
L----_-
x ISTITUTO pi APPLICAZIONI E IMPlANT! NUCLEAR! 
DESCRIPTION: 
The aim of this study i·a: 
.. _ 
1- to compare crjtically the existing analytical one- and twoLdimensional 
+he 
models on\rewetting of high temperature surfaces, qualifying them on 
the base of exi~ting experimental data; 
2- to gain detailed info~ation on the physics of rewetting, singling out 
the main p~ysical parameters involved in the phenomenon and try to impro-
ve the existing theoretiQal models; 
3- to carry out both a conceptual study and a preliminary project of some basio 
experiences, where the different effects will be taken separaUly into ac-
count, in order to test the effectiveness of the. various theoretical 
models. 
(Istituto di Applicazioni e Impianti Nucleari, Universita, 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY~ 
UNITI-:D KINGDOM 
Heat transfer and rewetting in PWR reflood SPONSOR: (liTH 6. 2 .1) 
. 




J Fell (Winfr~th) 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
,. 
"!nrf'h )Cl7R 
!1TATUS: ~LAST UPDATING: 
. 
't ' ~ In progress March 1979 ( ( 
Background 
I 
Th(>re is a requirement for 1tn impr~vcd understnnding of the heat trnnAfer nnd 
hydrmll tc processes trtking place during the reflood stage of a PWR/LOCA in order 
thnt more realistic predictions of fuel b,ehaviour may be made for deformed cladding • 
. Objectives 
The experimental objective is to develop a ·detailed understanding of the fluid 
flow and heat transfer p~ocesses involved in PWR reflood, leading to the develop-
ment of predictive models which can be 'applied to undistorted and distorted fuel 
bundles. 
. 
The investigations will be limited to conditions of fixed coolant input; the 
analysis of system effects does not form part of the present pr~gramme. 
A number of new experimental facilities are involved:-
1. A single tube rewetting rig (REFLEX). 
2. A pcrBpex 76-pin air flow model. 
3. A perspex .76-pin electrochemical analogue model. 
4. A full length 64-pin ·bundle which will probably be mounted in either the 9 MW 
heat transfer rig or the HPSC rig. 
Programme 
l. One dimensional reflood heat transfer studies using tubular test sections 
including simulations of deformed clad constrictions. 
-"'"a.o-
liTH 6.2.1 contd 
2. Ba-;-ic three dimensional studies of the effect of partial blockages,- by-pass 
and ph~se separation. 
a. neformed clad cluster hydraulics using an air flow model. 
.. 
b. neformed clad cluster heat transfer· using an electrochemical analogue. 
c. Reflood ing of int~:>rconnected deformed and non-ballooned subchanncls. 
3. Rcwetting studies including the influence of clad. filler and gas gap.· 
4. Corfirmatory large scale deformed cluster reflood heat transfer and hydraulic 
p•:rformance test in 8 x 8 bundles of full length pins. 
5. ,A supportin~ development programme will be directed towards the production of 
well instrumented model fuel pins suitable for use in (4) above and novel instru-














'fiTLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): ' COUNTRY: 
· UNI'n:n ~IN(~DOM 
Clad deformation and multi-pin interaction effects SPONSOR: in a LOCA (FS l.lA) 
I 
I 
I TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) :t. OHGANISA'fiOil: 
UKAFA (Springfields) 
PROJF.CT LEADER.: 
D 0 Pickman (SNL) · 
J B Sayers (Ha~ell) 
TNI'I'TATEO: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
March 1978 
. 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
I 
In progress March 1979 
.Background 
I 
ln 11 lotcrt-nf-cnnlnnt 11~1:1(1.-nt thr dcformntton' nf' thr rul•l r()(l clmldlng lH nn 
imJu)rt~tnt fnctor in determining the efficiency of the core quenching system by 
rt>flooding. It is known that, under certain conditions of temperature and pressure 
differential, Zircaloy cladding car strain by large amounts (> 25~).' 
Objectives 
To determine the strain hehaviour of cladding ~nder LOCA conditions, and to 
establish whether any large .scale deformation will occur.which could impair cooling 
by reflooding. If this is the case. to study and recommend remedial measures. 
Programme 
1. Lahoratory Studin~ 
Previous studies Of the deformation behaviour of cladding (1) will be extended: 
a. . Dire>ctly hented, clnd,Hng will be tested under conditions (loss of heat by 
convective cooling) appropriate to reactor behaviour. 
b. The presence of adjacent'rods will be simulated. 
\ 
c. Cladding will be trsted with internal heaters more closely representing fuet. 
d. The destabilising effects(2) of local temperature variations and the anisotropic 
mechanical propertles of the cladding will be studied. 
e. Interactive effects in multi-rOd assemblies will be studied by tests in 
isothermal conditions (muffle furnace). tests on directly heated arrays, and tests' 
on arrays .with internal heaters. 
\ ' 
FS l.lA contd 
2. Tn-ptle studir.s (tOCT e~periment) 
Following completion of the' feasibility study(J) for a single rod LOCT (Loss of 
Coolant Test) experiment in the DIDO ·high pressure water loop, the ne~t phase 
comprises a design study intended to ·produce a fully worked up scheme by the· end . 
of 1979. 
In.the design study some v~riations in design are proposed stemming in part from 
,,n improved underst11ndinr, of the thermo-hydraulics through use of later versions 
of th•.' RELAP computer code.· Provision is also being made for the introduction of 
supplementary coolant, post blowdown, thus giving a measure of convective cooling 
to the fuel rod. The active part of the test section will he designed to a"ccommodate 
a single pin with a length· comparable to the. PWR axial grid spacing. The pin 
will be surrounded hy an· electirc heater shaped to represent the neighbouring 
fu·~l pins. The heat generation, heat" loss, and rise in temperature will be 
dt•r;igned to be similar. to tlfat which might he experienced by one section of a Pt.ffi · .. , 
bundle. The objective is to attain an operating envelope covering clad temperatut 
in the range 600-800°C. However. it is planned. that the first experiment should 
he r;tdfnt lvt>ly coulrtl In ordrr to, l'RtnhllRh thl' "XfH'rlm<•nt:ll mrthnd In thr mont 
f•xpPd Lr lnus way. ·An out of pUe test section would be linked to the high preHrmre 
wa tcr loop with an el~ctr lcally heated test, rod thus enabling the whole sequence 
o.f operAtions to be rehearsed and also to give direct comparison of an electricAlly 
ht•llt,..d pfn wlth a 'fuel rod. ·· Opernting procedures wU 1 be designed to he fully 
nutom~tt€!d· and micro-processor controlled. · 
On the aRsumption .that completion of the design study indicates tnat a worthwhile 
ul'rlcs of ("Xper (menta cAn· be .mounted the forwarc;l programme lnvolvt;!s mod if icat tons 
tn th(' loop s·tarting in 1980, recommissioning th~ loop. to operate at full PWR 
presHure, improvements to the safety instrumentation and construc~ion of a detailed. 
safety case'for the experiment. The first in-~ile tests would be in 1982 •. 
Facilities 
PROPAT rig (single rod teats) FLEET..:2 (multi~rod tes,ts) at Springfields. 
High Press'ure Water Loop· in Harwell Dtno· reactor.· · ·. 
1. HlNDLF. F. D. Zircaloy fuel. dad ba.llooning tests in steam. ND-R-6 (S) and 
1st Supplement. 
2. ROSE K ~. Stable and unstable deformatipn of Zirca1oy fuel pin cladding in 
a LOCA. ND-M-lSl(S). 
3. 8 MARLOW, C.LANG and· C J CRABBE. Design feasibility for- controlled-loss-of-
coolant studies using the high pr~ssure water loop .in DIDO reactor (LOCT teat). 
Paper at international coqoqu-ium on ·trrad~~tion tests for re·ae~or safety programmes 
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-· ~fod(_•ll ing of fuel element behaviour during transients SPONSOR: (FS 4.1) 
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TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): OIWI\N I~)J\'l'TON: 
UKAEA (Sprinp,fic:>Jc!R) 
PRQ,JEC'!' LEADEH: 
D 0 Pickman 
(Springfields) 
IiliTIATEf): COMPLETED: .' SCIENTISTS: 
March 1978 
STATUS: 'LAST UPDATING: 
In pru~re-AR March 1979 
D•1rinR a loss-of-coolant accident or other transient the combination of a decrease 
fn clnd strength and an increase in differential gas pressure may cause the 
c1adrling to swell and partially block the coolant channel. The aHsc:>ssment of the 
likl:'lihoorl of such an (•vent involves both experimPntal and theor•.>tical work. This 
prPsent job is concerned primarily with the theoretical side, although contact 
will be maintained with certain experiments, particularly the PROPAT* experiment 
at UKAEA Springfields Laboratories and any UK or overseas irradiation experimeritR. 
/ 
Th•· tranAff•nt codes CANSWEL, MAREL will be developed and will be compared with 
·FRAP-r and HOTROD to ~ive improved models of clad deformation and heat transfe~. 
The MAHEL code is being jointly developed' with AEEW Winfrith (see project HTH 6. 1. l). 
P.1rtlculnr nttPntion will he given .to thf:' pr('dictlnn of Rtrttin diatribution 
during cl£HI cfeformat ion in a LOCA, rod/rod interact ion and gap conductance model lin~. 
Th<' cod<'s will he assessed, against any available irradiation experiments or 
pr~HHuriAed laboratory tests •. 
Fac i1 ities 
The computers installed at Springfields, Harwell end Risley will be used for • this 
work. 
P.('fen•nce Documents 
1. JONES PM. CANSWEL-1 A computer code to predict SGHWR fuel pin behaviour in 
a loss-of-coolant transient. First technical progress report. TRG Report 284l(S). 
2. JONES PM, GITTUS J Hand HINDLE ED. CANSWEL A computer model of clad 
behaviour during a loss-of-coolant accident. TRG Report 2901(S). 










Ht•l.wtting, reflooding and clad deformation. I SPONSOR: MABEL development (HTH 6.1.1) 
-
TI'fLE (EilGLISH LANGUAGE): OJHJANISNriON: 
UKA~~ (Winfrith) 
PRQ,JECT LEADER.: 
J Fell (Winfrith) 
. 
H1I'fJATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
' 
Mnrch 1978 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
In proRress March 1979 
-
Racke;rollnd 
Tht>r~ is a potPntial for large clad strains to develop during a J.OCA. This could 
re:;ul t in nxially extended deformation with consequent impAirment of the he.,t 
trrtnsfcr to the coolant and thus severe overhe~ting of the fuel. A specialised 
cod(' (ep, MARF.L) is required to examine the detailed behaviour of single fuel rods 
tnkin)~ into nccnunt locnl n~d.muthnl effectH, suhchnnn(•l blockage, etc. It tnk<-s 
itH boundary conditions from a core-wide code such as RELAP. 
MABF.L is being developed 'in collaboration with UKAF~ Springfields Laboratories, in 
thrPe staRes: HABEL-1 with a concentric pellet model and the coolant represented 
hy input hent transfer coefficients: MABEL-2 with a 2D pellet model to represent 
azimuthal effects and coolant subchannel effects included: MABEL-3 with a more 
sophisticated model based upon the experience gained from MABEL-2. 
~ Ohj~cttv~s 
1. To d~velop the MABEL series of codes for PWR LOCA clad-ballooning studies. 
2. To carry out analytic studies to validate the assumptions and modelling in 
MABEL; to update the model in the light of experimental work at AEEW or elsewhere. 
3. To carry out PWR calculations as required. 
Programme 
ComplC'tf..on of MABP.L-1 







MARF.I. will be programmed for the IBM 370 Computer. 
Reference nocum('nts 
1. R W Bowring and C A Cooper. '~ABEL-l: A'eode to analyse cladding deformation 





2. CORE M£LTDOWN 
 
Our 1 r; hl'llfHir numl ~•mod 1.1.-J1 .12.1978 l<llltllllk•ltHnlf:laii"IIH:I411un 1'\at•tllllh hflll
111tntll• I Nwuhat ]. u:; 2hl/11 
Vorhabon/Pro,ect Tttle I l.11rad/Countrv 
Analytische Tatigkeiten der GRS im Rahmen FRG 
des Reaktorsicherheitsforschungsprogramm~ Fordernde lnsttlutton/Sponsor 
des BMFT - 13MFT Kernschmelzen. 
Aultragnehrner/Contractor 
Analytical Acitvities of the GRS in the Gesellschaft fUr 
Frame of the BMFT Research Program on Reaktorsichcrheit 
R<.·actor Saf('ty 
-
Core ~1el tdown (GRS) mbll ., 
Arh•llhbf'Qtnlltln•t•ated ArbettsondeiCompleted Letter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.4.1977 31.12.1979 , Dr.KreusenhofflDr.Scha' 
Stand de.r Arbetlen/Status Bertch!sdatum/Last Updaltng Bewilligte Mittel/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
1. General Aim 
Parallel and additional analytical studies for the BMFT-
sponsored experimental research. Further development of computer 
codes concerning reactor safety. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Review and analysis of research reports and results of the core 
meltdown project. Review of LMFBR-related experiments with 
debris bods and molten pools. 
2.1 Assessment and evaluation re RS 166 
2.2 Assessment and evaluation re RS 72 a/b 
2.3 Assessment and evalu&tion re RS 73 
2.4 Assessment of the research projects dealing with steam 
explosions ( RS 76; RS 76 A;· RS 2o6) 
2.5 Assessment of the research projects dealing with the 
interaction between molten mass and reactor concrete 
(RS 154; RS 183: RS 237) 
2.6 Review of the meltdown process and behaviour of molten material 
after hypothetical accidents (LMFBR) • 
2.7 Heview of Fuel-Coolant-Interactions 
2.8 Review of behaviourand cooling of fuel debris beds. 
2.9 Roview of behaviour of a molten pool (LMFBR) 
2.1o Review of interactions between· core melt and core-catcher 
fe 
1.1.- 31.12.1978 RS 263/11 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Assessment of the results obtained within RS 166 with a 
view to their relevance to risk statements. Examination of 
the operability of the BETON computer program. 
3.2 Examination of the operability of the BILANZ computer program 
in connection with risk statements. 
3.3 Review of the inherent value and significance of MELSIM for 
the analysis of the meltdown and slumping process. 
Comparative calculations with the BOIL computer program. 
3.4 Assessment of the results obtained within the research 
projects dealing with steam explosions and review of 
their applicability and transferability to reactor-specific 
conditions. 
3.5 Assumption, review and assessment of the analytical methods 
as well as the computed results for a substantiation of 
the statements made in continued risk studies. 
Evaluation of the experimental results of RS 154 with a 
·view to the H2 and steam release rates as well as the 
meltdown behaviour of the concrete for reactor-speific data. 
Review of acticities concerning the meltdown and the behaviour 
/'\ 
' I 
"' ' ~ 
of molten materials in the core. () 
3.7 Critical assessment of experiments and analytical methods 
to investigate fuel-coolant-interactions. Investigation of 
the applicability to reactor conditions. 
3.8 Critical assessment of experiments concerning fuel debris beds 
using simulant materials as well as ~eactor materials. 
3.9 Review of experiments. Implementation of the computer code 
THEKAR and parameter calculations. 
3.10 Critical assessment using simulant materials as well as reactor 
materials. 
-3-









Experimental Facilitiest_Comnuter Codes 
The code THEKAR was obtained from TU Hannover. The 
version THEKAR R has been implemented. 
Progress to Date 
... 
Review of the inherent value and significance of MELSIM 
for the analysis of the meltdown and slumping process. 
Comparative calculations with BOIL. 
Assessment of the results obtained within the research 
projects dealing with steam explosions and review of 
their applicability and transferability of ~actor­
~pccific conditions. 
The amount of the molten mass and the kind of failure of 
the lower core support grid are essential boundary 
conditions for the occurrence of a steam explosion. 
Participation in the preparation of a strategy for the 
· necessary develol;>ment of correspond~ng. slumping models. 
·Assumption and implementation of the BETZ computer program 
developed within 'the frame of RS 183. A parameter study was 
carried out to ~over the variables of major influence. 
Preparatory action for the assumption of the KAVERN 
program. 
The transition phase which describes the graual non-
energetic meltdown of the core has been analysed by 
reviewing the literature. 
The analysis of theoretical and experimental investiga-
tions concerning the streaming of molten materials in 
narrow channels has been initiated. 
Recent French CORECT tests - utilizing up to 8 kg of 
molten fuel - and recent Sandia in-pile-tests with 
carbide and oxid~ fuel have been reviewed. 
The sun~ary of a literature review concerning fuel-




... "'•.u .... 
1.1.- 31.12.1978 RS 263/11 
Ad 3.8 The literature and experiments concerning debris bed 
behaviour has been reviewed. Conditions leading to dryout 
have been studied. Different dryout correlations form 
three research centers, Argonne National Laboratory-ANL, 
University of California-UCLA, Sandia Laboratories were 
compared. Remelting of dry debris beds was considered. A 
preliminary report /2/ was published. 
Ad 3.9 The present status of molten pool analysis has been studied. 
Mechanisms affecting heat transfer characteristics of molten 
. 
pools have been established, including radiative heat ~ 
' ' 
~ .. , 
transfer. The influence of fuel crust behaviour on the damage 
potential of the melt has been assessed. 
The computer code THEKAR R has been implemented. A 
preliminary report /2/ was publisched. 
Ad 3.1o According to the program schedule work on this topic will 
begin in 1979. 
6. Results 
Re l.3 One of the results of the investigation of the entire 
core meltdown accident relevealed that Phase 4 is the de-
cisive one for questions relating to containment integrity 
and fission product release .. Thus, the detailed treatment 
of Phase 1 is shown to be less important than parameter 
studies and a ~elimitation of the possible scattering range 
of the results. This range of results is a consequence of the 
scattering of input data and boundary conditions which is due 
to both the statistical approach and the experiments involved. 
However, for the implementation of such parameter studies it 
will be sufficient and even advantageous to use a less 
involved and less sophisticated program. 
All in all, the results obtained with the simpler BOIL 
program are not only comparable to those of MELSIM but 
even easier to interpret. Neither program will supply a 
criterion for the core slump. However, the exact time of 
-5-
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Re 3.4 
Re J.S 
the core slump is only of secondary importance for course 
and development of the entire core meltdown accident. The 
. integral value of the steam production rate can be deter-
mined, and the exact time history is insignificant as far 
as contiued calculations are concerned. With regard to 
the hacrogen release an integral value will also be 
sufficient. Here; h~wever, the value will be underdeter-
mined because of the assumptions made in MELSIM /3/. 
The slumpinq process ~ay be studied with the aid of rel-
atively simple models. The models will not reauire any 
' . 
rcfin0mcnt unless and until the first ,few results have 
been obtained. A sub~tantiation of "-ht> slutcmcnts ·by way 
of small~scale experiments is only possible to a smaller 
extent and not necessary at present. 
The BETZ computer program deals with the -hase of concrete 
I 
destruction. As the program is now available, it determines 
the concrete melting rate, the temperature of the molten 
mass as a function of time arid the various heat fluxes. 
·Thermal conduction in the concrete is not taken into 
consideration. BETZ is the predecessor of the detailed 
KAVE~N program that is still in the development stage, 
and it is part of the superordinate BILANZ program that, 
once completed, is hoped to link all subroutines without 
necessitating manual intervention. 
/ 
A oarameter study investigated the essential input data 
with a view to their ~n~luence on the molten concrete masses. 
The result revea~ that there is very little. dependence on 
the input data. In other words, the destruction of the 
concrete is mainly a function of the heat sources 
inherent in and the heat removal from the molten mass. 
The kind of thermohydraulic model that was used was found 
to be the most essential factor influencing the formation 
of the meltinN cavern and thus the melt-through times 
of the inner beilogical shield. 
-6-
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In addition, the effect of a sump water contact on the 
time history of Phase 4 was determined /4/. Calculations 
with thwo heat transfer models lead to comparable results 
the heat transfer at the interface between molten mass 
and concrete. Depending on the model, the melt-through 
time of the inner biological shield is approx. 4 or 5.6 
hours. 
As compared with the reference case, a 5o % increase in 
radiant energy released from the surface of the molten 
pool will: prolong the melt-through time of the inner (\ 
biological shield by a maximum of 1.1 h (= 2o %) • If the 
radiant energy release becomes zero (closed athermanous 
crust) the meft-through time will be shortened by approx. 
1.7 has compared with that of the reference case (5.6 h). 
The melt-through time and thus the point of time of a 
possible sump water contact will change considerably if 
there is no locally constant heat flux transferred to the 
concrete, as has been presumed in the calculations so far. 
Experiments which are being carried out with regard to the 
heat transfer at the interface between molten mass and 
concrete (RS 166) suggest that the transferred heat flux 
max depend on the angle of inclination of the interface. 
the case of a linear increase in the heat flux with the 
angle of inclination (doubling of heat flux in the/case 
II[} 
o·f a vertical interface), the melt-through time will be 
reduced ny approx. 5o %. A greater effect upon the time 
history of Phase 4 of a h~othetical core meltdown accident 
will result ~f there is a contact between molten mass and 
sumpf water. The heat transfer to the sump water is 
expected to the effected by way of stable film boiling. 
A. BETZ calculation reveals that almost the entire energy 
content of the molten mass will serve to vaporize the 
sump water so that the molten mass will solidify approx. 
2.8 h after the occurrence of sump water contact. The 
molten mass will not penetrate the concrete any further 




















fiETZ w811 furnish only a relatively course description of 
the interaction between molten mass and sump water. Be-
cause of the important influence of the sump water ... contact 
upon the course of the core meltdown accident it will bG 
necessary the further improve the program. 
The study of freezing models and of the ANL-thermit-
experiments shows that plugging above the ac,tive core 
region cannot be described statisfacorily. Related 
investigations should be continued. 
The mechanical cnargy release of the CORECT tests was 
less than 4 J/g-fuel. The Sandia in~pile-tests showed 
a maximum pressure peak of about 1ooo bar. This was 
probably caused by single-phase superheating of liquid 
sodium, and not by sodium vaporization. 
The theories which .try to model the mechanism of fuel-
coolant-interactions were reviewed. Wehn they are applied 
. to conditions which are expected du_ring hypothetical 
· accidents they show rather low probabilities for 
energetic fuel-coolant interactions. But final conclusions 
cannot be made at present. 
Based on experimentH with simulant mp.ter ials, different 
·correlations for,fucl debris bed dryout were published 
by ANL, by UC~A and by Sandia Laboratories. Although 
the correlations show a certain quantitative agreement 
o~ the dryout threshold predictions, there are substantial 
differ.ences in modeling the dryout process. Conseouently, 
a reliable assessment of the imrortance of characteristic 
bed parameters - e.g. particle deameters and bed porosity -
cannot be made as yet. The first in-pile-experiments at 
Sandia showed dryout thesholds which could be explained 
·1ual.itativcly by existing correlations. At dryout 
threshold po~1er levels the dry parts of tho beds still 
had a remarkable heat removal capability leading to rath~r 
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Further in-pile-experiments at Sandia as well as experi-
ments with electrical heating of uo2-particles under 
sodium at ANL are planned to improve qualitative and 
quantitative understanding of debris bed behaviour. The 
.main objectives are to investigate the influence of 
several parameters, e.g. higher power levels, additional 
steel particles, depth-dependent porosity. 
At various research centers numerical calculations and 
experiments with simulant materials at low temperatures 
produced heat transfer correlations for nonboiling homo-
''") 
geneous pools with simple boundary conditions. The results 
show quite reasonable agreement. Functions were found 
correlating mean Nusselt numbers with the Rayleigh number. 
Marked local maximum heat fluxes were observed at the upper 
. 
side walls of the pool. 
The results cannot be applied directly to accident cqndi-
tion~ since they do not consider some important aspects: 
Boiling ih the pool and interactions of different mate-
rials will affect convection and heat distribution. 
Due to the high temperatures thermal radiation will 
contribute significantly to the heat transfer. i) ' ........ ,~ 
The damage potential of the pool is higly dependent on 
the properties of the fuel crust at its boundaries. 
Experiments-with molten uo2 at the ANL showed results which 
did not fit to the previous correlations, whereupon an 
additional radiative heat transfer model remarkably improved 
the agreement between c~lculations and test results. 
Experiments with molten uo2 will be continued at the ANL. 
At sandia, in-pile investigations with molten uo2 are 
being prepared. 
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7. Next Steps 
LMFBR& Review of current research concerning core me1tdown, 
fuel debris bed behaviour, molten pool behaviour and 
coremelt-concrete interactions will continue. 
8. Relations with Other Projects 
9. References 
/1/ V. Javeri 
zur thermischen Reaktion zwischen geschmolzenem Brennstoff 
und Natrium im schnellen natriumgekUhlten Reaktor 
GRS-A-235 
/2/ H.Loffler 
Das Verhalten von BrennstoffpartikelschUttungen und 
Kcrnschmclze nach einem hypothetischen St~rfall in einem 
schnellen natriumgekUhlten Reaktor. 
GRS-A-242 
/3/ Auftragsbericht GRS-A-139 
K.Bracht, J. Keusenhoff 
I 
Beurteilung und Auswertung von Forschungsergebnissen 
des .Projektes Coreschmelzen 
/4/ Auftragsbericht GRS-A-221 
K.Bracht 
Der zeitliche Ablauf der Betonzerst8rungsphase bei einem 
i hyrothetischen Kernschmelzunfall: Berechnete Auswirkung 
verschiedenartiger Einflu8gr8Ben 
1 o. P.£9.!!!fY:.. of. Avai labi 1 i ty of the Reports 
Tht:! ubovo cited references are available upon request from 








Experimentelle Untersuchung der Abschmelzphase von 
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of uo2-zircaloy Fuel Rods under Conditions of Failure of Emergency Core Cooling 
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Leiter d4!t8 Vorhabens/Project Leader 
Dr. S. Hagen 
Bewilllgte Mittel/Funds 
Experimental Investigations of the melting.process including the re-solidifi-
cation of the melt on colder parts for single rods and bundles with spacers, 
ballooned cans and absorber rods. The influence on the melting process from 
different parameters like surrounding atmosphere and temperature gradients 
will be investigated. 
2. Particular objectives 
Investigation of the influence of preoxidation, ballooning and absorber-rods 
on the melting and refreezing behaviour of bundles. 
3. + 4. Research program and experimental facilities 
They are described in earlier reports. 
5. Progress to date 
1978 have done meltdown experiments in steam on bundles of 3 x 3 rods with 
additional fiber ceramics isolation. 
The bundle consisted of a central solid pellet rod, which was surrounded by 
ring pellet rods with 6 mm tungsten heater. The preoxidation of the cans 
was done at 550 °C. The ballooned cans were produced in the REREKA-facility. 
For the absorber experiments the original absorber rods in 30 em ·length were 
used in the centre of the bundle. According to the different types of absorber 
rods in the reactor we have done experiments with "black" absorber rods, 
consisting of Ag/In/Cd-alloy (80/15/5), "grey" absorber rods made of Inconel 
600, the burnable-poison borosilicate glas and empty chrome•nickel-steel 
guide tubes. 
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6. Results 
The experiments on the refreezing behaviour confirm, that in all bundles heated 
in steam the melt produced first is refreezing during moving down into the 
colder part of the bundle. Thus the molten material developing later is for• 
ming a lump between the rods. 
The investigations of the composition of the melt for one of the bundles 
showes an increase of the Uranium concentration from the lower to the upper 
part in the region 20 - 50 w %. Melt refreezing first in the lower part has 
the lower concentration of Uranium. 
For the investigation of the influence of preoxidation we have used cans 
with an oxid layer of 20 p. The bundle was heated to an surface temperature 
of the central rod of 1950 °C. We could find no difference in the meltdown 
and refreezing behaviour compared to not preoxidized rods. 
In the experiments with ballooned rods we could find no preferred meltdown 
of the ballooned regions. 
The beginning of material transport by melting of the absorber rods is 
determined by the chrome-nickel steel tubes. The Ag/In/Cd-alloy melting 
at 800 °C and the Borosilicate glas softening at the same temperatur are 
inclosed inside the tubes and restricted to its original region. Only when 
1400 °C is reached, than the chrome-nickel steel tube failes and the liquified 
material is pouring out. The first eruption of Ag/In/Cd-alloy is quite violent, 
in consequence of the strong vapour pressure of indium. This primary melt and 
the molten material of absorber, can and guide tube, coming down when the hot 
temperatur region is spre~ding out, is refreezing in the lower region of the 
bundl~ in the form of a lump. 
A similar behaviour - with the exception of the violent first outburst of the 
molten material - we have found for the Borosilicate glas, Inconel 600 and the 
empty tubes. In all experiments in the lower region of the bundle there has 
formed a lump of frozen material. Regarding the fuel-element one has to 
remember that only half of the fuel rods is in close neighbourhood to an 
absorber rod. 
1 • Next steps 
The experiments are completed at the end of 1978. But the experimental 
arrangement is kept available for operation, if there is the necessity for 
further experiments in the region of core meltdown. 
-·~-------·· 
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1. General Aim 
2. 
Within the frame of the research project RS 73 of the BMFT 
the program system MELSIM has been developed in order to 
describe the meltdown of a light water reactor core. In 
parallel, experiments on the meltdown behavior of fuel pins 
are performed within the "Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit" (PNS) 
at the "Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe" (KfK). 
The present research project is aimed at the calculational 
verification of the results obtained at the KfK. An experimen-
tally verified model of the meltdown process is to be develo-
ped later in order to describe the integral course of the 
core meltdown. This is of importance for the slumping modul 
of MELSIM. 
Particular Objectives 
The computer model is aimed at the solution of the following 
problems 
-Fuel pin heatup in oxidizing (H2o! air), reducing (H2) and 
inert atmosphere 
- Oxidization of the clad (zirconium) dependent on a differing 
oxigen supply, H2-generation 
- Influence of the interaction between uo2 and molten zircaloy 
on the fuel pin behavior 
- Pin failure depending on the radiation history 
- Meltdown process in bundles of fuel pins 
- Influence of the tungsten heater on the results of the 
single pin experiment 
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- Formation of channel blockage 
- Geometric interactions during the slumping process 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Calculation of the Pin-Heatup Until Clad and Fuel Interact 
The pin-heatup has to be simulated according to the different 
~ 
experimental conditions in different atmospheres. Temperature 
distribution, Zr-H2o-reaction including heat production, for-
mation of a zirconium oxide layer and the formation of H2 has 
to be taken into account. 
3.2 Simulation of the Pin-Behavior up to Clad-Melting-Temperatures 
The interaction between Zr and uo2 has to be described by a 
model. 
3.3 Simulation of the Pin-Failure and the Meltdown Process 
Pressure differences between the interior of the pin and the 
coolant have to be calculated and the behavior of the molten 
material has to be described. 
3.4 Supporting Calculations with Respect to Rod-Bundle-Experiments 
Bund~e experiments are carried out to support the development 
of MELSIM. Therefore these experiments have to be calculated 
and the results of theory and experiments have to be analyzed. 
They have to be investigated with respect to consequences for 
the development of MELSIM's slumping modul and the modelling 
of the meltdown of the reference reactor. 
4~ Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
No experiments are carried out within this project, the neces• 
sary experimental information is supplied by KfK (PNS 4240). 
Computer codes developed at IKE, modelling fuel pin behavior 
(e.g. STT, ZET-10, ZET-20, WUEZ) as well as the modular pro-
gram system MELSil.f are employed to the extend necessary. The 
experimental and theoretical knowledge is used to develop an 
improved computer code. 
-3-
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5. Progress to Date 
to 3.3 Pin failure and melting behavior have been modeled, programmed 
and tested. 
to 3.4 The analysis of further results of fuel rod bundle meltdown 
experiments has been continued. A two-dimensional model for 
the investigation of angular effects has been completed. The 
modeling of failure and meltdown of pins in bundle geometry 
has been continued. A description of the meltdown process in 
the entire reactor, based on experimental results has been 
started. 
6. Results 
to 3.3 Calculations using the module STAMEL were in good agreement 
with experimental results. 
to 3.4 The pins fail at a temperature of~2100 K. The material remains 
within the core region. The melt freezes as soon as it,reaches 
areas of the rods with a surface temperature of appr. SO K 
below the melting temperature. 
7. Next Steps I 
to 3.4 Further information for relevant meltdown parameters and for 
the improvement of the program for the integral meltdown ex-
periments is provided. The fuel rod bundle model is verified 
by means of a further experiment. The final evaluation of the 
experiments is completed. 
8. Relations with Other Projects 
The experimental data for the performed and intended investi-
gations are provided by KfK (Research Project PNS 4240). There 
is a strong dependence on the experimental program. In return, 
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1. General Aim 
(' ·~ The physical behavior of a reactor core under hypothetical 
0 
core meltdown conditions is to be investigated starting after 
the failure of the lower pin-su9porting structure of the core 
and ending if the core is molten and assembled on the lower 
plenum of the pressure vessel. The vaporization process of the 
water contained in the lower plenum will be calculated as well 
as the hcatup of the dry reactor vessel assuming different 
configur~tions of the core debris which fall into the plenum. 
A computer program (LUCKE) will ba developed. In order to 
obtain improved information on the heat balances involved in 
core meltdown, this program will be integrated into the energy 
balance program BILJ\NZ I (PWR) and BILANZ II (B\'IR) of K\'lU to-
gether with the computer code MELSIM-1. 
.2-·------~Particular Objectives 
This project is closely connected to the research 9roject 
ns 183 (cncr<JY balances after hy!,)othetical pressure vessel 
failure) of .K\lU. ta thin this framework, K\'lU and IKE will 
c·ouple the progx·am systems listed above. 
The particular objectives are as follows 
- Investigation of the core meltdown accident by means of 
~LSil1-1 until the core falls into the lower plenum of the 
pressure vessel. Integration of MELSU-1-1 in IHLANZ I and II. 
Investigation of the behavior of the remaining core after 
partial failure of the lower core aunportin~ structure. 
1.1.78- 31.12.1978 RS 211 
3. 
3. 1 
- Modelling of the sequences of events in the reactor pres-
sure vessel until the molten core is assembled in the 
lower plenum of the pressure vessel 
- Completion df the computer program LUCKE which simulates 
these events. 
- Coupling of LUCKE with the program system BILANZ - MELSIM-1 
and investigation of the entire accident sequence. 
Research Program 
Search and processing of the PWR and BWR data required for 
computer calculations which are carried out with MELSIM-1 
3.2 Integration of MELSIM-1 in BILANZ 
- Coupling of MELSIM-1 and BILANZ 
- Heatup and slumping of the remaining core after a first 
partical failure of the pin-supporting structure. 
3.3 Development of a simple model to describe the sequence of 
events from the failure of the core supporting structure 
until the formation of core melt at the bottom of the pres-
sure vessel 
- Analysis of the accident sequence 
- Development of the computer code LUCKE 
- Performance of the calculations 
3.4 Integration of LUCKE into BILANZ 
3.5 Simulation of the accident in applicating the complete model 




Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Within the research project, the computer program LUCKE is 
developed. It will be integrated together with MELSIM into 
the code BILANZ of KWU. 
Progress to Date 
Completion of·the calculations with the code system 
developed. 
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6. Results 
Calculations, performed for LWR's with the code system 
MELSIM-1 show that in the lower areas of the core a sub-
stantial amount of heat is released by means of the ~r­
H20-reaction. 
During the heatup- and meltdown phase, approx. 10 % of the 
total Zr-invcntory of the core are oxidized. If the PWR-
core is initially dry, core collapse takes place appr. 
1400 s post accident initiation. At almost the same time 
·the inner part of the supporting structure fails. 2600 s 
later failure of reactor pressure vessel takes place. 
Calculations ,.,1-th MELSIM-1 and CONZU show that the contain• 
ment withstands the pressure load at least for the time-
span investigated. 
7. Next Steps 
Completed 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
There is a strong dependence on the project RS 73 (Develop-
ment of the Computer Code MELSIM) and a close couplin~ to 
the investigation program RS 183 (Energy Balances after 
Hypothetical Failure of the Reactor Vessel). Further on 
this project is ¢onnected to the RS 316 program (Development 
of a Core Melting System on the Basis of RSYST). 
9. References 
Final Report BMFT-RS 211 
10. DeQree of Availability of the Renorts 
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General Aim 
- Contributions to the development of the program system 
MELSIM-1, testing and docomentation 
- extension of the program system RSYST for the integrated 
description and simulation of the core meltdown accident. 
Development and test of a core meltdown program system, 
based on RSYST, which is suitable to simulate the entire 
course of the core meltdown, using the relevant core melt-
down programs available. 
rmLSIM-1, which is able to describe the meltdown process ex-
tensively and detailed, is improved with respect to data 
handling and computer time by means of a change in the mathe-
matical description of the meltdown process. 
For the research project "core meltdown" of the BMFT, compu-
ter programs (MELSIH-1, LUCKE, KAUHZ, CONZU and KAVERN, e.g.) 
have been developed, which simulate the four phases of the 
core meltdown accident (core heatup, evaporation of the re-
sidual water, heatup of the reactor pressure vessel and con-
crete penetration). 
In order to treat the entire accident sequence, an integral 
program system is required, which automatically links the 
information without any losses or approximations between the 
programs describing parts of the sequence. 
For the development of MELSIM-1 the use of RSYST /1/ has been 
of advantage. The high flexibility of RSYST enables integra-
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tion, coupling or exchange of othe'r programs or modules. Of 
further advantage is the fact, that programming for standard 
problems, e.g., can be done in such a manner, that users 
without particular experience with RSYST are able to handle 
the entire core meltdown program system. 
2.· Particular Object~ves 
2.1 Develooment of MELSIM 
Improvement of the models in the core heatup module 
- steam generation rate flattening during core collapse 
- improvement of the decay heat models and of the data ex-
change between different modules 
- adaption of the modules to the improved data structure 
- simplification· of in- and output, test and documentation 
2.2 Integral Description of the Core Meltdown Accident, 
Based on RSYST 
- Analysis of the uncoupled programs and their interaction in 
the integrated system 
- programming of the integrated core meltdown code system 
- adaption of codes which already exist 
- test and documentation of the entire integrated system 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Core Meltdown Code System MELSIM-1 
Reduction of computer time, test and documentation. 
3.2 Use of RSYST for an Integral Description of the Accident 
An analysis of the programs and their interaction in the 
entire program system is performed. The data interfaces are 
fixed, additional modules are programmed. 
3.3 Adaption of Programs Available 
Assistance is given to KWU (see No. 8) in order to adapt 
their available programs to RSYST. 
3.4 Testing of the Program System 
The system is tested in its parts - by this contractor only 
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with respect to MELSIM-1 and LUECKE - and integrated. 
I 
3.5 Evaluation of the Results and Final Report 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
s. 
Computer codes, developed by the contractor, are used, parti-
cularely RSYST, as well as MELSIM-1 and LUECKE. They can be 
applied, according to the demands, in parts or entirely in 
the module sequences required. The external programs, e.g. 
KAUHZ, CONZU and KAVERN will be supplied by KWU. 
Progress to Date 
to ~.1 Activities to save computer time and test runs have been 
carried out. The models for core heatup and -slumping fiave 
been concentrated in the module HEIZ. Those modelling boiling 
of residual water (KOCH~ and of the heatup of core supporting 
structure (UMGEBU and Uf1GEBR} have been extended. The data 
I 
transfer structure has been improved. 
to 3.2 The analysis of core meltdwon programs resulted in the defini~ 
and tion of interface data and the conception of two auxiliary 
6. 
3.3 ·modules STRru1 and AKKU. STRAM realizes a generalized system 
timestep control and AKKU automatically accumulates important 
transient results on the database. 
Results 
to 3.1 The models of core-heatup and core-slumping were combined in 
order to reduce the data-input and -output. The model for the 
core-supporting stru9ture includes the determination of the 
fall-down-times pf core regions whic~- failed. 
to 3.2 After the integration of the modules STRru~, AKKU, CONZU, 
and KAUHZ and WAVER into the core meltdown system KESS, first 
3.3 results for the first two phases of the core meltdown accident 
simulation were obtained. 
7. Next Steps 
to 3.1 The improvement of the models and data organisation of the 
core meitdown code MELSIM-1 and LUECKE with respect to the 
- 4 -
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core meltdown system will be finished. 
to 3.2 The modules STRAM and AKKU will·be tested and improved. Pro-
and grams for analyzing the 3rd and 4th phase of a core meltdown 
I 
3.3 accident will be integrated into the system KESS. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
Close cooperation with KtiU (Project No. BMFT- RS 183). 
9. References 
/1/ Ruehle, R. 
RSYST, an Integrated r1odular System with Data Base for the 
Automatic Calculation of Nuclear Reactors (in German). 
Report Nr. 4-12, Jan. 1973 of the Contractor 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
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General aim 
The aim of this research project is to investigate the thermal interaction 
of the molten core•material with various components of the reactor. Com-
puter codes are established to describe the attack of the melt to the 
reactor concrete and the heat transfer between the melt and the bounda-
ries of several reactor components. In order to test the reliability of 
the codes and to get necessary empirical information, a number of expe-
riments with modeling fluids are performed. 
Particular objectives 
The investigation of the penetration of molten core material into con-
crete is of particular interest. In order to get this information, the 
heat transfer between the melt and the concrete must be determined by 
considering the behaviour of the molten concrete and the vapour and gas 
liberated from the concrete. 
Another object of the research project is the investigation of the heat 
I 
transport in a stratified system of two immiscible fluid layers, which is 
formed when the melt contains a metallic and oxidic phase. 
Furtheron the heat transfer, the crust-formation and the fragmentation of 
a molten metal layer, cooled from the top with boiling water, is of par-
ticular interest. This case is important to investigate the phenomena oc-
curing at a subsequent,flow-in of water on the top of a pool of molten 
core materia 1. 
3. Research program 
3.1 Investigation of the heat transfer from an internal heated fluid to an 
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. inclined gas liberating wall with the help of modeling experiments. 
3.2 Numerical calculation of the formation of a cavity into concrete by mol-
ten core material. The heat transfer between melt and concrete, deter-
mined in 3.1, is used in this calculation. 
3,3 Numerical calculations to determine the shape of rising bubbles and the 
heat flux to the bottom induced by this bubbles as a function of diffe-
rent parameters • 
3.4 Investigation of the heat transport from two stratified immiscible fluid 
layers with internal heat sources to the boundaries at the top and the 
bottom of the 2-layer-system. This investigation is done with the help of 
numerical calculations as well as with a heat transfer model and with 
experiments. 
3.~ Experimental investigation of the heat transfer and the thermal inter-
action between a pool of molten metal and an overlying layer of boiling 
water under the conditions of rising gas bubbles from the bottom of the 
pool. The gas liberation simulates as in 3.1 the gas formation due to 





The aim of these experiments is to investigate the behaviour of the melt 
at the surface in order to find out if a formation of an insolating crust 
between water and melt is possible and to get informations about the frag-
mentation of the melt. 
Experimental facilities and computer codes 
The experimental investigation of the heat transfer between an inclined 
gas liberating wall and an internal heated fluid was performed with the 
help of the holographic interferometry. The construction of the test 
chamber and the used optical set up were described in an earlier report 
/1977/. 
The penetration of the molten core material into concrete can be predic-
ted by the code BETSI. This code computes the local melting rate of the 
concrete using an empirical correlation for the heat transfer between 
ntelt and concrete. The variation of the mean temperature of· the melt is 
' 
calculated with an energy balance. 
To calculate the thermohydraulic behaviour around r.ising gas bubbles 
formed at the interaction front between melt and concrete the computer 
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code BETON 3.6 was established. The code can handle two separated phases 
including the effect of their surface tension. 
For the numerical calculation of the heat transfer in a 2-layer-system of 
immiscible fluids with internal heat sources, the code BETON 3.5 was 
e5tablished. Finally the application of the code was expanded to the con-
ditions when in both layers internal heat sources exist. 
The principle design of the test chamber, used in experiments, is shown 
in figure 9. The pool material is heated by a number of electrical heating 
tubes. To simulate liberation of gas at the melting front a series of 
nozzles are positioned in the bottom plate through which gas can be blown 
in. To determine the heat, transported from the melt to the water, a 
thermocouple is installed from above to measure the temperature in the 
melt as function of position and time. For observing and recording the 
interaction between melt and water photographically, the test chamber 
and the protection box are equipped with windows. 
Progress to date 
A large number of exper·iments are performed with various gas flow rates 
and inclination angles at different distances of the air injection nozz-
les. 
The computer code BETS! was continuously completed with the results of 
3.1. 
The computer code BETON was completed and results are correlated to 3.1. 
A heat transport model for a 2-layer-system was established. 
During the period of this report suitable test chambers were constructed 
and a number of experiments with different initial and boundary conditions 
were performed. 
Results 
The correlation of the mean Nu-number. describi~g the heat transfer bet-
ween an internal heated flu1·d and a gas liberating inclined wall. yields 
the following equat~on: 
-4-
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To 3.2 
Nu = K (X) Re0•5 Pr0•42 { 1 ) 
The coefficient Kin equation (1) is a function of the inclination 
I 
angle X, presented by the values in table 1 for different nozzle distan-
ces. 
Table 1 
x. 0 0,087 0,175 0,26 0,5 0,61 0,78 0,87 1,22 1,39 1,57 
Qo=10 mm 1,64 1,95 3,07 3,73 3,82 3,57 
Qo=14 mrn 1,76 2,22 2,88 3,75 3,89 4,41 5,21 5,82 
.These values show that a rising heat transfer occur with rising inclina-
tion angle. In figure 1 the Nu-number is plotted against the Re-number for(~ 
• ' l 
an inclination of X = 0. The diagram contains the measuring points of two 
measuring series with different nozzle distances and some results calcu-
lated with the code BETON 3.6. The comparison of the experimental and 
theoretical results yields, that the calculated values are minimal higher. 
In figure 2 the temperature fields in the near of a gas liberating wall 
at X = 0 and X = 0,5 are shown. 
Figure 3 shows a typical result of the calculations. The progress of pe-
netration of the melting front into concrete is plotted stepwise as a 
function of time. Rotational symmetry of the pool is assumed. The para-
meters describing the state of the melt in time are shown in the diagram 
above. These are temperature, velocity of the melting front, rate of gas 
release from the concrete, decay heat, heat flux to the concrete and 
volume of the pool. The calculations were done by considering a bubble-
heat-transfer-model, a homogeneous melt and the variation of the material 
constants which correspond to the ratio of core material and molten con-
crete. The calculations are performed with data given by the report 
RS 154 of KWU for concrete and molten material. The results yield, that 
the uncertainty in the determination of the melting enthalpy is not very 
important. But for considering the radiation at the surface, the calcu-
lations give a strong dependency for the volume melted within 48 hours 
as shown in figure 4. The variation of the radiation number ~simulates 
the not completely known behaviour of the melt at the·top. This st~te 
may vary from liquid at the top, assuming a very good mixing, to esta-
blishing at crust, which drops the radiation num~er. In the ~ast case 








With the code BETON 3.6 the bubble formations from a horizontal layer 
with large density differences were calculated. Figure 5 shows a typical 
example of rising bubbles with a density difference of 1:100. The heat 
flux to the bottom between the bubbles is increased to Nusselt-numbers 
·of 10- 12 compared to a linear temperature profile (Nu = 1). It depends 
strongly on the Laplace-number with constant density difference. (The 
Laplace-number describes the possible shape of the bubbles, relating the 
forces of buo ancy and s~rface tension.) The dependency is smaller with 
decreasing densitytdifference while the shape of the bubble~ is nearly 
constant by setting the corresponding surface tension. This effect is 
probably caused by the different mechanisms of material detachment from 
the bottom layer. This detaching is very quick with increasing density 
difference, whereas with lower density difference the connection to the 
bottom is kept for a long time. In this way the influence of the bubbles 
to the fluid movement at the bottom is longer, which may compensate the 
lower buoyancy force. 
An example of the calculations done with the code BETON 3.5 is shown in 
figure 6. In this case only in the layer at the bottom internal heat 
sources occur, while the lighter phase is unheated. In each layer separate 
temperature and convection patterns can be observed, which are coupled 
at the phase border. Additional the typical temperature profil is given. 
To verify the results of the code a heat transfer model for a 2-layer-
system was developed and also some experiments were performed. In figure 7 
two equations for the heat transport in a 2-layer-system are given. They 
were developed from the heat transfer model for the case of equal tempera-
tures at the walls. The variable 11 indicates the heat flux at the lower 
boundary related to the heat, generated in the lower layer. A comparison 
of the code and the heat transfer model is shown in figure 8. For the 
same initial and boundary conditions as. in figure 5 the calculations 
yield, that there is a small variation of 1\even with a change of the 
mixed dimensionless number Ra; • v11°,305 up to 102 • The agreement of the 
X 
code prediction (BE~ON 3.5) with the empirical formula (Fig. 7) is good. 
The results of the experimental investigations yield, that already by a 
rather small gas injection rate the movement of the surface prevents a 
complete crust formation at the top of the molten metal. The melt is 
cooled down rapidly after onset of the bubble boiling as clearly demon-
-6-
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strated in figure 10 by the curves of the heat flux from the melt to the 
water. At higher gas injection rates, a violent reaction between water 
and molten metal accompanied by pressure pulses occur and a strong frag-
mentation of the metal was observed. In figure 10 a microscopic picture 
of a fragmentation part can be seen, in which hollow spheres are formed. 
7. Next steps 
8. 
Finish of the final report and continuation of the work in a new RS pro· 
ject. 
Relation with other projects 
RS 154 Investigation of the interaction between molten core material 
and concrete; KWU-Erlangen 01.02.1975- 30.09.1976 
RS 1d3 Energy balance after a hypothetical reactor vessel failure under 
consideration of the concrete destruction; 
KWU-Erlangen 01.09.1975- 31.05.1977 
9. Reference documents 
Quarterly reports in the series: GRS Forschungsberichte (German) 
I 
Report period: Jan. 1978 - March 1978 GRS 
Apr. 1978 - June 1978 GRS 
July 1978 - Sept. 1978 GRS 
Oct. 1978 - Dec. 1978 GRS 
Annular report 1977 (German) 
10. Degree of avail ibility 
The reports are available at the GRS, C~logne 
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Fig. 3: Penetration of melting. front into concrete with time calculated 
with code BETS! 
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Fig. 6: Isotherms, flow pattern and temperature profile in a 2-layer-system calcu-
lated with code BETON 3.5; upper layer is unheated (Ra 1• = 2,25·10
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Fig. 10: Heat flux between 
molten metal sur-
face and water as 
function of time 
and gas injection 
rate 
Fig. 11: Microscopic pic-
ture of fragmen .. 
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~ In the last two phases of the hypothetical core melt 
accident of a light-water reactor, i.e. "RPV heating" 
and "concrete penetration", the course of the accident 
depends mainly on the thermohydraulic behavior of the 
core melt and its interaction with the adjacent structural 
elements. The viscosity of the melt is an important 
characteristic for the advance calculation ot the further 
course of the accident. It should be noted, however, that 
the viscosity of the melt varies continuously, as a 
. 
result of both the oxidation of its metallic constituents 
and the enrichment with concrete components in the accident 
phase "concrete penetration". 
2. 
The theoretical estimates of the viscosity known to date 
in general are satisfactorily accurate only for pure 
.substances of simple structure. It is not yet possible 
at present to use them for forecasting the viscosity 
of mixtures of complex composition. Therefore, it is 
necessary to measure the viscosity of core melts of 
different compositions. 
Particular Objectives 
Measurement of the viscosity of melts of mixtures of 
corium (A+R)3 and idealized concrete with the mixing 
ratios corium : concrete = 10 : 90, 30 : 70 and 
50 : 50 (all mixing ratios indicated in wt,-%). 
-2-
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}. Research Program \ 
3.1 Construction of the viscometer measuring systems 
3.2 Preparation of the corium-concrete samples 
3.3 Measurement of the viscosity of corium-concrete 
melts 
}.4 Metallographic and chemical analysis of the 
s9lidified melts 
Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Ball mills for grinding and homogenizing the powdered 
corium-concrete mixtures. 
Hydraulic press for the manufacture of pellets from 
the powder mixtures. 
Sintering furnace with controllable protective atmosphere 
for temperatures above 1100°C, for carrying out solid-
state reactions. 
High-temperature rotation viscometer, suitable for 
operation in vacuum and under protective gas. The 
viscometer can be operated as Searle or Couette type. 
The apparatus wae developed and constructed under.the 
research projects RS 71 and RS 214. 
Metallurgical microscope. 












Progress to Date 
The viscometer measuring systems in tungsten, consisting 
of rotary crucible, shear body and driver were ordered 
and received. The shear bodies were centered for true 
running by.:means of axial centering pieces. 
The finished measuring systems were tested by calibration 
measurements using standardized calibrating oils. 
The FeO which is not commercially available was prepared 
and examined for phase purity by means of chemical and 
X-ray diffraction analysis. 
The commercial non-stoichiometric uo2 was reduced and 
analyzed. 
For viscosity measurement, test specimens were prepared 
/ 
from the above described corium-concrete mixtures by 
solid-state reaction. To this end, th~ oxides uo2, 
Zro2 , FeO, NiO, cr2o3; SiO, Al 2o3 and CaO, in proportions 
corresponding to the desired mixture, were ground for 20 h 
pressed into pellets and subsequently sintered in a 
protective gas atmosphere for 20 h at 1000°C and then 
for 2 h at 1100°C. 
Random samples were examined for homogeneous distri-
bution of the components using a microprobe. 
A total or 30 viscosity measurements were made on all 
the above-described corium-concrete mixtures. 
Microsections were .made or the solidified melts; these 
were examined tor changes of the melt due to the experi-
mental conditions(e.g. physical and chemical interaction 
with the crucible material) by means of light microscopy 
and SEM. 
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Chemical analyses of the solidified melts are to provide 
information about possible changes of the melts during 
the measurements. 
Results 
The calibration measurements showed that over-charging 
of the measuring system and variation of the distance 
from the lower edge of the shear body to the crucible 
bottom does not have a measurable influence on the 
, 
measuring results. 
The test specim~ns were produced in the desired quality. 
The examination of the test specimens by means of the 
microprobe showed a uniform distribution of the con-
stituents after the solid-state reaction. 
+I AT COHSTANT T£HPERATUIIE 







Fig. 1: Viscosity of 
corium(A+R)3-concrete 
melts; mixing ratio 
30 : 70 wt. %: final 
4oo rf=sult; mixing ratios 
10 : 90 wt. % and 





















The preliminary results of the viscosity measurements 
is plotted in Fig. 1. 
The evaluation of the microsections of the solidified 
melts is not yet fully completed. In the case of the 
corium : concrete = 10 : 90 and 30 : 70 mixture, no 
metal precipitation has taken place. 
The chemical analysis showed the same composition as had 
been weighed in for the sample preparation. 
Next Steps 
The investigations will be continued according to 
schedule. 
Relation to Other Projects 
References 
Degree of Availability of the Reports 
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1. Gen•.!ral Ai"' 
'he objectives of the Core l1eltdown Project with.in the Reactor 
Safety Research Program of th-a Federal Mi'nistry of Research .and 
Technology so far encompassed the experimental and theoretical in-
vestigation of core mel'tdown by means of a hypothetical accident 
(under the boundary conditions of the postulated complete failure 
of. all emergenc:; cooling systems in the event of a double-ended 
rupture of the reactor coolant line of a pres,surized water reactor 
with given remaining water levels in the reactor. vessel). 
The results of research within the scope of the Core Meltdown Pro-
jt3Ct show that the meltdown of a fuel rod need only be expected 
when a cladding temperature of ca. 1 850°C is exceeded. However, 
the design of the emergency core cooling systems according to a 
rlSK guideline shall ensure that 'the maximum cladding tempet•ature 
after a loss-of-coolant accident will not rise beyond 1 200°C under 
any circumstances. 
Thus an intt!restlng region whose safety-engineer.lng margin:J have 
not been inv~stigated sufficiently to date lies between the region 
of safe emergency cooling of the reactor core in the event of an 
accident as defined by the RSK guidelines and the core meltdown 
which will occur in case of a hypothetical total and simultaneous 
fn1lure of the multiple redundant emergency dore cooling systems. 
'rbe rug ion may be described such that it will only be reac},ed in 
case ot a given leakage spectrum in the pr1mar_y system ot tht prts-
sur1zed W,ater.reactor if an.add1t1onal syAtem failure is P•lstulated 
1.1.78- 31.12.78 RS 310 
within the last available design redundancies. 
The starting conditions for hypothetical core meltdown accidents are 
to be assessed by means of emergency cooling analyses of a primary 
system characterized by these system failures and be realistic ini-
tial conditions. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The system behavior for two rupture magnitudes (2 A rupture and rup-
ture of approx. NW 100) is to be analized if, starting with the re• 
maining redundancies stated in the licensing procedure, the various 
() emergency cooling systems (core flooding tanks, high pressure and () 
low pressure injection systems) are systematically further reduced 
or activated with a time lag. 
This analysis is to be performed for the BBR pressurized water reac-
tor (1 300 MWe) whose main feature is a two-loop system (2 hot legs, 
2 steam generators, 4 cold legs with one pump to each). 
3.Reseatch Program 
3.1 Preparation of "best estimate" input and code adaptations 
3.2 Analysis of a 2 A rupture, reduced number of emergency cooling 
systems 
Analysis of a rupture NW 100, reduced number of emergency coo-
ling systems 
3.4 'Analysis of a 2 A rupture, delayed injection from emergency 
, 
cooling systems 
3.5 Analysis,of a NW 100 rupture, delayed injection from emergency 
cooling systems. 
4. Computer Codes 
The codes below are being used for the analyses: 
CRAFT for the thermohydraulic behavior of the reactor cooling 
system during the blowdown phase 
REFLOOD for the thermohydraulic behavior of the reactor cooling 
system during the refill and reflood phase 
-3-
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THETA 1 B for calculating the transient temperature distribution in 
a hot channel fuel rod in the course of an accident 
CONTEMPT for calculating pressure and temperature in the contain-
ment atmosphere. 
5. Prnor0ss to Date 
All projected analyses ace. section 3 have been largely completed. 
6~ Results 
Within the scope of this project is being examined by means of 
11 Best Estimate" emergency cooling analyses to what extent primary 
side emergency cooling systems may fail·or be activated late after 
a piping break without the core entering a temperature range that 
will lead to a meltdown of major core regions. In accordance with 
the agreements reached by the expert group "Core Meltdown" the 
nystem behavior after a double-ended break.on the pump discharge 
side in the cold leg and the rupture of a line of nominal width ' 
· ca. 100 mm was exa£1n~d. 
Starting in each case with the emergency cooling system combinations· 
which for the licensing procedUre are assumed as being always avai-
lable individual syste~s were further reduced or activated late. The 
·r analyses were terminated when either a maximum hot spot temperature 
. of 2200°C was reached or when a long-term steady condition had oc-
cured, i. e. when long-term energy removal from and cooling of the 
core were assured. A case is thus described as being under control 
in the sense of these investigations if the maximum hot spot tempe-
rature in the core does not exceed 2200°C until this long-term 
steady state is reached. 
The analyses yielded the 'following system availability limit: 
- for coping with a double-ended rupture no core flooding tank 
(pressure r~servoir) 1~ needed if the vent valves open. 1 high 
pressure and 1 low pressure system will suffice in that case. 
-Additional delays inthe activation time of the remaining LP-sys-
tem will lead after a few hundred seconds only to core conditions 
which can no longer be coped with even if a pressure reservoir 
-4-
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is available. Countermeasures for upgrading the systems are not 
feasible during these times. 
- For coping with a leak of NW 100 one high pressure system and one 
pressure reservoir are sufficient. 
- For the last remaining high pressure system the maximum allowable 
delay is approx. 600 sec. 
This proves clearly that system failures exceeding the licensing 
requirements by far may occur without causing a core meltdown. 
7. Next Steps (', 
() Is is planned to continue with "best-estimate-analyses" for secon-
dary system failures after a small primary side piping break and 
after loss of off-site power. 
0 
8. Relation with OtherfPrgjects 
The paramount objectives of the project are identical with those of 
parallel projects of GRS-K (RS 311) and KWU (RS 306). Starting con-
ditions, leak sizes and scope of work have been coordinated accor-
dingly. The intermediate results of the work part of which was car-
ried out in parallel have been compared by the Core Meltdown Commit-
tee of Experts. Further work will be coordinated. 
2· References 
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General Aim 
In the Core Meltdown Research Project investigations 
of the accident sequence are to be extended from those 
I 
hypothetical cases where all emergency core cooling. 
systems break dbwn completely and at the same time to 
partial failur~s. 
Particular Objectives 
Besides working out details of the theoretical models 
for a description of the sequence of events in an accident 
inVolving total loss o.f the emergency core cooling systems 
investigations are to be made as to which partial failures 
of the emergency co~e cooling system lead to unacceptable 
high fuel rod temperatures and/or partial or total core 
meltdown. With best estimate as·sumptions it is to be 
calculated in what case:3 of partial failure a core gcomc-
. try results from which residual heat· can no longer be 
. removed, thus causing core meltdown in the long run. It is 
the purpose~of those investigations to ascertain whether~ 
under such boundary conditions, core melt paths may arise, 
the further development and outcome of which differs from 
any previously investi'gated core meltdown accidents. 
3~·-----------R._<!~s~c~a __ r_c_h __ P_r_o_.g_r __ a~ 
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Program modification WAK 
Undelayed start of injection of ECC systems 
Delayed start of injection of ECC systems 
Analysis of a small leak with 100 mm diameter 
Choice of system combinations and sorting them to 
fo:till groups 
Undelayed start of injection of ECC systems 
Delayed start of injection of ECC systems 
Documentation 
Experimental Facilities 
To perform the calculations of the "core meltdown" 
project a set of programs is 'applied at KWU which consists 
of 
- the LECK 4 blowdown computer program 
- the WAK2Z refill and reflood program 
- the BETHY core heat-up program 
- the Small Leak program 
Progress to Date 
Reference case 
As a reference case a failure involving a guillotine break 
of the main coolant pipe between reactor pressure vessel 
and reactor coolant was examined in which all ECC systems 
were fully set in operation. 
Case 1 
case 1 is marked by the hypothetical assumption that all 
emergency core cooling systems are lost. This assumption 
changes the process of depressurization only slightly. 
Case 2 
Delayed injection into all systems at the moment when 
1900 °c has been reached in the core. 
case 3 
Delayed injection into all systems in· analogy to case 2 
at 1540 °C. 
Case 4 
Failure of a~l accumulators, 2 low pressure pumps 
effective without delay. 
-3-
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Loss of all low-pressure pum,s, all accumulators effective. 




On the assump,tions made (all systems start functioning, 
. 
F0 = 2.0) a figure of· less than 680 °~ after about 
15 sec. is computed as the maximum clad tube temperature. 
On account of the use of all reactor safety systems the 
water level reaches the lower edge of 'the core after 
35 sec. arid the axi.al hot spot .in the core ce.ntre after 
40 sec. 
Case 1 
The water present in the lower plenum at the end of the 
I . 
. blowdown phase is sufficient to initiate zirconium/ 
water reaction in the core if the clad tube temperature 
rises above approx~ 900 °c. 
After about ·JGO sec~, the melting temperature is reached 
in·the clad tube at the hot spot in the core (F0 = 2.0) 
At these temperatures the energy release by the exo-
thermic zirconium/water reaction already amounts to a 
multiple ( approx. ·.a factor of 4) of the decay power in 
the fuel. The rod under consideration with the hot spot 
in the core has burst after approx. 94 s·ec. 
Case 2 
Approx. 10 sec. after operation of all systems, core 
meltdown arises. 
Case 3 
The maximum clad tube temperature is 1760 °c after about 
180 sec. 
Case 4 
In the core, a maximum of 860 °C is attained after 
approx. 95 sec • 
. case 5 
The core meltdown temperature is attained after about 
2700 sec. -4-
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With leak sizes smaller than SO cm2 , the core remains 
covered even without any effective safety injection 
pumps. With a SO cm2 leak, one safe·ty injection pump 
is sufficient to keep the core flooded. It was assumed 
in all investigations that shutdown on the secondary 
side proceeds at a rate of 100 K/h. 
Next Steps 
I The following case is to be investigated: Loss of all 
accumulators, one low-pressure pump effective. The 
strain behaviour of the fuel rod cladding on reflood 
is to be allowed for. 
Relation with Other Projects 
RS 3 1 0 , RS 311 
References 
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1.1. - 31.12.1973 2.2 RS 206 
Vorhaben/Protect T tile Land/Country 
Theorie zur Dampfexplosion in Tankgeometrie, FRG 
Entwicklung von Fragmentationsmodellen (RS 206 Fordernde lnslltulton/Sponsor 
-!.1.5, Jahresbericht A 77) , e,xperimentelle BMFT 
Untersuchung stark transient~r Siedezustande Aultragnehmor/Contr,tctor 
- Institut fUr Kerncner-
'l'hr-o rr' t i Cill Investigation of Vapor Explosions · getik u. Energiesystcm e 
in Pool-'fype Geometry, Development of Fragmen- ., 
t~tton Modols, Experiments Related to Highly dcr Univcrsit~t _l'..t..Ul~icn.t..__jin \ i inn St_ut· tuy,rt .. 
Ar IJo o o I· .lu•vort r 1 /Inti''' tod Ari>Htt•,nno1n/Cortt~lutod L01tor dus Vorhauuns/Protoct lt:ader 
1. 5. 76 30.6.79 Prof. H. rmt'T,..,.. /nt R .. Benz 
Stand der .Arbetton/Status Bonchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewtlligte Mtltetlfunds 
Continuing December 1978 ' 
• 
General Aim 
liithin the frame of the research project investigating core 
meltdown problems of light water reactors experimental and 
theoretical calculations on hypothetical vapor explosions in 
light water reactors are performed. Both activities ~nitiated 
arc intended to lead to a bro.-,dening of the knowledge on con-
ditions, course and extend of vapor explosions possibly 
occuring during a hypothetical core meltdown. 
2. Particular Objectives 
- Estimation of the upper limits of the energy rclca~c and the, 
pressure buildup during a reaction between molten materials 
and water in reactor qeometry under reactor~relevant condi-
tions with respect to ·specific courses of the accident after 
the begtnning of the meltdown 
- Clartficntion of the conditions and the course of the frag-
mentation· };'rocesses which might lead to vapor explosions 
- Development of calculational models in order to describe 
the· fragmentation based on relevunt phys1cal mechanisms 
- o~.:, .. c lopmcmt of a calculational model in order to describe 
V.JfJOt:' E!Xplus ioaas in pool-type geometry 
- 'rla~oret ic.:al calculations of the experiments perfoJ:"med in 
po<")l type 'Jf'Omet ry at the EURA'fOM-research-cente!' Ispra 
- Expt.:rimentill rosearch on highly transient boiling, parti-
. cu l..1rly lt'i th respect to ·the fragmentation of melts 
..o Expl!r imcntal research on the trigger c"ondi tions for a 
culacrent fraqmentation by means of entrapment. 
-'c fc -
1.1.- 31.12.1978 RS 206 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Performance of a~ Investigation Using Engineering Methods 
Estimates on upper limits for energy release and vapor 
pressure buildup during hypothetically postulated vapor 
explosions in reactor geometry. 
3.2 Development of Fragmentation Models 
3.3 
3.4 
Theoretical investigation of fragmentation models for various 
materials and reactor conditions. Selection of mechariisms 
which may occur during core meltdown and development of 
calculational models in order to describe course and extend 
0 
of the reaction ·(e.g. bubble collapse model, shock wave model). 
Development of a Model for Pool-Type-Geometry and Calculation 
of Experimental Results 
Coupling of the fragmentation models within a computer code 
describing the course of a vapor explosion. Collection of data 
obtained from the experiments performed in pool-type-geometry, 
calculation of partial results from experiments, e.g. surface 
increase of the·melt, fragmentation time, pressure distribution. 
Experimental Research on Highly Transient Boiling, Particularly 
with Respect to Fragmentation :) 
Experiments to the highly transient boiling with large tempera-
ture differences will be performed in order to get data to the 
heat transfer and a picture of the phenomena under these condi-
tions. Included are measurements of the direct contact during 
and after the stable film boiling. 
3.5 Experimental research of trigger conditions for a coherent 
fragmentation by means of entrapment 
Trigger conditions for a coherent fragmentation will be veri-
fied by means of entrapment of water in different melts• Tem-
peratures, layer thickness and material of the melt will be 
' varied as well as the temperature and the mass of the water 
entrapped. 
-3-
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4 .• · f::X£H'r i m0n ta 1 Pac 111 tl c~ Cor!!E_utc r Cod0s 
'l'llc facili tics for ~ubcooled boiling measurements around 
spheres and for entrapment experiments have been comp~eted. 
Computer codes to estimate the transient pressure distribu-
tion (TRANS), the quasi-static pressure-buildup in reactor 
geometry (STADR), the fragmentation of materials with low 
melting point due to vapor bubble collapse (DABKO) and the 
fragmentation of melts by boun_dary layer stripp'ing within 
shock waves (STRIP). 
5. Progress to Data 
Development of a computer code describing interactions in 
the Ispra-tank-facility and of a, vapor bubble collapse.~nd 
a boundary layer stripping model. Continuation of measure-
ments of boiling data. Description of heat transfer on sub-
cooled film boiling around spheres. The test facility for 
entrapment experimpnts has also been completed. 
6. Results 
The process of boundary layer stripping alone seems to be too 
slow to be an important fragmentation mechanism by itself. 
The computer code TANDEM has been completed. The calculated 
pressure histo~ies agree well with those obtained by the 
ISPRA tank·experiments. 
7. Next Steps 
Experiments to transient boiling at free surfaces and to the 
entrapment as a trigger mechanism for vapor explosions will 
be continued. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
R.Ucnz et al.: IngcnicurmHBiqe Abschtltzung dcr Energiefrci-
setzung und des oruckaufbaus bei Damnfexplosionen 
in Reaktorgeometrie; 1. Techn. Fachbericht 
BMFT-RS 206, Dez. 1976 
R.Benz et al.: Theoretische Arbeiten zur Damnfexplosion 
2. Techn. Fachbericht, Br1FT-RS 206, Okt. 1978 
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10. Degree of Availability of the Reoorts 
Available at the GRS, Cologne 
RS 206 
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Vo•habor,/PrOJOCI Tttle Land/Country 
Experimcntelle Untersuchungen des Verhaltens FHG 
einer im Verlauf eines hypothetischen Kern- Fordernde lnslttutton/Sponsor 
schmelzunfalles mit dem SumP,fwasser in Kon- BMF1' r---:::-:-: 
tak t kommendcn Kcrnschmelze Aultr.tgn•thmur/Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Experimental Investigations of the Interaction Reaktortechnik 
between Core Melt and Sump Water Spreading on .. 
the Surface of the Melt during a Hypothetical B 222, Erlangen 
Core Meltdown Accident 
ArbPttsbugtnn/lntltated Arbe~tsonde/Completed Leiter des Vorhabons/Pro,ect Leader 
1. 1 • 78 30. 9. 79 Dr. Peehs 
Stand.c1cr. Ar bcrlon/Status Berlchtsdatum/Last Updating· Bewitligte Mittel/Funds 
Continuing 
1 • 
31. 12. 78 
General Aim 
In the scope of the Core Meltdo~n Research Program sponsored 
by the BMFT (Bundesministerium fUr F~rschung und Technologie 
= Federal Ministry for Research and Technology) it was 'for 
the first time that the sequence of events was analysed 
in the hypothe;ical case of the cooling of a reactor 
not being sufficient to remove the entire residual heat 
output generated in the core. The time dependent distribu-
tion of pressure and temperature in a reactor containment 
was calculated taking into account the results of all the 
current experimen~al and theoretical research projects in 
the Federal Republic of Germany on the subject of core 
meltdown. According to the present state of perfection 
and of the knowledge acquired, four characteristic phases 
are distinguished to.describe what exactly happens in the 
case of an accident. 
The first phase includes core heat-up until the supporting 
structure fails. This phase of the accident begins with 
the attainment of a specified residual water level in the 
reactor pressur~ vessel after blowdown, and it ends with 
the breakdown of the support grid. The evaporation of the 
reHidual water after the supporting structure has failed 
represents the second phase. After drying-out of the 
reactor pressure vessel this phase lasts until a melt 
pool.has formed. The third phase comprises the reactor 
pressure vessel heat-up after a melt pool has formed. 
When the react~.l}it'~r.essure. ves se 1 has me i ted through 
-2-





the melt will get into direct contact with the foundation 
concrete of the containment. So the destruction of the 
concrete after the reactor pressure vessel failure is 
considered to be the fourth phase of the accident. 
Particular Objective~ 
The question.of whether an over-pressure failure of the 
containment will occur due to the formation of steam when 
the core melt gets into contact with the sump water, is 
closely connected with the knowledge of the above-mentioned 
processes. As knowledge of the relevant processes can '~ 
only be improved by experiments, experimental investigations 
are made into the sump contact of the core melt. The object 
of such investigations is to make basic data, supported by 
experiments, hvailable for a better theoretical treatment 
of the question whether or not there may be an over-pressure 
failure of the containment due to sump water contact of 
the core melt. 
Research Program 
Investigations into the corium-water interaction in cases 
of direct surface contact (nature of problem: flooding of 
the core melt by sump water). 
Investigations into the corium-water interaction in cases 
of lateral contact below the melt surface (nature of 
problem: water contact with core melt through cooling or 
ventilation slots in the reactor foundation). 
3,3 Investigations into the corium-water interaction in case 
the melt surface is sprayed (nature of problem: water 
4. 
contact of core melt when spray cooling system is used). 
Experimental Facilities 
The experimental work is largely done in the test instal-
lation set up already in the scope of the RS 74 a and 
RS 154 research projects. 
-3-
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Progresa lo Date I Results 
The design work was concluded with the deslyn of the 
medium-frequency coil, the crucibles, the holding devices 
•• and various supplementary devices. These parts have.· 
been manufactured and are now mostly being 
assembled. 
Next Steps 
The assembly of the test set-up will be completed. Some 
. ;' 
initial preliminary \Jiu;!d ... experiments will be started 
prior to investigate in detail the interaction between 
core melt and sump water. 
I 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
Theoretical work: RS '83 
9. References 
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KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Steam Evolution after Core Melt Flooding Reaktortechnik 
RZR 2, Erlangen 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1. 10. 77 31. 12. 78 Dr. K. Hassmann 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berlchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittel/Funds 
Completed 
2. 
31. 12. 78 
General Aim 
In the R+D project Core Melting, KWU prepares a study 
on "energy balances after hypothetical RPV failure". 
In addition to the development of an overall model in 
co-operation with the TO-Hannover and based on 
experimental work, a detailed analysis of the penetration 
of the concrete base interacting with core melt after 
RPV failure will be carried out. This project completes 
the work which is being done in RS 183 by a few subject 
recently found. 
Particular Objectives 
Current results have shown that, following reactor 
pressure vessel failure, the bottom part of the concrete 
shield in t~e reactor cavity, which separates the melt 
from the sump, will be penetrated after approx. 4 to 5 
hours. This is the earliest possible moment the core 
melt surface can be flooded by the sump water. 
This subject will be investigated by TO-Hannover and KWU. 
TO-Hannover will consider the molten corium pool, i.e. the 
thermohydraulics. The heat up of the solid structures 
the integration of the codes to be developed in the 
overall computer system, and the computer runs will be 
carried out by KWU. 
The following description refers only to the KWU work. 
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The following questions are to be clarified: 
Will the innermost concrete shield glide down because 
of its weight preventing massive evaporation of the 
sump water? Th~ fact has to be considered that the 
concrete shield at its outer surface is enclosed by 
concrete ribs. 
Will the quenching of the melt from above by the sump 
water result in the formation of a stable solid crust? 
What fraction of the overall heat generated in the melt 
(decay heat, heat due to chemical reactions and 
stored heat) will be removed from the upper surface 
by evaporation of the sump water? What fraction will 
melt the concrete foundation? 
In what time interval the containment failure pressure 
will be reached? Will a depressurization of the 
containment occur before penetration of the concrete 
foundation? 
Test Facilities 
No test equipment is required for this project. 
Progress to Date, Results 
The subroutine RUTSCH, calculating the heating-up and 
gliding down of the concrete shield, was integrated in 
KAVERN II and debugged. Simple models have been developed, 
concerning uhe thickness of the resudual wall which is 
affected by a changing distribution of forces. 
To establish the resistance of the cylinder wall to 
subsequent gliding down has shown that the concrete 
shield fails because of its own weight at a relatively 
small residual wall thickness. The investigation also 
has indicated that the concrete shield d0esn't jam 
during the gliding down period. The subroutine OXYD 
considering the chemical reactions of the metals in 
the m~lt wit~ the steam produced by heating up of the 
concrete was integrated in KAVERN. 
-3-
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Computer runs with KAVERN were made with and without 
OXYD. The shape of the cavity as well as the moment of 
flooding the melt by the sump water have been determined. 
Considering the subsequent gliding down of the concrete 
shield, massive flooding of the melt upper surface will 
occur after 111 • 000 seconds. Since KAVERN requires . · 
the containment pressure and the sump water temperature 
for the calc~lation of the evap6ration rates during the 
sump water evaporation, the containment code CONZU was 
integrated in KAVERN II. 
Computer runs have shown that immediately after sump 
water ingression with film boiling conditions the 
temperature of the melt quickly decreases below its 
liquidus temperature. Since heat conduction alone is 
not sufficient to remove the energy released in the melt, 
the melt wiil not cool down below its solidus temperature. 
Therefore, for this low temperature region a model was 
developed and programmed. Gliding down and melting of 
the concrete shield before and after flooding can be 
analysed by RUTSCH. A model for the analysis of sump 
water evaporation was also developed (subroutine SVERD) and 
integrated in KAVERN II. This became necessary, since 
compared with the above mentioned KAVERN II/CONZU code 
the KAVERN II/SVERD code consumed much less computer 
time. 
Model experiments have shown that, as long as convection 
in the melt is the predominant mechanism for heat removal, 
and the temperature of the melt is above its liquidus 
temperature film boiling can be assumed between the upper 
surface of the flooded core melt and the sump water. With 
this assumption a containment pressure of 8 to 10 bar will 
be reached after about 2 1/2 days at the earliest. The 
results of computer runs with COCO have shown that, with 
regard to the subsequent gliding down of the concrete 
shield, the pressure in the containment increases to 
1 o bars afte.r about 4 days. With the assumption that 
the melt is immediately flooded after melting of the 
concrete shield in its lower region, a containment 
-4-
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pressure of 10 bars after about 2 1/2 days was 
calculated. This time period increases if it is assumed. 
that the sump water and the atmosphere are in 
thermodynamic equilibrium. The melt has penetrated 
5 meters into the concrete in the vertical direction 
after more than 10 days. " 
Next Steps 
The project is completed. 
I 
Relation with Other Projects 
Theoretical Work: RS 183, RS 166 
Experimental Work: RS 154, PNS 4331/4332/4314 
References 
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I • OBJEC'!IT ~R.;\.L : 
Le progranme a pour but d 1 4!tudier 1 1 importance des con.traintes residuelles dans 
les soudures de composants importants tels que les cuves de r4!acteurs a eau 
pressuris4!e. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS : 
Le programme comporte les .phases suivantes : 
- Mise au point de la m4!thode de mesure sur le materiau de base et sur le 
materiau de soudage totalement detensionne. 
- Mesure sur petites eprouvettes du materiau·de base sous contrainte~onnue. 
- Mesure sur petites eprouvettes contenant des soudures non detensionnees. 
- Me sure sur grosses eprouvettes au moyen d I un equi,pement transportable. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIME~TALES ET PROGRAMMES : 
4. ETAT D1 AVANCEMENT : 
Une etude preliminaire de l'influence des contraintes residuelles sur la vitessel 
de propagation des fissures, a montre que des contraintes residuelles d'amplitu-
1 de maximum egalt a la moitie de la limite elastique du materiau de base pouvaient 
multiplier par trois la vitesse de propagation de fissure, par rapport a une 






OOMMAGES CONSECUTIFS AUX DEFAUTS DES STRUCTURES ET 
A L 'EVOLUTION DU CHARGEMENT. 
TITLE (Anglais) r 
MECHANICAL FACTORS AFFECTING RELIABILITY OF STRUC-
TURE COMPONENTS. 




I • OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Etat actuel 
en cours 











Il s'agit de completer les elements permettant de s'assurer que les analyses 
de surete des structures mecaniques sont validees, ou tout du moins pessimis-
tes. On se preocupe done de la naissance, du developpement et des conse-
quences de la presence de fissures. L'effet des conditions PWR (eau chaude 
sous pression) est examine sur les differents metaux utilises. Les resultats 
deja obtenus sont de nature a preciser les phenomenes et a corriger les 
valeurs usuellement admises. En outre des essais sur l'effet de la biaxialite 
sur la fatigue sont prevue , ainsi que des tests globaux sur reservoirs 
de grande dimension. I 
I 2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS. 
- Fatigue en milieu PWR. 
- Fissuration en mili•u PWR. 
-·Fatigue biaxiale. 
- essais sur recipients 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME. 
Boucle PRIMEAU (CEN-Saclay) 
... / ... 
2. 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE : 
Les resultats deja publies en 1977, ont ete completes en 1978, en parti-
culier sur l'inconel (f) et les aciers austenitiques •• 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES : 
- Complement sur les aciers austenitiques. 
- Influence de la pollution du milieu. 
- Vitesse de fissuration milieu PWR. 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Sans objet. 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
(I) Experimental tests on low cycle fatigue of metals in hot water. 
C. GARNIER, G. KOWALCZUK, B. BARRACHIN, R. ROCHE 
Specialist Meeting AIEA INNSBRUCK, AUSTRIA (20-21 novembre 1978). 
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DR T DULLFORCE 
Scicntioto: 
StatuG : LnG t upd~ tine 1976 
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Descrintion: 
l. Ganern.l Aim 
2. 
To predict and thus contain tho mechanical effects !ollowine core melt down. 
Particular Objectives 
·To identify and quantify the various phenomena when particular hot and 
cold liquids are brouaht into contact. 
Ex:uerimental Fncilitieo and Prorrramme 
The work uses eram quantities. Heat transfer rceimes and dispersion 
mechanisms are studies.· High-speed oina films (5QO frames per se~) have 
been made and studied. Initially the system molten tin/distilled water 
has been. studied; other materials are planned. 
Raference Documents 
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t.r.r••1rimrmts have inve~tir,oted etteots ot ~upressing· expansion ct two phase UO bubble by inoreasing'oover. gas pressure or . 
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lirl'ler certllin accident conditicras - the occurrence of which on present 'evidence appear to be of a veey low order of probab-
ilit;, - the fuel/clad structure may· achieve melting point temperatures. Subsequent contact by coolant can give rise to an 
cnerv,etic fuel/o~lant interaction which can generate explosive pressures which may cause severe structural damage to the 
adjacent fuel, the core support structure or even failure of the pressute boundary itself. · · 
Recent tests in t.t.e u::; Pclver Burst Facility (Ref 1) scein to incti.~ate the exsistenoe ot MFCI with UO fuel in pre:;:;urised wntcr 
. . . . 2 
t:,..porimonts nt AEEW releosinY, thennite-produoed molten uo
2 
beneath pressurised water hove demonstrated MFCic at low nmbiont 
prfi:H.urcs (ref :') •. £xten:.;ive analy~ical/experimental studies on metal and corium interactions with water are being undor-
tr,hen in the t.t:iA and elsewhere. It remains to be demonstrated that the conditions under which these interactions took place 
cannot foresee.ably occur in ~he PWR. Conditions und~r which local failure to cool may ooour m&Y be achieved by coolant channel 
bleekage due to debris or clad ballooning. · 
t ' . 
A modest proy;ramme or work is ~ired to investigate the likelihood of such an event. If this yields unacceptable probab-
ilities of occurrence, then analysis and/or experim&l!tation would be required in order to ~ablisb c~nsequences. 
Pr<1View5 ond current SRD work in connection with the Fast Reactor. vowl.4 be ot considerable value tor the M PI'OI'.rlllllllle. 
\ •••• IOCTIVI:!; ' . 
1. To reviw available analJtioal and experimental m4eno~ in order to determine whether MFCI .oonstitutes a foreseeable 
risk 1'or M. 
2. · If appropriate to devise and apply meth. ot evaluation ot Mrol oonsequences 
I 
REfl:RtiiCE OOCIW'f:r~ 
1. u:;rmc Sixth'Wnter Reactor Satety Researoh Intorm~tion Meeting. November 19?8. Workshops Recent Results in Vnpour 
Exvl~sion ResearCh. 
2. · llird t1 J and Millington R A ·i'uel..COOlant Interaction ·studies with Water and !henni.te Generated Moiten UraniWII Dioxide. 
P11per at 4th CiRI Specialist Meeting on Fuel Coollftt Intes-aotions, Boumanouth, Apri11979· ' 
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0 I. General aim 
(l 
Theoretical and experimental investigations on chemical reactions between core-
melt, fission products and concrete. 
2. Particular objectives 
Experimental examination of the chemical interactions in a complex system 
containing corium+fission products+concrete (chemical reactions and vaporiza-
tion behaviour) and characterization of those reactions in the sequence of. the 
accident phases with regard to their effects on the course and consequences of 
a hypothetical core meltd~wn accident. 
3. Research program 
Melting experiments upon homogeneous powder samples (corium+fission products+ 
concrete) differing in their composition and in their degree of oxidation, and 
vaporization tests upon molten samples containing corium+fission products+con-
crete. 
4. Experimental facilities · 
Laboratory high temperature furnaces (tungsten re~istance furnace, induction 
furnace, electric arc furnace.), metallography, ceramography, X-ray diffraction, 
microprobe analysis, chemical analysis, differential thermal analysis. 
5. Progress to date 
- The oxidation behaviour of the fission products (esp. Mo and Ru) in pre-
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- The solidification behaviour of the metallic and oxide fractions of c·orium + 
(basaltic and limestone) concrete melts was experimentally investigated as a 
function of the degree of oxidation and of the amount of concrete solved in 
the corium melt. 
- Thermoanalytical investigatipns were performed with concrete of different 
types ranging from pure basaltic to pure limestone aggregates. 
- Studies were carried out on the different phases of a core meltdown accident 
with regard to the chemical reactions and their significance on the course r--, 
and consequences of the accident. 
6. Results 
- The oxidation of Mo (this will be also valid for Tc) was shown to start not 
before a considerable amount of the Fe present was oxidized to FeO. As it 
was expected, Ru (as well as Rh and Pd) is not oxidized at the prevailing 
oxygen potential (~ -272 kJ/mole o2) at 2000 K /1/. 
- The solidification temperature of the metallic fraction of the corium melt 
decreases considerably in the cours~ of the oxidation of Zr; from this time 
onwards it does not change significantly in the course of the oxidation of 
I 
Cr and Fe. 
The solidification temperature of the oxide fraction of the corium+concrete 
melt decreases continuously with increasing FeO concentration and with in-
creasing admixture of basaltic concrete. Admixture of limestone concrete 
results in a reincrease above ~0 w/o concrete. The core melt is therefore 
expected to solidify sooner with the increasing amount of limestone 
aggregates in the concrete /1/. 
- An exothermic reaction between CaO and Sio2 was shown to take place just below 
the melting temperature when concrete with a mixture of basaltic and limestone 
aggregates was heated up. According to the DTA curve the thermal effect was 
insufficient to compensate the endothermic effect of the dissociation of 
t 
CaC03 /2/. 
- The chemical reactions taking place in the consecu~ive accident phases and 
their mayor effects on the course and consequences of a LWR core meltdown 
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7. Next steps 
- Investigations on the vapori.zation behaviour of corium melts of different 
types and in different 1 degreee of oxidation interacting with concrete. 
- Melting experiments upon corium constituents with concrete at oxidizing 
atmosphere and at temperatures between 1775 K and 2275 K. 
8. Relation with other projects 
This project is connected with the other research projects of the German 
reactor safety program dealing with core meltdown accidents. 
9. References 
/1/ A.Skokan, H.Holleck 
Chemical Reactions between Core Melt and Concrete and their Effects on 
the Course and Consequences of a Hypothetical LWR Core Meltdown Accident 
ENS/ANS Intern.Topical Meeting on Nuclear Reactor Safety, Oct.16 
19, 1978, Brussels, BelgiUm 
/2/ M.Peehs, A.Skokan, M.Reimann 
/3/ 
Investigations in Germany of the Barrier Effect of Reactor Concrete 
against Propagating Molten Corium in the Case of a Hypothetical Core 
Meltdown Accident of a LWR 
ENS/ANS Intern. Topical Meeting on Nuclear Reactor Safety, Oct. 16-
19, 1978, Brussels, Belgium 
H.Holleck, A.Skokan 
On the Significance of Chemical Reactions with regard to the Course and 
Consequences of a L~ Core Meltdown Accident (in German) 
.Reaktortagung, Deutsches Atomforum, Hannover, 1978, Compacts p. 264 
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Experiments on the Interac ton of Steel Melts and Proiekt ~uklea~e 
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i 
1. Gener.al Aim 
·.1 Clear quantification of the physical and chronological development 
of a core meltdown accident in the fourth phase. 
1.2 Clarification under which circumstances a representative melt can 
be retained in the reactor.concrete or in the dry concrete bed, 
in sand, etc. 
1.3 Clarification at which time and under·which circumstances serious 
impacts on the environment have'to be anticipated.from the core 
meltdown accident. 
1.4 verification of relevant computer codes and extrapolation to 
reactor di~enaions. 
: ·l. Particular Objectives· 
2.1 Investigations into the concrete (melt-ing bed) destruction 
influenced by 
the thermohydraulics of the melt, 
the thermal power induced, 
the release of vapor and gas, 
the oxidation of the metallic melt, the formation of ceramic 
melts, the solubility of core melts and melting bed components,·· 
the material condition of the melting bed, 
the crust and stratum formation, 
the molten pool depth. 
2.2 Verification of computer codes, models and theories by combination 
of significant parameters. 
-2-
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2.3 Study of the long-term behavior of large simulated core melts. 
2.4 If appropriate, investigation into the fission product release 
influenced by 
the combination of therrnohydraulics (inclusive of gas bubbles} 
and the chemical reactions taking place within the melt, 
the amount of melt, 
the ratio of surface to volume of the melt. 
2.5 If appropriate, investigations into the release, transport and 
behavior of aerosols. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Studies on the choice of simulation materials. Comparison of the 
' interaction of corium and thermite melts with concrete. 
3.2 Development, construction and operation of the facility for 
experiments on the interaction between molten steel and concrete, 
design stage 1 (BETA 1), including measuring systems and building 
construction. 
0 
3.2.1 Concrete crucible therrnite experiments on the development of the 
measuring systems and concrete crucibles. 
3.2.2 Development and procurement of the melting facility including 
the power supply system. 
3.2.3 Development and procurement of the measuring system. 
3.2.4 Implementation of building construction measures including the 
licensing procedure. 
3.2.5 Trial operation of the BETA 1 facility. 
5. Progress to Date 
Early in the year the final report on the preliminary project 
entitled "Experiments on the Simulation of Large Core Melts 
Interacting with the Concrete of the Reactor" was compiled and 
submitted to the Core Meltdown Expert Group of the Federal 
Ministry for Research and Technology (BMFT) • Execution of the 
work proposed was advocated. Development of the BETA 1 test 
facility was started right away. 
-3-
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Ad 3.2.2 Work on design and planning of the BETA 1 facility was 
performed. 
Ad 3.2.3 Work .on the development of the measuring' systems was 
started. •• 
Ad 3.2.4 Planning of the building construction measures was begunw 
6. Results 
Ad 3.2.2 After discussions with companies experienced in the field 
a concept for the BETA ~-test facility and the respective 
measuring systems was elaborated. After harmonization with 
the groups involved the tendering procedure for the melting 
facility and the power supply system was carried out. The 
facility is to produce molten thermite masses of 300 kg of 
. 
iron and pour them into a concrete crucible. Subsequent 
induction heating {s to maintain the temperatures of the 
molten pool between 1500 and 2000°C over a period oi 
15 minutes up to a maximum of 5 hours. The maximum power 
input to the molten pool is 1.7 MW. 
' Ad 3.2.3 Drafts of the· following measuring systems were completed: 
Irr~rsion probe for remote measurement of the temperature 
of the molten pool. 
Remote. periscope with' TV- and cine-cameras for observation 
and recording ,1 respect! vely, of the melting chamber.· 
Ad 3.2.4 In cooperation with the Civil Engineering Department of KfK 
and with external bureaus preliminary drafts ot th~ ·cxperl~ 
mental hall for the BETA· 1 facility have b~en made and cost. 
an~lyses carried out. A safety assessment has been compiled. 
Ad 3.2.1 Preparation of the melting experiments with thermito molts 
in concrete crucibles. 
Ad 3. 2. 2 planning and procurement of the mel t:i.ng system including 
the power supply• 
-4-. 
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Ad 3.2.3 Planning and procurement of the measuring system. 
Ad 3.2.4 Initiation of the licensing procedure for the building 
construction measures. 
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l. General Aim 
- Quantification of the chronological development of a core melt down accident 
in the fourth phase. 
Clarification at which time and unde·r which circumstances serious impacts 
on the environment have to be anticipated from the core melt down accident. 
2. Particular Objectives 
- Calculations of the cavity shape and the erosion velocity of a core melt 
penetrating into the reactor basement. 
- Calculations of the mass flux and the composition of the released gases 
and of the 'resulting pressure increase in the containment. 
- Assessment of the transferability of the BETA simulation experiments 
(06.01. 12) on a core melt down accident. 
3. Research Program 
Model experiments for separate effects. 
- Development of theoretical models describing the separate effects. 
- Inter,ration of the models in the WECHSL code describing the fourth phase of 
a core melt down acciden~. 
- Verification of the WECHSL code by comparison of the calculated results 
with the BETA simulation experiments. 
- Definition of the general aims of tbe BETA program with regard to code 
verification. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
- WECHSL code (description in 6) 
- BEZENT code for the concrete decomposition enthalpy 
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5. Progress to Data 
Contributions' to the preliminary project compiled in the report "PNS 4323: 
Experiments on the Simulation of Large Core Melts Interacting with the 
Concrete of a Reactor". 
- Extension of the gas film model to inclined and vertical walls. 
- Development of a boundary layer model for calculating the temperature 
drops in the liquid adjacent to the gas film. 
- Development of a bubble rise model. 
- Model experiments for checking the theoretical models. 
-.Implementation of the models in the WECHSL code. 
- Development of a geometrical model for the melt front propagation. 
- Documentation of the WECHSL code. 
6. Results 
The WECHSL code include~ to date the following physical phenomena and models: 
- Quasi stationary concrete decomposition model, 
- Extended gas film model with heat transfer by conduction and radiation through 
the gas film from the pool to the concrete, 
- Separated metallic and oxidic layers in the melt, 
- Heat transfer model between the layers of the melt and radiation from 
the top of the melt, 
- Bubble rise model and resulting different void fractions in the layers of 
the melt, 
- Chemical reactions of the released gases with the metallic phase, 
- Temperature and composition dependent properties of the melt layers, 
- Freezing temperatures of the metallic and the oxidic phase depending 
on composition. 
The time dependent pool temperatures as well as the masses and the composition 
of the two melten layers are determined by mass- ·and energy balances. The 
liberated gases percolate through the melt stirring it vigorously. This results 
in a nearly uniform pool temperature in each layer. 
However, as shown by model experiments with dry ice in glycerine in accordance 
with the results of the boundary layer model, a considerable temperature drop 
takes place from t~e pool temperature to the melt surface adjacent to the 
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reduction of the total heat transfer. Therefore, at least in the oxidic layer, 
the liquid ~oundary layer must be taken into consideration. For liquids with 
low Prandtl number (i.e. the metalli~ layer), the influence of the liquid 
boundary layer on the total heat transfer is low. •• 
The boundary layer model is evaluated at present, it will be prepared for 
use in the WECHSL code. 
Some preliminary thermite simulation experiments were recently carried out 
at KfK arid computed with the WECHSL code. Within the frame of the test 
conditions (short time tests with strong transient effects), good agreement 
with respect to cavity shape, temperature drop in the molten layers and concrete 
decomposition velocity was found. 
7. Next Steps 
Further improvements of the physical models in WECHSL, 
- Programming of WECHSL in separ.ate moduls, 
-Computation of tests within the BETA program (06.01.12) 
8. Relations with other Projects 
06.01.12 (PNS 4323) 
9. References 
/1/ Alsmeyer, H., Murfin, W.B., Reimann, M.: 
PNS-Halbjahresbericht 1977/2, KfK 2600, Mai 1978, s. 495-513 
/2/ Alsm~yer, H. Murfin, W.B., Reimann, M.: 
PNS-Halbjahresbericht 1978/1,. KfK 2700, Sept. 1978 
/3/ Reimann, M., Murfin, W-;.B.: ·"Calculations for 'the Decomposition of Concrete / 
Structures by a Molten Pool", PAHR Information Exchange Meeting, Ispra, 
Italy, Oct. 10- 12, 1978 
/4/ Peehs, M., Skokan, A., lteimann1 M.: "Investigations in Germany of the 
Barrier Effect of Reactor Concrete Against Propagating Molten Corium 
in the Case of a Hypothetical Core Melt down Acc'ident", Nuclear Power, 
Reactor Safety Topical Meeting, Brussels, Belgium, Oct. 16 - 19, 1978 
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1. Genera!' Aim 
Within the framework of the resear~h project core melt'down, codes for the 
a·nalytical description of 1 core melt down accidents are developed. This re-
quires, besides other knowledge, also relations, which describe the heat and 
mass transfer (including fission products) between the two phases (oxid, 
metal) of a core melt and from the surface to the atmosphere. These processes 
are atronr.ly influenced by the gas r~lease from the melt/concreto interaction. 
With simulation experiments the influence of a gas stream and of other para-
meters on these processea •hall be investigated. 
2. Particular objectives 
- Description of the heat and mass transport between two liquid layers and 
from the surface of a liquid to the atmosphere as a function of an induced 
\ 
gas stream and of other governin~ parameters (thermophysical properties, 
bubble d iametcr, local td istribution of bubble centers) 
- Underatanding of the transport processes of dissolved materials (fission 
products) between the interface of two liquids and at the surface caused 
by a gas stream. 
3. ~~~h program 
3.1 Experimental investigation of heat and mass transfer caused by a gas stream 
a) at the interface between two layers b) at the surface of a lAyer as a 
function of 
- s~perficial gas ~elocity 
material.properties (different combination of liquida) 
- bubble diameter and distribution of bubble centers. 
-2-
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3.2 Experimental investigation of the transport of dissolved materials caused 
by a gas stream a) at the interface b) at the surface 
- Identification of relevant transport proceS'Ses· 
- Identification of governing parameters 
4. Experimental facilities 
For 3.1 
~est chambers have been developed to study heat and mass· transfer between two 
layers in dependance of a gas stream and other parameters. 
For 3.2 
Methods for mass transfer measurements are studied. 
5. Progress to date 
For two systems (silicon oil I water and silicon oil I wood metal) the influ-
ence of a gas s·tream on the interfacial heat flux was studied. In the ex-
periments the lower layer was heated, the upper cooled. In this way the ini-
tial (oxid heavier and higher power density than metal) respectively the 
final phase (oxid less dense and lower power density than metal) of the melt/ 
concrete interaction are simulated. 
6. Results 
For both systems investigated a gas stream causes a remarkable increase in 
the interfacial heat flux as compared to the case of pure thermal convection. 
For a superficial gas velocity of 0.63 cmls the heat fluxes are increased by 
factors of 630 and 8 for the silicon oil I water and silicon oil I wood metal 
systems, respectively. Above a superficial gas velocity of about 0.4 cmls a 
strong interfacial mass transfer is observed for the silicon oil I water 
system. Because in core melt I concrete interaction even higher superficial 
gas velocities are encountered a remarkable increase of the heat flux between 
the two layers of a core melt due to released gases has 'to be expected. 
7. Next steps 
The investigations concerning the influence of a gas stream on the inter-
facial heat transfer will be terminated after some further experiments with 
the system silicon oil I wood metal. 
8. Relation with other projects 










of the German research ptogram on reactor eafety. 
9. Ref~rences 
/1/ H.Werle, PNS-Halbjahresbericht 1978/I 
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In continuation of the theoretical investigations of 
the energy balances within the pressure vessel and within 
the containment (RS 72 a,b) , the progression of the melt 
in the concrete foundation will be studied. 
Particular Objectives 
A computer co~e will be developed to describe the 
destruction of the concrete. Additionally, the energy 
balances and the pressure increase within the containment 
will be studied, considering the energy and mass 
transport to the containment atmosphere. In addition 
based on the data management system RSYST an overall 
computer code will be developed. This computer code 
will contain all single computer codes developed up to 
now on the project core melt down. 
Research Program 
Problem related theoretical investigations: 
- Analyzation of the available destruction models 
- Definition and formulation of the heat transport model. 
Energy balances for the RPV surrounding: 
- Analyzation of the region in which contact with the 
molten core can occur after hypothetical RPV-failure 
- Consideration of the conditions which have to be 
fulfilled in order to keep the molten.core as long 
as possible within the containment. 
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Energy balance for the containment after a hypothetical 
RPV destruction: 
- Calculation of the energy and mass transport to the 
containment wall 
- Energy balance and calculation of the pressure 
increase in the containment. 
Sensitivity s~udy regarding the parameters, which 
influence the accident course. 
Integration of the single computer codes developed in the 
project are melt down into an overall code-system 
based on the data management system RSYST. 
Experimental Facilities 
No experimental facility necessary. 
Progress to Date 
The geometry-model in KAVERN I was completed, especially 
the simulation of the corner between bottom and side wall 
of the melt. The routine for determination of the time 
steps in KAVERN I with which computer time can be 
minimized, was developed and debugged. 
Contrary to KAVERN I, KAVERN II treats heat conduction 
into the concrete when calculating the melt-through 
of the concrete foundation during the core melt/concrete 
interaction. Test calculations were performed with 
KAVERN II. 
The OXYD program, which calculates the chemical 
reactions in the melt due to oxidation of the metallic 
constituents in the melt was modified considering the 
recently obtained experimental results due to the 
sequence of metal oxidation. Further test runs were 
performed with KAVERN II to establish the optimum 
zone thickness with regard to the heat being conducted 
into the undestroyed concrete. The results of the heat 
conduction calculation in KAVERN II were verified by 
an analytical solution for a plane plate. 
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The COCO computer code calculates pressure and 
temperature i~ the containment. A restart option was 
incorporated into coco. A detailed input description 
was also prepared for this code. 
KAVERN I and the modification of COCO were completed. 
The integration of KAVERN I and BOIL (core heat-up) 
into RSYST was started. KAUHZ (core heat-up) , CONZU 
pressure and temperature in the containment) and WAVER 
(residual water evaporation), already existing as 
moduli in RSYST were submitted to TU-Stuttgart 
(technical university of Stuttgart) for the development 
of a time step routine. 
The RAUHZ code (which calculates the RPV heat-up after 
formation of a melt pool) was modified. Computer runs 
have been performed- Another subroutine was also 
established 9Y which melting of the RPV and its 
internals can be plotted as a function of time. 
Results 
KAVERN II test runs with an initial zone thickness 
of 5 em chosen for the heat conduction calculation in 
KAVERN II, resulted in a temperature profile with a 
thickness of 3 m until sump water ingression after 
110000 s. With smaller zones the temperature profile 
changed drastically. The optimum zone thickness was 
2 em fixed by many computer test runs. Good agreement 
with the tempera~ure profile determined with an 
analytical ~elution for plane plates was reached. 
Results obtained by KAVERN II on the concrete penetration 
during the hypothetical core melt accident (PWR standard 
plant) have shown that the heat conduction in the 
undestroyed concrete is negligible until.the melt will 
be flooded by sump water (at the latest 110.000 s from 
the beginning of the hypothetical melt down accident). 
The time step interval depends on the heat flow and 
the zone ~hickness between 25 and 450 s for the above 
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ment~oneci calculations). Also, KAVERN II vJas modi.fieu. 
In the new version the calculation of the temperature 
profile in the concrete can be calculated in up to 
200 zones. 2 em zone thickness corresponds to 4 rn 
concrete layer. 
/ 
RSYST was converted for the new operating system of the 
CDC/CYBER 176. A new established energy balance 
considering the physical effects in more detail was 
integrated in 1KAVERN I. 
Test calculations on data exchange between the computer -~ 
code sequences KAUHZ/CONZU and WAVER/CONZU were completed 
and debugged. The input description as well as the 
print-out of the results of KAUHZ, WAVER and CONZU were 
modified. The user will be able to have four different 
data quantities printed out depending on an input 
parameter. 
Next Steps 
The work on KAVERN I and KAVERN II will be completed 
during the next quarter. A detailed model- and result 
description will be given in a technical report. In par-
ticular, it is planned to perform comparison calculations 
with KAVERN I and KAVERN II, the long-term influence r. 
of heat conduction on the calculated results. 
Modification of BOIL, KAVERN I and RAUHZ in RSYST 
is to be completed. Furthermore, it is planned to 
start the integration of COCO and KAVERN II. 
8. __________ ~R~e~l~a~t~i~o~n~w~i~t~h~O~t-h~e.r __ P_r_o_.j_e_c_t_s 
RS 154, RS 166, RS 288, RS 237, PNS 4331/4331/4314 
9. References 
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1. General Aim 
Theoretical determination of the heat effects occurring as 
a result of the core melt-concrete interaction in the fourth 
phase of the hypothetical core melt accident. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Determination of the heat effects as "integral melt 
enthalpy" by breaking· down the overall reaction into single 
reaction steps and theoretical analysis of the contribution 
of each step. 




Breaking down the overall reaction "core melt-concrete in• 
teraction" into single reaction steps 
Theoretical determination of the 4 H value of each individ-
ual reaction step 
Investigation into the oxidation-reduction behaviour in the 
core melt-concrete system 
I 
4. ·Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
5. Progress to Date 
Re ,3.1. The literature study on the state of the art in the cement 
industry relevant to the problem under consideration was 
completed. 
Those reaction .steps were defined whose caloric effects 
have to be taken into account. 
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Re ).2. The caloric effect~ of the reaction steps defined in ).1 
were calculated. 
Re J.J. The calculation of free reaction enthalpies and of the 
equilibrium gas composition for the reactions of the 
"corium" metals with the water vapor originating from the 
concrete was completed. 
Compilation of the results in a final report was started. 
6. Results 
Re ).1. The reaction steps to be considered were described 
already in the last quarterly report (July 1 through 
September JO, 1978). 
The result given in that report for the solid-state re-
action between free CaO and Si02 has to be corrected in 
so far as it does not yield calcium orthosilicate, but 
wollastonite, which is due to an excesss of Si02 • 
Re ).2. All the reaction steps considered in ).1 are endothermic 
with respect to their caloric effect, with the exception 
of the steps of wollastonite formation and oxidation of 
the reinforcing steel, provided that the final product 
is Fe 3o4• 
Re ).). The chronological order of the reactions (provided that 
the stability of the oxides and thus the free reaction 
enthalpies are taken as criterion, as agreedJwas found 
• to be as follows: the zirconium metal reacts first, fol-
lowed by chromium, then iron, and finally nickel. 
It should be noted that the caloric effects involved in 
the zirconium and chromium oxidation are strongly exo-
thermic; the oxidation of iron (by means of water vapor) 
is an endothermic reaction as long as FeO is formed 
rather than Fe 3o4• The same applies to the oxidation of 
nickel with formation of NiO. 
7• Next Steps 
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8. Relation to Other Projects 
The investigations are being coordinated with project RS 154. 
9· Rererences 
10. Degree or Availability of the Reports 
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General Aim 
To provide a risk analysis for LWR-accidents of very low 
probability, the research project "Kernschrnelzen" of the 
BMFT was started in the FRG in 1971. The objective of the 
related R and o-work is to study the consequences of a 
hypothetical core melting accident. This may occur if 
-
. we hypothesize that the emergency core cooling system 
fails completely after a loss-of-coolant accident. 
Performing this analysis, one can define the chronological 
order in the sequence of a core melting accident~ 
1) the heating up of the core until the core structure 
may fail; which starts at a certain water level in 
the COre and endS With the failure Of .the grid plate 1 
2) the second phase is characterized by the evaporation 
"of tho water left in the lower plenum and it lasta 
after the dryout of the pressure vessel until a molten 
core debris is formed,· 
3) the third phase is conce~ned with the heating up of 
the pressure vessel after the melt was formed and 
4) in the fourt~ ~hase after the pressure vessel failure, 
the molten Corium will interact with the concrete 
structure beneath the pressure vessel, 
5) finally after the penetration of the concrete foundation 
of the reactor the molten Corium plus the molten 
Concrete starts to interact with the materials just 
beneath the concrete structure. 
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Subsequent to penetration of the bottom concrete layer 
the hot core melt will directly contact the geological 
strata found underneath the concrete reactor foundation. 
However, it is not realistic to assume that, when the 
melt reaches these strata, an instantaneous release of 
the core melt fission product inventory occurs. It should 
rather be assumed that the extended foundation similar 
to the concrete, will be heated up by the core mel~, 
causing a series of melting processes, which again leads 
to a crust formation between the melt and the geological 
strata. 
This crust should now prevent in some extent the 
propagation on fission product into the geological strata 
beneath the concrete foundation and into the ground 
water. 
It is the objective of the R+D-work to give an experimental 
base for theoretical modelling of the 5th phase of a 
hypothetical core melt accident. 
Research Program 
Definition of the status of molten corium after 
penetrationiof the reactor foundation. 
Compilation of the status of the extended foundation 
region interacting with the molten corium. 
Literature study on the performance of typical natural 
aggregate material and geological strata. 
Determination of experimental boundary conditions. 
Testing of the available experimental techniques to 
cover the experimental requirements. 
Test of the pure aggregate material 
Investigation of core melt/mineral aggregate interaction 
Test evaluation in order to prepare a core melt/extended 
foundation interaction model 
Data verification by means of RS 183 computer program 
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Experimental Work will be performed with the equipment 
. I . 
already installed for RS 74 a and RS 154, i.e. melt 
•• quantities of 1 to 2 kgs will mainly· be used. The max. 
melt quantity, however, will be increased up to 5 kgs, 
if possible. 
I 
Progress to Date 
,Melt test details were completed. For evaluation of the 
test technique, only uo2-free melts could be used. Three 
test series were performed as .follows: 
t 
- Corium - single components/sand - dry 
- Corium - single components/ sand + concrete portion-dry 
I 
- Corium - single components/ sand + concrete portion 
-moist 
The reaction experiments with moist sand were ·performed 
with different sand/water ratios (10/1 to 10/4). 
The reaction tests were performed - as is shown in the 
attached table - in the following test series: 
. ' 













- quadruple ,components/gravel + " · · 




- quadruple " 
- A + R/sand - dry 
n "/gravel- dry 
- ... "/clay --; dry 
~ ... "/sand • moist 
·/limestone+" 
/sand moist 




















The chosen test technique was successfully applied (arc 
heating, concrete container for reception of the samples, 
off-gas via an ice condenser with subsequent H2 oxidation). 
A first check of the tests performed showed that the melt 
propagation rate is distinctly retarded in moist sand. 
The current tests revealed tightly adhering crusts of 
approx. 5 to 20 rnrn thickness around the metallic Co~iurn 
single components. () 
A strongly foaming oxide layer showing in part very large 
gas bubbles formed on the melting bath surface. 
Next Steps 
The test sefies are being continued 
The tests already performed will be evaluated in detail. 
Relation with Other Projects 
RS 154, RS 183 
References 
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ETUDE DE L'INTERACTION CORIUM-BETON. 
(REACTEURS A EAU ORDINAIRE SOUS PRESSION) 
TITLE (Anglais) 
CONCRETE-CORIUM INTERACTION (PWR) 
Data de demarrage Etat act.uel 
7/78 










I • OBJECTIT GENERAL : 
Les accidents hors dimensionnement des reacteurs A eau provoquant la fusion 
du coeur conduisent vraisemblab1ement A la traversee de la cuve par le coeur 
en fusion, et au deversement dans le puits de cuve d'un melange fondu combus-
tible, gaine et materiaux de structure. Ce corium interagit avec le beton 
provoquant sa decomposition chimique, entratnant un degagement de co2 et de 
vapeur d'eau. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS ; 
Le STT se propose d'etudier 1a cinetique de decomposition du beton et done sa 
vitesse de penetration. Une etude bibliographique a ete entreprise dans le 
deuxieme semestre 78. Cette etude sera pours·uivie en 79 et sera completee par 
une etude portant sur 1a caracterisation des betons utilises par EDF dans ses 
differentes centrales et portera sur les domaines suivants : 
- Mecanisme et cinetique du degagement des produits de fission. 
- Influence des produits de !'interaction corium-beton (C0 2, H20) sur l'entrai-
nement des produits de fission. 
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Programme Europ~,n de contrOle de tOles 
fortes par ultrasons. . l FRANCE 
'c::::~::::~D::recteur J 
----+-~,--. - .. --! T7""L£ (At::7lais) 1- -.,~roanlsme execut.aur ... •o .. 0 . 
European Program of Ultrasonic testing CEA/DTECH/STA/SCND 





Date de demar-rage Etat actuel : :::~.:1entifiques 
I 01/03/77 en cours I 
I 
Data d'achevement ¥ Derniere :nise a jour i 
15/01/79 12/78 I ; 
I • OBJECTH' GZNERAL 
Participation a un programme Europeen de contrOle de tOles de forte epaisseur 
comportant des soudures avec d~fauts volontairement introduits. Action entre-
prise dans le cadre des communautes Europ~ennes avec des tOles mises a dispo-
sition des laboratoires europeens par les USA dans le cadre du programme HSST. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
1} Realisation d'une cuve d'immersion capable de recevoir les tOles a contrOler 
Cette cuve est equi~ee d'un dispositif d'enregistrement cartographique "en 
tout ou rien" disponible au laboratoire de la STA et susceptible d'effectuer 
·des cartographies "C-SCAN" a l'echelle 1. · 
2} Realisation des traducteurs focalis~s. 
La participation du CEA a ete d~s l'origine limit~e a l'utilisation des tra-
ducteurs 'focalises d~velopp~s a la STA. 
Au total 11 traducteurs ont ete utilis~s. 
a 2 MHz 4 en ondes transversales } 0 tache focale Smrn environ 3 en ondes }ongitudinales 
a 4 MHZ 2 en ondes transversales 
2 en ondes longitudinales } 0 tache focale 2,5mm environ 
plusieurs autres traducteurs avec correction de courbure ont ~te realises 
pour le contrOle de la soudure du piquage. 









3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENT ALES ET PROGRAf4ME 
L'installation comporte la cuve realisee conformement au§ precedent, l'en-
semble des traducteurs et l'equipement ultrasonore du laboratoire de la STA. 
Le programme comporte la detection des defauts dans la soudure de trois tOles 
dont une soudure de piquage, leur localisation et leur caracterisation, 
notamment leur dimensionnement. Pour ce faire la methode mise au point au 
CEA en parallele avec le developpement des traducteurs focalises est utili-
see. Elle permet le dimensionnement avec une precision egale au diametre 
ultrasonore au foyer. 
A l'issue des essais non destructifs realises tant a Saclay que dans les 
autres laboratoires fran~ais et europeens, le programme prevoit la decoupe 
des tales et l'examen macro ou micrographique des defauts identifies, afin de 
determiner le degre de correlation 
- dans la detection des divers types de defauts 
- dans leur localisation . 
- dans leur caracterisation, notamment leur dimensionnement 
Il est a noter que le programme standard comporte normalement un contrOle ) 
en manuel suivant une procedure voisine de celle du Code ASME section XI et 
proposee par le PISC (Plate Inspection Steering Committee) organisme mis sur 
pied dans le cadre des Communautes Europeennes et responsable du programme 
europeen. · 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
En ce qui concerne lA participation CEA des problemes sont apparus. En effet 
les tales fournies dans le cadre du programme HSST pour ce programme.europeen 
se revelent etre de tres mauvaise ~ualite et le nombre de defauts presents 
dans les soudures et hors des soudures et tres important. Ceci est vrai pour 
les deux tales planes reperees 50-52 et 51-53. Pour la tOle 204 qui comporte 
un piquage le nombre de defauts releves est relativement faible et, de ce 
fait le depouillement a ete fait. 
En ce qui concerne les deux autres tales, la methode de dimensionnement mise ) 
au point par le CEA conduit a un depouillement extremement complexe et long. 
(defauts vus suivant 5 directions differentes, parfois compte tenu de leurs 
dimensions par 3 traducteurs simultanement pour chaque direction). 
Il a done ete admis que la participation du CEA se bornerait au dimensionne- 1 
ment d'un defaut susceptible d'interesser les autres participants. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
- Transmission des resultats au PISC (Plate Inspection Steering Committee) 
- Participation aux reunions relatives au programme d'essais destructifs 
de correlation. 
- Eventuellement participation a l'elaboration du rapport au niveau du PISC. 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Ce programme entre dans le cadre des etudes de justification de la methode 
utilisant les traducteurs focalises et de leur aptitude au dimensionnement 
des defauts deceles. 
l 
j 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE . 
PISC/UK (76) P1 
Fiche r~f. /HS./ GR SRI 100 12 13 
"Procedure for ultrasonic examination of P.V.R.C. welded test blocks" 
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----r::---1 I Pays D!tectabilit! par ultrasons des d!fauts FRANCE en compression 
Organisone Directeur 
CEA/DgCS/DSN 
TITLE (Anglais) Organisme executeur 
Ultrasonic detectability of flaws under CEA/DTECH/STA 
compression Respo csable 
I 
ce demar:-ag~ Etat actuel Scientifiques 
01/07/77 en cours 
· 'achevenent 
* 
· iJe rni a =e :ni se a jour 
30/06/79 12/78 
OBJECTI~ GENERAL 
Etude de l'influence du champ de contraintes sur la d!tectabilit! des 
d!fauts lors d'un contrOle par ultrasons. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
1) Realisation des eprouvettes 
Elles sont realisees dans le cadre d'une autre etude. 
Il s'agit d'eprouvettes de fatigue en traction-compression, comportant 
en leur milieu une soudure r!alis!e volontairement avec un d!faut de 
type determine. Les defauts sont deceles au stade de la fabrication et 
dimensionnes tant par radiographie que par ultrasons. 
2) Realisation des traducteurs focalises 
Les 4 traducteurs focalises (~ tache focale = 2mm) ont ete realises : 
2 a 45° en ondes T ; 1 a 60° en ondes L. Les defauts doivent se situer 
a mi-epaisseur soit 80mrn. 
3) Le personnel du STCAN (Service Technique des Constructions et Armes 
Navales) qui doit se charger des contrOles en cours d'operation a subi 
un stage de formation au laboratoire de Saclay pour s'initier a l'utili-
sation des traducteurs focalises. 
3. INSTALLATION EXPERIMENTALE : 
Voir a ce sujet la fiche 11 Propagation par fatigue des defauts naturels des 
soudures" 













4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
Les contrOles en usine des eprouvettes sont maintenant termines et ont donne 
lieu a un compte rendu de la part de Creusot-Loire. 
Un second controle a ete realise par la Section Controles non destructifs 
du Service des Technique Avancees de Saclay. Il fait egalement l'objet d'un 
compte rendu (ces es~ais ont ete realises par immersion avec l'equipement 
standard STA/SCND). ' 
Il etait prevu que les dimensionnements des defauts en cours d'evolution 
seraient.effectues grace a un dispositif manuel (pantographe) mis au point 
par STA/SCND. Les premiers essais ont montre , compte tenu des caracteris-
tiques de reponse de l'equipement utilise, que la reproductibilite n'etait 
pas suffisante et ne permettait pas d'assurer la precision recherchee. 
L'equipement STCAN (machine de traction-compression) a done ete modifie 
pour permettre l'introduction d'un dispositif de controle par immersion. ~ 
Cette modification est terminAe et l'ensemble est en cours de mise au point. 1 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Il s'agit essentiellement des essais de fatigue dans les laboratoires de 
la marine : 
Chaque periode sera precedee et suivie d'un dimensionnement des defauts. 
La partie de ce travail interessant cette etude sera la comparaison du 
dimensionnement en l'absence et en presence d'un champ de contraintes de 
compression. 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
L'essentiel des essais de fatigue sera effectue dans le cadre d'une 
autre etude. 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
- Contrat avec la Societe Creusot-Loire SA -6416- "Realisation et ContrOle } 
d' eprouvettes comportant des defauts de soudures 11 • I ···' 
- Contrat avec le STCAN -SA - 6417- "Essais de fatigue sur grosses eprou-
vettes comportant des dAfauts de soudures". 
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Descriution: 
1. General Aim 
To have the ability to retain within the containment molten core debris 
followins a core melt-down. , 
2. Particular Objectives 
To provide a suitable theoretical model and calculation of the .. free con-
vective movements of a self heated liquid. 
3. Proaramme 
A prop,rat;'me has been written to calculate the free convection of a u.:'iiforruy 
heated liquid in a channel of rectancular cross-section, the liquid being 
cooled at the top and bottom surfaces. This program resembles the work·of 
Jahn and Reineke, and the methods of calculation which they describe are : 
used. Three quantities are calculated at all points of a mesh covcrint; the 
cross-section, the vorticity, the stream function and the ter.~perature. 
Equations for the time rate of change of the vorticity and the tem11eru ture 
are used to time step the calculation, and solving Poissons equation eives 
the stream function when the vorticity is Y~own. The calculation.starts with 
the tem:pera ture distribution due .·to conduction alone and a random vorticity. 
The calculations made so far show that after a short interval of time con-
v;ective ::1otion starts and erows exponentially. 
Nexl' Stel)s 
I 
The model ,rill be corrected and improved £ollowizl8 comparison with experlrr.en ts. 
5. Reference Documents 
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• 'l'iLlo 1 GOUN'l'HY 
) 
UNIT::;:) Knrc:;cn 
CON'l'ROL. OF l10LT~ cORE DEDRIS (2) SPONSOR U.Ki~~A 
I 
OHCAN IZA 1'10N 
,\L1~r~ ii,~·.:.-r1~LL 
Title 2 Pro,joct Leader 
. n G BELLAI1Y 
lnitiutcd ' 1972 <.:omplclr.d : Gcicntioto: 
.. 
StatuG : Lnn t up1la t ing •, ... 
f- ··--··· -· ... __ _ 
___ ... , 
................. _ .. , ··----· ...... ~ ...... . 
Descrintion: 
1. Gcnc!'nl Aim 
To have the ability to retain within. the containment molten core dobris 
followinc a core melt-down. 
2. particular Obj0ctives 
~ 
To provide expetimcntal observations on tho f'roo convection of a self hcatina 
liquid particularly to bnable prediotiQn of heat fluxes at the upper and lower 
liquid surfaces. 
;. Exnerimentnl FacilitieG 
THo experimental riss, usinc woal: acids and ohmic heating have be'm operated. 
The first ric:, ,tith a'cooled U!):per surfa.oe, has dcrr.onstl·ated that tur'oulcnt 
convection substantially enhances the conductive heat t::.·ansfer by a:. ;.;uch as 
a factor of 40. The second rig employs both U!1per and lower cooled sul·.faces. 
A third lnrcer ria constructed to enable Rayleigh numbers a~ oryriate to· 
molten U02 to be attained met with difficulties due to attack on the heaters 
by the acid but hi~h Rayleiflh numbers were achieved with the seconc riG by 
usinr; hic,her po,rer densiti~s. A ris usint: low meltin6 point lead alloy 
eutectics heated by an a1·ray of immersion hea.ters has be~n constructed. , 
4• Pro,j0.ct Status 
A two-dimensional code is or.tr>loyed for flow in a channol of rectanculnr ' 
cross-section and a code dealinr; .,ofi th turbulent aspects io under develorrncnt, 
The experimental and theoretical work .should provide an understandinG of; the 
ba.sic heat transfer mechanisms involved. 
I 
T'tlt basiC heat transfer GXperj.mento have been COmpleted A•nd ~ave t:;iven a ltUCh 
better understandinG of the ·way in which molted out fuel cau~ht in horizontal 
.. trays would lose heat to the surroundina coolant. A paper on the work will 
·be praRented at an international conference on Turbulent.Bouyant Convection to 
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In the real accident situation there: ~,o;ould be other uncertainties, for 
oxam:1le, about the boundary conditions .. the mol te.n loyer rr.ay be enclosed 
" 
i:p. a solid crust, but thiG cruet m.."ly be '"eak a.nd break up. Tnere roy also 
be a dnnc;er to SU'flpor't structures from thcrma.l radiation. So :far it haG 
'been as::;umed that boilina is avoided. A further possibility which_ may .need. 
conaidorina could be.a suspension o£ small !ual particles, maintained in 
























TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
ITALY 
Rete di rilevamento sismico · SPONSOR: 
ENEL 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
ENEL 
Seismic monitoring network 
PROJECT LEADER: 
F. CAPOZZA 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1973 
A. BERENZI 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
In pr-og~:·ecG June 197 9 
. • -. 
; 
l. C.tral:'r':tl Aim I 
D£:linition ot rete1·ence earthq\Jal:c tor nucl~ar power p)&nt sites, 
I 
. . I 
I 
I Collection o! data necf!Rsary to: 
- characterize earthqual•es in lhe di!!erent Italian regions; 
I 
- obtain a new corrl'laticm between accclca•a!inn and c&rthquake inl<·risaly in 
order to utilize the l~q;e amol.nl. ot hyslol'ical data avi'lilaLle in Italy. 
3. ExperimC'n~al f~d!i~ics :.r.d p1·ocr~m 
The scisni~ networlt consists of 168 monitoring points distrah.ut~.:d in the 
wholr: Italian terri<ory with the c~ception of S:udinia, 
Each mCinitorang point is equipped with an acceh::rograph cnpable of re-
cording a rn:t:mr.um llccclcration of 1. 00 g and \";ith a threshol~ or 0, 01 g, 
The accch:r:>gr2pb:; .i'l'C ~E'ncr~lly located iucide electrical substahons and 
installed on conc.h:te colurn.1s directly anchored to the foundations. 
4, Project str~tus 
T~e seismic n~twod: has uccn c"mpleted. Th~ first lime it operated was 
on the occasion uf tl;e e.::.rthw. kc occurred in F riuli on May ·1975. 
Furthermore :1 computer program has been devel~>ped whid:enrlblc:>s to obtain 
the seismic spectra (c.ccelc-ratiJu, velocity und displaccmen~ and their' 
envelopes, 
The first results c( datu proct:~sir!J! havl' been publiiihed by 11CNEN-ENEL 
Commission on Problems Associated with the Installation of Nuclear Plants''. ,.. 
5. ~!!..~E.:i 
Furthca· t ecordin& will be ncc<:~a~.lry to oul;Lin the d<:finitior. of rdereuc.e 
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Signaux sismiques synthetiques. 
TITLE (Aoglais) 
Synthetic seismic signal studies· •. · 
Data de dema~raga Etac a~tue.1. 
1.1.1975 en cours 
Date d'achevement Oeruiere mise a jour 
31.12.1978 1. 12. 1977 






Respo nsab le 
A. SOKOLOVSKY - DSN 
M. LIVOLAN! ~ DEMT 
Sc:untiiiej.ues 
F. JEANPIERRE - D~IT 
DSN/M.SOKOI.OVSKY 
Constructions de signaux temporels synthetiques vraisemblables, avec des 
spectres reguliers qui serviraient 9e standard de verification de la tenue des 
structures aux seismes. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
1. Analyse detaillee d'enregistrements sismiques disponibles. 
2. Mise au point de spectres reguliers. 
3. CalculE de validation. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES E'I' PROGRAMME 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
Une analyse detailee des accelerogrammes de seismes reels a ete faite ; le 
but de cette etude est de degager les parametres caracteristiques de ces 
accelerogrammes (duree, evolution du contenu spectral au cours du temps, etc 
de fa~on a construire des seismes synthetiques vraisemblables. 
L'etude est terminee pour le cas du seisme de SAN FRANCISCO. 
Un seisme synthetique de caracteristiques semblables mais avec des spectres 
· reguliers a ete mis au point. Une serie de spectres-types a ete mise au 










~-------------------------------------------------------r~~~------------~·----~·0 TIIU: (Anglais) • Organisme:J exec.uteurs 
APPLICATION OF SEISMOTECTONIC DATA OF FRANCE 
Date de demarrage E:tat ac.cuel 
01;01.1979 Demarrage 
.. 
Date d'aehevement Deraiire mise l 
31.12.1982 . 
, . 















Preciser le cadre sismotectonique des sites pour conduire a une·evaluation 
realiste du niveau de sismicite: 
- definition des donnees geologiques (provinces, ensembles te.ctoniques, · 
accidents), 
- determination des parametres physiques des seismes, 
• prise en compte des ph~nomenes rtaturels induits par les seismes. 
c 2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Collecte des donn~es (homog~n~isation des donn~es de base pour reduire lea 
m~r~~~ ct'incertituctel. 
• \)0\\l\t'cs g~~h,giqucs \p\.)U\' m~moire: l 'essentiel a ~tt! rassemblt! pour la 
carte sismotectonique); des complements sont a realiser. 
- Donnees de la sismic\te historique: 
. Realisation d'un fichier par le BRGM. 
• Car~~t~ristiquas au foyer: magnitudes. profondeurs • 
. Nise au point d'un syst~me de rassemblement des donn~es . 
. Depouillement et interpretation . 
. Int~gration des donnees du LDG. 
. .. I . .. 
-. 
-SS""o-
Synth~se et correlation. 
Definition d'ensembles tectoniques homogenes. 
Etudes de lois d' at.tenuations locales. 
- Definitions de provinces et d'ensembles sismotectoniques. 
Prise en compte des phenomenes induits par les seismes. 
- Recensement des risques (tsunamis, seiches, eboulements, 
liquefaction ... ). 
-Definition d'un programme d'etude. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES et PROGRAMMES 
Reseau du LDG et des differents Observatoires. Stations de Cadarache 
et de Pierrelatte• 
Un programme experimental pourrait etre defini au cours de l'etude des 
phenomenes induits par les seismes. \:) 
4. ETAT de l'ETUDE 
Cette fiche, qui relaie la realisation de la carte sismotectonique de 
la France, est en cours de demarrage. 
' ~ [ 
r 
5. RELATIONS avec d'AUTRES ETUDES i 
La fiche 121-1-03/4172-10 (~ise au point d'une methodologie de calcul des t· 
spectres des seismes de reference des sites, a partir des parametres physiques) 





METHODOLOGIE pour 1e CALCUL des SPECTRES des 
SEISMES de REFERENCE a PARTIR des PARAMETRES 
PHYSIQUES 
TITLE (Anglais) 
METHODOLOGY for the CALCULATI.ON of REFERENCE 
EARTHQUAKE SPECTRA BASED UPON PHYSICAL 
PARANETERS 
• 











Res-po os able 
B. HOHANMADIOUN 
Sciec.c:.i.fiques 
H. FERRIEUX 0 A. LEVRET 
1-D-a_t_e_d~':-a-c_h_e_v_e_m_e_c._c ____ t-D-e-rm--:-. ::-er-e--m-:-. -s-e~a--::-j_o_u_r----r G · HOHAMMADIOUN 
0 
31.12.1979 20 /12.1978 
.. 
I. OBJECT!& GntERAL 
D~termination des mouvements sismiques de r~f~rence adapt~s aux sites des 
instal~ions nucl~aires. Ces mouvements de r~f~rence sont utilises : 
· soit directement dans !'analyse du dimensionnement des ouvrages et 
mat~riels, 
soit pour le contr8le d'un mouvement de r~f~rence standard. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
E1abontion des m~thodes de calcul des spectres adapt~s aux sit~s a par-
• tir de la magnitude, de la di~tance focale et de 1'intensite du s~isme de 
reference a l'aide d'une analys~ statistique des donn~es obtenues dans "le 
monde et s~lectionnees selon 1e~ differents criteres suivants: 
a- r~gional (Californie, Europe, etc •. )~ 
b- geologie simi1aire du site (roche dure, alluvions) 
Etude probabiliste du risque sismique. Cette etude a pour but de cefinir I 
une a~proche pour 1a determination du mouveoent de r~f~rence adapte au site 
a7soc1~ ~ une valeur de probabilit~ annuelle. Une ~tude de la faisabilit~ 
d une telle approche est en cours. 
3 · INSTALLATIONS EXPERIY.ENTALES e t PROGW!MES 
Voir Fiches 121-1-05/4172-10 et 121·1-04/4172-10 
... I ... 
• 
·l'jt 
4 • ETAT d~ l'ETUDE 
~ t- ~ - l! 41-WA-#ACU:::::d~Sft 
Avancement a ce jour 
-------- -
Etablissement d'une relation liant la magnitude a la distance focal~ 
eta l'intensite au lieu d'enregistrement pour les seismes americains •. 
Calcul de correlations liant les spectres a la magnitude et a la dis-
tance focale a partir des. donnees americaines pour les intensites V, VIet· 
VII. Les coefficients de .correlations ont ete obtenus pour 46 frequences et 
5 amortissements. 
Proposition, a la lumiere de ces resultats, d'une methodologie de 
calcul des spectres adaptes aux sites. 
Resultats essentiels 
----------
Une nouvelle methodologie a ete con~ue pour calculer des spectres adapte 
aux sites qui accorde une importance preponderante aux donnees generalement 
les mieux connnes dans les cas des differents sites, a savoir l'intensite et 
la magnitude du S~lliV.Cette methodologie preconise le calcul d'un spectre 
SHEV au moyen des coefficients de correlation liant le spectre a. la magnitude 
eta la distance focale obtenus 2 partir d'un ensemble d'enregistrecents 
de meme intensite, en !'occurrence celle du S}lliV. Uncouple ~magnitude/distanc .:) . 
· toujours compatible avec l'intensite caracteristique du site est defini selon 
une correlation magnitude/intensite/distance focale realisee· sur un ensemble 
de donnees comprenant celles qui servent au calcul du spectre et homo.- · 
genes entre elles ·• Par. convention, le spectre SMS est defini comme etant 
deux fois .celui du SMHV. 
A l'heure actuelle, c~tte methode permet de traiter valablement les cas 
des sites dont l'intensite;$~P.V•est inferieure a VIII et la distance focale 
egale ou superieure a 10 ~<m qui constit'uent la grande majorite des site$ 
fran~ais. Toute nouvelle cionnee acquise contribuera a ameliorer la precision 
des coefficients de correlation et a lever les limitations d'application. 
~r£c£ain~s_e!a£e~ 
Amelioration des coefficients de correlation par !'introduction de 
nouvelles donnees (pour les intensite~ V, VI et VII) et surtout a courtes 
distances (R<lO). 
Etude des seismes alpins e·t etablissement des co'rrtHations analogues. 
·Possibilite, grace a un nombre accru de donnees, de faire une selection 
~ l'interieur d'un ensemble de spectres de meme intensite selon des criteres 
geologiques ou autres. 
5 -RELATIONS avec d'AUTRES ETUDES 
La fiche ''Collecte de mesures sur les mouvements en zone epicentrale et 
d' informations sur les degats' correspondants" apporte des informations es·-
sentielles a l'etude des correlations entre les differents parametres et 


























COLLECTE de MESURES sur les MOUVEMENTS en ZONE 
EPICENTRALE et d'INFORMATIONS sur les DEGATS CORRES-
PONDANTS 
TITLE (Ao.glais) 
CONPILATION of RECORDINGS of NEAR FIELD MOTION 
and of INFORHATION on the CORRESPONDING DAMAGES 
Date de demarrage Etat ac..tuel 
. oi.ol.l976 en cours 
Date d'achevement Dernie.re mise a jour 
31.12.1981 20.12.1978 
















H. FERRIEUX . 
A. LEVRET 
G. M0~1ADIOUN 
Connaissance des caracteristiques du mouvement fort en zone epicentrale 
et de leurs effets en vue de la protection.des installations nucleaires c~ntre 
les seismes. 
2. OBJECTIFS' PARTICULIERS 
Rassemblement des enregistrement& des mouvements forts obtenus. dans le 
monde et etablissement d'une sismoth~que. 
• (:
1 Rassemblement des caracteristiques correspondant a ces enregistrements 
(intensite au lieu d'enregistrement, condition geologique du site, instrument 
enregis~reur, etc .. ). 
Enregistrements des repliques en zone epicentrale d'un seisme important a 
l'aide des dispositifs DSN. 
Enregistrement de signaux sismiques d'origine artificielle dans le cadre 
d'etudes ponctuelles des sites. 
Classement et analyse de ces donnees en fonction des differents crit~res: 
. regional, 
. intensite au lieu d'enregistrement, 
. condition du site (roche dure, alluvions). 
. .. I . .. 
. 
- 5 S"~ -
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES e t PROGR.Al.'1MES 
Stations sismologiques legeres destinees a !'enregistrement des seismes 
(repliques) dans la zone epicentrale apres un. seisme important. 
Stations simologiques temporaires dans des zones a forte sismicite. 
Realisation des expe~imentations sur un site a partir de sources sismiques 
artificielles afin d'etudier la loi de transmission des ondes sismiques dans 
la region immediate du site. 
4. ETAT de l'ETUDE 
!v~n£e~e~t_a_c~ io~r 
Enregistrements des nombreuses repliques dans la reg1on de Frioul avec 
la determination de leur intensite: creation d'un fichier magn~tique format 
CALTECH destine a comporter tous les spectres de reponse obtenus; y figurent 
deja les seismes importants des 11 et 15 septembre 1976. 
Enregistrements des seismes dans la vallee de l'Ubaye (calcul des spectre 
en cours). 
Enregistrements en plusieurs points des nombreuses repliques dans la ) 
. region de Tubingen apres le seisme du 3 s.eptembre 1978, dans cette region; 
(depouillement de ces enregistrements et calcul des spectres.correspondants,. 
en cours). · 
Acquisition des enregistrements du seisme de Frioul realises par les re-
seaux italien et yougoslave. 
Acquisition, dans le cadre de l'etablissement d'un fichier semblable, 
pour les seismes enregistres en Europe ~t au Moyen Orient (zone alpine) des 
enregistrements de la sequence d'Ancona, vus et corriges par le Pr'Ambraseys 
(Imperial College de Londres). Une action est engagee aupres de celu~-ci 
afin de preciser et d'homogeneiser les caracteristiques de ces enregistrement • 
Acquisition,dans le cadre de l'accord C~A/NRC 1 d'une bande rea1isee a la 
demande du NRC qui rassemble les caracteristiques des enregistrements du· 
mouvement fort obtenus dans le monde. 
Obtention de documents detailles traitant des caracnristiques des sites 
d'enregistrements des mouvements forts realises aux Etats-Unis. 
Mise au point a la CISI d'un programme d'acces ~ux fichiers magnetiques 
de format standard CALTECH permettant d'extraire,de fa~on commode1 accelero-
grammes ou spectres de reponse 
Resultats essentiels 
----------
La sismotheque comporte actuellement sous forme standard la plupart des 
mouvements forts obtenus aux USA et les. enregistrements des seismes impo.r':" 
tants du Frioul realises par le DSN/BERSSIN. L'acces ·facile et selectif a 
ces donnees est assure. Les caracteristiques relatives a ces seismes ont ete 
precisees. Des demarches ont ete entreprises pour completer la sismotheque 
aussi bien sur le plan europeen que mondial. 
fr£c£ain~s_e!aEe~ 
Etablissement d'un fichier semblable pour les seismes europeens a mou-
vement fort. 
Etude des caricteristiques des seismes enregistres en Europe (magnitude, 
intensite, distance focale). 
Apport a la sismotheque de donnees etrangeres (complement d'enregistre-
ments americains, donnees japonnaises, etc .. ). 
Pour suite des enregistrements des seismes .(va11ee de l'Ubaye, Pyrenees) 










S. !!LATIONS avec d1AUTR!S !TUO!S 
Les resultats de cette etude sont indispensables a l'etablissement 
des methodologies de calcul des mouvements de reference adaptes aux sites 
(Fiche 121-1-03/4172-10). 
6. DOCUMENTS de REFERENCE 
Etude des repliques du. seisme du 6 mai 1976 au Friou1 
A.BARBREAU, B.MOHAMMADIOUN, H.FERRIEUX, G.MOHAMMADIOUN 






121•1•06 1 4172•10 et 4113•01 3·1 
!I!RE .. . . Pays 
MECANIQUE DU SOL AU VOISINAGE DES INSTALLATIONS FRANCE 
ET INTERACTION SOL-FONDATION DANS LA SURETE Organisme Direct:eur 
SISMIQUE CEA/DSN 
!I!LE (Anglais) Organisme execuceur I 
SOIL MECHANICS (VICINITY OF _INSTALLATIONS) I I CEA/DSN AND SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION IN SISMIC SAFETY I I 
i' 
M.MOHAMMADIOON (DSN) I 
M.LIVOLANT (DEMT) I 
Data de de~arrage 
01.01?78 
rEcat: ac:uel )Scientiiiques 
( en cours 1 H. FERRI EUX 
!----------+-1 ----------;.~ E. FA VIER 
'oerniere mise a jour Date d'achevement 
31.12.82 31.12.1978 
1. OBJECTIF GENERAL 
L'objectif general de cette etude est la recherche des donnees experimen-
tales pour la validation des methodes de calcul qui permettent d'etabli~· 
une relation entre le signal sismique en champ libre et les mouvements de 
niveau de fondation, et d'une fa~on generale, au voisinage des structures . 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
2.1. Acquisition de donnees experimentales sur l"interaction, in situ 
Comme il n'existe que quelques exemples de seismes enregistres simultane-
.. 
ment en champ libre et dans les constructions, l'ideal serait d'enregis-
trer dans le futur, des repliques apres un seisme important en champ libre 
et au niveau de la fondation (radier) . 
2.2. Mesures des parametres elastiques du sol (qui interviennent dans le 
calcul de l'interaction sol-fondation par une methode de mesure de vitesse 
de propagation des ondes. sismiques) . 
Une solution de rechange et complementaire par rap~ort a 1 'approche prece-
dente co~siste a faire appel a des vibrations artificielles, engendrees par 
un dispositif mecanique ou par explosion, comme source d'excitation d'une 
maquette de fondation a l 'echelle reduite 
2.3. Validation du modele de sol a rouleaux 
Si le calcul permet d'etudier 1e domaine de comportement lineaire du sol, 
le domaine non lineaire et la propagation d'ondes necessitent des etudes 
experimentales 
Un modele de sol bi-dimensionnel a rouleaux permettant la validation des 
methodes de calcul pour les comportements non lineaires doit etre utilise 
pour faire une etude sous sollicitation dynamique . Un certain nombre d'es-
sais sont necessaires pour determiner le comportement du modele sous divers () 
types de sollicitations (mesures d'acceleration de deplacement et de con-
trainte) . Les resultats de ces essais doivent etre compares aux modele de 
ca 1 cul . 
3; INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENT ALES ET PROGRAM~1ES 
3.1. En collaboration avec EdF et DEMT, une etude sur des maquettes de 
1 'interaction sol-fondation est en cours de realisation sur 1 •aeroport de 
Nice . Des excitations sismiques seront les vibrations engendrees par un 
dispositif de compactage (chute d'une masse de 150 T d'une hauteur de 23m) 
Le DSN effectuera: () 
des mesures du mouvement en champ libre en fonction de la distance 
et de la hauteur de la chute, 
- des mesures experimentales des modules elastiques intervenant dans 
l'etude de 1 'interaction sol-fondation par une methode specifique 
dite "cross-holes" . 
3.2. Table vibrante VESUVE du DEMT (CEN-Saclay): essais de comportement 
du modele a rouleaux . 
. · ''\ 
L 
- Ss-~ -
4. ETAT DE.L'ETUDE 
~Y~~s~~~~~-~-s~_JQ~~ 
Obj. 2-1- La premiere campagne de mesure a ete effectuee par le 
DSN/SESRS/BERSSIN sur l'aeroport de Nice en Juin 1978, pour determiner 
le mouvement sismique en cham~ libre, induit par la'machine compacteuse 
MEYNARD . 
B~~~l~~~~-~~~~n~i~l~ 
Obj. 2-1- Cette etude a montre que les mouvements correspondants sont 
assez proches des enregistrements de certains seismes et peuvent done etre 
utilises pour simuler un ebranlement sismique . 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Obj. 2-2 et 2-3-
6. RELATION AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Les resultats de cette etude sont indispensables a 1 'analyse parasismique 





142•1 • 01/4113•01 
TI'IRE 
ANALYSE PARASISMIQUE D'UNE CENTRALE NUCLEAIRE 
A EAU ORDINAII'..E' 
Methode de Calcul 
TI'ILE (Anglais) 
Seismic analysis of a nuclear power plant. 
·PWR reactor building. . ... 
Date de dema.nage Etat actual 
I. I. 75 en cours 
Date d'achevement Deruiere mise a. jour 
31.12.79 1 • 2. 79 







Respo csa.b le 
ScJ.entJ..fiques 
Le but de cette etude est la mise au point d'un programme de calcul permettant 
d'evaluer la reponse d'une tranche de centrale PWR 900.a une excitation sismi-
que donnee, caracteristique.du site de la centrale. Le programme devra etre 
transposable d'un site a un autre, meme dans le cas de modifications de 
realisation. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS. 
I) Modelisation des structures. 
2) Analyse modale des constituants. 
3) Methodologie de prise en compte des couplages. 
4) Evaluation des spectres de planchers. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES eT PROGRAMME. 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
ETUDE D'UNE CENTRALE PWR 900. L'etude de comportement et de la tenue au 
seisme d'une enceinte de confinement du type contrat programme a ete 






Cette etude s'est attachee en particulier a preciser l'evolution, en fonc-
tion de la r~ideur du sol de fondation, des modes et frequences de vibration 
de l'ensemble sol-structure et de leur amortissement (Rapport en preparation) 
Parallelement une methode de calcul des soectres de nlancher oar la transfor-
mee de Fourie~ a ete develope. Une analyse mathematique de la reponse 
d'equipements a points de fixation multiples a ete faite. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Calculs interconnectes avec l'etude de la tenue aux sei~mes de portiques 
(essentiellement financee par EdF) • 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
Note EMT i7 .212 
Note EMT 78/199 




1S2-l-02 I 4113-01 
142-!-02 
TI'IRE 
ANALYSE PARA$ISMIQUE D'UNE CENTRALE NUCLEAIRE, 
INTERACTION SOL-FONDATION 
TITLE (.Anglais) 
SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF A NUCLEAR PLANT. 
SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION 




I. OBJECTI7 GOERAL 
Etat: a.ctuel 
en cours 












Le but de cette etude est la mise au point d'une methode pour etablir la 
relation entre le signal sismique en champ libre et les mouvements impri-
mes aux fondations . 
Deux methodes de calcul pour la prise en compte de l'interaction sol-struc-
ture sont actuellement utilisees . La premiere methode utilise les ressorts 
et les amortisseurs de sol equivalents, mais un certain nombre de configu-
rations (fondation en profondeur, sol en couches de proprietes mecaniques 
differentes ..• ) ne peuvent etre pris~en compte . La seconde methode uti-
lise le calcul par elements finis 4 deux dimensions mais l'effet de la 
troisi~me dimension comme celui des conditions aux limites sont tr~s mal 
pris en compte . Devant ces considerations, 11 est necessaire de developper 
et ameliorer les methodes de calcul pour pouvoir traiter correctement les 
points laisses de cOte par les methodes actuelles • 
2. 08JECTIFS PARTICULIERS I I 
2.1 .Etude analytique de 1' impedance d'un radier circulaire sur un demi ! 
espace i nfi ni • 1 
2.2 .Extension au cas de radiers de forme quelconque . i 
2.3 .Developpement des modeles par elements finis avec frontieres absorbante~ 
2.4 .Qualification des codes de calcul utilises dans le cas de batiments I 
sur radier par des essais in situ ! 
I 
2.5 .Codes de calcul pour taiter des fondations sur pieux a partir d'essais 
in situ . 
2.6 .Etude theorique accompagnee d'essais sur table vibrante, pour etablir 
un modele coherent de calcul . 
2.7 .Traitement de battments voisins sur fondations separees • 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMMES , 
3.1 g~~~i~_iD_§i~~ 
.Pour une complete validation experimentale des modeles de caJtul, des 
experiences sur sol reel sont necessaires . On peut ainsi etudier la 
reponse de maquettes de construction (batiment reacteur par exemple) 
liees au sol par divers types de fondation (radier unique, radiers 
multiples, pieux ancres, pieux flottants ... )a une excitation sismique 
artificielle . Un precede d'excitation existant actuellement sur le 
chantier e 1 'aeroport de Nice consiste a faire tomber sur le sol, a 
une certaine distance de la maquette a tester, une masse de 150 tonnes C) 
d'une hauteur variable . Par ail leurs, les impedances equivalentes 
peuvent etre determinees par excitation harmonique de la maquette 
avec balayage defrequence • 
3.2 ·I~~l~~Yi~~~~~~-E~-9£~I 
(CEN.Saclay) Programme non parvenu 
i 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
. Avancement a ce jour 
Objectifs, 2-1, 2-2 realises 
Objectif 2-7 realise partiellement: la methode de calcul de ressorts 
de sol elaboree prend en compte l'effet de couplage de plusieurs ra-
diers . 
. Principaux resultats 
Voir ci-dessus 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
(programme 1979) 
Realisation et exploitation des experiences sur l'aeroport de Nice 
(Obj. 2-4 et 2-5) 
. Mise au point du modela coherent de calcul 
(Obj. 2-3 et 2-6) 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
- ensemble des etudes definissant le signal sismique incident (rubrique 
121-1) et notamment la mecanique du sol et les mouvements au voisinage 
de l'interface sol-fondations voir fiche 121-1-06 •. 
0 
- s ror-
- ensemble des autres etudes de genie parasismique (rubrique 142-1) 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
J. GAUVAIN - note technique ~~T 78/23 
"Interaction sol-fondation - Relation entre les mouvements de plusieurs 
zones ~ la surface d'un milieu elastique semi-infini" . 









142-1- u3 1411 ~_01 IU•l • 03 3-1 
Tenue de structures- types1 sous excitation 
-sismique. 





TI'ILE (Anglais) Organisme exec:tlteur 
Behaviour of typical structures under seismic 
excitation. 
Shake table tests. 
CEA/DEMT - Saclay 
Ra.spoosable 
Dace de dima:rage Etat actual 
t/75 en cours 
Dace d'ac:hevemenc "oerniire mise a jour 
12/78 !980 
I • OBJE C'II"F GnfE"R}..L 
2. 
L'objet principal de cette etude est d'approfondir la connaissance des limites 
de resistance et du processus de ruine en regime dynamique des e~ements de 
structures utilisees dans la· construction des centrales nucleaires. Subsidiaire-
ment, les essais sur des elements representatifs de constructio~ traditionnelle 
devront permettre de fonder une meilleure correlation entre les, intensites 
macrosismiques et les paramatres micaniques utilis6s en inalnierie. 
OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
I) Essais de structures traditionnelles. 
2) Essais d'elements en be ton arme ordinaire - Flexion : poteaux. 
3) Essais d' elements en beton arme ordinaire - Cisaillement : voiles. 
4) Essais d' elements en beton arme composites (en L, etc.) 
5) Essais d'Hements de beton nrecontraint • 
. 3". INSTALLATIONS .OPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME . 
Table vibrance VESUVE (DEMT). 
Laboratoires du CEB TP 
' 








4. ETAT DE·L'ETUDE 
1 -Campagne d'essais executee sur murs non contreventes, charges. 
a) Briques et mortier classes "anciens". 
b) Briques et mort;ier classes "modernes". 
2 - Campagne d'essais sur poteaux de beton arme 
3 - Calculs preliminaires relatifs aux voiles de beton arme ' 
I - Hurs. 
Connaissance des frequences propres et de leur variation au cours de 
la degradation du mur. Amortissements en essais de lacher et varia-
tion des amortissements. 
2 - Poteaux en beton arme. 
Comportement dynamique des poteaux en flexion. Connaissance de la 
longueur effective (encastrements) et coQparaison avec l'approche 
par sections equivalences du beton fissure. Etablissement d'une loi 
de comportement du beton arme en flexion jusqu'a la ruine. compte 
tenu de la conn~issance des raideurs et des amortissements en fonction 
de la deflexion. ' 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
a) Voiles en beton arme travaillant dans leur plan principal. 
Comportement dynamique en cisaillement. 
Calculs preliminaires : estimation des efforts necessaires pour des effets 
significatifs. Etude de l'effet du rapport hauteur-longueur. 
Essais statiques. 
Essais dynamiques . 
. ....... 
_) 
b) Poteaux en beton precontraint. Programme avec contrat DGRST () 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D' AUTRES 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERE~CE 
- Comportement sismique d'elements de batiments (etude demurs anciens et 
modernes). Note technique EMT 76/228. 
- Comportement statique. Essais .dyn~iques des poteaux en flexion. 
Rapport d I etudes CEBTP mai 1.977. Dossier .952-6-033. 
Communication a la conference ENS/AFS. Bruxelles Octobre t'978 
-Note technique EMT 78/177. 
8. DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE 
• 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): 
ANALISI DI RISCHIO SISMICO PER POSSIBILI SITI 
NUCLEAR I . 
TI·fLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 














til. Basili, N. Paci-
1 in 
SCIENTISTS: 
A. Basili, M. Basil 
V. Cagnetti, V. Go-










in progress July 1979 N. Pacilio, G. Tine li. f 
I 
5.897 
1 GENERAL AIM: Assessment of the maximum expected acceleration level 
on a given nuclear site via a p!'obabilistic approach 
for the definition of the contributing factors of seis 
mic risk mapping. 
2 PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES: (1) Stochastic analysis of seismic occur-
rences 
(2) Identification of theoretical models for 
interpreting the distribution of seismic 
occurrences 
(3) Effects of a probabilistic approach on 
the determination of maximum expected ac 
celeration. 
3 PROJECT STATUs:· Progress to date 
-Theoretical models for the time distribution of hi 
storical data 
-Stochastic analysis of the 1976 Friuli earthquake 
shocks 
-Statistical analysis of historic catalogues of sei~ 
mic data 
-Stochastic model of the·Gutenberg-Richter relation-
ship. 
Essential results 
-Analytical solutions in termn· of the expected· varia!! 
ce-to-mean ratio of the number of shocks 
-Labeling of a seismic zone via stochastic and ge£ 
physical indicators 
-Development of computer codes SEISMOS, QUAKOS, and 
REG LIN 
-Statistical analysis of a historic catalogue of 




TITLE (El'-l'GLISH LANGUAGE): 
' 




-Statistical analysis of a historic catalogue of seis 
4 NEXT STEPS: 
mic occurrences in the Northeastern part of Italy. i 
-Seismic risk an_alysis of the. Northeastern part of I 
Italy 
-Statistical analysis of seismic occurrences via non-'. 
linear least-square method computer codes. i 
5 RELATION TO OTHER PRO~ECTS 3.1 (other CNEN p~ojects) t. 1.~ 6 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS: 
A. BASILI, M. BASILI, A. COLOMBINO, Q. IACURTO, N. PACILIO, G. SE- [ 
NA - Analisi dei dati di Karnik: indicatori sismici stocastici co- I 
me funzioni della magnitude - CNEN RT/AMB(78)1 . 
A. BASILI, M. BASILI, A. COLOMBINO, 0. IACURTO, N. PACILIO, G. SE-
NA - SEISMOS: una routine per il trattamento di dati sismici stori ,. 
ci su IBM-370 - CNEN RT/AMB(78)2 
A. BASILI,.M. BASIL!, A. COLOMBINO, 0. IACURTO, N. PACILIO, G. SE-
NA - QUAKOS: una routine per il trattamento di sequenze sismiche su ~­
IBM-370 - CNEN RT/FIMA(78)3 
A. BASILI, M, BASILI, A. COLOMBINO, ·. 0. IACURTJ·, N. PACILIO, G. PRA t 
TICO', L. ROMANELLI, G. SENA - REGLIN: una routine per analisi di If 
regressione lineare su IBM-370 - CNEN RT/AMB(79)2 . 
A. BASILI, M. BASILI, A. COLOMBINO, 0. IACURTO, N. PACILIO, G. SE-
NA- Il ruolo della analisi stocastica nei problemi di rischio si- .t 
. smico - CNEN RT/AHB(79) . I 
A. BASILI, M. BASILI, A. COLOMBINO, 0. IACURTO, N. PACILIO - SEIS-
MIC RISK: (1) analysis of the number of earthquakes in magnitude 
domain - CNEN RT/AMB(79) 
A. BASIL!, M. BASIL!, A. COLOMBINO, 0. IACURTO, N. PACILIO - SEIS-
MIC RISK: (2) fitting the Gutenberg-Richter relation to earthquake 
data - CNEN RT/AMB(79) 
·7 DEGREE OF AVAILABILITY: free. 
Contact persons: 
M. Basili, N. 'Pacilio 











TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: I'rALY 
Studi <li ingegne:r::-ia del sito SPONSOR: 
CNEH I 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
Studies of site engineering CNEN 
PROJECT· LEADEr:t: 
l.aboratorio Ingegne 
-riA Cii t.n 
-INITIATED: (present COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: I 
- 1 Nov. 1974 
. n11ase) M. Basili, v. Ca:- ! I 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: £910tti' A~ Fanta- t 
~5. 897 
In progress July 1979 nive 
1) General Aim 
Studies on parameters occurring in the evaluation of sites for nu 
clear plants. 
2) Particular Objectives 
The program is organized into the f~llowing tasks: 
- analysis o;f earthquake strong-motion and seismometric records 
- ru1alysis of soil dya~nic characteristics 
- anal;ysis of soil-structure interac·~ions 
- statistical analysis and studies of exceptional meteorological 
events 
- stochastic analysis of seismic data~ 






1) Procedures for macroseisrnic and microseinmic records processing: 
have been developed. 
2) Studies on seismicity of Friuli (Northern Italy) have been car-
ried out (focal mecha11ism, earthquake spectra, seismic moment, 
linear dime::.1sion of fault, dislocation and s·liress drop, etc.). 
3) Codes and experioental techniques have been developed. f · 
4) Next Steps . 
Besides development of above items: research on correlations be""t-
tween seismic parameters and sands liquefaction. 
5) Relation to other Projects 
3.1 CHEN, EifEL programs. 
G) Reference Doc~nents 
' I 
1. Reports on tile 1976 Friuli earthquake published by the CNEn-ENEL 
Comrnission on Seismic Problems Associated with the Installation · 
p~ Nu~lear Flants:' 
'lTJ'LE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): CLASSIFICATION : 
Studies of s~te engineering 3.1 - 3.5 
a) "Strong-motion Earthquake Accelerogra11s-Digitiz~d and Plot-
ted Data- Uncorrected Accelerograms-Part 1, 2, 3, 4, 11 Ro-
ma, 1976 - 1978· 
b) "Contribution to the Study of Friuli Earthquake o'f May 1976~' 
Roma, November 1976: 
2 ~ Various reports on the 1976 Priuli earthqua~ce, presented at the 
OECD Specialist !.1eeting on the 1976 FriuJ.i Earthquake and the 
· Antiseismic Dcsien of Huclear Installations, Roma, October 1977. 
3. Other reports on specific matters are availahle. ; 
7) Degree of Availability 
Open. 
For any information: Laboratorio Ingegneria Si to, CNEN, CSH Casac- ·. 
cia,_C.P. 2400, I-00100 Roma. 
8) Additional Information 
The research is performed in cooperation with EifEL and Isti i;uto Ha 
zionale di f;.eofisica; in particular a Joint Commission CNEN-ENEL 
has been established to study the seismicity of Italian territory 












TITLE (ORIGINAL .LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Sviluppo di strumentazione e misure sismiche per la valu- . Italy 
tazione dei siti SPONSOR: 
·CNEN 
TITLE (ENGLISH .LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
Seismic instrumentation development and seismic measu- CNEN 
:reme.nts for .site eva,luation PROJF.CT.LEADER: 
, R. Cervellati 
-
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
:May :197£.1, (present phase) 
S'I'ATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
. -· 




:Seismic instruments development and seismic measurements, in order to study 
sites from the seismological point of vi~yt. 
·Particular · obje<:tives: 
·Or--eration of accelerometers; settjng up and operation of seismometric equipments; 
data logging; analysis of the response of seismometric instrumentation. 
Experimental facilities: 
.A~-.n~ork 9.f p.ccel~n:i&te.rs. Operating s..!li.smometers. An elecfr&nic shop for 
-:maintenance p.nd ~a.libration. ' 
Project status: 
). • Jn the frame of a collaporation CNEN -ENEL a network of accelerometers has 
pe~n set up ~1 over Italy with the aim of recording the accelerations during strong 
~~_rthquake$,. 'J'.h~ .re~o.rds will be e.mployed in the characterization of the design 
earthquake. 
In five accelerometers a broadcast time code is introduced in the accelerometer 
)."ecords. 
2. Seismometric equipments have been set up, and are operated, in order to obtain 
a contribution to characterization of sites from the seismological point of view 
(determination of the earthquake mechanisms, hypocenters, etc.). 
;3 ~ A §ie~smic network has been set up, It is presently in ope ratio~ in Irpinia (Southern 
HElJy),. lt ~onsists of 6 radiolinked seismometric stations. 
45.897 
-51-'t-
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Seismic instrumentation 'development. and 
seismic measurements for site evaluation 
Next steps: 
- Cable telemetry. 
CLASSIFICATION : 
.3.1 
- Direct transfer of seismic data into a scientific computer. 
·- Assembl<ing of a second seismometric network. . 
- Documentation on present instrumental techniques related to physical forerunners 
of earthquakes. 
Relation to other projects: 
'· . 
CNEN, ENEL programs (3.1). 
. .. 
·Reference documents: • .. 
- Reports on the 1976 Friuli earthquake. 
- Studies on performance of accelerometers of the network;. studies on performance 
of seismometers. 
Degree of availability: Open 
Conta_ct person: R. Cervellati, CNEN, CSN Casaccia, CP 2400, I-001()0 Rom a. 
Additional information: 
The research is performed in cooperation with ENEL and Istituto Nazio~ale di Geo-
fisica. In particular a Joint Commission CNEN-ENEL has been established to 








TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Ricerche strutturali e sismotettoniche ai fini della sicurez- ITALY 
za degli impianti nucleari SPONSOR: 
CNEN 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
Structural and seismotectonic research for ~h~ £afety CNEN 
of nuclear plants PROJECT LEADER: 
G. MAGRI 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
Jan. 1975 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
in progress july 1979 
'I 
1) General Aim 1 · 
Development of methods and research criteria in an interdisciplinary framework 
for nuclear plant sites evaluatio~. / 
2) Particular Objectives 
a) Elaboration of criteria to define the seismotectonic behaviour of areas with and 
without historictll seismicity. 
b) Elaboration of criteria to identify seismotectonical provinces. 
c) Elaboration of criteria to define the maximum expectable earthquake associated 
to a tectonic structure. 
3) Experimental Facilities and Programme 
Seismometers with recorders and geochemical facilities. 
4) Project Status 
Progress to Date: 
1) P~l('or,cor,raphical d~tn as well a:.; Quaternary geological data have been collected. 
2) Studies on Friuli seismotectonic features have been performed. 
5) .Next Steps 
Collection and study of records of seismical events in the Southern Apennine Region. 
6) Relation to other Projects: 3. 1 (other CNEN, ENEL programs). 
7) pegree of Availability: Free; CNEN Lab. Geologia Ambientale, C.P. 2400, 











TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
ITALY 
Rete di rilevamento sisrnico. SPONSOR: 
ENEL 
-
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
ENEL 
Seismic monitoring network 
PROJECT LEADER: 
F. CAPOZZA 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1973 
A. BERENZI 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
In ·J--·orr·~e"' ~, J ... .., ........... June 197 9 
l. Ctrrl'r·al Ann / 
Ddinition ot l'eferencc carthq\wl:e for nucl·::ar power pl<tnt sites. 
I 
2, !2.!:.ticubr O~:ectiv<•1; 
Collection of data ncce~;sary to: 
- characterize earthquai,~s in the different Italian regions; 
~· 
• obtain a nc:w correlation between accelcra!ion and cc.'rthquake inl<·ris.ty in 






3. Experimcn~:>l f.1ci~i:ics ::-.r.d pl·ornm 
The scisnic network consists of 168 moni:oring points distr1h.uh.:d in the 
whole Itallan tern:ory with tl:c exception oC S:1rdinia. 
J:;sch mc-nitorwg point is cqu1pped with an acceh::rograph c:'lpi.lble of rc· 
cordillr, a mx·:lmu m <!Ccclcration of 1. 00 g a.nd v:llh a threshol :i of 0, 01 8· 
The accele:r:)grcph:; <'l'C b<'!1CI"<!lly located illtide electric.ol substat10ns and 
installed on conchtc colum.1r. directly anchored to the foundations. 
<4, Project s~i'!tus 
The scismi c network ha~ lJccn c.-:>mpleted. Th~ first time it ope1·atcd was 
on the occas1on '-'r tlit.:! e;.:rth.1'.lck~''ccurrcd in Friuli on ~Iay·I975. 
Furthermore a computer program has been developed whid1 enables to obtain 
the se1smic spectra (<.cceJc.rati.,u, velocity and displ;;cemen~ and theu• 
envelopes. 
The firs_t rc_sults cf d;!la proct:~sir!f! havE' hcen publi;;hed by "CNEN-ENEL 
Comm1ss1on on Problems Associated with the Installation of Nuclear 
Plants". 
5. N<·xt ~~~ 
39.50? 
----





TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): CLASSIFICATION: 
Seismic monitoring network 3.1 
6. Relaticn to other projects 
Joint. Cc:r.mbsion Cl!EN/E~EL to study the scismicity of It_alian 
territory for future nurlcar power plants. 
7 .. Ref~rc~cc 1ocuncnt~ 
Reports on the 1976 Friuli earthquake published by the "CNEN-
ENEL Commission on Seismic Problems Associated with the · 
Installation of Nuclear Plants 14 : 
a - "Contribution to the Study of Friuli Earthquake of 197 611 , 
Rome, Nov .1976 :1 
b - "Strong Motion Earthquake kcelerograms - Digitized and 
Plotted Data - Uncorrected Accelerograms", Part 1 1 Rome, 
July 1976 / 
c- Id. 1 Part 2, Rome, January 1977 / · 
d-Id., Part 3, Rome, Nov.1977 i 






TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): 
Studio sulla possibilita di previsione di terremoti con meto 
di idrogeochimici 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 






1. General Aim 
Earthquake prediction. 



















It has been demonstrated that various premonitory geochemical phenomena occur 
before earthqual\:es. In particular the composition of the deeply circulating 
waters (e.g. thermal waters) can change some weeks or months before the 
dcstructiv~ seismic mouvement. · 
3. Experimental Facilities and Programme 
Some hydrothermal Italian systems are regularly .checked in order to study the 
variation of water compo~ition in relation to seismic activity. 
Major constituents dissolved in spring wa.ters, and some elements successfully 
used as premonitory indicators of earthquakes, are analyzed; particular emphasis 
:is given to the .He and Rn·r:1easurements in liquid and gaseous phases. 
Classical analytical instruments are used in the laboratory. Electric conductance, 
pi-I, temperature, HC03 content measurements are carried out on the field by 
miniaturized analytical kits specially designed. 
4. Project Status 
Basic measurements on the field. 
5. Next steps 
Analysis of water and gas samples will be carried out by a mass spectrometer. 
. . 
- S"&o -
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE):. 
Study on the possibility of predicting earth-
t;uakcs by hydrogeochemical meth<?dS 
6. Reference Documents 
CLASSIFICATION : 
3.1 
6.1~ Dall'Aglio M. "Geochimica e gestione dell'ambiente". Notiziario CNEN, 
Anno 2 0, n. 7 , July 19 7 4. 
6.2. Dall'Aelio M. "Geochemistry of Stream and Ground Waters from Western 
Sicily. The Changes in Spring Water Chemistry .after the 1968 Earthquake". 
Atti Conv. Intern. Acque Sotterranee, Palermo, December 1974. 
6. 3. Dall' Aglio M. "Earthquake Prediction by Hydrogeochemical Methods". 
IAGL Symposium on the Geochemistry of Natural ·waters, Burlington, 
1975. Soc. Italiana di Miner alogia e Petrologia, Rendiconti, vol. XXXII 
(1), pag. 421-436, 1976. · 
T. Degree of Availability 
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MAGH • ALDERSON 
, 
· IIJJ'I'T/..TED: COMPLF.TF.D: SCIENTISTS: 
JAIIUJ.fl't 1976 
DR P WINTER 
STA'l'US :· LAST UPDATING:. ' 
r~ IN PROGRESS MAY 1979 . 
\ 
1. GE':f.RAL ATI'o: To review the level ot hazard to nuclear power plants due to the possibility ot seismic disturbtlllce. 
2. !:!:!:.'Ti.Z:!.·.H' fll'..Tf:C:'l'P/1':':1 To rnvitt~o~ th,o tooioocity of the United Kiny,dom and to combine the probability ot earthquako 
oc'JI'r••,,cu ~o~it.h tho probr,bility or structural dlll!loge given an earthquake occurring. 
'~. EXPf.lil:~::nAL FAC;LITIES AND PROGRA1-1MEa 
1. Pror:r•!:::~. to Date•- Report in preparation 
:;.._ r:r:Y.T ~;·;; r~: ~.r:o extend method ~o multiple plant sites. 
6. HELATI01i ·;-o oJT!It:R PROJECTS AND CODF.Sa-
'. 








'l' l 'I' LE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGF.) : COUNTRY: I 
UK 
!:I:l!:r:lC A!!ALY::.:r.:> (r.::.:D:!.1) 
Wl'l'll APPLICATION TO PWRi SPONSOR: 
UKAEA 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) :· ORGANISATION: 
I SRD/UKAEA, 
\ 







STATUS: LAST UPDATING: r- MAY 1979 
I 
S~f(·ty A:;~c:;::-.::~ent Principles require thnt tvo levels or free field ground motions dezig.nated the Safe Shutdown Earthquake 
(:;:;t;) w.•J tt.e c,.erntint'; Basis Enrthr,unko (OBE) shall ~o determined for the reactor site. It is a further requirernf!nt that 
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The combined research programs RS 165 and 149 are dedicated to 
the theoretical and experimental investigation of the two es-
sential problems encountered with loading case "aircraft crash~ 
Determination of impact load/time functions under the impact of 
strongly deformable missiles: 
1.2 Determination of the kinetic ultimate bearing capacity of rein-
forced concrete slabs. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The preceding and·the attendant theoretical studies within the 
scope of RS 165 aim at contributing to the understandinq of the 
following items: 
the impact of deformable missiles 
the physical nonlinear material behaviour of reinforced con-
crete structures subjected to time-dependent loading 
the influence of finite deformation (geometrically nonlinear 
theory) 
the stress distribution via the thickness of the slab at the 
area of loading by means of the three-dimensional continuous 
theory. 
Research program RS 149 comprises procurement, setup and test 
operation of the acceleration plant, the construction of the 
abutment for the targets, the manufacture of approx. 24 mis-
siles and approx. 24 reinforced concrete test slabs as well as 
the handling of the measuring equipment. 
-2-
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3. Research Program 
3.1 Impact load/time c~aracteristics during the impact of deform-
able missiles onto quasi-rigid reinforced concrete structures 
(see 1 .1) 
3.1.1 Variation of the impact .velocity 
3.1.2 Variation of the distribution of the rigidity in longitudinaJ 
rirection of the missile 
3.2 Kinetic ultimate bearing capacity of reinforced concrete slabs 
subjected to the impact of deformable missiles (see. 1.2) 
3.2.1 Investigation of the influence of several design parameters on 
the local bearing capacity (punching strength) : 
Variation nf the concrete strength, shear reinforcement, thick-
ne~s of the slab, bending reinforcement 
3.2.2 Influence of the load/time function: 
Variation of the impa~t period, time of load increase, load 
amplitude 
3.2.3 A limited number of tests is scheduled to check the calcula-
tion models for the global behaviour of structural members 
(ultimate bendinq bearing capacity) of reinforced concrete 
slabs. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
4.1 In order to improve the experimen~al methods for the determi-
nation of the impact load/time characteristics of the tests of 
item 3.1 it is checked whether the application of a force 
measuring system specially designed to this purpose leads to 
reliable results. 
Two expert firms submitted and offered two different design 
drafts for this force measuring system. 
The qualification tests for both drafts have not yet been 
finally concluded. 
4.2 During the numerical preparation of the measurement data of 
the first four tests of measuring series II (see 3.2) relevant 
divergences appeared between the displacement/time character-
istics determined by way of integration from the acceleration 
measured at the rear front of the slab and the deflection of 
-3-
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5 . 
5.1 
the slab directly measured by means of inductive ~isplacement 
transducers. As the displacement values gained from the accel-
eration values by way of integration reached physically absurd 
sizes and as the mistake causing this error cannot be eliminat-
ed, this measuring pr~cedure will no more be applied in future 
tests. In order to control the measuring results delivered by 
the inductive displacement transducers specially con9tructed 
mechanical displacement transducers shall he additionally 
applied. 
Progress to Date 
Tests of measuring series II (see 3.2.1) 
Based on the findings of the first four tests in autumn 19:7 
(see Annual Report 1977 for RS 165), five additional firing 
tests were performed with reinforced concrete plates and de-
formable missiles. 
The purpose of this series was to obtain infor~ation concern-
ing the effect of the shear reinforcement and the thickness of 
the slah on the punching strength of the reinforced concrete 
slabs. The following variants of the test slabs were set up: 
Test II/5: The difference between this test slab and slab 
II/4 tested on Dec. 20th, lCI77 lies in the fact that slab 
II/5 does not contain any shear reinforcement: 
missile type 11: recorded impact velocity 235 m/s {request-
eo velocity= 223 m/s); state of destruction of the slab: 
perforation; 
•rest II/6: The test slab fully corresponds to that used 
for II/4; 
missile type 11; impact velocity = 257,6 m/s; state of de-
struction of the slab: wide-spread scabbing of the concrete 
cover at the back of the slab, reinforcement not destructed, 
no perforation, penetration depth at the front of the slab 
approx. 15 em; 
Test II/7: Test slab corresponds to that of II/4, the shear 
reinforcement, however, being reduced to SO % (20 ¢ 14 per 
m2) ; 
missile type 11; impact velocity = 225,3 m/s; state of de-
-4-
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struction of the slab: penetration at the front of the slab 
approx. 8 em, reinforcement not destructed, minor spalling 
of the concrete cover at the back of the slab, max~mum pe~ma­
nent deflection approx. 9 em: 
Test II/10: The reinforcement of the slab corresponds to 
that of II/5, the thickness of the slab, however, amounting 
to 90 em (II/5: 70 em): 
missile type 11: impact velocity = 245,6 m/s: state of de-
struction of the slab: penetration depth at the front of the 
slab approx. 4 em (concrete spallings extending to the front 
reinforcement layer), back of the slab: hardly no cracks 
(width of cracks 0,5 mm) . 
5.2 The documentation and evaluation of previous tests at Meppen 
was continu~d. Presently the emphasis of evaluation activities 
lies with the tests of measuring series I (see 3.1), only part 
I 
of these measuring data, however, being useable. 
5 .3 In the course of the attendant theoretical investig.ations addi-
tional emphasis was attributed to the revision of the theory 
concerning the impact procedure of deformable missiles under 
consideration of the coupling of missile and local behaviour 
of the structural member. To this purpose a phenomenological 
description was set up and the scope of applied parameters was 
restricted by means of empirical formulas. 
6. Results 
6.1 A comparison of the presently available test results of the 
te~ts performed at Meppen with regard to item 3.2.1 at least 
qualitatively demonstrates that the shear reinforcement essen-
tially influences the kinetic ultimate bearing capacity at the 
immediate impact area of the reinforced concrete slabs. 
7. Next Steps 
7.1 The tests concerning item 3.2.1 will be continued. 
7.2 For June/July 19-:"8, four additional t~sts of measuring series I 
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7.3 
7.4 
pected to be postponed until September 1979. Up to this n.a-
te it will be checked again whether the direct measuring of 
the impact force between mi~~jle and target by means of a 
force measuring system specially constructed to this pur-
pose will deJiver useable results at reasonable expenses. 
Similar force transducers are used at MPA-Stuttgart and at 
pilot plants of the car indu9try. Of course, thi~ force 
meaRuring system at the impact area can be ap~lied for the 
tests of measuring series I only (see it~m 3.1}, since the 
size of the force tranEducers would entail a falsification 
of the state of destruction for the test slabs of me~Rur­
ing series II (see item 3.2}. In order to ena~le a compari-
son of the tests with and withour direct impact force meas-
uring, the essential measuring svstems for the determina-
tion of the jrr.pact force used durinq previous tPsts (high-
speed camera, telemetry, reaction force measuring at the 
' back of the target) must also be provided for all future 
tests. 
The documentation and evaluation of the available measure-· 
ment data of the tests appertaining to 3.1 and 3.2.1 will 
be continued. 
completion of the Technical Reports I (9bjective, working 
program, description of the test plant, basic equations of 
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1. Gener:=tl Aim 
~he Gafcty analysis of nuclear power plants includes the consideration 
C'Sf "external events" like an aircraft crash to ensure a consistent 
' 
reliability level to the different types of risks. 
To close some gaps related to the knowledge of characteristic mechani-
cal data and failure mechanism mainly experimental investigations have 
to be performed to evaluate the ~ffects and data and - beside this -
to verify the different computer codes applied in the designing of 
containmen~ structures. 
' . 
2. Particul8r Objectives 
The purpose of the experimental investigation, which shall be per-
formed during the project RS 121, is to describe the mechanical be-
:~iaviour of reinforced concrete structural members, impacted by de-
" .. 
'formable missiles, in a more sophisticated manner than it could be 
done up to now. For this reason on the one hand large-scaled speci- · 
mens arc needed to model the "internal structure" of reinforced con-
crete members in a realistic way and on the other hand different 
types of specimens have to be investigated to include the different 
appearing effects as e.g. punching shear and strain rate effects of 
the value of the yield moments of beams. 
The dynnmic (kinetic) ultimate load bearing capacity is .influenced 
by uov,~rul fnctoi'n which must 'be varied also in the experimental ln-
vcr:tigntion: Thickness of slab or beam: type, location and percen-
tage of bending reinforcement; stirrups; impact load-time-curve. 
-2-
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3. Research Program 
The investigation is directed to experiments performed on rein~orced 
concrete beams and slabs and to the evaluation of characteristic va-
lue of different mechanical ~odels starting from the tests results. 
3.1 Tests 
---------
Reinforced concrete specimens (beams or slabs) are deformed by the 
piston rod of the hydraulic cylinder in such a way that the ultimate 
deflection is nearly reached within a certain impact time Ts 
(40 ... 200 milliseconds). The tests are performed using either an im() 
pact ~cad-time-curve or a deflection-time-curve. 
~·2·2 ya!u~s_o! EaEa~e~eEs_o! ~h~ ~p~c!m~n~ 
Reinforced concrete beams (span width 1 = 272 ••• 576 em): 
thickness h = 12 ... 60 em 
ratio of reinforcement p = 0.4 ... 1.5% 
Reinforced concrete slabs (square, supported at the 4 corners in a 
distance of 256 em): 
thickness h = 16 ... 22cm 
ratio of reinforcement p = p = pr = X y X 
Shear reinforcement (stirrups) are varied 
3.1.2 ~mEa~t_l~a~ 
Py = 0.4 ••. 1.5% 
additionally. 
The impact load is described as a function of time, characterized 
by the impact time and certain shapes of this function, one of them 
is shown in fig. 3. 
3.2 Evaluation 
0 
The evaluation is directed on the one hand to the fil t.ering and 
smoothing of the measured values of the different physical quanti-
ties of the tests, and on the other hand to the determination of the 
characteristic values of different mechanical models, which are used 
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''· EY.n(:r1 :':')l;ntal Facilities; computer Codes 
:: ...-; :-:..: :s a::-e ;e:-for:;.cd with a servohydraulic cylinder, fastened to 
a rigid fra:ne (see fig. 1 ), operating und.er closed loop ·control. 
The hydraulic capacity of the cylinder i~ shown in fig. 2. 
1,. 2 Evaluation 
During a single ·test the measured values are stored in a computer 
working under real time processing. The evaluation of the characte-
ristic values can be done after each test by using different compu-
f'·:er codes. 
~ " 
5. Prnrre~s to Date 
The tc~ting setup was installed and tested.by performing some tests 
on beams and slabs. 
A slab without stirrups failed by punching shear. 
6. Essential Results 
The results of the first experiments on large scale specimens (see 
fig. 5) using the just installed testing setupverified .the determina-
tions evaluated in a pilot project stated in ref. C1J: The fai~ure­
deflection is obviously influenced by the deflection-velocity. 
C. 
... 
1. Next Steps 
In the near future the work will be related to the evaluation of 
two effects: 
- influence of parameter variation (cross section, ratio of reinfor-
cement, stirrups, strength of concrete, deflection-velocity, load-
time-curve) on the behaviour of reinforced concrete beams, 
- influence of stirrups and impact load-time-curve upo_n the pun-
ching ~hear failure. of slabs. 
To verify the different hypothesis in this field a large number-of 
tests is required. 
8. Relations to Other Projects 
·The work is closely related to the projects 
:..4-
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RS 165/149 Ultimate Bearing Capacity of Reinforced Concrete Plates 
under Time-Dependent Loads (e.g. Aircraft Crash) and: 
Investigation of the Resistance of Concrete Structures 
to Crashing Aircraft (Hochtief AG, Frankfurt; BWB Meppen). 
RS 337 Grenztragfahigkeit von Stahlbetonbalken bei groBer Bela-
stungsgeschwindigkeit (Institut fUr Beton und Stahlbeton, 
Universitat Karlsruhe). 
9. Reference Documents 
Limberger, E.; Brandes, K. und Herter, J.: 
Grenztragfahigkeit von Stahlbetonbauteilen unter 
Amts- und Mitteilungsblatt der Bundesanstalt fUr 
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Fig. 3: Shape of impact force-time-curve prescribed to simulate 
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Impact test using a time-deflection ramp up to 17,6 cm 
within 75 ms. In the following static test the beam failed at 
19,5 cm total deflection 
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- 1. General aim r -, 
1.. •• ./ 
Under special loads caused for example by impact of a fast flying military 
aircraft, earthquake or explosion, reinforced concrete s.tructures are subject 
to stresses where a very high rate of loading velocity is given. In order 
to analyse a structure reliably and yet economically for such dynamic loads 
I 
also, it is necessary to know the bearing capacity and the behaviour of 
the deformation of reinfOrced concrete fbr all these cases. 
In addition, one has to know the rotation capacity of "plastic hinges", 
the resistance to punching and shear failure as well as the bond between 
steel and concrete near crushing to be able to predict the type of failure. 
Mathematical equations (here called constitutive relations) for structural 
elements of reinfOrced concrete are needed to describe the. relation between 
stress resultants and distortion resultants. 
2. Particular objectives 
Based on the methods commonly used fbr nuclear power plant construction, 
reinfOrced concrete beams are designed, produced and loaded to failure 
by fast impacts of forces. 
Depending on time, the following will be measured: 
- Load, bearing reaction 
- Deflection 
- Steel strain without disturbing the bond properties 
- Concrete strain 
- 2 -
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The test data are given in a prepared digital form and the results of the 
evaluation are given as graphs. Based on these results, a Finite Element 
computer programme, which is being further developed, will be checked. 
An important secondary aim of generally practical relevance is the enlarge-
ment of knowledge on those dynamic material properties needed for the hypo-
thetic constitutive relations. 
The project RS 149/165 will profit from thiS with the aim of defining the 
free parameters of this simpler one-dimensional case. 
3. Research programme 
The following three major parameters will be analysed: 
3.1 Rates of loading 
3. 2 Concrete strength 
3.3 Percentage of reinforcement 
Beyond the scope of this project with test specimens of relatively small dimen-
sions, the basic results can be applied to structural elements with greater 
dimensions, like in nuclear power plant constructions. 
Beams with the dimensions given in Fig. 1 will be used. The placing of the 
measuring equipment intended for the test beams can be taken from Fig. 2. :.:) 
To shorten the test programme it has been planned, for the time being, 
to use only one kind of steel, i.e. the reinforcement steel BSt 420/500 RU parti-
cularly suitable for the assigned purpose. 
Restrictions can be made also with regard to the concrete qualities to be 
·tested, because in power plant construction only strength classes :.: B25 
are used. It is foreseen to choose the classes B25 and B45. 
In detail, the following tests are planned: 
3.1 Three static crushing tests (pilot tests) on the beam given in Fig. 1 
with a strength qlass B25 will be performed. 
3.2 Three cruching tests applying the load in the time of 100 ms will be 
performed on the beam given in Fig. 1 for the strength class B25. 
- 3 -
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3.3 Twelve crushing tests applying the load in the time of 40 ms will be 
performed on the beam given in Fig. 1. 
For this series of tests, the following parameters are planned: 
a) For the concrete strength class B25, three test specimens with the same 
percentage of reinforcement. 
b) For the concrete strength class B45, three test specimens with three 
different percentages of reinforcement. 
The restriction iD one percentage of reinforcement in the strength class 
B25 seems justifiable, because it is assumed that sufficient knowledge will 
be gathered on the influence of the percentage of reinforcement from the 
tests with the strength class B45. 
Under these conditions, the testing of some 18 test beams should be sufficient. 
4. Experimental facilities, computer codes 
The experiments will be made on the test floor of the Institut fUr Be'ton 
und Stahlbeton. Test floors as test arrangements for structures will enable 
the loading equipment (for example testing frames, hydraulic actuators, etc.) 
to be assembled piece by piece. The equipment can therefore be conveniently 
adjusted to the respective test conditions and test specimen dimensions. It is 
possible to generate any load-time-function or deflection-time-function with a 
rP.cently bought electronic serve-hydraulics iDgether with a hydraulic actuator. 
The exceptional loading cases "impact of a fast flying military aircraft'', 
"earthq~ake" or "explosion" can thus be imitated in a very realistic way. In 
order to obtain the very high increase rates of loading especially in the 
loading case "impact of a fast flying military aircraft'', the fullowing pieces 
were obtained according to the contract dated 25/4/1978: 
- Servovalve with a capacity of 1800 1/min 
- Pressure storage 
- Strain gauges 
- Electronic elements 
- Operation amplifier 
....... ·. 
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A Finite Element computer programme will be set up to control the experiment-
al results by a respective analysis. The test data will be analysed graphiq-
ally using a computer code. 
5. Progress to date 
5.1 Three static crushing tests 
5.2 Three tests applying the load in the time of 100 ms, concrete strength 
class B25, reinfOrcement percentage }l = 0,43% 
5.3 Three tests applying the load in the time of 40 ms, concrete strength 
class B25, reinfbrcement percentage }l = 0,43% 
5.4 Three tests applying the load in the time of 40 ms, concrete strength 
class B45, reinfOrcement percentage }l = 0,43% 
5.5 Setting up and testing of a Finite Element computer code for the analysis 
of beams loaded by impacts 
5.6 Setting up and testing of computer codes for the evaluation of the impact 
tests. 
6. Results 
Because the evaluation is not yet completed, no results can be given accord-
ing to the programme of the project. 
7. Next steps 
7.1 Evaluation of the experiments 
7. 2 Further development of the computer codes 
7.3 Steel tensile tests applying high velocity rates of strain. 
8. Relation to other projects 
RS 149/165 - load capacity of reinfOrced concrete plates applying· high velo-
cities of loading and research on resistance of concrete structures to impact 
by an aircraft. 
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COMPORTEMENT LOCAL DES ENCEINTES EN BETON 
SOUS L'IMPACT D'UN PROJECTILE RIGIDE. 
TITLE (.Anglais) 
LOCAL BEHAVIOUR OF REINFORCEn CONCRETE WALLS 
UNDER HARD MISSILE IMPACT. 
Date de demarrage Etat actual 
1974 EN COURS 
Date d'achevemec.t Derniere mise a jour 
1979 DECEMBRE .1978 









- Cette etude est destinee a mieux faire connaitre la tenue d'une paroi 
en beton arme sous le choc d'un projectile. Les conditions de resis-
tance limite sont systematiquement recherchees afin de permettre la 
mise au point d'une formule empirique permettant d'evaluer la tenue 
ala perforation de differentes structures (NB : le projectile est "dur"). 
- Cette etude doit permettre egalement de mettre au point un programme 
de calcul utilisable dans un code aux elements finis. 
c:) 2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS : 
1/ Calculs d'evaluation pr~liminaires. 
2/ Recherche de conditions typiques pour maquettage. 
3/ Etude de l'influence du diametre et de la masse de projectile. 
4/ Etude de l'influence du feraillage. 
5/ Cas representatifs de cas reels. 
6/ Influence de differents rapports geometriques. 
7/ Influence des caracteristiques mecaniques des parois. 
8/ Condition extreme (tres grande vitesse). 
9/ Forme du projectile. 
I 3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME : 
Les essais sont realises au Centre d'Etudes Scientifiques et Techniques 
d'Aquitaine (CESTA) a l'aide d'un canon a air comprime de~ 300 mm sur 
des dalles de 1,46 x 1,46 m. 






d 'obtenir les possibilith suivantes ·: 
100 ( 0 < 300 nun 
15 ( M ( 300 kg 
2. 
Dans chacun des essais on cherche. a obtenir une vitesse d'impact 
voisine de celle qui est juste necessaire pour perforer la da1le en 
be ton. 
- Le prograuune proprement dit a pour but, dans un premier temps, d'4tablir 
une formulation permettant de relier la vitesse .critique (vitesse d'im-
pact minimale pour laquelle le projectile· traverse la dalle) aux carac-
teristiques de la dalle (epaisseur, densite et repartition du ferrail-
1age, resistance du beton) et du projectile (masse, diametre et vitesse). 
- L'etape suivante (fin 79) consistera a mettre au point un programme'de 
ca1cu1 utilisable dans un code aux elements finis. 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
41. Avancement a ce jour 
Les travaux effectues en 78 ont porte essentiellement sur les points 
suivants 
- Essais au CESTA pour etudier 1'influence des parametres suivants : 
. Augmentation de la ~esistance du beton (~) e~ fonction du temps 
et consequences eventuelles sur le comportement des structures 
vis-a-vis de la·perforation, 
Forme du projectile : application au projectile turbine du CPl. 
- Definition d'un prograuune d'essais a basse vitesse (de l'ordre de 
20 m/s) pour evaluer a surface egale l'influence de la forme de la 
section d'un projectile a.nez plat et l'influence d'un nez de forme 
quelconque. 
42. Resultats essentiels 
Bien que le rapport d'essai ne soit pas encore disponible, on peut 
degager les orientations suivantes : 
la "fragilite" des betons a fort (f ( C1' # 500 bars) se confirme 
(diminution de 10 % de 1a vitesse de juste perforation quand on 
passe de 450 a 600-700 bars). Il y a lieu toutefois d'etre tres 
prudent car cette tendance doit etre comparee et validee par les 
resu1tats des essais avec vieillissment nature1 des betons (tirs 
a 1, 2 et 5 ans). 
Pour des projectiles de meme surface mais de forme differente, on 
peut noter que la formule de juste perforation donne des resultats 
conservatifs pour des projectiles de forme triangulaire, rectangu-
1aire. 
Le probleme pose est l'evaluation du diametre equivalent a prendre 














5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Les prochaines etapes prevues en 79 visent les buts suivants 
1/ au niveau de la formulation proprement dite 
- Influence de la resistance du beton pour apprecier la fragilisation 
due au vieillissement naturel (essai a 1 an). 
- Influence de la section du projectile·: cas particulier du projec-
tile turbine pour evaluer le diametre equivalent a une section rec-
tangulaire donnee : Essais a basse vitesse programmes a Saclay. 
- Influence de vitesses superieures a 200 m/s. 
2/ au niveau des modeles de calcul : 
- Mise au point d'un modele beton a introduire dans un code aux 
elements finis pour calculer la p'enetration et la perforation 
de dalles en beton non arme tout d'abord. 
Deuxieme etape ensuite avec prise en compte du ferraillage. 
6, RELATION AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES : 
Les relations sont les suivantes 
-avec EdF: les essais,EdF sont termines, mais il existe une liaison 
technique au niveau du groupe de travail DSN-SEPTEN sur 
la perforation du beton, 
- avec les pays de la Communaute : 
Accord UKAEA-CEA signe le 19 septembre 1978 
Accord BMFT-CEA : signe le 28 septembre 1978. 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE : 
Les principaux documents etablis en 78 sont les suivants 
- Rapport EMT 78-27 du 19/4/78 : Programme CAPRI XV, XVI. 
-Rapport EMT 78-34 du 14/6/78 : Programme d'essais a basse vitesse. 
- Rapport des essais 78 (a paraitre) 
- Rapport du CEBTP 912-7-020 du 25/10/78 : essais de resistance sur 
eprouvettes 0 16 H 32 
-Communication a !'American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) prevue 
lors de !la National Convention in Boston (Avril 1979) 
- Rapport DTech-STA 184 du 24/11/78 : resistance des betons des dalles 
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TITLE: 
F.esponsieberekeningen voor re_actorgebouw 
'· COUNTRY: THE NETHEAL.ANOS 
SPONSOR: f-finistry of Social 
Affairs; ~inistry of Public 
works· (OIV) ; TNO-IBBC 
ORGANIZATION: 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
. ·· 
.. 
... ·< . 
Dynamic response of reactor structures 
(building and contairunent) 
PAOJECTLEADEA: Kusters 
INITIATED June 1974 LAST UPDATING : June 1979 
STATUS : Progressing COMPLETED : 1979 
Gnncral aim 0 
SCIENTISTS: ' Kusters 
. de Groot 
de Witte 
J Tolman, 
Development and application of calculational-tools for the evaluation of struc-
tural response of reactor buildings under dynamic loading conditions. 
Particular Objectives· 
The calculations are directed to the evaluation of the· effects of 
(1) prcssure/blastwaves of gas-explosion in the vicinity of the site 
'(2) impact of striking aircraft on the reactor (containment) buildings 
(3) investigation of the load-carrying capacity·of the buildings in the vicinity 
of the reactor 
(4) investigation of the load-carrying capacity of flat plate panels of rein-
forced concrete, subjected t9 local dynamic loads. 
Computer program facilities 
1. Finite element program DIANA 
2. Special purpose program to calculated load-carrying capacity of f.lat plate 
planels of reinforced concrete, subjected to local dynamic ,loads (4]. J 
Project status 
The investigation to the load-carrying capacity is closed [ 4]. 
The investigation to the necessary computational methods to make available 
within DI1\Nl\ the method to analyse the structural response of reactor buildings 
under dynamic loading conditions, including the non-linear behaviour of re-
inforced concrete is closed [s]. 
The implementation of this method .has started. 
Next steps 
Investigation of the load-carrying capacity of the buildings in the vicinity 
of the reactor. ' 
To finish the implementation of the computati.onal method in the computer code 
of DIANA. To make a start of the evaluation of the implemented methods. 
Relation to other projects 
None. 
Reference documents 
1. "Mathematical description of the non-linear behaviour of reinforced concrete" 
by Ir. 11. Geertscma; June 1976; ';t'NO-IWECO, report nr. 11261/2. 
2. "Responsieberekeningen aan een reactorgebouw voor belastingen t.g.v. een 
drukgolf en een neerstortend vliegtuig" ("Structural respon-se analysis of 
a reactor building subjected to a blast wave and aircraft impact") by Ir • 
H. Geertsema, September 1976, TNo-nn::co, report nr. 11261/3. · 
3. "Ondcrzoek naar ecn mogelijke verbctering van het materiaalg~drag voor de 
bcrekening van gewapende betonkonstrukties", by Ir. G.M.l\. Kusters and Ir. 
1\.K. de Groot, February 1970, n•o-rnnc, report nr. n-70-60/64~7.0120. 
4. "Gevelplaat opgevat als een elasto-plastisch een massaveersysteem" by Ir. 
1\.K. de Groot, December 1978, TNO-IBBC, report nr. B-78-429/62.3.2014. 
5. "Veiligheid van kernreactorgebouwen onder extreme belasting, eerste fase:• 
by Ir. G.t1.1\. Kusters and ir. F.P. Tolman, April 1979, TNC-IBBC report, 
B-79-175/68.3.0158 
Degree of availabilitz 
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CI .. AS~HFICATION: 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
UK 
·;;;J:; D"J'Lft.I:'IEI;IiJ. AND :O!EORETICt'LSl\JD'l OF' LOcAL EFFECm IN XH.E 
!:-:PACT Of MI!:SI~ OR STRUCTURES SPONSOR: 
' 
SRD 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
SRD/AID:.V UKAEA 
PROJECT LF.AD'EH.: 
A R·~~R~ ) (M L u 0 I ~;?UTISING 
IHI'rr~~r&P hn COMPLETED: .. SCIENTISTS: 
.1980/1 APPROX SRD N.CUR~ 
LAST UPDATING: AE:t:W PBARR STATUS: A NIELSON c·, IN POO~ 24 APRIL .19'79 
I 
To l"lwelop theoretical methods for assessine; the local effects of typical accidental missiles impacting ··upon structures. 
To vnli•ITJt(' ti.cr;o methods against .experiment. 
;:>. PAH'i !ClJLAR OH.r~:CTIVFS 
I 
Work i~ to b~ continued on the input of misr.ilos on concrete Walls. This work wns b~un at AWRE Foulness. In pnrticular 
!.c11l" mo•!d 1 j nfc eff(•cl:-: nro to be invcsti,~nt.od. This is to be done in co-operation with other European experimental 
J•l'l•&1 f•~•,,..r. wl01•ro r•o:.~.iblo. (t'rnnc.-.. Gonnnny). Tho theoretical modelling of concreto behaviour is to bu dovolop!:d using 
lho ::JH.1 rinit1:0 diff~>n•nco corlo SARCA!":TIC 11s a frrunl-work. Impacts on metal plates in tho below-ordnance(~ ~~l ms-1 ) 
vul,t:ilJ r., .. ,ion ~tr•• to bo :;tuu.ied. Experimental results ore to be used to ~soss the performance of available finite 
olr.'lllcnt structural codes (CADRO.S/DPSt llJRDYNt NONSAP) in this type of problem. A version of SARCASXIC, SARPLASTIC, is 
to be us(.od as n Vllhicl c for developing material modelling techniques where necessary. 
~. LXPEI!Wr:!:Tt.L FACTLITU:S. MID PROGRANME 
Gravlty drop tests are available and being used for light (tens or Kg) .missi~es at velocities up to about 20 ~-1 ~ 
. . I . . , .. c·· -:ornpresscd nir mi~dle lnunchcr ha!l been completed and is undc~oi"ng co5iissioninp; ;trinls (January 1979). Initially' 
"/i,issilr:~·up to r1 fr..-w tens of kiloerrll!".mes at velocities up to nbout 200 ms will be used. Maximum diameter will be 
1!1J nJJD. At n l11tcr slnr,e of the proernmmo a 309 mm diameter launch b~!lt will be added. This will enable missiles of 
hundrods of kilot";I'W!.mes to be launched at velocities up.to around 250 ms •. _ · 
' \ .. 
llit~ll !:pced trun~.lluccrs with associated data processinB will be used together with higl:l speed photography to monitor the 
imp11cts. Tlw~.e facilities are all available at present. A concrete construction and testing. laboratory has been assembled 
and is capnblc or producing up to four concreto tarr,ets per week, with all associated quality control testing. 
' . . 
1'''' ini t.i ,,1 J·r•JJ·ro:~mo of works conr.irot:; of cnlibr,,t.inl~ the lounohor and running a .series of confirmatory experiment:~ for 
UllfflJ•••ri:.t,/l with Oltrli~>r work nt Poulnosf!. Th.i:l in expected to tnko up to June or July 1979. 
The rrot•.rrll:,:ne for subcequent work is not yet finalised and will dep nd in part "upon what~ if any, arrangomentc are mnde 
for ct~o~cration with other European research programmes • 




aorit:hl~tqitruum/Pariod Kianifikatlon/Oia .. lflcation Kunnuichen/Projeot Number 
1.4.78 - 31.12.78 3.3 RS 2A6 
Vorhaben/Pro)ect T1tle Land/Country 
Diffraction of Shock Waves 
Analysis of Experimentally Ascertained Shock Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
waves on Reactor Buildin<JS BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
SDK 
Beugung von Druckwellen In<Jenieurunternehmen 
Analytische Erfassung der experimentell er-
mittel ten Druckwellen auf Reaktorgebaude 7850 Lorrach 
Arbellsbeglnn/ln't'ated Arbeltsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.4.78 31.12.78 Hofmann I Huber 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittel/Funds 
' Continuing December 1978 
/""". ~ .. .> 1. General Aim 
0 
An attempt is made to develop a concept for the analytical 
treatment of the diffraction of shock waves in the vicinity 
of reactor buildings - using latest engineering techniques. 
Results <Jained from the analytical calculations are compared 
with experimentally qetermined results. They should be 
sufficiently accurate for reactor safety purposes in 
connection with chemical explosions. 
The experimental data are determined in model experiments 
carried out at the Ernst-Mach-Institut (RS 102-09). 
2. Particular Objectives 
Determination of the time-dependent pressure distribution 
on a simplified cylinder-model (plane problem) , subjected 
to a pressure wave, having the form of a step-function. In 
a first step the problem is described by the linear 
differential equation for wave propa0ation, which includes 
diffraction and "regular reflection" phenomena. · 
. 
If the comparison of the results with those of ~he 
experimental investigations, which are presently not known, 
show intolerable discrepancies, additional non-linearities 
and possibly flow-phenomena will be taken into account. 
Another objective is to develop criteria which permit 
judgement of whether research efforts can be successfully 
extended to more complex problems as they exist in reality 
(location of buildings, realistic time function and spacial 
distribution of the pressure field). 
-2-
1.4.78 - 31.12.78 RS 286 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Preparations for analysis, simulation of the test model. 
3.2 Coordination of work (EMI - SDK) to allow for comparable 
results. 
3.3 Evaluation of time-dependent pressure distribution (pJr,t)) 
for the entire field, while pressure front is passing over 
the test body. 
3.4 Evaluation, comparisons, report. 
4. Computer Codes 
Within the scope of this project computer codes are used, 
which were tested in several applications. The codes are 
based on the Finite-Element-~~thod. 
5. Progress to Date 
ref. 3.1 The determination of analysis-procedures, preparation of 
and data and model to simulate the test-model were carried out 
3.4 first. In the course of the work a second calculation model 
was prepared, having a finer mesh. For comparison of 




points of comparison were checked. The time-dependent () 
pressure distribution (p(r,t)) was determined for both 
calculation models. 
The essential parts of the analytical work are documented. 
6. Results 
Analytical results, when plotted in a pressure-time graph, 
already show diffraction and "regular reflection" effects 
for a relatively coarse mesh. 
7. Next Steps 
ref. 3.4 Comparison of analytical and experimental results. This will 
be carried out by EMI, since the results are not presently 
known to SDK. Final work on the report. 
-3-
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'fhc possltrlo ma.qnlttt«l'e of, the pressut.e l.oa«ling of rruclear power
plants dtre to external gas explosions can at presènt be estimatè6
only uith caution. To investigate tlre problems involved in the
explosion of rrnconfinecl 
.gas clouds to a greater deptlr and to lm.z
provo tlie mettrocts 
.of safety,.assessment r a Gas Exploalons Éubpro-
gram within the External'Events project of the. t]ltFT Reactor Safe-




'fo rrrr!rrar(' tlre Gas Explosions srrhprogramr the fol!.owLng tasks
have to he accomplisherl: 
,
I'rr.Jrnration of thc rtocuments for the tenrlerrng procoduro
(rtetailect specification for oach indivldual problem area)
Actrra I tcndering procedure.
Ilesearch Procrram
3.7. Preparation of tlre documents for the ten«lering procedure
saleictlon and comlrl.Iatlon of tho Lnrtlvldual lnvoettga-
t,ions to be performed wLthin the sutiprogramr gLving
rcasons fq" the structure of'the subprogram !
specifying each individuar LnvestigatJ.àn and, ln addi-












Establishing a document giving general instructions for 
the bidders, especially with a view to dividing the 
proposed investigations into several phases and adapting 
them to other research programs 
J.2. Performance of tendering 
Specification of the tendering procedure in close co-
operation with BMFT and GRS/FB 
Distribution of the tender to the potential bid~ers 
Answering inquiries by the bidders. 
Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
() 
5. Progress to Date 
Re J.1: The invitation t~ tender documents were drawn up and 
agreed by BMFT and GRS/Fb 
Re J.2: The invitation to tender documents were mailed to about 
20 potential bidders and to about 20 official institu-
tions interested in the subject by October JO, 1978. 
Additional copies of the documents were sent to inter-
ested institutions after that date. The invitation to 
tender was also published in several journals in Decem-
,..,..._ 
ber 1978 and January 1979. ~ 
6. Results 
Re 3.1: Taking into consideration the investigations on gas ex-
plosions w~thin other programs (PNP Safety Research 
Program and foreign programs),. three problem areas were 
defined for the subprogram: 
Conceivflble mechanisms for the initiation of 
detonation-like e"-"J)losion modes. 
Relation between the characteristics of the 




J'otPntinl ht•:t.t•rtl of' clc~tonnti.on of tho ronJ p;n11 cloud. 
Within the~e problem areas, 16 individual investip;ntions 
(tnsks) were defined by specifying the inrlivirluu~~prob­
lems, the investigations envisaged to treat th~ problem, 
the expected results ~nd, finally, the relation to other 
programs. Furthermore, the task of scientific ma~a~emen~ 
of the project wa~ specified. The invitation io te~der 
documents consist of the general invitation to tender 
letter and three enclosures. ~nclosure 1 outlines the 
objectives and the structure of the subpr,o$Z;ram, en-
closure 2 specifies the individual tasks in the way 
described above, and enclosure ) gives recommendations 
concerning the format of proposals.· 
Re ).2: ln p;enPrnl, several tenders were received for each of 
the individual tasks. 1The deadline for submitting tenders 
was fixed at Janu~ry 19, 1979. 
7. NP.Xt. S1eps 
..-··-
Extendinp; t~t· 'Original objectives, the fol~owing tasks will be 
performed during ·the first quarter of 1979: 
Evnluntion of the tenders received • 
Elaboration of n proposal ~or the awarding of contracts • 
Jl.- ·Jf,·111"'(fon-t.o. otller Prc;jecfs. . ~· 
PNJ' Safety research program, tiProcess Gas Release Explosions 
in the Gasification Plant and Pressure Loading of the Contain-
ment"of subprogram; intended gas explosion research program of 
the Commission of the European Communities. 
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Identification of possible effects and their description, 
and consequences of the exposure of components of critical 
systems and personnel of nuclear power stations to dangerous 
materials; proposals for measures to reduce the risk. 
Particular Objectives 
Identification of possible points of attack by dangerous 
materials. 
Description of mechanism from exposure to dangerous materials, 
determination of critical exposures. 
Listing and evaluation of potential dangerous materials. and 
their sources. 
Selection and description of critical events. 
Quantitative evaluation of critical events. 
Catalogue of proposed measures to reduce the risk. 
Hcsearch l'rogram 
Analysis of the reference plant Biblis B. 
Determination and description of the effects of potentially 
dnll~crous nll\tcrinls. 
Compilntion of groups of dangerous materials. 
Trnnsport behaviour of dangerous materials. 
Determination and description of external sources of 
dangerous materials. 
Compilation of dangerous materials, their sources, and 
chains of events which lead to effects on sensitive elements. 











may occure by attacks of dangerous materials. 
Identification of critical chains of events. 
Quantification of external sources of dangerous materials. 
Quantification of critical events. 
Compilation of critica~ dangerous materials, sources 
and their risk potential, 
Catalogue of proposed protective measures, estimates of 
the expected safety gains. 
Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Progress to Date 
The tasks of phase I of the project were completed. Dangerous 
materials were identified, their effects on sensitive 
elements were described. Scenarios were developed which 
describe the source of dangerous materials, its transport, 
_and its effect on sensitive elements of the nuclear 
power station. Results were presented for comments. 
6. Results 
The preliminary results of phase I were reported to the 
sponsor, to experts, and to the manufacture~ and the 
owner of the reference plant in a presentation and in 
a written form. 
7. Next Steps 
Completion of the project. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
' 






Agressions d'origine externe sur les instal-
lations nucleaires : explosions chimiques non confi-
nees dues a un environnement industriel ou aux voies Organisme Directeur 
de communications. CEA/DSN 
TITLE (Anglais) 
External impacts on nuclear plants : unconfineo 
chemical explosions due to industrial environment 




1. OBJECTIF GE~TERAL 
lLat actue1 
en cours 





CEAt CESTA et DEMT 
ENS MA 
Responsable 
J. DUCO (CEA/DSN/FAR) 
T. GOHERT (ErlF) 
Sc:l.eutiflq_ues 
MM. BROSSARD ) ENSMA 
LEYER ) 
M. PERROT CEA/CESTA 
M. ROCHEDEREUX CEA/DSN 
Protection des installations nucleaires contre des agressions d'origine 
externe : cas particulier des explosions chimiques de masses gazeuses deri-
vantes liberees par un accident dans un environnement industriel ou au niveau 
de voies de communication. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
2.1.- Recherche de lois d'echelle pour les caracteristiques de l'onde de 
press ion· aerienne engendree par la detonation ( au sens strict) d 'un 
melange air-hydrocarbure. 
Si la non detonation ne peut etre prouvee, ces lois seront utilisees 
dans les evaluations de sOrete. 
Conditions pour une initiation en detonation. 
2.2. - Recherche de lois d'echelle pour les caracteristiques des secousses 
telluriques induites par la detonation en surface (au sens strict) 
d'un melacge air-hydrocarbure. 
2.3. - Recherche de l'effet de divers parametres sur la cinetique d'une ex-
plosion : caracteristiques du melange, geometrie, intensite et loca-· 
lisation de l'initiation, obstacles, confinement partiel, .•• -
Possibilites pour une deflagration d'evoluer vers une ~eflagration 
rapide ou une detonation. 
2.4. - Recherche de modeles, utilisables dans les calculs de sUrete, repre-
sentant les caracteristiques de l'onde de pression aerienne dans les 
cas o~ il n'y a pas de detonation • 
2.5. - Interaction onde incidente-structures : mise au point d'une methode 
de calcul des charges dynamiques appliquees sur les elements de 
bati:nents. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRfu\fME 
Les essais sont actuellement realises en deux endroits differents : 
a/ A l'Universite de POITIERS, dans le Laboratoire d'Energetique et de Deto-
nique de M. le Professeur N. MANSON. 
Les effets de divers parametres sur la cinetique de l'explosion (objectif 
2-3) sont systematiquement analyses a petite echelle, les melanges explo-
sibles etant confines a l'interieur de bulles de savon hemispheriques de 
20 em de diametre. 
b/ Au Centre d'Etudes Scientifiques et Techniques d'A~uitaine (CESTA). 
Des essais de detonation de melanges air-hydrocar~ures sont effectues s~ 
des volumes de melange de plusieurs dizaines de m . Des tirs de 1 000 m f:) 
sont envisageables sur le terrain d'essais. 
Le but poursuivi est l'obtention de donnees experimentales pour les objec-
tifs 2-1, 2-2, 2-4 (ulterieurement) et 2-5. 
Le programme est defini et reajuste periodiquement par un comite regroupant 
des experts du CEA, d'Electricite de France et de Gaz de France. Ce comite 
s'est adjoint, par contrat, le support scientifique des specialistes de 
l'Universite de POITIERS. 
Programme actuel : 
a/ A l'Universite de POITIERS. 
Objectif 2-3. Il s'agit d'essais exploratoires destines a rechercher les 
parametres influant de maniere importante sur la cinetique des deflagrations 
Ces resultats devraient permettre d'orienter un programme d'essais a grande 
echelle. 
Independamment du travail experimental, les experts de l'Universite de 
POITIERS assurent, a partir des essais au CESTA, la modelisation necessaire 
a l'objectif 2-1, puis ulterieurement celle correspondant a l'objectif 2-4. 
b/ Au CESTA. 
Obtention de donnees experimentales pour les objectifs 2-1 et 2-2, 
2-4.(ulterieurement) et 2-5. 
c/ Au DSN et a EdF 
Travail de modelisation pour les objectifs 2-1, 2-2 et ulterieurement 2-4. 
d/ Au DEMT 
Modelisation pour l'objectif 2-5. 
. .. I ... 
0 
0 
4. ETAT OE L'ETUOE 
4.1.- Avancement ace jour 
Les essais sont relatifs a des tirs de ballons spheriques ou hemi~phe­
riques en latex ou en mylar de volumes s'echelonnant de 1 a 215m 
de melange gazeux explosible. 
L'allumage se fait par explosif au centre des ballons. 
5 essais ont ete realises sur des melanges air-propane ; malgre un 
amor~age par 500 g de plastic, le depouillement des enregistrements 
a montre que l'obtention d'une detonation autonome est douteuse : 
des essais air-propane sur de plus grands volumes sont a envisager. 
3 essais de detonation3air-acetylene ont ete effectues dans des bal-
lons spheriques de 7 m disposes a des hauteurs differentes par rapport 
au sol pour analyser l'effet de reflexion de ce dernier (capteurs de 
pression CELSSCO et ENSMA). 
4 essais de detonation ~ir-ethylene ont ete realises dans des ballons 
spheriques de 7 et 31m , ainsi que 2 tirs de TNT (12 et 101 kg), pour 
etablir les correspondances entre les reponses des trois types de 
capteurs de pression utilises (CELESCO, ENSMA et KISTLER). 
4 essais de detonation air-ethyl~ne ont ete effectues dans des bal-
lons hemispheriques de 3 et 15m~, afin de rechercher les rela~ions 
quant aux caracteristiques de l'onde de pression entre les explosions 
spheriques et hemispheriques (capteurs de pression ENSMA et KISTLER). 
2 essais de detonation air-~thy]ene ont enfin ete realises sur des 
·oallons spheriques de 215 m ( capteurs ENSMA et KISTLER) pour etayer 
l'interpretation faite pour les 16 premiers essais de detonation 
reussis en 1976. 
En ce qui concerne l'etude des conditions pour une initiation en 
detonation de certains melanges air-hydrocarbures, un premier dispo-
sitif d'essais est en cours de mise au point : la cinetique de l'explo-
sion sera su~v~e sur une distance de 10 a 20 m dans un tuyau rigide 
¢ 60 em dispose dans le prolongement d'une chambre d'amor~age. 
Les trava~x en laboratoire n'ont pu commencer qu'en Octobre 1976. Le 
montage experi~ental est termine et diverses experiences d'orientation 
0nt et.e r·eaUsees (allu.mage de faible energie par etincelle, melanges 
~n:;gcnt'-p'!.·,;~~\l:.e ~0 ray0:1s variables, melanges concentriques de riches-
ses variees, effets d'obstacles simples). 
Etude bibliographique seulement. 
. .. / ... 
_,2..&-
Des maquettes au 1/50 representant des elements d'une centrale nucle-
aire ont ete disposees dans le champ de pression lors de certains 
essais de detonation au CESTA. 
4. 2. - Resultats essenti'els 
Une premiere modelisation et une formule ont ete proposees par 
l'ENSMA en ce qui concerne la surpression de crete de l'onde lancee 
dans l'environnement. 
La validitie prouvee de la formule est actuellement limitee a une gamme 
de volumes assez restreinte. 
L'instr~~entation des essais en accelerometres enterres ayant ete 
tardive et la cadence des tirs ralentie en 1978, les premiers resultats::) 
experimentaux, bien que tres encourageants, sent encore insuffisants 
pour permettre de tirer des conclusions quantitatives. 
Une dissymetrie de la propagation de la flamme en geometrie hemisphe-
rique a ete observee pouvant provoquer des effets directionnels dans 
le champ de pression. ' 
La celerite moyenne de la flamme augmente tres rapidement avec le 
rayon initial de la charge jusqu'a atteindre 110 m/s pour un rayon 
de 10 em (rappelons qu'il s'agit d'un melange propane-oxygene). 
Les effets d'une acceleration fortuite du front de flamme (provoquee 
experimentalement par une variation discrete de la richesse du melan-
ge) sent d'autant plus importants que cette derniere se produit loin de 
la source d'inflammation. 
Les simulations d'un mur vertical en limite du melange explosible et '\ 
d'un couloir place sur le trajet de la flamme n'ont pas conduit, dans -J 
les conditions experimentales, a des augmentations sensibles de la 
vitesse de flamme. 
Les mesures effectuees sur les maquettes ont perm~s le developpement 
(en cours) au DEMT du code ZEPHYR. 
5. PROCK~INES ETAPES 
Prolongement de l'interpretation des divers essais de detonation 
realises, dans le bu~ de rechercher de nouvelles modelisations des 
caracteristiques de l'onde de pression importantes quanta la tenue 
des batiments (impulsion positive, duree de la phase positive, pic 
de surpression, etc ... ) ; ces modelisations concerneront essentiel-
lement la g~~e de surpressions de crete de 50 a 200 mbars et de-
... I ... 
0 
vraient prGsenter une bonne ar,ciibilit& quant ~ leur extrapola.t'ion 
a de grands volumes explosibles. 
Recherche (etudes en tuyau 0 60 cm) des conditions d'initiation de 
melanges d'air et d'hydrocarbures gazeux courants sur le plan indus-
triel pouvant conduire a des deflagrations rapides et eventuellement 
a la detonation autonome. 
Poursuite des mesures a l'occasion des essais de detonation. 
Tentative de modelisation. 
c/ Q~~!:£!!!_g:~ 
Poursuite des essais en.laboratoire (programme 1979 finance par la 
C.C.E.). Definition et realisation d'essais de deflagration a grande 
echelle (spheres, hemispheres, boyaux). 
Une pre~iere tranche d'easais air-ethylene en ballons latex spheriques 
de 10 m a ete retenue debut 1979 afin d'evaluer l'influence sur la 
cinetique de l'explosion de la puissance de l'amor~age. 
Depouillement des essais a grande echelle prevus en c/ et recherche 
de modelisations repres~ntatives, en s'aidant de la bibliographie et 
d'etudes echangees dans le cadre d'accords internationaux (UKAEA, 
BMFT). 
Un premier bilan de ce qui a ete fait au CEA et de ce qui est dispo-
nible dans le cadre des accords d'echange seraeffectue. La definition 
du programme ulterieur en decoulera. 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
~ i"~>l'tntl.tivn f•t dioperDion t\tmospharique de nnppes deriva.ntes de gaz ou 
d'aerosols, explosibles ou toxiques, suite a un accident sur une instal-
lation chimique ou nucleaire. Fiche 122-2-03. 
- Identification et caracterisation des agressions externes dues aux activi-
tes humaines. Determination de leur probabilite d'occurrence (122-2-01) 
7. ~OCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
11 Flame propagation through unconfined and confined hemispherical stra-
tified gaseous mixtures. Communication au 17th Internati~nal Symposium 
on combustion) Paper number 124 • 
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122-2-03 I 4171-10 
222-2-03 
Pays 
FRANCE TITRE Formation et dispersion atmospherique de nappes derivantes de gaz ou d'aerosols,explosibles ou toxi-
ques, suite a un accident sur une installation chi- ~-----------------------+ 
mique ou nucleaire. Organisme Directeur 
CEA/DSN 
TITLE (Anglais) Organisme Executeur 
Formation and atmospheriq dispersion of driftin~ CEA/DSN/SESRS 
clouds of explosive or toxic gas or aerosols as a 
consequence of an accident on a chemical or on a 
nuclear plant. 




1. OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Etat actuel 
Lancement 
Derniere mise a jour 
02/01/79 
Responsable . , 




Gaz ou aerosols toxiques : determination en fonction du temps du champ de 
concentration dans l'air, au niveau du sol. Depots sur le sol ou sur l'eau. 
Gaz explosibles (hydrocarbures essentiellement) : determination,en fonction 
du temps,des regions ou l'hydrocarbure se trouve melange a l'air dans une 
fourchette donnee de concentration (fourchette d'inflammabilite) ; calcul 
de la masse correspondant~ d'hydrocarbure. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
- Cas d'une rupture de gazoduc. 
En particulier, effet de la vitesse initiale du jet gazeux. 
- Cas d'une rupture de cuve de gaz liquefie. 
Effet des caracteristiques du stockage (sous pression, refrigere). 
Calcul du debit d'evaporation en cas d'epandage et d'evaporation simul-
tanee sur le sol ou sur l'eau (surface limitee ou non). 
- Cas d'une rupture de canalisation de transport sous pression de liquides 
(ammoniac, ••• ) : formation d'aerosols. 
- Cas de rejets accidentels a l'atmosphere d'installations nucleaires : 
aerosols sodes {feux de sodium), rejets d'UF6 se transformant a l'air 
humide en uo2F2 et en acide fluorhydrique, ••• 
. .. I . .. 
:Jiodelisation des phases ini tiales oil le gaz ou l' aerosol ne sont pas 
des polluants minotitaires. 
- Cas des gaz lourds par rapport a l'air, des gaz legers, des gaz de 
densite variable (evolution en temperature), des aerosols liquides 
avec vaporisation eventuelle des gouttelettes, des aerosols solides 
se transformant chimiquement au contact de l'air, etc ..• 
Raccordement avec les modeles classiques de dispersion atmosphe-
rique de polluant minoritaire. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME 
Etude de faisabilite d'epandage d'ethylene liquefie et de lachers d'UF6 
sur un terrain d' essais dependant de CEA/DAM. ........._
1 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
Lancement. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Poursuite de la compilation b{bliographique. Bilan des informations obte-
nues dans le cadre de l'accord d'echanges CEA-UKAEA. Definition des etudes 
a entreprendre en priorite. 
A noter que certains objectifs particuliers precedents, interessent le 
Ministere de l'Industrie (Direction des Carburants), l'Union des Chambres 
Syndicales des Industries du Petrole ou certaines industries du cycle du 
combustible nucleaire. Des participations financieres exterieures sont a 
envisager sur des aspects partiels. 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Agressions d'origine externe sur les installations nucleaires : explosions 
chimiques non confinees dues a un environnement industriel ou aux voies 
de communication. Fiche 122-2-02. 
Etude des transferts atmospheriques. Fiene 123-1-01. 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
8. DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) : COUNTRY: I 
UK 
'l'llEOf<ETICAL STUDIES ON GAS CLOUD EXPLOSIONS 
AI V APOURlSA '!ION OF HAZAR:xlUS LIQUits . SPONSOR: SRD/IISE 
(E:NGLISH LANGUAGE) : .. I ORGANISAT.ION: TITLE SRD UKAEA 
PROJECT LEADER: 
F BIUSCOE 
IN I'r I.ATED: CQr-1PLF.TF.D: SCIEN.TISTS: / 
\ 
I .C'.~ ,Bf;H 1rJ7(. SEP'm>lBER 19?8 
~'i'AT!JS: LAST UPDATING: 
c: I cc.:~PI.i·;d:D APRIL 1979 i -
Tn ir.·, ... :t.i;·r.t<> "n·~()nfim"l 1';11:-i cloud explosions which Dll\Y present both M extornnl hnzRrd to nuclonr instnllntionn Md a 
•li ,.,.,,L L·,:.ril·•l to ~~··r,nrr.l pOf>Ullltiorw. 
To iuvw.Li,,,,t., tllo vupourl:;ntion of hnznrdous liquids after spilloe;e on ·lMd or soa; in particular, to ·predict tho pool 
r.,.,.,.,.,J ;1r.•l t.,t,,.; v,,p<;uri:;ntion rnto •. The models being developed oover instantnnoous or continuous spillage onto bounded 
or w,t,ul.,,•l"l :.<Jd'r,co:; of both crygenic liquids whose total vapourisation rato is dominated by the boiling process and· 
li quirl!; w: tl. t.iohl'r boilin~ points whose total vapourisation rate is controlled by surtaoe evaporation. 
l:c~orir:;:; C0r.:plction. 
<'r•}r:r,rc final documentation. 
,.l,,.,u·~:t.ir.rd ~.tu•lil•!l on Cas Cloud _Explosion~ .8 & Ct SPILL. 
?. I·Ix:.m::;::E rr...cu:,~:ri'IS 
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' CLASSIFICATION a 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
; 
UK ; 
fiiEOflETICAL !>TIJDH:; ON GAS CLOUD EXPLOOIONS 
SPONSOR: 
Ba MECIIAfiiCAL EffEC:IS, PHASE I SRD 
TJTI.F. (ENGLISH. LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
I 
. CIID UJW:A 





INITIATED: COMPLETED: • SCIENTISTS: 
OCTOflER 1975 SEP'l.D1BER 1978 
' 
~TATUS: LAST UPDATING: ( '~ 
t~ 
COI"J'LETED APRIL 1979 
~·o inve:.tho:r.tc: unconfined gas cloud explosions which may present both an external hazard to nuclear installations ·and a 
llirc,ct tlliznrd to general populations. 
~. PAJtT/CIJI.AH Oi•.JF£TIV~!; 
To invc·.t.i,~t.te the ch~r11cteristics or the incident pressure waves generated by gas cloud explosions; in particill.o.r to 
prcdlct the vnrintion or peak overpressure, positive impulse, wave shape etc. with distance ·from the explosion centre~ 
ll/A 
J;. Pf!OJECT STAWS 
N/A 
5. !if.XT ::;n:p:; 
(~ . .:pnrc ri:inl documentation. 
(,. fU:tATI011 TIJ OTHl·J'l PRO.TEC'l$ AND CODES '' 
1,,,,,,r•·t.i CM] r;t.IJ•li ()~i on Gn::; Cloud Explo::;ions A, & c, EEC Sponllorod n&eorotical Studie~ or Clns Cloud Explonion Precrouro 




CLASS IFICAT.ION t, 
~.3 
LANGUAGE) : COUNTRY: ' TITLE (ORIGINAL 
UK 
TlllAlf!t.:TICAL !::TUDn!i OF' GA!I CLOUD EXPLOSIONS ' ' 
Ca l'~CIIANICAL EFl''EClS, PHASE II SPONSOR: 
SRD/JISE 
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INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
Af'h TL 1'J7B ' 
,..~TA 'I' US iN POOGms:i LAST UPDATING: 




1. GE~1r:RAL Ani 
To inv():.:tiJ:ate unconfined p:as clo•Jd explosions which may present both an external hazard to nuclear installations and a 
rlirect tuo.-.nrd to r~c~,,,·nl populntions. 
/ 
. ' 
'l'o invu-.tio•."l" lho out:.t11nrlln,~ problerc.z of gRh cloud explosions, speoificall;ya 
(i) tlw m•·ct~l.r,izrc,:; of fliiiDo nccoleration from low initial name speeds, following weak Units up to the high final flnme 
r.p•·•·d~; n•·•lll{'•l to produce severe dii!DIIJ~o. 
tllo int•·rt.cti on or the non-!:harp prc:;:.;uro waves generated by Ullconfined gas cloud explosions ~ith strqcturez; this 
infor.:.rJtior. i:; required to assist the specification of imposed pressure loadings for use in subsequent calculations 
or str-.Jctural re:;ponse and wi~ or value both in the prediction of hypothetical consequences and the analysis or 
pr~viou:; incidents. 'I 
(iii) th{' effocts of gns cloud shape on explosion pressure waves, since all present models are sphericall;y-s;ymmetric 
whereas real clouds will be asymmetric, especiall;y'pancake shaped. 
(= EJ:PERTI'if.:iTAL F'ACILITII:S Aim PROC'.RAJ·:'lE 
rl/A 
''• PJ(fl.lt:CT r:TA'J'If> 
,,,. t ,.tar·t<·<l. No rc:.ultn on (i) and (iii) to date. Praliminaey 'roaulta on (ii) obtained during &l::C sponsored.otud)'. 
Pror,arf•r1 do:t:Jloo pror:ramrne of work on item (i). initial studies on items (ii>. and (iii).in progress. 
6. Rf..'LATIO:: TO OT! !J::R PROJEC$ AND CODES 
i'hcoretical Stu•ue:; on Gas Cloud Explosions A & B SponSO:Jied.!rheoretical Studies or Gas ClO&Id Explosion Pressure toadings, 
Br..iAVE, GK.;EXI. ,:. ;>.•:i~-"'l, PCAK.&.. 
7. Rr.n:ru::;c;: :)"Cll:·:r::;$ 
ll•JOllllC '/ll f't,iJo.;r ::ou:.ll:it,ri~.;o:; ro::oulto to d11to on itOI!IS (ii) and (iii) • 
... 
. ·~ " 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) • • 
Studi di ingegneria del aito 
• 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) • • 
Studies of site engit1e ering 
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146-1 - 01/4151-10 
!I IRE 
Developpement des moyens de calcul necessaires a 
l'etude des transitoires anormaux sur les reacteurs 
PWR. 
TITLE (Anglais) 
Development of computer codes necessary to study 
abnormal transient conditions,on PWR. 




1. OBJECTI'F GENERAL 
Etat actuel 
en cours 











Developper un code de calcul permettant de controler l'etude des transitoires 
accidentels de classe 2, 3 et 4 (hors A.P.D.R.) figurant dans les rapports de 
surete des centrales PWR. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Etude des transitoires de fonctionnement des centrales a eau pressurisee. 
Controle des transitoires accidentels conduisant a des surpressions pri-
maires (examen des situations). 
Etude de !'influence des regulations sur le comportement transitoire de la 
centrale. 
Recherche des points delicats de representations mathematiques des phenomenes 
physiques. 
Etude des A.T.W.S. 




4 - ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
I) Avancement a ce JOUr 
' 
- Des mqd(Hes pon·ctuels decrivent le comportement des differents 
elements constitutifs du circuit primaire y compds certains systemes 
de regulation et de protection. 
Un modele de generateur de vapeur axial permettant de calculer entre 
autre l'evolution du niveau d'eau dans le generateur de vapeur et un 
modele de pressuriseur fonctionnant indifferemment en simple phase 
(vapeur ou liquide) et en double phase sont integres a la version 
actuelle. 
- Calcul de la repartition des debits daris les lignes vapeur lors d'une 
rupture.de tuyaute~ie vapeur. 
- Calcul des debits de decharge en 
du pressuriseur par les methodes 
gene equ±libre. 
phase liquide en vapeur aux soupapes 
de MOODY, FAUSKE et du modele homo-
Couplage d'un modele de generateur de vapeur axial decrivant la 
reduction de l'echange primaire secondaire lors du denoyage des 
epingles. 
Le module utilise lors de l'etude des A.T.W.S. decrit en particulier 
la dynamique de l'assechement du generateur de vapeur en s'appuyant 
sur un jeu de correlations d'ec~ange variables tout au long du tran~ 
sitoire. 
-Prise en compte d'une forme axiale de flux et calcul de 1 1effet 
moderateur a partir de sa densite. 
- Calcul de la puissance residuelle. 
Couplage d'un modele de pompe permettant a partir de courbes carac-
teristiques de decrire le comportement de la pompe en circulation 
naturelle. 
- Traitement simplifie de la double phase limite aux faibles taux de 
vide. 
- Couplage d' un module de sauvegarde permettant la reprise des calculs •.. ) 
2) Resultats essentiels 
- Etude de transitoires accidentels de classe 2 et 3 concernant 
Ia-~ent~ai;-cie-Fessenheim------------------------------------
Le calcul des accidents suivants 
Retrait incontrole des grappes de reglage en puissan~e, 
- perte totale de la charge electrique, 
- augmentation excessive de la charge, 
- perte totale de debit primaire, 
revele un bon accord avec les calculs presentes par le constructeur 
~ans re rapport proviso ire de surete. 
- ~£Ud~-~~-!!~~it~b!~~-~~-~i~~~~i~~~~~~~!-~~-£i!£~i!_eri~i!! 
Dans ce domaine, l'etude de la surpression consecutive a une perte 




- '~ ..,. .. 
·. 
- ~~~~~~-~~~-~~!~~~~· 
Etude de la perte de 1 1 eau alimentaire ·avec declenchemeqt de la 
turbine. 
Cette etude a montre que, dans la mesure ou l 1 on adopte des 
hypotheses communes en ce qui concerne le modele de degradation 
de l'echange de chaleur aux generateurs de vapeur, nos resultats 
restent comparables a ceux obtenus par EDF et FRAMATOME. . 
Etude de la perte de 1 1 eau alimentaire sans declenchement de la 
turbine. 
Ce jeu d 1 hypotheses conduit a un pic de press~on primaire ~eaucoup 
plus eleve que le cas precedent. 
·-Etude da l'ouverture intempestive d 1 une soupape du pressuriseur. 
Le code permet entre autre d 1 etudier le debut de l 1 accident pendant 
lequel le D.N.B. passe par un m~n~mum. 
- Etude de ia perte de 1 1 eau alimentaire menee .a part.ir d 1·un modele 
de G. V. axia.l. 
Cette etude s 1 appuyant sur des correlations d 1 echange fonction du 
taux de vide calcule au secondaire du G.V., n'a pas remis en cause 
.les resultats obtenus a partir d 1 un modele ponctuel de G.V. 
Cependant une etude de sensibilite necessite des developpements 
ulterieurs. 
- §~~~~-h2E~-~i!~~~i2~~~!~~~ 
- Etude de la perte totale des alimentations electriques et qe la 
defaillance de l 1 A.S.G. 
Le code permet d 1 etudier le comportement du circuit primaire tant 
que le G.V. n 1 est pas completement asseche. 
5 - PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Etude d 1 un modele de correlatio~ du niveau d 1 eau dans les generateurs de 
vapeur. 
- Elaboration d 1 un modele coeur tenant compte d 1 un melange imparfait de 
l'eau des differentes branches e~ d 1 une repartition dissymetrique des 
temperatures dans le coeur. 
- Traitement de la double phase'dans le plenum superieur. 
-Amelioration du modele de G.V. axial. 
- Traitement .explicite de 3 boucles. 
- Amelioration informatique. 
b - RELATIONS AVEC D1 AUTRES ETUDES 
- Etudn des trnnsitoires anorma.ux. 
-.Etude des A.T.W.S. 
- Etude ho~s dimensionnement. 
7 - DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
M. IRAN TUCfVI . dl p Atl.a yse ae onctJOnnement un WR le code "SIRENE1" 
Note SERMA 
JP. MERLE 
Etude des transitoires accidentels - centrale de Fessenheim 
Note technique SETSSR n° 88, Mai 1976 
• 
. I . 
Un modele d 1 etudes dynamiques de pressuriseur. 
Note SERMA-SPM n° 169 T. 
JP. MERLE · 
·. 
·. 
Adaptation du code SIRENE a 1 I etud'e des transitoires accidentels ~es 
centrales a eau pressur1see. ~~ 
Note SETS n° 69, Mai 1975 ·. 
JP. MERLE 
Regulation de puissance dans le code de fo~ctionnement pour les PWR 
Note SERMA n° 381 T, Janvier 1974 
Jf. MERLE 
Perte de 1 1 e.au alimentaire normale sans arret d' urgence 
Note SETS 203, 1977 . 
Perte de 1 1 eau alimentaire sans arret d'urgence et sans declenchement 
de la turbine•. 
Note SETS n° 78/210 ~ 
M. Yann BOARETTO 
Etude de surete des reacteurs nucleaires a eau ordinaire pressurisee. 
Note SETSSR n° 80, Juin 1978 
... 
' 
- --- ------- ---------
Classification 4.1 
Title 1 
ANDYCAP: Tre dimensional dynamisk model af 








'i'i tle ?. Project leF~.der: 
ANDYCAP: 3-D-dynamical model of a BWR-core. P. Skjerk Christen~nn 
!ni t.i.ntecl: 1969 Com~leted: Scientists: 
19'72 P. Skjerk Christensen 
St.ntur;: in use, being Last uEdatinfi: 
'improved Currently 
1. Gencrnl aim 
The purpose of 'the m~del is to describe and follow 
tran~icnts in a BWR core due to pertubntions of process variables in 
timeccale 1-100 seconds. 
2. Pnrticulnr objectives 
Thcr project is particularly aimed at normal and abnormal con-
ditions in the reactor. The model is based on a three dimensional 
nodal description of the core as the neutronic part whereas the hy-
draulics model consists of a number of parnllel one dimensional 
channels coupled at the lower and upper plenum. A recirculation loop 
containing a pump is included. In pra~tical calculations the ntimber 
of nodes has to be limited to some 2000, and the number of hydraulic 
channels to 30, due to the computer time which on a CDC-6600 is a factor 
of 100 times the reactor· tim~ strongly depending o~ the character of 
' the transient. The transients caq be initiated by control rod move-
ment, steam load disturbance, feed water disturbance, and main· circula-
tion pump disturbance. 
3. Experimental facilities 
4. Pr~jcct stntus 
1. Pro~reGs to date: A version of the code is in use 
2. Essential results: 
., 
C). N~xt ~tcps 
Work ifi in progress. directed to speed up the code. 
,;. R(!lnti.on with other projects 
,... Rf' ference documents / . 
'/ 
To be issued 





~--------------· Sponsor: Ris¢ 
Nation~l Lab-
oratory 
Title: NORHAV - Three-Dimensional Transient Calculation ~~~tf~~~tfo£~~~s¢ 
Program tor the PWR Core (ANTI) .oratory 
~--------------~----------------------------------------------------------;scientists: 
Initiated date: 1977 Completed date: 
Status: in progress. 
1. General aim 
Anne Margrethe 
'Larsen 
Development of a three-dimensional computer program for the 
calculation of transients in the PWR core. 
2. Particular objectives 
The computer program should be able to describe PWR transi-
ents where the spatial power distribution is important, covering 
the range from operational transients to design basis accidents 
(Rod ejection, ATWS) • The neutronics part is a three-dimensional 
nodal theory program, and the hydraulic model is a transient · 
subchannel program which was or~g'ina1ly intended :tor blowdown 
calculations. The program is planned to deal only with the reactor 
core, so the boundary conditions at the core inlet and outlet 
will have to be specified, 
3. Experimental facili~ies · 
~. Project status 
The programming is in progress. The steady state part is 
runnin~ (in the debugging phase)~· 
. 
~ 
5. Next steps 
Progr~mming of the dynamics •. Documentation. 
G. Relation with other projects 
The nodal theory routines are the same as in the ANOYCAP 
program (ANDYCAP: 3-D dynamical model of a BWR-core, classifi-
cation 4.1). 
The hydraulic model is the TINA program (NORHAV-P(B)WR 
blow-down computer program, classification 1.1). 
7. Reference documents 
~. Degree ot availability 















'I' i t 1 (' 1 CO:JNTP:; Denmark 
Kontrolstavs·udskydning i en kogendevands- n Ris¢ National SPONS ... R Lc?r·ora torv 
reaktor ORGP.NIZATION Riso 
National Laboratory 
Tit l•.:! 2 Project leader:· 
Rod ejection transients in mvR I P. Skjerk Christensen 
Initiated: 1974 Com,elcted: 1976 Scientists: 
·~ ,., B. Thorlaksen 
St.ltU!3: in progress Lnst UJ2dutin~: 
currently 
1. General aim 
The aim is to construct a mo'de'l which describes the reactor 
transient following the ejection of one of the control rods in 
a BWR. The model is an extension of the ANDYCAP code which de-
scribes the dynamics of a 3-D nod~l model of a BWR-core and pres-
sure vessel. The movement of the control rod· is calculated as-
suming critical flow in the guide ~ube, and the velocity limiter 
on the .rod has been taken into account. 
2. Particular objectives 
1. The power distribution is calculated in three dimensions, 
but the local peaking factor has to be found by adequate 
box calculations. 
2. The fuel model includes the ~qssibility of a steam explosion 
iniciated by molt~n fuel. 
3. T:.~ consequences of the transi~nt pertinent to the c.ore and 
p~~ssure vessel are calculate~. 
,. 
3. Ex~erimental facilities 
'· 
' 
t.. Project Stutus 
1. Progress to date: A model for the movement of a control 
rod ufter a failure of the housing has b~en made.· ·Several 
trunsients have been analysed 
2. Essential results. 
5. Next steps 
6. Relation with other projects 
7. Reference documents 
-D. Thorlaksen, Analysis of Control Rod Ejection Accidents 
in Large Boiling Water Reactors (Ris~ Report 344). 
8. Degree of availability 





Classification 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 
jTitlc 1 , COUNTRY Denmark 
I 
I 





Title 2 Project leader: 
P\vR: A PWR power plant dynamics mode :It 
Initi.::;ted: 1972 Completcd:I974 Scientists: 
.. 
.. 
P. la cour Christensen Status: Last ur2dating: 
P. Skjerk Christensen in use, being improved Currently 
1. General aim 
·The goal of the project is to describe and~ follow transients 
in a power plant comprising a PWR. The transients may be in-
itiated by any process variable in- or outside the plant. 
2. Particular objectives 
The plant model must be able to calculate the transients in 
real time which however limits the number of space meshes. 
Furthermore, the model must be able to perform interactive 
calculations which means that the user is able to study immedi-
ately the results of his perturbations on the model. At last, 
the model ~ust be able to serve as a tool used by investigation 
of control systems. 
The model includes a one-dimensional core model and a single 
cooling l~op comprising a circui'a'tion pump, a steam generator 
of t~e u-tube type, a pressurizer, and a boron injection system. 
The neutronic model is based on diffusion theory with a· single 
prompt and three delayP.d neutron groups. The steady state is 
fou-nd by purely digital calculat.ions while the transients are 
calculated mainly by analogue elements while some neutronic 
solutions still are calculated by digital techniques. 
'· 





4. Project status 
1. Progress to date: The models for the steady state 
and the transients are finished and the two parts have 
been coupled together. Simple transients have been 
run. 
A more detailed version with two primary loops, a 
turbine and a feedwater system .has been prograrr~ed 
for simulation by m•ans of a digital sirnulati~n sys-
tero. 
2. Essential results: 
5. Next steps 
6. Relation with other projects 
7. Reference documents 
Riso report,no. 318. 






Classification 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 
Tit 1 t! 1 I COU~TRY Denmark 
Ris¢ rJational 





Tit~c 2 Development of a Dynamic Model of 'Project lea:ler: 





1. Gcncrul aim 
, 
ComElcted: 1976 
Last \l datin . . p q 
currently 








The purpose of the project is to develop a dynamic model of 
a nuclear power plant based on a BWR reactor which simulates various 
transients occurring during normal operating conditions. 
2. Particular objectives 
The model includes a boiling.· w:ater reactor, high- and low 
pressure turbines, moisture 
water heaters and feedwater 
for the nuclear part of the 
·' 
equations. ~- great deal of 
separator; reheater, condenser, feed-
pump., ,It is one-dimensional except 
,I '' 
reacto~ whidh is based on point kinetics 
t I 
atterrt~·on has been devoted to the model. 
of the turbine and the feedwater heaters. 
3. Experimental facilities 
4. Project status 
1. P~?gress to date: The model is finished. Several tran$ients 
have been run. The kinetic model has been improved by in-
tioducing a one-dimensional p~rt. 
I 
2. Essential results. 
. . 





6. · Rclati6n with other project 
7. Reference documents 
Ris¢ Report No. 335, Ris¢ Report No. 3~6~ 









TITLE (OHIGINAL LAi'\GUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Thrcc-dime"ndonal transient analysis in thermal power Italy 
reactors: an e"tensive comparison between finite SPONSOR: 
difference and r.pacc-time synthesis method. 
ENEL 
--
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
ENEL- CRTN' 
PROJECT LEADER: l 
F. Di Pasquantonio 
INI'riATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
January 1977 - E. Brega 
F. Di Pasquantonio STATUS: LAST UPDATING: E. Salina 
a) ci.Hnp) eted; b) in progre: ,s July 1979 
·--
The purpose of this work was to discuss some numerical experiments in three-
dimensional nuclear reactor dynamics with emphasis on the comparison between 
the Non Symmetric Alternating Directi'on Explicit (NSADE) finite difference method, 
as programmed in the 3DKIN code (a proper exponential transformation of the time 
dependent equations is also included there)1 and space-time synthesis methods. 
The main conclusion is that for ti~e step sizes which are not small enough, the 
NSADE soluHon .r.hows oscillations having no physical meaning. These oscillations 
are particularly evident when large cores with non-symmetric perturbations are 
dealt with, and can be made to disappear only at the expense of step sizes that arc 
small beyond any expectation. This sensitivity of the NSADE scheme to time step 
size is far greater than we in'lagined before our experiments and it may be an 
inherent limitation of the method, not only in production work but also in the vali-
dation of more approximate methods such as synthesis and quasi- static methods, 
even though relatively coarse spatial mesh grids .are used. 
In support of thcs e conclusions, two transient problems, both simulating a control 
rod drop accident in a BWR core, at a speed of about 3. 5 m/sec, are described here: 
the first is a prompt oupercritical transient with a symmetric perturbation (four 
control rods moving at symmetric locations) and the second one is a delayed super-
critical transient with an unsymmetric strongly localized perturbation (only one 
control rod is dropped). In the latter problem, the power oscillations, caused by 
the NSADE method, disappear only when the step sizes /).tare so small that about 
1,500 time steps sometimes arc needed for a mere doubling of the power level 
( 1.\ t < 0. n:10.5 sec). On the other hand we found that the same accuracy could be 
nttaitwd hy thl' ~ynthc:df: calculittion with time step sizes varying from 0. 003+ 0. 01 
fH'c., i. l', ll'll tinH'R as long. 
a) It i:_; important to note that our activity in this field can been considered concluded 
from the poillt of view of comparison between finite difference and space-time syn-
thesis;. 
b) However our work continues in the field of three-dim ens ions transient analysis 
and pT'<!f'c>ntly we arc also working by means of nodal 1ncthods. 
(ENEL-CRTN, Bastioni Porta Volta lO,I-20121 Milano) 






Ontwikkeling van een hybried computermodel voor de, 
simul.1tic van storingen en ongevallen in een druk-
waterreactor. , ,I 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
CLASSIFICATION: 4 • I •. 4, 2 • 4 • 3 
COUNTRY: THE NETHERLANDS 
SPONSOR: 
Ministry of Social Affairs 
ORGANIZATION: 
TH-Delft 
Development of a hybrid-computermodel for the simula~ PROJECTLEADER: 
tion of transient and accident conditions in a PWR. Latzko 
SCIENTISTS : 
INITIATED :October 1974 LAST UPDATING : May 1978 
Bruens 
STATUS :in progress COMPLETED : End 1978 
General ~im 
Deve,lo.pment of a calculational tool which can compute the plant response to 
·•· various transients and accident conditions (excl. LOCA) for a PWR. Provide the 
Possibility to evaluate the effectiveness of control and protection systems under! 
these conditions. " •' 
. Particular Objectives 
Development of a hybrid-computermodel of a PWR. The nuclear core and the steam 
generator will be the basic modules. These and the other parts of the primary and 
secundary system will be modeJled such, ~hat they can be easily adapted to any typ( 
of PWR. 
Experimental facilities and programma: .. -:. 
Project Status 
The following simulation programs are '£i~ished: 
- hy9,dd reC;J,ctor core model describing. the neutron-kinetics and the thermal 
behaviour 
- natur~l circulation steam generator computer modules describing the thermal/ 
hydraulic behaviour. · .. 
- cou?ling of reactor core model with 'st'eam generator model. 
- digital model of the pressurizer. ' 
,, 
Next steps 
- digital models of the turbine, reheater •and 
- di~ital model of the preheater. 
generator 
- coupling of the different computer programs. 
Relations with other projects: -
Reference documents: -
De~rec of availability 
through Ministry of Social Affairs. 
I I 
' . 




T i t ll! 1 
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4.1, 4. 2 '· '4. 3 . 
COU~TRY Denmnrk 
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P\·lR-stations 
COUNTRY Denmark J 
·sn"'NS~R Ris~ t~a tionD l 
P.J ·"' LZ'"'nratnr.v· 
I 
ORG/I.Nl ZI'.TION '! RisQ> 
-'. 
National Labor~tory 
·,-. •I .. 
·'· 'Project leader: 
; . 
. ,. 
P\iR: A PWR power plant.dy~amics mode~ ·I 
·'-:·. 
!' 
Init!llt:ed: 1972 ; . Forr.plotod :'i '':f: ·;. Scientists: 
" ,. 
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TITLE: 
Onc~-.·ikkcl ing van een hybried computermodel voor 'de 
simulatic van storingen en ongevallen in een druk-
watcrrcnctor. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): '• 
Development of a hybrid-computermodel for the simulat--
tion of transient and accident conditions in a PWR. 
INITIATED :October 1974 
.. 
STATUS :in progress 
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CLASSIFICATION 84.:!.11. 3 
COUNTRY: THE NETHERLANDS 
. 
SPONSOR: l 
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Tit!C' 2 ~ Development of a Dynamic ,.. Model of 
a BtvR Nuclear Power Plant. , 
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PWP: A PWR power plant 
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National Laboratory 
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.. Project leader: 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
InstabilitA di canali in parallelo durante l'av- ITALY 
viamcnto del reattore CIRENE SPONSOR: 
CNEN 
TI'l'LE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
Parallel-channel instability during the start-up CISE 
of CIRENE reactor PROJF.CT .LEADER: 
R. Granzini 
R. Ravetta 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1977 1979 F. Frenquellucci 
G. r-~asini 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: c. Medich 
in progress June 1979 











of CIRENE reactor during start-up. i 
2. Particular objec:tives: to obtain' experimental data to validate the 
instability analysis code in conditions of positive quality and low 
flowratc at the channel inlet. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme': the experiments are carried · 
out on the CIRCE loop simulating in a closed circuit two full-scale 
power channels in parallel, with the respective two liquid feeders, 
two steam feeders, and two risers. The start-up conditions of CIRENE 


















TITLB (l::NGJ..~ISH LANGUAGE): 
Patallel-channel instability during the 
start-up of CIRENE reactor 
CLASSIFICATION : 
4.3 
4. Project status: the experimental loop has been completely set-up. 
The first set of experiment~ have been complete~, their analysis 
is in progress. 
5. Next steps: Dt::fini tions of specifications of final tests (second set) on 
the basis of the conclusion .of the above"mentioned analysi~. These 
tests will be initiated in July 1 79 and terminated in t~e same year. 
6. Relation with other projects: steady-state and transient tests to 
study the thermoydraulic behaviour of CIRENE power channels during 
reactor start-up. 
7. Reference documents: none. 
8. Degree of availability: to a limited extent. 




Ontwi kkding van ccn hybricd computermodeL voor de 
sinmlatic v3n storingcn en ongcvallen in een druk-
1.',1 t c r r I! .1 c tor • 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
CLAIII"ICATIONI4,1, 4,2olt,) 
COUNTRY: THE NETHERLANDS 
SPONSOR: 
Ministry of ~o~ial Affairs 
ORGANIZATION : 
1'11-Dclft 
Development of a hybrid-computcrmodcl for the simula PROJECTLEADER: 
tion of transient and accident conditions in a PWR. Latzko 
\ 
LAST UPDATING : May I <l78 INITIATED :Oc tobcr 1974 
SCIENTISTS: 
Bruens 




























TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY:-




TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
SIMULATION AND DYNPMIC ANALYSIS OF NUCLEAR POWER C.N.E.N. 
PLANTS 
INITIATED: 1962 
STATUS: In progress 






F. CIAMPA LAST UPDATING: o. MODONESI 
June 1979 
Concern the development and the implementation of si-
mulation models of nuclear power plants for dynamic 
anal'ysis and accident studies. 
;
1
• - Particular objectives 
To study the behaviour of nuclear power plants and 
·their components in .abnormal conditions. To analyze 
all the possible accidents and the related safety 
problems. To test control systems. 
·• 3. - Exrerimental facilities and programme 
4. - Project status 
1 Hybrid computer - EAI - 8945 
1 Hybrid computer - EAI - PACER - 700 
Hybrid models of particular components of BWR and 
PWR reactors have been implemented to verify their 
dynamic behaviour. 
5. -Reference documents 
1) P.Giordano - A.Mathis - G.Melucci 
Dynamics and control studies for a steam-generating 
pressure-tube reactor 
Doc. CNEN RT/ING(65)13 - Sept. 1965~ 
2) P.Giordano - A.Mathis - B.Rimini · 
Analog methods for studying the space-time dynamics of . 
nuclear reactors. 
Proceedings of 5th Congress of the.Int.Ass.for An.Comp. 
Losanna 1967·. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): CLASSIFICATION: 
snmtATtoN AND n~niArt.Ic ANALYsrs oF 4-s 1 
~1-Jl-IC_L_E-·A_R __ P_ov_JE-·R __ P_L_A-NT_s _________________ ~---------------------__j 
3) A.Mathis 
The use of hybrid computers in the Italj_an CNEN 
nuclear program. Conference on "The Effective Use 
of Computers in the Nuclear Industry". 
Knoxviile, Tenn. (USA) April 21-23, 1969 
4) ?.Giordano - A.Mathis - O.Modonesi 
Use of analog and hybrid computers in the design 
of CIRENE type nuclear power plant. 
Enlarged Halden Programme Group Meet~ng on Compu-
ter Control. 
I..OEN (Norway) - May 29th - June 2nd, :1.972 
5) T.G.Biserna - M.Di Bartolomeo 
Un modello ibrido per l'analisi di incidenti di 
un impianto nucleare 
Rivista d:i. Informatica - numero Speciale -
novembre 1972. 
6. - Degree of availability 
Besides the equipments mentioned there is also 
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_ Kurt r!aur ids en Radiation Doses in Nuclear Power. Plants ~~~~~~~~~~~~~------~-------------------· j Initiated: February 1974 Completed: Scientists: 
Stntus: Progressing Last undatincr: Kurt Lauridsen 
1. General Aim. To study the radiation doses received by power plant 
personnel and the factors infl~encing the size of these doses. 
2. Particular objectives. Development of a mathematical model for the 
transport of radioactive material in the coolant circuit of a BWR-
plant, and calculation of the radiation fields outside the components 
of the coolant circuit. -- .. 
3. Experimental facilities None 
4. Project status 
4.1. Progress to date. Three computer codes have been developed, 
FICOPI, INAPI, and SHIELD, all in' FORTRAN. 
FICOPI calculates the inventories of radioactive fission and 
corrosion products in the components of the coolant circuit as a 
function of power history. 'l ,., 
,. INAPI calculates the inventories of radioactive nuclides created 
by activation of the coolant itself. 
SHIELD is a simple shielding:code based on point-kernel tech-
.nique. 
4.2. Essential results 
r ,. 
s: Next steps. Further ~esting of the inventory calculations 
still has to be done in order to verify the models. A more 
sophisticated shielding ·code is being considered. 
6. Relation with other projects. No formal relations to other 
projects are established, but interfaces exist with studies 
performed at Ris¢ on the subjects: Syst~ms ~elineation and 
pow~r pl~ht operation. 
( 
7. Reference documents Kurt Lauridsep, Development of a Model 
for the Assessment of Radiation Fields Around Nuclear Power 
Plant Components, Ris¢ Report No. 353 (1977), 106 pp. 









CLASSIFICATION: s . 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
I ' UNITI-:D KINGDOM 
SnMplin~. monitorinR ~nd analysis of· PWR circuitA 
(C 7.1) SPONSOlb 
. 
.. ! (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): OHGANISATION: TI'l'LE 
UKAI~A · (1-Hnfrith 
I , and ll:t rwe lll 
PfiOJI•:cT LEADEI1: 
D J Ferrett (Winfrt ::h) 
J B Snycrs (llarwcll) 
IrHTIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
, Mnrch 1978 






In progress March 1979 I 
ThC"rf' iH considerable experience at Winfrith with sampling systems, monitoring and 
Rnalytic~tl methods from HP water cifcuits for reactors. It is necessary to npply 
tlds to P\vR problems by liaison with plant operators and trials at Power Stations 
an~ to AKsess the performance of sampling systems by autoclave and loop studies.· 
1. To nn~css PWR sampling efficiency and associated effects from autoclave and 
theoretical studies at Harwell. 
2. To Apply this work to loop studies in the DIDO Water Loop·at Harwell. 
3. To liaise with. PWR ope-rators regarding sampling, monitoring and analytical 
problems relevant to the chemistry a'nd man-rem problems • 
4. To develop appropriate analytical techniques to support other programmes when 
rj·q~J f rt·d, eg techniques for monitoring decontamination procedur~s, etc. 
Prn~ramme 
Autoclave studies' in laboratories at Harwell. Experiments in .. DIDO Water Loop at 
llarwcll. Analytical development work at Winfrith. 
AutudtlVI! IIOd nrno Water Loop at llarwell. 
F.quipment developed on WSGHWR for power plant applications. 












"JitJc• l Prediction of Reactor Releases UK 
CEGB 
'' ' I 
!_ 
Tit Jr 2 Building Entrainment Effects Oq:CJn j ~-.--~t ion Research Di vn. 
·Berk-eley- Nucicar Lttboratoric. 
fn i I j id l:cl 1974 1;,-,;jc-;·t 1..-~,ri,~r~ 
Dr. H. F. t-taci:lonald 
~; 1 n: 111. Continuing Dr. B. N. Wheatley 
Improvement of m0dels used to predict thl' environmental consequences of 
routine operational and accidental releases of radioactivity from 
r~actor systems of interest to the CEGB (GCR & LWR). 
2 • _S_p -~-c-i _f_i _':..J>b j E: c t i v c s 
a) To update earlier fuel inventory, atmospheric dispersion and individual 
and col h·ctive dose models. The improved models, togetlwr ,..j th a simph 
food chain model, will form•thc modules of an improved environm£·nta1 c0d(· 
NECTAR (~uclear !:_nvi ronmcntal .£onsequences, !,ransport of Activity and !:1 sk). 1 
This ~ill be used to study reactor releases and irradiated fuel handlinr 
"nd ~aste management problems. The results of this work will provide a 
baf:is for a5scssing both the risks associated with power reactor l'IWr<.tion, 
in n:lation to oth~r risks of modern life., and the implications of alllrna.,. 
tivc frequency/release limit criteria used in reactor siting. 
b) To devise improved methods for predictin.g the effects of building 
l'ntrainrn<.·nt on low.,.lcvel reactor discharges. An experimental ptogr<1n:n•_ 
to dctermine the concentration patterns of low-level atmospheric disclwr£es ' 
in the neighbourhood of buildings ~i 11 be commenced. Full-scale data ;md 
~ind tunnel model results will be used to investigate the feasibility of 
dl·\'l:loping ccneraliscd building entrainment models. 
3. ! .,_c_i_!_i_!i~-~--an<! _C!_v:.!a ll_~rog_r_a~~.£. 
4. 
1 This work forms part of continuing studies on prcsC'nt and future nactor ; : 
systC'ms of interest to the CEGB which have resulted in the dcvcloptn•·nt of , 
;1 Tilllf.l' of computer programs cic·scribing the build-up of' activity in rcal'tor! 
hll'ls, tht· cnvironml•ntnl cons<'qut•nccs of reactor releases, and the f••tc of : 
inhaled and ingested radioactivity. These programs arc available for ; 
1:£'neral use on the Board's IB~t computE.>r basC'd in London and are ~iddy u~.ed/ 
t hrour.hout the UK and abroad. i 
Troject Status ~-
F.arl:iC>r studies. on accidental. releases from GCR havelextended to includ(· 
severe hypothl't 1 ea 1 UU"BR acc1 dents. · As part of the development ·work for 
N~CTAR, an improved fuel inventory code RICE has been developed, while l 
comparisons of various Gaussian and diffusivity models for the prediction i_ 
of atmospheric dispersion have been carried out. A review paper de'scrihint~ 
methods o~ prediction of accidental releases from nuclear installations h:Hj 






Berichtsze1traum/Per10d Klasaifikation/Ciaulficatlon Ktnnzeichtn/Project Number 
1 • , . 78 
-
31. 12. 78 5. 1 RS 285 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Untersuchung der Jed-Exhalation aus uo2 FRG 
unter stationaren und transienten Be- Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
dingungen BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Investigation of the Iodihe Release from Reaktortechnik 
uo2 Under Steady-state and Transient 
Conditions B 222, Erlangen 
ArbOitsbeginn/lnillated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1. 1 2. 77 31 . 8. 80 Dr. Peehs 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Benchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittel/Funds 
Continuing 31. 12. 78 
1. General Aim 
In LWR's, the amount of fission-Cesium generated during 
burn-up is approx. 10 times higher than that of fission 
Iodine. Since Cs and Iodine form a more stable Iodiae 
than the comparable Zirconium-Iodides, it is necessary to 
consider the related chemical equilibria based on the 
' 
actual Cs/I-release to evaluate the effect of Iodine 
on the loss of ductility of zr-cladding. 
After experimental data on the Iodine and Cesium release 
from fuel are obtained, it will be possible to determine 
the effect of Iodine-caused loss of ductility on the fuel 
rod performance during transient and especially LOCA con-
ditions. This will be performed by using the computed 
Cs/I-inventory of the fu,el, the measured release 
characteristics and the results from ISCC of Zry. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The fission Cesium and Iodine integ~ated in the U02 lat~ice 
can only migrate to a free surface (outer and inner pellet 
surface and/or fracture) by diffusion. 
It is the objectives of this program to investigate on the 
I/Cs release characteristics under the following conditions: 
- I/Cs release under steady-state conditions (isochronous-
isothermal heat-up) 
-2-







enclosed table. They are exclusively fuel rods from· the 
ramp test program with varying burn-ups. Detailed pre-
irradiation characterizations are available of the fuel 
as well as detailed post-irradiation analyses for all 
microsections listed in the table 1 below. 
Next Steps 
The installed test equipment will be subjected to another 
cold test. In that connection also calibration tests will 
be carried out with inactive substances. After completion 
of the test phase the installed test equipment is to be 
taken to the hot laboratory. 
Relation with Other Projects 
References 
Degree of Availability 
Archives No. Microsection No. Burn-up 
BE 317 KWO V :'·licrosection 44.317.0601 MK 02 'V 5.0 GWd/tU 
Microsection 44.317.0601 MK 01 'V 10.0 GWd/tU 
BE 317 KWO VI Microsection 48.317.0602 
half completed 'V 24.0 GWd/tU 
BE 317 KWO VII Microsection 53.31.7.0609 MK 01. 'V 32.0 GWd/tU 
BE 280 KWO VI Microsection 4 8 • 2 80 • 2 80 4 MK 01 'V 29.0 GWd/tU 
BE 250 KWO VII Microsection 48.250.0201 MK 01 'V 32.0 GWd/tU 
Microsection 48.250.0601 MK 01 "'32.0 GWd/tU. 
c 
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Experience de fonctionnement PWR : Synth~se des 
campagnes de mesures concernant les transferts 
de radioactivite. 
rr::z (Ar.gla.is) 
Operating experience in PWR 
Daca cc d~~a.==aga a.c::ue..i. 
... 
1977 en cours 
Da::a ~'ac:.eve~e~:: 





::\e5pC t".S .tole 
DSN/SESRS/FAR 
Le but essentiel de cette etude est une meilleure connaissance de l'origine, 
la nature, l'importance et la repartition de l'activite dans les cir·cuits 
primaires des reacteurs et dans les enceintes qui les entourent. La deter- I 
mination des mecanismes de production et de transferts des isotopes radio-
actifs dans les differents milieux se fait par mesure in situ. Les resultats I 
doivent Eux-memes etre utilises pour qualifier des codes de calcul represen- 1 
tatifs des phenomenes. i 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Determination des sources radioactives en fonctionnement normal ou en cas 
d'accident qui sont a l'origine: 
- de la contamination des locaux et enceintes 
des rejets gazeux vers 1 'environnement 
- des effluents liquides destines a etre traites 
-des rejets liquides apres traitement 
• de 1a production de dAchets so11des. 
Toutes ces informations constituent un support indispensable a 1 'analyse 
de sGrete. L'interpretation des resultats devrait permettre en particulier 
d'evaluer : 
le debit de fuite primaire dans le batiment reacteur 
- le debit de fuite primaire-secondaire 









3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME 
Neant. 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
1) Avancement a ce jour 
On dispose des resultats de plusieurs campagnes de mesures effectuees a 
Fessenheim I et a Tihange I ·par le OSN/SESTR et le ORE/SEN. EOF a par 
ailleurs etabli un bilan tritium pour les 2 premiers cycles de fonctionne-
ment de Tihange I et pour le debut du 1er cycle de fonctionnem2nt des 2 
tranches de Fessenheim. 
2) Resultats essentiels 
a) Bilan tritium : d'apres le bilan tritium etabli par EDF/SEPTEN surles 2 
premier-~ cycles de Tihange I et en debut de cycle sur les 2 tranches 
I 
I· I 
de Fessenheim, le taux de diffusion du tritium a travers les gaines ~\ 
. est d'environ 1 %. ~ 
b) Contamination du circuit primaire par les produits de corrosion 
L'activite des produits de corrosion croit lors des arrets a froid, 
on observe notamment une mantee du Co 58 a 1 au 2 Ci/t a Tihange I 
et a Fessenheim. Des mesures effectuees a Fessenheim I par EOF/ER et 
le ORE/SEN ant montre que le circuit RCV est une source de produits 
de corrosion (confirmation des prevision du code PACTOLE). Les mesures 
effectuees lors du 1er arret pour rechargement du reacteur Tihange I 
montrent qu'on a un assez bon accord calcul PACTOLE-experience, en ce 
qui concerne les activites deposees. · 
c) Contamination du circuit primaire par les produits de fission : 
- Tihange I : le reacteur a fonctionne avec des ruptures de gaines au 
cours des 2 premiers cycles. Le ORE/SEN (a l'aide du code PROFIP-3) 
et EDF/SEPTEN ant elabore chacun une methode de d9termination du 
taux de rupture de gaine a partir des mesures d'activite des pro-
duits de fission dans 1 'eau primaire. Les resultats sent tres en- c:) 
courageants et le ORE/SEN a en particulier prevu le nombre de rup-
tures de gaine a la fin du 2eme cycle. Le 3eme cycle a debute sans 
rupture de gaine. 
• Fessenhe~m : la tranche I a fonctionne sans rupture de gaine jusqu'en 
aout 1978 ; durant cette periode 1 'activite des produits de fission 
dans l'eau primaire est due uniquement ala contamination superfi-
cielle des gaines estimee a 0,3 g d'uranium enrichi a 3,1% (calcui 
PROFIP). Une campagne de mesures effectuee en aout 1978 indique, 
qu'a cette date, le combustible de la tranche l presente probable-
ment un au plusieurs defauts de tailles tres rfduites. 
L'activite des produits de fission mesuree sur la tranche 2 est 
due uniquement a la contamination des gaines evaluee a 0,2 9 d'ura-
nium enrichi a 3,1 ~~ (calculi PROFIP). 
. .. / 
0 
0 
d) Transfert de contamination au-dela de la 2eme barriere : 
Les campagnes de mesures effectu~es par le DSN/SESTR a Tihange et A 
Fessenheim montrent que la contamination de 1 'atmosphere des enceintes 
est tres faible. les mesures effectuees dans le batiment r~acteur de 
Fessenheim I ont mis en evidence la presence de Xe 133, Xe 135, I 131 
~t de tritium qui se trouve principalement sous forme tritium gaz. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
a) Bilan tritium 
Le bilan tritium sera poursuivi sur Tihange I (3eme cycle) afi1i de 
d~terminer l'influence ~ventuelle du taux de combustion sur 1e taux de 
sortie du tritium ; il en sera de meme a Fessenheim 1 et 2. 
b) Contamination du circuit primaire par les produits de corrosion 
Essai d'injection d'eau oxygen~e au cours d'un arret a froid a 
Fessenh~im pour solubiliser le Co 58 et l'~liminer par epuration du 
fl il i ~~~ Pl'i mi\ i r~ 
- D~terminatiun quantitative de l'apport des produits de corrosion a 
partir du circuit RCV 
- Bilan de l'activit~ des depots de produits de corrosion sur les parois 
hors flux (mesures prevues a chaque arret pour rechargement) 
- L'ensemble des r~sultats experimentaux seront confrontes aux calculs 
pr~visionnels du c~de PACTOLE 
c) Contamination du circuit primaire par les produits de fission 
- Poursuite des mesures d'activite des produits de fission dans 1 'eau 
primaire a Tihange et Fessenh•im en vue de qualifier 1e code de calcul 
PROFIP-3 
-Qualification et comparaison des m~thodes de determination du taux 
de rupture de gaine 
d) Transfert de contamination au-dela de la 2eme barriere 
- Poursuite des mesures de contamination de l'atmosphere des batiments 
r~acteur et combustible en multipliant les points de mesure afin de 
verifier si la contamination est re~artie de maniere homogene dans 
les enceintes. Ces mesures permettront, lorsque le niveau de conta-
mination sera suffisamment eleve, de determiner le d~bit de fuite 
primaire dans le batiment reacteur 
- Evaluation du debit de fuite primaire-secondaire a p~rtir des mesures 
d'activit~ du Cs 137 
- Determination de 1 'efficacit~ des chaines de traitement du TEP et du 
TEU 
- Determination du taux de fuite du systeme TEG 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
L'etude de fonctionnement des r~acteurs PWR est directement liee aux pro-
grammes experimentaux sur r~acteurs et sur boucles. 
. .. I 
i 
l 
- Fiche DSN/SESTR 149-1-06 et 159-1-03 Transfert de la contamination dans 
les reacteurs en service 
• Fiche ORE/SEN 149-1-07 Contamination des circuits primaires : suivi de 
Fessenheim 
- Fiche 149-1-01 Synthese des programmes d'etude sur la contamination des 
circuits primaires des PWR 
Fiche 140-1-02 Evaluation du taux de relachement des produits de fission 
a partir d'une rupture de gaine dans un reacteur a eau ordinaire en 
fonction de 1~ puissance lineaire (Experiences EDITH) 
- Fiche 140-1-03 Evaluation du taux de relachement des produits de f~ssion 
.A partir d'une rupture de gaine dans un reacteur a eau ordinaire sous 
l'influence des cyclages de puissance (experiences CYFON) 
- Fiche 14Q-1o:.04 Evaluation du taux de relachement des produits de fiss'ion 
hors d'une rupture de gaine declenchee en fonctionnement normal dans 
un reacteur a eau sous pression (experiences CRUSIFON). 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
- Comptes rendus des reunions du Groupe de Travail "Transfert de contamina-
tion a Fessenheim" 
- J-J. SEVEON - Etat d'avancement des etudes relatives au transfert de la 
contamination dans les reacteurs a eau pressurisee - Note technique SESRS 
N° 27 - Octobre 1978 
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•;. 140.1.02 5-1 
TITRE Pays 
EDITH - Evaluation du taux de relachement des FRANCE 
produits de fission a partir d'une ru~ture de 
gaine dans un r~acteur A eau ordinaire en fonction Organism• Directeur 
de la puissance lineaire. 
TITLE (Anglais) 
EDITH - Assessment of the fission products release 
rate from a cladding defect in a pressurized water 
reactor in terms of the linear heat rating. 
1. OBJECTI'F GE~RAL : 




Etablir une relation entre le taux de degagement des produits de fission 
hors d'un crayon presentant une rupture de gaine de section donnee et situee 
au droit d'un bouchon et la puissance lineique de ce crayon en fonctionne-
ment normal, en debut de vie et en regime stable (10 a 40 KW.m-1). 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS : 
1. Pour un etat donne de la charge de combustible d'un reacteur, determiner 
et quantifier les param~tres permettant d'evaluer le terme source a pre-
voir dans l'hypoth~se d'un fonctionnement en base, et notamment !'influ-
ence de la puissance lineique. 
2. Eventuellement, apporter une contribution a l'etude de la degradation 
d'un crayon presentant une rupture de gaine dans les memes conditions 
de fonctionnement. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERINENTALES ET PROGRAMME : 
Jusqu'a present, ces essais ont ete realises dans le dispositif BOUFFON 
installe dans le rcacteur SILOE a Grenoble. Il s'agit d'uri bouilleur a 
thermos1phon en c1rcu1t ferme comportant un syst~me de prelevernent pour 
effectuer hors pile les mesures de contamination. 
Les essais prevus en 1979 seront, en principe, effectues dans le dispositif 
~OUFFON-JET. Ce dernier, installe dans le meme reacteu~ est egalement a 
therrnosyphon, mais il est, de plus, accelere par jet de vapeur. Les condi-






4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
1. Avancemcnt a ce jour 
La premiere partie du programme: comportant deux experiences, JSl 
et EDITH 1, est terminee. 
2. Resultats. essentiels 
1/ Le degagement des produits de fission hors du crayon est d'autant 
plus important que la puissance est elevee. Cependant, il parait 
devenir independant de· la puissance limHque au-dela de 20 KW.m- 1 
·2/ Le taux de degagement des halogenes est environ dix fois moins eleve 
que celui des gaz rares. 
3/ A basse puissance lineique (20 KW.m- 1), le comportement des halo-
genes et des gaz n'est pas le meme qu 1a puissance lineique plus 
elevee. Les modes de transport hors du crayon sont probablement 
differents. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES : 
Ces resultats ont ete juges suffisamment importants pour qu'une prolonga-
tion du programme soit decidee. Deux nouvelles irradiations, EDITH 2 et 
EDITH 4 seront done realisees en 1979.et auront pour objectif d'etudier 
l'influence de !'emplacement de la rupture et du taux de combustion. 
6. RELATION AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES : 
Cette etude doit etre utilisee pour l'analyse de surete des reacteurs a 
eau ordinaire sous pression utilises en base (evaluation du terme source 
de contamination du circuit primaire). Ace titre, elle est en relation 
avec les etudes du DRE sur la mise au point du code PROFIP, ains~ qu'avec 
les activites du Groupe Mixte EdF-CEA de suivi de la contamination dans 
la centrale de FESSENHEIM. De plus, elle est connexe aux programmes CYFON 
et CRUSIFON, la synthese de l'ensemble de ces trois programmes etant faite 
dans le cadre de la fiche 140.1.05 (modelisation). 
7. DOCUN:ENTS DE REFERENCE : 
Compte rendu DMG 54/77 du 9 juin 1977 : examens metallographiques du 
crayon BOUFFON J51. 
Gompte rendu DMG 98/78 du 11 septembre 1978 : contamination du circuit 
primaire d'un reacteur a eau sous pression par des crayons combustibles 
presentant des defauts de fabrication. 
Compte rendu DMG 108/78 du 2 octobre 1978 : evolution du programme 
experimental concernant le comportement des crayons combustibles 
defectueux dans les reacteurs a eau. 
Compte rendu DMG 144/78 du 14 decembre 1978 : fission product release 
from a PWR defected fuel rod. Effect of thermal cycling. 
8. DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE DES DOCUNENTS : 
Documents internes. Toutefois, les compt~rendus DMG 98/78 et 114/78 ont 









CYFON : EVALUATION DU TAUX DE RELACHEHENT DES PRO-
DUITS DE FISSION A PARTIR D'UNE RUPTURE DE GAINE 
DANS UN REACTEUR A EAU ORDINAIRE SOUS L'INFLUENCE 
DES CYCLAGES DE PUISSANCE. 
TITLE (Anglais) 
CYFON : ASSESSMENT OF THE FISISON PRODUCTS RELEASE 
RATE FROM A CLADDING DEFECT IN A PRESSURIZED WATER 
REACTOR UNDER POWER CYCLING OPERATION. 




1. OBJECTI"F GE:TEUL : 
Etat actuel 
ACTION SUSPENDUE 
Derniere mise a jour 











Determiner le taux de degagement des produits de fission hors d'un crayon 
presentant une rupture de gaine dans des conditions de cyclage·representa-
tives du suivi de reseau (cyc1age de type 15/7). 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICUl.IERS : 
1/ Pour un etat donne de la charge du combustible d'un reacteur, determiner 
des parametres permettant d'eva1uer le terme source a prevoir dans l'hy-
pothese d'un fonctionnement en suivi de reseau. 
2/ Eventuellement, apporter une contribution a l'etude de la degradation 
d'un crayon presentant une rupture de gaine dans les memes conditions 
de fonctionnemcnt. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERI~lliNTALES ET PROGRAMME : 
Ces essais ont ete realises dans le dispositif BOUFFON installe dans le 
reacteur SILOE a Grenoble. Il s'agit d'un bouilleur a thermosyphon en cir-
cuit ferrne comportant un systeme de prelevement pour effectuer, hors pile, 
les mesures de contamination. 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
1. Avanccment a ce jour 
Au cour1 dQ t'Gnncc l978, uno troiuilme irradiation, CYFON 31 a 
realisee. 
2. Rcsultats essentiels : (cf. fiche 140.1.05) 
l!t6 
1/ Les cyclages periodiques du type 15/7 provoquent des bouffees de 
produits de fission lors des variations de puissance ayant pour 
consequence des pies d'activite dans le circuit primaire. Ces 
bouffees se produisent a 1a baisse de puissance pour des cyclages 
entre 20 et 4Q1KW.m-l et a la montee pour des cyclages plus profonds (12 a 40 KW.m ). 
2/ Les bouffees principales contiennent des gaz rares et des halogenes. 
Les bouffees secondaires surtout des gaz rares. 
3/ Au cours de 1 'experience CYFON 3, une rupture s·econdaire tr~s impor-
t ante s'est produite, avec perte de combustible dans le caloporteur. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES : 
L'action etant suspendue, il n'est pas prevu d'essai en 1979. CepenJant, 
la reprise de ces essais pourrait etre envisagee dans la boucle JET sur 
des crayons presentant une rupture au droit du combustible. 
6. RELATION AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES : 
Cette etude doit !tre utilis~e pour l'analyse de sOrete des reacteur~ i ea 
ordinaire sous pression utilises en suivi de charge (evaluation du terme 
source de contamination du circuit primaire). Ace titre, elle est en re-
lation avec les etudes du DRE sur 1a mise au point du code PROFIP, ainsi 
qu'avec les activites du Groupe mixte EdF-CEA de suivi de 1a contamination 
dans la centrale de FESSENHEIM. De plus, elle est connexe aux programmes 
EDITH et CRUSIFON, la synth~se de l'ensemble de ces trois programmes etant 
faite dans le cadre de la fiche 140.1.05 (mode1isation). 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE : 
Compte rendu DHG 103/77 emission de produits de fission par un crayon 
presentant une fuite de conductance elevee en partie haute et Soumis a 
cyclage de puissance. Experience CYFON 1, du 30 novembre 1977. 
Compte rendu DHG 104/77 : examens apres it'radiation de CYFON 1, du 
30 novembre 1977. 
Compte rendu DHG 19/78 : emission de produits de fission par un crayon 
presentant une fuite de conductance elevee en partie haute et Soumis a 
cyclage de puissance. Experience CYFON 2, du 8 fevrier 1978. 
Compte rendu DHG 99/78 : analyse de l'emission des produits de fission 
par un crayon presentant un defaut d'etancheite. Effet du cyclage ther-
mique du 12 septembre 1978. 
8. pEGRE DE ~lSPONIBILITE DES DOCUMENTS : 
Notes internes, a l'exception de la quatri~me, communiquee ala Conference 
Internationale de la Sfirete des Reacteurs Nucleaires de Puissance, 16-19 
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140.1.04 
TITRE 
CRU.SIFON : EVALUATION DU TAUX DE RELACHEHENT DES PRO-




EN FONCTIONNEMENT NORMAL DANS UN REACTEUR A EAU SOUS ~0~r-,-.-n~i~a-m-e~O~i-r_a_c_te_u_r----~ 
PRESSION· CEA/Dg:;S et EDF 
TITLE (Anglais) 
CRUSIFON : ASSESSMENT OF THE FISSION PRODUCTS RELEASE 
Organisme executeur 
CEA/DMECN/DMG 
RATE FROM A CLADDING DEFECT TRIGGERED UNDER NORMAL OPE- 1------::-------~ 
RATION IN A PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR. Respo nsable 
Date de demarrage Etat actuel Sciencifiques 
1/1/76 EN COURS 
Date d'achevement 
31/12/80 
1. OBJECTIF GE~RAL : 
Derniere mise a jour 
MISE A JOUR N° I AU 3.1.79 
Determiner le taux de degagement des produits de fission hors de crayons 
pr6irradi~s a differents taux de combustion representatifs du debut de vie 
(2000 ~!W.J/T) i•r dl'! L11 fi.n de vic (au-deln de 20.000 MWJ/T) subissant une 
rupture de gaine en fonctionnement normal. 
'·• 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS : 
1/ Determiner l'influence du taux de combustion. 
2/ Determiner l'influence du niveau de puissance lineique en palier avant 
l'essai (25 et 40 KW.rn-1). 
3/ Determiner !'influence de parametres geometriques (jeu residuel, lon-
gueur du crayon). 
3, INSTALLATIONS EXPERUIENTALES ET PROGRANME : 
Les premiers de ces essais ont ete realises dans le dispositif BOUFFON 
installe dans le reacteur SILOE a Grenoble. Il s'agit d'un bouilleur a 
thermosyphon en circuit ferme comportant un systeme de prelevement pour 
effectuer, hors pile, les mesures de contamination. 
Le 'programme de 1979 pourrait etre realise, au mo1nS en partie dans le 
dispositif BOUFFON-JET. Ce dernier, installe dans le meme reacteur, est 
egalement a thermosyphon, mais il est, de plus, accelere par jet de vapeur. 
Les conditions thermohydrauliques y sont plus representatives de celles 
d'un reacteur de puissance. 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
1. Avancement a ce jour 
Au cours de l'annee 1978 1 un essai additionnel, CRUSIFON lbis, doublant 
l'essai CRUSIFON 1 a ete realise. Deux autres essais sont en cours d'ir-
radiation : CRUSIFON 3 et 4. 
2. Resultats essentiels : 
L'apparition de la rupture s'accompagne d'une forte bouffee de produits 
de fission, suivie d'une decroissance progressive. A chaque baisse de 
puissance ulterieure, le.meme phenomene se reproduit. Le pic d'activite 
initial est interprete comme la vidange, dans le circuit primaire, des 
gaz de fission contenus dans le volume libre. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
En 1979, il est prevu deux nouveaux es~ais, CRUSIFON 2bis, doublant 
CRUSIFON 2 et CRUSIFON 5. 
6. RELATION AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Cette etude doit etre utilise~ pour l'analyse de surete des reacteurs a 
eau sous pression (evaluation du terme source de contamination du circuit 
primaire). Ace titre, elle est en relation avec les etudes du ORE sur la 
mise au point du code PROFIP, ainsi qu'avec les activites du Groupe Mixte 
EDF-CEA de suivi de la contamination dans la Centrale de FESSENHEIM. De 
plus, elle est connexe aux programmes CYFON et EDITH, 1a synthese de 1'en-
semb1e de ces trois programmes etant faite dans le cadre de la fiche 
140.1.05 (mode1isation). 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE : 
Compte rendu DHG 69/77 : programme concerte CEA-EDF sur 1e comportement 
des elements combustibles defectueux ou rompus en regime normal et en 
regime transitoire. Experiences CRUSIFON, du 8 aout 1977. 
Compte rendu DMG 73/78 : examens apres irradiation de CRUSIFON 2, du 
26 juin 1978. 
8. DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE DES DOCUMENTS : 





140 .1. 05 S-1 
TITRE Pays 
MODELISATION DES RESULTATS DES PROGRAMMES EDITH, CYFON FRANCE 
ET CRUSIFON EN VUE DE LEUR UTILISATION DANS DES CODES 
DE CONTAMINATION DU CIRCUIT PRIMAIRE. Orgaa.isme Directeur 
CEA/DgCS et EDF 
TITLE (Aa.glais) Organisme executeur 
MODELLING OF THE FINDINGS FROM PROGRAMS EDITH, CYFON 
AND CRUSIFON FOR USE IN PRIMARY CIRCUIT CONTAMINATION 
CODES. 
CEA/DMECN/DMG 
Respo as able 
Date de demarrage Et:at actuel Scl.eD.tl.£iques 
1/1/78 EN COURS 
Date d'achevemea.t Deruiere mise a jour 
. 
31.12.80 21/l2/78 (nouvelle fiche) 
1 • OBJECTIF GENERAL : 
Mode1iser les resu1tats experimentaux obtenus a la suite des essais des 
programmes EDITH, CYFON et CRU IFON, en vue de leur utilisation comme 
module de terme source dans lea codes d'evaluation de la part de conta-
mination du circuit primaire imputable aux produits de fission, le code 
PROFIP et les codes EDF notamment. Proposer une reglementation propre a 
maintenir les doses re~ues par le personnel d'exploitation ainsi que les 
rejets dans des limites acceptables. 
<:) 2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS : 
1/ Modeliser les rejets dans le circuit primaire a partir de crayons 
presentant une rupture de gaine en fonctionnement A puissance cons· 
tante, mais en incluant les demarrages et les arrets ; 
2/ }!odeliser les rejets en exploitation en suivi de charge. 
3/ Realiser des essais supplementaires pour preciser le profil thermique 
des crayons rompus (EDITH 3, FURET 28, FURET 29). 
4/ Valider les modeles proposes pour des crayons de longueur normale. 
5/ Proposer une mise en forme des resultats utilisable en vue de la 
redaction d'un texte reglementaire. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME : 
Sans objet pour la partie de l'action relative a la modelisation propre-
ment dite. 
- ).oo-
4. ETAT DE L1 ETUDE : 
1. Avancement a ce jour 
Une premilre analyse des r'sultata des programmes EDITH et CYFON 
a ~t~ faite. 
2. Resultats ·essentiels 
En fonctionnement permanent, Je taux d'activite relache ··crott avec la 
puissance lineique du crayon jusqu 1 a 20 KW.m-1. Au-dela, il ne paratt .. 
pas relie de fa~on sensible a la puissance. 
Les cyclages de puissance provoquent un tres fort accroissement de la 
fraction relach~e. Des pies d'activite apparaissent au moment des va-
riations de puissance. L1 importance et la position de ces pies depen-· 
dent des valeurs des paliers hauts et bas. Le taux de relachement 
parait determin·e par 1 1 equilibre entre 1 1 eau et la vapeur dans le 
jeu entre le combustible et la gaine. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
1/ Preciser le profil thermique des crayons rompus. 
2/ Fournir une modelisation chiffree des phenomenes observes. 
3/ Transposer cette modelisation a des crayons de longueur standard, 
dans des conditions d 1 exploitation representatives d 1 un reacteur 
de puissance. 
6. RELATION AVEC D1 AUTRES ETUDES : 
En dehors des programmes EDITH, CYFON et CRUSIFON deja nommes, cette 
action est en relation avec les etudes du DRE sur la mise au point du 
code PROFIP, ainsi qu 1avec les activites du Groupe mixte EDF-CEA de 
suivi de la contamination dans la Centrale de FESSENHEIM. 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE : 
Aucun document n 1 a encore ete publie a ce jour. 







TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: ,, l .• 
Analisi di prodotti di fissione breve ITALY emettitori ( a vita 
-presenti nel fluido primario di un reattore LWR SPONSOR: . 
ENEL 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
fission in Politecnico di Milano Analysis of short-lived y-emi tter. products the (*) 




INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1974 1981 A. Foglio Para- Poli teen 
M.Mandelli-Bettoni STATUS: LAST UPDATING: G.Sandrelli - ENEL 
In proeress July 1979 
(*) lstituto di Ingegneria Nucl~are CESNEF 
1. General aim 
To improve the most common metho9 used in a nuclear power plant LWR, operatlng 
in normal conditions, for the detection of failed fuel elements, based on the 
mc~surcment of short-lived r-emitter fission products in the main coolant and in 
the off-gases. 
2. Particular objectives 
2.1 To select in the 0 -spec~ra emitted by samples of main coolant and off-gases 
a number of lines certainly free from interferences due either to long-lived 
fission products or to activation products. 
2.2 To check the relialibity of available techniques for automatic 
unfolding. 
O -spectrum 
2.3 To reanalyze thoroughly the theory of fission product release from fuel 
elements, adapting it to the complex operating conditions of a power plant. 
3. Experimental facilities 
All measurements were performed at ENEL nuclear power plant. 
4. Project status and essential results 
The points 2.1 and 2.2 have been completed. The results of the study carried out 
according to the point 2.3 have been successfully applied to the analysis of the 
radioiodines and radioactive fission gases in the main coolant at Trino Vercellese 
power plant1 operating at full load and in stretch-out conditions. Also the agree-
ment betwee~ theory and measurements at Garigliano plant turned out to be fully 
satisfactory. 
5. Next steps 
The same procedure will be applied to the analysis of fission products in the 











'I'ITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Analysis of short-lived 0 -emitter fission 
products in the main coolant of Light Water 
Reactors 
CLASSIFICATION: 
5.1 , .. : ·" 
Afterwards this research will be extended to the analysis of the fission products 
.released at the reactor shut-down. 
6. Reference documents 
Internal progress reports. 
7. Degree of availability 
To a limited extent, available with the authorization of the sponsoring orga-
nization. 
ENEL- CRTN, Bastioni Porta Vo1tn 10, I-20121 Mi~ano 








Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassiflkation/Ciasaification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.1. - 31.12.1978 5.2 06.0l.ll/03A~NS 4315) 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Versuche zur Erfassung und Begrenzung der Freisetzung FRG 
von Spalt- und Aktivierungsprodukten Fordernde Institution/Sponsor . BMFT beim Kernschmelzen 
Auttragnehmer/Contraetor 
Kernforschungszentrum 
Experiments on Determination and Limitation of , Karlsruhe, Projekt 
Fission and Activation Product Release during Nukleare Sicherheit, IRCH Core Meltdown 
Arbeltsbeg 1 n n /1m tia ted Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1973 Dr. H. Albrecht 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittel/Funds 
continuing Dec. 1978 
0 I. General Aim 
Determination of the release fraction of the radioactive core inventory for 
various coremelting conditions. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Quantitative investigation of the release of fission and activation products 
during core heat-up and from a liquid melt, including also concrete; charac-
terization of the physical and chemical behavior of the released products; 
development of techniques for reducing the release. 
3. Research Program 
3. I Experiments with 30 g of inactive corium to investigate the melt behavior during 
induction heating in a Th02 crucible and to measure the release-fractions of the 
main components of the melt (Fe, Cr, Mn, Ni, Zr, U) as a function of temperature, 
atmosphere, and pressure. 
3. 2 ~xperiments with 30 g of corium containing activated steel and Zircaloy. for 
preparation of tests with active fissium (see 3.3) and to measure release 
fractions of those elements which can not be analyzed precisely in the tests 
with inactive corium (e.g. Sn, Zr). 
3.3 Release experiments with masses of 30 g- 3 kg corium containing slightly active 
fissium with simulated burn-up in the range of 10.000 - 50.000 MWd/t; same 
parameters as under 3.1. 
3.4 Release experiments with fissium/corium and additions of CaO, Sio2, concrete, 
and other materials. 
-2-
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4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
- Melting furnace SASCHA 
- transport and collection system for the released products 
- facility for production of slightly active fissium (FIFA) 
-several computer codes for evaluation of gamma-ray spectra using a PDP-11 or 
IBM-370 computer. ; 1 
5. Progress to Date 
a) Reconstruction of the experimental facility: 
In future release experiments with melt masses of 100 g up to more than 
1 kg, the concentration of the aerosol particles above the melt is expected 
to be about one order of magnitude higher than in previous experiments with 
30 g corium. The transport and collection system was reconstructed, there-
fore, by increasing the diarreter of the tubes, valves, and membrane filters. 
In addition, the electric power of the high frequency generator has been 
increased to 250 kW. It is no~ possible to melt fuel rod specimens of 65 mm 
length which contain 6 pellets in closed Zircaloy tubes. Thus, the influ-
ence of chemical reactions between the cladding material and the fission 
products or the fuel is more realistically covered than in previous experi-
ments. 
b) Completion of the fissium production facility FIFA: 
After installation of additional devices such as a welding apparatus for 
enclosing the fissium pellets in Zircaloy tubes, a series of tests was 
carried out for optimizing the temperature program during sintering, mea-
surement of the weight loss during sintering, and determination of the 
pellet homogeneity. 
c) Release Experiments: 
Five release experiments have been carried out under air with maximum tem-
peratures ranging from 1920°C to 2400°C. The mass of the corium samples 
was 300 g in two cases and otherwise 148 g. For I, Cs, Se, and Cd, tem-
perature-dependent release curves could be determined by use of an online 
meaaurement technique. For Zr, Mo, Ru, Ag, Sb, Ba, Ce, Nd as well as for 
t··..,, c~. Co, and }fn, the integral release was measured for each experiment. 
system pressure: 
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simulated burn-up 
of the fissium pellets: 40 000 MWd/t 
6. Results 
The results summarized below C?rrespond to the point 3.3 of the research pro-
gram: 
a) The release of cesium and iodine is le&s than 1 % for temperatures up to 
0 1200 C. It can be concluded, therefore, that both elements are present in 
the fuel as compounds. A total release is obtained for I up to 2000°C and 
for Cs up to 2400°C when realistic heat-up rates are applied. 
b) The behavior of selenium is quite different if a reaction with the zircaloy 
cladding material can take place than in the case where the fuel pellet 1s 
not encapsulated in zircaloy. In the second case the fractional release was 
24 % for temperatures up to 1800°C whereas it was'one order of magnitude 
less in the first case. For tellurium, a similar chemical reaction and hence 
a similar reduction of relepse is expected, since Te is a homologous element 
of Se. 
c) The fractional release of ruthenium up to 2400°C was 0.8 % which indicates 
that high volatile oxides (Ru02 , Ru03, Ruo4) have been formed only to a 
small extent. This was not caused by a lack of oxygen supply within the 
crucible but rather by the shielding effect of the cladding, by the thermal 
instability of these oxides, and by the heat-up rate (cf.a)). 
d) The chemical form of barium is apparently not metall.ic, because the frac-
tional release up to 2400°C was only 2 % and the boiling point of ele-
mental barium is 1638°C. 
7. Next Steps 
a) Continuation of the experiments 1n air with melt masses of 150/300 g of 
corium 
b) Preparations for release experiments 
- in steam atmosphere with samples in the same mass range as above 




1.1. - 31.12.1978 06.01~11/03A (PNS 4315) 
8. Relation with other Projects 
9. 
PNS 4316: Development and Ope'ration of Faci:l.i:t:i:es for the I'nvest.i:gation 
of Fission Product Release in anLWR Core Metdown Accident 
References 
Report KFK-2600 (1978) pp. 41' 429 (in German) 
pp. 95 (in English) 
Report KFK-2700 (1978) pp. 32, 4300-19 (~n German) 
pp. 87 (in English) 
H. Albrecht, V. MatschoB, H. Wild: 
Experimente zur Erfassung der Freisetzung von Spalt- und Aktivierungsprodukten 
beim Coreschmelzen, Reaktortagung, 4.-7. April, Hannover 
H. Albrecht, V. MatschoB, H. Wild: 
Release of Fission and Activation Products during LWR Core Meltdown, ENS/ANS 
Topical Meeting on Nuclear Power R~actor Safety, Brussels, Oct. 16-19, 1978 
H. Albrecht, A.P. Malinauskas: 
Spaltprodukt-Quellterme bei Ktihlmittelverluststorfallen und hypothetischen 
Kernschmelzenunfallen, Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit, Jahreskolloquium, 
28./29.11.1978, KFK-2770 (in press). 





BerichtsZPI!r;:Jum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kenn?PirhPn 'Project Number 
1 . 1. - 31.12.1978 5.2 06.01. I I/04A -(PNS 4316) 
Vorhaben/Pro1ect Title Land/Country 
Entwicklung und Betrieb von Anlagen zur Untersuchung Fro 




Development and Operation of Facilities for the, Projekt Nukleare 
Investigation of Fission Product Release in an LWR Sicherheit, 
Core Meltdown Accident Abt.Ingenieurtechnik 
Arbe1tsbeg1nnllnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter ~es Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1972 Peri ic 
Stand der Arb911en/Status Benchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittel/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
1. General Aim 
Investigation into the release and transport of radioactive materi-
als under different core meltdown conditions (see project PNS 4315}. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Development of technical means for performing tests allowing to 
I 
record and limit the release of fission and activation products 
during core meltdowns. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Development of a melting facility for generating simulated core 
melts (CORIUM) . 
3.2 Development of a facility for generating nuclear fuel material 
with a simulated burnup (FISSIUM}. 
3.3 Development of a measuring technique for monitoring the molten 
pool temperatures. 
3.4 Development of melting crucible configurations allowing to retain 
corium melts. 
3.5 Operation of the experimental facilities. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
4.1 Melting facility for low activity specimens (SASCHA). It is heated 
by direct coupling of the melt in the induction field of the 
inductor. Working frequency 50 kHz, terminal power 250 kW, molten 
mass 5.0 kg. 
4.2 Vacuum melting furnace, resistance heated, max. 3000°C, 1 1 volume. 
-2-
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4.3 Induction facility 500kHz, 12 kW. 
4.4 Facility for the fabrication of nuclear fuel with simulated burnup 
(FIFA). Nominal throughput per month 700 g of fissium pellets. 
5. Progress to Date 
Ad 3.1 Conversion work was performed in the SASCHA facility. A new 
coaxial power lead-in was developed. 
Ad 3.5 Test operation was begun in late September 1978 in the SASCHA 
facility. 
6. Results 
Ad 3.1 The SASCHA facility was converted for operation with corium 
melts on a kilogram scale. The coaxial power lead-in installed 
lends itself for operation of the facility under air and inert 
gas atmospheres, respectively. However, for operation under .• a 
water vapor atmosphere a new coaxial power lead-in had to be 
designed. Unlike the old version, which had been cast in silicone 
rubber, all electrically insulating components are now made of 
Al 2o3 ceramics. Completion of the new coaxial system is expected 
for the first quarter of 1979. 
Ad 3.2 The work was completed on schedule. 
Ad 3.3 The work was completed on schedule. 
Ad 3.4 The work was completed on schedule for melting crucibles up 
to SO mm in diameter. 
Ad 3.5 Test operation of the SASCHA facility was begun in late 
September 1978; the plant has so far performed 14 melting 
experiments after conversion. 
The FIFA facility is operated by the KTB Department of KfK. 
7. Next Steps 
Ad 3.1 The new coaxial power lead-in will be installed in the SASCHA 
facility. Afterwards the facility will be accepted, trial 
operation and test operation with corium melts on a kilogram 
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8. Relation with Other Projects 
PNS 4315: Experimen.ts on Determination and Limitation of 
Fission and Activation Product Release During 
Core Meltdown 
9. References 


















Berichtszeitraum/Period Kla&51flkation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/ProJect Number 
01 01. - 31 12 1978 5 2 06 01 13/03A fPNS 4333) 
Vorhaben/Project T1tle Land/Country 
Theoretische Arbeiten zur Beschreibung der FRG 
Aktivitatsfreisetzung beim Kernschmelzen Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Analytical Work on the Prediction of Activity 
Kernforschungszentrum 
Karlsruhe 
Release in a Core Meltdown Accident 
Projekt Nukleare Sicherhei 
TNR 
Arbe1tsbegmn/ln1tiated Arbe1tsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
01.01.1978 31.12.1979 Dr. E. Fischer 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittel/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
-.... I . General Aim 
'-i) 
\ 
-~ .. ) 
Development of a computer code to describe the release, transport and sedimenta-
tion of aerosols in core melt-down accidents. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Development of theoretical models for the description of the activity release in 
' 
the different phases of a core melt-down accident. The experimental results ob-
tained in the melting plant SASCHA shall be used to guide the modeling work. 
3. Research Program 
Identification of the physical and chemical processes which determine the fission 
product release during the different phases of the accident. Development of mod-
els suitable to describe these processes. Check of the models by experimental 
results obtained at the melting plant SASCHA. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
5. Progress to Date 
The fission products ruthenium and cesium may contribute significantly to the 
damage potential caused by a core meltdown accident /1/. Therefore, the release 
of Ru and Cs was estimated, taking into account the chemical reactions they may 
undergo. 
A model for the release from non-boiling, homogeneous melts was developed /2/. 
An analytic expression for the mass transfer from a liquid pool to a moving gas 
atmosphere was used to predict experimental release rates. This model was used 
to analyze experimental data from SASCHA experiments with fissium (release of Sb 
-2-
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and Cs), and with corium E :(release of several elements in the melt). 
6. Results 
The analysis of the SASCHA experiment S-172 with fissium gave the following 
result: For Sb, the calculated release was 0.8 times the experimental value, for 
Cs it was a factor of 6.4 higher /2/. It was assumed in the calculation that Cs 
was present as a metal in the melt. If this is not correct, the overestima~ion 
can be explained. However, recently an experiment with corium E /3/ was also 
analyzed. The release of different elements (Fe, Cr, Mn, Sb, Sn) was overesti-
mated, on the average, by one order of magnitude. 
7. Next Steps 
An attempt will be made to explain the existing overestimation of the release. 
It may be necessary to modify the model. Further on, it is planned to study the 
influence of the atmosphere on the release. 
8. Relation to other Projects 
PNS 4315 
9. References 
/1/ Reactor Safety Study, Appendix VI 
WASH-1400 (1975) 
/2/ w. Breitung: "Zur analytischen Beschreibung der in SASCHA-Experimenten 
gemessenen Spaltproduktfreisetzung" 
PNS-Halbjahresbericht 1978/1, KFK-2700 (1978) 
/3/ H. Albrecht, V. Matschoss, H. Wild 
Investigation of Activity Release during LWR Core Meltdown 
Nucl. Tech. 40 (1978), 278 






148 ,1. Ol 5-2 
TITRE Pays 
FLASH :· EVALUATION DU TAUX D'EMISSION DES PRODUITS FRANCE 
DE FISSION AU COURS D'UN ACCIDENT DE PERTE DU REFRI-
GERANT PRIMAIRE DANS UN REACTEUR A EAU SOUS PRESS ION .+-=o=-r-g_a_c."7i-s-me~D:-l.:-. r_e_c._t_e_u_r---'1 
TIIU: (.Anglais) 
FLASH : ASSESSMENT OF THE FISSION PRODUCTS RELEASE 
RATE DURING A LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT IN A PRESSU-
RIZED WATER REACTOR. 




1 • OBJECTIF GENERAL : 
Etar: ac.cuel 
EN COURS 
Derniere mise a JOUr 
MISE A. JOUR N° I AU 13. 12. 7€ 





Determiner le taux de relachement des produits de fission hors d'un crayon 
subissant une rupture de gaine lors d'un accident de perte du refrigerant 
primaire ayant pour consequence une temperature de gaine comprise entre 800 
et 1200 °C. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS : 
1. Etudier le relachement par lavage ou effet thermique des produits de fis:: ... · 
sion condensables, notamment l'iode, le cesium et le tellure, initialement 
pieges par depot dans le jeu. 
2. Verifier les hypotheses usuelles de degagement des gaz rares radioactifs a 
partir de l'emission hors de la gaine rompue. 
3. Etudier l'effet du transitoire sur l~taux de degagement. 
4. Etudier le degagement post-accidentel. 
5. Etudier, si possible, le taux d'immobilisation des produits de fission sous 
forme de composes. 
6. Modeliser les resultats obtenus. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME : 
Ces essais sont realises dans un dispositif compose d'une partie basse GRIFFON 
et d'une partie haute FLASH, et installe dans le reacteur SILOE a Grenoble. 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
1. Avancement a ce jour 
L'~tude neutronique et thermique du dispositif est terminee. Elle a mon-
tre la faisabilite du scenario suivant : 
Puissance : 40 KW.m-1 , pression: 13 MPa, temperature de gaine : 330 °C, 
Chasse de 1'eau primaire pour simuler l'accident, suivie d'une depressu-
risation primaire jusqu'a 2 MPa. 
La maquette munie d'un crayon e1ectrique a fonctionne en juil1et 1978. 
E11e a permi de va1ider 1es calculs ; a partir du scenario ci-dessus, 
on obtient une evolution de la temperature jusqu'a 1000 °C, en 3'minutes. 
2. R~sultats essentiels : 
Sans objet : 1a phase experimentale du. programme n'a pas encore debute. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES : 
La premiere irradiation est prevue dans le cours du premier trimestre de 197~ 
6. RELATION AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES : 
Cette etude doit etre utilisee pour l'ana1yse de surete des reacteurs a eau 
ordinaire sous pression (evaluation du terme source de contamination lors 
d'un accident de perte du refrigerant primaire). A ce titre, elle est comple· 
mentaire du proj~t PHEBUS. 
) 
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TITLE (Ac.glais) ·organisme executeur 
DSN-SRS-SESTR/CADARACHE 
Responsable 
Date de demarrage Etat ac:1:uel Scl.ec.tifl.ques 
1976 En cours . 
Date d'ac:hevemec.t Deruiere mise a jour 
. 
1981 15.12.78 
1. OBJECTIF GENERAL 
L'action a ete redefinie 1ors d'une reunion SESRS/SESTR. Les themes d'etu-
de proposes correspondent a~x besoins i)entifies pour p.raciser les consequences 
radiologiques des accident~ de dimensionnement et des accidents hypothttiques. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
1/ Comportement de 1'iode dans 1 'enceinte 
1.1. -·Determination de 1'isotherme d'adsorption de 1 'iode par 1e beton 
et 1 'acier peint ou non en fonction de: pression temperature 
(vapeur prechauffee) et mesure du coefficient de partage atmos-
phere eau (va·peur saturante). 
1.2. -;Taux de remise en suspension de 1 ~iode adsorbe sur une paroi 
ou dans 1 'eau en ~as de depressurisation (cinetiq~e) . 
. 
1.3. - Determination de 1a repartitio.n des iodes penetrants - non pe-
. netrant dans une enceinte adiabatique, (pression de vapeur 
seche ou saturante, 140° C- 170° C)'; recherche de l'etat 





:.· P~rametres - masse d'iode inject~e. 
-·forme d 1 iode inject~e. 
- presence de matlriaux organiques, 
- rapport surface/volume; 
.. ·- irradiation. 
. . .. . 
··--
--' -
2/- Parti~ipation au programme PHEBUS mesure de 1 1 ~mission de radio-
activ.it~ dans un accident de perte de r~f~ig.~rant. Mesures ~es· pro-
suits.·de· fission ·~mis, mesure d 1 hydrogene, ~tude du ·COmportement des 
. . . 
P.F dans l 1 enceinte' de d~pressurisation. 
. . . . . . 
•. . 
3/- D~finition d 1 u~ projet d 1 exp~rien~e visant.a pr~ciser le terme 
:. · d1 enii.Ssion de p~oduits de.fissfori en cas 4e cisaitle~en.t d~~n·a·ssem-
. · blage de combust~ble ir~adie, 1'ors d 1 un. accident .. de. manutenti:on. . () · 
. . 
•' . . . 
. ·. 
. . .. .. . .. 
.. . 
. ·. -. Cuve 400.litres~ ·pression.·lo bars.·· 
• 0 • • •• 
PROGRAMHE : .. ··· .. . .  
PCHNT 1.1 et 1.2 · ••• : •.••• ~ •• · •••.• ;.~; •• ~ .••.••.• · •••. ~~ ..... 1979-80 
• • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • : • • 0 0 • 0 ~· • • \ • • , • 
POINT 1.3 ·; .......... ·~··~··~.· ..... ;~ .• ·.~ .• -...... .-~ •.• · ••.••.• · •.•• : •••. ~ ... _.1979-81 
' POINT 2. 
POINT 3. 
•••••••• ! •.••••••• ·• .............. • ....................... • 1 i e au p 1 ann.i ng 
. · . . . ··· · ·. · · · · · · · . ; : · · · SES 
I . 
••••••••••.• : ~ •.•••.• · •• • .••. • ••.•.•• • : • •• ~ • • : • •.• ~ .... •. •.• • . ·1.9.79 .. 
4. ETAT 01 AVENCE~1ENT 
.... 
. ~ 
.. • .. 
1/ Experience Piree-Manutention .. 
L I etude theorique a inontre qu~ ce parametre·, qui determine la surface 
d'ichange est le plus important par r.apport au~ paramltres : tempirat·ure, concen-
tration. Un montage. experimental simulan:t. la p~rtie haute d'un .assemblage combus- · 
tible a ete realise et est en cours d'essais. . . 
2/ Phebus ·· 
Les divers appareils sont realises (May Pac.k) ou· en 'cours de ~ealisation 
(coquilles chau'ffantes)• Le banc d'essais est termine: 
3/ Formes d'iode 
La con.clusion de l'~tude thior.ique est la suivante :·la presence d'ipdo-
methane ( ICHJ.) dans 1' eau d 1 un PWR ou dans ., 1 enceinte est improbab1 e. 
La mise au · point de I a recherche des formes d"' i ode dans 1 ··eau des PWR 
, S 1 es poursuivie. ·.Apres les essais i ·haute temper.ature nous allons explorer la 
, I 
I 





4/ Depot d'iode sur le beton 
Les generateurs de vapeur et d'iode moleculaire ont ete realises et 
etalonnes. L'etuae est etenaue aux accidents hors aimens1onnement ca~ ~ .~ 
rupture de 1 'enceinte, les depots sont-ils reemis ? 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES (1979) 
1/ Determjnation de 1 'isotherme d'adsorption de l'iode par le beton en 
fonction de la temperature et de l'humidite relative : 
' Les essais seront effectues dans un reacteur en verre a la pression at-
mospher.ique~ 
1° Semestre etude en faisant varier la temperature de.40°C a 170°C avec 
de 1 'air sec. 
2°·Semestre meme etude en faisant. varier l'humidite relative •. 
2/ Reemission de l'iode adsorbe par balayage d'air. 
3/. Determination de la ~e·partitio.n des i~des. penetrants non penetrants~ - ~ . 
· ,. ·.dans une enceinte. 
Une phase preparatoire a 1 'etude complete consistera a etudier le compor-
tement des ~lay Packs en fonction de la variation du terme source. 
La ·realisation des eq~ipements necessaires a 1 'etude complete (cuve et 
materiel de mesure associe) pourra ~tre entreprise en fonction des disponibili.tes 
fi nanci eres. 
4/ Phebus 
Les essais programmes cette annee par le SES seront effectues a l'aide 
de combustiblevierge a f~le puissance·. La p~obabili.te. de ru!)tu~e de ~aine est faib e~ 
q,n.. se contente~a done de sui.vre 1 es essais. ' 
On effectuera les etalonnages necessaires pour les mesures en spectra y 
qui seront effectuees par la suite •. 








7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
J.M. VINSON - N. SESTR 19 • 13/10/78 
Etudes des possibilites de formation de l'i.odomethane dans les 
reacteurs a eau pressurisee 
.. 
B. BOSCA - J.M. VINSON ~ G. MINGY~LLA - J.M. DUBOIS 
Etude par une methode electroc~imique des formes de·l 1 iode dans 
l'eau primaire des reacteurs pressurises 
SESTR 12/78. 
J. PORCHERON 
. Experience PIGME ~Accident de manutention de.combustible irradie • 
. Influence des conditi.ons. de· rupture e:t de· .la retention· de .1 1 iode .dan-s 
. . . 
. . 
· la gai ne~ 
Nt· SESTR. 20. 
Mise au point et etalonnage d'~n generate~r d 1 iod~ molecul~ire 
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' NATURE CHIMIQUE DES PRODUITS DE FISSION DANS LE 
COMBUSTIBLE DES REACTEURS A EAU. 
TITLE (.o\nglais) 
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF FISSION PRODUCTS IN LWR 
FUEL ELEMENT 
Dace de deJ:;:.ar::age Ecat accuel 
1. 79 
Date d'achevemant Deruiere mise a jour 
. 
12.79 1. 79 








Connaissance de la nature chimique des produits de fission pendant les di;f~­
rentes phases des a~cidents hors dimensionnement entratnant la fusion du coeur. 
2 ·. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS : 
Effectuer une etude bibliographique d'une part, et, d'autre part d"e rassembler 
l'ensemble des connaissances- actuellement acquises sur ce sujet au cours de 
travaux ant~rieurs. Cette ~tude serait limitee au combustible des reacteurs 
l eau. Elle serait compl~tee par une etude de faisabilit~ d'une experience en 
pile pouvant aller jusqu'l la fusion des pastilles du combustible en atmos-
ph~re controUe. 
...... 
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Berekening van hoeveelheden radioac'tivi-
tcit vrijkomend bij een ernstig raactor-
on~,;eval. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
C~lculation of the quantities of 
raiioactivity released as a result of a 
scr1ous reactor accident 
1:\JITIATED : LASTUPDATING : 1978 










In analysing .the risk of a nuclear power· plant for the 
surrounding population one has, among other things, to consider 
the quantity and the nuclide spectrum of the radioactivity 
released to the environment as a resul~ 6f a reactor accident 
with a non z~ro probability. ~ 
Particular objectives 
Calculations are performed with the programme CORRAL developed 
by Battelle Nl-.' USA. Minor changes were introduced. 
The basic objective has been to contribute in the risk analysis 





I. Necessary calculations have been performed. An improvement in applied input data to the programme CORRAL could be usefull. 
Next steps ·· 
Not applicable. 
Equivnl<'nt calculations arc performed in .the USA as a contribution 
to the Rasmussen-study (WASH-1400). ~ 
Reference documents 
Sec 2 and 6. 
Der,ree of availability 
Internal report • 
- ,. 
' n 
. AS THIS PROJECT IS TERMINAT£D, NO FORMAT WILL BE 
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Aktivated Corrosion Products in LWR Loops Reaktortechnik 
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Development of realistic contamination models for LWR 
primary coolant circuits with the aim to reduce the activity 
level of the circuits and loops, i. e. reduce irradiation 
exposure of the control and maintenance personnel in nuclear 
power plants. 
Particular Objectives 
Improvement and completion of our knowledge of the sources, 
formation mechanisms as well as the transportation and depo-
sition behaviour of those radionuclides which are primarily 
responsible for contamination of circuits and systems of 
LWRs, i. e. for the local dose rates in the plant as well as 
for the activity inventory of radioactive wastes. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Compilation and evaluation of operating date for PWRs and 
BWRs. 
3.2 Data balancing in order to identify radionuclide sources. 
3.3 Evaluation of the actual co-contents in the construction 
materials. 
Improvement of analytical methods. 
Specific PWR tests. 
Variation of operation parameters. 
Exchange behaviour of deposit- and protective layers. 




















Contamination influence of high-Co-Containing materials 
in a neutron field. 
List of PWR and BWR contamination models. 
Experimental Facilities 
The necessary test facilities for radio-chemistry, the 
analysis and measurement techniques, and, the coolant 
chemistry and hot cell techniques are available. All 
measurements necessary will be performed in KWU 
laboratories. 
Provision of various analysis samples (system- and fuel 
assembly deposits), the collection of several data points 
are closely tied in with reactor refuelling shutdowns·. 
Progress to Date 
In some PWR and BWR plants, aerosol and reactor water 
samples are taken from the coolant once a month during 
an operating cycle under constant-load conditions and 
analyzed for the specific activities of 55-Fe and 60-Co. 
The first results are available for KKS. 
The investigations for developing an analytical method 
for the specific 63Ni activity are drawing to a close. 
Research has begun into possibilities for analyzing 
specific 59Ni activity. 
Primary water samples were taken during the shut-
downs for the 1st and 2nd refuelings in Biblis-A 
and analyzed for specific activities of 55-Fe and 60-Co. 
These operations have been conc~uded. 
Particulates have been taken from different systems 
by the Stade plant laboratory during the shutdowns for 
the 4th and 5th refuelings and in the start-up phases 
for the 5th and 6th cycles. The specific activities 
of 55-Fe, 59-Fe and 60-Co were determined from these 
samples. 
In KW0·3 primary water samples were taken during plant 
start-up for the 8th refueling and analyzed separately 
fo.r particulates >-0.45 \.liD and "soluble" corrosion 
-3-
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To 3.6 
products < 0.45 ~m. 
Specific 55Fe, ~ 9 Fe and 60co activities and the Ni contents 
were determined in the primary coolant samples drawn in 
K\vO upstream and downstream of the particulate filters 
during undisturbed constant-load operation. 
In GKN, samples were taken of the deposits in the following 
primary system components during the shutdown for the 1st 
refueling: pressurizer safety valve, No. 1 steam 
generator manhole cover, reactor coolant and residual heat 
removal pumps. The deposit samples were analyzed for 
specific activities of Fe-55 and Co-60. The results of the 
Fe and Fe-55 analyses are available; the Co analyses have 
not yet been completed. 
Reactor water samples were taken from the KWW cycle 
during constant load,phases. Specific activities of 60co, 
55 Fe and 59 Fe were determined on one of the reactor 
coolant samples. 




Nickel has to be separated chemically to determine the 
63Ni activity. Afterwards, 63Ni activity can be determined 
by the fluid scintillation method. With this, the 59Ni 
activity interferes, so that this radionuclide has also to 
be determined. Preliminary studies have so far been 
concluded, that a start can be made on determining the 
analytical limits, accuracy and reproducibility of the 
method. 
The investigations carried out until now show that in PWR 
1 'f' ti 't' f 60c.o, 55Fe and 59 Fe 1'n p ants, specl. l.C ac Vl. l.es o 
Particulates > 0.45 ~mare clearly higher than in the so-
called "soluble" portion of corrosion products. 
In contrast to this, the analyses of the BWR coolant sample 
showed an approximately equal distribution of the specific 
60co, 55 Fe and 59 Fe activities to the particulates > 0.45 ~m 
and the "soluble" portion. Whether this was a chance result 
for the BWR sample or really a different distribution of 








It can be deduced from the divergence of the specific 59 Fe 
and 55 Fe activities of particulates > 0.45 ~m, that the 
specific Fe activities have not arisen from one single 
activation in the neut~on field but that multiple activations 
with decay times interspersed between them outside the 
neutron field probably played a part. 
7. Next Steps 
To 3.5 
+ 3.6 
Further determinations of specific activities of different 
radionuclides in samples from BWR and PWR loops. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
10. De~ree of Availability 
- "H..'T-
Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassiflkation/Ciaseifillatlon Kennliilll'lhan/Pro)eet NwffiDer 
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KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Dose Reduction Reak tortechnik 
R 312, Erlangen 
Arbellsbeglnn/lnillated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Pro)ect Leader 
1. 4. 76 30. 9 . 80 Dr. Wille 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittel/Funds 
Continuing 31 . 12. 78 
1. General Aim 
Improvement of currently used units and development of 
advanced techniques to handle gaseous and liquid radio-
active waste, their optimization and the application of 
both lab and operating plant experience to technically 
mature systems. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1 §~2~2~2-~9~!Y~~~~2 
In order to reduce radiation exposure, the quantities of 
long-lived nuclides which are released by leakage and upon 
reactor shutdown will be reduced as much as possible by 
continuous extraction of radioactive gases from the primary 
coolant. 
In addition, further improvement of the measurement and 
control of hydrogen and oxygen in the off-gas system 
will be pursued. 
2.2 Water-Soluble Activities 
By use of a Caesium-specific Ion exchange resin, an 
increased service life and minimization of Cs-build-up 
in the primary coolant, thereby leading to a reduction 
of personnel exposure, will be achieved. In addition, 
waste water evaporator distillates from NPP will be de-
contaminated with I. T. to achieve optimum waste water 
purification 
2.3 Q~S2~~~~~~~~~2~ 
Decontamination methods will be further developed to the 
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of personnel during repair work. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 §~~-!~~e!~~~~ 
Laboratory test and evaluation of a noble gas separating 
test facility and development of an overall applicable 
system, examination of oxygen- and hydrogen measurin~ 
apparatus and selection of measurement procedure. 
3.2 Water-Soluble Active Wastes 
---------------------------
Examinations of decontamination of primary coolant and 
waste water evaporator distillates with filters and Ion-
exchangers; magnitude and origin of corrosion products 
in the primary coolant (primary circuit and emergency 
systems). 





Decontamination of large-scale tanks in NPPs by means 
of special methods; preparation and treatment of 
decontamination solutions. 
Experimental Facilities 
Tests will be performed at model test stands available 
either in Erlangen or in NPPs. 
Progress to Date 
Cold tests were performed for the operational modes of 
purging with a gas free of noble gas and for the motive 
gas mode. The last two tests were performed with a purge 
gas flow with a krypton/xenon ratio that could be the same 
as the ratio during power plant operation found empirically 
in the least favorable conditions. 
Constant gas flow control by the low-temperature system was 
by way of trial altered to being a function of the gas flow 
pressure at the inlet and not a function of the flow rate, 
as was the case until now. 
New calib~ation curves had to be drawn for the gas chro-
matograph because of the higher concentration of noble gas 
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To 3.2 
To 3.3 
and activated charcoal samples for analysis. 
Necessary maintenance jobs and reconstruction were carried 
out, including the preparation of radioactivity measuring 
points so that, as far as was possible, a change could be 
made from manual operation to automatic. 
The dismantled adsorber unit was refilled with activated 
charcoal and assembled using for flask 1-3 used activated 
charcoal but for flask 4-7 fresh activated charcoal. 
Two measuring heads were made to measure radioactivity and 
lead plates ordered to shield the measuring points. A 
separate instrument line was laid for a-measurement so 
that a changeover can be made from a-measurement to y-
measurement depending on the measuring gas radioactivity. 
Adsorber unit cooling with liquid nitrogen is now under-
taken by a control circuit, so that constant charcoal 
Lem~eraLures can be expected during operation. The ex-
perimental plant has been moved to the radio chemistry 
section and a helium leak test already performed. 
In December, a particle counter was tested in Gosgen 
Nuclear Power Plant near the seal water filters during 
the 2nd hot trial operation. All resin samples taken in 
Biblis B NPP in May and July were analyzed with regard 
to nuclides. 
The reconditioning of decontamination solutions containing 
complexing agents was examined: 
- Development of quantitative analysis methods to include 
the complexing agents 
- Studies concerning the treatment of original deconta-
mination solutions from the chemical two-stage de-
contamination process 
- Studies concerning the treatment of diluted deconta-
mination solutions such as reinsingand washing solutions, 
etc. 
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6. 
To 3.1 
All stages of the process should be automated as far as 
possible in order to reduce the radiation exposure of the 
0econtamination staff. ·This is achieved by the remote in-
dication of the following criteria: liquid levels tempera-
tures and pH values of solutions; positions of distributor 
valves, pums and heaters. 
All above-mentioned parameters can be corrected by remote 
control operation and positions changed on individual 
components. 
A test program was prepared to optimize the single-
stage decontamination (soft decontamination) process 
1. Oxide solving tests as a function of the acid 
concentration, pH value and temperature. 
2. Definition of corrosion rates of structural materials 
used in the primary circuit under the conditions found 
in subsection 1. 
3. Temperature behaviour of acids used in autoclave tests. 
4. Finding the most suitable ion exchanger for deconta-
minating the decontamination solution produced. 
5. Testing of all results obtained in laboratory; 
(nonradioactive). 
6. Transfer of the process to the nuclear area. 
The chemical two-stage decontamination process was employed 
for decontaminating 4 reactor coolant pumps and 2 pressur-
izer heating rod bundles in Biblis Nuclear Power Plant, 
Unit A. 
Results 
The retention capacity for xenon does not present any 
problem at all compared with that for krypton, so that the 
static capacity for krypton is the factor governing system 
design. 
Prolonged purging and motive gas operation exert a major 
negative influence on the static working capacity, like 
the absolute flow of noble gas with which the irradiated 
charcoal was loaded. 
The system operated in a faultfree manner while the five 
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To 3. 1 
To 3.2 
To 3.3 
Pressure control proved to be more advantageous during 
changeover to mptive gas operation and especially during 
system startup and rundown, as the possibility of the 
refrigeration machine freezing up during rundown was 
excluded. 
An evaluation has not yet been made. 
The complexing agents can be destroyed entirely by-KMn0 4 
in the original decontamination solution. 
Good separation factors were achieved for 134 , 137cs, 124sb, 
54Mn and 65 zn after complex destruction in different 
precipitation stages. 
A study was made of the construction of a mobile de-
contamination system. The experience gained in decontamination 
operations in nuclear power plants was used as the design 
basis. 
A test program was p+epared for optimizing the soft 
decontamination process. 
In the decontamination of the reactor coolant pumps and 
heater rod bundles, the dose rate could be lowered from 
< 
max. 60 R/h to - 1 R/h. 
Next Steps 
Trial operation with active krypton can probably be started 
early next year • 
Allocation to operating data has still to be clarified. 
Mobile decontamination system 
Design of components needed for the mobile decontamination 
system. 
Soft decontamination processes. 
Start of series examinations for oxide solubility. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
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31. 12. 78 ' 
General Aim 
Previously, ~here were no requirements for ~etention·of 
noble gases cornrning up with the vent-gases of.the liquid-
waste-tanks and the gland-leak-off-system. 
Due to the extremely low release rates now demanded by 
the licensing authorities, however, noble gas retention 
systems must be developed and connected into activity 
paths previously thought to be negligible as far as 
activity is concerned. 
Particular Objectives 
Investigations will be made on activi~y-release, -paths 
and -concentration as well as on the development of 
systems for activity collectiori and retention. 
In particular, noble gas evolution and -release from 
iodine-containing ion-exchange resins,_ e.g. reactor 
water clean-up-filter, will be investigated for a 
certain period of time after resin discharge. 
Research Program 0 
Experimental determinati·on of· the noble gas release from 
ion-exc~ange resins in nuclear power plants during· 
transportation of·suspended loaded resins to the wast~ 
ca:~:...s (t~rnp.eratu.re, pressure, movement, filling- and 0 
discharge rhythm, etc). 
·-2-
. ' ... 
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3.2 Verification of the calculated noble gas concentration 
and sources by measurements performed in the components 
of the water clean-up-systems in nuclear power plants. 
3.3 Determination of iodine and noble gas paths in the 
reactorwater- and -steam circuit and the auxilliary 
systems. 
3.4 
j. r: . ::; 
3.6 
Determination of the fluid motions in the water depontami-
n<t U.on nyo tcmn with respect to quanti ties and time sequence. 
Investigations on the gas flow in the water clean-up 
systems. 
Investigations on possible gas-flow-retention within 
water clean-up system containers. ·Q 
3.7 Experimental investigation of noble gas adsorption observed 
on charcoal under the following conditions: 
3.8 
4 . 
a) loading with steam-saturated gas flows at higher 
temperatures 
b) Operation of charcoal columns during alternating 
loads (counter flow) as well as different steam satura-
tion degrees of gas flow observed at R. T. and elevat.ed 
temperature. 
c) loading with steam saturated gas flow at batch-wise 
operation and higher temperatures. 
Experimental measurements and investigations of leakages 
observed in glands and leak-off systems as well as 
possible reduction of air-in-leakages and steam contents 
in a nuclo~r power plant in ppcration. 
Concept and optimization of systems with charcoal filter 
designed for: 
a) collection of gland leakages 
b) treatment of motive air quantit.ies from water clean-up 
system containers with higher activity 
c) exhausting from the H2 concentration limitation system 
d) degasification of the primary circuit after plant 
shut down 
e) coolant filter cleaning by means of purging air. 
Test Facilities , 
I 
0 
Tests will be performed by the "Bergbauforschun~/Essen GmbH". 
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5. Progress to Date 
'l'O 3.6 Determination of the activity flow in the air circulation 
I 
system considering plant related data and the gas distri.-
bution conditions present in the various containers:~ 
I 
'l'O 3.7 The "Bergbauforschung/Es·sen" . (Mining Research Ass.), wil~· 
perform tests on loading and reflooding of ·activated·carbon, 
considering the specific design of the ·apparatus. 
TO 3.8 Concepts of a component suction system, consisting of the 
F gland leak-off, containment, ventilation- and deaerating 
systems, penetration suction·were completed in the context 
of system-, control and instrumentation technology. 
6. Results 
To 3.6· Investigations on the mixing conditions present in .the air 
phase of different containers showed that with partial 
deqrecn of filling the complete space will not participate 





- or not at all - exceeds the clearance volume, so that 




·Relation with Other Projects 
References 
V. Tiegs, W. Rilffer., P. Sydow 
Development of a Suction System for Installat1ons_and 
Fittings 
Final Report BHFT RS 238; November 1978 
10. De.::-ree o~ .;vailabili tv 
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Benchtsze1traum/Penod Klass1f1kation/Ciassification K~nnzeichen/Pjoject lumber 1. 1 • 78-31 • 12. 78 5.3 06 , 0 I • I I 0 I A PNS 4 3 11) 
Vorhaben/ProJect T1tle Land/Country 
Untersuchungen zur Wechselwirkung von Spaltprodukten FRG 
und Aerosolen in LWR-Containments Fdrdernde Institution/Sponsor BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Kernforschungszentrum 
Investigations on the interactions between fission ~arlsruhe GmbH (KFK) 
products and aerosols in the atmosphere of LWR-
containments Projekt Nukleare 
~; ,...J..,.,..J..,; t- (Pl\1~'\ - LAF I 
Arbeltsbeg,nn/lnitlated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.1. 77 31.12.81 Dr. w. Schock 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittel/Funds 
continuing December 1978 
1. General Aim 
The deposition of radioactive aerosols inside the containment building between 
formation and release to the environment has been recognized as a means of 
mitigating the radiological consequences of hypothetical accidents. To be able to 
describe and assess the various attenuation and removal mechanisms quantitatively 
will improve the validity of calculations in safety analyses. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The objective of the project 1s to describe the removal of airborne particulate 
radioactivity from the post accident atmosphere of an LWR containment. For this 
purpose a computer code NAUA will be developed on the basis of an experimentally 
verified numerical model. 
~ 3. Research Program 
...) 
3.1 Development of the theoretical NAUA-model to describe the aerosol behavior 1n 
the post accident atmosphere of an LWR-containment. 
3.2 Specification and construction of the experimental facility. 
3.3 Experimental measurement of necessary input data for the model and subsequent 
model development. 
3.4 Verification of the model and extrapolation to real containment systems. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The NAUA-facility comprises a 3 m3 thermostated vessel with an operating temperature 
range from 20 to 150°C in a saturated steam atmosphere. Steam condensation is 
initiated by adiabatic expansion of the volume. Peripheral instrumentation includes 
aerosol sources, steam generation and all the necessary particle measurement 
devices. 
-2-
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The computer code NAUA (current version Mod3) calculates the aerosol removal 
processes coagulation, sedimentation, thermophoresis and diffusion as well as steam 
condensation and the significant thermodynamic functions for realistic PWR core 
melt sequences. 
5. Progress to Date 
The experiments concerning the condensation of steam onto aerosol particle.s were 
continued varying particle size, temperature, composition of the atmosphere to 
cover the whole field of parameters necessary and to improve the statistics of the 
experimental results. Furthermore a formula was developed to take the condensation 
shape factor into account. 
6. Results 
The tendency shown already in the former experiments was confirmed that the 
heterogeneous condensation of the steam onto the particles is dominated by their 
geometrical structure and their material. This fact can be seen by the different 
condensation behavior of new and aged aerosol. The condensation onto new aerosol 
begins earlier and involves smaller particles than in the case of an aged aerosol. 
This can be explained by the aggregate structure which is far more distinct in the 
case of the new aerosol than in the case of the aged aerosol with a more spherical 
shape. Nevertheless, the calculations made parallel to the experiments show that 
the difference between the condensation velocities of the aerosols and of water 
droplets can be accounted for by a single probably material dependent shape factor. 
The insertion of the shape factor into the model NAUA-Mod3 did not change the 
results very much compared to calculations without the shape factor. If this £act 
is generally valid or depends only on the special steam source function which 
was used in the calculations has to be investigated in the future. 
7. Next Steps 
To improve the shape factor model some more experiments with soluble aerosol 
particles are necessary. The ma~n subject of the near future work, however, will 
be the quantification of the influence of wali effects on the aerosol system. 
Especially the partitioning of steam between walls and particles will be measured. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
PNS 4243 
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9. References 
(1) Bunz, H., Schock, W., Aerosol behavior ln the condensing steam atmosphere of a 
post accident LWR containment, Intern. Meeting on Nuclear Power Reactor Safety, 
Brussels, Belgium, October 16-19, 1978 
(2) Bunz, H., Schock, W., The behavior of highly concentrated aerosols in a 
condensing steam atmosphere, 6. Fachtagung der Gesellschaft fur Aerosol-
forschung, Wien, 26.-28.9.1978 
(3} Bunz, H., Schock, W., Abbau freigesetzter Spaltprodukte in LWR-Sicherheits-
behaltern, Jahreskolloquium 1978 des Projekts Nukleare Sicherheit, Karlsruhe, 
28.-29.11.1978. In: KfK-2770 (Nov. 78) 
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S<·pnr:1tion of Krypton and Xenon from the Offgas of \ Karlsruhc 
Nucl<'ar Facilities Projekt Nukleare Sicher-.. 
heit 
IHCH, IT. IRCH 
Arl.lool~h.,gonn/lnollalod Arbeitsende/C.ompleted Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
Januar 1972 R.v.Ammon.E.Hutter R D Penz 
Stand dor Arbeoton/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Deceniber 1978 I Continuing ' 
' 
I. General Aim 




fuel reprocessing off gas. Safe storage for about lOO years. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Pilot tests for: 
Catalytic reduction of 02 and NOx with H2 
- Adsorption of H2o, co2 (NH3, NOx and other impurities) 
Separation of Kr and X~ out of a N2-stream by cryogenic distillation 
- Concentratron and storage of Kr-85 
3. Research Program 
3. 1 
3. 1. 1 
3. I. 2 
3.2 
Column behavior and separation factors a·chievable. in the cryogenic 
distillation of the N2-Ar-Kr-Xe ·system 
Prevention of plugging by desubli~tion 
Accumulation of impurities, e.g. 02 , CH4 , NO 
Prepurification of the offgas 
·' 
3. 2. 1 Development and testing of catalytic methods for the reduction of o2 
and NOx with H~ and for the oxidation of hy_drocarbon~ 
3.2.2 
3.3 
3. 3. 1 
3.3.2 
.3.4 
Determination of the adsorption and desorption behavior of Kr, Xe, 
H2o, co2, NOx and NH3 on various ads~rbents 
Ozon safety 
Development of analytical methods for the surveillance of ozone 1 
Investigation of the behavior of ozone under cryogeni·c conditions and 
determination of phase diagrams. 
Storage of Kr-85 
t '-.3~ 4. 1 
·,·3;4.2 
Development of a containment for the storage of Kr-85 
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4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
5. Work Completed 
Two test campai·gns of s1x weeks duration each without interruption were conducted 
at the test facilities ADAMO and KRETA. The anayltical instrumentation was extended 
by a sampling station of the liquid bottom phase of the first column and by the 
determination of argon as an additional gas component. 
ADAMO was operated separately twice for a two and four weeks period, respectively, 
., 
for the determination of the 'adsorption aqd desorption of the rare gases and of ·~~ 
the breakthrough of co2 and H2o through the adsorption beds. A radioactive tracer 
technique using Kr-85 was applied for analysis. 
The laboratory studies for the collection of dynamic adsorption data were 
continued using Kr and Xe as adsorptives at low temperatures and N20 and C02 at 
room temperature. 
The laboratory studies on the minimization of gas components passing the re-
duction catalyst forming potential hazards 1n the first cryogenic column, e.g. 
reduction of co2 to CO and CH4 , were continued. The trace analytical instrumen-
tation was improved. 
The catalytic test facility REDUKTION was delivered by the supplier. 
The reaction velocity of the thermal decomposition of ozone was measured in glass and 
stainless steel as a function of the surface/volume-relationship at various 
temperatures. 
To calibrate the IRCH cryostat, several p-T-x-measurements were carried out 
on the CHF3;o2 system. The explosion limits of several ozone/~xygen/noble gas 
mixtures were measured. 
First results on the corros1on of Rb and Rb 20 on stainless steel (1.4306 and 
1.4301) and welds (1.·4316) at 100 bar and ISO °C after 3000 k were obtained. 
The fixation of noble gases 1n zeolithes was investigated as an alternative 
-3-
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to the storage of Kr-85 in pressure steel cylinders. 
6. Results 
... 
Operations leading to a temperature increase in the vicinity of.the feed entry 
into the first KRETA column ·reduce ~he tendency of· xenon to desubli~e according 
with tlwory. Two such operations arc: addition of 1 % argon to the feed gas 
(tt•m1wraturc increase at the sieve plate above the feed entry: 1 - 2 K). and 
prt'aaurl! increase from 5 to 6 bar (temperature increase: 2 - 3 K)·. The upper 
limit of x~non concentration in the feed gas where the column can be operated 
continuously without p'erturbations is in the vicinity of 800 ppm (by vol.) at 
S bar without the addition of argon. Temporarily higher xenon concentrations. can 
t'; be fed to the column perturbation&, e. g. the concentrations of a simulated 
fuel dissolution in the WAK (1600 ppm at maximum). Xenon freezing from the liqui~ 
phase was not observed, not.even from a bottom product containing 80% Xe and 
20 % Kr. 
From the mass balance of the rare gases fed into the KRETA plant during one 
campaign and bottled at the end, a Kr decontamination factor of 25 for the whole 
• plant was obtained. Main points of leakage are the· sampling lines. 
c 
During the test runs at the ADAMO facility the fast and complete desoFption of 
Kr from silicagel and molecular sieve 10 A during the purging step at room 
. ' 
temperature was ascertained. 
The breakthrough times for co2 and H2o through an ADAMO adsorption line fol'low 
the expectations from literature data. 
Laboratory tests on the· adsorption capacity o~ molecular sieves for Kr showed an 
increase by a factor of about 3 at -50°C compared t,o room temperature. 
The dynamic adsorption coefficient of N20 is of the same order o.f magnitude as 
of co2 and NH3• Its ~dsorpeive retention therefore poses no p~oblem. 
The reduction of co2 with a2 at the reduction catalyst depends strongly on H2 
anJ 1..\. ,·,,:J,·cntratie>n!i ~mJ on temperature: CO formation increases with. increasing 
· . 
., 
. / •. ·~·· ....... ; ... ·.t ~=.st .. ~ ··~·\" -.:.,·~:t~1~ ,~..., .. , ... \ .. ~ .. ·.·~.:t~:-~~~.:.~::i:-n ~f 0 .. : 2 ':.., excess of 
.·· ... 'n.l·:· Hl,l,l Pt>W) th\! t.)l'lll:.lti~m of CH4 is ~ I ppm on ruthenium an<i oxidic catalysts. 
-4-
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0 Whcrc~s ozone decomposes homogeneously at temperatures above 100 C after the 
0 2nd order, the reaction becomes of the order 1.5 at temperatures below 25 .c. 
The reaction is very slow in glas vessels. In metal surfaces a catalytic process 
markedly accelerates the reaction rate. 
To test the chemical analysis of ozone under hot conditions, it was necessary 
to investigate the adsorption of Kr-85 on active charcoal as a function of the 
container dimensions, the flow velocity and the composition of the feed gas. 
On the basis of p-T-x-measurements for the CFH/02 system, the cryostat from the 
IRCH was calibrated. 
A total of 27 sample bubbles filled to half height with Rb, loaded with a 
pressure of 100 bar Ar have been kept for more than 8000 h at 150 and 200 °C. 
The parameters were: temperature, concentration of Rb 20 (simulation of an o2 
impurity) and time. First results on some of the materials show that the 
0 
n1echanical properties (yield point, tensile strength and point of max. elongation) 
are not significantly altered. Metallographic tests however indicate that in the pre-
sence of o2 an intercristalline corrosions becomes apparent. 
More than 30 different zeolites were loaded with noble gas and the thermal 
stability, radiation resistance and resistance to humidity of the obtained product 
investigated. Several zeolites were found that process a very high thermal 
stability. This was found from ling term experiments at 200 and 400 °C. The 
negativ8 effects became apparent, when some of the samples were submitted to 
a radiation dose of 3 • J08rad. 
7. Next Steps 
Presently constructive changes at the interior of the first KRETA column 
(sieve plates) near the feed entrance are being carried out in order to prevent 
plugging by desubliming Xenon, if the feed gas contains higher Xenon concen-
trations. After completion of these changes the plant will be operated again. 
The accumulation of oxygen contained in the feed gas in small amounts will be 
studied experimentally in the plant. The results are to be compared with c 
calculations. 
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The laborato~y study for the collection of adsorption data are continued. 
Additionally, the possible formation of solid salts from NOx and NH 3 will be 
investigated. 
.. 
As soon as the hall and the gas storage for the pilot plant REDUCTION at the 
new site is constructed, the plant will be mounted and prepared for the start of 
opcrat ion. 
The laboratory studies concerning catalytical offgas cleaning methods will be 
continued. Th~y will include the oxidation of hydrocarbons. 
/-Primary objectives of the future work is to test the analysis of ozone under hot 
conditions. Furthermore, it should be investigated whether ozone is completely 
soluble in Xe and Kr at low temperatures. The effect of HC on the explosion 
limits of ozone rich gaseous mixtures will be examined. 
The Rb corrosion experiments as well as work destined to develop a Kr-85 storage 
vessel ~ill be continued. Additional materials will be examined for Rb corrosion. 
The possible effect of r.1diation.as well as other up to now not investiga~ed 
impurities (H2o, N2) will be incorporated into the research program. 
I 
The work on the fixation of Kr in zeolites will be continued, with the objective 
of improving the loading conditions as well as the thermal stability and the 
- heat transport form the loaded pellets. 
8. _R~:l.:!_tj~~~j_t h Ot lwr Pro j l'C t H 
Kfo'A/JCT Jiilich, C.E.N. Mol (Belgien), Fraunhofer-Institut fiir die Chemie der 
• 
Treib- und Explosivstoffe, Pfinztal, Institut fiir Verfahrenstechnik der TU Berlin, 
Uni Karlsruhe, Uni Hamburg. 
9. References 
H.JUntgen, H.J.Schroter, R.v.Ammon, C.H.Leichsenring, Kerntechnik 20, 450 (1978) 
R.v.Ammon, H.G. Burkhardt, E.Hutter, G.Neffe, 
15th DOE Air Cleaning Conf,, Boston, Mass., August 7- 10, 1978 
R.v.Anunun l'l al., Ul•utschcs Atomforum. Reaktortagung 1978, Hannover 
H.-D. p,.nzhorn, K.Gunther, P. Schuster; 
15th DOE Nucl~ar Air Cleaning Conference, Boston, Mass., August 7- 10, 1978 







8onchtszeitraum/Per1od Klassiflkatlon/Classlflcatlon Kennzelchen/Project Number 
1.1. - 31.12.1978 5.3 06.01.14/02A (PNS 4415) 
Vorhaben/Project Tille Land/Countrv 
Entwicklung von Abluftfiltern FRG 0 
Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
fur Unfall bedingungen BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
KfK/PNS 
Development and Improvement of Exhaust Air Filters 
for Accident Conditions LAF II 
ArboJtsbeg,nn/lnlllated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project 
1978 1981 H.-G. Dill mann 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Benchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittel/Funds 
Continuing 31. 12. 1978 
1. General Aim 
Removal of fission products from· the post-accident atmosphere of the 
safety containment by means of air filte~including under conditions 
of venting the containment. 
2. Particular Objectives 
' Removal of aerosols at high air humidity and elevated temperatures. 
Optimization of droplet separators. 
3. Test Program 
Leader 
3.1. Testing of aerosol filters at elevated temperatures and high humidities 
of the air to determine their removal efficiency and mechanical proper-
ties. 
3.2. Design of aerosol filter elements and filter systems and, possibly, new 
developments of aerosol filter elements together with industrial firms. 
3.3. Optimization of droplet separators. 
4. Experimenta 1 Fac i 1 it i es 
Laboratory scale experimental facilities and technical scale test rig for 
investigation of true scale aerosol filter elements. 
5. Work Performed 
ad 3.1. Literature research concerning investigations of aerosol filters made 
at elevated temperatures, high humidities, pressure pulses, loadings and 
exposures to radiation; installation and commissioning of the Agi plasma 
- 2 -
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aerosol generator together with all the associated supply units at the 
technical scale test ~ig. 
ad 3.2. Experimental determination of the temperature rise within the test section 
due to the electric power supply of the aerosol generator, as a function 
of the air velocity, temperature and relative humidity. 
ad 3.3. Optimization was completed with a mat combination consisting of 22 ~m 
and 8 J..lm fibres. 
5. Results Obtained 
ad 3.1. The 1 iterature research which includes the most recent results, has shown 
that single investigations have partly been made relative to extreme im-
pacts on aerosol filters. However, there are no measured data available 
yet about the effect of the combined influences of elevates temperature, 
high air humidity and condensate impact to be anticipated in accidents 
of nuclear power stations on the filtering efficiency of aerosol filter 
elements. 
ad 3.2. The influence of temperature rise on the maximum decrease of the relative 
air humidity is 2 % in dry air of 30 °C and less than 0.5 % in humid air 
of 90 °C. 
ad 3.3. Droplet separators of 22 J..lm and 8 J..lm metallic fibres, 12 mm thick each, 
yield removal efficiencies > 99.9 ~with a pressure drop < 500 Pa. 
7. Plans for Future t~ork 
Recording the size distribution and evaluating the mass concentration of 
the Agi testing aerosol. Measurements on com.mercial filters in a view of 
their resistance to humidity, temperature and pressure. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
PNS 06.01.14/0lA, 03A 
9. Literature 
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Development of Off-Gas Filters· for Reprocessing ruhe GmbH 
Plants 
LAF II, IT 
AJbl1tsberinn/lnit1ated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
u y 971 1982 Dr. Furrer, K. Jannakos 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Benchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittel/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
General Aim 
To remove fission proquct iodine and other contaminations from off-gas of 
fuel reprocessing plants a filter facility for the head end part is under 
development capable to retain the fission product iodine, including 129I, 
in a form ready for final storage. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Filters habe been developed for decontamination of the off-gas from large 
reprocessing plants. The filter systems should be able to handle the 
majority of the fission product iodine and other contaminants from spent 
fuel elements, including contaminants in the form of aerosols. The loaded 
iodine adsorber material should be in a form ready for final storage of 
the 129 I without needing additional processing. 
The final objective is to develop, build and test a prototype off-gas 
filter system retaining the aerosols and iodine from the off-gas of the 
reprocessing plant. 
3. Research Program 
3.1. Testing of iodine sorption material under the conditions prevailing in 
the off-gas of a reprocessing plant. 
3.2. Evaluation of droplet seperator, demister,HEPA filter, and iodine sorption 
filter for a large reprocessing plant (single components and arrangement 
for the whole filter train). 
3.3. Development of the remote handling system for the components inside of the 
filter cells (with respect to low contamination level, emergency handling 
and leaktight operation of filter units). 
. -2-
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4. Experimental Facilities · 
to 3.1. Sampling stations and test rigs in the Karlsruhe pilot reprocessing plant. 
(vJAK). 
to 3.2. Test rig (no radioactivity above tracer level) simulating head ,end off-gas 
conditions for dummy components, PASSAT, 250 m3/h of volumetric gas flow. 
PASSAT will include remote handling equipments and is designed for the 
testing of 1 : 1 filter components for the large reprocessing plant 
(throughput up to 1400 t of heavy metal per year). 
5. Progress to Date 
to 3.1. In laboratory scale tests the influence was investigated of nitrogen 
monoxide in pure nitrogen on the removal efficiency of the AC 6120-12 % Ag 
iodine sorption material. 
to 3.2. The PASSAT prototype off-gas purification system equipped with remotely 
operated droplet separators, aerosol filters and iodine filters started 
operation for dissolver' off-gas purification under simulated dissolver 
off-gas conditions: The function of the gas simulation facility, sample 
introduction and collection were tested and calibrated and the testing 
program was started subsequently. 
6. Results 
The PASSAT facility was commissioned without major technical problems so 
that it was possible to start the test program. Equipment for droplet 
generation and measurement was calibrated. First investigations of the 
removal by prototype fiber package units, using droplets of about 
1 - 10 ~m diameter, yielded high retention factors for water droplets. 
At nitrogen monoxide concentrations up to 1 vol .% in pure nitrogen as the 
carrier gas and with 24 h of exposure at test bed temperatures of 130°C 
and 150°C noticeable effects have not been found on the loading capacity 
and iodine removal of the AC 6120-12% Ag iodine sorption material. 
7. Next Ste~s 
Continuation of the PASSAT test program including the investigations of 
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8. Relation with Other Projects 
The first filtration step will be the droplet separation and the second 
step will be HEPA-filtration (PWA 5152). The iodine removal from the 
dissolver off-gas will be necessary for gas cleaning with respect to the 
85Kr-separation process (PNS 4140). 
9. References 
PNS SemiAnnual Reports KFK 2600, KFK 2700. 
Furrer, J.; Wilhelm, J.G.; Jannakos, K.: Aerosol- and Iodine Removal 
System for the Dissolver Off-Gas in a Large Reprocessing Plant. 
15. DOE Air Cleaning Conf., Boston, Mass., August 7-10, 1978. 
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Off Gas Filtering in Reactor Stat ions 
Kernforschungszentrum 
Karlsruhe GmbH (Ageing and Poisoning of Iodine Sorption Materials) •• 
PNS, LAF II 
A• 1 ,,.,,.,,,.,~tnrtllntll.ttnd Arb•,tt~ondu/Corhpleted Letter des Vorhabens/Project leader 
1~/J 1979 J. Furrer 
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' Continuin9 Oecember 1978 
2. 
General Aim 
Improvement of iodine sorption filters. 
Particular Objectives 
Development of improved iodine sorption fiJters for extended operational 
periods. 
3. RcscJrch Program 
3.1. Gas chromatographic analysis of the influent and effluent of iodine sorption 
filters in nuclear power plants (nukes). Determination of the- dependency 
of the removal efficiency for radioiodine on the nature and loading of 
poisoning components. 
~3.2. Development of an improved iodine sorption filter including in-place 
regeneration of the iodine sorption material. 
,.-.. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
to 3.1. Gas chromatographic equipment. Test rigs in nukes for iodine sorption 
materials. Test apparatus for measurements of the removal efficiencies of 
sorption materials under simulated conditions of filter operation. 
to 3.2. Test rig for whole filter units for a throughput of up to 2000 m3/h.· 
5. Pr·og_ress to Dote. 
to 3.1. In addition, the ten most important filter pollutants in the room exhaust 
air were measured quantitatively during a six months period using a 
continuous1y operating gas chromatograph. 
-2-
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to 3.2. Loading of activated carbon for radioiodine removal together with the room 
exhaust air of a PWR nuclear power station furnished further results on 
the operation of a multiway sorption (MWS) filter. 
6. Results 
to 3.1. Evaluation of the gas chromatograms of the room exhaust air showed that 
during normal operation of the nuclear power station the concentration 
of the organic solvent amounts to about 6- 10 mg/m3. During or shortly 
after the phase of intervention of the nuclear power station solvent 
concentrations up to 63 mg/m3 were measured. 
to 3.2. Only after ten months of exposure the zone of the solvents with low ::) 
volatility had penetrated into th~ second carbon bed of a 2-stage test 
filter. The integral removal efficiency of the second carbon bed 
decreased from 99.999 to 99.1 %. 
7. Next Steps 
8. 
9. 
The loading of test filters designed similar to MWS filters, the 
determination of the removal efficiencies and the gas chromatogl~aphic 
analysis of the filter eluates and the room exhaust air will be continued 
so as to obtain more data which are required for optimization. This work 
will be supplemented by the continuous gas chromatographic measurement 
of filter pollutants in the room exhaust air. 
Relation to Other Projects 
Results of PNS 4415 may contribute to the program described here. 
References 
PNS-Semi Annual Report (KFK 2600, KFK 2700). 
10. Deqree of Availability 
Reports and publications are available without restriction. 
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!oi•IIJcl rlur Arlmahtra/:;J,IIUII I h•ru;hl·,cJ.alurn/Lm;J UpcJotlng Dow1Jiiglo M111oi/Funds 
C. on t i nu i WJ Dece111ber 1978 I . 
1. General Aim 
r_·· Improvement of the assessment of the environmental impact of rad,ioiodine· 
released with the exhaust air of nuclear installations; improvement of 
the ventilation concept of nuclear installations. 
2. Par~i~~lar_g~ectives 
Determination of the radioiodine sp~cies elemental iodin~-(1 2 ). ·particulate 
iodine, and organic iodine (CH3I). 
(Assumed ratio of the thyroid doses caused by the release of equal amounts 
of these species in the FRG 100 10 : 1.)· 
3. Research Pro3ram 
1.1. Laboratory tests: development of selective sorption materials for radia-
l-..... 
\. .. ' iodine species samplers. 
3.2. In situ tests: operation of radioiodine species samplers in the exhaust 
air and stack effluent. 
4. Experimentel Facilities 
to 3.1. Apparatuses for the generation of radioiodine species and ~he testing of 
sorption materials'within a wide rang~ of conditions. 
to ·3.2. Rigs for the operation of radioiodine ·species samplers in the exhaust air 





1.7. - 31.12.1978 RS 221 
5. Progress to Date 
to 3.1. Ascertainment of the removal efficiencies of several iodine sorbents for 
131 r in the form of 12, CH 3I, and HIO (hypoiodous acid). 
to 3.2. Measurements with radioiodine species samplers in the exhaust air and 
stack effluent of PWRs (PWR 2 and PWR 3). 
6. Results 
to 3.1. The removal efficiency of the 12 sorbent DSM 11 was high for ·
131 1 in the 
form of r2 and low for 
131 r in the form of CH3I even at ext~~meconditions :,) 
(2 %and 98 % R.H. at 40 °C). 131 r in the form of HIO was retained by 
DSM 11 to a negligible extent in the relevant range of parameters and 
under the conditions indicated above, except for cases of low temperatures, 
relative humidities and short purging times. Thus, a sufficient separation.of 
tile' iodinn species I2 and HIO is generally attained. 
HIO was removed selectively by the sorbent IPH (from NES, U.S.A.) in a wide 
range of parameters; however, at a high relativehumidity (80 %) or a long 
purging time (1 week) strong desorption of H10 from this material was 
observed. Desorption of HIO at a long purging time was also found in ex-
periments on the removal of HIO by the K1 impregnated carbon CG 0.8. The 
removal of HIO by iodine sorbents was practically not influenced by the 
impregnants of the sorbents. () 
to 3.2.In the stdck effluent of PWR 2 the fraction of organic 131 r was predominant 
during power operation, that of elementa) 131 1 during refueling outage. In 
total (measurement ti~e 1 year) the fraction of organic 131 1 prevailed. The 
131 contrary held for the stack effluent of Pl~R 3. The annual I stack release : · 
amounted to 0,5 m Ci at PWR 2 and to 5 m Ci ~t PWR 3. (Thus, the release of 
elemental 131 r was considerably lower than 50 %of the permitted total 131 r 
release.) At PWR 3 during power operation the main source of elemental 131 r 
was the hood exhaust. During refueling outage the mixture of the annular 
compartment exhaust and the containment purge contributed most of the 
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7. Next Ste~~ 
to 3.1. The development of a radioiodine species sampler applicable to the exhaust 
.. 
air of reprocessing plants will be continued. 
to 3.2. t~easurements with radioiodine species samplers will be carried out in the 
exhaust air of a reprocessing plant and of a BWR. 
B. Relation with other Projects 




KFr. Ext. 30/78-1~ 
KFK 2600, p. 130 - 155. 
10. flegree of Ava il,a bil ity of the Reports 
t,_. 
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• TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
ITALY 
Trattamcnto dci gas nobili radioattivi prodotti 
per fissione SPONSOR:~ 
CNR-CNEN-CCE 
'fi'l'LE (ENGLISH Ll·.NGUAGE) : .· pnGANISATION: 
Fission produced radioactive noble L·ea tment University of Pis a gases 
PROJF.C.T LEADER; 
' . Giorgi'o CURZIO 
------- -Ir 1 I'l' I /1 'I' ED: COl'1PLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
July 1970 Franca CASTELLANI 
.. -~-
-STA'l'US-: LAS'f UPDATING: Alberto GLNTILI 
in June 197 9 Leonardo PI EVE progress 
1. C«'l1«'t'ill ailll 
Tlw,,r,•tl,·:•l nnd l'Xperiml'ntal research on the general ptohlems involvcJ 
in the prolluction, release, treatment and storage of radioactive noble 
gases. 
2. Partjcular objectives 
2.1 Decontamination of 
beds. 







2. 1. 1 Characterizati.on of the adsorbent media and delay heds jn la-
boratory scale. 
2.1.2 Characterization of the delay beds in real scale. 
2.1.3 Acceptance tests of delay beds in laboratory and industrial 
scale. 
2.1 .. 4 Periodical tests of delay beds. 
Uccontaminatibn of the reactor off-gas by mean~ of cryogenic t~chni 
ques ·arrd· other methods. 
Dec on t ami nation· of the reproce's sing plant off-·gas. 
2.3.1 Cryogenic distillation. 
· 2. 3. 2 Adsorption· in organic solvent. 
2.3.3 Product(~n o( solid matrix and other methods. 
2.3.4 Experimental determination of the concentration of noble gases: 
and other gaseous radwaste in the off-gas of a reprocessing 1 
plant. 
Storage .Qf l<r85 
2.4.1 Storage hy bottling. 1 
2.4.2 Storage by bottling in containers filled with adsorbent media.; 
2.~.3 Storage by implantation in solid matrix~s. 
Cost-benefit analysis 
2.5.1 Cost-benefit analysis of nuclear reactors off-gas decontamina 
tion systems. 
2.5.2 Cost-benefit analysis of reprocessing plants off-gas deconta-
mination systems. 
-1-foo-
TITLE (ENGLISH L.ANGU.AQE): 





2. 6 85 Experimental determfnation of the Kr concentration in air. 
2.6.1 Environment concentration determination~ 
2.6.2 Concentration measures in the neighborough of nuclear 
I 
plants. 1 
3. Exper1~cntal facilities ! i 
' 
a- Charcoal bed testing facility in dtnamic conditions. r 
b- Nuclear detection devices. , 
c- Granular charcoal testing facilities in dynamic and static adsorptio~ 
condi ti.ons. 
d- Facilities for off-gas characteristic adso~ption conditions. 
4. Proiect status 
Items 2.1, 2.2 and 2.5 are completed and need only a periodical up to 
dating. 
Items 2.3, 2.4 are 
a study concerning 
ted in the 1980. 
Items 2.6 is at the 
i 
in development and will be completed in the frame ofil. 
the philosophy of Kr85 management and will be comp)e ; 
. ~ 
starting point and will b~ developed in the next 1 
year. 
S. Next steps: with reference to the objectives listed in point 2. 
6. Relation to other projecis and codes r 
"Testing of the filter systems used in nuclear plants for particle 
iodine removal" 
and I 
7. Reference documents 
1- CURZIO G. GENTILI A. 
"Ritenzione di gas nobili su letti di carbone attivo" 
Atti.del XVI.Congresso Nazionale dell'A.I.F.S.~~R., Firenze, Settem-
bre .1970. Fir&nze 1971. 




2- CURZIO~G:, GENTI,LI A., ~1AINARD~ C., PELLUNGR~I P. 
l [. 
fissidna pegli, I 
i 
I 
"Ritenzione dei gas nobili radioattivi prodotti per 
impianti nucleari." . 
Tip. Edit, PisanaL.~isa 1972. 
3- CURZ!O G., GE~TILI A. r 
·' I I. 
"Determazione della densita granulare di materiali ad elevata porosi l 
. -~ ta specifica" 
11 Giornale ·~H Fisica, XIII, 4, 286, 1972-. 
' 
4. CURZIO G., GENTILI ~. 
I (. 
"Noble Gas Adsorption Characteristics 
Coefficient Evaluation" 
An. Chem. 44, 8, 1944 (1972). 
of Charcoal Bed: Van Deemter's ' 
S. CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
1 
remarques~ 
.. ·· ... 
. :,, 
"Liberation des gas n·ohles par c;en tres nuclcai res: quelques 
sur le fonctionement des filtres a charbon de bois" I !'< 
VIe Congres Intcrnationalde la Societe Fran~aise de 
"Tendances Nouvelles en Radioprotection". Bordeaux, 
,.· 
Radioprotection: r 
27-30 mars 1972, I 
p. 233, Montr.ouge 1972. .; t 
'· 
- "rl.A-I 
·rtTLE (ENOLISH LANOUAOE): 
Fission produced P,adioactive noble gases 
treatment. 
-3-
6- CURZIO G. GENTILI_A .. 
CLASSIFICATION: 
5.3 
"'l11e S3ffects of Decay Jleat on Adsorption Characteristics of Charcoal 
Beds" 
Noble Gases Symposium, Las Vegas, 24-28 Sept. 1~73. 
7- CASTELLANI r., CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
Effects of Moisture on Krypton Adsorption 
Beds" 
Kerntechnik, 17 (1975), n. 11, 486. 
Characteristic-s of Charcoal~ 
8- CllRZIO G., GENTILI A. 
I. "Man-Rem Cost: a Reverse Evaluation" 
Intern. J. Environmental Studies, 1975, Vol. 7, 287-288. ~· 










"Krypton Diffusion in Granular Charcoal" 





r CASTELLAN I F., CURZ IO G. , GENT I LI A .. 
"Un prob lema d i conduz i one, de 1 calore 
con sorgente in movlrncnto" 
in un mezzo cilindrico omogeneof 
I 
La Termotccnica, Vol. -XXXI, 3 (1977). 
CASTELLANI F., CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
"Facilities for Conditioning Noble Gases 
Reactors in \vest Europe" 
Kerntechnik 19(1), (1977). 
Produced by Nuclear Power 
CASTELLANI F., CURZIO G., GENTILI A. . . ·~ 
"Sistcmi Ji trattar.1cnto dei gas nobiU rndiontt5.vi prodotti per fis-
sionc negli impinnti nuclend" 
Istitu·to ·di -Imni<mti ~uclcnri, Univcrs.ita di Pi's·a, RP :!!:0(76). 
• CAST ELL:\X I F. , CUR: I 0 (~. , GEX'f I 1. I A. . 
. ''Studi~ introduttivo di rnetodi di collaudo e controllo periodico ~{ 
efficienza per,un s~stema di rilascio.ritardato dei gas nobili radio 
attivi prodotti per fissionc" 






I CASTELLANI F., CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
"Annlisi _corn}'arativa tra i sistcmi di trattarnento 
dioattivi prodotti ncgli irnpianti nucleari" 
Istituto di Impianti Nucleari, Universitb di P{sa, 
dei g~s nobili ra- l 
I RP 280(77). I 
f, 
contenenti carbone[ 
CA~TELLANI F., CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
"Stoccagg i o di ga's nob i 1 i radioa tti vi in bombole o 
a t t i v o .: v n lu t a z i one de i cos t i" 
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16- CASTELLANI F., CURZIO G., GENTILI A 
• • 
"Mc.todologia di collaudo di un sist~!lla di trattamento per il rila-
scio ritardato di gas nobili radioattivi prodotti negli impianti nu 
cleari" 1 
Istituto di I~pianti Nucl~ari, Univ1 rsi~~ di Pisa, RP 284(77). 
' 17- CASTELLANI F., CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
.. 
''~ollaudo del sistema di ritenzione .dei gas nobili radioattivi del-
la centrale ENEL-IV di Caorso" J 
Istituto di Impianti Nuclcari, Univjrsita di Pisa, RP 285(77). 
18- CASTELLANI F., CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
• 
11]\fetodi di controllo dell'efficienza di un sistema a fuoriusdta ri 
t~nlfltA d~1 ~~~ n0hUi radionttivi prodotti per· fissiono" 
Istituto di Impianti Nucleari, Universiti di Pisa, RP 295(77). 
19- CASTELLANI F., CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
"Caratterizzazione di materiali adsorbenti di gas nobili radioatti-
vi" . 
I 
Istituto di Impianti Nucleari, Universit~ di Pisa, RP 310(78), RP 
315(78), RP 334(78). . . i 
20-
21-
CASTELLANI F., CURZIO G., GENTILI A. f 
"Le piegeage du Kr85 rejete par les usines de retrai tement 'de combus 
tible" 
Seminar on Radioactive Effluents from Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing 
Plants, Karlsruhe 22-25 nov. '1977. 
CASTELLANI F., CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
11 Caorso off-gas system: acceptance test 
charcoal bed~" 
sth 'rE!chni'cal ~feeting, Nuclex 78, Basel 
I 
of the noble gases delay 
. 
3-7 ottobre 1978. 
~ 
22- CASTELLANI F., CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
"Caratterizzazione del rilascio dei radionuclidi in fase gassosa 
n.el corso ·de~le operazioni di taglio e di dissoluzione presso 1' im-
pianto pilota Eurex di elementi di combustibile irraggiati in reatto 
re del. tipo CANDU" . -
Istituto di Impianti Nucleari, UniversitD ~i Pisa, RL 332(79). 
8. Degree of al{ai i'abi 1 i ty . . 
All the papers and reports listed above are free; availability of reports , 
related to the work in progress is subjected to the authorization of the 
sponsoring organizations. 
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Testing of the filter systems used in nu 






granular beds so that tl.T. and P. tests can be easily run; 
to perform efficiency tests on commercial HEPA filters with mo 
nodisperse aerosol to cornp~re their results with _polidisperse 
aerosols· ones: 
• first step: single filters 
• further st~ps: cascade 
- to- set up the apparatus related to the tests mentioned in 
point i.d 
4) Proiect status 
Afl the items of the program are in progress; it can be noticed 
that a monodis,erse aerosol generation device was built and cali 
brated (diameter range 0.2·;-l,llJm; nuclei concentration ~106n/cm~ 
outlet air flow-rate ~200 1/h). 
So some preliminary tests on HEPA filters were run 
5) Next ste~ 
To test HEPA filters u~der he~vy environmental conditions. 
6) Relation to other projects 
"Fission Produced radioactive noble gases treatment". 
7) Reference documents 
1. LANZA S. ,MAZZINI ~1. et alii. 
Testing Methods for Iodine Filters of Nuclear Plants 
Paper presented at the Seminar on Iodine Filt~r Testing spon-
sorpd by CCE at Karlsruhe (RTF), 4-6 ·December 1973. 
,. 
2. CUCCUJtU.A . ., KUNZ P., MAZZINI M. 
Experiments' on ,High Efficiency Aerosol Filt~ation 
Paper,pr~sented at the Seminar on High Efficiency Aerosol Fii~ 
tration sponsored by CCE at Aix:-en-Provence (F), 22-25 Nov. 1976. 




In Sit~ and in Laboratory Testing of HEPA Filters in Italy 
Paper presenteC:i at the Seminar on lligh Efficiency Aerosol Filtra 
tion sponsored b)' CCE at Aix-en-Pro\'cnce (P), 22-25 Nov: 1976. 
f4 
4. CUCCURU·~ .• ~~ZZINI M, PRODI V. 
Misure di efficienza di un sistema costituito da due filtri per 
particelle in scrie 
Memoria presentata al Convegno dell' A.I.F.S.~.R. ,Pisa 28-29 Ott.1976. 
S. ~ENIGNI E., LANZA S., MAZZINI M. 
~essa a punto di un circuito di prova di· assorbitori dello iodic 
FI-KW-0002 Pisa 1976. 
r,..· 
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TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): . CLASSIFICATION : 
5.3 Testing of the filter systems used in nu 
clear plants for particle an~ iodine re-
moval 
-3-. 
6. ISTITUTO H1PIANTI NUCLEARI 
Ucscrizione del circuito pro~a filtri per particelle 
FP-K\V-0006 Pisa 1978 
7. CUCCURU A., LANZA S. 
Gcncrazionc di vapori di F-112 mcdiante gorgogliamento di aria 
in soluzioni azeotropiche. Parte I: scelta del solvente' 
ISTITUTO IMPIANTI NUCLEAR! - FI-IW-0004 Pisa 1977. 
8. llENIGNI E., MAZZINI M. 
I>ispositivo di gencrazionc di vapori di Freon 112 
ISTITUTO IMPIANTI NUCLEAR! - FI-KW-0003 Pisa 1977. 
9. CUCCURU A., LANZA S., MAZZINI M. 
Gcnerazinne di vapori di F-112 mediante gorgog1iamcnto di aria 
in soluzioni azcotropiche. Parte II: taratura del generatore 
ISTITUTO IMPIANTI NUCLEAR! FI-IW-0005 Pisa 1977. 
8) Degree of availability 
The references 1;. 4 are free: the next ones are restricted and 
may be available with the authorization of the CNEN. 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) : COUNTRY: 
Tecniche per la misura della capacita di ritenzione di si- ITALY 
stemi di filtrazione per iodio .e derivati iodoorganici SPONSOR: 
ENEL 
-
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: Polyteclmic Institute 
Techniques for Te..;ting Charcoal Absorbers for Iodine and of Milan 
its Derivatives PROJF.CT L'EADER: 
G. SAN DRELLI 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1970 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
In progress June 1979 
50? 
1. General Aim 
Development of methods to test ad~orption efficiency of charcoal 
absorberJ for iodine and its alkyl derivatives. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The research has been concentrated on methyl iodide. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Programme 
All the test~ are carried out at the Laboratories of the 
Polytechnic Institute of Milan. 
4. Project Status 
The tests have been extended to low methyl iodide concen-
trations such as those exp~cted in the annulus of a double 
containment system in the case of a LOCA. 
5. Next Steps 
The mathematical model will be adapted to the.methyl iodide 
low concentrations. 
(G. SANDRELLI, ENEL- CRTN, Bastioni Porta Volta 10, I-20121 Milano) 

( 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
uNrn:o KINGDOM 
01•C Oil t .'110 f nat ion (C 2. 1) SPONSOR: 
~~J'JTLE 
_ ___,.........__ ______ 
( EiJGLISH Lfi.NGUAGE) : OHCMHSA'riOi!: UKAEA (Winfrith I and Jl:lrwe11) 
PROJECT LEA DE!~: 
D J Ferrett. (Winfrith 
J B Sayers (Harwell) 
TiHTIATED: COHPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
~larch 1978 
. 




In prol',ress March 1979 
Sut·fnc•·s and comporwnts exposed to PWR coolants pick up ac.tivity during ope-ration. 
For inspection, maint(•nance and access purposes it will he necessary to reduce the 
level o[ surface-held activity. This can be carried out by chemical or physical 
proco'sscs. Optimisation related to PWR conditions is required. 
Objectives 
1. To revi<·w PWR dt'contnminntion experience lind methodology. 
2. To undertake experimental studies to assess the efficacy of circuit and 
component surface'decontamination with full strength and regenerable reagents. 
3. To assess the corrosion effects of chemical reagents'on PWR.materials and 
components. 
4. Tn decontaminate the DIDO Water Loop (DWL) using preferred pro~ess. 
Laboratory experimental studies at Winfrith. 
Dccont:uninlltion of DWL during 1979. 
1 :d''' ' . "'I \' I I ... 'l :d .\\ '1 \JIll I I ll h. 
D1:'.~ .. :::er Lo,1p .1t .\ERE Harwell. 
: 
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J S .Hfllnry 
INIT.IATED: C01'·1PLF.TED: SCIENTISTS: 
1978 
()TATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
Nay 1979 I 
. 1. G~lil::ftAL Am: Irn;.rcm·ment und stMclnrdi:;;ntion of ncro::ool trappinf~, with particular rc.!'orciica to normal cmis:oion::; 
frow rcuctors. 
2. PARTICULAR O~TIVES: Study trappin~ or methyl iodide on charcoals including effects or carrier gas !'ace velocity 
and eompos~tion, and charcoal granule size and bed geometry. 
I 





CLASSIFICATION:. I 5.3. 
-· 
'l'ITLF. (ORIGINAL LANGUAGF.) : COUNTRY: 
CA:: PIIA!:E nlAPPINCl !:TUDIZS 
·-SPONSOR: 
UK' 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
WNL Windzcnle 
PROJECT LEADER: 
J' J Hillal')' 
' 
INITIATED: COTJIPLF.TED: SCIENTISTS: 
1'172 ' 
'. 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: (': May'1979· 
m::r.J. i PTIO!h 
lruJ•rrJVt.~'"'"t nrul ::.t.nn<lurdi:.ntion or aerosol truppings, with particular reference to normal. omissions from reactors. 
:ro define end thu::; control the mt.nufncturing variables, which af'fect the ability of charcoal to retain methyl iodide. 
A ri1~ i~. in u::.e in' whicl. methyl iodide at a defined concentration is passed through well characterised charcoal samples. 
'\ 
4. Pro.ject .Stnt.u~ 
Methyl iodirlo trn0.pinp; dntn hr.ve boen tnbulnted on commercinlly produced botches of B1itish impregnated charcoals& some 
vr.ri ol•i I i ly in l'•·rfornmncu t.o,•.otht'!r w; t.h " l"nclooHcy to lowor valuo:. or trnppinp; indox with lntor dnto of mnnufucturo WG!I 
c·.:::-tOJl. llt>:.ul.t:.; or. :..~.,.11 b::.tCIJC:::; (L!ill Jii'Cp~rod) con:irmed a strong ertc~t ot particl~ si~e •• Small~r gr~ules ogivi~g 
ur•J•I'OVI'l'J J•11rl OI"T"rmcP.. 'l'ho rlntn on corrlll'''rc1nl mntor~nl are prezently be1ng analysed stot1nt1cally l.noluding compnnnon 
wilt. mr.uur,.ct•ll·trr' '· dnt.11 on procos::; purnmeter r.mnnuromonta. 
UKAEA docu:nent TRG Report 29Q6(W) 'The Performance of Commercially-Prepared Impregnated Charcoals tor the ~apping of 
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TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
., 
., WNL WINICCALE 
PROJECT LEADER: 
J.J IIILLARY 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1972 
STA'fUS: LAST UPDATING: 
'. ( '·. ., 
MAX 1979 
·, 
1. r;,.,,,.r·~tl Aim 
Isz.provc,r.ont and :;tadardlsation of. aerosol trapping, vi th particular reference to normal emiGsions tor reactors.' 
2. PArticul ''r Ob,j ccti ves 
To dcf.ir.c 6lld t!.us control the qualities of charcoal which affect ageing. 
~. f;xp•.•ri:n&mtlll Fncilitics and Pro,;ri!ITlme 
Appt.rotu:; tu.s been s~t up for controlled static ageing ·t~sts on a number or charcoal S8111ples in a variety of' storage 
~?,n~; con<li tlon:-;. 
!.~•pW"ot•Js ht,:; l'.teen co:cmissioned and experiments have been under way ;for over twelve months, usefUl prelimin81')' results 







TITLE (ORIGINAL I..ANGUAGF.) : COUNTRY: 
UNITI-:D KINGDOM 
In-pile studies of PWR pr lmary circuit chemistry (C.3.l) SPONSOR: 
. 
.. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): OHGANISATION: 
·UKAEA (Harwell) 
PROJECT LEADER: 
D J Ferrett (Winfrith) 
J B Sayers (Harwell) 
-· 
I i'! IT I J\ 'I'ED: C0:·1PLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
N:1n:h 197R I ' .• 
. 
' 
!:'l'A'l'U!J: LAST UPDATING: 
·'l 
J 
·~v ... "" 
l 
In prop, rPBS March 1979 
If man-r('m tot:'lls incurred during PWR operation, refuelling and TIUlintenance are to 
he recfuc.~d. a better understanding of factors influencing activity build-up is 
requirt•d from studies of PWR primary circuit chemistry. 
Ohj£>c t Ives 
·To investigate activated corrosion product behaviour, transport and deposition 
' plwnomcn . ., under in-pile. PWR primary circuit conditions. 
Proe;r:unme 
When the present loop refurbishing has been carried out a by-pass section will be· 
( desi?,ned to ac.commodatc on-line filters (map;netic filters), and a .more realistic, ) In{'f')n(•l F:OUrcc, in th<' form of a lwnt exch~-tngcr, will he provided. A removabl€! 
pipe sectlnn will be substituted f~r some of the depo~ition coupons. 
The initi~l experimental programme in the DIDO Water Loop is expectep to commence 
at the end of 1979, following a period of out-of-reactor recommissioning, during 
which the loop modifications will be tested and ~ase-line data on the chemical and 
radiochemical characteristics of circulating ~orrosion products will be obtained. 
The experimental programme will be devoted to mechanistic studies of corrosion . 
product behaviour, aimed at improving understanding .of the man-rem problem. 
The first phnsc of P:..:pcrimental work will he devoted to the determination of the 
flrnt ch.-tractPrlr.ticH of circulating corrosion r.roducts nnd'ctcp.otd.ted corro~inn 
prc~•JctK (cnnccntrntlons of Holuble and insoluble material, particle sizes, and 
d1strihution of ::~.cti.ve speciP.s under typical PWR conditions). ·Deposftion coupons· 
will lw usf'rl for tlw cx.1mlnntf.on of dcposit<•d corrosion products, .and some of 
· tlw:-;c· coupons will be available for decon.tamination studies. 
The S{·cond ph::~.sc of experimentation will attempt to determine the effect of. varia-
tion of wntt•r chemistry control on the behaviour of corrosion products. Parameters 
.•·tfl ~l· v::rl~d .:lt'l' lithium hydroxide and boric acid concentration, and the fraction 
.•. -. 
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Beric:htszeitravm/Period K 11111111 kltion/Cialtlflcallon Ktnnlticnon/Projeot N\olmDor , 1. 78 - 31. , 2 . 78 5.4 RS 239 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Aktivitatsliberwachung der Dosisbelastung FRG 
in der Umgebung von Kernenergi-eanlagen Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Dose Rate Proportional Measurement of the Re ak torte chn ik 
Radioactive Gaseous Effluents from Nuclear 
Power Plants. R 131, Frankfurt 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnJtJated ArbeJtsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
J 10 76 30. 6. 79 Dr. Grosse-Schulte 




31. 1 2 • 78 
General Aim 
In order to facilitate more precise evaluations of the 
environmental dose rate in the vicinity of an nuclear 
facility, the methods of measuring radioactive noble gas 
discharge rates must be improved: A system capable of 
automatically analysing the type of nuclide and the 
quantities released will be coupled to a system yielding 
the meteorological distribution factors. These two sets 
of data will be used for the on-line calculation of the 
actual environmental burden. The on-line measurement and 
analysis of the airborne particulate will be included at 
a later point of time. 
Particular Objectives 
- improvement on on-line nuclide-identification systems 
for stack surveillance (noble gases, aerosols) 
- development of computer programs for real-time 
(or at least at short intervalls) 
calculation of the actual environmental burden 
- development and improvement of the on-line calculation 
of distribution parameters from metereological factors 
(wind characteristics, temp. profile etc.) · 
- experimental verification of the means and methods 
conceived (prototype system at a nuclear power plant). 
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Nuclide identification (& release rate measurement) 
programs - establish a test routines 
Mete~rological Data 
Establish programs f~r the computation of environmental 
dose rates on the basis of data received from the nuclide 
identification monitor and from the meteorological in-
strumentation. 
Investigate the boundary conditions given by licensing 
requirements and plant conditions 
Investigate the possibility of interconnection the 
effluent monitors from several plants at one site 
Test the programs and systems by means of setting up 
one prototype arrangement at a plant 
Recalibrate the prototype system by means of test 
measurements (actual or mock releases from the stack). 
' 
Test Facilities 
For Biblis A, a measurement device has been provided 
for specific nuclide-related monitoring or radioactive 
noble gases. The apparatus has been tested in Gundrernmin-
gen for approx. 4 months and has been operating in Biblis 
since Jan. 1976. 
Progress to Date 
The Aerosol measurement device with a GeLi-detector was 
thoroughly tested. It was coupled to equipment borrowed 
from the BGA. An evaluation program on the preliminary 
analysis of the acquired data will be adapted to Aerosol-
monitor requirements. 
After start-up and calibration of the Aerosol-monitor 
with a radiation saurce 1 the monitor was tested in the 
FRN reactor in Mlinchen-Neuherberg. 
With the participation of Mr. Wilhelm, KFK and Messrs. 
Herfurth an objective was established for further develop-
ment of Iodine.monitor in regard to an improved 











Investigation of the boundary conditions associated with 
the meteorological calculations were made. 
In discussions with KfK, it was attempted to establish 
the suitability of _the programs proposed by Karlsruhe 
for the on-line-evaluation of propagation factors. 
The computer program UBANO is a method for the determination 
of dose with long-time period factors. Because the 
necessary computer times for an on-line program are too 
long, a two-step method is being prepared with the use 
of UBANO. A data set will be determined from which, 
through interpolation in a second procedures, the 
appropriate actual values of the dose will be calculated. 
The device for nuclide-specific acquisition of Aerosol re-
, 
leases was completed and shipped to BGA/Neuherberg (Mli) 
for first tests. 
Results 
In the first examinations the GeLi-detector of the 
Aerosol measurement device showed a severe microphony. 
The horizontally placed detector converted acoustic sig-
nals (sound vibrations) into electrical impulses, which 
could lead to interference with the measurement results. 
Based on these results, the detector was returned to 
the manufacturer where it was placed in a different 
position. The device is not in a proper condition and 
ready to be used. 
First spectra have been developed with the Aerosol-monitor. 
Current computer methods for evaluation of the dose cor-
responding to gamma-radiation of the inert gas release to 
the atmosphere are designed for the calculation of plotted 
point and/or to allow for the determination of point of 
maximum dose. Under the scope of the above R+D project -
starting with the stack - a net of plotted points is 
chosen, for which the momentary dose is determined and 
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stored for simulation. 
The large numqe~ of points is not compatible with a 
computer time of approx. 10 min~tes pe~ point. Therefore 
it was agreed to p+epare normalized results in matrix 
form and to determine the actual values by an inter-
polation method. This accelerated method appears to make 
feasible the use of a ne~ of plotted points. 
The KfK programs are still not being used in free 
(uncorrected) on~line•operation~ The complementary 
evaluation of the results by hand limits the use in 
automated facilities. 
The mechanism of the Aerosol-measurement devices for 
individual nucl~de deter~ination was assembled. 
The mechanical and electrical tests of the on-line filter 
' 
device and the mechanical adjustment of the GeLi•detector 
were successfully completed with a horizontally located 
cooling finger. 
Next Steps 
The Aerosol Monitor is supposed to be tested in a power 
reactor. 
The precision requirements fo~ the instrumentation of the 
weather mast are to be discussed with external officials 
(weather bu+eau?). 
Modification of the UBANO program to be continued. Sub-
sequently comparison with other programs will be 
performed. 
Thn Aerosol monitor will be tested and calibrated with 
.:.wru: .. wl:.; .:.mJ :;;p0cim~ns in cooperation with the BGA/ 
Institute for Radiation Hygiene. 
Relation with Other Projects 
References 
Degree of Availability 
· .. ::rg~-
,::"~ · ~:·~,· :i~hJin ,.,l'fu.Jd Kla .. lflkatlon/CiaaalfiCatlon 
I, I. 7$ • 31.12.1978 \ 5.4 
-
Kennztlcl'len/Project 7umber ) 
06.03.01/01A PNS 4811 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Untersuchung des physikalischen und chemischen Ver- FRG 
haltens biologisch besonders wi~ksamer Radionuklide Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
in der Umwelt BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Kernforschungszentrum 
Investigation of the Physical and Chemical Environ- Karlsruhe 
mental Behaviour of Radionuclides Characterized by 
a Particular Biological Effectiveness Projekt Nukleare Sicherhei 
AS 
Arbeltsbeginn/lniliated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.1.1974 31 . 12. 78 nl H. C\rhiittPl knof 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte M1ttei/Funds 
Completed 31.12.1978 ' 
Q 1. GenercJI Aim 
0 
Determination of the longterm exposure of the environment of the reprocessing 
plant by longl ived 1291. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The behaviour of 129 1 in the environment of· the Karlsruhe reprocessing plant. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Development of analytical methods for the determination of 129 1. 
3.2 Measurement of the concentration distribution of 129 , in the Karlsruhe repro-
cessing plant and of the 129 1 release from the plant. 
3.3 Measurement of the 129 1 in the environment in the Karlsruhe reprocessing plant. 
3.4 Measurement of the stable iodine in the environment. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Programs 
The measurement of 1291 and 127 1 is performed using neutronactivation; for this 
purpose the irradiation facilities of the Karlsruhe research reactor FR2 are 
applied. 
5. Progress to date 




12 7J in the environmental air were measured in Karlsruhe. 
6. Resu 1 ts 
3.1: Very sensitive analytical methods for 129 1 were developed for different 
sample materials. 
3.2: The behaviour of 129 1 in the Karlsruhe reprocessing plant and its release 
- ·-··-· ~ - _ .... 9·---·~..---·--·-··~· ~--·-· ........... ·-··--··- ----·-·---
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was completely investigated. 
3.3: A longterm risk for the pop~lation caused by 129 1 Is not expected. 
An existing environmental contamination with 1291 is red~ced by a half-1 ife 
'of 0,3 y. The exposure of the population via the pasture-cow-milk path until 
now was overestimated at least by· a factor 45. 
3.4: In the environmental air of Kiel ~ Stade, KarlsqJhe, Gundremmingen and Munich 
elemental iodine and iodine aerosols were measured. In the environmen~al air 
of Karlsruhe CH 1271 was determined. 3 
7. Next steps 
The research program is finalized. 
8. Relations with other project5 
9. References 
Results were presented at the 1978 PNS, .. Colloquium. They will be published during 
1979. 
10. Degree of Ayailabl ity of the Reports 
Unrestricted distribution. 
- ,. ·~~r· .... ~ ......... ., .. _.,..,, .... ~,..,.~ ....... ,._.~~ ... ~-.,., .......... ~ 
- t~s--
Ucr •eh t~zc•tra•Jm/Pc"c.d Kla~:.af•kataon/Ciauahcat•on K8r.za·j~'0'{'/8J2c'( ~~~bf/812 > 
,., 7.1978 
-
11 '12. 1978 5.4 
Vorhat.on/PrajoCI Tallo Land/Country 
Untersuchung des physikalischen und chemise hen V er- FRG 
halt ens ui.ologisch bcsondcrs wirksamcr Radionuklide F£{~FT'do lnstatutaon/Spon:tot 
in dcr Umwrc·l t - Pu, Am, Cm. Aultragnehmer/Contractor 
lnv••!: r i ~~;1 t ion of the Physical .:utd Chemical Environ-
Kcrnforschungsientrum 
Karlsruhe 
m•• 111 :t I llo•h:tv i 011r of R:td ionuc: l idC'S Chnract~rizcd by ., . 
•• 
I'•• rt i l'lll 01 r niological El fl•ct ivcncss - Pu, Am, Cm • Projckt Nuklcarc Sichcr-
h,.' t I 1\ C:. 
Aru(!ol'oliC!Jinn/ln•!liliOd Arbuat:.onou/Ct1mpletod Letter des Vorhabcns/Project Leader 
t.7.J')7R Dl H. Schuttclkopf 
Stand dor Arbcaton/Status Dorichtsdatum/Last Updating Dowilligte Mittei/Funds 
. 
Continuinr: 31.12.1978 
cl· Gen(•r.:~l Aim 
U~tcrmination of the longtcrm exposure of the environmental population after an 
accidental release of Pu, Am und Cm. 
2. P.:~rticular Objectives 
The behaviour of Pu, Am und Cm in the environment of the Karlsruhe reprocessing 
plant. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Development of analytical methods for the determination of Pu, Am and.Cm. 
3.2 Determination of Pu, Am and Cm releases from the Karlsruhc reprocessing plant. 
3,3 Concentrations of actinides in the environment of the Karlsruhe reprocessing 
plant. 
(:3~~ Determination of transfer processes, especially soil /plant and plant/animal. 
·. ;;._.·· 
3.5 Experiments to increase the mobility of actinides in soil. 
3,4 Field experiments to increase the mobility of actinides in soil. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Programs 
'. 
S. Pr,1:JI"<''•'• tn d.tlc 
3.1: A very sensitive analytical method for the determination of Pu was developed. 
First ~xpcrimcnts to.achieve automatlcal separation of Pu, Am ~nd Cm by means 
of HPLC were performed. 
3.2: Th.:: rclc.:~scs of plutonium with gaseous and liquid effluents of the Karlsruhe 
reprocessing plant were measured m~nthly. 
3.3: The determination of plutonium ion numerous environmental samples was performed • 
. • -.. 
....... 
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1.7.1978- 31.12.1978 ' 
6. Results •• t 
06.03.01/02 (PNS 4812) 
3.1: Using the developed anal.ytical method for Pu, a technician is able to perfortn 
4 analyses per day. Che~ical yield: 70 - 80 %. Lower detection I imit: 
<0,1 fCi/g. 
3.2: The monthly determined releases of plutonium in the gaseous effluents of 
Karlsruhe reprocessing plant range over several orders of magnitude. The. 
releasooPu-238 and Pu-239+240 remains below the releases of gross alpha acti-
vity. The plutonium concentrations in liquid effluents range in the average 
between 0,1 - 1 pCi Pu/1. 
3.3: Concentrations of Pu were measured 
and water. 
7. Next steps 
3.1 - 3.3 will be continued 1979. 
8. Relations with other projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availabl ity of the Reports 
; I I 
Unrestricted distribution. 
in: soil, plants, sediments, air, animals 
0 
0 
Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassiflkatlon/Ciasslflcatlon Kennzelchen/Project Number 
I . I . - 31.12.1978 I 5.4 06.03.02/0JA (PNS 4821) 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Analytical and Experimental Investigation on the FRG 
Atmospheric Dispersion of Radioactive Gases Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
in the Near Distance Region (up to 15 km) at 'RMT<'T 
Source Heights ( lOO m Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Kernforschungszentrum 
Karlsruhe GmbH Theoretische und experimentell.e Untei"suchung der Aus-
breitung radioaktiver Gase im lokalen Be- Projekt Nucleare Sicherheit 
reich (bis 15 km Entfernung)bei Emissionshohen < lOO m AS 
-
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1972 31.12.1978 w HiibliS.,hmann 1 H 1 S£hiiq:;elkQ~f 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
. 
completed Dec. 1978 
t=> 1. General Aim --------~~~~~~ 
Improvement of the knowledge about the atmospheric dispersion of radioactive 
substances in the micro~scale (up to 15 km distance) at source heights up 
to 100 m. 
') 
...,, Particular O~i~ctives 
"::::;;::.~-~-- .·;:,;-:,- :. .::.~:- ·:. ==·;;,::.-:;.=-_ ~-
Assessment of horizontal and,vertical diffusion parameters ac~ording to the 
I 
diffusion category and the source height and of the influence of surface 
roughness on these parameters. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Trncer diffusion experiments at the different stability categ6ries; 
,•h••1ui 1'11l ll'llt'l'l' g:HII'H nr'l' mui t tNI nt hl~ights up to 100 m from the 
llll.'ll'lli'Ll log i l~ tOWl' r. 
~) ~4~·------~E~~x~p~c~·r~.~i,~n~c~n~t~a~l~F~a~c~i~l~i~t~i~e~s 
Sa1upling statinns are operated automatically to collect air-tracer samples. 
't'h"' lnt~·~t· iR evaplltateJ at th~ mcleut'u1ug1cal Lu\~t!r. •rhe tru~~r 
concentrations are measured by a gas-chromatograph. 
5. Progress to Date 
Till' tr:~<·~·r ''xp~·t·imL•nt. series at normnl diffusion situations is completed. 
Tilt• .ti t'fusitn\ p;H"Illl\l'ter!-l L'Wlluated from the single experiments have been 
eombined into a parameter set for emission heights up to 130 m. The curve 
families have been smoothened and center~d in order to refer to the most 
frequent turbulence intensity in each diffusion category. 
6. Results 
The final diffusion parameter set is completed. A final comprehensive re-
port pn the detailed experimental results is being prepared. 
7. Next Steps 




'1.1.- 31.12.1978 06.03 .02/0lA ('fltS 4821) 
8. Relation with Other Projects: PNS 4822, PNS 4823 
9. References 
K. Nester, P. Thomas; 
Vergleich und Zusanunenfassung der in Jiilich und Karlsruhe ermittelten 
Ausbreitungspararneter. Staub, ~einhaltung der Luft (in Vorbereitun&) 
10. Availability of the Reports 
Reports are available through Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH, 
Karlsruhe,ZentralbUcherei 





Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Qiassifillati9n Kennzeighen/Prejeol Nwm9er 
-Ll .. 31. 1~. HJ'7~ 5.4 O__fi_...Qi ~ 1PNS 482~} 
Vorhaben/PrOJeCI Tille Land/Country 
Investigation on the Atmospheric Dispersion of FRG 
Radioactive Gases in the Near Distance Region Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
(up to 15 km) ' at Source Heights above 100 m BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Kernforschungszentrum 
Untersuchung der Ausbreitung radioaktiver Gase im Karlsruhe GmbH 
Projekt lokalen Bereich ( ~ 15 km Entfernung) , Emissionshohe Nucleare Sicherheit 
tiber 100m 
AS 
Arbeitsbeg1nn/ln1t1ated Arbe1tsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1978 1980 W.Hubschmann H.Schuttelkonf 
Stand der Arbeilen/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittel/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
1. General Aim 
Improvement of the knowledge about the atmospheric dispersion of radioactive 
substances in the micra-scale (up to IS km distance) at source heights above 
100 m. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Short range atmospheric dif~usion, diffusion models for accidental releases, 
influence of surface roughness. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Tracer diffusion experiments at the different stability categories; 
chemical tracer gases are emitted at 160 m and 195 m above ground. 
3.2 Turbulence studies over areas of different roughness. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
4. 1 A 200 m high meteorological tower is operated in the Karlsruhe Nuclear 
Research Center in order to collect comprehensive meteorological information 
in the lower atmospheric layer. Wind velocity and direction profiles as 
well as dry and dewpointtemperature profiles are measured across the 
tower height. 
4.2 Sampling stations are operated automatically to collect air-tracer samples. 
The tracer is evaporated at the meteorological tower. Tracer concentrations 
are ~easured by a gas-chromatograph. 
4.3 Field =easurements are perforwed over areas of different surface structure, 
using a 15 m mast. 
5. Progress to Date 
9 diffusion experiments have been performed in 1978. The chemical tracers 
have been emitted at heights of 160 m and 195 m. 
A vector vane is operated at a 15 m high mast in an area of small surface 
roughness (grade II). The measured turbulence parameters are compared to 
th,~$e ;.;'nc-rated in the KfK (roughness grade III). 
-2-
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6~ Results 
On the basis of the trace.r experiments a preliminary curve family of the 
diffusion parameters o and o for emission heights> 130m has been y z 
compiled. Further experiments are necessary to confirm this curve family. 
7. Next Steps 
The tracer experiments and the field measurements are continued in 1979. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
PNS 4820 and PNS 4822 
9. References 
H. Kiefer, W. Koelzer; 
Jahresbericht der Abteilung Sicherheit 1978, KfK 2775 
10. Availability of the Reports 





Berichtsze1traum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.1. - 31.12.1978 5.4 06.03.02/02A (PNS 4822) 
Vorhaben/Pro)ect T1tle Land/Country 
Investigation on the Atmospheric Dispersion FRG 
of Radioactive Gases Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
in the Mesoscale (more than 15 km distance) RMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Kernforschungszentrum 
Untersuchung der Ausbreitung ·radioaktiver Karlsruhe GmbH 
Gase im regionalen Bereich (>15 km Entfernung) Projekt Nucleare Sicherheit 
AS 
ArbeJisbeglnn/lnlllated ArbeJtsend.e/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
IQ7R 1QR1 l..1 u;a,.,,..l,.,....,n ... li c::,..J..,;;t't'o1~"n-F 
. 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittel/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
0 1. General Aim --------------~~~ 
0 
Improvement of the knowledge about the atmospheric dispersion of radioactive 
substances in the meso-scale (> 15 km distance). 
2. Particular Objectives. 
Assessment of medium and long range .atmospheric transport and diffusion 
models and parameters. 
3. Research Program 
Tetroons are started and tracked by radar. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
5. 
Tetroons are Helium-filled balloons of constant volume. The tetroons will 
he equipped by transponders in order to improve the trackability. 
Progress to Date 
A series of tetroon flights has been performed in the Rhine Valley close to 
the KfK. These flights showed the limitations of radar tracking without 
'transponder. It is planned, therefore, to equip the tetroons by a transponder 
(light-weight receiver-sender unit). A small series of transponders is 
developed and tested in a stationary arrangement. 
6. Results 
The tetroon tracks have been evaluated in re~pect to atmospheric parameters. 
It is shown that the time constant of the vertical oscillations as well as the 
horizontal diffusion parameter a , derived from several cons~cutive tetroon y 
flights, fall into the expected range. 
7. N~xt Steps 
Transponders will be tested further and go into series production. Tetroon 
flights will be continued in the Rhine Valley. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
PNS 4820, PNS 4823 
-2-
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9. References 
H. Kiefer, W. Koelzer; 
Jahresbericht der Abteilung Sicherheit 1978, KfK 2775 
10. Availability of the Reports 




Berichtszeitraum/Penod Klaisifikatie>n/Ciassific:ation Kennzeic:hen/Project Number 
'l.l. 78·31.12. 78 ; ,;!1 06.02.01/0lA (PNS 4511) 
Vorhaben/ProJeCI Title Land/Country 
FRG 
Storfallablaufanalyse fur die gro~e Wiederaufar- Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
beitungsanlage (Explosion) BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Incident Analysis for the Large 
Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit 
Reprocessing Plant 
(Explosion) Kernforschungszentrum 
Karlsruhe I IRE 
ArbeJtsbeginn/lmtJated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1978 1981 Dr.Caldarola/Dr. Schleisiek 
Stand dar Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittel/Funds 
. 
Continuing Dec. 1978 
0 1. General Aim 
0 
Investigation of the safety and environmental protection of reprocessing plants. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Incident analysis for the large reprocessing plant (explosions) 
3. ~esearch Program 
3.1 Preliminary analysis 
3.2 Incident identification 
3.3 Quantitative analysis of the development of explosive processes including 








Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Modification and application of computer codes for fault tree analysis 
Application of computer codes developped in the framework of PNS 4125, if any. 
Past Work 
To identify the materials and conditions which may lead to explosive processes 
in reprocessing plants the relevant theories have been studied further. 
A new analytical computer code to analyse systems made of multistate components 
and containing components which are statistically dependent has been established 
and tested to a degree allowing the successful! treatment of some simple exam-
ples. 
6. Results 
3.1 Concerning explosions in reprocessing plants it was stated that explosive 
mixtures are especially formed by hydrogen and paraffinic hydrocarbons. The 
compilation of the proporties of these materials relevant for explosions has 
been started. 
3.2 The new computer code for fault tree analysis was applied to the following 
prob h•ms: 
1. Comparison of three different fau!t trees for a syste~ having bee~ estab-
lished by different authors. The result was that the three fault trees are 
equivalent to the same Boolean structure function. 
2. Evaluation of a system with statistically dependent components which are 
usually met in practice. The first is common mode failure. The second is 
the case of components characterized by a failure rate whose value depends 
-2-
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upon the occurrence of particular events. The third is the case of two 
components in which the repair of one effects the operation of the other. 
7. Next Step 
The compilation of characteristic data of explosive processes will be enlarged 
to enable applications to reprocessing plants. 
The testing of the first version .of the new computer code for fault tree 
analysis will be completed. A second version wi~l be established to calculate 
the failure intensity of a system of multistate components. The methodl for 
computerized fault tree construction will be further investigated. 
8. Relations to other Projects. 
9. References 
L. Caldarola: Fault Tree Analysis with Multistate Systems with Multistate 
Components. ANS Topical Meeting and Probabilistic Analysis of Nucl. Reactor 
Safety, Los Angeles (Calif.), May 8-10, 1978. 
L. Ca1darola, H. Wenzelburger, A. Wickenhauser, P. Sch~ab: Storfallablauf-
analyse fur die groBe Wiederaufarbeitungsanlage (Explosionen). In PNS-Halb-
jahresbericht 1978/1. 
KFK-2700 S. 4500/1-4500/2. 
10. Availability of the References 
Literaturabteilung der Kernforschungszentru~ Karlsruhe GmbH 
Q 
Benchtsze1traum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.1. -31.12.1978 _5_. 4 06.02.01/02A (PNS 4513) 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Incident Analysis for the Large Reprocessing Plant Fro 




Storfallablaufanalyse flir die qroBe Wiederaufar- IDT 
·' 
beitungsanlage (Extraktion) 
ArbeJtsbeglnn/lnJtlated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
I. I. 1978 1981 Dr R Avenhaus 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittel/Funds 
Continuing 31.12.1978 ' 
O I. General Aim 
For the case of the WAK selected incidents 1n the extraction area are analyzed 
quantitatively which may lead to mechanical-hydraulic plant operations disturbances 
and/or fires. 
2. Special Aim 
' The Applicability of Monte-Carlo-methods to failure tree analysis is analyzed. 
Cause consequence analyses of important incidents in the extraction area are per-
formed. Event trees are established as a first step towards probabilistic analyses. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Methodological investigations with respect to the applicability of Monte-Carlo-
methods to failure tree analysis are completed. 
3.2 Cause consequence analyses of important incidents 1n the extraction area are 
performed, and possible consequences for the whole system are estimated. 
3. 3 Event trees for possibly imp.ortant incidents are established. 
3.4 Probabilistic failure tree analyses will be performed depending on.available 
component data. 
4. Computer codes 
Code for the evaluation of failure trees with Sk-systems. 
5. Performed work 
In 1978 task 3.1 was completed in a preliminary way: Theoretical considera-
tions for shortening the computer time with the help of importance sampling were 
completed for a concrete model (periodically inspected parallel system). Using 
these results a code was developed with the help of which one can evaluate failure 
-2.-
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trees with periodically inspected components. The efficiency of this code was 
verified with the help of selected failure trees with differing structures. 
Furthermore, task 3.2 was started in collaboration with WAK representatives: 
ignition sources, ignitable substances, possible fires and the possible propaga-
tion of these fires within and beyond·the cell were analyzed. A detailed analyses 
of a special incident was started. 
6. Results 
With the help of a concrete example it was demonstrated in which way the 
importance sampling method has to be applied and how effectively one can shorten 
the computer time. In view of the large computer time needed in case of big sys-
tems, the value of this method is given by the fact that in especially important 
casesone can evaluate the failure probability of subsystems independently of ana-
lytical methods based on approximations. 
Concrete results with respect to task 3.2 were not yet obtained. 
7. Future work 
With the completion of three reports the work under task 3. 1 will be prelim-
inarily finished; in the future the application of the methods and codes will be 
emphasized. 
Wltll respect to task 3.2 fallute trees ~rtd event trees will be established 
for the special incident under consideration; the possibility of the propagation 
,,i l.:ur.,u i Htl fi rol:l ,~ i t:hi n nnd lwyond the original cell will be analyzed quantita-
\i\!P\y, 
8. Relation to other work 
The computer titne, which was needed for the evaluation of a specific e~ample 
with the help of the Monte-Carlo-method, was compared with that time, which was 
needed for the evaluation of the same example with the help of an analytical 
method. 
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P. Hedemann Jcn~~n 
Calculation of consequences of releases of fission products to the atmosph0~( 
under various environ:nental conditions. 
2. Particular objectives 
Development of models for calculation of 
a. Doses to individuals: 
External gamma doses from airborne radioactive material. 
Internal doses due to inhalation of radioactive material. 
External gamma doses from rad~oactive material deposited on the ground. 
Beta doaes to the skin from airborne radioactive material and from 
radioactive material deposited on the ground. 
b. Concequences of doses based on given dose-consequence relations. 
c. Doses to individuals and population under specified meteorological 
,~·'IIi\ i I i on:•. 
d. Probability distribution of doses to individuals and population for a 
given probability distribution of meteorological parameters. 
e. Isodose curves: Shape, area and number of people receiving doses witin 
specific limits. 
f. Number of concequences (i.e. number of people havins e.g. early illness, 
· cancer) for a given release. 
- 8co-
Both normal and accidential releases are considered. 
Furthermore the parameters in the modela are studies: 
Duration of release, atmospheric stability, plume rise, ground roughness etc. 
3· Experimental fac:i.1 Hy and programme 
None. 
4. Project status 
A computer model, PLUCON2, based on the gaussian plume model and fulfilling 
the objectives a.-f. mentioned in section 2, has been developed. PLUCON2 
can be used for calculation of doses and consequences in near-zone, i, e. the 
area witin 50 km from the release point. 
A limited comparison between PLUCON2 and the models used in the other Nordjc 
countries, Finland, Norway and Sweden has been made. On the ~asis of the cal-
culation results from the models, it was concluded that there are no essenti~l 
differences between the Hordic dose models. The results of the comparison i,:j 
published in reference 1. 
PLUCON2 has been used for a calculation of doses fro~ hypotetical accider.ts 
nt n nuclear power plnni (2). 
5· Next steps 
Development of a model, PUFCON, for calculation of consequences of accidental 
releases in situations where the meteorological conditions varies with time. 
This model is based on a puff-model which is under development in the micro-
meteorological group at Ris0. 
It is expected that this model is completed in 1982. 
6. References 
1. Comparison of Nordic Dose Models, S. Thykier-Nielsen, Ris0-M-1972. 
2. Calculation of the Individual and Population Doses on Danisk Territory 
Resulting from Hypothetical Core-melt Accidents at the Barseb~ck Reactor, 
P. Hedemann Jensen, E. tundtang Petersen, S. Thykier-Nielsen and 
F. Heikel Vinther, Ris0 Report No. 3;6. 
--·-----.-~~~ ·- ... 1 ..... ~ .... ~ 
- ~c"-
3· ~lodellcr til bcregning af eksterne gammadoser og inhalationsdoser fra 
frig0relser til atmosfreren af radioaktive stoffer, S. Thykier-Nielsen, 
Rislll-M-1725· 
(Description of tne models for calculation of external gammadoses and 
inhalation doses). 
4. Sammenligning af matema~iske modeller til beregning af eksterne gammadoser 
hidr0rende fra radioaktivitetsfrig0relser til atmosfmren, P. Hedemann Jensen, 
Ris0-M-1726. 
(Comparison of different models for calculation of external gammadoses 
from a plume). 
7. De~ree of availability 
Available on an exchange basis. 
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Modelization of racioactivity transfers within CEAIDSNISESRS 
a nuclear plant, atmospheric dispersion of 
releases and doses calculations : ALICE Responsable 
computer code. 
Date de demarrage Etat actuel Scientifiques 
01109/75 en cours 
Date d'achevement Derniere mise a jour 
31 I 1218o 02101/79 
J 
1. OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Etude pour toute installation nucleaire, de la dispersion des produits 
radioactifs depuis le point initial d'emission dans l'installation jusqu'a 
l'environnement et calcul, a l'interieur eta l'exterieur de l'installation, 
des activites, debits de dose et equivalents de dose en fonction du temps. 
Ceci doit conduire a l'evaluation realiste des consequences radiologiques 
du fonctionnement normal et des divers accidents enviaageables, compte tenu 
des caract~ristiques de l'installation et du site. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
2.1. Modelisation des phenomenes influant sur le transfert des nroduits 
actifs a l'interieur de l'installation (piegeage, filtrati;n, asper-
sion, depots d'aerosols). 
2.2. Modelisation du transfert atmospherique avec prise en compte du depot 
sec, du lavage, de l'existence de couches d'inversion. 
2.3. Modelisation des effets biologiques sur l'homme : irradiation externe 
par la panache et les depots, contrumination interne par inhalation ; 
doses individuelles et collectives. · 
3. I:·IS':'ALLAT!ONS EX?ERD~Er:TALES ET PROG~AJ-1!o.1E 
Essa.i de piegeage des iodes (pieges a charbon, eau, beton). 
Evolution des aerosols dans une enceinte apres un feu de sodi~ .. 
. . . / ... 
.... . 
-.Bo't-
Feu de sodiuc con~amine, role des a~rosols dans le transfert de la 
contamination. 
Test du modele de transfert atmospherique ! bouffees sequentielles. 
4, ETAT DE L 1 ETv"DE 
La partie du programme (ALICE interne) traitant les transferts et 
piegeages a l'interieur 4e l 1 installation est operationnelle. On 
peut ainsi disposer, en fonction du temps et pour une sequence acci-
dentelle dont les cinetiques d'emission sont connues : 
- des concentrations volumiques dans tous les compartiments, 
- des contaminations surfaciques des sols et murs, 
- des activites piegees sur les filtres, 
- des doses a l'interieur de l'installation, 
- des doses, dans l'environnement immediat, dues au rayonnement ! 
travers les parois des batiments, 
de la cineti~ue, par isotope, des rejets dans l'environnement, ce qui 
constitue le terme source pour la partie de programme ALICE-externe 
(dispersion atmospherique et doses dans l'environnement) deja opera-
tionnelle precedemment. 
4.2. Resultats essentiels 
--------------------
Applications d'ALICE-externe au calcul des doses dans l'environnement 
pour plusieurs sequences accidentell~s hors dimensionnement pour les ~, 
PWR. \,_) 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
!·Iise au point fioe de la partie ALICE-interne et utilisation sur des 
sequences de complexite croissante. 
- Examen des possibi~ites de couplage d'ALICE-interne avec des codes speciali 
ses, tels les codes calculant l'evolution.des aerosols en suspension. 
- A."nelioration de la. part.ie ALICE-externe pc•ur le calcul des effets a long 
terme ; en particulier introduction du lavage et de la remise en 
suspension du depo~. . 
6. ~:::I..AT!O'NS AV'SC :' 'A'C'::.2S :::'!'UDES 
... I . .. 










-Etudes d~s tr~ns~erts atnospheriques. Fiche 123-1-01. 
-Etudes des -:ranl!:i'erts hyd.rogeologiques. Fiche 123-3-01. 
- Accidents de reac~ears P\f.R. Analyse des divers scenarios possibles ; 
consequences quan~ aux transferts de la radioactivite a l'interieur de la 
centrale et aux rejets hors du confinement. Fiche 148-1-02. 
- Calcul a l'aide du code ALICE des consequences radiologiques .de rejets 
accidentels dans l'environnement d'une installation nucleaire. Appli-
cations. Fiche 148-2-02. 
- Feux de sodium : modelisation et codes de calcul du comportement des aero-
sols sodes. Fiche 156-1-01. 
- Accidents sur les reacteurs a neutrons rapides. Analyse des divers scenarios 
possibles ; consequences quant aux transferts de la radioactivite a l'inte-
rieur de la centrale et aux rejets hors du confinement. Fiche 158-1-01. 
7. DOCUMENTS D:S R:S?3RE:'1:C:S 
Notes NOVATO:.rE et DSN a paraitre. 
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Date de demarrage Etat actuel Scientifiques 
01/01/72 En cours G. DEVILLE-CAVELIN 
B. CRABOL 
Date d'achevement Derniere mise a jour 
31/12/81 02/01/79 
1 • OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Cette etude a pour objectif general l'elaboration de codes de calcul quali-
fies afin de prevoir quantitativement (concentrations moyennes et maxims.les, 
concentrations integrees dans le temps, etc ... ) le transfert par l'atmos-
phere vers l'environnement d'un polluant minoritaire resultant de rejets 
permanents ou accidentels des installations industrielles, nucleaires 
notarnment. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
2.1. Objectifs theorigues 
a/ Developpement et perfectionnement du mod(He de transfert atmospherique 
utilise au DSN par la prise en compte de nouveaux elements de la 
dispersion atmospherique : 
-variation temporelle du vent (pour memoire), 
- variations spatiales du vent, 
- surelevation des nuages ou panaches, 
- cisaillement vertical du vent et variations de la stabilite. 
b/ Developpement et perfectionnement des methodes d'utilisation des 
statistiques ~eteorologiques afin d'affiner les previsions effectuees 
a l'aide des codes de calcul par une meilleure prise en compte : 
-des durees de rejets envisages (accidents), 
... / ... 
J •. 
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- des specificites du site considere sur le plan de la dispersion 
atmospherique (en particulier, etude des persistances de situations 
meteoroloiiques donnees pendant une duree determinee). 
c/ Comparaison des resultats des applications du modele DSN avee ceux 
que l'on obtient, dans les memes conditions, avec d'autres modeles 
fran~ais ou etrangers. 
2.2. Objectifs exnerimentaux 
a/ Qualification du modele DSN a partir d'experiences de simulations des 
transferts atmospheriques in situ (traceurs) ou sur maquette en veine 
hydraulique (en particulier, determination des limites eventuelles 
de validite pour les parametres de diffusion actuellement utilises, 
a sa voir les ecarts-types <l"" x, a-v, o-; de la SANDIA-CORPORA\'ION 
proposes en 1966). ~ z 
b/ Adaptation eventuelle du modele DSN pour des situations meteorolo-
giques et/ou orographiques complexes (vents faibles, brises cotieres, ·=) 
terrain construit, tache thermique des villes, relief) afin d'etendre 
son domaine d'application (en particulier ajustement eventuel des 
ecarts-types). 
c/ Developpement et perfectionnement des deux techniques experimentales 
precedentes (traceurs sur le terrain et maquette en veine hydraulique). 
d/ Etude de faisabilite concernant la technique nouvelle de teledetection 
acoustique (sodar) pour l'acquisition de certains parametres meteo-
rologiques. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXP&~IMENTALES ET PROGRAMME 
Les moyens experimentaux comprennent : 
- Une station meteorologique complete situee a PIERRELATTE et equipee d'un 
pylone de 100m qui permet d'acquerir et de mettre en forme les donnees 
necessaires aux etudes purement meteorologiques (voir 2.1.b.). Cette 
station permet egalement d'assurer la couverture meteorologique necessaire 
lors de certaines campagnes de simulation in situ par traceurs. 
- Deux mats telescopiques de 30 m qui permettent de constituer deux stations 
meteorologiques simplifiees mais mobiles. Ces stations sont utilisees pour 
assurer la couverture meteorologique des campagnes de simulation in situ 
et pour ~tudier les purticularit~s meteorologiques locales d'un site. 
- Le materiel de prelevement et d'analyse des traceurs (sF6 et Freon 13 B 1). 
Ce materiel comprend : 
- Les dispositifs d'emission des traceurs a debit re.glable. 
- Les dispositifs de prelevement d'echantillons gazeux. 
- Le materiel d'analyse des prelevements (chromatographes en phase 
gazeuse et integrateur). 
. .. I . .. 
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- Une veine hydraulique installee a EVIAN et associee a une chaine de mesures 
des parametres caracteristiques des phenomenes turbulents (profils de 
vitesse, intensites de turbulence, spectres energetiques turbulents, hau-
teur de couche limite, hauteur de rugosite). Cette installation sert de 
support aux etudes de simulation sur maquette de la dispersion dans 
l'hypothese d'une atmosphere neutre. 
- Une seconde veine hydraulique, de dimensions plus reduites, implantee au 
DTCE/STT, est utilisee pour une etude de faisabilite de la simulation d'une 
atmosphere stable. 
- Un dispositif pilote sodar-fluxmetre en location en temps partage a partir 
de 1979. 
4. ETAT DE L'E~~S 
4.1. Avancement ace jour 
Bilan actuel et propositions pratiques pour le traitement des trans-
ferts atmospheriques et des donnees meteorologiques associees dans 
le cadre des dossiers de surete [1/. 
- Objectif particulier 2.1.a. : 
---------·-----------------
Elaboration du code de calcul ICAIR 2, nouvelle version du code 
ICAIR prenant en compte la variation spatiale du vent. Le code est 
operationnel. La notice d'utilisation est en cours de redaction. 
a/ Propositions quant aux mesures meteorologiques a effectuer sur 
un site nucleaire [2/. 
b/ Elaboration du code de calcul COTRAM 1, nouvelle version du code 
COTRA}1, qui permet un calcul plus exact des concentrations moyen-
nes annuelles sur un site a partir des probabilites d'occurrence 
de differentes situations meteorologiques. La notice d'utilisa-
tion est en cours de redaction. 
Une premiere comparaison des previsions des transferts atmospheriques 
effectuees a l'aide du modele DSN, d'un modele du type PASQUILL et des 
abaques LE QUINIO a ete effectuee. Les resultats ont ete confrontes 
aux resultats experimentaux provenant d'essais in situ (traceurs). 
Ce travail a fait l'objet de deux communications [3} [4}. 
- Objectif particulier 2.2.a : 
---------·----------------
En raison de diffic1iltes survenues au niveau de l'interpretation 
des quatre premieres campagnes de simulation in situ par traceurs, 
pour des conditions de vents faibles, une cinquieme campagne 
a ete effectuee sur le site de CADARACHE, avec une couverture 
meteorologique renforcee. L'exploitation des resultats est en 
cours a l'aide du code de calcul ICAIR 2, mis au point a cette 
occasion. 
. .. I . .. 
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. L I etude preliminaire de la faisabili te et des limi tes ,d t apnli-
cation de la simulation des transferts en atmosphere neutre sur 
maquette en veine hydraulique est terminee. Cette etude a ete 
l'objet d'une these de troisieme cycle (5}. 
Non engage. 
La construction du prototype de l'appareil de prelevement a 10 voies 
avec commutation automatique d'une voie a l'autre et duree des prele-
vements reglable est achevee. Les premiers tests de l'appareil ont 
deja commence. 
4.2. Resultats essentiels 
-Code ICAIR 2 (Objec~if 2.1.a.) 
-Code COTRk~ 1 (Objectif 2.1.b.). 
- Determination des limites d'anplication de la simulation sur maquette 
en ve~ne hydraulique des transferts en atmosphere neutre (Objectif 
2.2.a.). 
Realisation de l'appareil de'prelevement de traceurs a 10 voit$ 
(Objectif 2.2.c.). 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
- Q~J~~!~f-E~~!~~~~!~~-g~l~~~ 




' Recherche d'une methodologie pour dete~iner, sur un site donn~, des ~ 
sequences types d'une duree donpee de situations meteorologiques, en 
affectant a chacune de ces sequences une probabilite d'occurrence 
(etude liee a celle des persistances de situations meteorologiques 
donnees) ( 1980) . 
- Objectif narticulier 2.1.c. 
---------~-----------------
Poursuite de la comparaison du modele DSN avec les autres modeles 
franc;ais ou etrangers. Possibilite d'une participation a l'etude de 
comparaison des modeles projetee par la C.C.E. 
in~erpretation des experiences "vents faibles" a l'aide du code 
ICAIR 2. 
. .. I . .. 
() 
c 
Realisation d'experiences de simulation en veine hydraulique 
sur la ~aquette de CADARACHE pour les conditions meteorologiques 
obtenueJ dans les experiences in situ "vents faibles". 
Comparaison des resultats. 
Realisation dl.experiences sur maquette et in situ (traceurs) pour 
un terrain construit : 
- Faisabilite d'une etude sur maquette pour une centrale 
nucleaire a.v~c refrigerants atmospheriques. 
Etude ~e la fa.isabilite de la. simulation en veine hydraulique d'une 
atmosphere stable (DTCE/STT). 
Poursuite des.tests de l'appareil de prelevement a 10 voies et cons-
truction en petite serie (1979). 
Suivi des tests EdF sur le materiel de detection acoustique, puis 
location en temps pa.rtage d'un appareil pour des tests complementaires, 
par comparaison avec les donnees fournies par une station meteorolo-
gique du C.E.A. 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D 'AUTRES ETUDES ·· 
Calcul a l'aide du code ALICE des consequences radiologiques de rejets 
accidentels dans l'environnement d'une centrale nucleaire. Applications. 
Fiche 148-2-02. 
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C. BOHET (ECOPOL) 
L'etude des transferts oceaniques et hydrologiques doit perrnettre d'effectuer 
des previsions quantitatives de la dilution dans l'eau de mer, des fleuves 
et des lacs des effluents susceptibles d'y etre rejetes de maniere continue 
ou accidentelle par des installations nucleaires. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
2.1. Dispersion des rejets dans le champ proche (par exemple, a moins de 300m 
du point de rejet). 
-~ ·-
Dans cette zone,ou la dilution depend fortement des conditions locales 
de rejet, l'objectif est d'expertiser les modeles qui peuvent servir 
pour le recalage de certains modeles de dispersion utilises pour le 
c"Qamp lointain. 
2.2. Mise au point de codes de calcul operationnels pour l'evaluation de la 
dilution des effluents dans le champ lointain, en mer ou en riviere. 
La dilution depend alors presque exclusivement des proprietes du milieu 
recepteur ; ceci est en general realise a 500m du point de rejet. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRA~ 
4. ETAT DE L'ETu~E 
4.1. Avancement ace jour 
L'expertis~ de la methode de calcul en cha~p proche de EdF/LNH est 
~erminee. 
. .. I ... 
-&\ '1.-
- L'expertise de la methode de calcul d'EdF/u~li des courants marins 
le long des cotes soumises a des marees importantes (Manche en parti-
culier) est terminee. 
-La mise au point du code ISOPOME pour le calcul de la dilution d'un 
polluant dans le champ lointain dans le cas de mers peu profondes 
soumises aux marees est achevee. Ce code est une application du modele 
de diffusion a emissions sequentielles mis au point au DSN ; les . 
ecarts-types des distributions gaussiennes horizontale et verticale 
proviennent d'une compilation effectuee par OKUBO ; les trajectoires 
des centres de masse des diverses "bouffees" emises sont des donnl!es 
provenant soit de mesures (lacher et suivi de flotteurs), soit de 
calculs des courants avec la methode d'EdF/k~H. 
L'expertise du modele de calcul du champ de concentration developpe 
par l'E~~/LNH est terminee et ~~e comparaison des resultats des mode-
les DSN et EdF a ete faite dans le cas de la centrale de PALUEL. 
- Deux modeles pour le calcul de la dilution en riviere de rejets dnt 
ete mis au point ; le premier, fonde sur le modele a emissions s~quen­
tielles, permet de traiter le cas le plus general, tandis que le second 
qui suppose une vitesse d'entrainement grande par rapport a la vitesse 
de diffusion longitudinale, autorise une solution analytique (modele 
a disque). 
4.2. Resultats essentiels 
La methode de calcul en champ proche d'EdF est une methode aux ditf~­
rences finies permettant une resolution tridimensionnelle des equations 
locales moyennees dans le temps, ou des hypotheses ont ete introduites 
pour alleger les calculs. 
Il en resulte que le domaine pratique d'utilisation du modele est 
limite aux cas ou le rejet est fortement entraine par un courant tr&-
versier, ce qui n'est souvent pas le cas. 
- La methode de calcul des courants d'EdF/LNH repose dans le cas de 
la Manche sur trois ::nodeles "gigognes" : le modele general de grande 
emprise, le modele regional et le modele local, chaque modele four-
nissant les conditions aux limites pour l'emploi du modele suivant. 
Les calculs previsionnels avec ce modele de courants sont en ben 
accord avec les mesures in situ en ce qui concerne les courants ins-
tantanes et le marnage ; neanmoins un calage supplementaire a partir 
de suivis de flotteurs est necessaire pour atteindre les courants 
moyens de derive, qui ont pourtant une contribution essentielle pour 
la dispersion des rejets. 
. .. I . .. 
' " '._) 
' 





- En ce qui concerne la dilution en mer dans le champ lointain (mers a 
marees) le modele d'EdF/LNH a l'avantage de prendre en compte les 
particularites du site, notamment la non ur.iformite locale des cou-
1 
rants ; neanmoins la definition du coefficient de dispersion utilise 
ne permet pas un calage experimental direct. Le code ISOPOME est d'un 
emploi plus souple et s'appuie sur des coefficients experimentaux 
extrai ts de la li tterature. ; toutefois ceux-ci n 'ont pas ete comple-
tement qualifies le long des cotes. Quoi qu'il en soit une compa-
raison des deux methodes pour le site de PALUEL a donne des courbes 
enveloppes voisines. 
-Pour ce qui est enfin de la dilution en riviere l'emploi du modele 
simplifie a disque est recommande chaque fois que la vitesse du fleuve 
est grande devant la vitesse de diffusion longitudinale et que le 
debit du rejet est constant ou lentement variable. Une difficulte I 
demeure au niveau de la connaissance de la loi de variation en fonction 
du temps de l'ecart-type transversal de la distribution gaussienne. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Pas de nouveau developpement en vue compte tenu des besoins previsi-
bles de l'analyse de surete. 
- Terminer la compilation bibliographique en cours sur la dispersion en 
champ lointain en fleuve (recherche d'ecarts-types experimentaux) et 
achevement du code fonde sur le modele a emissions sequentielles. 
- Maintenir operationnels et reactualiser autant que necessaire les 
moyens de calcul du DSN pour la dilution dans le champ lointain (mers 
a maree, rivieres). 
- Effectuer un bilan des besoins de l'analyse de slirete afin de definir 
d'eventuelles etudes nouvelles (par exemple opportunite d'engager la 
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1 • OBJECTIF GE~rERAL 
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L'etude des transferts hydrogeologiques doit permettre de fournir des 
elements techniques pour la prevision quantitative des transferts de pol-
lution sous l'angle de la slirete des installations nucleaires : prevision 
des temps de transferts jusqu'aux exutoires naturels ou artificiels et 
des concentrations a attendre a ces memes exutoires. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
2.1. Etude d'un modele mathematique tridimensionnel simple de transferts 
hydrogeologiques (solution gaussienne dans l'hypothese de lois de 
sorption "ideales"). 
~.2. Etude d'un modele mathematique numerique tridimensionnel de transfert 
hydrogeologiques tenant compte de maniere plus realiste des lois 
physiques d'adsorption (nouvel objectif). 
2.3. Mise au point de methodes experimentales permettant d'obtenir les 
donnees necessaires a la verification des modeles correspondant aux 
objectifs 2-1 et 2-2. 
2.4. Recherche fondee sur des essais "in situ" des parametres et des 
coefficients d'une serie de terrair.s"types" pour l'etablissement 
d'abaques de coefficientsde diffusion en fonction des vitesses 
d'ecoulement de la nappe du terrain aquifere. 
. .. I ... 
2. 5. Mise au point de methodes "in situ" -permettant d I etablir les l¢is 
d'adsorption dans un terrain (double tra~age). 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIHENTALES ET PROGRAMME 
Les installations experimentales sent mises en oeuvre pour effectuer les 
etudes correspondant aux objectifs particuliers 2-3, 2-4 et 2-5. 
Ces installations sent constituees par : 
- Un terrain equipe pour des essais de tragage au BARP, qui a ete utilise 
pour la mesure des transferts hydrogeologiques a l'echelle decametrique 
en milieu sableux fin. 
- Un terrain d'experi::nentation "GRAVES" a VILLENAVE D'OP.NON, qui est uti-
lise pour l'etude des transferts hydrogeologiques par la methode bipuits 
(these de M. SAUTY- BRGM). 
- Un second terrain d'experimentation "GRAVES", en cours d'equipement,qui 
sera utilise pour des essais de transferts hydrogeologiques a l'echelle 
decametrique en milieu alluvionnaire grassier. 
- Un terrain d'experimentation. dent le choix est a faire, qui sera utilise 
pour des essais de transferts hydrogeologiques en milieu fracture. 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
4. 1. Avancement ace jour 
- La mise au point du modele mathematique TRIDISOL, avec recherche 
automatique des coefficients est achevee (l'objectif 2-1 est done 
atteint). 
- Les experimentations sur le site du BARP (milieu sableux fin) sont 
terminees. Les resultats sent en cours de depouillement (objectifs 
2-3 et 2-4). 
') 
·-
- Les experimentations sur J.e second site "GRAVES" debuteront au cours .) 
du 2e semestre 1979 apres la phase d'etude hydrogeologique prelimi-
n~ire du site qui est en cours (objectifs 2-4, 2-5). 
- La recherche d'un terrain d'experimentation en milieu fracture est 
en cours (objectif 2-4). 
4.2. Resul~ats essentiels 
Une premiere interpre-r.ation des experimentations sur ma.quette et 
sur le site du BARP montre qu'il est delicat de comparer, pour un 
meme milieu, les r~sultats obtenus en laboratoire sur un prelevement 
a ceu.x obtenus "in situ". 
5. PROCHAINES ETAFES 
En priorite, depouillement complet des essais effectues sur maquette et 
sur le chantier du BARP (publication des rapports d'interpretation avec 
TRIDISOL au cours du 1er trimestre 1979). 





~ Etude de la faisabilite d'une methodologie (methode bipuits) perrnettant 
~ de simplifier les experimentations de terrain. 
Mise au point d'une methodologie pour la determination "in situ", en 
milieu fracture, des coefficients de.diffusion. 
Etude de faisabilite et mise au point d'une sonde permettant de mesurer 
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·In order to increase our basic knowledge about the functi.ons and the effects of the 
trn.cc elements on humar1 life it is extremely important to study their geographical 
world-wide distribution;the knowledge of such a distribution is in fact very helpful· 
to distinguish between the normal levels of trace elements and those levels which 
are caused by som~ local either sour~e of pollution or/ and deficiency. 
Furthermore the estimation of radiation dose to the human body requires a certain 
amount of data about daily intakes and metabolic balances of the stable elements . 
which sen·e as carriers of the corresponding radioactive elements. Since the 
uptake and retention in man of many radionuclides cannot be determined .accurately, 
data on the corresponding stable elements are often useful for constructing a 
. . 
retention model for the 'reference man. Particularly long-lived nuclides in fallout 
from weapon testing or the natural radionuclides may be expected to approximate 





The research progam is aimed to define the levels of some trace ·elemBnt in Italy 
and to assess their main pathways from environment to man and their metaLC'lic 
balance in the Italian population. Various groups of Italian population living in 
different .Jreas of Italy have been followed up for one week to determine the daily 
dietary intake, daily tQtal excretion, blood concentration and. hair concentration 
ofth.efcllowingtracc- elements: A~, Co, Cr, Cs, Eu, Fe, Hg, Ni,·Rb, Sb, Se, 
Se, Sn and Zn. Furthermore the -:o:dc effects of some trp.ce metals will be also 
studi~d in exposed subjects, in order to compare the effects due to the radioactive 
pollutants to those due to the trace element. 
J. Experimental Facilities and Programme: 
.. ~- Instrumental neutron activation analysis has been employed. The irradiation 
· .'· · · f.1.dli.ty is th~ l ~~\'~· Tri~a R~actc-r- of the CSN Cas~iccia. 
-8'tt..-
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}Ge (Li) true coaxial detect6rs of large volume together with 
computerized multichannel analyzer have been applied to the gamma 
spectrometry analysis of the samples after irradiation. 
4. Project Status: 
1. Progress to DRte: Six population groups, ~ainly located in the 
~iddle-and-northern part of Italy, have been examined and about 
60 subjects have been followed up until now. The metabolism of 
mercury vapor and its cytogenetic effects have been studied in 
a group of exposed subjects. 
2. ~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~: The Italian da~a have been compared to the 
reference man data reported by ICRP 23 thus showing big differences 
for some trace elements between the Italian metabolic data and 
those reported by the ICRP. Furthermore some preliminary data 
referring to long-term human exposure t.o elemental mercury vapor 
seem to indicate that significant cytogenetic effects are induced 
at exposure levels which do not show other neurological sign ~nd/ 
or symptom. . ' · 
5. Next Steps: Other population groups mainly living in the southern 
part of Italy will be studied in the futur~. 





Clemente G.F., Cigna Rossi L., Santarcni G.P. (1978). 
"Studies on the distribution and related health effects of the 
trace elements in Italyn. In course of publication in the Proc. 
of the Conf. on Trace Substances in Environmental Health, Univ. 
of Missouri, Columbia. 
Clemente G.F., Cigna Rossi L., Santaroni G.P.(l978). 
"Trace element composition of hair in the Italian population~ 
Int. Symp. on Nuclear Activation in the Life Sciences, pp' 527-
543,IAEA, Vienna. 
Clemcnte G.F., Cigna Rossi L., Santaroni G.P. (1978). 
nstudies on the trace element distribution in the diets and 
population of Italy". In course of publication in Reviews on 
Environmental Health. 
Mariani A., Clemente G.F.-; ·santaroni G.P. (1979) .. 
nMercury levels in ~ood and its intake in high risk population 
groups". Proc. of the GEN Symposium, Budapest, 8-10 November 
1978 (in course of publication). 
Clement e. G .F., Cigna Rossi L., S.anta:r·oni .G. P. ( 1.979).. . .·· · 
"Nickel 'in foods and dietory ·in.take or nick~l'" ... Bi6geochekn.istry · 
of Nickel,book to be published by J. Wiley and S~ns. . ·: 
·' ~ 
7. ))~gree of Availability: Free. 
(LF·. Clemente, CNEN, CSN Casaccia, C.P. 2400, I-00100 Roma. 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUN'l,RY: 
RICERCHE SUI RADIONUCLIDI NELL ·!MlBIENTE ITALY 
SPONSOR: 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : ORGANISATION: 
RESEARCHES ON RADIONUCLIDES IN THE ENVIRONMENT rH~N - --
PROJF.CT. LEADER: 
F.GIORCELLI 
INITIATED:· COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
Jan. 1961 Ln.bora..torio 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: Contam.inaziono Continentale 
In proeress Jtul. 1979 
1) General Aim: Surveillance on the radioactive contamination of the 
environment, on a country-wide sc~le. 
2) Particular objectives 
-
Systematic measu~ements of enviro1unental ~adioa~ivity. The L1nin 
purpose of such measurements is to keep under a constant surveilla11ce 
the radioactiv~ contamination levels in the environment. Furthermore 
the data collected are utilized for a study on the distribl~tion and 
propagation of radionuclides in the environment. 
3) Experimental facilities and Programme: 
3.1 Experimental facilities . 
a) Laboratory of Chemistry 
b) Low-level beta counters 
c) Gamma speutrometry, Ge(Li) detectors 
d) Atomic absorption flame spectrophotometry 
3 • 2 Pro gramme •: 
45.897 
Systematic measurements of radioactive contamination in several 
kinds of environmental samples, as shown in Table 1. 
I 
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Ri vcr water 14 
Sea water 4 
~:~0, g-~~5 spect. 
Sr 37 . 




Twice a year r I 






Vegetables ( 1) 1 
Bovine meat 2 
sr90, ~ spectr. 
cs 137 I Quarterly :. 
Fish (2) 3 ~amma spectrometr.y Quarterly 
(1) Brassica oleracea., La.ctuca sativa, Lycopersicum. escul.entum, 
Malus domest~ca,Solanum tuberosum. 
(2) Clupea pilchardus, Engraulis enorasicholus, Scomber scomber, 
Azytilus galloprovincialis 
.I. 
Together with sr90 and cs137 measurements; determination of the 
isome~abolic stable elements Ca and·K are also performed. 
4) Project Status: 
4.1 Progress to date 







4.2 The present levels of radioactive contamination on country-wide 
scale, due to fall-out from atmospheric nuclear tests, are low~0 No~lly, only small concentrations of long lived nuclides (Sr , 
Cs ) are detectable·in environmental samples. Occasionally, in 
the periods following atmospheric nuclear tests~ low concentratior 
of short lived nuclj.des (Ba140, r131, zr95, Nb9', ca141, ce1~, 
Ru1°3, etc.) are measured. · · · l 
5) Next steps 
The work will be contin~ed as in previous years. 
6) Relation to Other Projects and Codes: · 
. ·. 
·,_ . 
The activity here described is the contribution of the Continental 
Contamination Laboratory, CNEN, to the "Reti Nazionali per la Sor-
veglianz& della Radioattivita Ambiental.e" (National Networks for the 
Surveillance of Environmental Radioactivity) ·co-ordinated by CNEN 
under ::c..:.~:3-;"'-:.:es o!· the Italian Health Ministry, with the eo-ope-
-&L$"-
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' HESEAHCHES ON RADIONUCLIDES IN THE 
ENV IROIHUENT 
OCR-EURATOM 
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(Centro Informazioni Studi Esperienze) 
SEGRATE (Ihlano) 
CNEN 
(Comituto Nazionale Energia Nucleare) 
Viale Regina Ma.rgherita., 125 
ROIM 
MDA-SERV .LIETEO-GNiilllA 
(Ministcro della Difesa Aeronf!.utica 
Servizio Meteorologico 
Gruppo Naz.Misure Radioattivita dell'Aria) 
P.le Luigi Sturzo, 31 
ROMA 
Istituto di Scienze dell'Alimentazione 
dell'Universita di Pavia 
Via Taramelli, 1 
PAVIA 
7) Reference Documen·~s: 
CLASSIFICATION : 
5.4 
The results obtained by all the Agencies co-operating to the "Reti 
Nazionali per la Sorveglianza della Ra.dioattivita Ambientale" are 
reported in "Data on Environmental Radioactivity Collected in Italy11 , 
ed. CNEN, Roma 
8) Degree of Availability 
The series of reports. quoted before is available from CNEN (Direzione 
Centrale per la Sicu:r:.·ezza Nucleare e la Protezione Sanitaria), Viale 






T.~'I'LE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Italy 
~~UDI PER LA VALUTAZIOHE DELL' D:TI?ATTO DI II.D?IANTI 
i;;_• SPONSOR: JWCIJEARI SULL I JJ.ffii:S:NTE I.'I.A.:UNO CNEN-CEE 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
CNEIT-CEE 
STUDIZS :!!.,OR TIIE EVALU~\TION OF THE n1PAC1 OF NUCLEAI-
PROJECT ·LEA DEP.: 
PLANTS ON THE I.IARHiE EHVIRONI'.illl'~T Pietro SCOPPA 
INITIATED: 1957 COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 1979 in pro.:;ress June 
1. General Aim: 
.According to the increasing utilization of nU:clear energy as a means 
of electricity generation, the marine e'Ylviror~ment iYill play an impor-
tant role as a disposal area for large quantities of low-level radio-
active l::..quid wastes. Furthermore, it will receive thermal discharges 
and biocides used for fouline control. Therefore, extensive studies 
are directed to -!;he evaluatjon of the im:9act of nuclear plants clischar· 
ges under health protection and ecotoxicological standpoints. 
2. Particular Objectives: 
2a - A better 1-movvled,ee on thP interactions bet·ween radioactive, 
thermal and chemi-cal discharges, taking into consideration 
thej.r effects on marine organisms. 
2b - lVIodelling of marine systems: development of computer programs 
and application of models to sp~cific areas. 
3. ExP.erim~ntq~ Faci~~ties and_?rozrrum~~: 
The basic instrume11tation to perform research in the fields of phys-
ical oceanography, chemistry, botany, zoology, microbiology, radio-
ecology, etc., is available. 
The program..rne is composed by several research lines, such as: 
3a - Interactions betv1een chlorine and seawater components. 
3b - Influence of water ter:J.perg,ture on the transfer of radionuclides. 
3c - Conbined effects of biocides and increased water temperature on 
marine organisms. 
3d - Levels of radionuclides in seawater, sedi."rD.ents, and organisms. 
3e - Studies on coastal. currents and transport. 
3f - Evaluat-ion of radiation.-pr~t.ection data· ·collected· in typical· 
areas. . . ··.·. .. . .. . 
3g - Long-term transfer of radionuclides in marine ecosystems. 
45.897 
·.,. . 
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4;: Project s~~:atus (proeress to date and essential results): 
· 4a-
4b -
A mathematical model.to calculate equilibrimn distribution. 
of ox:Ldant species present in chlorinated seawater has been 
implemented. 51 . . . Studies or .. the release of Cr by fish at 10 and 20 C are 
in progress. 
4c Th~ resistance of several marine organisms to increased' 
ttmte:c temperature has been determined under laboratory 
conditions. 
4d - Levels of beta- and gar.nma-emi tting radionuclides have been 
measured in a large number of ·samples (water, sediments, 
organisms) collected along Italian coasts. · 
4e -. Collectior: and elaboration of da"lia needed for the eva.lua"!iic•n 
of currents and transport in typical sites are in progress. 
4f - A model for the predictive description of the behaviour of 
rad.ionuclides in the La I.ia.ddalena Archipelago has been ccm-
pleted. 
4g - Preliminary studies on acctunulation and release of radio-
nuclides in/from marine sediments have been directed to· 
the improvement of aampling·methodolO~/ and analytical. 
techniques for the determination of trace elements. 
5. Next Steps: 
Future work will be in accordance wi·th the programme described 
under 3. 
6. Relation to other Projects and Codes: none. 
7. Reference ooctunents: 
AN::8REOLI; G. et al. - Envirorunental Survey in the La 
Maddalena Archipelago: Data Reports of the July 1975 
to April 1977 Campaigns. 
RT/BI0(78.)11, RT/3I0(78)29, RT/J3I0(78)32. Other three 
reports of the series RT/BIO on the same sub·ject in press •. 
...... . 
'· . 
:BERNHARD, ·I-.1., ZATTZRA, A. - La distribuzione di alcuni po1_ 
l~e~ti nell'ambiente marino con tentativi di stima delle 
con se guenze. . 
ARCH .. Oceanogr. Limn·o.l'!t ;. 18,". Suppl.· 3· ·(1976·) ·83~ili·. 
· RT/:SIO (78 )14. · .. ··. · .. . . . · . · . . : · · · . • .. · · ... : ' . ~. ·~: .. ~· .. 
. . 
. . 
Thalassia Jugoslavia~· (in press·).· .. · · · 
.. 
\I 
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BONIFO?..TI, R. - Alcune considerazioni sulla contaminazione 
del I.ToditerrD.neo, 
P~O/RTI (l978 )JJSPJ.i ·1 
EONIFORTI, R. - TOUSSAIHT, C.J. - Application 
fluorescence spectrometry to the study of the 
ronment. 
Int. J. Environ. Anal. Chem. (1978) (in press) 
of. the X-r~y 
marine envi 
-
CEPPODOI.IO, I., GALLI, 0,, R.A:rl'lJ?I, Lo, ZATTERA, A. - La D,! 
stribuzione del fitoplancton nell'Arcipelago di La I.Tadd!!, 
lena. Luglio l975o Febb:::-aio 76. Gitt6!10-Luglio 76. 
RT/BI0(78)44. RT/BI0(78)48. RT/BI0(78)49. 
GALLI, c., ZAS:1ERA, A,- Processi e modelli di diffusione 
nella baia di s. Stefano: esperienze del luglio 1975. 
RT/BIO (78) 30. ' 
GALLI, o., ZATTERA, A.- Processi e modelli di diffu~ion& 
nella be.ia di s. Stefano :. esperienze del luglio 1976. 
RT/BIO. (78) 37. . 
GALLI, o., ZA~TERA, A. -Temperature as pollutant. Long term 
effects and thermal shock on some marine phytoplankters. 
RT/BIO (78) 31. 
GALLI, c., ZAT~~RA, A.- Accumulation of Os by some marine 
phytoplankters. 
Proceedings of the XXVI Congress of the ICSEIII, Antalya (1978), 
24-2'8 (in ·press). 
PIRO, Ae, ROSSI, G,, and PAPUCCI, C.- Chemical and physico-
chemical measurements in the La Uaddalena Archipelago. 
RT/CUI(78)l. 
SCHULTE, E.H., SECONDINI, Ao, FIORE, V. - La distribuzione 
delle zoobenthos nell'Arcipelago di La Maddalena. 
RT/BI0(78) 28. . 
.. 
. SCH-~TE, · :E; .• H~ .-:: Studie~ on the di:stri·bution· of. Z'oobenthos . ·~ ... 
on the Northern Sardinian ·Coast. · · · ~ 
Proc~e:1::'.~:s of the :CCVI Congress of -the ICSZr.~, Antalya. ,- (~978) 
.. , ~ .... .. ................ ' I. ,.i_.. l-''L '• ;..:: :.:. ) 0 
-€~o-
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Bull. H.P.-2o Calculator Log. No. 1307 (1978). 
C.N.E.N.-C.N.R. - Misure di temperatura e salinith con 
sonda automatica nell'Arcipelago di·La Maddalena.· 
RT/FI(78). (in press). 
C .N .E .N .,-C oiioRo .... Data reJ?Ort: Current and temperature 
measurements in the .Archipelago of La Maddalena •. 
RT/FI(78)14. 
C.N .E.N .- C.N oR. - Risul-'Gati degli esperj.menti con tra_£ 
cianti svolti nell'arci].Jelago di· La I.Iaddalena per la de 
-tenainazione del coeffioiente di diffusione turbolenta 
locale .. 
RT/FIG78)l~. 
8. Degree of AxrdlabiJit;Ir: free, C!ft.J:N- Laboratorio per lo St'l.ld;io 
dell'Ambiente Marino 
I-19030 FIASCHERnro (La Spezia) Italy 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTJ:i.Y: 
Valutazione quantitativa del rilascio di sostanze radio- ITALY 
aJtive naturali nell'ambicnte SPONSOR: 
CNEN 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
Quantitative evaluation of the release of natural radio- CNEN 
active substances into the environment PROJECT 'LEADER: 
M. Dall 1 Aglio 
INITIA'fED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
January 1974 R. Gragnani 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: C. Orlandi 
in progress .:fuly 1979 G. Paganin 
1. General Aim 
Study of the environmental impact of nuclear plants referred to the release of 
radioactive elements. 
2. Particular Objectives 
In the surroundings of some nuclear plants, study of the distribution and circu-
lation of natural isotopes of radioactive elements which can be released by the 
plants, before the start of the industrial' activity. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Programme 
A well equipped geochemical standard laboratory plus alfa and gamma spectro-
metry, neutron analysis equipment. Fluorimetric instrumentation for analysis. 
Radiological surveys are in program in Italian nuclear research centers and 
Uranium mine areas. 
4. Project Status 
Radioecological surveys have been carried out for the CNEN Trisaia Research 
Center and for the 11Fahbricazioni Nucleari 11 Fuel Fabrication' Plant, Bosco 
' IVIarengo (Alessandria). Preparatory studies have been performed for the 
Novazza mine. 
5. Next steps 
To extend the radio ecological survey to all Italian nuclear plants and mines. 
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6 R eference Documents . 
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[nviroruuentnl effects o£ nuclear power 
plants accidents 
PROJECTLEADER: 
· B. Th. Eendebak 
SCIENTISTS: 
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To an~lysc the risks of light water reactors on specific sites in 
tho Netherlands. 
Pdrticular obiectiv~s 
To study the effects of nuclear accidents as a function of site, 
population density, vlheather conditions, etc. 
Experimental facilities 
~ot applicable • 
. Project status 
Computer code "MAKRO" 1s available. 
~:(!xt s tcps 
~ot applicable. 
Relation to other projects 
This project was started by an order of the Minister of Economic 
Affairs to make a risk analysis of the fuel cycle in the Netherlands. 
This study was finished in June 1975. 
See also the projects "Calculation of the quantities of radio-
activity released as a result of a serious reactor accident" and 
"Failure analysis by application of event and fault trees". 
Reference docum<..:nts 
Not available yet. 
Degree of availability 
Through the organization KE·lA. 
AS THIS PROJECT IS ·TERHINATED, NO FOR.r."~T WILL BE 
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o~· A ru;u;r..:.:l!! m• fili!JlOACTIVE MATI::RIAL TO TilE A~OGPI!ERE SPONSOH: 
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. • j • 
Th•·orc·ticr.l 1o1ori< i:: required to cnlculnte t~o do:;e::; to var.ious orgnns received by people standing at ::;everal distnncos 
.:,, .. ,,.,..nd <>f 11 P:ivcn relcn::e of rridionctive rn:,tcria1 nn? the nrcns contnminetod by fi:;sion products and actinides. It 
i:; r.! :;o re1ui rt:1 to ~Jrou~cu consequence probability curves whore the consequences may. be death, illness or a contaminated 
nrclJ. 
2. P,\fiTICIJLAR OiiJF:CTI\'i::: • 
For a variety of weather conditions and wind velocities, the following are calculated: 
u) <'·- ~.r·:~ to or".'lfl:; of the body due to the inhalation of radioactive material. 
L) whol<,..bo•!y ~nrr:n~ rlo:~o to external rod.intion from the passing cloud Md from deposited fission products. 
1,r,,,., t1nnv,err,u:.ly contnm.inrttccl by depo:~ited fission products, by 137 Cs alone and by actinides, as a function of 
chr.:.c•1 time since tt.e occurrence of the releo.~se. 
11:1 cou.tJ in i nv; tho rc~ul ts of tho nbove cnlculntion ovor all 'feather conditions, consoquonoo/probnbility curve:> are plotted 
wi.N''' t.!.~ c··•·~''''l1l<mc•··: C1111 be ~ thyroid C:tllcor b. early donths duo to lunr~ dose, bone dotJe nnd GI-Trnct do:~e, c. crltlcer::; 
of or,'.lil•::. ott;cr thWl thyroid, d. total man-rem, e. areas dangerously contaminated by deposited 'lS emitting fission 
products, deposited 137 C:o or deposited actinides at various times after the.release, r. the number of people within 
ttoo::e area and g. the area within which milk consumption must be barred •. 
The model usL~·tRkcs account of the effect of the duration of release on the atmospheric dispersion. The effect of 
surfr,co rouo~hness in included as are ::.implo prescriptions for handling the effect of building wakes, of inversion lids 
(llld of r,lr:r.:<~ ri:.c. 
1'l,c r.rc..,~~r.m in its present state is able to produce all the results described in Section 2. 
. . 
.. ·.· .. · 
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TilE A'n·lcr;Pflt:RIC DI5PERSION OF RADIOACTIVE 
l1t.'I1JUAL IN TilE tNJ::riT OF AN ACCIDENT TO A SPONSOR: 
NUCLEAR INSTALLATION . 
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SRD, UKAEA 
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'1974 
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; 
1'1) pz·ovicio a wntcrtiz-1lt method for evaluating the consequences or accidental releaSes ot radioactive material to the 
"''vi r<,,r.,,1,t. 
1'/.ltl' JC!IJJ,/,TI OIW:f;TJVt:S 
Tho cont.inuinv. development of tho computer code TDUON. 
' 
'· 
~·unrm i:: now a flexible. tool with which a rapid assessment of the order of magnitude of the consequences o~ an accidental 
r,J,.,.~.o CJf ro!liot~ct.lvo 111ntorial to the environment oon bo made. · 
'1. :::ntcrfacing TIRION with codes such as FRA.sc·, AEROSIM and FISPIN which describe processes within and/or leakage from 
a contair.cent. 
.... ( r~od.ifications to the Meteoroloc;ical model including time varying effects • ·. 
Autooation or input and output. 
4. l~i ~;r.:ellMCOU!I problems. 
ZRD RG21 SRD R63a SRD R85~ SRD R120a SRD R134 
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It b f•.rr.•!•,:::rontr.l thnt the rorJuircmcnt::; of tho European Directive on radiation protection ::;.tandards are followed with r~ord 
tr, rr,.1i11t.irm f'Y.p•>::•sr" to pcr~.rm:; on :-:ite nml to morrrhors of the ~:cnornl public. 
J. tl.<ri"I•'Ji'l; '•I•J>r<J•:i.r:tion of tt.o bchuviour of po:::t.ulntcd ,activity relea::;o::; is ncce:::sary and must include treutmont "or fnctor::; 
L•·t.lr ;,,ts·ir.:.ic hra<! e;-:trin!.ic to the dosil'JI. The evaluation methods must therefore be capnble of treuting a wide rBllr~o of 
:>i l<·-•l.,,,N.dur.t conditions :::uch n::; dcmor,rophy, hydrolot•,y.j mcteoroloeY, etc. in addition to generic desi~-dependent features. 
Tl,,, l·r•.;•rr~nnr•• i:; Uor:rofore. acldrc::;::;cd to tho further development of established models which have been used in sni'oty 
•·v11l •Hrt ion of V11ri.ou::. rcnctor:. (inclur.Un,; :;pociolisod PWR) and other nuclear facilities. 
(,I'.;, r;·: ! ·n:: 
1. 1'•• '''J">rt ttiu r.urrnnt ~tntu~ on tho rlovo1opmont of the coclo TIRION, which predicts the onviromnontnl con::oquonoo~ or 
r;·. i"" J•l'er•luct ruluu"o to utmo:;phoro. The report will include stntlllllonts on the extent of validation or the analytioul 
.:.Cr<k!::; u::;<:d ir. the pror_,rtrJrllllE>. 
To (•;:w-..inc the results of sensitivity studies on the code TIRION, relevant to PtiR conditions, and to carry out further 
:.;H:~ . .iti vity £tudics if necessary. Report results. 
~. ':er rl·port t.:1c current status of development of the core fission product inventory code FISPIN, its applicability to 
p,,T\:; IJlld its level of validation. 
4. · To rr:viw o't~>iltJble models 1br the n::!:a::::::!:lcnt of volatile fis::;ion product behnviotir within containment including evaluntic 
or ti.o effect o1' po::ot-nccident enl',inoQrcd sal'cVAnrds such as containment spray. fo -recommend aaoption of appropriate 
mo•'••l!; or, nltornatively, the development of new methods. 
fACI!,l'J'lr:; 
fJ::Plll: m:;u;y 472 and 2')00 AEEW 470 AEHE "?J70 
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STATUS : - COM?LETED : 1977 
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To reduce the \ofet-sipping t:i.r:1e. 
~. Pnr~icular objectivc::s 
c· 
... 
- An :i.nctec.:;c of the off-gas activity combined 'tvith a one step 
control-rod movement indicates the position of ruptured fuel. 
- The rcle~se of certain fissio~-products during reactor start-up 
is a me.1sure for the number ~ailed fuel rods. 
~erim·;mtal facilities 
Dode\.raard nuclear power plant. 
Project s t~1t:_~ 
Still ~n progress. 
l· 
1 :'ic:;.:t steps 
I Not applicable. 
Relation to other projects 
None. I Reference documents 
None-. 
Degre0 of ovailability 
Throuzh the organization KEMA. 
r-----------------~-------------------------------~ 
I AS THIS PROJECT IS TERHINATED, NO FORMAT 'tVILL BE· l ISSUED IN THE NEXT NUCLEAR SAFETY RESEARCH INDEX 
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Common cause failure 
Initiated 1974 








' National Laboratory 
' 
Project leader 
J. R. Taylor · 
'l'he object of the p~ojec:t' is to gather and classify data 
concerning common cause failure, and to develop models using 
the data to predict common cause failure probability. 
Project status 
So far, data concerning some 500 failure incidents have 
been studied in detail, and classified data for 121 coupled 
failures recorded. The projec~ is continuing. 
Reference documents 
J.R. Taylor, Common Mode and Coupled Failure, Ris¢-M-1826, 
October 1975. 
Availability 
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Research on the topic of computer reliability was or~gi-
nally taken up at two separate ins·ti tutions 
- Ris~ and CNEN; 
' 
-
• .t=. el i tw Cassac~a. On the spec~~~c top~c of dev op ng sof are for 
deriving systematic testing data for control programs, the 
two institutes joined forces. The joint project dates from 
1977. 
The present work is aimed at producing an interactive 
program, which will produce sets of data capable of testing 
all.paths or all branches in a·cornputer program. 
Project status 
Progress to date (April 1977) includes completion of the 
basic support routines and program language analyser for the 
program. 
Relation with other projects 
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-8:~-
Reference documents 
One report has been published. 
J.R. Taylor, Proving Correctness of a Real Time Operating 
System, 3rd European Real Time Conference,· Budapest 1973. 
Availability 
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National Laboratory 
Systematic Analysis of N~clear Power Plant 
Incidents PROJECT LEADER: 
H. Larsen 
I !INITIATED: 1977 COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
H. Larsen 
STATUSi In progress LAST UPDATING: H.E. Kongs~ E. Nonb~l 
. ··. 
1. General Aim 
Systematic analysis of incidents on nuclear power plants with the 
purpose of identifying trouble areas and event sequences of importance 
to s~fcty. As ~ first step incidents on nuclear power plants have been 
analysed on the basis of Nuclear Pm..;rer Experience Documents (NPE) . NPE 
· compiles and reports on the operating experience of Light Water Reac-
tors, with emphasis on ~perating problems. A classification system 
has been set up, comprising a total number of 18 classification-
criteria like: Doc~et No., Time of Commissioning, Primary Component, 
Secondary Component, Primary Fault·Machanism etc. Each incident 
is registered on punchcards. A computer program to analyse the data 
has be~n developed, An analy~is qomprising all reports concerning 
PWR's in 1977 has been performed. 
2. Particular objectives 
3. Experl.mental facilities and programme 




5. Next steps 
Future work on this subject will focus on a systematic analysis of 
safety related incidents based on Licensee Event Reports from various 
countries. 
6. Relation with other projects 
7. Reference documents 
Annual Progress Report, Department of ~ctor Technology, Ris¢ l979. 
K. Alstrup, II.E. Kongs¢ and H. Larsen, Analysis of Incidents in 
Pressurized-Water Reactors. Second National Reliability Conference, 
Birmingham, 28-30 March 1979. 
 
 
